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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF STATE OF IDAHO

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Husband and Wife,

-vs-

)
)

Plaintiffs IAppellants,

SUPREME COURT# 41869

)
)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and John Does I-X,
individuals and entities presently known,
Defendants I Respondents.

)
)

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

)
)
)
)
)
)

******************************************************************

Appeal from the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District
of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Bingham.
Honorable David C. Nye, District Judge, presiding.
******************************************************************

Counsel for Appellant:

Brent C. Featherston, Esq.
113 South Second A venue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Counsel for Respondent:

Jennifer K. Brizee, Esq.
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

*********************************************************************

IN THE D ISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband and
Wife,

)
)

SUPREME COURT# 41869

)
Plaintiff(s) /Appellant(s),

)
)
)

-vs-

NOTICE OF LODGING

)
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.

)

doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital

)

and John Does I-X, individuals and entities

)

presently known,

)
)
Defendant( s)/Respondent( s)

)
)

TO:

Counsel for Appellant:

Brent C. Featherston, Esq.
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Counsel for Respondent:

Jennifer K. Brizee, Esq.
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

You are hereby notified that the Clerk's Record for the above-entitled matter has
been lodged with the Court. Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 29(a), the parties shall
have twenty-eight (28) days from the date of service of the record, including requests for
corrections, additions, or deletions. In the event no objections to the Reporter's
Transcript or Clerk's Record are filed within said 28-day time period, the transcript and
record shall be deemed settled, in accordance with Idaho Appellate Rule 29(a).
h
DATED this 131 day of August, 2014.

SARAH STAUB, Clerk ofthe Court
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User: BELL

Case: CV- 2011- 0002069 Current Judge: David C. Nye
David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

User

912712011

SMIS

MPRATT

Summons Issued

David C. Nye

NCOC

MPRATT

New Case Filed - Other Claims

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not David C. Nye
listed in categories 8-H, or the other A listings

Judge

below Paid by:Jeremy Featherston Receipt
number: 0016779 Dated: 912712011 Amount :
$88. 00 (Credit card) For: Samples, David
(plaintiff) and Samples, Jayme (plaintiff)
MPRATT

Filing: Technology Cost- CC Paid by:Jeremy
Featherston Receipt number: 001677 9 Dated:
912712011 Amount: $3. 00 (Credit card) For:
Samples, David (plaintiff) and Samples, Jayme
(plaintiff)

David C. Nye

APPR

MPRATT

Plaintiff: Samples, David Appearance Through
Attorney Jeremy P. Featherston

David C. Nye

APPR

MPRATT

Plaintiff: Samples, Jayme Appearance Through
Attorney Jeremy P. Featherston

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Verification of Complaint

David C. Nye

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Service for BMH, Inc. dba Bingham
Memorial Hospital - served on Louis Kraml on
11/4111

David C. Nye

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Default Affidavit of Non-Military Status David C. Nye
Application for Entry of Default as to Def BMH,
Inc.

121512011

DFCL

MPRATT

Approval of Entry of Default and Entry of Default I David C. Nye
BMH, Inc.

1212012011

APPR

MPRATT

Defendant: Bingham Memorial Hospital
Appearance Through Attorney Jennifer K Brizee

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Brizee,
Jennifer K (attorney for Bingham Memorial
Hospital) Receipt number: 0021707 Dated:
1212012011 Amount: $ 58. 00 (Credit card) For:
Bingham Memorial Hospital (defendant)

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Brizee,
Jennifer K (attorney for Bingham Memorial
Hospital) Receipt number: 0021707 Dated:
1212012011 Amount: $ 3. 00 (Credit card) For:
Bingham Memorial Hospital (defendant)

David C. Nye

NOAP

MPRATT

Notice Of Appearance I Jennifer Brizee for
Bingham Memorial Hospital

David C. Nye

MOTN

MPRATT

Def Bingham Memorial Hospital's Motion to Set
Aside Default

David C. Nye

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Hearing I Mtn to Set Aside Default

David C. Nye

BRFD

MPRATT

Memorandum in Support of Def BMH's Motion to
Set Aside Entry of Default

David C. Nye

101512011
121112011

1212112011

1
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User: BELL

Case: CV- 2011- 0002069 Current Judge: David C. Nye
David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

User

12/21/2011

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Jennifer Brizee in Suppor to of Def
BMH's Motion to Set Aside Default

David C. Nye

12/22/2011

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Set Aside Default
01/20/2012 02: 30PM)

David C. Nye

12/27/2011

APPR

MPRATT

Defendant: Hanson, Ray W. Appearance
Through Attorney Jennifer K Brizee

David C. Nye

MPRATT

David C. Nye
Filing : 1 1 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Brizee,
Jennifer K (attorney for Hanson, Ray W.) Receipt
number: 0022014 Dated: 12/27/2011 Amount:
$5 8. 00(Credit card) For: Hanson, Ray W.
(defendant)

MPRATT

David C. Nye
Filing: Technology Cost -CC Paid by: Brizee,
Jennifer K (attorney for Hanson, Ray W.) Receipt
number : 0022014 Dated: 12/27/2011 Amount:
$3.00 (Credit card) For:Hanson, Ray W.
(defendant)

Judge

1/9/2012

STIP

MPRATT

Stipulation to Set Aside Default I BMH

David C. Nye

1/11/2012

HRVC

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion to Set Aside Default
scheduled on 01/20/2012 02:30PM: Hearing
Vacated

David C. Nye

ORDR

MPRATT

Order Setting Aside Default of Def BMH

David C. Nye

1/19/2012

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice Vacating Hearing on Motion to Set Aside
Default

David C. Nye

1/20/2012

ORDR

DISNEY

Order FOR SUBMISSION OF INFO FOR SCHE
ORDR

David C. Nye

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice vacating 1-20- 12hearing

David C.Nye

2/2/2012

STIP

MPRATT

Stipulation to Stay Proceedings

David C. Nye

2/17/2012

ORDR

DISNEY

Order TO STAY PROCEEDINGS

David C. Nye

2/22/2012

STAT

DISNEY

Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk
action

David C. Nye

7/10/2012

APPR

MPRATT

Plaintiff: Samples, David Appearance Through
Attorney Brent C. Featherston

David C. Nye

1/10/2013

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Change of Firm Name

David C. Nye

STIP

MPRATT

Stipulation to Lift Stay Order

David C.Nye

1/14/2013

ORDR

MPRATT

Order Lifting Stay

David C.Nye

1/16/2013

ORDR

MPRATT

2nd Order for Submission of Information for
Scheduling Order

David C. Nye

1/20/2013

HRVC

JAEME

Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on
01/14/2014 09:00AM: Hearing Vacated 1- 14
through 1- 17 & 1-21through 1- 23- 7days

David C. Nye

HRVC

JAEME

Hearing result for Pretrial scheduled on
12/20/2013 04:00PM: Hearing Vacated
Featherston is appearing telephonically with
Judge Nye's permission per stipulation

David C. Nye

2
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User: BELL

Case: CV -2011-0002069 Current Judge: David C. Nye
David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Judge

Date

Code

User

1/28 /2013

NOTC

MPRATT

Joint Submission of Information for Scheduling
Order

David C. Nye

1/30/2013

ORDR

MPRATT

Order Setting Pre- Trial and Jury Trial

David C. Nye

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial 12/20/2013 01: 00
PM)

David C. Nye

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/14 /2014 09 : 00 David C. Nye
AM) 1- 14 through 1-17 & 1-21 through 1-23- 7
days

MPRATT

Notice Of Hearing

David C. Nye

MOTN

MPRATT

Motion to Amend Complaint

David C. Nye

MOTN

MPRATT

Motion to Appear by Telephone

David C. Nye

2/4/2013

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion To Amend Complaint David C. Nye
03/15/2013 02: 00 PM)

2/5/2013

ORDR

MPRATT

Order Permitting Telephonic Appearance

David C. Nye

3/8 /2013

BRFD

MPRATT

Defs' Memorandum in Opposition to Pis' Motion
to Amend Complaint

David C. Nye

3/11/2013

PERS

MPRATT

Personal Return Of Service - Dr. Ray Hanson
served on 12/14 /11

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Registered Agent Return of Service - BMH served David C. Nye
on 11/4 /11 via Louis Kraml

BRFD

MPRATT

Pis' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend David C. Nye
Complaint and Response to Defs' Memorandum
in Oppositon

AFFD

MPRATT

Affidavit of Counsel

David C. Nye

MOTN

MPRATT

Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on
Defs' Motion to Strike Portion of Pis'
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint

David C. Nye

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Hearing - Mtn to Strike Portions of Pis'
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint

David C. Nye

MOTN

MPRATT

Defs' Motion to STrike Portions of Pis'
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint

David C Nye

BRFD

MPRATT

Memorandum in Support of Defs' Motion to Strike David C. Nye
Portions of Pis' Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Amend Complaint

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion To Strike
03/15/2013 02: 00 PM) Motion to Strike Portions
of Pis' Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Amend Complaint

David C. Nye

AFFD

MPRATT

Amended Affidavit of Counsel

David C. Nye

2/1/2013

3/12/2013

3/13/2013

3/14 /2013

3
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User: BELL

Case :CV- 2011-0002069 Current Judge: David C. Nye
David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

User

MNUT

MPRATT

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Motion To Amend Complaint
Hearing date: 3115 12013
Time : 2:10pm
Courtroom:
Court reporter :
Minutes Clerk : MARIELLE PRATT
Tape Number:

David C. Nye

DCHH

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion To Amend Complaint
scheduled on 03115 12013 02:00PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter:
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: Featherstone by telephone 208-263- 6866

David C. Nye

DCHH

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion To Strike scheduled on David C. Nye
03115 12013 02:00PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Strike Portions of Pis'
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
Complaint

4/4/2013

DEOP

MPRATT

Decision on Pis' Motion to Amend Complaint and David C. Nye
Defs Motion to Strike

61712013

MOTN

MPRATT

Defs' Motion to Dismiss Breach fo Contract Claim David C. Nye

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Hearing - Motion to Dismiss Contract
Claim

David C. Nye

BRFD

MPRATT

Memorandum in Support of Defs' Motion to
Dismiss Breach of Cotnract Claim

David C. Nye

611012013

STIP

MPRATT

Stipulation to Appear Telephonically

David C. Nye

611212013

HRSC

MPRATT

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
David C. Nye
0612112013 02:30PM) Breach of Contract Claim

611412013

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice of Filing Amended Complaint

David C. Nye

AMCO

MPRATT

Amended Complaint Filed

David C. Nye

NOTC

MPRATT

Notice Vacating Hearing RE: Defs' Motion to
Dismiss Breach fo Contract Claim

David C. Nye

HRVC

MPRATT

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled
on 06/2112013 02: 30PM: Hearing Vacated
Breach of Contract Claim

David C. Nye

812212013

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice of serv of discovery response

David C. Nye

812612013

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice of serv I pi's interogs, req for prod to BMH David C. Nye
& Hanson

NITD

DISNEY

Notice of Intent to Take Default

David C. Nye

ANSW

DISNEY

Answer

David C. Nye

DFJT

DISNEY

Demand For Jury Trial I BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

3115 12013

611812013

812812013

Judge

4
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Case: CV-2011-0002069 Current Judge: David C. Nye
David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

User

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Jennifer Brizee in supp of motn to
strike late disclosed experts

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

memo in supp of motn to strike late disclosed
experts

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion to strike late disclosed experts

David C. Nye

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1010912013 10:00
AM) to be heard in Bannock County motion to strike late disclosed experts

David C. Nye

912312013

EXW

DISNEY

plaintiffs Expert Witness Lists

David C. Nye

912412013

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion to dismiss pi's new claim regarding
negligent post -op care

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

memo in supp of Motion to dismiss pi's new claim David C. Nye
regarding negligent post -op care

912712013

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice OF SERV I DISCOERY TO DEF'S

David C. Nye

913012013

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice OF SERV OF DISCOVERY x 2

David C. Nye

101212013

MISC

DISNEY

pi's rspn to defs motn to strike late disclosed
experts

David C Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of pi's counsel

David C Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

pi's memo in rspn to defs motn to dismiss pi's
new claim re: negligent post-op care

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

REPLY MEMO IN SUPP OF MOTN TO STRIKE
PL'S LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

SUPP AFFD OF BRIZEE IN SUPP OF MOTN TO David C. Nye
STRIKE PL'S LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

BRFD

DISNEY

REPLY MEMO IN SUPP OF MOTN TO DISMISS David C. Nye
PL'S NEW CLAIM RE: NEGLIGENT POST -OP
CARE

EXW

DISNEY

PL'S AMD EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE

101912013

HRHD

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
David C. Nye
1010912013 10:00AM : Hearing Held to be heard
in Bannock County motion to strike late disclosed experts

1011612013

SUBI

DISNEY

Subpoena Issued I DT I BMH RECORDS
CUSTODIAN

David C. Nye

SUBI

DISNEY

Subpoena Issued I DT I BMH EXT CARE
RECORDS CUSTODIAN

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion for summ jdmt I BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in supp of Motion for summ
jdmt I BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

Brief Filed in supp of Motion for summ jdmt I BMH David C. Nye
& Hanson

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 1112212013 03:00PM) Motion for
summ jdmt I BMH & Hanson

912012013

101712013

1011812013

Judge

David C. Nye

David C. Nye
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Date
1012212013

1012412013

1012812013

111412013

111612013

111712013

Code

User

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion for court ordered mediation

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit in supp of Motion for court ordered
mediation

David C. Nye

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1110412013 02:00
PM) Motion for court ordered mediation
in Bannock County

David C. Nye

CONT

DISNEY

Amended (Motion for Summary Judgment
1112112013 03:00PM) Motion for summ jdmtl
BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

DEOP

DISNEY

Decision Or Opinion on motns to strike experts
and to dismiss new claims

David C. Nye

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice OF DEPOS I DT I W Kurt Kirkenhagen MD David C. Nye

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice of depos I DT I David Samples

David C. Nye

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice of depos I DT I Jayme Samples

David C. Nye

EXW

DISNEY

PL'S 2ND AMD EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

David C. Nye

NOTC

DISNEY

AMD NOTC OF DEPOS I DT I DAVID SAMPLES David C. Nye

DCHH

DISNEY

David C. Nye
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
1110412013 02:00PM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter : Stephanie Morse - Bannock
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for court ordered mediation
in Bannock County

INHD

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
1110412013 02:00PM : Interim Hearing Held
Motion for court ordered mediation
in Bannock County

David C. Nye

GRNT

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
1110412013 02:00PM: Motion Granted Motion
for court ordered mediation
in Bannock County

David C. Nye

MNUT

DISNEY

Minute Entry
Hearing type : Status Conference
Hearing date : 111512013
Time: 9:13am
Courtroom:
Court reporter :
Minutes Clerk : DISNEY
Tape Number:

David C. Nye

MEDI

DISNEY

Mediation Ordered

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in supp of Defs Motn to Strike
PI's proposed expert Dr Birkenhagen

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

defs memo in supp of Motn to Strike PI's
proposed expert Dr Birkenhagen

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

Motn to Strike PI's proposed expert Dr
Birkenhagen

David C. Nye

Judge
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Date

Code

User

111712 013

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion for relief from pretrial order I note of
hearing

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit in supp of Motion for relief from pretrial
order I note of hearing

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of counsel in opp to def's motn for summ David C. Nye
jdmt

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of counsel in supp of motn to reconsider

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

memo in supp of motn to reconsider

David C. Nye

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion To Reconsider
1112112013 03:00 PM) defs motn to strike
Birkenhagen
pi's motn to reconsider summ jdmt

David C. Nye

EXW

DISNEY

Def's Expert Witness Lists

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Supp Affidavit of Brizee in supp of Motion for
summ jdmt I BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

defs reply memo in supp of Motion for summ
jdmt I BMH & Hanson

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

defs memo in opp to pi's motn to reconsider

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

def's memo in opp to pi's motn for relief from
pretrial orders

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in supp of defs memo in opp to David C. Nye
pi's motn for relief from pretrial orders

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in supp of defs memo in opp to David C. Nye
pi's motn to reconsider

BRFD

DISNEY

memo in supp of defs motn to strike portions of
Featherston's affds

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

defs motn to strike portions of Featherston's
affds

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion to shorten time for hearing on defs motn
to strike portions of Featherston's affds

David C. Nye

OBJT

DISNEY

PL'S Objection TO DEF'S MOTN TO STRIKE

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit OF COUNSEL IN SUPP OF PL'S
Objection TO DEF'S MOTN TO STRIKE

David C. Nye

EXW

DISNEY

DEF'S Expert & fact Witness Lists

David C. Nye

111181 2013

STIP

DISNEY

Stipulation TO APPEAL TELEPHONICALLYPL'S

David C. Nye

1111912013

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Z. J. Thompson in opp to PI's objt to
defs motn to strike pi's proposed expert

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

defs memo in opp to PI's objt to defs motn to
strike pi's proposed expert

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of counsel in rspn to Defs Motn to Strike David C. Nye
PI's proposed expert Dr Birkenhagen

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Birkenhagen in full of PI's objt to defs
motn to strike pi's proposed expert

1111 412013

11 11512013

111 201 2013

Judge

David C. Nye
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David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

User

11 120 12013

BRFD

DISNEY

Judge
Brief Filed I pi's in rspn to Defs Motn to Strike

David C. Nye

PI's proposed expert Dr Birkenhagen
11 12112013

ORDR

DISNEY

Order allowing tele apprearance by Featherston

David C. Nye

ORDR

DISNEY

Order shorten time to hear motn to strike portion

David C. Nye

of Featherston's affd
CONT

DISNEY

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment

David C. Nye

12105 12013 10:30 AM) Motion for summ jdmt I
BMH & Hanson
CONT

DISNEY

Continued (Motion To Reconsider 1 210512013

David C. Nye

10:30 AM) defs motn to strike Birkenhagen
pi's motn to reconsider summ jdmt

1 21212013

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion TO STRIKE SUPP AFFD OF BRIZEE IN
SUPP OF DEF'S MOTN FOR SUMM JDMT

David C. Nye

MOTN

DISNEY

Motion to vacate trial setting

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit in supp of Motion to vacate trial setting

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

supp Affidavit in supp of Motion to vacate trial

David C. Nye

setting

1 21312013

NOTC

DISNEY

Notice of hearing & telephonic appearance

David C. Nye

ORDR

DISNEY

Order allowing pi's to appear telephonically

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

defs reply memo in supp of motn for sj (formerly

David C. Nye

Motn to Strike PI's Proposed expert Dr.
Birkenhagen)
BRFD

DISNEY

defs memo in supp of motn to strike supp affd in

David C. Nye

opp to motn for SJ
MOTN

DISNEY

motn to strike supp affd in opp to motn for SJ

David C. Nye

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in supp of motn to strike supp
affd in opp to defs motn for SJ

David C. Nye

BRFD

DISNEY

def's memo in opp to pi's motn to strike supp affd David C. Nye
of Brizee

1 214 12013

MOTN

DISNEY

EX PARTE MOTN TO SHORTEN TIME FOR

David C. Nye

HEARING ON DEF'S MOTN TO STRIKE SUPP
AFFD IN OPP TO DEF'S MOTN FOR S UMM
JDMT
BRFD

DISNEY

DEF'S MEMO IN OPP TO PL'S MOTN TO

David C. Nye

VACATE TRIAL SETTING
AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit OF BRIZEE IN S UPP OF DEF'S MEMO

David C. Nye

IN OPP TO PL'S MOTN TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING
AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit OF RAY W HANSON MD

David C. Nye

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1 210512013 10:30
AM) MOTN TO STRIKE SUPP AFFD IN OPP

David C. Nye

TO DEF'S MEMO IN OPP TO PL'S MOTN TO
VACATE TRIAL SETTING
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Date

Code

User

12/5/2013

ADVS

DISNEY

Judge
Hearing result for Motion To Reconsider
scheduled on 12/05/2013 10:30 AM:

David C. Nye

Case

Taken Under Advisement defs motn to strike
Birkenhagen
pi's motn to reconsider summ jdmt
ADVS

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment
scheduled on 12/05/2013 10:30 AM:

David C. Nye

Case

Taken Under Advisement Motion for summ jdmt I
BMH & Hanson
ADVS

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
12/05/2013 10:30 AM: Case Taken Under

David C. Nye

Advisement MOTN TO STRIKE SUPP AFFD IN
OPP TO DEF'S MEMO IN OPP TO PL'S MOTN
TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING
DCHH

DISNEY

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on

David C. Nye

12/05/2013 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing Heh
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Number of transcript pages for this hearing
estimated: MOTN TO STRIKE S UPP AFFD IN
OPP TO DEF'S MEMO IN OPP TO PL'S MOTN
TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING
MNUT

DISNEY

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment

David C. Nye

Hearing date: 12/6/2013
Time: 8:41 am
Courtroom:
Court reporter: Stephanie Morse
Minutes Clerk: DISNEY
Tape Number:
Party: BMH, Inc., Attorney: Jennifer Brizee
Party: David Samples, Attorney: Jeremy
Featherston
Party: Jayme Samples, Attorney Jeremy
Featherston
Party: Ray Hanson, Attorney: Jennifer Brizee
DENY

DISNEY

GRNT

DISNEY

Motion Denied - motn to vacate trial setting

David C. Nye

Motion Granted - motn for relief from pretrial

David C. Nye

orders
12/12/2013

CONT

DISNEY

Continued (Pretrial 12/20/2013 04:00 PM)

David C. Nye

12/13/2013

STIP

DISNEY

Stipulation to extend joint pre-trial memorandum

David C. Nye

deadline
ORDR

DISNEY

Order to extend joint pre-trial memorandum

David C. Nye

deadline
12/17/2013

HRSC

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Continue

David C. Nye

12/20/2013 04:00 PM)
MOTN

DISNEY

renewed motn to vacate trial setting

BRFD

DISNEY

Brief Filed in supp of renewed motn to vacate trial David C. Nye

David C. Nye

setting
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Date

Judge

Code

User

12/17/2013

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit in supp of renewed motn to vacate trial
setting

David C. Nye

12/18/2013

AFFD

DISNEY

Affidavit of Brizee in opposition to pi's motn to
vacate trial setting

David C. Nye

NOTC

JAEME

Amended Notice of Hearing - PL Motion to
Vacate Trial - 12/20/13 4:30p.m.

David C. Nye

AFFD

BELL

Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial
Setting (Renewed)

David C. Nye

MEMO

BELL

Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to
Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting
(Renewed)

David C. Nye

AFFD

BELL

Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Support of
Motion to Vacate Trial (Renewed)

David C. Nye

12/20/2013

HRVC

JAEME

Hearing result for Motion to Continue scheduled
on 12/20/2013 04:00PM: Hearing Vacated

David C. Nye

1/3/2014

DEOP

JAEME

Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment and David C. Nye
Other Motions

1/6/2014

JDMT

JAEME

Judgment

David C Nye

STAT

JAEME

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk

David C. Nye

12/19/2013

action
1/21/2014

1/28/2014

1/30/2014

2/6/2014

2/11/2014

MEMO

JAEME

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees

David C. Nye

MEMO

JAEME

Memorandum in Support of Defendants'
Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees

David C. Nye

AFFD

JAEME

Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees

David C. Nye

NOTC

JAEME

Notice of Hearing

David C. Nye

HRSC

JAEME

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney
Fees /Costs 02/21/2014 04:30PM)

David C. Nye

OBJT

JAEME

Objection to Defendants' Memorandum of Costs, David C. Nye
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees

MEMO

JAEME

Memorandum in Support of Objection to
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees

David C Nye

AFFD

JAEME

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Objection to
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees

David C. Nye

MPRATT

Filing: L 4- Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to David C. Nye
Supreme Court Paid by: Featherston, Jeremy P.
(attorney for Samples, David) Receipt number:
0002164 Dated: 2/11/2014 Amount: $109. 00
(Credit card) For: Samples, David (plaintiff) and
Samples, Jayme (plaintiff)
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David Samples, etal. vs. Ray W. Hanson, etal.

David Samples, Jayme Samples vs. Ray W. Hanson, BMH, Inc., John Does 1-x
Date

Code

2/11/2014

Judge

User
MPRATT

Filing: Technology Cost- CC

Paid by:

David C. Nye

Featherston, Jeremy P. (attorney for Samples,
David) Receipt number: 0002164 Dated:
2/11/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For:
Samples, David (plaintiff) and Samples, Jayme
(plaintiff)
VOID

MPRATT

Receipt or Disbursement Voided (Receipt# 2164

David C. Nye

dated 2/11/2014)
MPRATT

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to David C. Nye
Supreme Court Paid by: Featherston, Jeremy P.
(attorney for Samples, David) Receipt number:
0002165 Dated: 2/11/2014 Amount: $109.00
(Credit card) For: Samples, David (plaintiff) and
Samples, Jayme (plaintiff)

MPRATT

Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by:
Featherston, Jeremy P. (attorney for Samples,
David) Receipt number: 0002165 Dated:

David C. Nye

2/11/2014 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For:
Samples, David (plaintiff) and Samples, Jayme
(plaintiff)

2/14/2014

APSC

MPRATT

Appealed To The Supreme Court

David C. Nye

MOTN

BELL

Plaintiffs' Ex Parte Motion to Appear

David C. Nye

Telephonically
2/18/2014

AFFD

BELL

Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in

David C. Nye

Support of Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
2/19/2014

OBJT

BELL

Objection and Motion to Strike Supplemental

David C. Nye

Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
AFFD

BELL

Second Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K.

David C. Nye

Brizee in Support of Defendants' Memorandum of
Costs, Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
MISC

BELL

Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum of

David C. Nye

Costs, Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
MISC

BELL

Supplemental Memorandum in Support of

David C. Nye

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
MISC

BELL

Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of

David C. Nye

Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
2/20/2014

OBJT

BELL

Objection and Motion to Strike Supplemental

David C. Nye

Memorandum of Costs, Disbursement and
Attorney's Fees, and Second Supplemental Aft. of
Jennifer K. Brizee
NOTC

BELL

Notice Vacating Hearing Regarding Defendants'

David C. Nye

Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees
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Date

Code

User

2/21/2014

HRVC

JAEME

Judge
Hearing result for Motion for Attorney Fees/Costs David C. Nye
scheduled on 02/21/2014 04 30 PM: Hearing
Vacated

2/26/2014
3/10/2014

HRSC

BELL

Request for Additional Clerk's Record on Appeal

David C Nye

DISNEY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney

David C. Nye

Fees/Costs 04/18/2014 01:30 PM) DEF'S
3/21/2014

MISC

DISNEY

4/4/2014

MEMO

BELL

appeal sent to counsel

David C Nye

Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to

David C. Nye

Supplement Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees, and
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Objections to Supplements.
MOTN

BELL

Motion for Leave to Supplement Defendants'

David C. Nye

Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and
Attorney's Fees
AFFD

BELL

Affidavit of Judy Graf in Support of Motion for

David C. Nye

Leave to Supplement Defendants' Memorandum
of Costs, Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
4/11/2014

MEMO

BELL

Plaintiffs' Reply to Plaintiffs' Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Leave to Supplement
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,

David C. Nye

Disbursements and Attorneys' Fees
AFFD

BELL

Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Support of

David C. Nye

Objection to Defendants' Memorandum of Costs,
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees
4/16/2014

MEMO

BELL

Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for

David C. Nye

Leave to Supplement Defendants' Memorandum
of Costs, Disbursements and Attorney's Fees and
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs'
Objections to Supplements
4/18/2014

MNUT

BELL

David C. Nye

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Motion for Attorney Fees/Costs
Hearing date: 4/18/2014
Time: 1 :29 pm
Courtroom
Court reporter:
Minutes Clerk: Kristie Bell
Tape Number:

HRHD

BELL

Hearing result for Motion for Attorney Fees/ Costs
scheduled on 04/18/2014 01:30 PM:

David C. Nye

Hearing

Held DEF'S
4/22/2014

APSC

BELL

Appeal Sent To The Counsel

David C. Nye

4/28/2014

DEOP

BELL

Decision on Costs and Fees

David C. Nye

5/22/2014

OBJT

BELL

Defendants' Objection to Clerk's Record

David C. Nye

5/23/2014

NOTC

BELL

Notice of Hearing Regarding Defendants'

David C. Nye

Objection to Clerk's Record
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Date

Code

User

5/23/201 4

HRSC

BELL

Hearing Scheduled (Objection 06/20/201 4 02: 15 David C. Nye
PM)

6/13/201 4

NOTC

BELL

Amended Notice of Hearing Regarding
Defendants' Objection to Clerk's Record

David C. Nye

CONT

BELL

Continued (Objection 07/10/201 4 0 4: 00 PM)

David C. Nye

JDMT

BELL

Judgment on Costs and Fees

David C. Nye

CDIS

BELL

Civil Disposition entered for: Hanson, Ray W. ,
Defendant; Samples, David, Plaintiff; Samples,
Jayme, Plaintiff; BMH, Inc. , Defendant. Filing
date: 6/17/201 4

David C. Nye

MNUT

MPRATT

Minute Entry
Hearing type: Objection to Clerk's Record
Hearing date: 7/10/201 4
Time : 3: 53 pm
Courtroom:
Court reporter: STEPHANIE MORSE
Minutes Clerk: MARIELLE PRATT
Tape Number:

David C. Nye

HRHD

BELL

Hearing result for Objection scheduled on
07/10/201 4 0 4: 00 PM: Hearing Held

David C. Nye

ORDR

BELL

Minute Entry & Order

David C. Nye

NOTC

BELL

Amended Notice of Appeal

David C. Nye

7/23/201 4

BELL

Amended Clerk's Record sent to Counsel

David C. Nye

. 7/25/201 4

BELL

Amended Request for Additional Clerk's Record
on Appeal

David C. Nye

6/17/201 4

7/10/201 4

7 /11 /201 4

Judge
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH Jl.IDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jaymc Sumples,
Husband And Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

)

)

)
)

vs.

Dr .Ray W. Hanson individually, and
•

Case No.: CV-2011-

Qo(J 9

COMPLAINT and
DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL

)
)

)
BMH, Tnc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-� ) NOTICE: this case is assigned to
individuals and entities presently ucknown,
) David c. Nye, District Judge

)
}

Defendants.

COMES NOW the W:ldcrsigncd counsel for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs,

DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYM£ SAMPLES, Husband and Wife and for a cause of
action complains and alleges as follows:
JURISDICTION
1.

�. .Uzw :1frm fM
fJ!mltf2'. :f,rnlWnfllfl
!llllllf c. .:rantima�n•

.ra-y :r. !TAIIIimulr!
.....,_,. .. .c.w

The

Plaintiffs,

DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES, arc

husband and wife, and the events

giving rise to the damages claimed herein acCUIICd

at a place of business situated in Bingham County, State of ldaho, and the damages to
the Plaintiff exceed $10,000.00

•

.&US...,__,_,
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The Defendants arc DR. RAY W. HANSON individually, and BMH,

2.

Inc. d oins bm."iness

as

BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL. on infonnation and

bclicfto be the e m ployer ofDR. RAY W. HANSON. Each of said Defendants, plus
John Docs 1-X

are

,

engaged in business in Bingham County, Idaho in the context of

their participation in the business here
SAMPLES,

were

Plaintiffs,

DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME

injured, as herein described.
DEFENDANTS

3.

The Defendant named herein,

designated as John Does 1-X..

arc

d

re cor

well

as

the unnamed Defendants

named because it is believed they may in some way

be involved in the care of DAVID SAMPLES.

public

as

Their involvement is .not a matter of

available to Plaintiffs or their counsel, without further discovery.

Because of the limited availability of such information., Plaintiffs' reserve the right to
amend this Complai nt to further identify Defendants designated herein

as

John Does,

andlor to delete any Defendants named herein for wl1om further discovery establishes

that these claims do not apply.
FACTS
4. On or about September 30, 2009, David Samples was admi lled to Bingham
Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho with abdominal pain. Mr. Samples was found

to have acute cholecystitis.
S.

On or about, Octob=r 2, 2009, Dr. Ray Hanson attempted laparoscopic

cholecystectomy on Mr. Samples at Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho.
At the time of his surgery, Mr. Samples

JJ.lS.�.I'I....
·"�1""•11 lo(olll.o ..UIU
(ZJ6J;w,�"'·pa.J:I·� ...
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was

found to have

a

hole in his colon and
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underwent open cholecystectomy with repair of a transverse colon with a
subcostal incision

6.

P. 004/0 I 0

2630400

large right

.

Following tbe procedure he

was

hypoxic through the day on or about

October 3, 2009 because postoperatively Mr. Samples had a leak that was not
recognized by Dr. Hanson or Bingham Memorial Hospital and Mr. Samples develo ped

adult respiratory syndrome.

Mr. Samples was a nonbrcather and a CT chest was

obtained which showed atelectasis of the right middle and lower lobe.
7.

On or about October 4, 2009, Mr. Samples was transferred to Portneuf

Medical Center f or further management.

8. On or about October 5, 2009� W. Kurt Birkenhagen� M.D., was consulted,
and upon examining Mr. Samples found an abdo m in al wound infection status post
repair of colon and open colectomy.

�

Accordingly Dr. Birkenhagen perfonned

incision and drainage of abdominal wound infection including lots of pus

in the

Intensive Care Unit.
9. O n or about October 6, 2009, Dr. Birkenhugen fo und Mr. Samples to be
putting stool out of his incision and was taken to surgery where: he: wtderwent
colectomy involving the transverse colon and a portion of the

ascend ing

colon

as

a

he

had obvious is chemia and necrosis of his bowel, m ost likely because of it be in g mid

colonic artery thrombosis secondary to the infection and inflammation.
10. On or about O ctober 7, 2009, Mr. Sumples underwent placement of
abdominal compartment syndrome wound VAC and dminuge of intra-a.bdomlnal and
�llld'.P. :fr411imi\Jfl
�� � :Jiallicnlllft•

�.uzw��
�7.1tdimr¥n
�·l.n/J

debridement of intra-abdominal abscess including portion of ome ntum and for his left
subclavian line placement

II.�S.�It ...
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On or about October 8, 2009, the surgical pathology report noted

a

segment diffusely necrotic colon with green-brown exudates with several black sutures
adjacent to a probable: mural defect with extensive

associated necrosis and

hemorrhage.
12. On or about October 10, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent an exploratory lap

with debridement and irrigation and replacement or abdominal comparunent syndrome
with VAC drapes.
13.

On or about Octo b er 12, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent wound VAC

change.
14.

On or nboul October 14. 2009, Mr. Samples underwent

an

exploratory

an

exploratory

laparotomy and wound VAC change.

15.

On or about October Hi, 2009, Mr. Samples unden.ve.nt

laparoscopic closure of abd ominal wound Vicryl mesh and placement of Wound VAC.

16.

On or about Oc tob er 19, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent an abd ominal

compartment syndrome wound vac change.
17. On or about O ctober 22, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent a bronchoscopy for
assistance with percutaneous tracheo st omy pl acement.
18. On or about Oc tober

23, 2009� Mr. Samples was discharged from Portncuf

Medical Center and transported by Life Flight to Boise, Idaho nnd

was

admitted by

Southwest Idaho Acute Care Hospital and Or. Hendrickson for further management.
19. On or about December 7, 2009, Mr. Sampl es underwent harvest mesh and

�J:/1111 1/lm�
�Ill, !ffllflirrlhl"
"""t C. :f1111diaJ11111 •

�IJ'.�
�·'"""'

apply 24 square inches of split·thickncss skin graft: and application of wound vac at
Portneuf Medical Center.
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20. On or about January 16.2010, Mr.
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Samples was Lreared at the Portncuf

Medical Center Emergency Department Service for bleedin g from his colostomy.

21. On or about January 17,2010, Mr. S BDlples was admitted far possible
colitis

-

possible C. difficile colitis and pluced on IV tluids.

22.

On or about March 15, 2010, Mr. Samples underwent Excision ofVicryl

mesh, Smull bowel resection time two, repair of bowel times four, Take down of
colostomy, Take down of listulu, Take dawn of splenic flexure, Anastomosis of the
cecum to transverse colon and Abdominal

wall

reconstruction with stratus ond muscle

flaps.

23. On or about March 15, 2010, Mr. S am pl es was discharged with

a

colostomy and mucous fistula, status post colectomy for necrotic colon and huge right
subcostal ventral hemin.
24.

On or about May 26, 201 0� Mr. Samples underwent on open abdominal

wound, status past partial incisional necrosis with lipolysis.

25.

On or about September 19, 2010, Mr. Samples presented to Portncuf

Medical Center Emergency Department S ervic e with two weeks of abdominal pain
and

was

admitted the patient 'to the Intensive Cure Unit tbr abdominal pain and acute

ketoacidosis,

26.

As a result of this injury and medical complications resulting therefrom,

the Plaintiff, DAVID SAMPLES, suffered damascs for medical expenses in excess of
$10,000.00 the exact amount to be detennined at trial; loss of income in an amount in

�.Iilrf�dll
f�mr!:.�
J"""J� 1,.t�W�M

�,.,,�·

.II""""",."'"''

excess of$10,000.00 the exact amount to be detennined at trial; pain and suffering in
an

amount in excess of$10,000.00 the exact amount to be determined at trial; loss of

�u.c..�.n••.
.s-I',...,Nr. IIMW .C.IU4
(»>J �Wifl:4i
:ro���:!2r110J.U.�J
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on

umount in excess of$1 0,000.00 the

exact amount to be determined ut trial.

27.

As a result of this

injury and medical complications resulting therefrom,

the Plaintiff, JAYME SAMPLES, suffered loss of income in
$10,000.00 the exact

amount

life and consortium in

an

an

amount in excess of

to be detcnnined at trial; loss of quality and enjoyment of

amount in excess of $10,000.00 the exact amount to be

dctennined at trial.

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
28.

negligently

and

The Defendants and or their instrumentalities. agents,

and/or

assigns

performed surgery in a manner, which caused unnecessary ttauma/injuries

the need for additional me di cal procedures to the Plaintiff.

proximate cause of Defendants' ncgligencelmalpmcticc

and breach

As

a

direct

and

of the applicable

s1andard of health care, Plaintiffs have been damaged as stated herein.

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND CAUS'I� OF ACTION
29.

The Defendants' provide a s ervi ce to the public, with the assumption

that they will p rovide

care

that meets the applicable standard of health care. The

Plaintiff contracted with the Defendant BMH. Inc. do ing business
Memorial Hospital, to provide certain medicnl care to the Plaintiff.

as

Bingham

Under said

controct the Defendant have a duty to perfonn reasonable services under the contract
in

,-dim-. J:lw !firm M
!lllllW'lP. fell~

a

manner that would prevent harm to their patrons. As a result or said breach of

contract the Plaintiffs arc entitled to recover damages that

arc

foreseeable, including

:11,.,,,,e,!JI.:r,-1/ienn,,i•
Jc,,illJ
, _ __

~·'~
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medical expenses� lost income, pain and suffering, and further, including actual and
consequential damages, including a loss of c o nsortium.

30.

Plaintiffs allege that each of the acts of the Defendants have caused the

Plaintiff to suffer damages solely and proximately caused by the Defendants in an

amount to be further dctennined at trial, but which is in excess of $10,000.
31.

As a direct and proximnLe rr:sult of the a:forcsmd incident and the conduct

ofthe Defendants, the Plaintiffs have i ncWTed the monetary clamascs that include, but arc
not limited Lo, loss of income, loss of use of her person, and the corresponding medical
expenses, and loss of consortium.

WHEREFORE. Plaintiffs pray for Judgment against the Defendants as
follows:
1.

Damages for pain and suffering in excess of $1 0,000.00, the exact

amount to be c&"tablishcd by proof at Trial.
2.

Damages for medical expenses in excess of $10,000.00, the exact

amount to be established by proof at trial.

3.

Damages ibr l o ss of income in excess of $10,000.00 the exflCt amoWlt

to be established by proof at trial.
4.

General damages for miscc:llnneous expenses and costs incurred

as a

result of Defendants' negligence.

S.

Damages for loss of consortium to the Defendant's individually or to

tlu: marital community.
~dimtr, IM :1fnn iM
~,.. fllldim11111
!lltalrC.~

, - , ~. !T,.llimt•n
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Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend this Complaint to more particularly

identify Defendants designated

as

John Docs 1-X, or dismiss Defendants which upon

further discovery might reveal have no liability.
7.

Costs of suit, and fo r such other nnd further relief,

just and equitable in the premises.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED this

2t

us

this Court

deems

-1"

...-day ofSeplembcr, 2011.

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.

DEMAND FOR JURY TIUAL
Plaintiff requests, pursuant to LR.C.P. 38, that this matter be tried and ruled
before a jury.
DATED this

�

'?.f.

on

day of September, 2011.

FEATHERSTON LAW FlRM., CHTD.

MY P. FEATHERSTON
Atlomey for Plaintiff
:

�JAw 1irm r1.l
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

County of

)

I� DAVID SAMPLES, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that I
am the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that 1 have read the foregoing Complaint
for Divorce, know the contents thereof and believe the same to be true.

Da\'id Samples- Plaintiff

2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ day

of

Notary Public - State of Idaho
My Commission expires: _

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of
I, JAYME SAMPLES. being first duly swom on oath, depose and say thut I
am the .Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that 1 have read the foregoing Complaint
for Divorc;:e, know the contents thereof and believe the same to be true.

Jaymc Samples - Plaintiff

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ day

of

2011.

!lalcllP. ,.,,.ltiJ,.
�IC.flll-.,.0

1*n/Wnrn ./lzW !Jim IIJ
,.,��
�.,.,_

Notary Public - State ondaho

My Commission

UJ,S,.s.-fllf,.,
,...,.,....., JI.... IIJIIPf
. IJ�.::4U/Ift4
'lr.CI:IUJ.SIII.J.CWID
C0�1PI..AIN'r uaal DEI\L\ND FOitJURV TRIAL .,
•L1U,ua11..

expires: ----
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERsTONt ISB# 6098
113 South Second Avenue

Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DlSTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife;

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs.
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually» and

BMH, Inc. doing business as.

Case No.: CVw2011-2069
APPROVAL OF
ENTRY OF

DEFAULT and
ENTRY OF
DEFAULT

Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

APPROVAL OF' ENTRY OF DEFAULT

Default in the above-entitled cause is hereby approved.
Dated this S',4day of

/ °Jee-

2011.
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ENTRY or DEFAULT
It appearing

that the Defendant bmein, BMH, Ioc.

doing

business

as

Bingham

Memorial Hospital, is iD default for failure 1o plead or otherwise dcfaJd. as rcquilcd by law, .
..

DefBblt is hereby entered as against said Defendant this

day of

2011

•

SARA STAUB
Clak of tho District Court

CERTIFICATE Oli' DELIVERY

.fi::-_

I heleby celtify that on the
day
of the fcngoing doc:ument to be
following manner:

and com:ct copy

upon

JBRBMY P. PP.ATHER.STON.. .ESQ.

[ ] U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
[ ] Ovemight Mail

Attomay at Law

113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint. Idaho 83864

·

[ ] ~delivamd

f'i

[ 1

Pwdmilc (208) 263-0400

Other:

....,.,...
...
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...c:,.....
,.....
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

(j

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES, and
JAYME SAMPLES, husband and wife,

Case N o. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.

DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH, Inc., doing business as BINGHAM
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN
DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,

ORDER SETTING ASIDE
DEFAULT OF DEFENDANT
BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Defendants.

This cause coming on at this time on stipulation of the parties hereto, through their
respective counsel of record, and good cause appearing therefore;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this does ORDER that the Default entered against
defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital on December 5, 2011, is hereby set aside.

DATED this

//.,1(

day of January, 2012.

District Judge

ORDER SETIING ASIDE DEFAULT OF DEFENDANT BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, PAGE 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

JL

day of January, 2012, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing ORDER SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT OF DEFENDANT
BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL to be forwarded with all required charges prepared,
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
0
D
0

First Class Mall
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

�
D
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

CLERK OF THE COURT

ORDER SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT OF DEFENDANT BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, PAGE 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES, and
JAYME SAM PLES, husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS

vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH, Inc., doing business as BINGHAM
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN
DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

This cause coming on at this time on stipulation of the parties hereto, through their
respective counsel of record, and good cause appearing therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this does ORDER that the proceedings are stayed

to allow the prelitigation hearing process to proceed .
DATED this

/7

-(4

f"e/,.
day of JaAuary, 2012 .

<_~~
HONORABLE DAVID C. NYE
District Judge

ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS, PAGE 1
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1 hereby certify that on this

'::/-M--

day of dl!lnul!lry, 2012, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS to be forwarded with
all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

['g)
0
0
D

First Class Mail

�
D
D
D

First Class Mail

Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

CLERK OF THE COURT

By ~ G '
oepLierk ~

ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS, PAGE 2
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098
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BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB '#4602
113 South Second Avenue

Sandpoint, idaho 83864

(208) 263..6866

(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayroe Samples.

)

Husband And Wife,

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown.

Defendants.

)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
ORDER LIFTING
STAY ORDER

)
)

)
)
)
)

This cause coming on at this time on the stipulation of the parties hereto.
their respective counsel of record, and good

cause

through

appearing therefore;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the stay

on

the

proceedings on matter herein be and is hereby lifted.

DATEP this /'1-f{day of January, 2013.
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I hereby certify that on
of the foregoing document to be

Jeremy P. Featherston. Esq.
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM. CHTD.
113 Second Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

ofJanuary, 2013, I awscd a true �comet copy
the following pmson(s) in the followiDg manner:

.

[ 1
( ]
[ ]
[ x]

U.S. Mail Postage Propaid
Overnight Mall
,

Hand delivered
Facsimile 208-263-0400

[ ] Courthouse Mail

[ ] Other: - - - - - - - Jennifer Brlzee, Esq.

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3ftl Avenue Bast
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ]
[ ]
[ 1
(x 1
[ ]

U.S. Mail Postage Propaid
Overnipt Mail
,

Hand dcliva-ed
Facsimile (208) 733·5444
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME
SAMPLES, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No:

CV-2011-0002069

vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL
AND JURY TRIAL

BMH, INC., dba BINGHAM MEMORIAL

HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently unknown.
Defendants.

Pursuant to the Joint Submission oflnformation for Scheduling Order filed on
January 28, 2013, it is hereby ordered:

(1) JURY TRIAL will commence on January 14, 2014 AT THE HOUR OF

9:00A.M. (frial Scheduled for 7 days- January 14 -17 and January 21 - 23)
(2) FORMAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE, pursuant to Rule 16, I.R.C.P. will
be held on December 20, 2013 AT THE HOUR OFl:OO

p.m. THE PARTIES ARE
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ADVISED THAT TinS IS A FORMAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND lliAT THE

COUNSEL TRYING 1HIS MAITER MUST APPEAR IN PERSON.
(3) The parties are advised that should a continuance be requested and granted, the
discovery cut-off dates listed below will not change.
(4)

Trial counsel for the parties are ordered to confer for the pwpose of preparing

a joint Pre-Trial Memorandwn, which shall be submitted to the Court at least one (1) week
prior to the time of the Pre-Trial Conference. The joint Pre-Trial Memorandum shall contain
the following:
(a) An index of all exhibits. The index shall indicate: 1) by
whom the exhibit is being offered, 2) a brief description of the
exhibit, 3) whether the parties have stipulated to admissibility,

and if not, 4) the legal grounds for objection.
(b) An indication of whether depositions, admissions,
interrogatory responses, or other discovery responses are to be
used in lieu of live testimony, the manner in which such
evidence will be presented, and the legal grounds for any
objection to such excerpts.
(c) Sununary of the documentary evidence supporting the
damages sought by the plaintiff shall be appended to the joint

Pre-Trial Memorandum. The Memorandwn shall include a
statement as to whether the parties have stipulated to the
admission of the summary Wtder Rule 1006, I.R.E. in lieu of
the underlying documents.
(d) A list of the names and addresses of all witnesses which
such party may call to testify at trial, including anticipated
rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert witnesses shall be
identified as such.
(e) A brief non-argumentative summary of the factual nature of
the case. The purpose of the summary is to provide an
Case No.: CV-2011-0002069
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overview of the case for the jury and shall be included in pre
proof instructions to the jury.
A statement that counsel have, in good faith, discussed
settlement unsuccessfully.

(f)

(g) A statement that all answers or supplemental answers to

interrogatories under Rule 33 reflect facts known to the date of
the Memorandum.

(h) A statement of all claims.
(i) Any admissions or stipulations of the parties which can be
agreed upon by the parties.

(j) Any issues of law abandoned by any of the parties.
(k) A statement of the issues of fact and law which remain to

be litigated at the trial.

(l) A listing of all anticipated motions in limine and any orders
which will expedite the trial.

(m) A statement as to whether counsel requires more than 30
minutes per side for opening statement.
At the time of the Pre-Trial Conference, all parties shall be prepared to assist in the
fonnulation of a Pre-Trial Order in the fonn described in Rule 16(d) I.R.C.P.

(5) At the time of counsel's meeting ordered above, counsel shall complete an
Exhibit List on a fonn to be procured from the Court Clerk. The Exhibit List will be
submitted to the Court at the time of the Pre-Trial Conference.
(6) DISCOVERY CUTOFF will be December 16, 2013. Counsel are advised
that this cutoff means that ALLdiscovery will be COMPLETEby that deadline.

(7) Plaintiff shall disclose all fact witnesses to be used at time of trial no later than
September 16, 2013; defendants shall disclose their fact witnesses no later than October
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16, 2013. Plaintiff shall also disclose all expert witnesses IN THE MANNER
OUTLINED IN RULE 26(b)(4)(A)(i), disclosing the person expected to be called

as an

expert witness, the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, the substance of
the opinions for which the expert is expected to testifY, and the underlying facts and data
upon which the expert opinion is based no later than September 16, 2013; with defendant
given until October 16,2013 to make a similar disclosure of their expert witnesses.
Plaintiffs shall disclose counter witnesses by November 15,2013. Witnesses not disclosed

IN THIS MANNER will be subject to exclusion at trial.
(8) MOTION CUTOFF will be December 16,2013 with all motions filed by that
date. Motions must be heard within two weeks after that date. This includes all motions
concerning any objections to the testimony of experts at trial. This does not include other
Motions in Limine the parties may wish to file.

(9)

The deadline to amend the pleadings to add a new party or cause of action

shalJ be October 16 2013.

(10)

SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS must be filed at least 60 days

{November 15, 2013)

prior to the trial date and the requirements ofiRCP 56(c) must be

met. Any objections to the admissibility of evidence submitted for purposes of summary
judgment must be submitted in writing. The nonmoving party must submit any such
objection with their answering brief. The moving party must submit any such objection at
or before the time their reply brief is due. The intent of this requirement is to comply with
Gem State Insurance Co.

(11)

v.

Hutchison,

07.26 I S CR I 025 (December 24, 2007).

TRIAL BRIEFS AND JURY INSTRUCTIONS shall be filed with the

Court at the time of the Pre-Trial Conference.
(12)

MEDIATION is highly recommended. Any fonnal mediation must occur at
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least 60 days before the trial date. If
the parties cannot agree on a mediator upon
motion by
either party, the Court will appoint a
mediator.
( 13)

Unless otherwise specified, all meetings
and/or hearings with the Court in this

matter shall take place at the Bingham
County Courthouse.
(14)

AU documents submitted in this matt
er will have Judge David C. Nye

listed on the certificate of service
with copies of any and all documents
submitted
mailed to: David C. Nye, P.O. Box
4165, Pocatello, ID 83205.

(14)

The Court appreciates time to adeq
uately consider each issue before it, prior

to a hearing and/or m eeting
DATED this

.

day of January, 2013.

District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERV
ICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that
a full, true and corr
ect copy of the foregoing
ma led by first-class ma l,
with pre-paid postage, sen
t by facsimile, or hand
of January 2013 the foJ
delivered
Jowing:

docW::3(jasday

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE
, ESQ.
POBOX 1276
TWIN FALLS, ID 833
03-1276
JEREMY P. FEATHERS
TONE, ESQ.
113 SOUTH SECOND
AVENUE
SANDPOINT, ID 83864

yu.s. Mail

�· Mail

0 Courthouse Box

0 Courthouse Box

D Facsimile

0 Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband
and Wife,
CASE NO. CV-2011-2069
Plaintiffs,
v.

DECISION ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and BMH,

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE

TO AMEND COMPLAINT AND
Inc. doing business

as

Bingham Memorial

Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X, individuals and
entities presently unknown,
Defendants.

Hon. David C. Nye

INTRODUCTION
This matter came before the Court for oral argument on March 15,
hearing, the court reviewed all documents filed by the parties.

2013. Prior to the

The court heard oral argument

from counsel and took the matter under advisement. After further review of the filed documents,
the hearing, and the statutory and case law, the court now issues this written Decision and denies
Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and denies Defendant's Motion to Strike.
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BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
In summary, this case is a medical malpractice case stemming from allegedly negligent
performance of a surgery at Bingham Memorial Hospital ("BMH") by Dr. Ray W. Hanson on
David Samples. On September

30, 2009, Mr. Samples was admitted to BMH with abdominal

pain. Mr. Samples was found to have acute cholecystitis. On or about, October
Hanson attempted laparoscopic cholecystectomy on Mr. Samples at BMH.

2, 2009, Dr.

After the surgery,

Samples began suffering complications from the surgery. Although Dr. Hanson was listed as the
primary physician after surgery, Dr. Margaret Llinas was also identified as caregiver and
secondary physician. Plaintiffs allege that Dr. Llinas failed to conduct adequate post-operative
care on Mr. Samples. On October

4, 2009, Mr. Samples was transferred from BMH to Portneuf

Medical Center where Mr. Samples received additional treatment.
On September

22, 2011, Plaintiffs' counsel submitted to BMH a demand letter notifying

BMH and Dr. Hanson of the malpractice and negligent care Mr. Samples suffered. Included in
the demand letter was an explanation of the breach of standard of care stemming from
Defendants' alleged negligent conduct. On September 27,

2011, Plaintiff's filed their Complaint

and Demand for Jury Trial. BMH was served on November
December

4, 2011, and Dr. Hanson was served

13, 2011.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint seeks to add Dr. Llinas as a party to the lawsuit.
Plaintiffs argue that l.R.C.P. Rule 15(c) allows the complaint to relate back to Dr. Llinas.
Defendants argue that the statute of limitations has

run

and Rule 15(c) is inappropriate because
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the claim against Dr. Llinas does not arise from the same occurrence as that alleged in the
original complaint, Dr. Llinas had no notice prior to the running of the statute of limitations, and
there was no mistaken identity. Plaintiffs respond that Dr. Llinas's alleged negligence arises out
of the same occurrence and the demand letter sent in September 2011 to BMH was sufficient
notice to Dr. Llinas, an employee ofBMH, for Rule 15(c) to apply.
In Defendants' Motion to Strike, Defendants ask the Court to strike paragraphs 2-4 and 610 of Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint and Response to
Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition ("Plaintiffs' Memo").

Defendants argue that these

paragraphs in Plaintiffs' Memorandum do not include any supporting evidence and "the
statements sought to be struck are generally immaterial to the issues of whether leave to amend
the complaint to add a new party should be granted and whether the claims against the new party
would relate back to the filing of the initial Complaint. ''1
DISCUSSION
The Court will first address the Defendants' Motion to Strike before turning its attention
to Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint.
I.

MOTION TO STRIKE
The Court is troubled why it is even being asked to decide whether to strike portions of

Plaintiffs'

Memo.

One of Defendants' principal arguments is that the paragraphs are

"immaterial" to the current issues before the Court. If the portions of the Plaintiffs' Memo are
immaterial, what prejudice is there to the Defendants from the Court allowing them to stand?

1

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Portion ofPiaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of

Motion to Amend Complaint, pg. 4.
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This is not a motion for summary judgment where the court is being asked to consider evidence
but simply a motion to amend the complaint.

Of course, if this were a motion for summary

judgment, then the facts relied upon by Plaintiff would need to be based upon supporting
evidence that complies with the rules; however, this is not that situation, and the Court declines
to strike the paragraphs in Plaintiffs' Memo.
II. MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT
I.R.C.P. 15(a) provides that "[a] party may amend the party' s pleading once as a matter
of course at any time before a responsive pleading is served." If a responsive pleading has been
served, such as in this case, a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written
consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so requires.

2

The grant

or denial of leave to amend after a responsive pleading has been filed is a matter that is within
3
the discretion of the trial court.
In detennining whether an amended complaint should be allowed, where leave of court is
required under Rule 15(a), the court may consider whether the new claims proposed to be
inserted into the action by the amended complaint state a valid claim.

4

If the amended pleading

does not set out a valid claim, or if the opposing party would be prejudiced by the delay in
adding the new claim, or if the opposing party has an available defense such as a statute of
limitations, it is not an abuse of discretion for the trial court to deny the motion to file the

2
3

I.R.C.P. 15(a).
Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First nat. Bank, N.A.,

119 Idaho 171, 175, 804 P .2d 900, 904

(1991).
4 /d.
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amended complaint.5 Here, the Defendants claim that the Plaintiffs' motion should be denied
because the statute of limitations has run.
A.

Statute of Limitations

Idaho Code§ 5-219(4) provides that actions to recover damages for professional medical
malpractice must be commenced within two years following the occurrence, act or omission
complained of.

The surgery and post-care services provided to Mr. Samples occurred

somewhere between October 2-4, 2009. Plaintiffs now seek to add Dr. Llinas after the two years
allowed. The statute of limitations has run against Dr. Llinas and would preclude her from being
added to the Complaint. However, Plaintiffs insist that I.R.C.P. 15(c), the relation back doctrine,
allows them to overcome the statute of limitations defense.
B. Relation Back

Rule 15(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that an amendment adding a party
against whom a claim is asserted will relate back to the date of the original pleading if: (a) the
claim arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in
the original pleading; (b) within the period provided by law for commencing the action against
the new party, it received such notice of the institution of the action that it will not be prejudiced
in maintaining a defense on the merits; and (c) within the period provided by law for
commencing the action against the new party, it knew or should have known that the action
would have been brought against it, but for a mistake concerning the identity of the proper
party.6

s
6

/d.

Wait v. Leavell Cattle, Inc., 136 Idaho 792, 794-95, 41 P.3d 220, 222-23 (200 I).
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I.

Institution of the Action

Addressing first the notice requirement of Rule 15(c), the Plaintiffs admit that the action
is commenced by the filing of the lawsuit, but think that the demand letter sent to BMH is
sufficient to put a party on "notice of the institution of the action." In oral argument Plaintiffs
relied upon Regjovich v. First Western Investments, Inc., 134 Idaho 154, 997 P .2d 615 (2000),
for this principle. However, this Court and Idaho case law disagree with this position.
In Hoopes v. Deere & Co., 117 Idaho 386, 788 P.2d 201 (1990), the Supreme Court
addressed a case similar to the matter at hand. It found that the first date when notice of the
action was possible was on the date that a related party was served with the complaint. The
Supreme Court rejected the Plaintiff's argwnent that notice occurred when the Plaintiffs had
conversation on the phone with a related party and were told that the Plaintiff's planned to file
suit. The Court stated, "[N]otice of 'the institution of the action' pertains to an action that has
already commenced, not one that the parties intend to file."

7

Additionally, in Regjovich, which

Plaintiffs rely upon, the Supreme Court stated:
Regjovich maintains that FWD-V had notice of the complaint prior to the
expiration of the statute of limitations because Wausau knew that Regjovich was
going to file a complaint. According to Regjovich, since Wausau was the
insurance company for FWI, FWD-V and MNW, FWD-V must have been put on
notice about the complaint filed on December 20, 1996. However, the fact that
the attorney forRegjovich advised the adjuster for Wausau that he would file a
complaint to protect the statute of limitations is not sufficient to put FWD-V
on notice that a complaint which might implicate it was filed later. It was not
until the latter part of February 1997 that the adjuster for Wausau learned that a
complaint had in fact been filed. This was after expiration of the statute of
limitations. Consequently, the conditions ofRule IS(c) were not met.8

7
8

Hoopes v. Deere & Co., 1171daho 386,390,788 P.2d 201,205 (1990).
Regjovich v. First Western Investments. Inc., 134 Idaho 154, 159, 997 P.2d 615, 620 (2000) (emphasis added).
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A potential claim in a demand letter is not the same as an "action." The Plaintiffs did not
commence their action until September 27, 2011, when they filed their Complaint and Demand
for Jury Trial. The question that must be addressed then is whether Dr. Llinas had reason to
know of the lawsuit after it was filed on September 27, 2011 and within the period provided by
Jaw.

__
_Provided
____:::by_
Within_
the Period
Law
2. Notice
Idaho Courts have interpreted the language of Rule 15(c) "within the period provided by
law for commencing the action" to mean before the expiration of the applicable statute of
limitations.9
In Noreen v. Price Dev. Co., 135 Idaho 816, 25 P.3d 129 (Ct. App. 2001), the Court
looked at when the original complaint was served.

It was found, where the service of the

complaint did not occur until one day after the statute of limitations had run, notice had not been
received within the time required under Rule 15(c).
Here, service on BMH occurred more than two years after the alleged medical
malpractice complained of by Plaintiffs. The statute of limitations ran at the latest, October 4,
2011.

Accepting as true Plaintiffs' argument that an agent is imputed knowledge of the

principal, Dr. Llinas, an employee of BMH, would not have had notice of the institution of the
action until the complaint was served on BMH. BMH was served on November 4, 2011. This is
a full month after notice is required under Rule 15(c), the requirements of Rule l 5(c) would
therefore not be satisfied.

9

Wail v. Leavell Cattle, Inc., 136 Idaho 792,795,41 P.3d 220,223 (2001).
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3.

Other Theories

The Court is suniciently persuaded that P lai nt iffs motion should be denied because Dr.
'

Llinas did not receive notice of the institution of the action within the p er i od pr ovided hy law for

commencing the action. 1t therefore declines to address any remaining arguments.

CONCLUSION
The Supreme Court in Hoopes acknowledged that potential ano m al o us results may occur
when dealing with R ul e 15(c).10 This Court determines that this case falls within one of those

anomalies contemplated.

Because the statute of limitations has run against Dr, Llinas, and

because the relation back doctrine is not applicable in this case, the Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend
Complaint is hereby Denied. The Defendants' Motion to Strike is also Denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

day of ApriL 2013.

�� .

�

.,......_

NYE

District .Judge

10

Hoopes

v.

Deere & Co . . 117 Idaho 386, fn. 3. 788 P.2d 20 I, fn. 3

( 1990).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

#-Q

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
copy of the foregoing document upon

day ofMal:Gh, 2013, I served a true and correct
following individuals in the manner indicated.

Brent C. Featherston
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

0 Hand Deliver
0 Fax: (208) 263-0400

0lJ.s. Mail

D Email:

0u.s.

Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83301

Mail
D Hand Deliver
D Fax: (208) 733-5444
D Email:

(
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB # 6098
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Husband And Wife,

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
Inc. doing business as

BMH,

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT and
DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL

)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)
)
)

Defendants.

COMES NOW the undersigned counsel for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs, DAVID

SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES, Husband and Wife and for a cause of action
complains and alleges as follows:

JURISDICTION
1.

The Plaintiffs, DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES, are husband

and wi fe, and the events giving rise to the damage s claimed herein occurre d at a place of
Daniel P. Feathcmon
Brent C. Ftolllbersron•
Jeremy P. Pc:albcr�lon
Je,cmi L. Ossman
ll3 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoinl, ID 83864

business situated in Bingham County, State of Idaho, and the damages to the Plaintiff

exceed $10,000.00.

Phone(208)263-6866
Fax (208) 263.()400
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The Defendants a re DR. RAY W. HANSON indivi dual ly , and BMH, Inc .

doing business as BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, on information and belief to be
the employer of DR. RAY W. HANSON. Each of said Defendants, plus John Does l-X are
engaged in business in Bingham CO\mty, Idaho, in the context of their participation in the
business here Plaintiffs, DAVID S�MPLES AND JA YME SAMPLES, were injured, as
herein described.

3.

The Defendant named herein, as well as the unnamed Defendant s designate d

as John Does 1-X. are named because it is believed they may in some way be i nvo lve d in the

care of DAVID SAMPLES.

Their involvement is not a matter of public record available to

Plaintiffs or their counsel, without further discovery. Because of the limited availability of
such information, Plaintiffs' reserve the right to amend thi s Complaint to further identify
Defendants designated herein as John Does, and/or to delete any Defendants named herein
for whom further discovery establishes that these claims do not apply.

This Court has jurisdiction and venue is proper.
FACTS

4.

On or about September 30, 2009, David Samples was admitted to Bingham

Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho with abdominal pain.

Mr. Sam ples was found to

have acute cholecystitis.

5.

On o r about, October 2, 2009, Dr. Ray Hanson attempted laparoscopic

cholecystectomy on Mr. Samples at Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho.
the time of his surgery, Mr. Samp les was fmmd to have
Oanicll'. f'cillhcr&lon
Brent C. Fcatheraton•
Jcrcm}' P. FcDihcnton
Jcrcmi l.. Ossman

a

At

hole in his colon and underwent

open cholecystectomy with repair of a transverse colon with a large right subcostal incision.

1l3 S. Sec<lnd A'lc.
S3J\dpOinl, JD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
fall (208) 263-0400
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6. Following the procedure he was hypoxic through the day on or about October 3,

p

2009 because postoperatively Mr. S am les had

a

leak that

was

not recognized by Dr.

Hanson or Bingham Memorial Hospital and Mr. Samples developed adult respiratory
syndrome.

Mr. Samples was a nonbreather and

a

CT chest was obtained which showed

atelectasis of the right middle and lower lobe.

7. On or about October 4, 2009, Mr. Samples was transferred to Portneuf Medical
Center for further management.

8. On or about October 5, 2009, W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.• was consulted, and
upon examining Mr. Samples found an abdominal wound infection status post repair of
colon and open colectomy. Accorclingly, Dr. Birkenhagen performed incision and drainage
of abdominal wound infection including lots of pus in the Intensive Care Unit.

9. On or about October 6, 2009, Dr. Birkenhagen found Mr. Samples to be putting
stool out of his incision and was taken to surgery where he Wlderwent a colectomy
involving the transverse colon and a portion of the ascending colon as he had obvious
ischemia and necrosis

of his bowel , most likely because of it being mid colonic artery

thrombosis secondary to the infection and inflammation.

10. On or about October 7, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent placement of abdominal
compartment syndrome wound VAC and drainage of intra-abdominal and debridement of

intra-abdominal abscess including portion of omentum and for his left subclavian line
placement.

11.
Daniel P. Fcalhcm!OD

Brent C. Fealheralon*
Jeremy P. Fcalhers!OD
Jercmi L. Ownan

On or about October 8, 2009, the surgical pathology r eport noted a segment

diffusely necrotic colon with green-brown exudates with several black sutures adjacent to a

probable mural defect with extensive associated necrosis and hemorrhage.

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoinl,lb 83864
Pbonc (208) 263-6866

Pax (208) 263-0400
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12. On or about October 10, 2009, Mr. Samples undexwent an exploratory lap with
debridement and irrigation and replacement of abdominal compartment syndrome with
VAC drapes.
13.
14.

On or about October 12,2009, Mr. Samples underwent wound VAC change.

On or about October 14, 2009, Mr. Samples

underwe nt an

exploratory

laparotomy and wound VAC change.
15.

On or about October 16, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent an exploratory

laparoscopic closure ofabdominal wound Vicryl mesh and placement of Wound VAC.

16.

On or about October 19, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent an abdominal

compartment syndrome wound vac change.
17.

On o:r about October 22, 2009, Mr. Samples undeiWent

a

bronchoscopy for

assistance with percutaneous tracheostomy placement.
18.

On or about October 23, 2009� Mr. Samples was discharged from Portneuf

Medical Center and transported by Life Flight to Boise, Idaho and was admitted by
Southwest Idaho Acute Care Hospital and Dr. Hendrickson for further management.
19. On or about December

7, 2009, Mr. Samples underwent harvest mesh and apply

24 square inches of split-thickness skin graft and application of wound vac at Portneuf
Medical Center.
20. On or about January 16, 2010, Mr. Samples was treated at the PortneufMedical
Center Emergency Department Service for bleeding from his colostomy21. On or about January 17,2010, Mr. Samples was admitted for possible colitis
Daniel P. Fcalhco;IOII
Brent C. Peathcralon•

- possible C. difficile colitis and placed on IV fluids.

Jeremy P. FcalhclliiXln
Jcrcmi L. Ouman
113 S.Sctoacl Avo.
Sandpoinl, lD 83864
Pbono(208)263-6866
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22. On or about March 15,2010, Mr. Sa mples underwent Excision ofVicryl mesh,

Small bowel resection time two, repair of bowel times four, Take down of colostomy, Take
down of fistula, Take down of splenic flexure, Anastomosis of the cecum to transverse
colon and Abdominal wall reconstruction with stratus and muscle flaps

.

23. On or about March 15, 2010, Mr. Samples was discharged with a colostomy and

mucous fistula, status post colectomy for necrotic colon and huge right subcostal ventral
hernia

.

24. On or about May 26,2010, Mr. Samples underwent

an

open abdominal wowtd,

status post partial incisional necrosis with lipolysis.
25.

On or about September 19, 2010, Mr. Samples presented to Portneuf Medical

Center Emergency Department Service with two weeks of abdominal pain and was admitted
the patient to the Intensive Care Unit for abdominal pain and acute ketoacidosis,
26.

As a result of this injury and medical complications resulting therefrom, the

Plaintiff, DAVID SAMPLES, suffered damages for medical expenses in excess of
$10,000.00 the exact amount to be determined at trial; loss ofincome in an amount in excess
of$10,000.00 the exact amount to be detennined at trial; pain and suffering in an amount in

excess of $10,000.00 the exact ·amount to be determined at trial; loss of quality and
enjoyment of life and consortium in

an

amowtt in excess of$10,000.00 the exact amount to

be determined at trial.

27.

4�pann
PanieiP.Pc��r.henton
Bn�nt c. Peathento��•
Jen:my P. f'c111hm1011
lcrcmi L. 0Shllan

As a result of this injury and medical complications resulting therefrom, the

Plaintiff, JAYME SAMPLES, suffered damages in
exact

amount

an amount in excess of $10,000.00 the

to be detennined at trial, including lost marital income, loss of quality and

113S.SaooodAva.
Sandpoillt,ID 83864
PhOII& (208) 263-'866
Pal( (208) 2634!00
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amount in excess of$10,000.00 the exact

amount to be determined at trial.

28.

The Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, employees and/or

assigns, performed surgery and provided post operative medical care in a negligent manner,
-

which cause d unnecessary trauma/injuries to the Plaintiffs and the need for additional

medical procedures to the Plaintiff, David S amples

.

As a direct and proxi mate result of

Defendants' negligence and professional malpractice and Defendants' breach of the
applicable standard of health care, Plaintiffs suffered damages as stated herein, in an amount
to be proven at trial but which exceeds $10,000.00.

29.

The Defendants,

as

a medical facility and medical professionals emp loy ed

therein, provide a service to the public, with the

expectation

that Defendants' will provide

care that meets the applicable standard of care as provided by law.
30.

The Defendants have a duty to provide and perform medical care and

services in a manner that would prevent hann to their patrons.

31.

The Plaintiff sought treatment with the Defendants to provide certain medical

care and services to

the Plaintiff.

The Defendants failed to meet this applicable standard of

care in providing said caxe and services to the Plaintiffs and the Plaintiffs are entitled to
recover the resulting damages, including

medic al

expenses (past

(past and future), pain and suffering (past and

future),

and future), lost income

temporary

and permanent

impairment, disfigurement and phys ical disability as well as all actual, special and

iAnm.,arm
Daniel P. PeatbcniOil
Brent C. Feathcntoa•
Jcomny P. Fcalhcnton
Jcrcmi L. Osaman

consequential damages arising as a result of the Defendants' negligent acts.

32.

Plaintiffs allege

that each

of the acts of the Defendants have caused the

Plaintiff to suffer damages solely and proximately caused by the Defendants in an amount

113 S. s-m11 Avo.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866

Pax (2.08) 263.()400
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to be further d etermined at trial, but which is in excess of jurisdictional minimum of
$10,000.
33.

As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid incident and the conduct of

the Defendants, the Plaintiffs have incurred the monetary damages that include, but are not
limited to, loss of income, loss of use of her person, and the corresponding medical
expenses, and loss of consortium.

FUrther, the Plaintiffs are entitled to fees and costs

incurred in this action as provided by Idaho law.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for Judgment against the Defendants as follows:
1.

Damages for pain and suffering, temporary and permanent impairment ,

disfigurement and physical disability in excess of $10,000.00, the exact amount to be
established by proof at Trial.

2.

Damag es for medical exp ens es in excess of $10,000.00, the exact amount

to be established by pr o of at trial.
3.

Damages for loss of income in excess of $10,000.00

the

exact amount to

be established by proof at trial.
4.

General damages for miscellaneous expenses and costs incurred

as

a result

of Defendants' negligence.
5.

Damages for loss of consortium, individually or to the marital community.

6.

Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend this Complaint to more particularly

identify Defendants d esignated

as

John Does I-X,

or

d ismis s Defendants which upon

further discovery might reveal have no liability.
Daniel P. FeatbsiStoll
Brent C. Pea!herston*
Jeremy P. Featherston
J�L.Ossm:an

7.

Costs of suit, and for such other and further relief, as this Court deems just

and equitable in the premises.

113 S. Scc.ond Ave..
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BRENT C. FEATHERSTO
Attorney for Plaintiff

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff requests, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 38, that this matter be tried and ruled on
before

a

jury.

DATED this

Lf_ j"/,

day of June, 2013.

BRENT C.
Attorney for Plaintiff
.

Daniel P. Fcalhcl$11011
Brent C. PealhCI$11011�
Jeremy P. Feathetaton
Jcremi L. Ossmill
ll:3 S. Sceond A'le.
Smdpoint, n> 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
PM (208) 263-0400
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of June, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document to be seiVed upon the following person(s) in the following mann.er:

JeiUiifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
Facsimile (208) 733-5444

rX]

CJ

Other: _ __

Daniel P. Fealher$t0b
Bt�nt C. F�atherston*
Ieten�y P. Fealhe"!On
Jertllll L. Ossman
113 S. Sccond Ava.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (2Al8) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�
•Liunsod in ldallo & W.ubiDgton
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Jennifer K. Brizee ( ISB #5070)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attomey for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the defendants, Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.
Hanson, by and through their counsel of record, Jennifer K. Brizee of Powers Tolman
Farley, PLLC, and ih answer to plaintiffs' complaint, admit, deny and allege as follows:
INTRODUCTION

The following defenses are not stated separately as to each cl a im for relief or
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allegation of the plaintiffs.

Nevertheless, the following defenses are applica ble, where

appropriate, to any and all of plaintiffs' claims for relief.

Defendants, in asserting the

following d efenses, do not admit that the burden of proving the allegations or denials
contained in the defenses are upon defendants, but, to the contrary, assert that by
reason of said denials, and by reason of relevant statutory and judicial authority, the
burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses and the burden of provin g
the inverse o f the allegations contained i n many of the d efenses is upon the plaintiffs.
Moreover, defendants do not ad mit, in asserting any defense, any responsibility or
liability on their part but, to the contrary, specifically deny any and all allegations of
respo nsibility and liability contained in plaintiffs' complaint.
FIRST DEFENSE
I.
Plaintiffs' complaint fails to state a cause of actio n upon which relief may be
granted and as such, should be dismissed pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
SECOND DEFENSE
II.
Defend ants deny each and every allegation and/or paragraph contained in
plaintiffs' complaint unless specifically ad mitted herein.
Ill.
In answering paragraph 2 of plaintiffs' complaint,

it is admitted only that

defendant, Bingham Memorial Hospital, is and was at all times relevant, an entity
existing in Idaho, with a place of business in Blackfoot, Idaho.

It is further admitted

defendant Ray W. Hanson, M.D., was at all times relevant, an employee of Bingham

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, PAGE 2
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Memorial Hospital.
IV.
In answering paragraph 4 of plaintiffs' complaint, it is ad m itted only that on
September 30, 2009, David Samples was ad mitted as a patient at Bingham Memorial
Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho, with abdominal pain.

v.
In answering paragraph 5 of plaintiffs' complaint, it is admitted only that on
October 2, 2009, a cholecystectomy was performed by Dr. Ray Hanson on Mr. Samples
at Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho.
VI.
In answering paragraph 7 of plaintiffs' complaint, it is admitted only that on
October 4, 2009, Mr. Samples was transferred to Portneuf Medical Center.
VII.
In answering paragraphs 8-25 of plaintiffs' co mplaint, it is ad m itted only, upon
information and belief, that at a point in time, W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D., performed
additional procedures on Mr. Samples.
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES
The defendants have been required to retain the services of an attorney in order to
defend against plaintiffs' complaint and are entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and costs
of suit pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Proced ure and other state and federal statutes and/or regulations which may be
applicable.
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FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The damages alleged to have been suffered by plaintiffs, if any, were caused by
superseding and/or intervening causes for which defendants are not responsible.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE

DEFENSE

The acts or om issions of plaintiffs and/or others constitute comparative negligence
which, pu rsuant to Idaho Code § 6-801 and/or other appl icable laws, bars or red uces
plaintiffs' recovery, if any, against defendants.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs failed to take appropriate action to mitigate the alleged damages they
claimed to have sustained .
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Defendants allege that the plaintiffs' damages, if any, were proximately caused by
the superseding, intervening, negligence, omissions, fault o r actions of other third persons
or parties for which defendants are not responsible, and that any negligence or breach of
d uty on the part of defendants, if any, was not a proximate cause of the al leged loss to the
plaintiffs. In asserting this defense , defendants do not admit any negligence or breach of
duty, and to the contrary, deny all allegations of negligence or breach of duty.
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

If defendants have any liability to the plaintiffs, which liability defendants deny, any
award made to the plaintiffs in this action must be red uced by the court, pursuant to Idaho
Code §§ 6-1603, 6-1604 and 6-1606.
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SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Waiver, estoppel, and/or laches may be applicable to bar the present cause
of action, in whole or in part.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
All services and work performed by defendants, their agents, employees and/or
representatives, upon David Samples were performed only after David Samples gave
informed consent to having said services rendered after being fully advised of the nature
and extent of all treatment to be performed upon David Samples.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DE FENSE
In all medical attention rendered by defendants, their agents, employees and/or
representatives, to David Samples, the defendants, their agents, employees and/or
representatives, · possessed and exercised that degree of skill, care and learning ordinarily
possessed and exercised by the members of their profession in good standing and
practicing in the same locality or a similar locality; at all times defendants, their agents,
employees and/or representatives, used reasonable care and diligence In the exercise of
their skills and the application of treatment of David Samples; and at all times during such
treatme nt, defendants, their agents, employees and/or representatives, acted according to
their best professional judgment. The medical treatment administered to David Samples
by defendants, their agents, employees and/or representatives, was the treatment
ordinarily provided by an acute-care hospital for David Samples' medical condition, and at
no time were defendants, their agents, employees and/or representatives, negligent. On
the contrary, defendants, their agents, employees and/or representatives, performed each
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and every act of such treatment properly and efficiently and in the manner most uniformly
approved and followed by the medical profession in their locale for the existing conditions.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Defendants allege that some or all of David Samples' injuries pre-existed the
incident alleged In the complaint, or were the progression thereof, and were the result of
med ical factors and conditions, or other emotional or mental disorders, not proximately
caused by any actio n of defendants or their agents, employees and/or representatives.
TENTH AF FIRMAT IVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs' claims are or may be barred by the applicable statutes of limitations.
ELEVENTH AFF IRMATIVE DEFENSE

As of the date of this answer, discovery is not complete and defendants have had
little or no opportunity to ascertain in full, the nature and extent of plaintiffs' allegatio ns.
Subsequently, discovery may disclose the existence of further and additional affirmative
defenses, the right to assert which, as the court may allow by amendment of this answer,
the defendants expressly claim and reserve.

Defendants further reserve the right to

supplement, modify and/or delete defenses as may be warranted .
WHEREFORE, defendants pray for judgment as fo llows:

1.

That plaintiffs' complaint be dismissed with prejudice and plaintiffs take

nothing thereby;

2.

For costs incurred herein, including reasonable attorney's fees; and

3.

For such other and further relief as may be deemed proper.
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DATED this

�

•

day of August, 201 3.
POWERS

LMAN FARLEY, PLLC

DEMAND FOR J U RY TRIAL
CO MES N OW the defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Jennifer

K. Brizee, and demand a 1 2-person jury trial pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure.
DATED thi

�

day of August. 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

CERTI FICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that o n this

[g_ day of August, 20 1 3, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO COM PLAI NT AND DEMAND FOR J U RY TRIAL to
be forwarded with all required charges prepared , by the m ethod(s) indicated below, to
the fol lowing:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

�
D
1ZJ
D
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 7 33-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown.,

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

.

.

COME NOW defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital,
by and through their attorney of record Jennifer K. Brizee of Powers Tolman Farley,
PLLC, and move this Court for an order pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(i)
and 37(b) striking any experts not fully disclosed by September 16, 2013, per Rule

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS, PAGE 1
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26(b)(4), per this Court's scheduling order and precluding plaintiffs from offering any
such expert as witness in this case.
This motion is made and based upon the Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts and the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in support
of same and any oral argument this Court may entertain, as well as this Court's Order
Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial, dated January 30, 2 013.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

day of September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By·

Jenn~
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

J:\~
_./"°day of

September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED
EXPERTS to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s)
indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

181
0
IZI
0
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE
DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of their motion to strike plaintiffs' late disclosed
experts.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS, PAGE 1
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I.

INTRODUCTION/PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

This is a medical malpractice case arising out of a surgery that occurred on or
about October 2, 2009, inyolving David Samples. See Complaint, 1I 5.

On September

27, 2011, David Samples and Jayme Samples filed a Complaint and Demand for Jury
Trial (''Initial Complainf') against Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Hanson.

No

prelitigation panel hearing had been requested, so the parties stipulated to a stay until
that process was completed. On January 30, 2013, this Court entered its Order Setting
Pre-Trial and Jury Trial ("Scheduling Order").
Per the Scheduling Order, plaintiffs were required to disclose their experts by
September 16, 2013, and were required to provide full Rule 26(b)(4) disclosures.

See

Order, 1I 7. By that date, plaintiffs were required to disclose the subject matter on which
the experts were expected to testify, the substance of the opinions for which the experts
were expected to testify, the underlying facts and data upon which the experts' opinions
were based, any exhibits to be used in support of the opinions, and any qualifications of
the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the witness within the
preceding ten years, the compensation to be paid, and a listing of all other deposition
and trial testimony within the previous four years..

Plaintiffs failed to disclose the

identity of any experts by that date, let alone the subject matter, substance of opinions,
and underlying facts and data upon which the opinions were based.

See Affidavit of

Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Motion to Strike Late Disclosed Experts (hereinafter
"Brizee Affidavit"), 'fl1I 2-3.
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Due to plaintiffs' failure to disclose experts as required by this Court's Scheduling
Order, defendants respectfully request that this Court exercise its discretion and strike
any experts disclosed by plaintiffs after the September 16, 2013, deadline and prohibit
any such experts from offering any expert testimony in this matter.
II.
PLAINTIFFS' LATE IDENTIFIED EXPERTS SHOULD BE STRICKEN AND PLAINTIFFS
SHOULD BE PRECLUDED FROM OFFERING UNTIMELY DISCLOSURES.

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(1) authorizes courts to sanction a party for
failure of the party to comply with the Court's scheduling order or other pre-trial order.
See also Edmunds

v.

Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 872, 136 P.3d 338, 343 {2006)

("A

trial

court has authority to sanction parties for non-compliance with pretrial orders, and
sanctions may include those enumerated in I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(8), {C) and (D) for
discovery violations.") Specifically, Rule 16(i) authorizes the following:
(i) Sanctions. If a party or party's attorney fails to obey a scheduling or pre-trial
or if no appearance is made on behalf of a party at a scheduling or. pre-.trial
conference, or if a party or party's attorney is substantially unprepared to
participate in the conference, or If a party or party's attorney fails to participate in
good faith, the iudge, upon motion or his own initiative. may make such orders
with regard thereto as are just, and among others any of the orders provided in
Rule 37{b){2}(8), (C), (D). In lieu of or In addition to any other sanction, the judge
shall require the party or the attorney representing him or both to pay the
reasonable expenses incurred because of any noncompliance with this rule,
including attorney's fees, unless the judge finds that the noncompliance was
substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses
unjust.
I.R.C.P. 16(i) (emphasis added).
The exclusion of expert testimony based upon a failure to disclose or a late
disclosure is a sanction under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 37(b). See Bramwell v. South
Rigby Canal Co., 136 Idaho 648, 651, 39 P.3d 588, 591 (2001); see also Noble
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County Elections Bd., 135 Idaho 495, 499-500, 20 P.3d 679, 683-84 (2000)). Rule 37(b)

authorizes the imposition of sanctions when a party fails to obey an order to provide or
permit discovery.

See Noble, 135 Idaho at 499, 20 P. at 6S.3.

Once a violation of a scheduling order has been found, the imposition of discovery
sanctions under Rule 37(b) is committed to the discretion of the trial court. See id. (citing
Ashby

v.

Western Council, Lumber Prod. and Indus. Workers, 117 Idaho 684, 686, 791

P.2d 434, 436 (1990)); see a/so Edmunds

v.

Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338,

344 (2006) (holding that trial court did not abuse its discretion by excluding untimely
disclosed expert); City of McCall

v. Seubert,

142 Idaho· 580, 586, 130 P.3d 1118, 1124

(2006) (holding that trial court did not abuse its discretion by excluding untimely disclosed
expert).
The Court's decision will not be overturned on appeal absent an abuse of
discretion. See Noble, 135 Idaho at 499, 20 P. at 683. "There is no abuse of discretion
where the trial court perceives the issue in question as discretionary, acts within the outer
limits of its discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the available
choices, and reaches its own decision through an exercise of reason."
added) (citing Basic American, Inc.

v.

/d. (emphasis

Shatila, 133 Idaho 726, 744, 992 P.2d 175, 193

(1999); Sun Valley Sh opping Center, Inc.

v.

Idah o Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d

993, 1000 (1991)).
To act consistently with the legal standards applicable where an expert is sought to
be excluded, the trial court must follow two general rules before imposing sanctions.

/d.

'The trial court 'must balance the equities by comparing the culpability of the disobedient
party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party' and consider whether lesser
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sanctions would be effective."
Roe

v.

/d. at 499-500, 20 P.at 683-84 (emphasis added} (citing

Doe, 129 Idaho 663, 668, 931 P.2d 657, 662 (Ct.App.1996) (quoting Southern

Idaho Prod. CreditAss'n v. Astorquia, 1131daho 526, 532,746 P.2d 985, 990 (1987)).

When considering the resulting prejudice to the innocent party, the court should
consider the fact that the prejudice resulting from an untimely disclosure "may be greater
when the witness is an expert." Seubert, 142 Idaho at 586, 130 P.3d at 1124 (citing State
v.

Miller 133 Idaho 454, 457, 988 P.2d 680, 683 (1999); Bramwell

v.

South Rigby Canal

Co., 136 Idaho 648, 652, 39 P.3d 588, 592 (2001) (holding the trial court did not abuse its

discretion in excluding expert testimony as the witnesses ''were not disclosed until 12 days
prior to trial" and ''there was no legitimate excuse for the late disclosure .... ").
In fact, the potential for prejudice to the opposing party from the admission of
evidence that was not disclosed in discovery is particularly acute with respect to expert
testimony. See Clark

v. Raty,

137 Idaho 343, 347, 346, 48 P.3d 672, 676 (Idaho App.,

2002) (discussing the Radmer Court's position regarding prejudice to a party in the
context of expert discovery).
In this case, plaintiffs' failed to comply with the Court's Scheduling Order with
respect to expert disclosures. In the Scheduling Order, this Court explicitly required the
following:
Plaintiff shall also disclose all expert witnesses IN THE MANNER
OUTLINED IN RULE 26(b)(4)(A)(i), disclosing the person expected to be
called as an expert witness, the subject matter on which the expert is
expected to testify, the substance of the opinions for which the expert is
expected to testify, and the underlying facts and data upon which the
expert opinion is based no later than September 16, 2013 . . . . Witnesses
not disclosed IN THIS MANNER will be subject to exclusion at trial.
See Order, 1f 7 (emphasis in original).
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Despite that requirement, plaintiffs failed to disclose any experts by September
16, 2013. See Brizee Affidavit, ,.m 2-3. They also failed to disclose the subject matter
on which any such experts are expected to testify, the substance of the opinions for
which the experts are expected to testify, and the underlying facts and data upon which
the experts' opinions are based.

See Brizee Affidavit, 1111 2-3.

Accordingly, plaintiffs

failed to comply with the express requirements of this Court's Scheduling Order
regarding their expert disclosures.
Since plaintiffs failed to comply with the Scheduling Order, this Court has the
discretion to sanction plaintiffs by striking their experts, if any, pursuant to Rule 16(i) and
Rule 37(b).

In exercising its discretion, this Court must balance the equities by

comparing the culpability of plaintiffs with the resulting prejudice to the defendants.
In this case, defendants have not contributed to plaintiffs' failure to disclose their
experts.

Plaintiffs are wholly responsible for failing to disclose experts despite having

approximately two years to find and retain experts and obtain their opinions.

Plaintiffs

filed their initial complaint on September 27, 2011, so they have had nearly two years
from the time of the filing of their complaint to identify, retain, and disclose experts. In
fact, plaintiffs could have retained experts prior to the filing of any complaint against
these defendants, yet they have failed to disclose any such experts during this litigation.
Accordingly, a balancing of the equities in this matter weighs heavily in favor of
defendant and supports the striking of any late disclosed experts by plaintiffs.
Moreover, when considering the resulting prejudice to the defendants, the innocent
parties, the Court should consider the fact that the prejudice resulting from an untimely
disclosure may be greater when the witness is an expert.
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plaintiffs' failure to timely disclose their experts is in fact greater here because
defendants only have 30 days after the plaintiffs' deadline to disclose or until October
1
16, 2013, under the Scheduling Order to disclose their own experts and their opinions.
Without the benefit of plaintiffs' expert disclosures, defendants are left to their own
conjecture as to particular theories upon which plaintiffs may attempt to base their
medical malpractice claims.

Under such circumstances, defendants cannot provide

adequate rebuttal testimony or address the particular details of plaintiffs' claims of
medical malpractice.
This is particularly difficult under the circumstances of this case because plaintiffs
appear to have only recently attempted to expand the scope of this action throug h the
filing of their Amended Complaint to include a claim of negligence involving the postoperative care of Mr. Samples.

See First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury

Trial filed June 14, 2013.
In their Ar11ended Complaint, plaintiffs allege for the. first time that negligence.
occurred in the provision of post-operative medical care in addition to the alleged
negligence in the performance of the surgery.

See Amended Complaint, 1f 28.

Plaintiffs are now asserting that "[t]he Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents,
employees and/or assigns, performed surgery and provided post-operative medical care
in a negligent manner, which caused unnecessary trauma/injuries to the Plaintiffs and
the need for additional medical procedures to the Plaintiff, David Samples."

See

Amended Complaint, ,-r 28 (emphasis added).

1 If for any reason this Court denies the motion to strike plaintiffs' e xperts and permits plaintiffs to
disclose untimely experts, defendants respectfully request that this Court grant defendants at least thirty
days after the date of any compliant expert disclosure by plaintiffs to provide time for defendants to
disclose rebuttal experts.
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This new post-operative negligence claim will be the subject of a motion to
dismiss. For the purposes of this motion regarding experts, however, it is important to
note that due to the new allegations and plaintiffs' failure to timely disclose experts,
defendants are left to speculate as to hospital personnel, if any, plaintiffs are alleging
breached the standard of care regarding the post-operative period.

Consequently,

defendants are prejudiced in that they have been deprived of the opportunity to review,
analyze, and adequately respond to any expert opinions held by plaintiffs' experts
relating to this new allegedly negligent treatment and care.
Defendants

are

similarly

prejudiced with

respect

to

the

claim

regarding

negligence during the surgery in that defendants have been deprived of the opportunity
to timely and adequately rebut plaintiffs' alleged facts and theories. Plaintiffs have not
disclosed any experts' opinions that could even potentially establish the violation of the
standard of care of any employee of Bingham Memorial Hospital or Dr. Hanson.
Consequently, defendants are left, again, to speculate and potentially retain experts to
rebut unknown claims of medical malpractice during the surgery.
Additionally, given the short 30-day time period, any late disclosure will be
prejudicial to defendants due to the inability to depose any of plaintiffs' experts
defendants believe need to be deposed. This is especially true given that by the date of
filing this motion, already a quarter of the allotted time for any such depositions has now
been taken away from defendants.
Finally, with trial fast approaching, any extension of plaintiffs' expert witness
disclosure deadline could potentially jeopardize the January 14, 2014, trial date, if
defendants are given a similar extension. Experts are the key witnesses in this state in
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a medical malpractice case. They drive the evidence and the theories of negligence as
well as the damages.

This case is on a very tight scheduling timeline, which makes

plaintiffs' failure to disclose even more potentially detrimental to the trial date to
defendants.
Any late disclosed experts by plaintiffs should be stricken and plaintiffs should be
prohibited from offering any such expert testimony in this matter.
Ill.
CONCLUSION
Defendants respectfully request that this Court exercise its discretion and strike
any experts disclosed by plaintiffs after the court ordered September 16, 2013, deadline
and preclude plaintiffs from offering any expert testimony in this matter.
DATED this

�cra;:f

September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Jennifer K. Brizee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�.aa;-of September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:

[gl
D
�
D
D

Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3' Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown ..

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

)
) ss.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

2/

)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one of
the attorneys of record for defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
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in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

My office did not receive any Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures from plaintiffs

on or by September 16, 2013.
3.

To date, my office has still not been served with any Rule 26(b)(4) expert

disclosures from plaintiffs.
4.

Attached as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of this Court's Order

Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial, dated January 30, 2013.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS, PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

¥'
£of September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO STRIKE LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS to be forwarded with all required
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:

(gl
0

Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

(gj

D

D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Email

J~j;'rizee
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By

DePUTY

IN 1HE DISTRICT COURT OF 11IE SIXTH.JUDICIAL DISTRICT lN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BINGHAM
.DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME
SAMPLES, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

CaseNo:

vs.

CV-2011-0002069
.

DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH, INC., dba BINGHAM MEMORIAL
HOSPIAL
T , and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently unknown.

.

.

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL
AND JURY TRIAL

.Defendants.Pursuant to the Joint Submission of Information for Scheduling Order filed on
January 28, 2013, it is hereby ordered:
(1) JURY TRIAL will commence on January 14. 2014 AT THE HOUR OF

9:00 A.M. (Trial Scheduled ·for 7 days- January 14 -17 aud JaJiuary 21-23)

(2) FORMAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE, pursuant to 'Rule 16, I.R.C.P. will
be held on December 20, 2013 AT THE HOUROFl:OO p.m. TilE PARTIES ARE
Case No.: CV-2011-0002069
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL AND JURY TRIAL
Page1 of6
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ADVISED THAT TillS IS A FORMAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND THAT TilE

COUNSEL TRYING TinS MAITER MUST APPEAR IN PERSON.

(3) The parties are advised that should a continuance be requested and granted, the
discovezy cut-off dates listed below will not change.
Trial counsel for the parties are ordered to confer for the pwpose of preparing

(4)

a joint Pre-Trial Memorandum, which shall be submitted to the Court at least one (1) week
prior to the time of the Pre-Trial Conference. The joint Pre-Trial Memorandum shall contain
the following:
(a) An index of all exhibits. The index shan indicate: 1) by
whom the exhibit is being offered, 2) a brief description of the
exhibit, 3) whether the parties have stipulated to admissibiliey,
and if not, 4) the legal grounds for objection.
(b) An indication of whether depositions, admissions,
interrogatory responses, or other discovery responses are to be
used in lieu of live testimony, the manner in which such
evid ence will be presented, and the legal growtds for any
objection to such excetpts.
.

(c) SWilD18I)' of the docwnentary evidence supporting the
damages sought by the plaintiff shall be appended to the joint
·

Pre-Trial Memorandwn. The Memorandwn shall include a
statement as to whether the parties have stipulated to the
admission ofthe summary mtder Rule 1006, I.R.E. in lieu of
the underlying docwnents.

(d) A list ofthe names and addres se s of all witnesses which
such party may call to tes tifY at trial, including anticipated
rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert witnesses.shall be
identified as such.
(e) A briefnon-argwnentative swnmary of.tbefactual nature of
the case. The pwpose of the summacy is to provide an
Case No.: CV-2011-0002069
ORDER SEITJNG PRE-TRIAL AND JURY TRIAL
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overview ofthe case for the jwy and shall be included in pre
proof instructions to the jury.
(f) A statement that counsel have, in good faith, discussed
settlement unsuccessfully.
(g) A statement that all answers or supplemental answers to
intciTogatories under Rule 33 reflect fact$ known to the date of
the Memorandum.
(h) A statement ofall claims.

(i) Any admissions or stip ulations of the parties which can be
agreed upon by the parties.
(j) Any issues of law abandoned by any of the parties.
(k) A statement ofthe issues offact and law which remain to

be litigated at the trial.

(1)

A listing of all anticipated motions in limine and any

which will expedite the trial.

orders

(m) A statement as to whether counsel requires more than 30

minutes per side for opening statement.

At the time ofthe Pr�Trial Conference, all parties shall be prepared to assist in the
formulation of a Pre-Trial Order in the form described in Rule 16(d) I.R.C.P.
(S) At tb� time of counsel's meeting ordered above, counsel shall comp lete an
Exhibit List on a form to be procured from the Court Clerk. The Exhibit List will be

submitted to the Court at the time of the Pre-Trial Conference.
(6) DISCOVERY CUTOFF will be December 16, ·2013. Counsel are

__;~===~a~dvised

__
_cutoff
___
_thO!!!att_ ALL
___Jd!iis!!!C~O!JVe!!JryJL_
_be_COMPLETE
___
- ·that
this
meaus
will
by that deadline.

(7) :Plaintiff shall disclose all fact witnesses to be used at time of trial no later than
September 16, l013; defendants shall disclose their fact witnesses no later than October
Case No.: CV-2011-0002069
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16, 2013. Plaintiff shall.also disclose all expert witnesses IN THE MANNER
OUTLINED IN RULE 26(b)(4){A)(i), disclosing the person expected to be called as an
expert witness, the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify, the s ubstance of

the opinions for which the expert is expected to testify, and the underlying facts and data
upon which the expert opinion is based no later than September 16, 2013; with defendant
given until October 16,2013 to make a similar disclosure of their expert witnesses.

Plaintiffs shall disclose counter witnesses by November 15, 2013. Witnesses not disclosed
IN THIS MANNER will be subject to exclusion at trial.
(8) MOTION CUTOFF will be Decemb er 16, 2013 with all motions filed by that
date. Motions must b e heard within two weeks after that date. This include s all m otions
concerning any objections to the testimony of experts at triaL This does not include other

Motions in Limine the parties may wish to tile.

(9)

The deadline to amend the plea4ffig s to add a new party or cause of action

shall be October 16. 2013.
(10)

SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS must be filed at least 60 days

{November 15. 2013) prior to the lrial date and the requirements ofiRCP 56(c) must be
met. Any objections to the admissibility of evidence submitted for purposes of S1liJ111W)'
judgment must be submitted in writing. The nomnoving party must submit any such
objection with their answering brief. The moving party must submit any such objection at
or before the time their reply b rief is due. The intent of this requirement is to comply with

Gem State Insurance Co. v. Hutchison, 01.26 ISCR 1025 (December 24,.2007).
(11)

TRIAL BRIEFS AND JURY INSTRUCI'IONS shall be filed with the

Court at the time ofthe Pre-Trial Conference.

(12)

MEDIATION is highly recommended. Any formal mediation must occur at

Case No.: CV-2011-0002069
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least 60 days before the trial date. Ifthe p�ies cannet agree on a mediator upon motion .by

either party, the Court will appoint a mediator�

(13)

Unless otheJWise specified, 11.11 meetings and/or h�gs with the Court in this

matter shall take place at the .Bingha01 County Courthouse.

(i4)
listed

on

AD dgcuments submitted in this miJtterwill have Judge David C. ·Nye

the certificate ·of servi�e w.ith copies .of any .and all document$ submitted

mailed to: D.avid C.

(14)

Nye, P�o. Box 4165, Poca*clio, ID 83205.

The Court appreciates time-to adequately consider each

issue·beforeit,prior

to a hearing and/or meeting.
day of January, 201;3.

DATED this

District Judge.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a fuU, true and toaect
copy of the ibregoing
mailed by first-class mail, with pre-paid
postage, sent by facsimile, or hand delivered
of January 2013 the following:

docu3tJas

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, ESQ.
POBOX 1276
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-1276

)'rtJ.s. Mall

JEREMY P. FEAlHERSTON
E, ESQ.
113 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE
SANDPOINT, lD 83864

�Mall

·

C Collrlhou.sc Box

C CourchouseBox

day

C Facsimile

C Facsimilo

of the Court

Case No.: CV-2011-0002
069
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Jennifer K. Brizee (JSB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone : (208) 733-5566
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Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs ,
vs .
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, indiv idually , and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
and RAY W. HANSON, M.D., by and through their attorney of record, will bring on for
hearing defendants' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS
on Wednesday, the 9th day of October, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock p.m., or as

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO STRIKE
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soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, in Judge Nye's chambers at Bannock County
District Courthouse located at 624 E. Center in Pocatello, Idaho.
DATED this

�

of September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:
Jennifer K. Brizee

�

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

~ f September,

2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO
STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS to be forwarded with all required
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:

�
D
IZ!
D

Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, 10 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

~nzee
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

-

. -- .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samp les ,
Husband And Wife.

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

)

)
)
)

vs.

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

)
)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing busines s as
)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X.)
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)
D efen dants.

COMES NOW the

)
)

Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record,

Jeremy P.

Featherston, and hereby submits and discloses Plaintiffs' Expert Witnesses pursuant to the
Court' s Pretrial Order:

I.

Kurt Birkenhagen
500 South 11111 Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201

2.

l:Janiel P. Pcalhcnton
Brent C. Pca!hcrston•
lerc.my P. Peatbcraton
Jcrcmi L. Oaaman
ll3 S. &lc()nd Ave.
Sandp0in1, lD 83864
Phonb (208) 263-6866
P�(208}263�

VocConsult S e rvices Inc.
Nancy 1. Collins, Ph.D.
CRC Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior Disability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner
106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1126, Boise, Idaho 83701
·. Phone 1-208-389·7813 Fax 208-368-0377
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DATED this 20 day of September. 2013.

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM. CHID.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
th
I hereby certify that on the 20 day of September, 2013. I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:

Jermifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN. PLLC
132 3 rd Avenue East

P .0. Box 1276
Twin Falls, lD 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Ovemight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
f""] Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:

Daniel P. Pealbr$1QD
P..eat C. �theniOil*
Jeremy P. Fealholl11o"
l�remi l.. Ossman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
rd
132 3 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-201 1-2069
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'

VS.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT
POST-OPERATIVE CARE

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL and DR. RAY W.

HANSON, by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Fartey, PLLC, and
move this Court for an order dismissing plaintiffs' new claim alleging n eglig ence regarding

the provision of post-operative care to plaintiff David Samples.

This motion I s made

pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
Defendants request a hearing and oral argument on this matter.

MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE
CARE, PAGE 1
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DATED this

•

_qr/ .
J;, day of September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:
Jennffi

K.8fiZee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�Y

of September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM
REGARDING NEG LIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE to be forwarded with all required
charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

181
D
IZJ
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jen~
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3 r Avenue East
P .0. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

'

.'

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT
POST -OPERATIVE CARE

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of their motion to dismiss plaintiffs' new claim for
negligence regarding the post-operative care provided to David Samples.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 1
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ARGUMENT
I.

INTRODUCTION/PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

This is a medical malpractice case arising out of a surgery that occurred on or
about October 2, 2009, involving David Samples. See Complaint, � 5. On September
27, 2011, David Samples and Jayme Samples filed a Complaint and Demand for Jury
Trial against Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Hanson.

In their initial complaint,

plaintiffs alleged that "[t]he Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, and/or
assigns

negligently performed surgery

in a manner,

which caused unnecessary

trauma/injuries and the need for additional medical procedures to the Plaintiff."

See

Complaint, 1[28 (emphasis added).
On or about February 1, 2013, plaintiffs' filed a Motion to Amend Complaint
seeking to add Dr. Margarita Llinas as a defendant due to alleged malpractice relating
to the post-operative care she provided to Mr. Samples. See Memorandum in Support
of Motion to Amend Complaint and Response to Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition, filed on March 12, 2013. This Court ruled that the statute of limitations had
run against Dr. Llinas and that the relation back doctrine was not applicable.

See

Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Defendant's Motion to Strike,
dated April 4, 2013.
Subsequently, on or about June 14, 2013, plaintiffs filed their First Amended
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint'').

In their Amended

Complaint, plaintiffs allege a new claim involving negligence in the provision of

operative

medical care in addition to the alleged negligence in the performance of the

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 2
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surgery.

See Amended Complaint, 1J 28.

Plaintiffs are now asserting that "[t]he

Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, employees and/or assigns, performed
surgery and

provided post-operative medical care in a negligent manner, which caused

unnecessary trauma/injuries to the Plaintiffs and the need for additional medical
procedures to the Plaintiff, David Samples." See Amended Complaint,1f28 (emphasis
added).
Plaintiffs' new allegation of negligence regarding the post-operative medical care
constitutes a new cause of action.

See Amended Complaint, 1f 28.

By pleading

negligence regarding the post-operative medical care, plaintiffs are attempting to
backdoor in a new claim against Dr. Llinas, despite this Court's ruling that the statute of
limitations has run against Dr. Llinas and that the relation back doctrine is not
applicable.

See Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Defendant's

Motion to Strike, dated April 4, 2013.
This Court made this ruling after plaintiffs brought their Motion to Amend, which
sought to add Dr. Margarita Llinas as a defendant due to alleged malpractice relating to
the post-operative care she provided to Mr. Samples.

See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in

Support of Motion to Amend Complaint and Response to Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition.
In their memorandum in support of their Motion to Amend, plaintiffs stated that
Dr. Hanson was the treating physician until post-operatively, when Dr. Llinas became
the caregiver as secondary physician.
Motion to Amend, pg. 3.

See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of

Plaintiffs alleged that Dr. Llinas ''failed to conduct adequate

post-operative examination of Samples to inspect. evaluate and treat Samples' surgical

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 3
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site, which, if performed, would have detected the post-operative leak, infection and
potentially life-threatening condition." See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion
to Amend, pg. 3.
Essentially, the plaintiffs, in their Motion to Amend, were attempting to assert that
Dr. Llinas should be held liable for her post-operative care and treatment of Mr.
Samples. Defendants argued, and this Court agreed, that the statute of limitations had
run against Dr. Llinas and that the relation back doctrine was not applicable in this case.
See Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Defendant's Motion to
Strike, dated April 4, 2013, pg. 8.
Now, plaintiffs appear to be attempting to assert the same claim for postoperative negligence in their Amended Complaint, which this Court previously ruled was
barred by the statute of limitations, by alleging post-operative negligence but omitting
Dr. Llinas's name from the pleadings.

Plaintiffs' attempt to insert claims barred by the

statute of limitations should not be supported. Plaintiffs' newly-pled claim for negligent
post-operative care is barred by the applicable statute of limitations and should be
dismissed with prejudice.
II.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

A motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure tests the legal sufficiency of a claim.

Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), this Court

looks to the pleadings, and all inferences are viewed in favor of the non-moving party.
Owsley v. Idaho Industrial Comm'n, 141 Idaho 129, 106 P.2d 455 (2005). Under Rule
12(b)(6), an action is to be dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 4
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granted when, after reading the Complaint in a light most favorable to plaintiffs, it
appears plaintiffs have alleged no facts in support of their claims entitling them to relief.
See, e.g., Rincover v. State, Dept. of Fin., Sec. Bureau, 128 Idaho 653, 917 P.2d 1293
(1996). In order to survive such a motion, the non-moving parties' Complaint must, on
its face, contain allegations, if proven, would entitle the non-moving party to the reli ef
claimed.

See Ernst v. Hemenway and Moser, Co., Inc., 120 Idah o 941, 821 P.2d 996

(Ct. App. 1991)

.

Ill.
PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR POST-OPERATIVE NEGLIGENCE IS BARRED BY THE
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Pursuant

to Idaho Code § 5-219(4},

an action

to

recover

damages for

professional malpractice must be commenced within two years of the time of th e
occurrence, act or omission co mplained of. See I. C. 5-219(4).
In this case, plaintiffs' claim for the negligent provision of post-operative medical
care is clearly a medical malpractice claim subject to Idaho Code § 6-1012 and § 61013.

Since the claim for negligent provision of post-operative medical care is a

medical malpractice claim, plaintiffs were required to commence that claim within two
years of the allegedly negligent post-operative care.

See I.C. 5-219(4). The allegedly

negligent post-operative care could not have arisen later than October 4, 2009, which is
when plaintiffs allege Mr. Samples was transferred from Bingham Memorial Hospital to
Portneuf Medical Center.

See Amended Complaint, �7.

Therefore, the two-year

statute of limitations began running no later than October 4, 2009.

Consequently, the

statute of limitations ran on October 4, 2011.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 5
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Plaintiffs' new claim relating to the negligent provision of post-operative medical
care was not added to their complaint until almost two years after th e statute of
limitations had already run.

Accordingly, Bingham Memorial Hospital respectfully

requests that this Court dismiss plaintiffs' new claim for negligence regarding the
provision of post-operative medical care, with prejudice.
IV.
PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM FOR POST-OPERATIVE MALPRACTICE DOES NOT
RELATE BACK TO THE INITIAL COMPLAINT

If an amended pleading sets forth a new cause of action unrelated to the original
transaction or occurrence pled, the amendment does not relate back to the date of th e
original pleading. See Idaho First Nat. Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,
28 1, 8 24 P.2d 841, 856 (1991) ("If, however, the amended pleading sets forth a new
cause of action unrelated to the original transaction or occurrence pled, the amendment
does not relate back to the date of the original pleading."); Black Canyon Racquetball
Club, Inc. v. Idaho First National Bank, 1191daho 171, 178 ,804 P.2d 900, 907 (1991)
(holding that new claims that relied in part upon new facts did not relate back to the time
of filing of original complaint and were barred by statute of limitations); Wing v. Martin,
107 Idaho 267, 270, 688 P. 2d 1172, 1175 (1984) ('Where, by way of amendment, a
party is setting forth a new cause of action, it does not relate back.") (citing 6 Wright &
Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1497, pp. 489-492 (1971); Mitchell v. F/andro,
95 Idaho 228, 232, 506 P.2d 455, 459 (1972); Denton v. Detweiler, 48 Idaho 369, 28 2
P. 82 (1929)).
If the original complaint does not give notice of the legal theory advanced in the
amended complaint, the amendment is a new cause of action which does not relate

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
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back.

See Wing, 107 Idaho at. 270, 688 P.2d 1175.

Additionally, if a new cause of

action relies in part upon new facts, the new claims do not relate back to the time of
filing the original complaint.

See Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc., 119 Idaho at

178, 804 P.2d at 907.
In this case, the claim for post-operative medical care does not arise out of the
same transaction or occurrence as the allegedly negligent surgery. The claim for such
post-operative conduct relies upon facts different than those required to establish that
the surgery was performed negligently.
To establish a claim for medical malpractice relating to the post-operative care,
the plaintiffs would have to establish, among other things, the following:

(1) the

existence of a health care provider/patient relationship; (2) a duty of care imposed by
law based upon that relationship which requires the health care provider to conform to a
certain standard of care; (3) a breach of that duty; (4) that the breach of duty was the
proximate cause of some injury or harm to plaintiffs; and (5) actual loss or damage.
See generally Sheridan

98 (2001); Eby

v.

v.

St. Luke's Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 135 Idaho 775, 785, 25 P .3d 88,

Newcomb, 116 Idaho 838, 840, 780 P.2d 589, 591 (1989); Conrad

v.

St. Clair, 100 Idaho 401, 404,599 P.2d 292,295 (1979).
Additionally, the plaintiffs would have to comply with Idaho Code§ 6-1012 and§
6-1013's expert testimony requirements.

In order to establish their claim for negligent

post-operative care, plaintiffs would necessarily have to rely upon and offer expert
.
..

testimony regarding conduct that was separate and apart from any purportedly
negligent conduct that occurred

during the surgery.

It would also rely upon additional

facts not necessary for the claim relating to the surgery itself.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
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Essentially, a claim for post-operative negligence is separate and apart from a
claim related to negligence in the performance of a surgery.

Seel e.g.l Conrad v. St.

Clair, 100 Idaho 401, 599 P.2d 292 (1979) (issues of post-operative care were treated
and addressed separately from the issues relating to allegedly negligent surgical care);
see also Conway v. Sonntag, 141 Idaho 144, 106 P.3d 470 (2005) (negligence in
surgery and negligence in post-operative care were pled separately and treated as
separate claims by the trial court).
Furthermore, in this matter, it is undisputed the post-operative care regarding this
patient was provided by different actors than the surgical care. Throughout their briefing
to amend the complaint to add Dr. Llinas as an individual defendant, plaintiffs argued
the post-operative care was provided by Dr. Llinas.
The plaintiffs ' claim for negligent

post-operative

care does not arise out of the

same transaction or occurrence that forms the basis of plaintiff s' claim of negligent
surgery, which was pled in the initial complaint.

Consequently, plaintiffs' claim of

negligent post-operative care does not relate back to the filing of the initial complaint.
Since it does not relate back, plaintiffs' claim for negligent post-operative care is still
barred by the statute of limitations.
Bingham Memorial Hospital respectfully requests that this Court dismiss that
portion of plaintiffs' amended complaint that attempts an end run around this Court's
prior ruling and attempts to add a new claim for the negligent provision of post-operative
medical care.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
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IV.
CONCLUSION

Bingham Memorial Hospital respectfully requests that this Court dismiss that
portion of plaintiffs' amended complaint that alleges the negligent provision of postoperative medical care, with prejudice, since the claim is barred by the applicable
statute of limitations.
DATED this

September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:
Jennifer

~
K.Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

of September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
PLAINTIFF S' NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the
following:
,.. .

Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brlzee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

. J

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT
POST-OPERATIVE CARE

Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
and RAY W. HANSON, M.D., by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman
Farley, PLLC, will bring on for hearing defendants' MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE on Wednesday,
the 9th day of October, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock p.m., or as soon thereafter as

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
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counsel may be heard,

in

•
Judge Nye's chambers at Bannock County District

Courthouse located at 624 E. Center in Pocatello, Idaho.
DATED this

day of September, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

�t-f�y

of September, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO
DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE
CARE to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated
below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
0
lgj
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

JennifeSi~

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

)

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,

)

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

)

)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently- unknown,

)
)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE

TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE
LATE DISCLOSED
EXPERTS

)

)

Defendants.

)

)
COMES NOW the undersigned counsel for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES (Samples), and hereby responds to the
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts

as

follows:

I. Factual Background.
This matter us a medical malpractice claim

against Defendants Dr. Ray

W.

Hanson and his employer, Bingham Memorial H ospi tal (BMH) and arising from injuries
Damcl P. Fcathcraton
Brent C. FcalhcniAlD•
Jeremy P. Pealharaton
Jeremi L. Owna��

d

sustained by David Samples while un ergoing

a

routine laparoscopic cholecystectomy

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint,lD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fu: (208) 263-0400
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perfonned by Dr. Hanson at BMH facility in October 2009 and complications that

arose

immediately following.
In September 2011, Plaintiffs submitted a Demand/Claim letter to the Defendants

BMH and Dr. Hanson i ncluding in said correspondence the nature of the negligent care
and damages sustained as well as providing detail of the Plaintiffs ' expe1t Dr. Kurt
Birkenhagen's opi nions relative to these issues.
111
The Complaint in this matter was filed September 27 , 2011 and the Defendants
were served.

Default was entered and then set aside by Stipulation on December 20th,

2011 as a result of an error by the Defendants in calendaring or otherwise responding to
the service of the s ummons a nd compl aint .
It was acknowledged by the Defendants through earlier pleadings that Defendants
had received Plaintiffs' demand letter with its contents concerning Dr. Birkenhagen's

opinion as to the negligent care of the Plaintiff by the Defendants.

(See affidavit of

111
Jenni fer Brizee dated December 20 ,2011, paragraph 2)

Subsequently, this matter was stayed while Plaintiffs awaited Defendants'
response to the settlement demand and for purposes of comp lying with Idaho State Board

of Medicine Prelitigation Panel review requirements. Those requirements were met and,
in the process of complying with the Prelitigation Panel review, P laintiffs provided to the

Defendants, Plaintiffs medical records as well

as

the written medical opinion of Dr. Kurt

Birkenhagen in Fall of2012.
Followin� the Prelit igati on Panel proceedings, this Court set the matter for trial by
Daniel P. Fealh;,rsron
Brent C. Fealhei$OOn"'
Jeremy P, Foalhcl$lon
Jeremi L. OsSUWI

h

pretrial order dated January 301 , 2013. Contained within the pretrial order was a deadline
of September 16th, 2013, for disclosure of Expert Witnesses.

113 S. Scc:ond Ava.

Sandpoint, ID 1!3864
Phont; (208) 263-6866
Pax (201!) 263�400
•Lit.cDW! io Idaho II. W:WW>atoo
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In addit ion to the nwnerous previous formal and informal proceedings in which
Dr. Birkenhagen' s
Defendant s

opinion and qualifications were prov ided to the De fend lUl.ts , the

also provided

an

h

Expert Witness Discolsure dated September 20' , 2013.

Through an oversight of P lainti ffs ' counsel, the formal Expert Witness disclo sure

was not provided by September 16'h (see Affidavit of counsel submitted herewith) but
was p rovide d on September 201h.

Additionally, discovery served by the Defendants the last week of Au gust, 2013,
has been fully
Interrogatories

responded

to and provided to the Defendants, which includes responses. to

ide ntifying expert witnesses and the testimony

ip ated from those

antic

Requests

experts as requeste d by the Defendants in their Interrogatories and

for

Production of Do cume nt s .

Lastly, with re gard to the expertise and testimony of Dr. Kurt Birkenhagen, the
Plaintiffs' .primary expert witness in this litigation, the Defendants are well familiar with
Dr. Birkenhagen and his qualifications. Plaintiffs'

counsel is informed that, following the

events which fo rm u lated the basis of this litigation, BMH or its affiliates, hired Dr. Kurt

Birkenhagen as a surgeon employed by the Defendant following the retirement of the
Defendant, Dr. Ray W. Hanson.

Defendants are well familia r with Dr. Birkenhagen's

qualifications.

The Defendants now seek to strike Plaintiffs• experts and preclude the m from

i

offeri ng testimony based upon late disclosure.

Daniel P. Fealher$ton
Brent C. FeathorSIOn'"
lcrw�y P. Fearhersron
Jctomi L. Ossman

II. Argument.

I

The appellate courts have previously ruled that a ''trial court pos sesses authority to

I

sanction parties for failure to comply with discovery orders or pretrial orders and for

J

I
I

113 S. Sceond Avo.
Sandpoint. ID 81864

!

I

Phone (208) 263-6866

I

Fax (208} 263-0400
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failure to season al ly supplement responses to disc overy".

39, 57 P .3d 505, 508, App

T-961

P0005/0035 F-373

(Adams y. Reed.

138 ld. 36,

hnposition of sanctions is discretionary with the trial

2002).

Court. The Court of Appeals has s tated that a ''trial court ' s discretion is not unfettered,
however, particularly when the ultimate sanction , dismissal of a parties ' claim has been
imp osed".

(Adams v. Ree d supra).
,

It goes without saying that in a case of thi s nature, a court order striking of the
Plaintiffs" exp erts or disallowing their testimony effectively would result in a dismissal
of the case as malpractice cases require evidence as to a breach of the standard of care in
the community.

The Idaho Supreme Court has set out two primary factors that must be evident
before dismissal as a sanction is warranted. First, there must be a clear record of dela_y
where prior lessor sanctions

were

ineffective; and second, there m ust be the presence of at

least one "aggravating" factor inc luding:
caused by the

Plaintiff personally,

(1) delay from intentional conduct ,

(2) delay

or (3) delay c ausing prejudice to the Defendant. The

consideration of these factors must appear in the record in order to facilitate appellate

review. See

Ashby v.

W. Council Lumber Prod. & Indus. Worker s , 117 Idaho

684, 791

P.2d 434 (1990)

There is no history or record of delay by the Plaintiffs in this matter as a revie� of
the file should indicate, the case

was

filed on eve of a statute of limitations after making a

demand weeks earlier to the Defendants. which received no response. The case was only
delayed in efforts to negotiate with the Defendants and only in order to comply with
Daniel P. Fclrhcraton
Brent C. Fcarhcmon*
Jeremy P. Poathotlton
Icmm L. O&aDan

ll!S.SecoadAvc.
Smdpoint.JD 83864
Phone (2ll 8) 263-6866
Fax (2ll8) 1.63�

Prelitigation Panel review proceedings. Affidavit of Counsel filed March 12, 2013. The
demand letter and Prelitigation Panel review proceedings all involved disclosure and
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production of the Plaintiffs' expert opini on from Dr. Kurt Birkenhagen. As

a result, the

Defendants' have had full possession of Dr. Birkenhagen's opinion in the fonn of a multi-

page letter for over two

(2) years.

With regard to the opini o ns of Nancy Collin
expected to testify as to

as

di sc lo sed by the Plaintiff, she is

the effect of Mr. Sampl es ' injuries

on his past. present and future

earning capaci ty and lost wages. While her identity may only have been made known to
the Defendants on the day of the September 201h disclosure. that discl osu re

was

only four

(4) days late according to the Court's pretrial order and was fo ll owed by disclosure in
response to interrogatories and requests for production pro duced to the Defendants on

September 27lh.
The Defendant cannot p oi nt to any record of delay by the Plaintiffs because there
is none. The Defendant also cannot point to any prior lesser sanctions by the Court
against the Plaintiffs because there is no clear record of delay by Plaintiffs.

Ashby. supra.

Accordingly. the Defendants' Motion to Strike fails as to the first factor mandated by the
Idaho Supreme Court.

As to the second factor, the Defendants' Motion likewise fails. Any delay has not
been the result of intent ional conduct. The Affidavit of Counsel filed herewith indicates
that through a

series

of unfortunate events i n the latter part of this summer and oversight

on the part of Plaintiffs'' counsel in observing the September 16111 deadline, the disclosure
was not timel y made but was made immediately upon discovery resulting in a merely four
(4) day delay. As a result, this delay was not intentional on the part of the Plaintiffs or the
Daniel P. Pcatheraton
B[l)llt C. Ptalhcnron•
Scn:my P. Featherston
lercmi L. Ouman

Plaintiffs• counsel.

113 S. Sceoncl AYe.
Sandpoint, Il> 83864
Pbonc (208) 263-6866
F*X (208) 263�
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Additionally, there is no prejudice to the Defendants. Defendants argue that they
will need additional time or that they have limited time within which to produce expert
witnesses followi ng the late disclosure. This argument is unavailing.
First, Defendants have known the ide ntity and content of Dr. Birkenhagen's
t estimony from at least Septe�ber 2011.

Second, the Defendants have known of Dr. Birkenhagen's qualifications as he is
now employed by the Defendants as a general

sur geon

at BMH.

(See Affidavit of

Counsel Exhibit A, B ingham Memori al Website)

Additionally, Defendants cannot assert that there is any prej udice resulting from a
four-day del ay in disclosing Dr. Birkenhagen or Dr. Collins, a vocational specialist.

It

. would be routine in matters such as this to expect some testimony from a vocational
rehabilitation specialist as to the lost wages and earning capacity of

a

Plaintiff.

Additionally, Defendants only recently submitted discovery requests in the last week of

August inquiri ng into the discovery of such information.

Had Defendants

needed

additional time to understand the nature of the expert testimony the Plaintiffs intend to
present, they could have propounded discovery requests much earlier or resp ond ed to the

Plaintiffs' June 141h request for deposition dates. Defendants did n ei ther.
Additionally, the Plaintiffs have been asking since mid-June of this year to set
deposition dates with the assistance and cooperation of the Defendants counsel and had
not received a response until very recently as to the setting of depositions. This, too. is an
opportunity for the Defendants to determine Plaintiffs' experts and explore their
l:Janicl P. FealhcmloD
Brent C. Fcathcraton*

anticipated testimony.

1cn:my P. Fealhers&on

Jcremi L. Ossman
113 S. Scc:oud Ave.
Saodpoint,lD 83864
PhCIIIC (20S) 263-6866
:fax (208) 263�
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Defendants simply cannot meet any ·or the

sanction

P0008/0035 F-373

criteria required

f or imposition of

of striking Plaintiffs' expert witnesses or e xc ludi ng their testimony and their

motion must be de nied.
Ill. Conclusion

The undersigned counsel takes responsibility for the oversight of a four-day delay,
some of which is explained, but also acknowledged. in the Affidavi t of Counsel submitted
herewith.

However, with all due respect to Defendants' cO\msel, there has been no

surprise or prej udice occasioned by t he four-day delay. Counsel has known the identity
and the content of Plaintiffs" expert Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony for two (2) years, :most

of which is contained in a mu lti-page letter from Dr.

the

Defendants

in De c emb er 2011 and again during the Prelitigation Panel review

proceeding and a third time through d iscovery.
qualifications, he

Lastly. though it

other requirements.

should be from their employment and hiring process.

or history to overlook court deadlines, pretrial orders and

Through a variety of circumstance s. a mistake was mad� in this

instance. Fortunately, no prejudice has resulted to

the Defendants

as a result of this

and there should be no prejudice imposed upon the Plaintiffs as the result of a

four-day delay
l>anicl P. �lllhctiiOII

regard to Dr. Birkenhagen's

may seem somewhat self-seiVing. it has never been the

undersigned counsel,s habit

B.r:ml C. Fcalhcr&IOD0

With

is now an emplo yee of the Defendant BMH and they are well aware of

his ability and qualifications or

mistake

Birkenhagen, which was produced to

in disclosure. This Court is asked to deny the Defendants Motion to Strike

Late Disclose d Experts.

Jeremy P. Pcathcnloa

Jcremi L. Os81111n

nu. Socond Avo�.
Saodpoiot,ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-00>0
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMlTIED this 2nd day of October, 2013.
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHT

rent C. Featherston

Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

__2_

true

I hereby certify that 011 the
day of October, 2013, I caused a
and correct
copy of the foregoing docwnent to be senred upon the following p rson in the following

manner:

Jennifer Brize� Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC.

venue East

132 3nl A

P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

e

[v( U S Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[
delivered
[ Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:
.

.

Daniel P. Faalhsnton
BrcDl C. Featherston•
Je�emy P. Featherston

J� L. OS$nlall
113 S. Second Ave.

Sandpoint, JD 83864
Phone (208) 263-15866
Fax (208) 263.0400
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE

DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Husband And Wife,

)

Case No

.

:

CV-2011-2069

)

)

Plaintiffs,

)

)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital

and JOHN DOES 1-X, individuals and entities

presently unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF

COUNSEL

)
)
)
)
)

)

)
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonner

)

) ss:

)

I, BRENTC. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as
follows :
I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein.

I am co-counsel of record in
Dllllicl P. Pcalhciii !OD
Bn:nl C. Fcalhcnton•
Jcmny P. Fcalhclllton
Jclemi L. OBSIIIBII
113 S. Scoond Ave.
83864
l>houc (208) 263-68�
Fax 008) 263-0400
Sandpoint, D>

this matter.

The case was originally taken in and filed

September 27'\ 2011 by my partner and brother, Jeremy P. Featherston. I appeared as cocounsel in the summer of 2012.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEl.

-

l
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I have reviewed our file and see that the Court issued
of Hearing on

January

T-961

a

P0011/0035 F-373

Pretrial Order and Notice

30th of this year. Those pretrial deadlines appear to have been

calendared by my staff on our cal endaring software.

Unfortunately, our moth er suffered

an

illness, hospitalizing her for

most of the

month of August 2013, a good portion of that time in ICU/CCU.
My co-counsel, Jeremy Featherston, was out of the office on a pre-arranged
rh
vacation for the first two weeks of S eptember returning to the office on September 19 .

I was also out of the office relative to travel and family matters portions of the
1h
1h
weeks of S eptemb er 8 and the latter part of the week of September 16 .
For reasons that are not entirely clear, the Court's expert witness disclosure

deadline of September 16th was overlooked by myself and my staff. Immediately upon
h
realizing the oversight on September 20t , my co-counsel, Jeremy Featherston, filed the

expert witness disclosure.

The Plaintiffs • primary expert in this matter with regard to the standard· of care
and causation is W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D. Dr. Birkenhagen was employed at the time
of the events compl ain ed of in Plaintiffs ' comp laint by Portneuf Medical Center and
treated David Samples upon his transfe r.

Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions are contained

withi n a letter dated the summer of2011, which was previously provided to counsel.

Since the events complained if in the Complaint, Dr. Birkenhagen was hired by
the Defendant, Bingham Memorial Hospital, as a surgeon. His qualifications and

background is s et forth on the Defendant's website, a true and
Daniel P. Fealhen.!OD
Btell! C. Fealherslon•
JereMY P. Peall\entop
JemniL.�
113 S. SCCOIId Ave.

accurate

copy of which is

attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference located and printed on September

30th, 2013 .

I b elieve Defendants are well aware and familiar with his qualifications.

SanclpoiDt, ID 83864
Phooc (208) 263-6866
Pu (208) 263.(1400

•l..koo,sod in Idaho It w.:.biagton
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additional expert

is

Nancy Collin s. PLO, who will be called as a

vocational expert to discuss Mr. Samples' lost wages and earning capacity.

Her

qualifications and curriculum vitae were provided by timely responses to discovery
requests from Defendants' on September 2ihs 2013.
As a trial attorney, I certainly recognize the busy schedule of both defense counsel

and myself. At no time have I received any inquiry from the Defendants as to who the
Plaintiffs experts might be and what their

expected

testimony would be until this M otion

to Strike.

depositi�ns (raised by the Defendants' in their

In regard to

Sup port of Motion to Strike), I have previously asked, by letter
year, that counsel provide available

Memorandwn in

dated June 141h of this

dates for the scheduling of d epositi ons of her clients

and any expert witnes ses and, likewise, any depositions that defense counsel might wish
to take. I did not receive a response to the June 141h correspondence.

I only this past week received communication from couns el seeking mutually
agreeable deposition dates. Pri or to this,
by

either side.

no

discovery or depositions had been conducted

Both parties served disc overy requests the last week

of August

There do es not a ppear to be any prejudice to either party by the l�te disclos ure.

To the extent nec e ssary, the Court is asked to modifY its pretrial order
accordingly.

Further,

your Affiant sayeth naught.

DATED this 2nd day of October. 2013.
Daniel P. Fcatbclaloll
BrCDt C. Pcalhenloll•
Jeremy P. Fealhu&loll
J=mi L. OssmaA

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON

JJ3 S. Soc:oud Ave.
Sandpoiui,ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (lOB) 263-0400
"LiccJJacOID llkloo & �
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, on this znd day of
October, 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the
day of October, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing docwnent to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:

�

Jerulifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3td Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

(

[v U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
[�acsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:

By

&49--__.,.

Daniel P. Pcalhcr'IOII
BrcnL C. Pcalbcnlon•
Jeremy P.�IOD
Jcremi L. OuiiWI
113 S. SecoucS Avo.

Sandpoilu,JO 8:1864
l'hoDC (208) 263�866
Po: (208) 263-0400
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W. Kurt
Birkenhagen, M.D.
Specialty: General Surgery
Phone: (208) 239-8008
For almost 34 years, Dr. B irkenhagen has
been one of the most trusted and respected
surgeons in the eastern Idaho area.
Dr. Birkenhagen received his undergraduate
degree from Rutgers University in New

Jersey, after which he completed medical
school at the Temple University School of

e Office Locations
Pocatello

Medicine. Following a rotating internship in
the United States Army as well as three
years of act�ve duty service -- including one
year in Vietnam- Dr. B irkenhagen
completed his surgical residency at St.

Mary s Hospital in San Francisco.
'

He has been a fellow of the American
College of Surgeons since 1987, as well

as

serving as a delegate to the Southwest
Surgical Society and state president of the

American College of Surgeons. Dr.
Birkenhagen has also been a member of the
European Association of Endoscopic
Surgery since 200 1.
For the past 25 years, Dr. Bi rkenh agen has

served as the District Surgeon for the Union
Pacific Railroad, covering the states of

113
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Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, providing
much-needed medical attention to railroad
workers all across the northwest.
As a specialist in thoracic and vascular
surgery, Dr. Birkenhagen enjoys solving
patients' problems and focusing on
conditions like Berrett's esophagus, a
condition marked by a breakdown in the
lining of the esophagus that can sometimes
lead to cancer.
"I'm excited about working with a non
profit community hospital that is focused on
delivering quality patient care at an
affordable price," Dr. Birkenhagen says.
"Not only does Bingham Memorial have
state-of-the-art equipment and a
knowledgeable staff, it has the warm, down
to-earth feeling I have come to establish

with my patients over the many years I have
practiced in Pocatello."
Dr. Birkenhagen is married and enjoys
golfing, traveling and riding horses in his
spare time. His new office is located at the
Physicians and Surgeons Clinic of
Pocatello, inside the Pocatello Professional

Plaza at 1151 Hospital Way, Building D,
Suite 100. You can schedule an consultation
with Dr. Birkenhagen by calling 239 8008.
..
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife ,

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,

Defendants.

)

)

)

)
)
)
)
)

)
)

)

)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

PLAINTIFFS'

MEMORANDUM

IN RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS
PLAINTIFFS' NEW
CLAIM REGARDING
NE GLIGENT POST
OPERATIVE CARE

)

COMES NOW the undersigned counsel for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES, husband and wife, in respons e to the
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim Regarding Negligent PostOperative Care (Motion to Dismiss) and submits the fol lowing Memorandum of Points
and Authorities:

I. Statement of Facts and Procedural History
This is a medical malpractice case brought against Bingham Memorial Ho spital
Daoi&ll P.l'calbcrsiOII
Bn:��c C. PcalhcntoD..
)c:n:my P. Pcalbcr&&on
lercmi L. Ossman

U3S.S�Nt6.

�dpOinl, Jl) 83864
Phone ClO&> 263-6866
Fat (208) 263-0400

and Dr. Ray Hanson and arising from treatment provided to Plaintiff David Samples
beginning on or about September 30th, 2009 and continuing through October 3'd, 2009.

PLAINTIFFS' MEMOJV.NDUM IN RESPONSE TO J)£PENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS
l'LAINTlP�S' NEW CLAIM R£GARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIV£ CARE - 1
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The Plai ntiffs ' Comp la int was filed on September 21'1\ 2011. Default was entered
against the Defendants BMH Inc.

on December 51h, 2011.

The Defendants appeared

through counsel Jennifer Brizee on Dec ember 20t11, 201 1 and mov ed to se t aside the

default judgment, which was stipulated to on January 9'11, 2012.
d
h
On February 2n . 2012 the matter was sta yed until January 1 01 , 20 1 3.
In February 20 1 3, Pl aintiffs ' moved to amend the Complaint to add an additional
party, Dr. M ol'garet Llinas, who it appeared had also provided care secondary to Dr.

Hanson and as an emp loyee of the Defendant BMH, Inc.

decision issued April

That motion was denied by

41h, 2013, on the Court's finding that the amendment to

pa1·ty would not relate back Wlder Rule 15

(c) because Dr.

of the institution of t he action withi n the perio d

add

a

new

Llinas had not ''received notice

provided by law". Decision on Plaintiffs'

Motion to Amend Complaint, P. 8.1

In the course of the prior Motion to Amend, Defendants maintained that the

Plaintiffs ' c omplaint alleged

a cau se of action for negligent surgi cal procedures.

The

Plaintiffs', in their memorandu m submitted in support of the Mot ion to Amend m ade it

clear that the original complaint alwa ys alleged both ne gligent surgical care as well as
negligent po s t-op erativ e care.
On June

141\

2013 and in re sponse to the De fendants ' Motion to Dismiss any

"breach of contract" claims, the Plaintiffs'' filed an Amended C omplain t l'emovi ng said

language. The amended complaint was filed as a matter of right since Defendants had

��w.n;:
DanicJP.Pcalhcramn

Brclll C. Pcatheraton•

sti ll failed to answer and contains no new factual allegations, but clarifie s, to the extent

Defendartts we re unclear, the Plaintiffs' claims of negligence.

Jeremy P. Pea!heraiDD
Jcn:mi L. Osaman

113 S. Sccond Ave:.
SandpOint, rll 83864
Pho110 (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263.()400

1

Defendant BMH has admitted in response to InteJTogatories that both Dl'.S Hanson and Llinas are employees.

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CA RE -1
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On September 24t11, 2013 the Defendants

filed a Motion to Dismiss Wlder I.R.C.P.

12(b)6, seeking to dismiss Plaintiffs' "new claim regarding negligent post-operative
c ar e". The D efen dants all ege that Plaintiffs are "attempting to backdoor in new claim
against Dr. Llinas de spit e this court's ruling that the

statute of limitations has run against

Dr. Llinas". The amended complaint does not add any new party, makes no reference to
Dr. L lina s and, as with the original complaint ,

Memorial Hospital and Dr.

asserts that the Defendants, Bingham

Hanson negligently provided medical care while under

Defendants' care from S eptember

30 through

October

4,

as

alleged in the original

complaint .
The

Defendan,ts further assert that the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint (filed

as

a

matter of right under rule15(a)) attempts to "assert the same claims for post-operative

negligence in their Amended C ompl ai nt which the Court previously ruled was barred by
the statute

of limitation". Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, page 4.

D efen dan ts alle ge that the Plaintiffs'' "newly pled clai m for negl igent postoperative care is baJ.Ted by the applicable statute of limitations and should be dismissed
with

prejudice." Memorandum in Support of Mot ion to Dismiss, page 4. For the re asons

set forth herein. the
denied by this

Defendants' Motion

to

Dismiss is

not well founded and must be

Cou11.

II. Standard of Review

Defendants' Motion to Dismiss is brought under Rule 12(b)(6). Idaho
Civil Pro cedure Rule 12(b)(6) provides that a Def endant may raise
Daoiol P. Fcalhctaton
Brent C. Fcalhaaton•
!etemy P. Fnlhari!OD
Jeretlli L. Ossman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint,ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�
'Lic:<oluod in Idaho &. WasbiaCIOD

defense or

in a responsive pleading or by motion "a failure to state

as an

a claim

Rules of

affirmative

upon which

relief can be grant ed." I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) {2013).
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The standard for reviewing dismissal for failure to state a cause of action under
I.R.C.P. 1 2(b)(6) is the same as the standard applied to
The non-moving party is entitled to have

motiQns

for

summary j udgment

.

inferences from the record and pleadings

viewed in the non moving party's favor in evaluating whether the complaint fails to state
-

a cause of action for which relief may be granted.

Idaho

Schools for Equal

Opport,ynity

v. Evans, 1 23 Idaho 573, 850 P.2d 724 (1993)
Additionally, it is improper for the Court to weigh the sufficiency of the evidence
in support of the Plaintiffs' claims, when ruling on amended pleadings.
Co. v. Stoel

Spur Products.

Rives, LLP, 1 42 Idaho 41, 122 P . .3d 300 (2005)[reversing the trial court's

decision refusing to allow

an amendment

to the complaint for malpractice finding that the

claims lacked sufficient, supporting evidence]. Defendants ask this court to do the same
in ruling upon their motion to dismiss.

Ill. Argument
Defendants' argument seems to argue that this Court previously ruled upon the

post-operative claims in its Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend, dated April 4, 2013 .
That Decision was clearly limited (as was the proposed amendment) to the addition of Dr.

Llinas as a party.
Plaintiff never

The Defendants' argument to the contrary is clearly misplaced.

asserted that D1·.

Llinas

was

independently

liable

for

Samples

postoperative care, only that she was a "secondary'' caregiver, acting only in her capacity
as

m.mifi�
Danicl P. Fcalhenton
Bl=s C. Featbcnton•
Jeremy P. FcadlClatOD
Jcrcmi L. Ossman

employee of the

named

Defendant, BMH, Inc, doing business as, Bingham Memolial

Hospital. Defendants arguments for di smi ssal based on the Court's prior Decision is just
a red herring issue in addressing the crux of the Motion to Dismiss.

Defendants'

suggestion that the claims be dismissed as indelibly connected to Dr. Llinas as a party

113 S. S�ncS AVo.

SandpoiiU, JD

83864

Pho���: (2081 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
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this litigation al so is an attempt to have this Co urt weigh the sufficiency of the evidence

of ne gligent post-operative care. which i s improper under Spur

Rives, LLP,

Products,

Co . v.

Stoel

1 42 Idaho 4 1, 122 P.3d 300 (2005). Plaintiff is entitled to proceed to trial

against the or ig inally named Defendants and demonstrate that those Defendants were
negligent il1 his care resulting in dam age . A dismissal as suggested by Defendants motion
would violate the case law and standard applicable to 12

(b)(6) motions.

The gravamen of D efend ants ' argument in support of their Motion to Dismiss is

broken into two sections asserting that the ,post-operative negligence is barred by the
statute of limitations and secondly, that the Amended Co mplaint does not relate back. It
is clear that Samples ' Complaint was timely filed with this Court on Septemb er 27'h,
20 1 1 . It i s, therefore, not barred by the two-year statute of limitations. The issue here

revolves upon whether or not the Amended Complaint relates back to Samples' time ly
original pleading.

A.

Amendment of Pleading

The Plaintiffs filed their Amended Complaint

on

June 1 4th, 20 1 3 pursuant to

I.R.C.P. 1 5(a) which provides that a party may amend their pleadings "once

course at any time before
filed

an

a

as a

matter of

responsive pleading is served . . . . " The Defendants had not

Answer to the Complaint as of the date of filing Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint

and the Amended Complaint was, therefore, procedurally appropriate.

Idaho Rules of Civil Pro cedure Rule
Daniel P. Pcathenton
Brent C. Fealbtaloa*
Jeremy P. Pcalhersl()ll
Jcromi L. 0Utl'l»>
11' S. Second Ave.
sandpoint, m 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263.()400

I S(c) provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

"Whenever the claim or defense asserted in the amended p leadi ng arose out
of the conduct, transaction or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth
in the original pleading, the amend relates back to the date of the original
pleading." I.R.C.P. I S(c) (20 13).
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It should be noted that this is not a matter in which a new party was added by the
amended pleading and, therefor.e, the second sentence of Rule I S(c) does not come into
play as it did with the earlier Motion to Amend regarding Dr. Llinas.
The Defendants have asserted that the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint raises
"newly pled claim for negligent p ost- operative care''.

Memorandum in Support of

Motion to D ismis s, page 4.
Samples asserts here, as well as in all prior pleadings, that the obligation to

correct

the damage to Mr. S amp les transverse colon inflicted by Defendants during surgery and
to further detect complications post-operatively were negligently carried out by Dr.
Hanson and his

emplo yer,

Defendant BMH Inc..

The Defendants assert in the Motion to Dismiss that the P laintiffs " "new claim for
post-operative malpractice does not relate back to the original complaint under I.R.C.P.
I S(c). For the following reasons, Defendants' position is not well-founded in fact and not

suppmted by case law.
B.

"Conduct, Transaction or Oc cun·ence Set Forth or
Forth in the Original Pleading"

Atcempted to be Set

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule l S(c) establishes criteria for determining
whether amendments rel ate back, by asking whether the

am endment

conduct, transaction or occurrence set forth, or attempted to be

''arises out of the

set forth

in the original

pleadings••.

"The duel purposes of Rule 1 S (a) are to allow claims to be determined on the
Dllllicl P. Fcathcraton
lJrenc C. Featherston*
lcn:my P. Fcathe.rslon
Jercmi L. OS&IIWI

merits rather than teclmicalities and to make pleadings serve the limited role or providing

l l 3 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoini, ID 83864
Phono (208) 263-6866
fux (208) 263�
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notice of the nature of the claim and the facts that are at issue . . . ... Thomas v. Medical
Center Physician. 1 3 8 Idaho 200, 2 1 0, 6 1 P.3d 567, 568 (2002)

Contrary to Defendants' assertion, the issue is not whether new claims are raised
but rather whethe1· the Defendants were on notice as to the facts constituting the conduct,
transaction or occurrence from the Plaintiffs original pleadings?

"It is wel l settled that the Amended Pleading

can

introduce new facts. new

theories or even a different cause of action as long as the amendment arises from the same
transactional setting that was set forth in the original pleading ...

Doyle v. Hutzel Hospital,

241 Mich. App. 206, 2 1 3, 6 1 5 N.W.2d 759,763 (Mich. Ct. App.• 2000) (see attached)
The question of relating back of pleadings must be based

upon an analysis of the

facts, conduct, transaction or occurrence alleged in the original pleading.

Other courts

have stated that the amendment relates back for statute of limitations purposes provided
the amendment does not "arise out of new distinct or different transactions and
occurrences".

Bradley v. Etessam, 703

If the medical treatment or

S.W.2d 237 (Ct.AppTex, 1 985)

care

is separated i n time or location or otherwise

constitutes a separate transaction or o ccurrence, the amendment will not relate back to the

original pleading

(III.App.Ct.

for stamte of l imitations purposes. See Jordan v. Lind,

3d 1 98 8);

Bradley v. Etessam, 703

Baker, 989 F.2d 1 1 29 ( 1 1 111
asserts claims arising from

Circuit,

an

S.W.2d 237

1 68

1 985); Moore v.

1 993) For example, where the original pleading

agreement in 1 973 , and the amended pleading alleges libel

from events in 1 974 and 1 975, the court did not
Daniel P. Ptalheraton
Brent C. Peathcntoll•
Jeremy P. Fulhctatoll
Jc.remi L. Ossman

(Ct.AppTex,

531 N.E.2d

allowing amendment. Raven v.

find

a common course of conduct

Marsh 3 Financial Resources, Inc .,94 N.M.

1 1 6, 607 P .. 2d

654 (N.M. Ct. App., 1 980)

113 S. SCI:OIId Ave.
Sandpoinl, lD 83864
l'tioDC (lOS) 2fl3-6866
Pu. (208) 263-&100
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Perhaps of all the cases cited above, D,oyle v. Hutzel Hospital is most analagous to
the case before this court.
The Plaintiff. Doyle filed a malpractice complaint against defendant doctors and

hospital alleging negligence in a surgery and resulting post-operative infection resulting
from leaving foreign substance in

Doyle s
'

body.

The Plaintiff s original complaint

contained several paragraphs alleging the factual transactions of the medical care and
concluding with al legations of general medical negligence or malpractice in performing
the surgery by leaving a foreign substance in Doyle , s body.

Subsequently, the Defendant Hutzel Ho spital moved to dismiss on the basis that

the Plaintiff could not

e stabli sh

facts necessary to support her allegation of foreign

material having been left in the surgical site. The Plaintiff moved to amend the complaint
to add new theolies of professional negligence alleging in the amended complaint that her
post-operative infection was proximately caused by the Defendants' malpractice by
failing to diagnose and treat pre- and post-operative infection.
The trial cow1 refused the Plaintiff' s motion to amend the complaint stating that it
did not relate back to the conduct, transaction or occurrence set forth in the original

complaint. The Michigan Court of Appeals reversed and remanded citing its prior

decision in LaBar v. Cooper, 376 Mich. 40 1 , 1 37 N.W.2d, 1 3 6 (1 965). The

Court

noted that the relationship between an original pleading and a proposed amendment
becomes impot1ant when the date of filing the amendment raises questions of limitation

(statute of limitation) .
Daniel P. Pcalh&omOa
lm:ut C. Poalhcrs10n*
lemJ�.Y P. �lhcmoo
JCRIIIi L. OiiiDID

ll3 S. Secood Ave.
Sandpoinl, JD 83864

Phon&> (208) 263-6866

fax (208) 263�

"LICCI>$04 aald• A: W�

The Court further held that the rule [i dentical to Idaho's Rule 1 5 (c)

and the Federal Rule] "expressly freed the relation back 111le from the strictures of past

i nterpretati on : the test is
1

no longer whether an

amendment states a new cause

of action

As will be diswssc:� further below, Plllintitfs ha� not raised 8nY "new" claim in their Amended Co�laint
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but is whether it arises out of a conduct, transacti on or occurrence alleged in the original
pleading so ught to be amended. From the effective date of the new court rules, the old
rule was meant no longer to be followed."

Qoyle,

6 1 5 N.W.2d at 764. [emphasis added]

The Michigan Court of Appeals further noted that its prior decision in LaBar
relied heavily in the U. S. Supreme Court decision in Tiller v. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co.,

323 US 574, 5 8 1 , 65 S.Ct. 42 1 , 89 L.Ed. 465( 1 945). Tiller involved a wrongful death
claim and the U.S. Supreme Court decision that amendment (adding an additional claim
under statutory authority) related back to the general conduct transaction and occurrence
which were the events leading up to the decedent's death.
"There is no reason to apply a statute of limitations when,

as

here, the respondent

has had notic e from the beginning that the Petitioner was trying to enforce a claim against
it because of the events leading up to the de ath of the deceased . . ."

376

v.

Mich. 40 1, 4 0 6-7, 1 3 7 N.W.2d 136 (1 965); quoting -------=Co=~-s~.R..~.
Tiller v. Atlantic
supra .
C.

Analysis of the Plaintiffs• Original Complaint
'h

The original Complaint filed by Samples on September 27 , 20 1 1 , includes the
following allegation:

3.

c

•

,

T•

Dlllicl P. PcathmiOD
BreD! C. Pcalllmhlll•
Im:my P. flealhcratoo
Illmlli L. 011m111

DEFENDANTS

1ne Defendant named herein, as well

as

the unnamed

Defendants designated as John Does I-X. are named because it is believed
VID SAMPLES. Their
be involved in the cate
they may in some
involvement is not a matter of public record available to Plaintiffs or their
counsel, without further discovery. Because of the limited availability of
such information. Plaintiffs" reserve the ri ght to amend this Complaint to
further identify Defendants designated herein as John Does. and/or to delete
any Defendants named herein for whom further discovery establishes that
these claims do not apply.

113 S. Sccoad Aw.
Sllldpoint, fD 83864

Plwoc (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
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FACTS
4. On or about S eptember 30, 2009, David Samples was admitted to

Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho with abdominal pain. Mr.
Samples was foWld to have acute cholecystitis.

5.
On or about, October 2, 2009, Dr. Ray Hanson attempted
laparoscopic cholecystectomy on Mr. Samples at Bingham Memorial
Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho. At the time of his surgery, Mr . Samples was
found to have a hole in his colon and underwent open cholecystectomy with
repair of a n·ansverse colon with a large right subcostal incision.
6. Following the procedure he was hypoxic through the day on or
about October 3. 2009 because postoperatively Mr. Samples had a leak thar

was not recognized by Dr. Hanson or Bingham Memorial /JQseital and Mr.
Mr. Samples was a
Samples developed adult respirator}! ,rvndrome.
nonbreather and a CT chest was obtained which showed atelectasis of the
right middle and lower lobe.
7. On or about October 4, 2009, Mr. Samples was transfen-ed to
Portneuf Medical Center for further management.
8 . On or about October 5 , 2009, W . Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D., was
consulted, and upon examining Mr. Samples found an abdominal wound
infection status post repair of colon and open colectomy. Accordingly. Dr.
Birkenhagen performed incision and drainage of abdominal wound infection
including lots of pus in the Intensive Care Unit.
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial pp. 2-3 . [emphasis added]

As can be

seen from the ori ginal pleading , the factual allegations of Mr. Samples'

complaint include his asse1tion that the Defendants negligently

cared for Samples and

1
specifically failed to recognize a postoperative leak from September 301 1, 2009 through
and including his transfer to Portneuf Medical Center on October 4d\ 2009.
The original complaint

further sets forth further hospitalizations and ongoing

rehabilitation suffered by Mr. Samples from October

51h,

2009, through September 20 1 0

all resulting from the negligent care administered by the

Defendants

and alleged in

paragraphs 3 through 8 .
The Plaintiffs' original Complaint then further alleges as follows:
Daniel P. Ftalb�111011
Brclll C. Feadlbn10n•
Joremy P. Fealhi:11IOD

J� L. Ossman

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, JD 83864

''26.

As a result of this

intury and medical complicarions resulting

therefi:om. the Plaintiff D avid Samples suffered damages for medical

Phonc (208) 263-6866
Fax ('208) 263·0400
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in excess

of $ 1 0,000.00

the exact amount to be determined

at

Plai ntiffs ' allege that each of the acts of the Dt;.fimdants have
caused the Defendant to suffer damages solely and proximately caused by the
D efendants in an amount to be further determined at trial, but which is in
30.

excess of $ 1 0,000.00."

Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial pp. 5-7. [emphasis added]

By comparison, the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint filed June 1 4m, 20 1 3 contains
all of the same factual allegations set forth in the oliginal Complaint. Indeed, Paragraphs
l through 27 of the

Pru:agraphs

1

Amended Complaint contain factual allegations that are identical to

tlu·ough 27 in the

upon the same conduct,

original C omplaint .

The amended pleadings rely entirely

transaction or occurrences

as factually al leged in the ori ginal

complaint filed S eptember 27, 201 1 .
Paragraph 28 of the

Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint alleges that

the Defendants'

performed surgery and provided post-operative medical care in a negligent manner which
caused unnecessary and

trauma and injuries to the Plaintiffs and the

medical procedure resulting in damages to Mr.

need for additional

and Mrs. Samples.

This allegation is ess entially the same as that set forth in Paragraphs 26, 28

and 30

of th e original Complaint i n that Samples inj uries and medical complications are the

result of negligent medical care provided by the Defendants. Regardless, all of the factual
allegations are exactly the same in the Plaintiffs • •

original Complaint

as are

set forth in

the Amended Complaint.
As a result,
Dllllicl P. Poalberston
BrClllt C. Featherston*
JMemy P. Featherston
Jeremi L. Os.sman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-681515
Fax (208) 2153�
·� ill lclllho & W&!.bio�

the Defendants assertion that the post-operative malpractice claim i s a

new claim that does not relate back is not well-founded.

Analyzing

the original

Complaint and the Amended Complaint under l.R.C.P. l S(c) and the applicable case law
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makes clear that the claims assel1ed in the Amended Complaint by Samples arise out of
the same conduct, transaction or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in the
origi nal pleading.

Furthermore, even if this Court determines that the post-operative care claims are
new claims. they are not ba1-red by statute of limitations as they relate back to the original
filing under

I.R.C.P. 1 5(c). This i s the clear intent of Rule 1 5 (c) as set forth in the

language ofthe rule and case law interpreting Rule 1 5(c).
This court's analysis is

not

constrained in denying Defendants' Motion

to

Dismiss, to analyzing whether or not "new claims" are as serted under Rule 1 5(c) but

rather, whether the claims arise out of the same "conduct, transaction or
forth

or attempted to be set forth in

the

occurrences

set

original pleading". As indicated above, the

factual allegations of Plaintiffs treatment and care at the hands of Defendants September
301h to

October 41h, is unchanged from the original C omplaint to the Amended Complaint.
The Plaintiffs ' are not constrained under Rule I S(c) or the case law interpreting

said Rule, to a singular cause of action which may have been alleged or attempted to be
alleged in

the

original pleading. The Plaintiffs are free to

theories of negligence that

pursue and proceed

on all

arise from the conduct, transaction, or occurrences set forth in

the factual allegations of their original Complaint and which remain unchanged in their
Amended Complaint.

The Defendants' Motion to Dismiss is misguided in that it constrains itself to an

analysis of original claims and new claims when Rule 1 5(c) in no way requires such
:Oaniol P. l>calhcr�IOD
Brcnc C. Pe�therslon�
Jeremy P. Ptalhen;ton
Ieremi L. Ouman

analysis.

l l 3 S. Second 1\vo.
Sandpoint, l'D 83864
Phone (208} 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
•liocniod in Idaho & Wunl11£10n
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The purp ose behind the rule is to allow claims to be detennined on the merits

rather than on technicalities and to make pleadings serve the limited role of providing
notice of the nature of the claim and the facts at issue. Carl H. Christense� Family Trust
v. Christensen, 1 3 3 Idaho 866, 87 1 , 993 P 2d 1 1 97, 1202 (1 999).
.

Plaintiffs' amended

complaint must, therefore, relate back to the original pleading.
For the reasons set forth above, the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss must be
denied.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITI'ED

this �day

of

20 1 3 .

Brent C. Featherston
Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

_!2_

I hereby cet�ify that on the
day of
20 1 3, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document to be seiVed upon the following person in the
following manner:
Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLlMAN, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ v( U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid

[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] !;land delivered
[ ~acsimileNo. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:

l>anicl l'. Fclllhca:,IOD
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patient's post-operative infection. M.C.L.A. §

600.5805(4); MCR 2.1 1 8(D).

:241 Mich.App. 206

Court afAppeals af Michigan.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

Joyce DOYLE, Plaintiff-Appellant,

[2)

v.

HUTZEL HOSPITAL, Lawrence Mot"'lwa,
b/a Deuborn 01thopedic Surgery and

eo-

a.m.

I

I

Di scretion of Courl

Decisions granting or denying motions to amend

Jeffrey Mast, M.D. Defendants-Appellees.

2000, at Detroit.

P Amended and Supplemental Pleadings

Pleading

M.D., Lawrence Morawa, M.D., P.C., d/

pleadings arc: within the sound. discretion of the

Submi tted March 14,

Docket No. 210750.

Appeal and Error

trial court and reversal is only appropriate when

Decided May 19, 2ooo, at 9:oo

lhe trial court abuses that discretion.

Released for Publication Aug. 29, 2000.

1 7 Cases !hat cite this headnote

Patient brought medical malpractice action against physicians

and hospital seeking damages for

injuries

she sustained

as a result of a post-operative infection allegedly caused

[3]

by foJeign material left in patient's body during hip and

relates back to the original complaint represents

J., granted summary judgment to defendants, and denied

an issue of law that is reviewed by the Court

patient's motion to amend her complaint. Patient appealed.

Appeals de novo on appeal.

The Court of Appeals, Richard Allen Griffin, P.J., held that:

(I) patient's proposed amended complaint related back to

not barred by statute of litnitations, and (2) trial court

complaint on basis of futility.

of

2 Cases that cite this headnote

patient's original complaint, and thus amended complaint
was

.,.. Cases Triabl e in Appellate Court

The question whether a proposed amendment

pelvis surgery. The Wayne Circuit Court, Paul S. Teran�

abused ita discretion in denying patient's motion to amend her

Appeal and Error

(4)

Limitation of Actions
'i"o Amendment Restating Original Cause of

Action

Reversed and remanded.

For purposes

of

determining

whether an

amendment ofa pleading relates back under rule

providing that amendment relates back to date
West Headnotcs (5)

of original pleading if claim or defense asserted

[1)

to be set forth in original pl.cading. an amended

in amended pleading arose out of conduct.

transaction. or occUITence set forth or attempted
Limitation of Actions

pleading can introduce new facts,

t- Actions for injuries 10 the person

Patient's

proposed

amended

complaint

or even a different cause of action as long as the

in

amendment arises from the same transactional

medical malpractice ac tion against physicians

setting tbat was set fonh in the original pleading.

and hospital related back to patient's original

MCR 2.1 1 8(0).

complaint, and thus amended complaint was not

baned by statute of limitations;

new

theories

1 1 Cases that cite this headnote

of negligence contained in patient's proposed

amended

complai nt, that physicians

new theories,

failed to

address presence ofan infection in patient's ankle

prior to her hip aurgay and failed to aggressively

treat he.- infection after surgery derived from

same conduct, transaction. or occurce
ren
set

forth in patient's original complaint, which was

[5)

Pleading

..- Sufficiency of amendment

Trial

court abused

ils discretion in denying

patient's motion to amend

WestlawNext' © 201 3 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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medical malpractice action against physicians
and

hospital

on

basis

futility,

of

court's determination that p atient's

as

proposed
amendment would be futile was based on
erroneous premise that patient's proposed
amended complaint did not related back to
her original pleading and thus that sratute

limitations had Cltpired. M.C.L.A. §
600.5805(4); MCR 2.l 1 6(I)(S), 2. 1 1 8{0).
of

' 6. On May 2, 1994, Dr. [Jeffrey] Mast operated on

Joyce Doyle at Hutzel Hospital, performing correction of
malunion of the pelvis and acetabulum with fixation

and

bone grafting; surglcal residents, surgical nurses, and other
employees of Hu�l Hospital assisted Dr.

Mast

in his

surgery.

On May 2, 1994, Dr. [Lawrence] Morawa operated on
Joyce Doyle at llutzel Hospilal, performilli a total right
7.

24 Cases that cite this headnote

.

hip arthroplasty; surgical residents, suraical nurses, and
other employees ofHutzel Hospital assisted Dr Morawa

in his surgecy.

Attorneys and Law Firms

8.

**760 *107 Granzono & Nicita, P.C. (by Mark
Oranzotto), Detroit, and Gondennan Legal Corp., P.C. (by
Robert F. Gonderman, Jr.), South Bend, Indiana, for the

plaintiff.

Kitch, Drutchas,

Wagner & Kenney, P.C. (by Linda M.

Garbarino), Detroit, for Hutzel Hospital, Lawrence Morawa.
M.D., and Lawrence Morawa, M.D., P.C.
Saurbier, Siegan & Sanfield, P.L.C. (by Scott A. Saw·biel' and
Valeri" Henning Mock), St. Clair Shores for Jeffi'ey Mast,

.

M.D.

:Before:

RICHARD

GRJPFIN,

ALLEN

on May

17, 1994, Joyce Doyle developed drainage from a

surgical incision, as won as positive wound cultures, and

.

persistent elevated (above nonnal limits) sedimentation
rates

9. On August 16, 1994, an orthopedic surgeon removed

a small piece of yellow material from Joyce Doyle's
surgical incision, DOling that the material bad the
consistency oflhe "10-band" material used at surgery.

lO. Dr. Mast admitted Joyce Doyle to Hutzel Hospital

on September 9, 1994. whb a diagnosis of infected

right hip; on September 13, 1 994, as a result of the
P.J.,

and

HOLBROOK, JR., and J.B. SULLIVAN • , JJ.

Opinion

right hip infection, Dr. Mast removed the right total

hip arthroplasty, and performed

ba

*209

fil(ation with right ti i l pill insertion.

right acembular

Since September 13, 1 994, Joyec Doyle has not had
a functional right hip joint and has bccn confined to a
1 1.

RICHARD ALLEN O'RIFFIN, P.J.

wheelchair.

Plaintiff appeals as ofright from an order granting s ummary

disposition in favor of defendants and denying plaintiffs
motion to

After her discharge from Hutzel Hospital

amend her complaint in this medical malpractice

case. On *208 appeal, plaintiff challenges only that portion

of the order denying her motion to amend. We reverse and
remanet

of duty and theory

of medical
malpl'actice were presented in paragraphs twelve and thirteen:
Plaintifl's

allegation

12. On May 2, 1994, defendants and their agents andJ

or employees, owed to Joyce

Poyle the duty to comply

with the applicable standards of practice, or care, for the

pc:rfonnance of correction of malWlion of lhe pelvis and
acetabulum with faxation and bone grafting. and total right

**761

On October

14,

1996, plaintiff

hip arthroplasty.

I

filed a complaint against

defendants asserting a claim 1 for personal injuries arising out

of a 1994 postoperative infection. The transactional setting of

13. Defendanrs, and their agents and/or employees,

breached their duties to Joyce Doyle in the following ways,

among others:

plaintift's original complaint was set forth in paragraphs six

�rough eleven:

WestlawNexr © 201 3 Thomson

Reuters. No claim to original U.S.

Governmern Works.
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A. Drs. Mast and M01awa, as well as theil' surgical

residents, caused foreign material to remain in Joyce

Doyle's body at the close of their surgeries;

B. Dr:s. Ma$t aod Morawa failed to insure that no

foreign

material remained in Joyce Doyle's b ody at the close of

their surgeries;

C. The surgical nursing

staff that participated in Joyce
Doyle's surgery caused and/or allowed foreign material to
remain in Joyce Doyle's body at the close of surgery.
In Februazy 1998, after the expiration ofthe applicable period

of limitation, M.C.L. § 600.5805(4); MSA 27A.580S(4),
defendants moved for summary disposition pursuant to MCR
2. 1 16(C)(7), (C)(8), and (C)( l O) on the basis plaintiff could
not establish facts necess ary to support her allegation that a
foreign material was left in the surgical site during the May
2, 1994, surgery, or that any material removed on August
16, 1994, by the orthopedic surgeon was a foreign body.
*210 In response, plaintiff moved to amend her complaint,
seeking to add two theories ofprofessional negligence against
defendants. Specifically, plaintiff alleged in the proposed
amended complaint that her postoperative infection was

**762 proximately caused by defendants' malpractice in
performing the surgezy without eliminating the possibility of
prior infection in plaintiffs body (her ankle) and in failing
to properly diagno5e and treat, following the surgery, the

postoperative infection.

I knew there would be argument that of [sic) the
preoperative malpractice relates to the sUIBcry because

they never should have gone ahead with the surgel}'. But

the original complaint does not deal with going ahead with
surgery. It deals with the condition during lhe course ofthe
su rgery .

•211 So again we are into an issue of whether or not this

relates back to the surgezy. The two events are not directly

related with the surgery itscl£ They arc preoperative and

postoperative.
... . .

The--as far as the relating back iss11e is concerned I woul d

fmd that the new claims that were set forth arc not claims

that ar� associated with the surgery itself. but preoperative,

postoperative, so therefore they would not be relating back
to the same circllm�es. Although we are dealing with
same defendants, different circumstances, preoperative and
postoperative.

On tho basis of its

(;Onclusion that

the amended pleading

did not relate back to the conduct, transaction, or oe<:urrence

set forth i n the original complaint, the trial

court held that
amendment would be futi le because the applicable period
of limitation had expired. The lower court thcceforo denied
plaintiff's motion to amend hu complaint Plaintiff now
appeals from that portion ofthe trial court's order denying her
motion to amend the complaint.

The trial court ultimately ruled that the evidence presented

sufficient to raise a genuine Issue of material fact
to the theoxy of liability raised in plaintiff's
origina l complaint and granted summ8I)' disposition in favor
of defendants. The trial court then considered plaintiff's
motion to amend her complaint and dctennined that the new
allegations in the amended complaint did not relate back to
the ori2lnal complaint because the amended compla int dealt
with alleged negligent acts before and after surgery and the
was not

u

with regard

(1)

On

appeal, plaintiff contends the trial court abused
its discretion in denying her motion to amend the
complaint. Specifically, plaintiff argues the trial court erred
in concluding, pursuant

to MCR

complaint did not relate back

to

2. 1 1 8(0), the amended
the original complaint.

the new theories of negligence

original complaint addressed only negligence during surgay.

According to plaintiff, all

The tria l court reasoned:

proposed in the amended complaint

There is not a claim there was further medical malpractice
during the course of the surgery. Medical malp1-actice was
the preoperative treatment and postoperative treatment.

Postoperative treatment sdll deals with the surgery. But,
there are two instances one of which occurred, incident

prior to the surgery which is claimed to be medical

malpractice, and the other ofwhich is after the surgery.

arose out of the same
or occurrence set forth in her original
complaint, namely, the infection of plaintiffs right hip

conducr, transaction,

following Stlrgery. We agree.

(2)

(3)

*212 "[D]ccisions

granting or denying motions

to amend pleadings, are within the sound discretion of the

trial court and reven;al is only appropriate when the trial coun
abuses that discretion." Weymers v. Khera. 454 Mich. 639,

WestlawNexr © 20 1 3 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U .S. Government Works.
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654, 563 N.W.2d 647 ( 1991). See also Dacon v. Transue, 441

amended complaint was based on the same transaction set

Inc., 230 Mich.App. 352, 355, 584 N.W.2d 345 (1 998). The

1 18.4, ) *"��764 identical in its operative terms to the current

question whether a proposed amendment relates back to the

original complaint represents an issue oflaw that is reviewed

. .. 763

by this Court de novo on appeal. Smith v

...

Henry Ford

Hosp., 2 1 9 Mich.App. 5SS, 557, 557 N.W.2d 1 54 {1996).

(4]

MCR 2. 1 18(A)(2) provides leave to amend a pleading

( '(shall be freely given when justice so requires." If a trial
court grants s1.1rrunary disposition pursuant to MCR 2.1 1 6(C)

{8), {C)(9),

or (C)(I O), the court must give

the parties an

opportunity to amend their pleadings pursuant to MCR 2. 1 1 8,

unless the

amendment

would be futile. MCR 2.1 1 6(1){5);

Weymers, supra at 658, 563 N.W.2d 647. Generally, ''an

amendment relates back to the date of the original pleading if

the claim or defense asserted in the amended pleading arose

,

out of the c onduct transaction, Ol' occurreru::e set forth, or

attempted to

be set forth, in

the original pleading." MCR

2.1 1 8(D). 2 It is well settled that lhe amended

can

"213 pleading
Introduce new facts, new theories, or even a different

! cause of acrioP as

same transactional

long

as the amendment arises from

the

setting that was set forth in th� original

pleading. LaBar v. Cooper, 316 Mich. 401, 406, 137 N.W.2d

instant case disagree on the
application of'tbia latter principle to the present facts.
136 (1965). The parties in the

In LaBar, the plaintif&' physician sent Mrs. LaBar (hereafter

the plaintiff) to a hospital to get an intermuscular shot.

She allegedly suffered radial nerve damage after receiving

the shot in

her upper ann.

The plaintiffs {Mrs. LaBar and

.

her husband) filed a medica l malpractice action against
several defendants, including

the physician

In the original

complaint. the plaintiffs alleged only that the shot had been

negligently administered. However, during the course of
ensuing discovery, the physician was deposed and testified

forth in the original complaint. In interpreting OCR 1963,

court rule, MCR 2. 1 18{D), the Coun looked to the origins and

purpose ofthe then newly adopred court rule:

OCR

1 963,

15.
Honigman and

J l 8 is an adoption of Federa l Rule

The purpose of its adoption is stated by

Hawkins, 1 Michigan Court Rules Annotated, page 416;

'"The relationship between the original pleading and a

proposed amendment becomes imponant when the date

of filing the amendment raises a question of limitations.

The doctrine en 'relation back' was devised by the courts

to associate the amended matter with the date of the

original pleading, so that it would not be barred by

the statute of limitations. But some restrictions had to

be placed upon the doctrine, or claims clearly barred

could be resurrected by pleading them in an amendment

to an unrelated claim which was not barred. Previous
Michigan cases bad set this •ns restriction in terms

of whether the amended matter involved a new cause of

action.

"Sub-rule 1 1 8.4 is intended

to

introduce a

more

liberal and workable test, borrowed from tho Federal

rules.... The test is no longer conceptual, but rather

functional. The amendment relates back to the date of

the original pleadiag and, therefore, is not barre d by

limitations, whenever the claim or defense asserted in

lhe amendment

arose

out of the conduct, transaction.

or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in

the original pleading. It is thus bestde thepoint that the
amendment introduces new faetJ, a new theory,

or even
dijferem cause of action, so long a! it springs from
the same transacrional selling as lhatpleadedoriginally.

a

the shot should have been �iven in the plaintiffs buttocks,
not her ann. He further testified he had told the hospital's
nursing staff on numerous occasions to administer such shots

must stil l be pleaded before the statute runs. thereby

, the plaintiffs moved

he must be prepared to defend agalnst all claims for

in a patient's bunoclcs rather than an arm. Ap.PJoximately six

months after the physician's deposition

to amend their complaint to add a new theory charging the
defendant doctor with gcocral *214 acts of negligence in

sending Mrs. LaBal' to the hospital when he knew the standard

The new

test satisfies the basic policy of the

statute of

limitations, because the transactional base of the claim

giving defendant notice within the statutory period that

relief arising out of that transaetion." [LaBat, S11pra at
405-406, 137 N.W.2d 136 (emphasis in original).]

of care employed by the muses was faulty and shots were

The LaBat Court, id. at 408, 137 N.W.2d 1 36, expressly

court denied the plaintiffs' motion to amend on the ground

intcrpreration:

administered by them in a dangerous place (the arm). The trial

·

••

6 (2000)

Mich. 3 1 5, 328, 490 N.W.2d 369 (1992); Haka1·i v. Ski Brule.

·

T-961
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freed the relation-back rule from the strictwcs of past

that the period of limitation had run. Our Supreme Court
reversed and remanded,

reasoning, in pertinent part, that the
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[1 938]. There is no reaso11 to apply a scatute
of/imitations when, aa hete, the respond811t has had notice
82 L.Ed. 745)

of action, but is whether it arises

out of the conduct, transaction, or

from the beginning that petition81" WfJS trying to enforce

a claim against it because ofthe events leading up to the

occurrence alleged in the original

to be

amended.

death ofthe deceased in the respondent's yard." [Bmphasis

Prom the effective date of the new

in original.]

court rules. the old rule ... was meant
no longer to be followed.
Thus, the LaBar Court clearly held that the

Utilizing the Tiller rationale. the LaBar Court concluded

that the amendmenrs before it were based

on the

conduct,

san1e transaction as the original declaration and "merely

conjunction with the· requirement that
amend) shall be freely given when justice
(GCR 1 963, 1 1 8.1), should not be narrowly

order that defendants might know the legal theories upon

"

�tion, or occurrence" language of OC:R. 1963, 1 1 8.4,

"[)]eave [to

P0033/0035 F-373

Gtasselli [Chemical] Co., 303 U.S. 1 97, 201 (58 S.Ct. 507,

an amendment states a new cause

pleading sought

•

T-961

existing issues between plaintiff and defendant.' Maty v.

The test ... is no longer whelher

when read

2082630400

in

slwpencd the precise issue of malpractice or negligence in

which plaintiffs were proceeding." ld. at 409, 137 N.W.2d

Equitable Life Assurance Sociery

so requires"
construed. This directive for broad construction of the court

ofthe United States, 199 Mich.App. 450, 456, 502 N.W.2d

rule is reinfOrced by

696 (1 992); Boyle v. Odetu�. 168 Mieh.App. 737, 425

*216

other aspects of the LaBar

decision, namely, the Court's endorsement of the United
States Suprc:mc Co·llrt's reasoning in Tiller v.

Atlantic Coast

Line R. Co., 323 U.S. 574, 58 1, 65 S.Ct. 42 1 , 89 L.Ed. 465

(1945}.

In ntler, the plaintiff's decedent was killed while working

as an employee of a railroad. The plaintiff originally brought

suit under the Federal Employers Liability Act, 4S

et seq. The plaintiff was subsequently

USC 51

allowed to amend the
complaint to state a new theory that the decedent's death
was also the result of the defendant's violation of the Fedeial
Boiler Inspection Act, 45 USC 22 et seq. The Supreme Court
held, in pertinent part, pursuant to Rule 1 5{e) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, 4 the amendment **765 related

back to the original complaint. The Tiller Court's discussion

of this issue was quoted at length by o·or Supreme Court in

LaBar, supra at 406-407, 1 37 N.W.2d 136:

''The original

complaint in this

case alleged

a failure

to provide a proper lookout for deceased, to give him
proper warning of the approach of the trai� to keep

the head car properly lighted, to wam the deceased of
an unprecedented and unexpected change in manner of

sh ifting cars. The amended complaint charged the failure to
have the locomotive properly lighted. Both ofthem related
ro

the same general conduct, transaction and occurrence

*117 the death ofthe deceased. There wa.r
therefore no deparhfre. The cause ofaction now, as it was
which involved

in the beginning, Is the 9atne-it Is a suit to recover damages

for the wrongful death

of the

deceased. 'The effect of

the amendment here was to facilitate a fair trial of the

136. See also Patillo

v.

N.W.2d 472 (1988}. Cf. lron Co. v. Sundberg, Car/s()n &

Associates, Ina.. 222 Mich.App. l20, l24�12S, 564 N.W.2d
78 (1997).

In the present case, pl aintiff claims

LaB(II', supra, refutes

the trial court's determination that the additional theories
of medical malpractice did not relate back to the original
complaint because lhcy occum:d before and following t.hc

surgery. We agree.

A3 previously nored, plaintiffs original

complaint states as
the basis ofher malpractice claim that plaintiffwas diagnosed
with an infection that resulted in the removal of the total
right hip anhroplasty. This complaint alleges defendants
breached the applicable standard of care by causing foreign
material to *118 remain in plaintiffs body at the close of
surgery and failing to ensure that foreign material was not
left in plaintiffs body at the close of surgccy. The proposed
amended complaint stares that on February 28, 1994, and
March 1, 1994, plaintiff had a wound on her right ankle
that tested positive for bacteria and that defendants were
negligent in faiUng 10 detennine whether plaindft's ankle was
infected before surgery on plaintift's right hip and in failing to
diagnose and treat the postoperative infection ofplaintiffs hip
in a timely manner. The trial court concluded the negligence
alleged in the original complaint occurred during surgery.
The trial court ftnther bdd the theories plaintiff proposed
to add by way of amendment-defendant's failure to assess
the presence of an infection in plaintift's ankle and their
negligence in failing to aggressively treat her infection·
occurred before and after the surgery. Thus, because the
theories alleged in the amended complaint **766 did not
fit within the narrow scope of the ••conduct. transaction,

WestlawNext' © 20 1 3 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U . S. Government WorKs.
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ren •• alleged in the f1rst c:omplaint-purponed
or occ urce

malpractice during surgery-the trial court concluded the

amended pleading did not relate back and was therefore
barred by the sJature oflimitations.
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infection) as plaintiff's original complaint, the amendments
relate back to the original complaint pursu ant to MCR

2. 1 1 8{0} and are not bancd by the applicable statute of
limitations.. Therefore, we bold the trial court erred as a matter
of law in ruling mat plaintitl's proposed amended complaint

The trial court's focu s and reliance on the temporal differences
between the theories alleged in the amended and original

did not relate back to the date her original complaint was filed.
Smith, supra.

complaints is unduly res trictive and cannot be recon ci led with
the Michigan Supreme Court d ecision in LaBar or the United
States Supreme Court d ecisi on in Tiller, supra, cited with
approval in La/Jar. The same temp oral differences existed
in those cases and amendments pertaining to theories of
negligence that cl early preceded the negligent acts alleged
in the original complaints were

*219

al lowed. When

pl�cd in context against a backdrop providing that leave
to amend

pleadings

must

be freely granted, MCR 2. 1 1 8(A)

(2), the principle to be gleaned funn th ese cases is the

necessity for a broadly focused inquiry regarding whether

the allegations in the original and amended pleadings stem
ftom the same general "conduct, transaction, or occun·Cltce."
The temporal setting of the all egations is not, in and of
itself. the determi native or paramount factor in resolving the
propriety of an amendment of the pleadings, and undue focus

on temporal differences clouds the requisite broader analysis.

ro
[S]

Oiven our, detennination that the amended complaint

relates b�k to the original pleadings and consequently is not
baned by the

tuMiag of the period of limitation,

we lllUB t

further detenninc whether the trial court abused its discretion
in dctcnnining that plaintitrs motion to amend must, in any

event, be disallowed on the basis of futility.
On the basis of itt determination that the propoaed amended
complaint did nor relate back to the origt11al pleading. the
trial court held that the period of limitation had run on the

new claims, thereby making amendment futile, and since the
amended theories oftiabitity did not relate back to the original

compl aint, anotioc of intent would have to be filed pursuant to
M.C.L. § 600.2912b; MSA 27A.2912(2) before conunencing

The general transactional setting for tho instant plaintiff's

a case on the new theories. •*767 The trial court reasoned

in following her May 2, 1994, suraery. On the basis of

would be fruitless because the period of limitation had run.

original complaint was the po stop erative infection that set

later d iscovery, s the amended complaint alters the theories
explaining why that infection developed and subsequently
caused injury. It does not change the transactional setting for
her personal iqjury claim arising out of the

t 994 postopcratiYe

infection. Reiterating the lesson of LaBar, supra at 406,

137 N.W.2d 1 36,

"

'II ;, thus beside the point that the

amendment inTroduces

new

facti, a new theory, or even a

different cause ofaction .so long as it springsfrom the same
•

tran90clional sem'nz as that pleaded originally. '

"

{Citation

omitted; emphasis in original.) � in LaBar and Tiller,
supra, defendants herein we� under the circumstances,
put on notice within the statutory period that plaintiff: was
seeking recovc:zy for injuries ari sing out of her postoperative

that filing a notice of intent setting forth the new theories

*221

Because the trial court's detenn ination that the

proposed amendment would be futile was based on the narrow
but faulty premise that the period of li m itation had expired,

we conclude the trial court abused its discretion in denying
plaintiff's motion to amend her comp laint on the basis of
futility.

In light of our resolution of the above issues, we need not
address the other issues raised by plaintiff on appeal.

Reversed and remanded for further proceedings consistent
with this opi nion. We do not J"etainjurisdiction.

infection.

*120

In sum, because the legal theories addressed in

plainti.fts proposed amended complaint were derived from

Parallel Citations
615 N.W.2d 759

the same transactional setting (plaintiffs postoperative

Footnotes
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Odyle v. Hutzel Hosp., 241 Mich.A. .& {2000)

615 N.W.2d 759
*

1

2

3

4

Fonner Courr of Appc:als judge, sitting on the Court of Appeals by assignment.

Scc Derbeck v. Ward, 178 Mich.App. 38,

40-42,

•

T-961
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443 N.W.2d 812 (1 989), for the distinction between legal claims and tbcorics.

As explained in Dean & Longhofcr, I Michigan {))urt Rules Practice (4th ed.), § 211 8.1 1, p. 561:
The general rule of MCR. 2.1 18(0) is that amendments to pleadings relate; back to rhe date of the original pleading "ifthc claim
or defense asserted in the amended pleading arose out ofthe conduct, transaction, or OCCIJITellOO set forth, or attempted to be set
forth, in rhe origi nal pleading." The "atfmlptcxl to be set forth" language rakes caro of the situation in which the amendment ia
designed to cure an inadequate dcscription of the original tml\Saction or occurrence.
The chief impOitancc of the relation-back .1'\lJe is to detennine whether or not lhe sratute of limirations bali been satisfied. ln
broad tenus, if the original complaint was timely, h satisfied the statute; of limirations even lfit was defective and cvcn if the
amendment that cured the defect was not made until after the running ofthe srarure. On the other hand. an amendment that raises
a new claim (i.e.. one that does not arise out ofthe same t�saction or occwrencc) docs not relate back, alld if it is raised fo:r
the first time after the statute of limitations has ron, it may be attaclred on that ground.
See also Smith v. Henry Ford Hasp., s11pra at SSS-559, 551 N,W.2d 154.
OCR 1963, 1 1 8.4 provided:
Relation Back of Amendments. Except for the purpose ofdemanding a trial byjury under sub-rule 50&.2. 1he amendment relates
back to the date oflhe original pleading whenever the claim or defense assened in thumorulcd pleading arose out of the couduct,
uansacdon. or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in the original pleading.
Like the current court rule, MCR 2.1 1 8(A)(2), GCR 1963, 1 18. 1 also provided in pertinent part that "U&Ye (to amend] shall be
freely given when justice so requires."
The rtlation-back rule set fonh in FR Civ P

l5{c)(2) is comparable to that provided in MCR 2.1 18(0) and GCR 1963, 1 18.4:

(c) Relation Back of Amendments. An amendment of a pleading relates back to the date of the original pleading when

* * * * * *

(2) tho claim or defense asserted in the

5

amended pleading arose out of the conduct, transaction. or occurrence

altempted to be set forth in the original pleading....
The r�cord

set forth or

indicates that despite numerous requests, plaintiffs COUll$el was unable to secure a complete set ofplaintifl's medical
defendants until after the original complaint had been filed.

records from the various

End of Document

@ Z013 ihom&on Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government WorkS.
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DIST RICT COU RT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU NTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this reply

m

e m orandum

in

support of defendants' motion to strike plaintiffs' late

disclosed experts.
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

On September 20, 2013, defendants filed their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late
Disclosed Experts ("Motion to Strike"). In the Memorandum in Support of the Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts, defendants demonstrated that plaintiffs failed to
provide any Rule 26{b)(4) disclosures of their initial experts by September 16, 2013, as
required by this Court's January 30, 2013, Order Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial
("Scheduling Order").
In light of plaintiffs' clear failure to comply with this Court's Scheduling Order,
defendants requested that this Court sanction plaintiffs by excluding plaintiffs'
undisclosed or untimely disclosed experts. Defendants did not request the sanction of
dismissal of the action with prejudice.
As the Motion to Strike was being filed via fax, defendants' counsel telephoned
plaintiffs' counsel to provide notification of the filing of the same.

See

Supplemental

Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support Of Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed
Experts (hereinafter "Supp. Aff. Brizee"), 1l 2. In response, subsequent to the fax being
sent to plaintiffs' counsel, on September 20, 2013, plaintiffs faxed over a brief Expert
Witness Disclosure that did nothing more than identify the

names

onl~ of Kurt

Birkenhagen, M.D., and Nancy Collins, Ph.D., as experts and provide their addresses.
See

plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosure, attached to Supp. Aff. Brizee as Exhibit

The Expert Witness Disclosure did

A

provide their opinions, the basis or reasons for

the opinions, any exhibits to support their opinions, their qualifications, including any list
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of publications, compensation, a list of testimony provided, or any other information
required under Rule 26(b)(4).

See

Supp. Aff. Brizee Exhibit A.

One week later, on September 30, 2013, defendants received plaintiffs' Answers
and Responses to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production
of Documents, which provided some additional information about their experts, but still
failed to comply with Rule 26{b)(4). 1 Again, no opinions were included.

See

plaintiffs'

answer to interrogatory No. 4, Exhibit B to Supp. Aft. Brizee. The only exception being
the conclusory opinions of Dr. Blrkenhagen in a letter from 2011.

See Exhibit C to

Supp. Aft. Brizee.
On October 2, 2013, plaintiffs' filed their Response to Defendants' Motion to
Strike Late Disclosed Experts (hereinafter "Plaintiffs' Response") .

In plaintiffs'

response, plaintiffs conceded that they missed the deadline to provide their formal
expert witness disclosure due to an "oversight" of counsel.
3.

See

Plaintiffs' Response, p.

Plaintiffs have conceded that their disclosure was untimely and have conceded that

"the expert witness disclosure deadline of September 16th was overlooked" by counsel
and staff, yet plaintiffs contend that their failure should not warrant the sanction
requested by defendants.

See

Plaintiffs' Response, p.

3; see also

Affidavit of Brent

Featherston, p. 2. Plaintiffs' contentions are each addressed below. Defendants submit
each should be rejected and plaintiffs' late disclosed experts should be stricken.
This Court has the authority to strike plaintiffs' untimely disclosed experts and to
preclude plaintiffs from offering testimony from such experts at trial.

1

Plaintiffs' responses to interrogatories are currently unverified.
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II.

PLAINTIFFS' ARGUMENT AGAINST THE SANCTION OF STRIKING THEIR LATE
DISCLOSED EXPERTS RELIES UPON AN INCORRECT STANDARD

In their response to the motion to strike, plaintiffs rely entirely upon the incorrect
standard. Plaintiffs rely upon the standard for imposing the sanction of dismissal with
prejudice of an action.

See

Plaintiffs' Response, pp.

4-7.

Where a party is specifically

seeking the sanction of dismissal with prejudice, the trial court faces a heightened
standard for imposing the sanction. Due to the extreme nature of a dismissal sanction,
the trial court must consider three factors before exercising its discretion to dismiss the
matter, which are set forth by plaintiffs in their response.
146

See a/so Lee

v.

Nickerson,

Idaho 5, 9, 189 P.3d 467,471 (2008) (citing Jarofimek, 1391daho at 139, 75 P.3d at

193); Adams

v.

Reed,

138 Idaho 36, 39, 57 P.3d 505, 508 (Idaho App., 2002).

In this case, however, defendants are not requesting that this Court impose a
sanction of dismissal of plaintiffs' action with prejudice.

Rather, defendants are only

requesting that the Court sanction plaintiffs by excluding their untimely disclosed
experts.

The proper standard for determining whether the Court should sanction

plaintiffs by excluding their experts is not as high as the standard for the sanction of
dismissal with prejudice. The Court does not have to expressly consider and find a
clear record of delay, and the Court does not have to find aggravating factors of delay
resulting from intentional conduct, delay caused by the plaintiffs personally, or delay
causing prejudice to the defendants.
Instead, when determining whether to sanction plaintiffs by excluding their
experts, this Court has the discretion to exclude the experts and must only follow two
general rules before excluding the experts.

See Noble,

135 Idaho 495, 499, 20 P.3d 679,
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683 (2000). ''The trial court 'must balance the equities by comparing the culpability of the
disobedient party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party' and consider whether
lesser sanctions would be effective."

/d.

at 499-500, 20 P.at 683-84 (emphasis added).

When considering the resulting prejudice to the innocent party under those rules, the court
should consider the fact that the prejudice resulting from an untimely disclosure "may be
greater when the witness is an expert."

Seubert,

142 Idaho at 586, 130 P .3d at 1124.

Plaintiffs have not addressed that applicable standard.

Instead, plaintiffs argued

there was no history or record of delay and no intentional conduct.

See

Plaintiffs'

Response, pp. 4-7. Those arguments are irrelevant under the applicable standard and do
not prohibit this Court from excluding plaintiffs' untimely experts.

It is not necessary for

the Court to find a history or record of delay or intentional conduct to exclude plaintiffs'
experts.
The undisputed fact of the matter is that plaintiffs failed to provide any Rule 26(b)( 4)
disclosures of their initial experts by September 16, 2013, as required by this Court's
Scheduling Order.

Plaintiffs were required to disclose their experts by September 16,

2013, and they failed not only to identify the experts they would use but also failed to
disclose the required Rule 26(b)(4) information. In fact, to date, plaintiffs have still not
provided a full Rule 26(b)(4) disclosure of their initial experts.
Since they failed to comply with the Scheduling Order, this Court has the
discretion to sanction plaintiffs by striking their untimely experts pursuant to Rule 16(i)
and Rule 37(b).

The Court should exercise its discretion, utilize the appropriate

standard, and strike plaintiffs' untimely experts because a balancing of the equities
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weighs in favor o f their exclusion. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Late
Disclosed Experts, pp. 6-9.
Ill.
PLAINTIFFS' RELIANCE UPON SETTLEMENT DEMANDS AND PRELITIGATION
SCREENING PANEL SUBMITTALS CANNOT JUSTIFY PLAINTIFFS' FAILURE TO
COMPLY WITH THIS COURT'S SCHEDULING ORDER

In an attempt to justify their lack of a timely, formal expert disclosure, plaintiffs
appear to argue that they did not have to comply with this Court's Scheduling Order due
to a "Demand/Claim letter" from September of 201 1 and due to a medical opinion of Dr.
Birkenhagen provided in December of

201 1

as part of the prelitigation screening

process.2 Any prelitigation demands and any medical opinions submitted in association
with the prelitigation screening panel process are privileged, inadmissible, and in no
way relieve plaintiffs' from their obligations to comply with this Court's Scheduling Order.
Plaintiffs have not and cannot cite to any case law that would permit them to avoid
compliance with this Court's Scheduling Order regarding expert disclosures based upon
inadmissible settlement demands and inadmissible prelitigation submittals from

2011.

Additionally, plaintiffs rely upon the inadmissible settlement demands and
inadmissible prelitigation submittals from

2011

to argue that there is no prejudice to

defendants caused by plaintiffs' untimely and insufficient disclosure.

See

Plaintiffs'

Response, p. 6.

2

Any submittals provided during the prelitigation process are privileged pursuant to

Idaho Rule of Evidence 520, which provides a privilege, in civil actions, to every participant in
such a proceeding to prevent disclosure of any confidential communication made during the
proceeding. There is no exception to the privilege. Offers of compromise are inadmissible as
well pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408.
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Plaintiffs are incorrect. The prejudice to defendants is still great here because
defendants only have until October 16, 2013, under the Court's Scheduling Order, to
disclose their own experts.

Such disclosures for the defendants are necessarily reliant

upon plaintiffs' initial expert disclosures because defendants have to have their experts
review the plaintiffs' experts' theories of the case in order to offer rebuttal theories.
Plaintiffs have already caused prejudice to defendants by disclosing the identities
of
of their two experts late, and they have added to that prejudice by not disclosing any_
those experts' opinions at all until their discovery responses were received by
defendants on September 30, 2013.

As will be discussed below, the discovery

responses are themselves deficient and do not satisfy the requirements of Rule
26(b)(4), which further adds to the prejudice suffered by defendants.
Plaintiffs appear to contend that defendants were not prejudiced because
defendants should have known Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions despite any formal
disclosures.

See

Plaintiffs' Response, p. 6.

In other words, plaintiffs argue defendants

should have "assumed" Dr. Birkenhagen would be testifying at trial and should have
"assumed" his opinions would be those included in strategical documents submitted for
other purposes years ago (and before he became employed by Bingham Memorial
Hospital). However, any opinions provided by Dr. Birkenhagen in association with
settlement demands and in association with the prelitigation hearing are separate and
apart from any potential opinions plaintiffs will actually elicit at trial.
Further, a plaintiff is under no obligation to retain the same expert they used to
provide opinions in the context of a prelitigation panel hearing. In fact, hypothetically
speaking, if a plaintiff relies upon a particular expert in a prelitigation hearing and the
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screening panel determines that the plaintiff's claim appears to Jack merit, it is
reasonable for a defendant to anticipate that a plaintiff would not rely upon the same,
unchanged testimony or opinions from the same physician in the later court
proceedings.
Likewise, in this case, it was reasonable for defendants to rely solely upon
plaintiffs' formal disclosure to determine, rather than guess, what expert or experts
plaintiffs may or may not have and what opinions those experts may or may not hold.
Plaintiffs argue that "[h]ad defendants needed additional time to understand the nature
of the expert testimony the plaintiffs intend to present, they could have propounded
discovery requests much earlier

.

.

.

.

"

See

Plaintiffs' Response, p. 6.

However,

defendants had no obligation to propound such discovery on plaintiffs at all. This is
particularly true, where, as here, the Court's Scheduling Order already required plaintiffs
to produce full Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures by September 16,

2013.

The Court's

Scheduling Order already required plaintiffs to disclose all of the information that was
sought in the discovery.

Therefore, plaintiffs' contention that not serving discovery

requests earlier somehow eliminates the prejudice otherwise suffered by defendants is
unavailing.
IV.
PLAINTIFFS' INSUFFICIENT DISCOVERY RESPONSES PROVIDE ANOTHER
BASIS FOR THIS COURT TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

In their response to the motion to strike, plaintiffs appear to argue that their
discovery responses, which were served after the deadline for initial expert disclosures,
somehow alleviate or excuse their non-compliance with this Court's Scheduling Order.
See Plaintiffs' Response, pp. 3, 5.

Plaintiffs are incorrect.

Plaintiffs' discovery
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responses are insufficient and provide another basis for this Court to strike plaintiffs' late
disclosed experts.
Whether to exclude testimony pursuant to Rule 26(e)(4) is a matter committed to
the sound discretion for the trial court.
P.3d 1192, 1196-97 (2009).

Schmechel

see a/so Clark,

Dille,

148 Idaho 176, 180-81, 219

"Typically, failure to meet .the requirements of Rule 26

results in exclusion of the proffered evidence."
at 900-01;

v.

Radmer,

120 Idaho at 89-90, 813 P.2d

137 Idaho at 347, 38 P.3d at 676. "[W]hile trial courts are

given broad discretion in ruling on pretrial discovery matters, reversible error has been
found in allowing testimony where Rule 26 has not been complied with."

/d.

For

example, "an abuse of discretion has been found in the admission of expert testimony
that was not properly disclosed where the admission of the evidence seriously
prejudiced the opposing party."
Klein,

Clark,

137 Idaho at 347, 38 P.3d at 676 (citing

1371daho 154, 157, 45 P.3d 810, 8 13;

Radmer,

Clark

v.

120 Idaho 86, 813 P.2d 897).

The potential for prejudice to the opposing party from the admission of evidence
that was not timely disclosed in discovery is particularly acute with respect to expert
testimony for reasons explained in
676 (discussing the

Radmer

context of expert discovery).

Radmer.

See Clark,

137 Idaho at 347, 38 P .3d at

Court's position regarding prejudice to a party in the
In

Radmer,

the Idaho Supreme Court had to determine

whether the plaintiffs' failure to supplement responses to discovery requests regarding
an expert's opinions should have precluded the plaintiffs from offering that expert's
testimony on those opinions at trial pursuant to Rule 26(e)(4).

To make that

determination, the Court turned to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26 ("Federal Rule
26"), which, like Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26, was "designed to promote candor and
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fairness in the pre-trial discovery process." /d. at 89, 813 P.2d at 900. Specifically, the
Court turned to Federal Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i), which allows specific discovery a party may
request relating to another party's experts. The Court considered an explanation for the
allowance of discovery requests relating to another's party's experts by the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules ("Advisory Committee"). The Advisory Committee explained
the following:
'In cases of this character [involving expert testimony], a prohibition
against discovery of information held by expert witnesses produces in
acute form the very evils that discovery has been created to prevent.
Effective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance
preparation ... -=S:.:.:im"'-=il=a.:...:rl~y.,__._______
____,k=n...:.:o=w=le=d:...::g-=e
effective rebuttal . :. ;re:: .:q,:i:u=i'-'-'re:: .:s: ,___advance
of the line of testimony of the other side. If the latter is foreclosed by a
rule against discovery, the narrowing of issues and elimination of surprise
which discovery normally produces are frustrated.'
/d.

(quoting Advisory Committee Notes, Rule 26, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 28

U.S.C.A.) (emphasis added).
In

Radmer,

the Idaho Supreme Court also noted the critical nature of complete

and accurate discovery responses regarding expert witnesses in preparation for trial as
follows:
'It is fundamental that opportunity be had for full cross-examination, and
this cannot be done properly in many cases without resort to pretrial
discovery, particularly when expert witnesses are involved ... Before an
attorney can even hope to deal on cross-examination with an unfavorable
expert opinion he must have some idea of the bases of that opinion and
the data relied upon. If the attorney is required to await examination at
trial to get this information, he often will have too little time to recognize
and expose vulnerable spots in the testimony.'
/d.

(quoting Friedenthal,

Discovery and Use of an Adverse Party,s Expert Information,

14

Stan.L.Rev. 455, 485 (1962)) (emphasis added).
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In light of those reasons and the express requirements of Rule 26(e)(1 ), the
Radmer

Court held that the plaintiffs had breached their obligation to supplement their

discovery responses regarding their expert prior to trial as required by Rule 26(e)(1 )
id.

at 91, 813 P.2d at 902. Accordingly, the

Radmer

Radmer

See

Court held that the trial court had

committed reversible error when it allowed such testimony at trial.
the

.

/d.

In other words,

Court held that the trial court should not permit testimony of a plaintiff's

expert where that expert's opinions were not properly disclosed.

See id.

In this case, defendants requested all of the information covered by Rule 26(e)(1)
in written discovery. Defendants requested plaintiffs provide the name of each expert,
the subject matter upon which the experts were expected to testify, the statement of all
opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons therefore, the facts, data, and
other information considered by the witnesses in forming their opinions, exhibits to be
used, and any qualifications of the witnesses, including a list of publications within the
preceding ten years and a list of all trial and deposition testimony within the four
preceding years.

See

pertinent portions of plaintiff's answers to interrogatory No. 4,

attached to Supp. Aff. Brizee as Exhibit B.

·

Such information should have been readily available to plaintiffs since their initial
expert disclosure deadline under this Court's Scheduling Order, to provide full Rule
26(b)(4) disclosures, was September 16, 2013. Despite that Scheduling Order, plaintiffs
failed to provide sufficient discovery responses regarding their experts both prior to and
after their initial expert deadline.

See

Supp. Aff. Brizee, Exhibit B.

In their discovery responses, plaintiffs identified two experts-Or. Birkenhagen
and Nancy Collins. The discovery responses were deficient as to each. As for Nancy
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Collins, plaintiffs disclosed that Nancy Collins would testify regarding functional
limitations and its impact on Mr. Sample's employability and earning capacity based
upon a performance-based physical capacities evaluation, an interview with Mr.
Samples, an evaluation of Mr. Samples, and upon her review of medical records.
However, plaintiffs did not disclose any opinions actually held by Nancy Collins. They
did not identify any functional limitations, nor did they identify any opinions related to his
employability and earning capacity. Additionally, plaintiffs did not identify what medical
records Nancy Collins reviewed, nor any opinions relating to those records. Plaintiffs
also did not disclose any other information relating to Nancy Collins's interview or
evaluation of Mr. Samples, which may or may not even taken place yet.
As for Dr. Birkenhagen, plaintiffs stated that Dr. Birkenhagen would testify in
·accordance with a letter dated May 17, 2011. However, that letter was inadmissible, as
discussed above, until disclosed with discovery responses. It cannot be relied upon as a
basis for a disclosure of Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions.

Regardless, plaintiffs disclosed

that Dr. Birkenhagen would testify as to certain alleged violations of the standard of
care.

However, plaintiffs did not identify what specific documents Dr. Birkenhagen

reviewed or relied upon. They only stated that, as Mr. Samples's treating physician, he
had full access to and review of all medical records pertaining to Mr. Samples, but they
do not affirmatively state that such access to Mr. Samples's medical records was
considered by Dr. Birkenhagen in forming his opinions.

Additionally, plaintiffs did not

disclose Dr. Birkenhagen's qualifications to render an opinion in this matter in their
discovery responses.

Instead, they asserted that defendants are familiar with Dr.

Birkenhagen since he has been hired, in the meantime, by Bingham Memorial Hospital.
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This is insufficient.

Plaintiffs are not relieved from their obligation to respond to the

written discovery requests on these matters.

Plaintiffs, not defendants, have the

obligation to provide the information they believe qualifies Dr. Birkenhagen in this
matter. They failed to produce his curriculum vitae, a list of testimony, and a list of
publications as requested and as authorized under Rule 26.
Furthermore, there is no indication in plaintiffs' answer to interrogatory No. 4 or in
the letter that Dr. Birkenhagen can meet the requirements of Idaho law regarding
foundation for expert witnesses in a medical malpractice case.
As a result, plaintiffs' discovery responses were clearly deficient and could not
satisfy the requirements of Rule 26. Consequently, defendants respectfully request that
this Court exercise its discretion and strike plaintiffs' discovery responses and exclude
plaintiffs from relying upon the testimony of Dr. Birkenhagen, Nancy Collins, or any
experts who were not fully and properly disclosed in plaintiffs' discovery responses.
v.

PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT MET THEIR BURDEN TO SHOW GOOD CAUSE TO
SUPPORT A MODIFICATION OF THIS COURT'S PRETRIAL ORDER
In

his affidavit, plaintiffs' counsel requested that this Court modify its pretrial order

if necessary.

See

Affidavit of Brent Featherston, p. 3 ("To the extent necessary, the

Court is asked to modify its pretrial order accordingly.")

It would be necessary for

plaintiffs to obtain this Court's permission to modify its pretrial order to change the Rule
26(b)(4) after the deadline for plaintiffs' initial disclosure has already passed. However,
plaintiffs' request should be denied because plaintiffs have not met their burden to
demonstrate the requisite good cause that could allow this Court to modify its Pretrial
Order.
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Rule 16(b) only allows a court's scheduling order to be modified by leave of the
judge upon a showing of good cause.

See

Idaho R. Civ. Pro. 16(b) ("A schedule shall

not be modified except by leave of the judge or magistrate upon a showing of good
cause.");

see also

Weinstein

Prudential Property and Cas. Ins.

v.

Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co.,

Weinstein

v.

149 Idaho 299, 233 P.3d 1221 (2010) ("Rule

16(b )(7) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states that a scheduling order may be
modified for good cause.");

Camp

v.

Ltd., 137 Idaho 850, 859, 55

East Fork Ditch Co.,

P.3d 304, 313 (2002) ("Rule 16(b)(6) provides that a scheduling order can be modified
upon a showing of good cause."). The Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently held that
trial courts' decisions involving application of a "good cause" standard are discretionary
decisions."

Mercy Medical Center

v.

Ada County, Bd. of Mercy Medical Center

County, Bd. of County Commissioners of Ada County,

(2008) (citing, e.g.,

Farrell

v.

Camp

304,313 (2002);

Young,

State

v.

v.

E. Fork Ditch Co.,

Ada

146 Idaho 226, 192 P.3d 1050

Bd. of Comm'rs, Lemhi County,

P.3d 304, 316-17 (2002);

v.

138 Idaho 378, 390-91, 64

Ltd., 137 Idaho 850, 859, 55 P.3d

1361daho 113,116,29 P.3d 949,952 (2001) (noting

that "[b]ecause there is no fixed rule for determining what constitutes good cause, the
matter is initially left to the discretion of the district court.")).
In this case,plaintiffs have not made a showing of good cause. In fact, they have
demonstrated that they lacked good cause for their failure to timely provide full Rule
26(b)(4) expert disclosures. Plaintiffs admitted that they missed the deadline to provide
their formal expert witness disclosure due an "oversight".

See

Plaintiffs' Response, p. 3.

Plaintiffs' failure to disclose their experts due to oversight does not even demonstrate
excusable neglect, let alone good cause sufficient to modify this Court's Scheduling
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Order. Accordingly, plaintiffs' request to modify this Court's Scheduling Order should be
denied. Defendants submit plaintiffs should not be permitted to provide untimely expert
disclosures.

As a result, plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosure should be stricken and

plaintiffs should be precluded from introducing expert testimony at trial.
VI.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request that this Court exercise its discretion and strike
Dr. Birkenhagen, Nancy Collins, and any other experts whose opinions are disclosed by
plaintiffs after the court-ordered September 16, 2013, deadline and preclude plaintiffs
from offering any expert testimony in this matter.
DATED this

1'f?c;of October, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
By:
Jennifer K. Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

~of

October, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy

of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method(s ) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston

First Class Mail

Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.

Hand Delivered

113 S. 2nd Avenue

Facsimile

Sandpoint, ID 83864

Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

·

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-20 1 1-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,,

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS

Defendants.

)
) ss.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly swam on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one of

the attorneys of record for defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,

SUPPLEM ENTAL AF FIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS, PAGE 1
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in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

On September 20, 2013, immediately prior to faxing the motion to strike and

memorandum in support to plaintiffs' counsel, I telephoned plaintiffs' counsel to provide
courtesy notification of the filing of the same and the missed expert disclosure deadline.

3.

Within a short period of time of the faxing of the motion to strike and the

memorandum in support of the same, plaintiffs faxed their "Expert Witness Disclosure."
4.

Attached hereto as "Exhibit P:' is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs' Expert

Witness Disclosure, which was faxed to me later in the afternoon, on September 20, 2013.
5.

On August 22, 2013, I propounded written discovery requests to plaintiffs

because there had been no discovery activity by plaintiffs in this matter and my expert
witness disclosure deadline was approaching in October.

After I had served discovery

requests on plaintiffs, plaintiffs served discovery requests on defendants.

6.
20 13.

Plaintiffs' discovery responses were received in my office on September 30,

Attached hereto as "Exhibit 8" is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs' answer to

interrogatory No.4, which requested full Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures.
7.

Attached hereto as "Exhibit C " i s a true and correct copy o f the letter o f Dr.

Blrkenhagen produced by plaintiffs' on September 30, 2013.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED

m

his

of September of 2013.

-0-

at:

OF

commission expires:

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFiDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BR IZEE IN SUPPORT
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�ay of October, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE

IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS to
be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to
the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
D
181
0
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

SUPPLEM ENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIF F S' LATE DISCLOSED EXPERTS, PAGE 3
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2082630400

T-920

P0002/0003 F-292

FEATHERSTON LAW PIRM, Chtd.

JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, lSB# 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF mNGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife.

)

)

)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH. Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES
individuals and entities presently unknown.
.

Defendants.

)
)

)

1-X, )

)
)
)

COMBS NOW·the Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record, Jetetny P.

Featherston, and hereby submits and discloses Plaintiffs' Expert Witnesses pursuant to the
Court's Pretrial Order:
1.

Kurt Birkenharen
500 S o uth 11' Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201

2.

VocConsult Services Inc.
Nancy J. Collins. Ph.D.
CR.C Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior Disability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner

D111icl P. JlcalllcDton
Btenl C.Palbenlom•
Jet.emy P.Faathanl1111
Jmml L. Osl111111
113S.S-ndAvc.
Sandpoint, m 13864
Phooe Q08) 26'3·6866
Pu (2.08) 263-()400

·

106 North 6th. Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1126, Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone 1-208-389-7813 Fax 208-368·0377

EXHIBIT "A"
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09-20-'13 15:58 FROM-FEATHERSTON LAW FIHM

•

2082630400

T-920

P0003/0003 F-292

DATED this 20th day of September, 2013.

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.

CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG
I hereby certify that on the 20111 day of September, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing docwnent to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:
Jennifer Brizee, 'Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN. PLLC

132 3rc1 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

( ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered

r'l Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other.

Daniel P. Pcalhcn1o11
BNGI C. Foatllca1011•
letGDY P. Pea1hora1on
JaNml L. Ostoua
113 s.sccmut.a.vc.
SandpolDr, Jb 83&64
Phon� (208) 263-68615
Fu (208) 263.Q.400
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earning capacity following the events alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, both current and
future.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Please set forth the name, address and telephone number
of persons having knowledge of any facts of this case whom you may call

as

witnesses at the

trial, and for each person state the substance of his/her anticipated testimony.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3:

Objection. Request as phrased is

overbroad and calls for speculation on the part of this answering party as to what knowledge
certain persons may have. Further, the request as phrased inquires into attorney work product.
The Plaintiffs will supplement by providing a List of Witnesses in compliance with the Court's

pretrial. It is anticipated that Plaintiffs will call David Sample s and Jayme Samples and Dr.
Kurt Birkenhagen, Nancy Collins and may also call those individuals identified in the medical
records

as

well as

the named Defendants in this action and

those persons identified in response

to discovery.
INTERROGATORY NO.4:
plaintiffs expect to call

as

an

State the name and address of each person whom the

expert witness at the trial to testify as to the conduct of defendants.

For each such person:
(a)

State the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify;

(b)

A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons

therefore;
(c )

The facts, data or other information considered by the witness in forming the

opinions;

(d)

DaDlcl P. Featbmton
Bmll C. Fea!bmatl:m•
JCRmy P. Feathentou
Jmmi L. Oslman

Any exhibits to be used by the expert witness as a summary of or support for

the opinions; and

113S.SecoDdAve.
Suulpoillt, m 83864
Pllooe (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263�
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCilON OF DOCUMENTS- 3
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8/

Any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored

by the witness within the preceding ten (10) years, the compensation to be paid for the
testimony, and a list of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial
or by deposition within the four (4) preceding years.

ANSWER TO

INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

Please see response to the preceding

Interrogatory. Without reiterating the same:
(a)

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 17, 2011 correspondence

that the care provided by Defendants, Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital, fail to
meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly conduct repairs to Mr.
Samples' tom colon caused during the cholosystectomy procedure and failing to further detect
infection and Mr. Samples' continuing the fact that Mr. Samples continued to suffer from a
leaking transverse colon as a result of the surgical procedure despite Mr. Samples' obvious
symptomology indicative of continued leakage of the colon and/or infection from the surgical
site.
With regard to Nancy Collins, it is expected that Dr. Collins will

testify as to the

functional limitations of Mr. Samples based upon a perfonnance-based physical capacities
evaluation performed by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and evaluation
of Mr. Samples and her assessment and

review of the relevant medical records and the effect of

those limitations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.

(b)

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify that the

care

provided by the Defendants did not

meet the minimum standard of care in the community and constituted negligent care of Mr.
Dllllicl P. Fcalbmron
Btenl C. Pealhcrston•
Jeremy P. FNthcmoo
Im:mi L. Osrmao

Samples. Nancy Collins will

testify as to Mr. Samples'

lost wages, past and future, and lost

113 S. Sawnd Ave.
saodpoint,m 83864
Phanc (208) 26'3�866
Fax (208) 26�
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCfiON OF DOCUMENTS· 4
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earning capacity as a result of the injuries and disabilities sustained from the negligent acts of
the Defendants.
(c)

Dr. Birkenhagen,

as

Mr. Samples' treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center had full access to and review of all medical
records pertaining to the treatment provided by the Defendants to Mr. Samples.
Nancy Collins has reviewed the performance-based physical capacities evaluation,
interviewed Mr. Samples and reviewed certain pertinent medical records.
(d)

Objection, request as phrased calls for attorney work product and inquires into

privileged information. Wi thout waiving said objection, the Defendants have not identified all

exhibits to be used at trial and will supplement this response.
(e)

Please see attached for Nancy Collins together with financial compensation

term. With regard to Dr. Birkenhagen, the Plaintiffs are in the process of securing a curriculwn
vitae from Dr. Birkenhagen, however, the Defendants
as

are

well familiar with Dr. Birkenhagen

they have, since the incidences of negligence alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, hired Dr.

Birkenhagen as a physician at Bingham Memorial Hospital.

INTERROGATORY NO.

5: Please describe each document, object or thing intended

to be introduced or utilized as an exhibit at the trial of this cause.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.5:

Objection.

Request

as

phrased

inquires into attorney work product and thought processes. Without waiving said objection, the
Plaintiffs have not identified all exhibits to

�·ann
DanieJP.Fellhm;IOD
Breut C. Pealheaton•
1CRIIIIY P. FAlhmlon
Jen:ouL.Oaman

be

used at trial and this response will be

supplemented upon identification of exhibits and in compliance with the Court's Pretrial Order.

INTERROGATORY

NO. 6:

Identify by title, author, publication and date of

•

publication any and all journal articles, text or other medical literature which plaintiffs rely

113 S. Sec:oucl Ave.
SaDdpoint, m 83864
PhoDe (208) 263-6866
FIX (208) 263-0400
PLAIN'nFFS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCI10N OF DOCUMENTS- 5
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT
POST-OPERATIVE CARE

Defendants.
COME NOW, defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this reply memorandum in support of motion to dismiss plaintiffs' new claim
regarding negligent post-operative care.

REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
. -NE' .
\RDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 1
.

·'
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IN THE DISTR ICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

', :

(!_ v /( -J6 b'/

"'

.._

Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital

vs.

11

•

Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

Plaintiffs,
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I.
INTRODUCTION

On September 24, 2013, defendants filed their Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New
Claim Regarding Negligent Post-Operative Care. In the memorandum in support of that
motion,

defendants demonstrated,

based

upon well-established

Idaho

law,

that

plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Amended Complaint")
alleged a new claim for negligent post-operative care, that the claim was barred by the
applicable statute of limitations, and that the claim did not relate back to the date of the
filing of the original complaint.
On October 2, 2013, plaintiffs submitted their Memorandum in Response to
Defendants'

Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New

Claim Regarding Negligent

Post-

Operative Care. In their response, plaintiffs focused on whether the claim relates back
to the date of the filing of the original pleading. See Response to Defendants' Motion to
Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim Regarding Negligent Post-Operative Care (hereinafter
"Response"), p. 5. Plaintiffs' arguments seeking application of the relation back doctrine
are not supported by Idaho law under the facts and procedural posture of this case.
II.
PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM FOR NEGLIGENCE IN THE POST-OPERATIVE
TREATMENT O F MR. SAMPLES DOES NOT RELATE BACK
In plaintiffs' response, plaintiffs relied primarily upon out-of-state law to argue that
their post-operative care claim relates back to the filing of the original pleading.
Response, p. 7-9.

See

Plaintiffs' reliance upon out-of-state case law on these issues is

telling because Idaho law already offers sufficient guidance for resolution of defendants'
motion.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 2
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Rule 15(c) sets forth, in pertinent part, when a pleading may relate back to the
date of the original pleading as follows: "Whenever the claim or defense asserted in the
amended pleading arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set forth or
attempted to be set forth in the original pleading, the amendment relates back to the
date of the original pleading.... " I.R.C.P. 15(c).
When interpreting Rule 15(c), the Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held that
if an amended pleading sets forth a new cause of action unrelated to the
transaction or occurrence

the amendment does not relate back to the date of the

original pleading. See, e.g., Idaho First Nat. Bank
266, 281, 824 P.2d 841, 856 (1991)

v.

("If. however.

new cause of action unrelated to the

original

Bliss Valley Foods� Inc., 121 Idaho

the amended

way

of

v.

pleading

original pleading.")

Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 270, 688 P.2d 1172, 1175 (1984)

amendment,

a

party

is

setting

forth a new cause of

Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc.

v.

sets forth a

transaction or occurrence

amendment does not relate back to the date of the
added); Wing

original

action.

pied,

the

(emphasis

("Where. by

it does not relate

Idaho First National Bank, 119 Idaho

171, 178, 804 P.2d 900, 907 (1991) (holding that new claims that relied in

part upon

new facts did not relate back to the time of filing of original complaint and were barred
by statute of limitations).
The Idaho Supreme Court has further explained that if the original complaint
does not give notice of the legal theory advanced in the amended complaint, the
amendment is a new cause of action which does not relate back. See Wing, 107 Idaho
at. 270, 688 P.2d 1175.

In that case, the trial court held that the plaintiffs proffered

amendments constituted a new cause of action, rather than simply a modification of the

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 3
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original claim, and therefore refused to allow the amendment to relate back to the
original filing date. On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court had to determine whether the
trial court abused its discretion in refusing to allow the amendment to relate back.

/d.

The amended complaint at issue in that case alleged wrongful conduct against the
defendant at a different time and with regard to a different set of facts than those
involved in the original complaint.

/d.

To determine whether the new claims should

have related back, the Court relied upon the rule that "(w]here, by way of amendment. a
party is setting forth a new cause of action, it does not relate back.0

/d.

(emphasis

added). Applying that rule, the Court determined that the original complaint did not give
notice of the legal theory advanced in the amended complaints.

/d.

Accordingly, the

Court upheld the trial court's decision to refuse to allow the amendment to relate back to
the original filing date.

/d.

Similarly, the Idaho Supreme Court upheld a trial court's decision finding that
new tort claims were barred by the statute of limrtations and did not relate back to the
filing of the original complaint where the amended complaint alleged new causes of
action.

Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc.

171, 178, 804 P.2d 900, 907 (1991).

v.

Idaho First Nat. Bank, N.A.,

119 Idaho

In that case, the trial court denied a motion for

leave to amend a complaint after holding that plaintiff's proposed amendments did not
relate back to the time of filing the original complaint and were barred by the statute of
limitations.

/d.

The proposed amendments were not filed until after the expiration of

the statute of limitations, and the new causes of action were different from the claims in
the original complaint, and the new claims relied upon new facts not alleged in the
original complaint.

/d.

On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the trial court did

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 4
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not err or abuse its discretion in holding that the amended complaint did not relate back
under those circumstances. /d.
In light of the foregoing Idaho authorities, it is clear that if a complaint alleges a
new cause of action that is different from the underlying claim in the original complaint,
relies upon facts not alleged in the original complaint, or if the original complaint
otherwise fails to put the defendant on sufficient notice of the new claim, the new cause
of action does not relate back.

See Idaho First Nat. Bank, 121 Idaho at 281, 824 P.2d

at 856; Wing, 1071daho at 270, 688 P.2d at 1175; Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc.,
119 Idaho at 178, 804 P.2d at 907.

Significantly, in Idaho, claims for post-operative

negligence have been treated separately from claims related to negligence during the
performance of a surgery. See, e.g., Conrad

v.

St. Clair, 100 Idaho 401, 599 P.2d 292

(1979) (addressing issues of post-operative care separately from the issues relating to
allegedly negligent surgical care); Conway

v.

Sonntag, 141 Idaho 144, 106 P.3d 470

(2005) (trial court treated claims for negligence in surgery and negligence in postoperative care separately).
In their response, plaintiffs failed to address these Idaho authorities and instead
turned to out-of-state authorities to construct their argument. It is unnecessary to turn to
out-of-state authorities where Idaho's case law is sufficient to allow this Court to hold
that plaintiffs' new claim of negligence in the post-operative care of plaintiff does not
relate back to the filing of the original complaint.
Even if this Court were to consider the out-of-state cases relied upon by plaintiffs,
the cases are either distinguishable or actually support defendants' contentions. Some
of the cases rely upon state specific statutes for the standards relating to whether the

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 5
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claims relate back to the filing of the original pleadings.
Hospital,

See, e.g., Doyle

Hutzel

241 Mich.App. 206, 615 N.W.2d 759 (Mich. Ct. App., 2000) (discussing the

standards set in a Michigan statute and as interpreted by Michigan courts);
Etessam,

v.

703 S.W.2d 237 (Ct.App.Tex, 1985) (relying upon Texas statute);

Bradley

v.

Jordan

v.

Lind, 531 N.E.2d 168 (III.App.Ct.3d 1988) (relying upon inapplicable Illinois statute).
Plaintiffs primarily rely upon

Doyle,

241 Mich.App. 206, 615 N.W .2d 759.

which is further distinguishable.
In

Doyle,

See Doyle,

the plaintiff filed a complaint for

personal injuries arising out of a postoperative infection. In the original complaint, the
plaintiff alleged that the defendants caused foreign materials to remain in the plaintiffs
body at the close of the surgeries. /d. at 208-09, 615 N.W .2d at 761. Later, after facing
a motion for summary judgment, plaintiff moved for leave to amend the complaint to add
two theories of professional negligence against the defendants for negligence before
the performance of the surgery itself and for failing to property diagnose and treat the
post-operative infection following the surgery. /d. at 209-10, 615 N.W.2d at 761-62.
The trial court denied the motion on the grounds that the new allegations did not relate
back to the original complaint/d. at 210,615 N.W.2d at 762.
On appeal, the court considered Michigan statutes governing when leave to
amend should be granted and turned to Michigan precedent, and based upon that
precedent determined that the proposed amended complaint related back. /d. at 21213, 220, 615 N.W.2d at 763, 766. It relied heavily upon

LaBar

v.

Cooper,

376 Mich.

401, 406, 137 N.W.2d 136 (1965), for the proposition that an amended pleading can
introduce new facts, new theories, or even a different cause of action as long as the
amendment arises from the same transaction that was set forth in the original pleading.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 6
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Under Idaho law, on the other hand, "[w]here, by way of amendment, a party is
setting forth a new cause of action, it does not relate back." See Wing, 107 Idaho at
270, 688 P.2d at 1175. Additionally, under Idaho law, a new claim relying upon new
facts may not relate back to the time of filing the original complaint. See Black Can y on
Racquetball Club, Inc., 119 Idaho at 178, 804 P.2d at 907. Thus, the precedent relied

upon by Doyle for its analysis of its case contradicted, or at the very least differed, from
Idaho's precedent.

Accordingly, Doyle should not be considered persuasive in this

matter and should not be relied upon.
It should also be noted that another case relied upon by plaintiffs, Moore v.
Baker, 989 F.2d 1129 (11th Cir. 1993), actually supports defendants' contentions,

though it involved the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(c). In Moore, the Court held
that "[w]hen new or distinct conduct, transactions, or occurrences are alleged as
grounds for recovery, there is no relation back, and recovery under the amended
complaint is barred by limitations if it was untimely filed."

/d. at 1131.

Applying that

standard, the court found that the original complaint did reference specific acts of
negligence either before or during surgery. /d. at 1132. The negligence alleged in the
original complaint had allegedly occurred at different times and involved separate and
distinct conduct.

/d.

As a result, the court recognized that the plaintiff would have to

prove different facts than would have been necessary to recover on the claim in the
original complaint. /d. Thus, the court held that the new claim did not arise out of the
same conduct, transaction, or occurrence as claimed in the original complaint. /d.
Likewise, in this case, the new claim for post-operative medical care does not
arise out of the same transaction or occurrence as the allegedly negligent surgery.

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFFS'
NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE CARE, PAGE 7
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The plaintiffs' claim for negligent post-operative care does not arise out of the same
transaction or occurrence that forms the basis of plaintiffs' claim of negligent surgery,
which was the only negligence pled in the initial complaint.

In the initial complaint,

plaintiffs alleged only that the surgery was negligently per formed. See Complaint, � 28
(The Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, and/or assigns

negligently

performed surgery in a manner, which caused unnecessary trauma/injuries and the
need for additional medical procedures to the Plaintiff) (emphasis added).

The only

factual allegations relevant to support plaintiffs' allegation of surgery performed in a
negligent matter in the initial complaint would be those allegations relating to the
performance of the surgery itself, not post-operative care.
Plaintiffs' initial complaint contained at least nineteen paragraphs relating to post�
operative treatment at Bingham Memorial Hospital, Portneuf Medical Center, and other
facilities.

However, there were no allegations in any of those paragraphs or anywhere

else that Bingham Memorial Hospital or the other providers were negligent in the
performance of the post-operative care. Accordingly, defendants could not be on notice
that plaintiffs intended to pursue a claim based upon negligent post-operative care.

As

a result, under Idaho law, plaintiffs' new claim contained in the Amended Complaint
relating to negligent post-operative care cannot relate back to the filing of the initial
complaint.
In their response, plaintiffs appear to have recognized that problem, so they have

argued that paragraph 28 in their Amended Complaint was essentially the same as
certain paragraphs set forth in the initial complaint. Paragraph 28 of the initial complaint
alleged the following:
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The Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, and/or assigns
negligently performed surgery in a manner, which caused unnecessary
trauma/injuries and the need for additional medical procedures to the
Plaintiff.
As a direct and proximate cause of Defendants'
negligence/malpractice and breach of the applicable standard of health
care, Plaintiffs have been damaged as stated herein.
_

Complaint, 1J 28 (emphasis added). That allegation was drastically changed in the
Amended Complaint, where plaintiffs' alleged the following:
The Defendants and or their instrumentalities, agents, employees and/or
assigns, performed surgery and provided post-operative medical care in a
negligent manner, which caused unnecessary trauma/injuries to the
Plaintiffs and the need for additional medical procedures to the Plaintiff,
David Samples.
As a direct and proximate result of Defendants'
negligence and professional malpractice and Defendants' breach of the
applicable standard of health care, Plaintiffs suffered damages as stated
herein, in an amount to be proven at trial but which exceeds $10,000.
See Amended Complaint, ,-[28.

Despite their argument to the contrary, no allegations of negligence in the post
operative care were contained anywhere in the initial complaint, including paragraph 28.
Moreover, if plaintiffs actually believed that such a claim was already alleged in the
initial complaint, it would have been wholly unnecessary for plaintiffs to amend their
complaint to add those allegations.

By amending their complaint to add such

allegations relating to the post-operative care, plaintiffs have given away the fact that it
was not pled in the original complaint.
Plaintiffs should not benefit from their omission of the claim from the original
complaint and now be allowed, well after the expiration of the statute of limitations, to
maintain a claim for negligence in the post-operative care. Under the facts of this case,
the claim simply does not relate back to the filing of the original complaint. Accordingly,
Defendants respectfully request that this Court dismiss that portion of plaintiffs'
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amended complaint that attempts to add a new, unrelated claim for the negligent
provision of post-operative medical care.
IV.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request that this Court dismiss that portion of plaintiffs'
amended complaint that alleges the negligent provision of post-operative medical care,
with prejudice, since the claim is barred by the applicable statute of limitations.
DATED this

of October, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~
Jenm.Brizee
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

1-'�ay of October, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUP PORT OF MOTION TO
DISMISS PLAINTIFFS' NEW CLAIM REGARDING NEGLIGENT POST-OPERATIVE
CARE to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated
below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, 10 83864

1ZJ
D
1ZJ
D
D

First Class Mai l
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 4602
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 8 64

~.

'

�v -·-·-- ---

(208) 263-6866
(208 ) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM.

David Samples and Jayme Samples.

)

Husband And Wife,

)
Plaintiffs,

vs.

)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
)

AMENDED
EXPERT WITNESS

)
)

DISCLOSURE

)
Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
)
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, )
individuals and ent ities presently unknown,
)
Defendants.

)
)

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record, Jeremy P.

Featherston, and hereby submits and discloses Plaintiffs' Expert Witnesses pursuant to the
Court's Pretrial Order:
1.

Kurt Birkenhagen

500 South 11111 Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 17, 2011 correspondence
(attached) that the care provided by Defendants, Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial
Daniel P. PDSII\er$ton
Brent C. FeWie�lon'"
Jeremy P. PDS!IJI,nCOn
Jere® l.. OSSlnlln
ll3 S. Sccoru:l Ave.

Hospital, fail to meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly repair

and treat Mr. Samples' tom colon caused during the cholosystectomy procedure and failing

Sandpoiot,JD 83864

Phone (2.08) 263-6866
Fax (208} 263-0400
AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS OISCLOSUR.E- l
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to furth er detect infection in Mr. Sampl es ' de spite the fact that Mr. Samples continued to

suffer fr om a leaking transverse colon as a result of the surgical procedure and despite

obvious symptomology indicative of c ontinued leakage of the colon and/or infection in the
surgical site, all of which failed to meet the standard of care in the community.
Dr. Birkenhagen, as Mr. S a mpl es'

treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center, had full acce ss to and did review all

medical r ecords pertaining to the treatment provide d by the Defendants to Mr. Samples
while under De fendants'

Hanson, as well

as

care.

Dr. Birkenhagen also has revi ew the operative notes of Dr.

Samples care record s since transfer to Portneuf and other medical

facilities and caregivers, Though not ye t detennined, Exhibits at trial may in clude medical
records, charts and diagrams for illustrative purposes demonstrating Plaintiff's

care

and

injuries.
Dr. Birkenhagen has not authored any publications within the past 10 years.
Birkenhagen has not provi ded Plaintiffs with

a

Dr.

current cu.rriculwn vitae and is currently out

of state, but his qualifications are well known to the Defendants

as

he was hired by BMH to

replace the Defendant, Dr. Ray Hanson, following his retirement.

Dr. Birkenhagen nonnally charges $250/hour for records review, with a $750.00
advance deposit for deposition testimony and $2,500/day for trial testimony.
Dr. Birkenhagen's last te stimony

as an

expert

was

approximately four (4) years ago

and occurred in S alt Lake City in a Idaho federal court case in which the Doctor remove d a

foreign obj ect left in the patient by the prior surgeon/physician.
Danid P. Poathcatron
!Ilene c. Pealhccston•
Jeremy P. Pealhcr,ton
Iercmi L. Oumm

113 S. Sec<�116 Aile.
SandpOint, lll 83864
Phono (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�
AMENDED EXf'E�t WITNESS

DISCLOSURE- 2
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VocConsult Services Inc.
Nancy J. C ollins , Ph.D.
CRC Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior D isability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care P l anner
106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1126� Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone 1-208-389�7813 Fax 208�368-0377

Dr. Collins

medical

P0004/0018 F-393

has not generated a report in this matter. She has reviewed

records from Mr.

S amples treatment and

a

returns and employment records relative to prep aring

wages, past

and

a

sele ct ion of

physical capacities evaluation, tax
an

opiniori as to

Mr. Samples lost

future, and lost earning capacity resulting from the negligent care

provided by the Defendants. it is expe cted that Dr.

Collins will testify as to the functional

limitations of Mr. Samples based upon a perfonnance-based physical capacities evaluation
perfonned

by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and evaluation of Mr.

Samples and her

assessment and review of the relevant medical records and the effect of

those limitations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.

H er Curricu lum Vitae, containing her publications and qualifications �e attached,
as is her compensation rates relative to this matter and cases in which she has provided
expert te s ti mony.
DATBD this 7m day of October, 2013.

Oanial P. Fcathc.rston

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney for Plaintiffs

Breu1 C. :fcalbc.rstou*
1� 1'. Fcathe.rslOD
l'crcmi L. O&smm
113 S. Second Ave.

Sandpoitll, ID

83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263..Q400
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of October, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prep aid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
[ ] Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:

:Oimicl P. Pcalhcnton
Bn:nt C. Pealherston
Scrcmy P. Fcathcrslon
Jcre111i L. Ossman
l13 S. Second A\'C,
SandpOinl,))) 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
fax {208) 263-0400
•l...icon<o6 111ldih� & Wiuhioewn
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VocConsult Services Inc

.

..1Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.

CRC Cenified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & SeDior Disability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner
.

106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Boxl126, Bolse,ldaho 83701
Email VocConsult@Qwe$t.net
Tax 10 82-0500526
Phone 1-208-389- 7813 Pu208-368-0377
·

Professional Services Fee Schedule- 2011
Fees: Services are billed at $120.00 a n hour for professi onal casework

and $175.00 an hour for expert testimony. There is a two hour minimum
for local expert testimony and four hours for testimony outside the Boise
Travel and wait time is billed at $75.00 an hour with 100% of
i ncurred expense bill e d to the cli ent.
area.

Retainers are e xpected unless otherwise agreed upon. The

Life Care Plan

retainer is $1500.00 and the retainer for a vocatio nal evaluation is

$500.00. One half of unused retainer will be returned, if not billed.
Invoices

are

payable within 30 days of recein-t. Where payment is tardy, I

have the right to withhold final

reports until such time as accounts are

brought current. All outstanding fees must be paid pri or to appearance at

any trial or ot her

heari ng

.

Referring party is solely responsible for payment of all billing under the
terms of this agreement, without regard to professional conclusions
reached, legal outcomes or benefits realized. Ethics codes followed b y this
p rofessional provide for unbiased, objective opinion in the evaluation of
any cli ent

.
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Expert Witness Testimony- Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.
D -Deposition

T-Trial
H�Hearing
A

•

Arbitration

Attorney

Year

Date

Case Name

Case Type

2007

1-24

Dodge

Worker's Comp

Ford- Defense· D

2-19

Mag le ci c

Personallnjury

Claiborne Plaintiff-D

2-20

Osterhout

Worker's Comp

McFeeley -Defense

3-7

Mills

Worker's Comp

Scrivner- Defense· H

3-13

Weorheim

Personal Injury

Julian - Defense

4-23

Johnson

Marital Dissolution

Breen Plaintiff- T

4-25

Elgaeen

Worker's Comp

!tipple

5·4

Hallford

Wrongful Discharge

Rossman Plaintiff- D

6-7

Brudcrer

Personal Injury

Roache- Plaintiff- D

6-26

Ruiz

Worker's Comp

Scrivner- Defense· D

7-24

Gage

Worker' Comp

Scrivner Defen se H

8·2

Weerheim

Personal Injury

Julian Defense - 'f

8-16

McKain

Marital Dissolution

Uranga- Plaintiff

8-21

Browning

Worker's Comp

Callery- Defense

9-4

Rudolph

Long Term Disability

Mahonen Plaintiff

9-5

Bixby

FELA

Larsen Plaintiff

9-19

Flores

Worker's COlllp

Owen

11-5

aurnham

Worker's Comp

Owen - Plaintiff

11-15

Gray

Personallnjury

Julian - Defense

12-10

Kerrin

Worker's Comp

Callery Defense

12-12

Sommers

Worker's Comp

larsen Plaintiff

1-10

Peck

FELA

Thompson Plaintiff� D

1-23

Corson

Worker's Comp

Chasen

4-16

Royer

Personal Injury

Maguire Plaintiff- D

2008

•

•

-

H

T

-

•

Defense D
-

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

Plaintiff

•

•

-

-

Plaintiff� H
•
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2009

4-18

Lundquist

MaritalDissolution

ComWly- De fense T

S-8

Coleman

Worker's Comp

Brown- Plaintiff· D

5-9

Rawls

Marital Dissolution

Bevis

6-11

Nate

FELA

Larsen - Plaintiff- D

7�25

Measel

Worker's Camp

Callery - Defense - H

9-11

Hawe

Personal IJijury

Manweiler Plaintiff· D

10-3

Morris

Marital Dissolution

MOD$Oo ·Defense

10-22

Huber

Worker's Comp

Valdez ·Defense H

10-29

Calderon Vega

Worker's Camp

Scrivner- Defense - H

11-5

Naylor

Personal Injury

Arnold - Plaintiff- T

11-7

Lysager

Personal Injury

Hearn - Plaintiff· T

1-15

Hay

Worker's comp

Callery

1-28

Henkel

Personallnjmy

Wetherell· De fense

2-2

DiViesti

FELA

Larsen Plaintiff- D

2-5

Lisboni

Worker's camp

Schepp Plaintiff- H

2-26

Rodreguez

Worker's camp

Scrivner -Defense

3-9

Lewis

Personal Injury

Gmett- Plaintiff- D

3-12

Carillo

Personal Injury

Ouenin - Plaintiff- D

3-18

Lewis

Personal Injury

Garrett Plaintiff- T

3-24

Miller

Personal Injury

Garabecia Plaintiff. D

4-9

Carillo

Personal Injmy

Guenin Plaintiff- T

4 20

cue vas

Worker's comp

Owen- Plaintiff- D

6-2

Williams

Worker' camp

Ripple - Defense - H

6-5

Hawe

Personal Injury

Manweiler Plaintiff. T

6-24

Kortopadis

FELA/personal injury

Bovamiclt:

1·2

Coria

FBLA/personal injury

Thompson- Plaintiff- D

7-6

Davis

Personal Injury

Lojek- Plaintiff- D

7-30

Puyleart

Worker's Comp

Callery Defense H

-

•

Plaintiff· T

•

•

•

T

•

•

Plaintiff· H
-

A

-

•

•

D

-

•

•

•

•

•

Plaintiff

•

D

-
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2010

f

8-20

Josephso n

Marital Dissolution

Strother - Defense T

9-17

Ellis

Wrongful Discharge

Kormanic - Plaintiff- D

9-21

Ne l son

Marital Dissolution

Gustave!- Defense - 0

9-24

Kordopar.is

FELA/personal injury

Bovamick - Plaintiff- T

10- 7

Flores

Personal Injury

Brady - Defense� D

10-9

Nightengale

Personal Injury

Dinius

10-12

Moore

Wrongful Discharge

Ross Plaintiff- 0

10-14

Vierstra

Marital Dissolution

Bevis Defense - T

10-21

Flores

Personal Injury

Brady Defense T

11-18

Brown

Worker's Comp

Miller- Claimant- H

11-24

Ring

Worker's Comp

Callery- Defens e - H

1-5

Tarbet

Worker's Comp

Scrivner - Defense H

1-12

Hogg

Marital Dissolution

Eismann- Defense- T

1-15

Hardenbrook

Wrongful Discharge

Rossman- Plaintiff- T

2-5

Calhoun Lyman

Worker's Comp

Peterson- Claimant- D

2-11

Langley

Worker's Comp

Ripple- Defense - D

2- 12

Sedorus

Worl:t:er's Comp

Ripple- Defense- D

2-18

Ellis

Wrongful Discharge

Konnanic- Plaintiff- T

3-8

Noe

Personal lojury/FELA

Larsen- Plaintiff- D

4-9

Barton

Worker's Comp

Owen- Claimant- H

4-21

Quintero

Persouallnjury

Brassey- Defense - D

5-4

Geissendaffer

Worker's Comp

Owen- Claimant- D

S-11

Dive sti

Personal lojury/FELA

Larsen- Plaintiff� T

6-4

Dykas

Marital Dissolution

Bevis- Defense- T

6-15

Funes

Worker's Comp

Brown- Claimant- H

6-30

Merrill

Worker's Comp

Callezy- Defense

7-16

Jon es

Personal injury/FBLA

Vucinovich- Plaintiff- D

8-4

Grawcock

Worker's Comp

Callery -Defense- H

8-20

Strong

Personal Injury

Orler- Defense- T

il
I

l

-

-

Plaintiff- T

-

-

-

-

-

-

H
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2011

9-16

Moritz

Personal Jnjury

Nicholson- Plaintiff- T

9-17

Foster

Marital Dissolution

Hanunerqui st- Plaintiff- T

9-21

Webb

Personal injury/FELA

Larsen- Plaintiff- D

10-6

Butt$

Worker's Comp

Hutchinson- Claimant- D

11·19

Gadsby

Worker's Camp

High- Defense - H

1-31

Undesser

Marital Dissolution

Bevis- Defense- D

2-10

Gossage

Personal injury/FELA

Vucinovich -Plaintiff- D

2-17

Undcsscr

Marital Dissolution

Bevis - Defense - T

3-23

Heruy

Worker's Comp

Owen- Claimant- H

4-12

Siegel

Wrongful Discharge

4-19

Severson

Worker' s Comp

Schepp - Claimant- D

4-19

Boucher

Wrongful Discharge

Sneed- Plaintiff- D

5-23

Hinkley

Worker's Comp

Koyler- Plaintiff- D

6·8

Brusseau

Worker's Comp

Callery- Defense- H

7-8

B oucher

Wrongful Discharge

Sneed- Plaintiff- T

8-9

Stoddard

Personal Injury

DeHaan- Plaintiff- D

8-10

Boyer

Worker's Comp

Valdez- Defense H

9·2

Elliot

Personal Injury

Shanahan- Plaintiff- T

9-28

Aguilar

Marital Dissolution

Welsh- Pla intiff - T

11-1

Moyle

Marital Dissolution

Gustave!- Defense - D

12-9

Corgate lli

Worker's Comp

Lewis- Plaintiff- D

12-27

Green

Worker's Comp

Callery- Defense- D

1·19

Schweikert

Personal Injury

Roache- Plaintiff- D

2-6

Kolowith

Marital Dissolution

Welsh- Defense - D

Nicholson - Plaintiff- D

•
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Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.
VocConsult Services Inc.
American Board of Disability Analysts - Diplomat and Senior Disability Analyst
CoiiUnission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certification - Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
International Commission of Health Care Certification - Certified Life Care Planner
American Rehabilitation Economics Assocition - Forensic Vocational Expert

CURRICULUM VITAE
EDUCATION
Post-graduate Certificate, Life Care Planning, University of Florida, 1997
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho
Ph.D.l994 Adult Education, Emphasis in Vocational Rehabilitation
Chapman College, Orange, California
M.A. 1979 Major: Counselin g Psychology
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho
B.S. 1977 Major: Psychology

PRESENT POSITION

VocCon.sult Services Inc. - Private Practice 1992 to present
Nancy C ollins, Ph.D., C.R.C., A.B.D.A., C.L.C.P., F.V.E.

Boise, Idaho. Vocational evaluation, disability analysis, employment counseling,
transferable skill analysis, labor market research, testing, job analyses, earning
capacity evaluation. Primary care rehabilitation as well as expert witness casewo rk and
consultation for workers compensation, personal injury, and life care p lanning for
catastrophic injury cases. Consultation, evaluation and expert witness testimony in
marital dissolution, sexual harassm ent/ discrimination, wrongful discharge, failure to
promote, ADA, and FMLA cases.
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT & INTERNSHIPS
University ofldalw, Adj unct Professor- Boise Center, Boise, Idaho 1994-1997
Janzen. and Associates, Boise, Idaho
Rehabilitation Counselor, 5/85 to 1/92 Provision of prima.Iy care rehabilitation
service to workers with disabilities, assistance in return to work planning, job
placement, and rehabilitation follow-up. Forensic evaluation and testimony.
Boise Family YMCA, Boise. Idaho 1980/1984
Prime Time Site Coordinator - Recreation Program
Alaska Children.'s Services, Anchor age , Alaska 1979/ 1980
Recreation and Education Therapist
Western States Hospital. Tacoma, Washington
Psychology Intern
Greater Lakes Mental Health Center, Tacoma, Washington
Psychology Intern
APPOINTMENTS
ELECTED OFFICES
Governors Committee: State Advisocy Council of the Idaho Division Vo c ational
Rehabilitation tenn 1993-1998

AND

Past-President: National

Rehabilitation Association, Idaho

Chapter·l997
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS & CERTIFICATIONS
Certified Rehabilitation Counselor, Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor
Certification

Diplomat and Senior Di sability Analyst- Americ an Board of Disability Analysts
Forensic Vocational Expert- American Rehabilitation Economics Association
Certified Life Care Planner International Commission of Health Care Certification
American Counseling Association
American Rehabilitation Counseling Association
National Rehabilitation Association
International Association of Rehabilitation Professionals; Fore nsic Reh abilitation
S ectio n
National Association of Rehabilitation Professio nals in the Private Sector
Statewide Rehabilitation Advisory Council 93-98
Washington Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor registration
Nationally Certified Counselor - National Board of Certified Counselors 1996 to
2002
CONTINUING EDUCATION
1986 Cognitive Behavior Modification

1986 Reducing Costs As sociated with Industrial Injury
1987 Neurological Injury and Disability
1987 Evaluat ion and Treatment of Disability in Workers Comp and PI Claims

1988 Determination of Damages for Individuals Ha\ling Closed Head Injuries
1988 CognitiveRehabilitation-Com:rnunity Reintegration Through Scientifically Based

Practice

1989 Evaluating Potential/Limitations of Multiple Trauma Cases.
1989 Idaho Association of Counseling & Development Silver Anniversary;
Celebration
1990 Forensic Rehab.: Advanced Concepts and Marketing
1990 Utilization of the Rehabilitation Specialist in Primary Care &Forensic cases.
199 0 Expert Testimony for Impairment of Earning Capacity
·

A

1990 Conciliation Training
1991
1991
1992
1993

Permanent Disability in Workers Camp & Tort Cases
Theories of Vocational Choice
Employer Response to Personal Injury
Dissertation Research-Correctional Rehabilitation
.

1993 NRA Training Symposium
1993
1994
1994
1994

Workers Compensation Law and Practice in Jdaho

Trau matic Brain Injury Workshop
NRA Training-TBI
NRA Training Symposium

1994 Rehabilitation of Reflex Sympathetic
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996

Dystrophy

Audiology - How it Relates to Rehabilitation
Occupational Medicine Conference - Elks
Usefulness of Physical Medicine
Pharmacology- Uses and Side Effects
Multicultural Issues in Rehabilitation
Fo rensic Vocational Expert/Practice
AREA Conference :
Rehab Economics From Retai ner to Trial
Physical & Functional Capacity Assessment

Evaluating Losses Due to Head Injury
Determinin g Economic Damages
Lifecare Planning in Catastrophic Injury
Two Sides of a Marital Case: Opposing Views
Voc & Econ Implications of Discrimination in

the Workplace
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National Rehabilitation Conference Idaho Chapter
Wage Loss Analysis Fundamentals
-

Calculating Economic Loss Using a Spreadsheet
RTI Rehabilitation Training Institute; University of Florida

Te nets and Methodology of Life Care Planning
Vocational Assessment
Life Care Planning for Catastrophic Case Management
Multiple Disabilities
Forensic Rehabilitation
RTl Rehabilitation Training Institute; University of Florida
Spinal Cord Injury
Acquire d Brain Injury

Pediatric Brain Damage
1997 R"rl Rehabilitation Training Institute:
Forensic Vocational :Rehabilitation
Life Care Planning

1997 Pacific Region NAA Confe rence
0-NET

Agrability

Small Business Development for People with Disabilities
1998 Area Conference - Earning Capacity and Expected Earnings
The Effects of Daubert on the Nature of Expert Testimony
Business Valuation and Forensic Economic Proj ections
Life Care Planning

Estimating Economic Loss of Self-employed Workers in Personal Injury Case s
1998 ADA in Idaho
1999 AREA Conference
New Studies and Tre nds in Household Services
Marketing Forensic Services
What Constitu tes Credible Expert Testimony

Collateral Sources Issues and Impact on Economic Valu es
Ethics and Forensic Practitioner
Vocational Methodologies in the Assessment of Wage Loss
Evaluation of the Self-Employed: Business :Equity vs. Earning Cap.

2000 AREA Conference
Economic Applications for the Vocational Specialist
A Perspective on Life and Worklife Expectancies
Estimating the Value of Social Security as a Fringe Benefit
LCP Analysis and Rebuttal
A View of Damage Software
Issues in Asse ssing Personal Consumption and Maintenance
Annuities, Collateral sources and Government Accommodations
The Life Care Plan and Its Pres ent Value

Adjusting Worldife Expectancy Calculations

Disability and The �ew Worklife Exp ectancy Tables

State and Local Government Using Cost and Index Levels to Measure Changes
2001 AREA Conference
Medical Aspectlil of Life Care :Planning
Psychological Factors & Their Impact on Earning Capacity
Disability Data
Professional Writing
Determining Earning Capacity Mitigation
The Economics of Annuities
Issues of Worklife Expectancies, Methodologies of Developing Useable Data
Identifying Foundational Problems in the Work of Life Care lllane
n rs
Compensation Data Set Use by Forensic Experts
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2002 AREA Conference

Providing Testimol\Y in a Dauber tf Ku mho Context
Understanding the O*NET

The Ap plication the Markov Technique in Worklife Expectancies
What Info Should be Provided by a Vocational Specialist to a Same-Side
Economist?
Understanding the MCPI in a L itigation Context
Suxviving a Daubert Challenge

Annuities: Their Role and Use in a Litigation Context
The Co n cept & Application of Peer Review
Avoiding Self-Inflicted Wou nds and a De sce nt into the Abyss
2003 AREA Conference
The Best of Bad Testimony: Strategies and Techniques no Expert Should Ever Use
The Victims Compensation Fund: Frameworks and Methods for Appraising
Economic Damages

l$$Ues in Calculating Work Life

Expectancy: Qualitative vs. Quantitative Data
How to Prepare for Trial -What Works and What Doesn't

Developing Demonstrative Exhibits and Evidence for Trial Presentation
Catching Evasions, Ploys and s·ubterluge in the Repor ts of Life Care Plann ers and
Voca ti onal Experts: Refining and Extend ing the "Red Flags• Concept to Vocational
Plans
Post-Litigation Activities and the Development of Special Needs Trusts
2003 National Rehabilitation Summer Conference
Americans with Disabilities Act

2004

2005

2006
2006

2007

Adaptive recreation & Sp orts
Ethics for Counselors and Para-Professionals
Dealing with Difficu lt Clients
Assistive Technology
Pacific Region National Rehabilitation Association Conference
Foundations of Ethics
General Ethical Issues
Ability Profller
Multicultural Counseling Competency
Section 304 Migrant Seasonal Farm Worker Issues
Idaho N atio nal Rehabilitation Association Conference
The Hero Program
Interagency Conflict
Collaborating with Comm uni ty Partners
The Criminal Justice System and Voc ati onal Rehabilitation
Salient Issues in Rehabilitation Counseling
Dealing with the Code of Ethics
CM Home Study
Rehabilitation Assessment
Idaho National Rehab ilitati on Association Conference
Overcoming Disability
C ochle ar Implants
Drug Court
American Board of Vocational Experts Spring Conference
Legal Restriction$ on Employment: S oluti ons for Unique Worker s
Advanced Te stimony Skills: Successful Expert Witness Testimony
Translating Neuropsychological Test Results Into Predic tions of Employability
View From the Bench The Future of Expert Witnesses
Interactive Report Writing for Different Forensic Venue Presenters
How to Access and Mine Data S ources for Forensic Decisions
The Necessary Interface Between the Economic & Vocati onal Expert
New Emerging Practice Guidelines for Forensic Life Care Planners
•
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National Rehabilitation Association Conference -Idaho Ch ap ter
Ethics in Counseling and Psychotherapy

-

American Schools Association

Idaho Cha pte r National Rehabilitation Association
Job Corp - Who They Are, Who They SeiVe, How We Can Partner
VA - Mental Health and :Employment
SILC - Medicaid buy in Department of Corrections Re-entry and Employment
Leadership and Workplace Team Building
Functional Capacity Evaluation: What can we get out of it?
International Association of Rehabilitation Professionals Forensic Conference

Evaluation in Behavioral Concerns in Litigation

Standards to Which Forensic Experts Adhere
Markov Process Work-Life Tables

A Model for Calculating Lost Earnings and Benefits in Personal Injury Cases
Giving and Defending Expert Opinions

2010

CRCC Code of Professional Ethics: Implications for Private Sectol' PJ:actitioners
Thinking of My Seat for Experts: Roundtable on Expert Testimony
Improving Ecological Validity in Cases of Brain Injury
Adaptive Transportation Safety: Recommendations and Funding Options lARP
N eurofunctional Assessment lARP Webinar

Functional Capacity Evaluation: what can we get out of it? IARP Weblnar
Job Numbers a nd Labor Market Res ourc es for Occupations IARP Webinar
2011

Clinical Judgment IARP Webinar
Decoding a Neuropsychological Re p ort IARP Webinat
Internet Resources for Rehabilitation Professionals IARP Web inar
Self Awareness Deficits in Brain Injury
DOT R edux - Why We Did It
NRA Summer Conference

2012

Research,

Industry and Occupation Data Using the American Community Survey IARP
o•NHT Dat a Collection Program IARP

Publications and

Consultant:

IDVR Client

Teaching Positions

and Employee S ati s fa ction;
Clients; Oune 1 995)

Survey of FY 1994

Census ofJune 1995 Employees (September 1995)
Collins Edson, N. (1994)
Variables Asso ciat e d with Success for Public Offenders with Disabilities
Participating in a Vocational Rehabilitation Program Dissertation Abstracts
International.

Barros, M., & Collins, N. (1996, January)
Vocational Experts Play I mpo rtant Role in Determining Disability,
Id a ho State Bar Association.

B a rros, M., & Collins, N.
(1996, Spring)
The Role of Vocational Ex p erts in Determining Disability.
Comp Quarterly.
Alternative Rehabilitation Counseling.

The Advocate.

Pfannenstiel's Worket's'

Adjunct Faculty- University of Idaho Department of Graduate Studies

Fal l Semester -1994 Medical & Psychosocial Factors of Disability
Sp ring Semester- 1995 Psychosocial Aspects of Rehabilitation
Summer Semester -1995 Privat e Sector Rehabilitation

Spring Semester - 1996 Pr inciples

and Practices of Rehabilitation.
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Summer Semester· 1996 Rural Rehabilitation

Summer Semester- 1996 Rehabilitation of Farm Workers
Summer Semester 1996 Psychosocial Aspects of Rebab1litation
•

Summer Semester - 1996 Directed Study/D isability M anagement
Fall Semester - 1996 Rehabilitation Internship
Spring Semester- 1997 Private Sector Rehabilitation - Internship
Summe r Semester- 1997 Forensic Vocational Rehabilitation Inte rnship
•

Collins, N. (2003) Presenter
Vocational Counselor vs. Vocational Expert Roles, Bthics, and Methodologies. Return
to Work Issues in Worker's Compensation in Idaho. Lorman Education al Services

Collins, N. (2006) Presenter

The U tilization of Vocational Rehabilitation and Life Care Planning in ·catastrophic
Injury Cases With in the Worker' s Compensation System. Lorman Educational
Services
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT
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IDAHO
NTY,
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SAR� STAUB, CLERK
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Depi.Lty

Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTR ICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMA RY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
and RAY W. HANSON, M. D., by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman
Farley, PLLC, will bring on for hearing DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT on Friday, the 22nd day of November, 2013, at the hour of 3:00 o'clock
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p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, in the above entitled court in
Blackfoot, Idaho.
DATED this

'X:7
of October, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Jenniter :BriZee
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

of October, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Z1
0
IZI
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL D ISTRICT O F THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C OUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-2011-2069
DEFENDANTS' MOTION F OR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants B INGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL and DR. RAY W.
HANSON, by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and
move this Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for summary
judgment in said defendants' favor, dismissing plaintiffs' claims against defendants with

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 1
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prejudice on the grounds that there is no genuine issue of material fact and defendants are
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
This motion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in the above-entitled
action, together with the Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment and supporting Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment, filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

�" of October, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

_���---

By:
Jennifer K. Brizee
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

of October, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFEN DANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to
be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to
the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

�
D
�
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jen~

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 2
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: {208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
)

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL D ISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B INGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of their motion for summary judgment.
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I.
INTRODUCTION

This is a medical malpractice case arising out of a surgery that occurred on or
about October 2, 2009, involving David Samples. See Complaint, � 5.

On January 30,

2013, this Court entered its Order Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial ("Scheduling Order").
Per the Scheduling Order, plaintiffs were required to disclose their experts by
September 16, 2013, and were required to provide full Rule 26(b)(4) disclosures.
After plaintiffs failed to disclose any experts by that date, defendants filed a
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts ("Motion to Strike") on September 20,
2013. In response, on September 20, 2013, plaintiffs faxed over a brief Expert Witness
Disclosure that only identified Kurt Birkenhagen, and Nancy J. Collins, Ph. D., as experts
and provided no opinions.

See

plaintiff's Expert Witness Disclosure, attached to the

Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee (hereinafter "Aff. Brizee") as Exhibit A.
One week later, on September 30, 2013, defendants received plaintiffs' Answers
and Responses to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production
of Documents, which provided some additional information about their experts, but still
failed to comply with Rule 26(b)(4). See plaintiffs' answer to interrogatory No. 4, Exhibit
B to Aff. Brizee; see a/so Dr. Birkenhagen's letter dated May

17,

2011, Exhibit C to Aff.

Brizee.
Plaintiffs opposed the motion to strike, and the matter came on for hearing on
October 9, 2013. The Court ruled from the bench that plaintiffs would only be allowed to
offer those opinions of Dr. Birkenhagen disclosed by September 30, 2013.
Based upon this Court's ruling and the discovery responses produced by
plaintiffs on or before September 30, 2013, defendants are seeking to dispose entirely
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of plaintiffs' unsupportable claims, or, alternatively, at the very least, to narrow the
issues in preparation for trial. Defendants are requesting summary judgment because
plaintiffs cannot establish their claims for medical malpractice against Dr. Hanson and
Bingham Memorial Hospital as a matter of law.

In order to survive summary judgment,

plaintiffs must present admissible evidence to establish that defendants breached the
applicable standard of health care practice and must establish causation, which
plaintiffs cannot do because plaintiffs' expert witness disclosures as of September 30,
2013, does not include any causation opinions.

An order in favor of defendants'

position on this issue would result in dismissal of plaintiffs' case in its entirety.
Alternatively, if this Court does not dismiss plaintiffs' case in its entirety,
defendants are seeking partial summary judgment as follows:
1) Plaintiffs cannot establish any breach of the standard of health care practice
regarding conduct prior to or during the surgery, including the repair of the colon
during surgery;
2) Plaintiffs cannot establish any future damages, including lost future wages,
because plaintiffs lack any expert testimony sufficient to support a claim for such
damages.
If a plaintiff cannot present evidence in support of a claim, then the plaintiff cannot meet
his burden.

Consequently, plaintiffs in this case cannot avoid summary judgment in

this matter.

As a result, defendants respectfully request that this Court grant summary

judgment

in

defendants' favor.
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II.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.
Arregui

v.

Gal/egos-Main,

153 Idaho 801, 804, 291 P.3d 1000, 1003 (2012) (quoting

I.R.C.P. 56(c).
"The party initially bringing the motion has the burden to prove that no genuine
issues of material fact exist and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law."
Gagnon

v.

Western Bldg. Maintenance, Inc.,

306 P.3d 197, 199 (2013).

"After the

moving party meets this burden, the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to show the
existence of a genuine issue of material fact."

/d.

"When considering whether the

evidence shows a genuine issue of material fact, the trial court must liberally construe
the facts, and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party." Arregui,
153 Idaho at 804,291 P.3d at 1003 (citing Mitchell v. Bingham Mem'l Hosp., 130 Idaho
420, 422, 942 P.2d 544, 546 {1997).

The adverse party may not rest upon mere

allegations in the pleadings, and must set forth by affidavit specific facts showing there
is a genuine issue for trial. Gagnon 306 P.3d at 199.
To avoid summary judgment in a medical malpractice case, the plaintiff must
offer expert testimony indicating that the defendant health care provider negligently
failed to meet the applicable standard of health care practice, and the plaintiff must offer
admissible testimony establishing causation. See Dulaney
Medical Center,
Hollingsworth,

v.

St. Alphonsus Regional

137 Idaho 160, 164, 45 P.3d 816, 820 (2002); see also Anderson

v.

136 Idaho 800, 803-04, 41 P.3d 228, 231-32 (2001).
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Ill.

PLAINTIFFS CANNOT ESTABLISH CAUSATION

To avoid summary judgment for the defense in a medical malpractice case, the
plaintiff must offer admissible testimony establishing causation.
Hollingsworth,

See Anderson

v.

136Jdaho 800,803-04, 41 P.3d 228, 231-32 (2001) (holding that plaintiff

had to prove causation and to avoid summary judgment could not "rest on mere
allegations of causation) (citing I.R.C.P. 56( c).
Specifically, the plaintiff must offer admissible testimony demonstrating that the
provider's "failure to use ordinary care was the proximate cause of damage to the
plaintiff." Coombs
Pearson

v.

v.

Parsons,

Curnow,

148 Idaho 129, 139, 219 P.3d 453, 463 (2009) (quoting

114 Idaho 334, 339, 757 P.2d 197,202 (1988)).

To establish proximate cause, a plaintiff must demonstrate that the provider's
negligence was both the actual and leg a l (proximate) cause of his or her injury.
Coombs,

148 Idaho at 139, 219 P.3d at 463. The mere fact that a procedure does not

result in a favorable outcome does not establish or even constitute evidence of
negligence or proximate causation. Coombs, 148 Idaho at 139,219 P.3d at 463.
To meet plaintiff's burden to establish proximate cause, "[e]xpert testimony is
generally required because 'the causative factors are not ordinarily within the
knowledge or experience of laymen composing the jury.'" Coombs, 148 Idaho at 140,
210 P.3d at 464. (quoting F/owerdew

v.

Warner,

90 Idaho 164, 170,409 P.2d 110, 113

(1965) ("'Generally speaking, negligence in malpractice cases must be established by
expert medical testimony. This is so because the causative factors are not ordina.rily
within the knowledge or experience of laymen composing the jury.'"); see also Bloching
v.

Albertson's, Inc.,

129 Idaho 844,846,934 P.2d 17, 19 (1997).
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In the case at bar, expert testimony is required to establish causation because
the causative factors at issue in this case are not ordinarily within the knowledge or
experience of laymen. It is clear the question of whether the conduct of the medical
care providers who cared for Mr. Samples caused his claimed injuries/damages are not
matters ordinarily within the knowledge or experience of laymen. Thus, plaintiffs must
establish causation through expert testimony in this case.
Plaintiffs have failed to disclose any qualified expert who will opine regarding
causation in this matter. As of September 30, 2013, plaintiffs had only disclosed Dr.
Birkenhagen as an expert, and he was only disclosed to testify regarding alleged
violations of the standard of health care practice.

Specifically, in response to an

interrogatory requesting a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the
basis and reasons therefore, plaintiffs responded, "Dr. Birkenhagen will testify that the
care provided by the Defendants did not meet the minimum standard of care in the
community and constituted negligent care of Mr. Samples . .. " See plaintiffs' answer to
.

interrogatory No. 4, Exhibit 8 to Aff. Brizee.
Plaintiffs did not disclose any causation opinions by anyone.

No opinions

regarding causation were contained in Dr. Birkenhagen's letter either. Since plaintiffs
did not disclose any expert opinions as to causation by September 30, 2013, and are
now foreclosed from doing so, plaintiffs cannot offer any admissible evidence to
establish causation in opposition to the motion for summary judgment. Thus, plaintiffs
cannot avoid summary judgment because they cannot meet their burden of proof.
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IV.
PLAINTIFFS CANNOT ESTABLISH A BREACH OF THE STANDARD OF HEALTH
CARE PRACTICE DURING THE SURGERY INCLUDING REPAIR OF THE COLON

To avoid summary judgment for the defense in a medical malpractice case, the
plaintiff must offer expert testimony indicating that the defendant health care provider
negligently failed to meet the applicable standard of health care practice. Dulaney v. St.
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center,

137 Idaho 160, 164, 45 P.3d 816, 820 {2002). Per

Idaho Code § 6-1012 and § 6-1013, plaintiffs can only prove a breach of the standard of
health care practice via expert witness opinion testimony.
In this case, plaintiffs have not offered any admissible expert testimony indicating
that the defendants negligently failed to meet the applicable standard of health care
practice during the surgical procedure, including the repair of the colon. In the letter
from Dr. Birkenhagen dated May 17, 2011, Dr. Birkenhagen does not opine as to any
breach of the standard of health care practice during the performance of the surgery
itself. See Exhibit C to Aff. Brizee. To the contrary, Dr. Birkenhagen states, "I don't
think that Dr. Hanson can be faulted for injuring the colon. . . . He certainly recognized
the fact that he had a hole in the colon. He did open the patient and fix it." See Exhibit
C to Aff. Brizee.
In light of that statement and the lack of any other expert opinions that Dr.
Hanson or Bingham Memorial Hospital breached the applicable standard of health care
practice during the surgery itself, plaintiffs cannot avoid summary judgment in this
matter on that issue.
Plaintiffs cannot meet their burden of proof on this issue because they cannot
meet the requirements of Idaho law. Accordingly, defendants respectfully request that
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this Court enter summary judgment in their favor on plaintiffs' claims for negligence
during the surgery itself, including the repair of the colon.
v.

PLAINTIFFS CANNOT ESTABLISH FUTURE DAMAGES

In Idaho, '"damages for lost earnings in the future must be shown with
reasonable certainty and compensatory awards based on speculation and conjecture
should not be allowed."' Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744, 751, 86 P.3d 458, 465 (2004)
(quoting Wan-en v. Furniss, 124 Idaho 554, 559-60, 861 P.2d 1219, 1224-25
(Ct.App.1993); Todd v. Sullivan Const. LLC, 146 Idaho 118, 122, 191 P.3d 196, 200
(2008) ("Compensatory damages for lost profits and future earnings must be shown with
a reasonable certainty. Damage awards based upon speculation and conjecture will not
be allowed.") (citing Inland Group Cos., Inc. v. Providence Washington Ins. Co., 133
Idaho 249,

257,

985 P.2d

674, 682

(1999)). "Speculative evidence offered to satisfy the

'reasonable certainty' element of future lost earnings is inadmissible." Bailey, 139 Idaho
at 751, 86 P.3d at 465 (citing Rindlisbaker v. Wilson, 95 Idaho 752, 761, 519 P.2d 421,
430 (1974)). To show future lost earnings with reasonable certainty, the claimant must
prove the extent to which her future earning power was impaired. Bailey, 139 Idaho at
751, 86 P.3d at 465 (citing Long v. Hendricks, 109 Idaho 73, 705 P.2d 78
(Ct.App.1985)).
"To prove the present value of damages, a party must first show future losses
and then discount the future damages to the present value by using a discount rate."
Watkins Co., LL C v. Storms,

152 ldaho 531, 539, 272 P.3d 503, 511 (2012) (citing WL.

Scott, Inc. v. Madras Aerotech, Inc.,

103 Idaho 736, 743, 653 P.2d 791, 798 (1982);

Cranney v. Mut. of Enumclaw Ins. Co.,

145 Idaho 6, 10, 175 P.3d 168, 172 (2007) (W.
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Jones, J., specially concurring)). The discounting of future damages must be a
reasonable forecast of the compensation and is based on the principle that present
money is capable of earning income. /d.
In this case, although plaintiffs are seeking to recover for lost future wages and
lost earnings capacity, plaintiffs have not disclosed any economist to opine as to the lost
future wages and any present value.

Instead, plaintiffs only untimely disclosed that

Nancy Collins, Ph.D., a life care planner, would testify regarding the functional
limitations of Mr. Samples and the effect of those limitations upon plaintiffs'
employability and past and future earnings capacity.

Plaintiffs did not disclose any

specific opinions of Nancy Collins and certainly did not provide any opinions or
information regarding a calculation of damages. As of October 7, 2013, Nancy Collins
had not prepared any report.

As a result, to date, plaintiffs have not disclosed any

opinions that would allow them to establish future lost wages. At most, plaintiffs could
only offer speculative evidence, which is inadmissible as a matter of law and cannot
support a claim for lost future wages.
Compounding this problem is plaintiffs' lack of any disclosed economist. Without
such an economist, plaintiffs have not provided any calculations as to the present value
of the unspecified future lost wages. Accordingly, plaintiffs cannot show damages for
future lost wages with any certainty. As a result, plaintiffs cannot recover for future lost
earnings as a matter of law and defendants are entitled to summary judgment in their
favor on plaintiffs' claim for future lost wages.
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VII.
CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, defendants respectfully request that this Court grant
summary judgment in their favor and dismiss all of plaintiffs' claims against them with

prejudice. In the alternative, and at the very least, defendants request dismissal of
plaintiffs' claims regarding negligence during the actual surgery, including any claims of
negligence regarding the repair of the colon. Defendants also request dismissal of any
claims for future damages.
DATE D this

of October, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:

aiLl-

JennerBriiee

<=

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

\

f>'��ay of October, 2013, I cau�ed a true and

correct copy of the foregoing ME MO RAN DUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JU DGMENT to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

'
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-

.
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\
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Attorney for Defendant Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT O F THE
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. B RIZEE
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)
) ss.
)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly swam on oath, deposes and says:
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one of
the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 1
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2. Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs' Expert
Witness Disclosure, which was faxed to my office on Friday, September 20, 2013.
3.

Plaintiffs' discovery responses were received in my office on Monday,

September 30, 2013. Attached hereto as "Exhibit 8" is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs'
answer to interrogatory No.4, which requested full Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures.
4.

Attached hereto as "Exhibit C" is a true and correct copy of the letter of Dr.

Birkenhagen received by defendants on Monday, September 30, 2013, with plaintiffs'
discovery responses.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

j~ a y of October of 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

of October, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFI DAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JU DGMENT to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
0
�
D
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT O F D EFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 3
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09-20-'13 15:57 FROM-FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM

••••

2082630400

T-920 P0002/0003 F-292

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Cbtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 6098
113 South Second Avenue
S�point, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Ja.yme Samples.
Husband And W"tfe.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No.:

CV-2011-2069

EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH. Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X,)
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

)

.

Defendants.

)

COMES NOW-the Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record, Jeremy P.

Featherston, and hereby submits and discloses

Plaintiffs' Expert Witnesses pursuant to the

Coun's Pretrial Order:

1.

Kurt Birkenha en
500 South 111 Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201

2.

Voc.Consult Services Inc.
Nancy J. Collins. Ph.D.
CRC Certified Rehabilitatlon Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior Disability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner

�

Daniel P. Peatllentm
Brall C. Peallwt14D10
lerany P. Fe&llltniOII
Jenmi L. O.ullllll
ll:IS.S..coDdAYD,
SUIISpoinr,ID 8316t
Phi)De Q08) 26'3-61615
Fax (:2.08) 26U-400

106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1126, Boise, Idaho 83701
·

Phone 1-208-389-7813

Fax 208-368·0377
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09-20-'13 15:58 FROM-FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM

T-920

2082630400

P0003/0003 F-292

DATED this 20111 day of September. 2013.

FEATIIER.STON LAW FIRM, CliTD.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
111
I hereby certify that on the 20 day of September, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:

Jennifer Bd:zee) Esq.
POWERS TOllMAN. PLLC
132 3rcl Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail

[ ]
�)

Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other:

Bf?
Dlllil:l P. Pcalbenlon

Bl'Ull C. Pnlbcatan•
Jtt.rny P. Peatllomon
JumiL.Os&mlD
113 s. Second Ave.
S316+
J'honr.(208) 26S.6866
Pu (208) 263�
S111dpolnc,m
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earning capacity following the events alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, both current and
future.

INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

Please set forth the name, address and telephone number

of persons having knowledge of any facts of 1his case whom you may call

as

witnesses at the

trial1 and for each person state the substance ofhislher anticipated testimony.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3:
overbroad and calls for speculation on the

Objection. Request as phrased is

part of this answering party as to what knowledge

certain persons may have. Further, the request as phrased inquires into attomey work producl
The Plaintiffs will supplement by providing a List of Witnesses in compliance with the Court's
pretrial. It is anticipated that

Plaintiffs will call David Samples and Jayme Samples and Dr.

Kurt Birkenhagen, Nancy Collins and may also call those individuals identified

in the medical

records as well as the named Defendants in this action and those persons identified in response
to discovery.

INTERROGATORY NO.4:

State the name and address of each person whom the

p1aintiffs expect to call as an expert witness at the trial to testify as to the conduct of defendants.
For each such person:

(a )

State the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify;

(b)

A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis· and reasons

therefore;
(c)

The facts, data or other information c ons idered by the witness

in forming the

opinions;

.Danid P. PCIIIbcmou
Brent C. Feadle!IIOG•
1-.ny P.Pca1llmloD
1ercm1 L. OAUWJ

(d)

Any exhibits ta be used by the expert witness as

a

summary of or support for

the opinions; and

Jl3 S. SIICOIId Avo.
Sllldpow, m 83864
Pbopo (208) 263-6866
Fax �8) 263.()400
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCI10N OF DOCUMENTS- 3

EXHIBIT 11B"
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(e)

·-·

Any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored

by the witness within the preceding ten (10) years, the compensation to be paid for the
testimony, and a list of any other cases in which the witness has t estified
or by deposition within the four (4)

as an exp ert

at trial

preceding years.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Please see response to the preceding
Interrogatory. Without reiterating the same:
(a)

Dr.

Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 17, 2011 correspondence

that the care provided by

Defendants.

Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital, fail to

meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly conduct repairs to Mr.
Samples' tom colon caused during the cho1osystectomy procedure and failing to further detect
infection and Mr. Samples' continuing the fact that Mr. Samples continued to suffer from a
leaking transverse colon as a result of the surgical procedure despite Mr. Samples' obvious
symptomology indicative of continued leakage of the colon and/or infection from the surgical
site.
Wrth regard

to Nancy Collins. it is expected that Dr. Collins will testify

functional limitations of Mr.

evaluation
of Mr.

as

to

the

Samples based upon a performance-base d physical capacities

performed by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview �d evaluation

Samples and her assessment and review oftlie relevant medical records and the effect of

those limitations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.

(b)
meet
Daaicl P. PcalhmtoD
Brcal C. Fealbmlon•
1eJC�Dy P. .Featbemoo
1emui L. Omlllll

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify that the

care

provided by the Defendants did not

the minimum standard of care in the community and constituted negligent care of Mr.

Samples. Nancy Collins will testify

as

to Mr.

Samples' lost wages, past and future, and lost

JJ3S.SecoadAw.
Sllldpoillt , ro 83854
Pllooe (208) 263-a615
Pu (208) 263-0400
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANI'S' FIRST SET OF

INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCI'ION OFDOCUMENI'S- 4
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. 'earning capacity as a result of the injuries and disabilities sustained from the negligent acts of
the Defendants.
(c)

Dr. Birkenhagen,

as

Mr. Samples' treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center had full access to and

review of all medical

records pertaining to the treatment provided by the Defendants to Mr. Samples.
Nancy Collins has reviewed the perfonnance-based physical capacities evaluation,

interviewed Mr. Samples and :t:eviewed certain pertinent medical records.
( d)

Objection, request as phrased calls for attorney work product and inquires into

privileged information. Without waiving said objection, the Defendants have not identified all
exhibits to be used at trial and will supplement this response.
(e)

Please see attached for Nancy Collins together with financial compensation

term. With regard to Dr. Birkenhagen, the Plaintiffs are in the process of securing a curriculum
vitae from Dr. Birkenhagen, however, the Defendants
as

are

well familiar with Dr. Birkenhagen

they have, since the incidences of negligence alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, hired Dr.

Birk:enhagen as a physician at Bingham Memorial Hospital.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Please describe each document, object or thing intended
to be introduced or utilized as an exhibit at the trial of this cause.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.5:

Objection.

Request

as

phrased

inquires into attorney work product and thought processes. Without waiving said objection, the
Plaintiffs have not identified all exhibits to be used at trial and this response will be

,.po«n
DaaieiP.FcathcntOD
Bn:��t C. Fcalhalton•
Jeremy P. Peathcnton
JmmiL.OUmaA

supplemented upon identification of exhibits and in compliance with the Court's Pretrial Order.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6:

Identify by title, author, publication and date of

·

publication any and all journal articles, text or other medical literature which plaintiffs rely

113 S. Second AYe.
Sandpolnt,ID 83864
Pbonc (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
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May 17,2011
soo South 11th Avenue
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
208-232-7434

Jeremy Featherston
113 South 2nd Ave.

·

Sandpoint, ID 83 864
Re:

· David Sa.>nples
D.O.B: 09/18173
.

Dear Mr. Featherston:
I am sorry for the delay in responding to your initial letter. I have had some diffi culty with my personal
. health, and I �o have had some difficulty iil deciding exa<1tly what was desired from your letter since you
spoke of a deposition as �eil as an opinion.
1

I have reviewed. my chru.t.

I felt that Dr. David Hansen's failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.

I would reiterate and support that.statement. I do not think that Dr� Hansen ever recognized that this patient
had a leak from his colonic tep�r. The patient was riot referred from Blackfoot to Pocatello to the surgical
service. He was referred to the Pulmonology service as a patient with respiratory distress. The etiology of
the respiratory distress was a necrotic leaking tr�verse colon. This does not happen in six, eight, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one has to deveiop sepsis and .iJ?. which abdominal findings. almost always
precede that offindings in the lung.
.

At the time of my initial exam

.

of this patient, which was shortly after his arrival in the ICU, I imme diately

opened his incision and obtained a large amount of pus· from the incision 1bis was not done in Blackfoot and
should have been'relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this was going on. Ofcourse, I did have the advantage
of knowing that the patient was in respiratocy distress an� because of that would have expected a wound I
abdominal source of an infectio,n as the etiology of the distress since this patient was a young man. Shortly
after draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient for the hole in his colon as he started
pouring stool out of his incision. Tills was pretty much expected once I saw the amount of pus in the
abdominal incisi.OD;.
.

·

.

.

.

.

colon.. I have not seen a colonie injury here, but
it has definitely been reported. ·He certainly recognized the fact that he had a hole in the colon. He did open
the patient-and fix it. I suspept that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle colonic
I don't think that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the

artery was thrombosed because of the subsequent difficulties in obtaining a satisfactory colostomy on this
patient. ·

.

EXHIBIT
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Jeremy Featherston
May 1712011
Re:

David Samples

·

Page 2

I hop e that this is the information that you needed. In reviewing the
evidence as to the breach of standard of care by Dr. Hansen.

chart, I couldn't find any other direct

I would be happy to discuss this with you on the phone:

Sincerely)

. {)/4�

W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.

...

WKB/ps
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864

(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David S amples and Jayme Samples,

Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hans on individually, and

BMH, Inc. doing business as

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Bingham Memori al Ho spital and JOHN DOES I-X, )

individuals and entities presently unknown,

Defendants.

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
)
MOTION FOR COURT
ORDERED MEDIATION

and NOTICE OF

HEARING

(Nov. 4, 2013, at 2:00 in
Bannock County Courthouse)

)
)
)

COMES NOW the Wldersigned counsel, Brent C. Featherston for the Plaintiffs, David
Samples and Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and moves this Cowt to order the parties to, in
good faith, enter into and participate in mediation.

This Motion is based upon the Court's Trial

Order, which indicates that the Court strongly encourages the parties to engage in mediation
and is further based upon I.R.C.P. Rule 16(k) and the Affidavit of Counsel submitted herewith.
Further, the undersigned gives notice that Plaintiffs have made arrangements with the
Danial P. Featherston
Brent C. Pealherston•

P. Pealhenlon
Jetellli L. OS1ln&n

Jeremy

83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-()400
113 S. Second Ave.

Court clerk for appearance by telephone. Plaintiffs' counsel will conference in defense counsel
should defense counsel desire to appear telephonically, as well.

Sandpoint, ID

MOTION POll COURT-ORDERED MEDIATION and NO'l'IC� OF HEARING-'
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DATED this

6�

� day of October, 2013.

Attorney for Plaintiffs
NOTICE OF HEARING
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the undersigned,

as

attorney for the above-

named Plaintiffs, will call for a telephonic hearing at the Bannock Cmmty Courthouse, 624 East

Center, Room 220, Pocatello, Idaho 83201 before the Honorable David Nye on the Plaintiffs'
Motion for Court-Ordered Mediation on November 4, 2013, at 2:00p.m.• or as soon thereafter
as counsel may be heard.

DATED this

�

ay of October, 2013.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

di~y

.

of October, 2 01 3, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following
manner:
I hereby certify that on

I

~

..

V::~ano.
, na

.A.:•

Daaicl P. Fcalilclllron
l!lnml C. Pcathcmnon"'
1m:my P. Fcalhenton
lucmi L. OaBman

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

the -

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
Hand delivered

Facsimile (208) 733-5444
Other:

113 S. SI!OOnd Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208)263-6866
fal(208)2�
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STAT E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.

)
Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as
)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, )
individuals and entities presently Wlknown,

CoUnty of BoMer

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR COURT
ORDERED MEDIATION

)

)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
) ss:
)

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as
follows:
I am o ver the age of 18 and
I am
Daniel P. l'calhcrtton
nrcnl c. l'calhclllton'•
1crcmy P. Pc;atllerston
1eremi L. Ossman
Jt3 S. SocondAve.

co mpetent

to testifY to the matters contained herein.

co-counsel for the above-referenced Plaintiffs.

I am an attorney admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho in 1992 and in the
State of Washington in 1993.

Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
fax (208) 2634WO

AFFIDAVI'l' OF COUNSEL IN Sl.IPPORT O:F
MOTION FOR COURT ORDERED MEDIATION -1
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The court record in this matter re flects that Plaintiffs made a settlement demand to

the Defendants

pri or to filing litigation in

September, 2011.

In the sub sequent proceedings since the filing of this case, I have personally had
several conversations with defense counsel with regard

to the initial demand and whether a

response would be forthcoming.
For the most part, defense counsel has indicated in response:
1.

That she and her client were still in the discovery and investigation stage.

2.

Th at this case has been reassigned a munber of times to new adjusters, each

having to familiarize themselves with the case; and
3.

Th at early on

a difficulty on defense counsel's part in making contact with

witnesses, including the named Defendant. Dr. Ray Hanson.

As a result, the Plaintiffs are in the process of submitted

a revised

offer of settlement,

however, this matter is approaching trial dates and at this point in time, no settlement

discussions have occurred.
Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs'

un der signed

counsel have a good faith belief that the matter

can be resolved through mediation, but we are concerned

that time is short in order to

accomplish said mediation.
The Court is asked to order mediation and, if necessary, appoint

an

appropriate

mediator. Additionally, Plaintiffs would not object to a resetting of the trial date, if
necessary, to acc omplish mediation in good faith.
D.at�iel P. Fea1henton
Brtllll C. Feathet1ton•
Jjjremy J>. Foather&ton
Jerem.i L. Ossman

Further. your Affiant sayeth naught.

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
PhoDfi(208)263-6866
F�(208)263-G400
0Lioen:ed iD Idaho .t W..,hiaston

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNS£L �N SUPPORT OF
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DATED this

day of October, 2013.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, on
October. 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.

/
this� day of

...
.$-'��,�,�
()\ :!0 3.[

�

§
;. �

i� i�

.:7.2:>'

i Residing
expires:

� 0
� ).OHJ. M'ica

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on th��y of October, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following

manner:

Jerurifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
Facsimile (208) 733-5444

M

Other: - - - - - - - -

B

Daniell'. Fealbu&ton
Brent C. Pcathcl'&ton•
.Jen:my P. Peathenton
Jcn:mi L. Ouman
113 S. S�ond Avo.
Sandpoiot,ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
�ax(208)263-0400

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF

MOTION FOR COliRT ORJ)ERED MEDlATION ·3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DIS'miCIIN

(31:
~
/

\

..

FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,

Plaintiffs,

Case No:

vs.

CV-2011-2069

DECISION ON MOTIONS TO
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and

STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO

BMH, Inc. doing business as BINGHAM

DISMISS NEW CLAIM

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES
1-X, individuals and entities presently

unknown,

Hon. David C. Nye

Defendants.
On October 9, 2013 oral arguments were heard regarding Defendants' motions to
strike late disclosed experts and to dismiss the new theory of negligent post-operative care
contained

in

Plaintiffs'

amended

complaint.

Jennifer

K.

Brizee

was

present

and

represented Defendants. Brent C. Featherston was present and represented Plaintiffs. At
the hearing the Court determined that Dr. Birkenhagen would be permitted to testify, but
the opinions he would be able to give would be limited to the opinions disclosed up to and
through September 30, 2013. Defendants would have five weeks from the date of the
hearing to produce their expert witness disclosures. The issues of whether Nancy Collins
would be permitted to testify as an expert witness and whether to dismiss the theory of
post-operative negligence were taken under advisement. Plaintiffs were required to submit
Case No. CV-2011-2069
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM
Page 1 of 8
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•

any answers to interrogatories that contained disclosures related to the opinion of Collins
that had been provided to Defendants on or before September 30, 2013. The Court has
received those answers and, after considering the arguments of the parties and the
record, now issues this decision striking Nancy Collins as an expert witness and denying
the motion to dismiss the theory of post-operative negligence.
BACKGROUND
This case involves allegations of medical malpractice that originated with a surgery
that took place near the beginning of October 2009. The initial complaint was filed on
September 27, 2011. This Court issued a scheduling order on January 30, 2013 setting
the case for trial in January 2014 and establishing deadlines for discovery disclosures. A
deadline for disclosure of Plaintiffs' experts and additional Rule 26(b)(4) information was
set for September 16, 2013. However, the names of the experts that Plaintiffs intended to
rely on where not formally disclosed until September 20th. Additional information required
by the scheduling order was not provided until September 30th. The late disclosure was
problematic as the scheduling order required the Defendants to disclose their experts on
October 16th . Thus, Defendants filed their motion to strike the late disclosed experts.
Additionally, a motion to amend the complaint to add a new defendant was denied
by this Court in an order dated April 4, 2013. The motion was denied because the
proposed defendant had not received notice of the action and the statute of limitations had
run in October 2011. Plaintiffs subsequently filed an Amended Complaint as a matter of
right, since Defendants had yet to file an answer. The Amended Complaint removed

Case No. CV-2011-2069
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•

breach of contract language that had been in dispute but added language to paragraph 28
clarifying that Plaintiffs were pursuing theories of negligence related to both the surgery
and the post-operative care. Defendants filed a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss the claim
of negligent post-operative care as being a new claim that was barred by the statute of
limitations.
DISCUSSION
I.

Motion to Strike Nancy Collins as an Expert Witness
Pursuant to IRCP 16(i) a court may enter an order sanctioning a party that has

failed to obey a scheduling order. Such an order may include sanctions provided in IRCP
37(b)(2)(B) which allows the court to enter an order "refusing to allow the disobedient
,

party to support or oppose designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting that party from
introducing designated matters in evidence."

1

Thus, a late disclosed witness may be

prevented from testifying. When considering sanctions against a party that does not
involve dismissal with prejudice of a claim, a court must balance the equities comparing
the culpability of the disobedient party with the resulting prejudice to the innocent party and
consider whether lesser sanctions would be effective.

2

Express findings supporting

sanctions are only required if a party is prevented from going forward on the merits of a
3
claim. Whether to sanction a party pursuant to IRCP 37 lies within the discretion of the
4
trial court.

I

I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(B).

2

Noble

3
4

v.

Ada Cnty.

Elections

Bd., 135 Idaho 495,499-500,20 P.3d 679, 683-84 (2000).

!d.
!d.

Case No. CV-2011-2069
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In this case, Plaintiffs disclosed the names of the expert witnesses four days after
the deadline established by the scheduling order. The names of Dr. Birkehnhagen and
Nancy Collins were disclosed. Dr. Birkenhagen had treated the Defendant after he was
transferred from the Defendant Hospital's facility. Collins is a rehabilitative specialist and
would have testified regarding the impact of Mr. Sample's injury on his ability to work and
his earning capacity. However, the additional disclosures of the facts relied upon and
ultimate opinions of Birkenhagen were not disclosed until September 30th in answers to
interrogatories.5 This was a full two weeks after the disclosure deadline. Those answers
contained some additional information regarding the basis for Collins's opinion but did not
divulge her actual opinion. Interrogatory number 4(b) requested a complete statement of
the opinions to be expressed, just as required by IRCP 26(b)(4)(A) and the scheduling
order. However, as it relates to Collins, the answer to that interrogatory contained the
following: "Nancy Collins will testify as to Mr. Samples' lost wages, past and future, and
lost earning capacity as a result of the injuries and disabilities sustained from the negligent
acts of the Defendants." This is not an opinion. It is the area in which Collins would opine,
but it certainly is not a "complete statement of all opinions to be expressed" as required by
IRCP 26. Additionally, as of the hearing for oral arguments, Plaintiff still had not obtained
Collins's opinion and had not had direct contact with her.
This Court appreciates the candor of Plaintiffs' counsel with regards to the missed
deadline. The late disclosure of the name, opinion, and basis for the opinion for

5

Some of Birkenhagen's opinion was disclosed in a letter he provided to Plaintiffs and was included in a demand

letter to Defendants. However, the answers to interrogatories contain additional opinions not previously disclosed.

Case No. CV-2011-2069
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Birkenhagen can be cured by granting Defendants additional time to disclose their experts.
The two additional weeks it took to make this disclosure was not unreasonable, given the
circumstances. However, the complete failure to disclose the opinion of Collins warrants
excluding her as an expert witness. There is no lesser sanction that can effectively
address this omission at this point in the proceedings. This sanction may be impactful but
it does not prevent the Plaintiffs from proceeding on the merits or even from addressing
the very issues that Collins's opinion would touch on. Thus, Collins will not be permitted to
testify at trial.
II.

Motion to Dismiss the Theory of Post-Operative Negligence
Defendants argue that the theory of post-operative negligence as contained in the

Amended Complaint is a new claim that is barred by the statute of limitations. The statute
of limitations in this case had run by October 4, 2011. The Amended Complaint was filed
in June 2013. Thus, if the post-operative negligence theory is a new theory, it would have
to satisfy the requirements of IRCP 15(c) and relate back to the claim detailed in the
original complaint. However, even though the language in paragraph 28 of the Amended
Complaint did change to provide more detailed notice of the post-operative negligence
theory, the original complaint provided sufficient notice of this theory and analysis under
IRCP 15(c) and the relation back doctrine is not necessary.
The pleading requirements of IRCP 8(a)(2) call for "a short and plain statement of
the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." On the sufficiency of a pleading, the
Idaho Supreme Court has said the following:

Case No. CV-2011-2069
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Although a complaint need not identify the statutory basis for relief nor

include a formal statement of the cause of action being pursued, there must
be some indication of the theory of recovery supporting the relief sought
a naked recitation of the facts alone is insufficient. Without a clear and

concise statement sufficient to place a reasonable attorney on notice of

the plaintiffs theories of recovery that must be defended against, whether in

the body of the complaint or in the prayer for relief, it cannot be said that a
cause of action was sufficiently pled. Even under the liberal notice pleading

standard, a complaint must reasonably imply the theory upon which relief
is being sought.6
The ultimate consideration is whether the other party "is put on notice of the claims
brought against it."7
In this case the original complaint contains sufficient facts and detailed language to
put Defendants on notice of the theory of post-operative negligence. Paragraph 6 of the
original complaint reads as follows:
Following the procedure he was hypoxic through the day on or about

October 3, 2009 because postoperatively Mr. Samples had a leak that was
not recognized by Dr. Hanson or Bingham Memorial Hospital and Mr.
Samples developed adult respiratory syndrome.

Additionally, paragraph 8 of the original complaint states that Dr. Birkenhagen determined
Mr. Sample's injury resulted from an infection that occurred "post repair of colon and open
colectomy." This language is more than "some indication" of a theory of post-operative
negligence and at least reasonably implies that post-operative negligence is a theory that
Plaintiffs intended to pursue in their medical malpractice claim.
However, even if it were determined that this was a new claim, it clearly "arose out
of

6
7

the conduct, transaction, or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in the

Brown

v.

City of Pocatello, 148

Idaho 802, 808, 229 P.3d 1164, 1170 (20 I 0) (emphasis added).

/d. at 807, 229 P.3d at 1169.
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original pleading" and would therefore relate back to the original pleading and not be
barred by the statute of limitations.

8
CONCLUSION

As stated at the hearing, Dr. Birkenhagen will be able to testify regarding any
opinions that were disclosed up to and through September 30, 2013. As well, Defendants
are allowed five weeks from the date of the hearing to supply their expert disclosures.
However, Nancy Collins will not be permitted to testify as a complete statement of her
opinions was not provided by September 30, 2013. Defendants' motion to dismiss the
theory of post-operative negligence is denied as the original complaint provided sufficient
notice of that theory of recovery.
1h
DATED this 24 day of October, 2013.

DAVID C. NYE
District Judge

8l.R.C.P. 15(c); See also Idaho First Nat. Bank

v.

Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,281,824 P.2d 841,856

(1991).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

.1d.!i. day of October, 2013,

I served a true and

correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
RD
132 3
Avenue East
PO Box 1276

D U.S. Mail
G}E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 733-5444

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303
Brent C. Featherston
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

D U.S. Mail
UJ'E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 263-0400
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SEVENTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT,
FOR THE COUNTY OF

STATE OFIDAHO

BINGiu.ft

501 N Maple
83221-1700

BLACKFOOT, IDAHO

2ui30Ci 24

)
)
)
)
)

David Samples, etal.
vs.
Ray W. Hanson, etal.

,

Case No:

CV

_;0

a= 50

.. (iv ��-.:1oto1

J

L

I;

AMENDED

.

-00020

NOTICE OF HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Motion for Summary Judgment

Thursday, November

Judge:

David C. Nye

Courtroom:

District

21

03:00PM

2013

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and on file in
this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Thursday, October 24, 2013.

JENNIFER K BRIZEE
P.

0. BOX 1276

TWIN FALLS
Mailed

ID

83303

/E-mail

Hand Delivered

Dated:

By:

October 24th, 2013
Sara Staub
Clerk Of The Distr· -Court
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David Samples, eta!.
vs.
Ray W. Hanson, eta!.

,,
• .1

'

.,

--�

"(

Case No:

r -

CV-20I 1-0002069

AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Motion for Summary Judgment

Thursday, November 21, 2013

Judge:

David C. Nye

Courtroom:

District

03:00PM

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and on file in
this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on Thursday, October 24, 2013.

JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
113 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE
SANDPOINT
Mailed

ID

83864
{./"'E-mail

Hand Delivered

Dated: October 24th, 2013
Sara S taub
Clerk Of The Distri� Court
By:
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/ r5eputy
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

)

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

Husband and Wife,

)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)

SECOND AMENDED
EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.

)

)
)
)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and

BMH, Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X, )
individuals and entities pr e sently unknown,
)
Defendant s

)
)

.

COMES NOW the Plaintiffs by and through their co unsel of record, Btent C.
Featherston, and hereb y submits and discloses Plaintiffs' Second Amended Exp ert Witness
Disclosure pursuant to the Court's Pretrial Order:
1.

Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.
500 South 11th Avenue

Pocatello, ID 8320 I

Dr. Birkenhagen will

testify

consistent with his May 17, 2011 correspondence

(attached) that the care provided by Defendants, Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial
Dani1:>l P. :foatherston
8rept c. relllhmton•
Jeremy P. Pealhcrston
Joremi L. Oumm
113 S. Seoond Ave.
Sandpoint, JD 83864
Phone (108) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�400
"Licon,cd in Idaho & W..hinglon

Hospital, fail to meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly repair
and treat Mr. Samples' tom colon caused during the cholosystectomy procedure and

failing
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to further detect infection in Mr. Samples' despite the fact that Mr. Samples continued to
suffer

from a

leaking transverse colon

as

a result of the surgical procedure and despite

obvious symptomology indicative of continued leakage

of the colon and/or infection in the

surgicw site, all of which failed to meet the standard of care in the community.
Dr. Birkenhagen,

as

Mr.

Samples' treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center, had full access to and did

review

all

medical records pertaining to the treatment provided by the Defendants to Mr. Samples

while under Defendants' care. Dr. Birkenhagen also has reviewed the operative notes ofDr.
Hanson, as well as Samples care records since transfer to Portneuf and other medical
facilities and caregivers.
Based upon his review of Mr. Samples treatment and care records after transfer from
the Defendants' care, Dr. Birkenhagen will testify as to the approximate ten (I 0) surgical
procedures (reflected in the medical .records produced),

wound care, and treatment of

complications resulting from the infection and septic condition of Mr. Samples as
proximately related to the negligent post-operative care p rovided by the Defendant s, and
Mr.

Samples subsequent rehabilitation treatment.

This would include the treatment, surgecy

and care at Portneuf Medical Center provided, by (or under the
Bitkenhagen and the subsequent

treatment

supervision

of)

Dr.

and rehabilitation provided at other facilities,

including Southwest Idaho Advanced Care Hospital.
Though not yet detennined, Exhibits at

trial may include medical records, charts and

diagrams for illustrative purposes demonstrating Plaintiff"s care and injuries.
DaniclP.Fcalhersron
Brent C. Featherston*
Jeremy P. Pealhe�ton
Ieremi L. Ossman

Dr. Birkenhagen has not

authored

any p ubl ications within the past 10 years. Dr.

Birkenhagen has not provided Plaintiffs with a current cuniculum vitae and has just recently

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
SECOND AMENDED EXPEk'f WlTNESS DISCLOSURE -1
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•

retwned from out of state, but his qualifications are well known to the Defendants as he was

hired by BMH to replace the Defendant, Dr. Ray Hanson, following his retirement.
Dr. Birkenhagen normally charges $250/hour for records review, with a $750.00

advance deposit for deposition testimony and $2,500/day for trial testimony.
Dr. Birkenhagen's last testimony

as an

expert was approximately four (4) years ago

and occurred in Salt Lake City in an Idaho federal court case in which the Doctor removed a

foreign object left in the patient by the prior surgeon/physician.

2.

VocConsult Services Inc.

Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.

CRC Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior Disability Analyst

CLCP Certified Life Care Planner
106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1126, Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone 1-208-389-7813 Fax 208-368-0377

Dr. Collins has not generated a report in this matter. She has reviewed a selection
of medical records from Mr. Samples tre atment and a physical capacities evaluation, tax
returns and employment records relative to preparing

an

opinion as to Mr. Samples lost

wages, past and future, and lost eaming capacity resulting from the negligent care

provided by the Defendants. it is expected that Dr. Collins will testifY as to the functional
limitations of Mr. Samples based upon

a

perfonnance-based physical capacities evaluation

perfonned by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and ev al uation of Mr.

Samples and her assessment and review of the relevant medical records and the effect of
those limitations upo11 Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.

Daniel P. F�athisrston
llrent C. Foalh�orston•
J&rem)' P. fealhor$1011
Jen:mi L. Ossman

Her curriculum vitae, containing her publications and qualifications,

was

previously attached to Plaintiff's Amended Expert Witness Disclosure, as was her

113 S. Scx:olld Ave.
S!Uidpoint,ID 83864
Phone (208)263-6866
Fax(208)263�
•LM:eo<od in Idaho & W..hinston
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compensation rates relative to this matter and cases in which she has provided expert

testimony.
DATED this 28th day of October, 2013.

FEATHERSTON LA

FIRM, CHTD.

Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 28m day of October, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303�1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ]

Hand delivered

� Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
~] Other=jbt, ~ff...~fouU(_j'2kOJ\.
aown

D�l :P, Feathortton
Brent C. :Pealbcrston•
Jeremy P. FealherCIOn
Jc:remi L. Ossmaa
l13 S. Socon.d Avo.
Sandpoint,ID 83864
Phone (208)263-6866
Fax(208)263�
SECOND AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS DJSCI..OSU».E
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jUN 0 2 2fi11
taw l"Aa:fll..'(i,Wl
Jr., M.D.,. F.A.C.S.

Genera£ Thoradcand Vascular S.urgery

May 17,2011

500 South 11th Avenue
Pocatello, Idaho B320l

208-23H434

Jeremy Feathel'ston
113 South 2nd Ave.

·

Sandpoint, ID 83864

Re:

·

David S�.mpleE
09/18/73

D.O.B:

Dear Mr. Featherston:.
am sorry for the delay in responding to your initial l etter. I have had some difficulty with my perso�al
health, and I al�o have had some diffic·ulty jn deciding e-na({tly what was desired from your lettm� since you
· spoke of a deposition as weil as ru.1 opinion.
.

I

·

·

.

.

; I have reviewed my cha1t.

I felt that Dr. David Hansen's failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.
I would rciterate and support that statement. I do not think that Dr. Hansen ever recognized that this patien,t
had a leak from his colonic tep Sir. The palient was riot refen;ed froin Blackfoot to Pocatello to the sur�cal
service. He was referred to the Puhnonology service as a patient with resphatory distress. The etiology of
the respiratory distress was a necrotic Ieilldng tr�sverse colon. This does not happen in six, ejght, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one has to deveiop sepsis and _i� which abdominal fuu;lings. almost always
precede that of findings in the lung.
At the time ofrny initial

exam

of this patit!nt, which was shortly after his mrival in the ICU, I immediately

opened his incision and obtained a large amount ofpus· from the incision. This was not done in Blackfoot and
should have been·relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this was.going on. Ofcourse, i did have the advantage

of knowing that the patient was in respiratory distress anp because of that would have expected � woun4/
abdominal source of an infectio� as the etiology of the disn·ess since this patient was a. yoWlg_ man. Shortly
after draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient for the hole in his colon as he started
pouring stool out of his incision. This w�s pretty much expected once I saw the ammmt of p:us in the

abdominal incis�OJ�-

I don·'t thinl<: that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the colon.. I have not seen a colonie injury here, but
it has defmitely been reported. He certai.tlly recognized the fact that he had a ho le in the co l on. He did open
the patient-and fix it. I suspept that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle colonic
artel'Y was thrombosed because of the subsequent difficulties in obtaining a satisfactory colostomy on this

p�tient.
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Jeremy Featherston
May l7, 2011
Re:
David Samples

·

Page 2

I hope that

this is the information that you needed. In reviewing the chru1, I couldn't find any other direct
ev:idence as to the breach of standard of care by Dr. Hansen.
I would be happy to

discuss this with you on the phone:

Sincerely,
·

.

vPb-

w. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.

....

WKB/ps

·~
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DIS
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME

)
)
)

SAMPLES, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)

BMH, INC., dba BINGHAM MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL; and JOHN DOES l- X
individuals and entities presently
unknown,,

r

". 3

~J_o<o9

�

.

Case No.: CV-2011-0002069

)

DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually;

I

ORDER REFERRING CASE
TO MEDIATION

)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Defendants.

The Court. being fully advised, concludes that this case is appropriate for referral
to mediation under I.R.C.P. 16 (k).
Therefore, this case is hereby referred to mediation pursuant
The parties
selection

are

to

I.R.C.P. 16 (k).

hereby ordered to confer and select a mediator and notify the Court that a

has been made. If a mediator is not selected by November 19, 2013, this Court

will appoint the mediator.
The initial mediation session must be scheduled by the mediator,
mediation

can

so

that

be begun by December 6, 2013 and be completed on or before January 14

2014.
All named parties or their agents with full authority to settle, together with the
attorneys responsible for handling the trial in this cause, are directed to

the entire mediation process pursuant to I.C.R.P. 16

be present during

(k)(lO), unless otherwise excused by

the mediator upon a showing of good cause or by order of this Court.
The Costs of mediation

are

to be divided and borne equally by the parties.

Order Referring Case to Mediation- CV-2011-2069

1

232

•

•

Within seven (7) days following the last mediation session, the mediator is

directed to advise the Court only whether the case has, in whole or in part, been settled.
Counsel and parties are directed to proceed in a good faith e ffort to attempt to
resolve the case.

All dis covery and other proceedings are not stayed pending med iatio n as provided
herein.

IT IS SO ORDERED this

:-�"f day of November 2013.

David C. Nye
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing doc ument
was personally delivered, faxed, or maile d by first-class mail, with pre-paid postage this

I.P

6t- day

of November 2013, to the following:

JENNIFER K BRIZEE
P. 0. BOX 1276
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON
113 SOUTH SECOND

AVENUE

l�U.S. Mail D Courthouse Box
Be-mail

D

r U.S. Mail 0 Courthouse Box
�mail

0

Facsimile

Facsimile

SANDPOINT, ID 83864

Order Referring Case to Mediation- CV-2011-2069
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

l'C I�. :C'.' -7 F ·.; �: 2 5
C \} 1 �;)o fo]

132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

~

.,

�

' '

T'

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs

Case No. CV-2011-2069

,

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defe ndan ts

MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED
EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN

.

COME NOW, defendants BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL and DR. RAY

W.

HANSON, by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and
move this Court, pursuant to Idaho law, for an order striking Dr. Birkenhagen as an
expert witness and precluding plaintiffs from eliciting, offering, or otherwise relying upon

the testimony or opinions of Dr. Birkenhagen at trial of this matter.

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT D R. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 1
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This motion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in the above-entitled
action, together with Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Their Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen and supporting Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee
filed concurrently herewith.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

��
day of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

o~.

~i:;;.,=--=;;.._----

By:_ _ _

Jennifer K. Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

.¥

"'Cfay of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT
DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Zl
0
IZI
0
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT D R. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 2
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and D r. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO
STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED
EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of their motion to strike plaintiffs' proposed expert
Dr. Birkenhagen.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'

PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 1
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•
ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

This is a medical malpractice case arising out of a surgery that occurred on or
about October 2, 2009, involving David Samples. See Complaint, 1f 5. Following the
disclosure deadline for experts in this matter, plaintiffs identified and disclosed Dr. Kurt
Birkenhagen as an expert expected to testify that Dr. Hanson breached the applicable
community standard of health care practice by not discovering a post-operative leak.
Dr. Birkenhagen is a proposed out-of-area expert.

At the time of the alleged

malpractice at issue, September of 2009, Dr. Birkenhagen was a practicing surgeon in
Pocatello, Idaho, not Blackfoot, Idaho.

See

Deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen taken on

October 29, 2013 (hereinafter "Birkenhagen Depo."), attached to the Affidavit of Jennifer
K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert D r.
Birkenhagen, p. 31, LL. 18-20. Dr. Birkenhagen practiced as a general surgeon in
Pocatello, Idaho, from 1977 until he became employed at Bingham Memorial Hospital in
August of 2011. See Birkenhagen Depo., pp. 5-6, Exhibit A. Prior to the spring of 2011,
he had never performed any surgeries at Bingham Memorial Hospital or provided any
care for an inpatient at Bingham Memorial Hospital. See Birkenhagen Depo. , p. 5, LL.
14-25, Exhibit A. Prior to his employment at Bingham Memorial Hospital, which was
well after the events at issue, Dr. Birkenhagen had only provided care, treatment, or
surgery in Pocatello and not in Blackfoot.
Despite being an out-of-area expert and lacking any actual knowledge developed
from any medical experience in Blackfoot, Dr. Birkenhagen has not taken any steps to

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 2
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•
familiarize himself with the applicable local standard of health care practice in this
matter.
Expert testimony on the standard of care is not admissible in a medical
malpractice case unless the party seeking to introduce the testimony lays the foundation
required by Idaho Code § 6-1013.

See Dulaney

v.

St. Alphonsus Regional Medical

Center, 1371daho 160, 164, 45 P.3d 816, 820 (2002). To lay that foundation, the party
offering the testimony must show that the expert witness has "actual

knowledge"

of the

applicable local community standard of health care practice to which the expert's
testimony is addressed.

Thus, a precondition to the admission of testimony by a

medical expert in a malpractice case is that the party offering the testimony shows the
expert is familiar with the applicable standard of care.

Suhadolnik

v.

Pressman, 151

Idaho 110, 114-15, 254 P.3d 11, 15-16 (2011) (citing I.C. § 6-1013). Specifically, the
party offering the testimony must show that the proposed expert is familiar with the local
standard of care for the relevant timeframe and specialty, and must also show how the
proposed expert became familiar with that standard of care. /d. at 116, 254 P.3d at 17.
Plaintiffs cannot show that Dr. Birkenhagen has familiarized himself with the local
community standard of health care practice for a physician providing care to a patient
after a laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009.
Dr. Birkenhagen lacks "actual knowledge" of the applicable community standard
of health care practice.

Consequently, plaintiffs cannot lay the foundation required by

Idaho Code § 6-1013 for his opinions in this case.

Since plaintiffs cannot lay the

requisite foundation for Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony, Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony is
inadmissible.

Therefore, defendants respectfully request that this Court strike Dr.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 3
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Birkenhagen and preclude plaintiffs from offering, eliciting, or otherwise relying upon Dr.
Birkenhagen's testimony as to the local community standard of health care practice and
any alleged breaches of the same.
II.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

The admissibility of expert testimony is a matter of discretion for the trial court.
Fragnella v. Petrovich,

153 Idaho 266, 274, 281 P.3d 103, 111 (2012) (citing

Eng'rs, Inc.,

146 Idaho at 315, 193 P.3d at 862 (2008); Swallow

Idaho, P.A.,

138 Idaho 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68, 71 (2003)).

v.

J-U-8

Emergency Med. of

Ill.
DR. BIRKENHAGEN'S TESTIMONY IS INADMISSIBLE BECAUSE HE DOES NOT
HAVE ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY STANDARD OF
HEALTH CARE PRACTICE

Expert testimony is not admissible unless '"the expert is a qualified expert in the·
field, the evidence will be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the particular field
would reasonably rely upon the same type of facts relied upon by the expert in forming
his opinion, and the probative value of the opinion testimony is not substantially
outweighed by its prejudicial effect."' Coombs

v.

Curnow,

148 Idaho 129, 140, 219 P.3d

453, 464 (2009) (citing Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 47, 844 P.2d 24, 29
(Ct.App. 1992)).
Expert testimony is also not admissible in a medical malpractice case unless the
party seeking to introduce the testimony lays the foundation required by Idaho Code §
6-1013. See Dulaney

v.

St Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 137 Idaho 160, 164,
.

45 P.3d 816, 820 (2002). Idaho Code§ 6-1013 requires the following:

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 4
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The applicable standard of practice and such a defendant's failure to meet
said standard must be established in such cases by such a plaintiff by
testimony of one (1) or more knowledgeable, competent expert witnesses,
and such expert testimony may only be admitted in evidence if the
foundation therefor is first laid, establishing (a) that such an opinion is
actually held by the expert witness, (b) that the said opinion can be
testified to with reasonable medical certainty, and (c) that such expert
witness possesses professional knowledge and expertise coupled with
actual knowledge of the applicable said community standard to which
his or her expert opinion testimony is addressed; provided, this section
shall not be construed to prohibit or otherwise preclude a competent
expert witness who resides elsewhere from adequately familiarizing
himself with the standards and practices of (a particular) such area and
thereafter giving opinion testimony in such a trial.

J.C. § 6-1013 (emphasis added).
To lay the foundation required by that statute, the plaintiffs must offer evidence
showing the following:
(a) that such opinion is actually held by the expert witness;
(b) that the expert witness can testify to the opinion with a reasonable
degree of medical certainty;
(c) that the expert witness
expertise; and

possesses

professional

knowledge

and

(d) that the expert witness has actual knowledge of the applicable
community standard of care to which his expert opinion testimony is
addressed.

See id.; see also Suhadolnik

v.

Pressman, 151 Idaho 110, 115-16, 254 P.3d 11, 16-17

(2011); Dulaney, 1371daho at 164, 45 P.3d at 820; I.C. § 6-1013.
Accordingly, a precondition to the admission of testimony by a medical expert in
a malpractice case is that the plaintiff show the expert is familiar with the applicable
local community standard of health care practice. Suhadolnik,

151 Idaho at 114-15,254
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P.3d at 15�16 (citing I.C. § 6-1013). The applicable standard of health care practice is
defined in Idaho Code§ 6-1012 as follows:
(a) the standard of care for the class of health care provider to which the
defendant belonged and was functioning, taking into account the
defendant's training, experience, and fields of medical specialization, if
any; Kolin v. Saint Luke's Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 130 Idaho 323, 940 P.2d 1142
(1997); Evans v. Griswold, 1291daho 902, 935 P.2d 165 (1997);
(b) as such standard existed at the time of the defendant's alleged
negligence; Perry v. Magic Valley Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 134 Idaho 46, 995 P.2d
816 (2000); Watts v. Lynn, 125 Idaho 341, 870 P.2d 1300 (1994); Gubler
v. Boe, 120 Idaho 294,815 P.2d 1034 (1991); and
(c) as such standard existed at the place of the defendant's alleged
negligence. Perry v. Magic Valley Reg'/ Med: Ctr., 134 Idaho 46, 995 P.2d
816 (2000); Watts v. Lynn, 125 Idaho 341, 870 P.2d 1300 (1994); Gubler
v. Boe, 120 Idaho 294,815 P.2d 1034 (1991).
See Dulaney, 1371daho at 164, 45 P.3d at 820; see I.C. § 6-1012 (requiring plaintiffs in
medical malpractice action to provide by direct expert testimony that "defendant
negligently failed to meet the applicable standard of health care practice of the
community in which such care allegedly was or should have been provided, as such
standard existed at the time and place of the alleged negligence of such physician and
surgeon, hospital or other such health care provider and as such standard then and
there existed with respect to the class of health care provider that such defendant then
and there belonged to and in which capacity he, she or it was functioning.")
Given that, "in a medical malpractice action, an expert must show that he or she
is familiar with the local standard of care for the relevant timeframe and specialty, and
'must also state how he or she became familiar with that standard of care."' Suhadolnik,
151 Idaho at 116,254 P.3d at 17.
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Accordingly, an out-of-state expert must demonstrate that he possesses "actual

knowledge

of the local community standard." Strode v. Lenzi, 1161daho 214, 216,

775

P.2d 106, 108 (1989) (emphasis added).
In this case, Dr. Birkenhagen does not have "actual knowledge" of the local
standard of health care practice. Dr. Birkenhagen has not taken any steps to familiarize
himself with the applicable local standard of health care practice.

Dr. Birkenhagen

testified as follows:

Q. Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a practicing physician treating
inpatients at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September 2009 about the standard
of care at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of 2009?
A.

No. I didn't think it was appropriate to do that.

Q.
Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a practicing surgeon at
Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of 2009 about the standard of care for
general surgeons at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of 2009?
A.
If you are asking me, have I ever said what is the standard of care, the
answer is, no. But I have talked to Anthony Davis about how things should be
done, are done, would be done at Bingham.

a.

Okay.

A. But did we discuss a specific standard of care about a specific thing, I don't
recall.

a.
Okay. Have you ever asked anyone who was a practicing surgeon at
Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of 2009 whether the standard of care
there in 2009 deviated from the standard of care for a general surgeon practicing
in Pocatello in September of 2009?
A.
No. I wouldn't ask that question, because it's a national standard of care.
Long before 2009 the idea of the local standard of care went out the window.

a.

Okay. So the answer to my question is, no; correct?

A.

No.
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See Birkenhagen Depo. , pp. 30-32.
Therefore, Dr. Birkenhagen lacks "actual knowledge" of the local standard of
health care practice in this matter. Since Dr. Birkenhagen Jacks "actual knowledge" of
the applicable local standard of health care practice, plaintiffs cannot lay the foundation
required by Idaho Code§ 6-1013. Therefore, Dr. Birkenhagen should be stricken and
precluded from offering expert testimony relating to the local standard of health care
practice and alleged violations of the same.
Ill.
CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, it is clear plaintiffs have not met the foundational
requirements under Idaho Code§ 6-1013 for Dr. Birkenhagen to testify as to the local
standard of health care practice in this medical malpractice action.

Dr. Birkenhagen

lacks "actual knowledge" of the applicable local standard of health care practice. Since
such foundation is a prerequisite to admissibility in medical malpractice actions such as
this, defendants respectfully request that this Court find that Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions
on the standard of health care practice are inadmissible.

Accordingly, defendants

respectfully request that this Court strike Dr. Birkenhagen and preclude plaintiffs from
offering, eliciting, or otherwise relying upon Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony as to any
alleged breaches of the local standard of health care practice.
DATED this

of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By.~

JenrTerK.Brizee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�

y of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
THEIR MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN
to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method( s) indicated below, to
the following:

�
0
IZl
0
0

Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Jennii

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson ( ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
. Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED
EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)

) ss.
)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one of
the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2. Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" are true and correct copies of relevant portions of
the transcript of the deposition of W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D. taken on October 29, 2013.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To

before me this

1�day of November of 2013.

Residing at:

My commission

expires:7-IJ~o ,,-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

��ay of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s)
indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

!Z1
D
fZI
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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PROCE EDIN GS

2

was taken on behalf of the Defendants, at the offices

2

3

of Pocatello Physicians and Surgeons Clinic, located

3

4

at 1151 Hospital Way, Building D, Suite 201,

4

first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said

5

Pocatello, Idaho, commencing at the hour of 5:00 p.m.

5

cause, testified as follows:

6

on October 29th, 2013, before Janet French, Certified

6

7

Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public within and for

7

8

the State of Idaho, in the above-entitled matter.

8

10
11

W.

10

APPEARANCES:

11

For the Pia intiffs:

12

12

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHARTERED

KURT BIRKENHAGEN, M.D. ,

EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS BY MS. BRIZEE:
Q.

9

9

full

Dr. Birkenhagen, would you please state your

name and your business address for the rec or d.

A.

Walter Kurt Blrkenhagen, Junior, 1 151

Hosp ital Way, Bui l din g D, Pocatello, Idaho 83201.

13

By:

14

113 S outh 2nd Avenue

14

stipulation

Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

15

the taking of this deposition and that It will be

15

13

Brent C. Featherston

MS. BRIZEE: Counsel, can I have my usual

that this Is the time and the place for

16

taken In accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil

POWE RS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

17

Procedure?

18

By: Jennifer K. Brize e

18

16

For the Defendants:

17

19

132 3rd Avenue East

19

20

Post Office Box 1276

20

21

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

21

8

MR. FEATHERSTON: Yes.

Q.

( BY MS.

B RIZE E)

Or.

Birkenhagen, let's get

this done first. Are you currently employed?

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Where are you

23

A.

Bi ngham hospital.

24

24

Q.

When did you become employed a t Bingham

25

25

22

Also present:

23

David Samples

Jayme Samples

employed?

Memorial Hospital?

Page 5

Page 3
1 N D EX

1
2

PAGE

TESTIMONY OF W. KURT BIRKENHAGEN, M.D.

3

Examination by Ms. Brizee

4

Examination by Mr. Featherston

6

84

EXHIBITS
DESCRIPTION

PAGE

8

1

•

Notice of Taking Deposition

9

2

•

5/17/llletter to Mr. Featherston from

Do you currently have admitting privileges

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Did those privileges come into place when

6

6

you became an employee, or did you have privileges

7

prior to August of

9

9

at Bingham Memorial Hospital?

10

A.
earlier.

Q.

2011?

I had privileges about three or four months
I'm not sure exactly.
Okay. My understanding Is that

most of your

11

career was spent practicing in Pocatello at Bannock

51

12

Regional Medical Ce nter?

S - 10/14/09 Operative Report

54

13

A.

Bannock Regional, Portneuf, yes.

6 - 10/26/09 Operative Report

56

14

Q.

Prior to -- I'm going to say spring of 2011

59

15

for purposes of today.

16

you ever previously had admitting privileges at

17

Bingham

18

A.

No.

Q.

Prior to the spring of 2011, had you

11

3 - 10/7/09 to 10/8/09 Operative Report

12

4

10/10/09 Operative Report

13
14

-

46

15

7 - 10/23/09 Operative Report

16

8- Physician's Orders, Bates No. PMC 000093-136

17

9 - Interdisciplinary Progress Notes,

18

August of 2011.

Q.

8

W. Kurt Bir1<:enhagen, M.D.

10

A.

3

4, 87

5

7

1
2

35

Bates No. PMC 000137·174

73

19

10 - Dr. Birkenhagen's handwritten notes

90

19

20

11 - Dr. Birkenhagen's file for David Samples

93

20

Prior to spring of 2011, had

Memorial Hospital?

performed any surgeries at Bingham

ever

M emorial Hospital?

21

21

A.

No.

22

22

Prior to the spring of 2011, had you ever

23

Q.

23

provided care

24

24

Bingham Memorial Hospital?

25

25

A.

for a patient who was an inpatient at

No.
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1

Q.

Did you happen to bring a cv with you today?

1

particular attention to where those records might have

2

A.

No.

2

been.

3

Q.

Would you happen to have one handy here in

3

find them.

4

A.

6

Q.

7
8

4

the office?

5

don't remember you how many or how much. You know, I

I should have asked you that before we went

6

mean··

7

MS. BRIZEE:

s

Let's go off for a second.

9

(Off the record.)
MS. BRIZEE:

11

Q.

Back on the record.

10

(BY MS. BRIZEE) Dr. Blrkenhagen, you were

12

looking for a CV for us, and we can't find one

13
14
15
16

the time, what time are you referring to?
A.

When I first was contacted by

Mr. Featherston.
Q.

Okay. But as we sit here today, you can't

tell us what records would have been Included in what

quickly, but you are going to get that for us. I'm

13

was provided to you; is that accurate?

going to assume I'm not going to have any questions

14

A.

That's accurate.

about that. I guess If I do, we can call on you the

15

Q.

Okay. But at least what you have for a file

phone and ask you about them?

16

today then Is half a page of notes and what you have

17

on the iPad; correct?

17

A.

Sure.

Q.

Okay.

Let me ask you this:

How long did

you practice as a general surgeon In Pocatello?
Since 1977.

A.

21
22

11

Q. Okay. When you said you reviewed records at

12

18

20

But I did review records at the time. I

Let me see If I can find o n e.

10

19

But I've been searching for them, and I can't

5

on the record.

9

(Deposition Exhibit No. 1 marked.)
Q.

8

(BY MS. BRIZEE) Okay. And I'm going to

18

A.

19

MS. BRIZEE: And, Counsel , I believe you've

Correct.
wi ll you confirm

20

represented to us off the record

21

what you sent to Dr. Birkenhagen last week was our

22

discovery responses and the attachments?

••

23

hand you what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit

23

24

No. 1. It Is a copy of your notice of deposition, and

24

of produced documents. I have not provided him your

25

In that notice we asked for you to bring with you all

25

answers to Interrogatories or other documents. Just

MR. FEATHERSTON: Only th e attachment-· the CD

Page 7

Page 9

1

of the documents you have reviewed, essentially, your

1

the CD of medical records -- at least what was

2

file on this matter. And we talked about this a

2

represented to be all of the records of BMH.

3

little bit off th e record. It Is my und erst anding --

3

(Deposition Exhibit No. 2 marked.)

4

A.

I have a file here that I reviewed.

4

s

Q.

Okay. So le t me start from the b e g inning

5

to ha nd you what has been marked as Deposition Exhibit

No.2.

6

though. So what you have In front of you Is a

6

7

notebook with some notes; correct?

1

B

A.

Right.

8

9

Q.

And then you have an IPad, I believe?

9

10

A.

Uh-huh.

10

Q.

Okay. And you apparently received some

11

11
12

documents electronically from Mr. Featherst on;

12

13

correct?

13

14

A.

15

Right. The records -- apparently the entire

record from David's admission to Bingham hospital.

Q.

(BY MS. BRIZEE) Dr. Birkenhagen, I'm going

Do you recognize that document?
A.

Yes, I do.

Q.

Cou ld you, for our record, identify that

document, please.
A.

It is a lette r 1 wrote to Mr. Featherston on

May 17, 2011.

Q.

Oka y. And In the very firs t sentence of

14

that letter it says, "I am sorry for the delay in

15

res ponding to your Initial letter." That Indicates to

16

Q.

When did you receive that?

16

me that you received a letter from Jerry Featherston.

17

A.

Last week.

17

A.

Requesting a response.

18

Q.

S o you did not have access to the Bingham

18

Q.

And do you still have a copy of that letter?

19

A.

No .

Q.

Okay. Do you recall what Mr. Featherston

19

Memorial Hospital records before last week?

20

A.

Well, Jennifer--

20

21

Q.

That's a poor question.

21

22

A.

That's a poor question. Here's the thing.

22

23

I think I did. I think they probably got lost In the

24

transport. I thought this case would go away.

25

thought It should have gone away, and I didn't pay

(208)345-9611

1

asked you to do in that letter?
A.

Uh m, I would assume from the letter - - and

23

I'm pretty sure it was to review my personal chart on

24

Mr. Samples.

25

Q.

M & M COURT REPORTING
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2009?
A.

Say that again.

3

Q.

Okay. It's a long question.

4

A.

It's a long question.

Q.

Okay. Have you ever asked anyone who was a

4

Q.

Okay.

5

A.

But there Is also a dead colon.

5

Okay. So what I'm saying Is that the repair

6

practicing surgeon at Bingham M emorial Hospital In

broke down. Is that not what happened here In your

7

September of 2009 whether the standard of care there

opinion? Did something else happen?

8

in 2009 deviated from the standard of care for a

9

general surgeon practicing In Pocatello In September

6
7
8
9
10
11

Q.

A.

One of two things happened. Either

Infection was there, and It broke down the repair, or

10

of 2009?

the middle colic artery clotted off or was tied off or

11

A.

No. I wouldn't ask that question, because

12

Injured during the procedure, and the colon died off,

12

it's a national standard of care. Long before 2009

13

and then the repaired died off and leaked also. I

13

the idea of the local standard of care went out the

14

mean, It Is hard to tell when It Is a section of colon

14

window.

15

this long and It Is dead and full of pus and stool.

15

16

It Is just not -- It's not an answerable question.

16

correct?

Have you ever met Dr. Hanson?

17

A.

The answer is, I don't think so, but I may

18

Q.

And when you talked to Anthony --

A.

You know that, Jennifer. You are kind of

17
18

Q.
A.

19

have met him very briefly In passing at some point at

19

20

Bingham since my employment there.

20

21

Q. Have you ever spoken with Dr. Hanson about
David Samples?

21

22
23
24
25

A.

22

Q.

Q. Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a
practicing physician treating Inpatients at Bingham

No.

harassing me a little bit here because --

Q.

rm not. I'm asking you very Important

questions.

23

No.

Okay. So the answer to my question Is, no;

When you talked to Dr. Anthony Davis, did

24

you talk to him about the standard of care for a

25

general surgeon practicing at Bingham Memorial
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1

Memorial Hospital in September 2009 about the standard

1

2

of care at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of

2

A.

No.

3

2009?

3

Q.

How did David Samples come to be a patient

4
5
6

A.

No. I didn't think It was appropriate to do

4
5

��

Q. Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a

Hospital In September of 2009?

of yours? Was It this -A.

As I said earlier, I was

••

I believe I was

6

the surgeon on call. There was a chance I may not

practicing surgeon at Bingham Memorial Hospital in

7

have been. He was transferred to Portneuf hospital by

8

September of 2009 about the standard of care for

8

Dr. Ulnas after spending the night at Bingham, which

9

general surgeons at Bingham Memorial Hospital In

9

should not have happened. Okay. In other words, he

7

10
11
12

September of 20097
A.

If you are asking me, have I ever said what

10

should have been transferred

11

waiting for him the night before, and they waited

--

I mean, Dr. Krawtz was

is the standard of care, the answer Is, no. But I

12

until the next day to transfer him. Now, why that

13

have talked to Anthony Davis about how things should

13

happened, I don't know.

14

be done, are done, would be done at Bingham.

14

15
16
17
18
19

Q.

A.

Q.

How do you know that?

Okay.

15

A.

It's In the records. It's In these records.

But did we discuss a specific standard of

16

Q.

It's In whose records?

care about a specific thing, I don't recall.

Q. Okay. You were a practicing surgeon In
Pocatello in September of 2009; correct?

17

A.

18

Q.

Well, you said Dr. Krawtz was waiting

19

A.

The night before --

Bingham's records.
-

20

A.

Right.

20

21

Q.

Have you ever asked anyone who was

21

Q. Uh, uh, uh. You said Or. Krawtz was waiting
for the patient the night before, so I'm asking, how

22

practicing surgery at Bingham Memorial Hospital in

22

do you know Dr. Krawtz was waiting for the patient the

23

September 2009 whether the standard of care at BMH In

23

night before?

24

September 2009 deviated from the standard of care for

24

a surgeon practicing in Pocatello In September of

25

25

(208)345-9611

A.

There Is transfer note In there In the

progress notes or In the nursing notes. I would have
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STAUB, CLERK

Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc. , doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT
DR. BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
and RAY W. HANSON, M.D., by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman
Farley, PLLC, will bring on for hearing DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR.- BIRKENHAGEN on Thursday, the 21st day of
NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING D EFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 1
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•

November, 2013, at the hour of 3:00 o'clock p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may
be heard, in the above entitled court in Blackfoot, Idaho.

'l_�

DATED this

y of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~-=-

JenniferK.zee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

_l?day of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the
following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

.

[gj
0
IZ!
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Jenn~-

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN, PAGE 2
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB No. 6098
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB No. 4602
113 South Second Avenue

SandpointJ Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866

(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDA.Ji:O, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,
·

)
)

)

)

Plaintiffs,

)
vs.

)

.

)
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and BMH,

Inc., doing business as BINGHAM MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES 1-X, individuals
and entities presently unknown,

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
)
)

MOTION FOR RELIEF
FROM ORDER SETTING
PRETRIAL AND JURY
TRIAL and NOTICE OF
HEARING

)

)

)

Defendants.

COMES NOW BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CliTD.,
attorney for the ab ove-named Plaintiffs, DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES. This

matter

was

set for Jury Trial to

commence

January 14, 2014, by

the Court's issuance of an

Order Setting Pretrial and Jury Trial issued January 30, 2013, ("Pretrial Order"). Pursuant to

the Pretrial Order, the Court established a deadline that the Plaintiffs were disclose expert
Paniel P. Fe��llle�IO"
Brent C. Feathers lOP*
:t�fomy P. rOI!IherSIOn
Jcremi L. Ossman
113 S. Seoond Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
PhonB (2.08) 263-6866
Fax(2.08)263�
•Liooo=d in Idaho & W"'hiaslllll

witnesses by September 16, 2013. The Pretrial Order further provided that expert witnesses
were to be discl osed in the manner outlined in Rule 26(b) (4)(A)(i).

PRE11tiAL AND JOllY TIUAL aad NOTICE OF HEARING -1

MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SI.'TTJNG
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The factual background of this case, as established by prior briefmg and affidavits,

indicate the Plaintiff, David S ample s,

was

initially admitted to the Defendant,

Bingham

Memorial Hospital, and un derwent a cholosystectomy perfotmed by Dr. Ray W. Hanson,

etnployee of Bingham

Memorial Hospital During the course
.

of the

an

surgical procedure, Mr.

Samples' transverse colo n was tom and Dr. Hanson attempted a repair.
Post-surgery Dr. Hanson failed to detect an ongoing leak of the colon that had been

missed during surgery leading to Mr. Samples' infection and septic condition. Mr. Samples
was transferred to Por1neuf Medical Center ("Portneuf,) for a respiratory consult The crux of
this case revolves around Dr. Hanso n ' s (as an employee ofBMH) failure to detect and treat the
lealdng transverse colon resulting in a very infected and septic patient.
Up on Mr. San1ples' transfer on or about October 4, 2009, Dr. Birkenhagen (the

Plaintiffs' expert) was consulted on Mr. Samples' care and immediately detected the patient' s
septic and infecte d condition as a re su lt of the leaking colon .
In the weeks that followed, Mr. Samples received multiple

(at least ten

[10]) surgical

procedures from Dr. Birkenhagen, which are documented in his notes and records and
necessitated by Mr. Samples' gravely ill condition at the time of his arrival at Portneuf.

Subsequently, Mr. Samples was transferred to Southwest Idaho Advanced Care Hospital for

rehabilitation where he was treated from October 23, 2009, through November 18. 2009.
Following his care at S outhwest Idaho Advanced Care Hospital, Mr. Samples resumed
care and treatment through Portneuf Medical Center under the direction of Dr. Birkenhagen as
Dilllicl P. Pcillhcrston
Brent C. Fcathmton�
lucmy P. Fcalhcriton
Jcrcmi L. Ouman

ll3 S. SI'C()nd Ave.
SaocSpoiDI, ID &3864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400

the attending physician. These medical records were also prod·uced to the Defendants in

MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SETTING
PRETRIAL AND J\l.R\' 'l'.RIAL and NOTICE OF m:ARlNG- 2
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answers to disc overy and including out-patient treatment again at PortneufMedical Center
under Dr. Birkenhagen's care.
As of this date (almost eighty [80] days prior to

trial),

the Defendants have not

identified any expert wi1nesses, as the Court has extended time for the Defendants to do so.
At the r equest of Defendants' counsel, Plaintiffs' counsel scheduled, on short notice,
the deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen for Tuesday, October 29, 2013, in order to accommodate
defense COWlsel's desire to learn what opinions Dr. Birkenhagen will express in ord er to

prepare for and identify Defendants' expert witnesses.
There is no prejudice to the Defendants if this Cowt permits Plaintiffs' Second

Amended Expert Witness Disclosure to include Dr. Birkenhagen's opinion

Indeed. these' opinions
numbering hWldreds

as

to

causation.

of Dr. Birkenhagen were contained within the medical records

of pages, which were disclosed pursuant to discov ery requests sent

September 27, 2013, to Defendants' coWlsel. As has always been the case, Dr. Birkenhagen

has opined that the care provided

by the Defendants failed to meet the standard of care in that

the Defendants failed to properly

diagnose Mr. Samples as b eing infected and, indeed, septic

by the

time of his transfer

on or about October 4, 2009, to Portneuf Medical Center. As a

direct and proximate cause of the Defendants' fai lure , Mr. Samples underwent literally months
of medical treatment, surgeries and rehabilitative care.

To the extent necessary, the C ourt is asked to modifY its Pretrial Order and thereby

Oanlel P. l"calbc:aron
Brent C. f'calhcnroo•
JerelD)' P. f'cathe.nron
loromi L. OssiiWI

IllS. Second Ave,
Sandpolot,IO 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) �3-0400

pennit Plaintiffs' Sec ond Amended Expert Witne ss Disclosure with regard to the

causation

opinions of Dr. Birkenhagen.

MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SETIING
PRETRIAL AND JUR.l' TRIAL and NOTlCE OF I:IEARING 3
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ofNovember, 2013.

....,

RENT C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney for Plaintiffs

NOTICE OF HEARING
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the undersigned, as attorney for the abovenamed Plaintiffs, will call for hearing at the Bingham Cmmty Courthouse ill Blackfoot. Idaho
before the Honorable David Nye on the Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief From Order Setting

Pretrial and Jury Trial on November 21, 2013, at 3:00p.m., or as soon thereafter

as

counsel

may be heard.
DATED this

ofNovember, 2013.

Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of November, 2013, I c aused a true and correct copy

of the foregoing document to 'Qe served upon the following person(s) in the following manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

Daniel P. Peathei$10n
Brent C. Featherston•
Jetemy P. Fealhoi:[$10n
Jemni L. Ossman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)26l-0400
•Li,.n...:l in ldoho ill. WosbiogiDil

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P .0. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
[ff1] Facsimile (208) 733�5444
[ ] Other:

B��
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORJ)ER S£TIING
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BINGHAM

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098
BRENT C. FEATIIERSTON. ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 263-6866

T-114
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~ STAUB,

No. Q U /t�UI.,']

CLERK

.

(Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Husband and Wife,

)

)
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually� and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital

and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities

presently unknown,

)
)

)
)
)

..

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL lN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR
RELIEF FROM
PRETRIAL AND JURY
TRIAL

)

)
)

De fendants .

STATE OF

Case No�: CV-2011-2069

IDAHO )

County of Bonner

) ss:
)

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly s worn upon oath. depose and state
as

follows:

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein

.

I am co-counsel of record in this matter.

Immediately following the Court s hearing in this matter on October 9, 2013, I spoke
'

Daniell'. Fealhcraton
Breol C. fcatben;ton•
Ittmmy P. Featherston
JCRIIIi L. Olaman
113 S. Seoond Avo.
Sandpoinr, ID 83864
PhON: (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400

with defense co uns el, Jennifer Brizee. Ms. Brizee asked to immediately set the depositio ns

of Dr. Birkenhagen and the Plaintiffs , Mr. and Mrs. Samples, so that she might detennine
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
RELIEF FROMORDER. SEITING PRETRIAL AND JURY 'l'RIAL ·1
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Defendants' experts before the Court's November deadline.

It

was understood that Ms.

Brizee would call my office on Monday. October l41h, to find

an

available date on both of

our schedules.
As it turned o ut, defense counsel

was

unable to call me on Monday, and I contacted

her mid-week. Ultimately, co unsel and I conference called on Friday, October
a

18th. Due to

number of scheduling conflicts in defense counsel's calendar through the weeks of

October 2ls1 and 28th, we were unable to set a schedule of the deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen
and Mr. and Mrs. Samples until Octob er 23rd and set the depositions for Octob er 29th the
following Tuesday.
As part of the Interrogatories and Requests to Produc tion that Plaintiffs responded to
by answers Fed Ex'd September 27, 2013, to defense coWlSel, I included all of the Portneuf
Medical Center records and Southwest Idaho Advanced Care H ospital records

in Plaint iffs'

possession indicating Mr. Samples tmderwent a total of ten (1 0) surgeries from October
through December 7, 2009, all to address infection and wound
operative sepsis suffered

by

Mr. Samples.

41h

care resulting from the post-

All of said surgeries are reflect ed in the records

as arising from post-operative infection or complication to the ongoing care and
rehabilitation of Mr. Samples following transfer from Bingham
Portneuf.

These opinions and the medical records

are

Memorial Hospital

all contained

to

with in the answers

produced by the Plaintiffs to the Defendants on September 27m.

Further, Dr. Birkenhagen was traveling out of the country for several weeks the end
of September and early O ctober.
D1111iel P. Fcalhuatoo

BICIIt C. Fealhcsmton•
Jeremy P. Fcallwstoll

Jcrc.mi L. O.wnaA

113 S. Scoond Ave.
Sandpoint, m 83864
Phooc(208)263-68o6
Pax(208)263�

It is Plaintiffs' expectation that Dr. Birkenhagen will testify that these surgeries and
procedures were proximately caused by the negligent care provided by the

AI?FlDAVI'l' OP COUNS£L IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
RELIEF F'ROMORDER SETIING PRETRIAL AND JURY TRIAL - 2

Defendants.
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. SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, on this
2013, by Brent C. Featherston.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

of Afo.,,

I hereby certify that on the ~ a y
Ooteber, 2013, I caused a true and correct
of the foregoing document to be served upon the following P,etSOn in the following

copy
manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN. PLLC

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] Other: _ _ _ _ __

n1
132 3 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

~

·

Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208)733-5444

Btµ:11~
Daniel P. Featbel'$ton
Btent C, fealhor$1011'
Jeremy P. feathers!on
Iwemi L. Ossman
113 S. Sceood Ave.
Sandpoiot,JD 83864
Phone (208) 263·6866
Fax (208) 263·0400

..

•uc.. lc04 in Tclaho a: w�

AFFl&AVl'f O:B COUNSEL IN SUPPORT Ol" MO'l'JON FOR
RELIEF FROMORDER SEITING PRETRlAL AND JURY TRIAL

-
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JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263�6866
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DISTRICT COURJ
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BINGHAM COUNTY, IDAHO

t.J: Zv

Filed II

F"'"'

No. c v

STAUB, CLERK

-

Z o <.11

�----�
--

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband and Wife,

Plaintiffs,

v s.

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS
TO STRIKE EXPERTS
AND TO DISMISS NEW
CLAIM

)

Defendants.

)

COME NOW Brent C. Featherston and Jeremy P. Featherston, attoroeys for the
Plaintiffs, David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and

plU'Suant to the

Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure and specifically Rule 11, moves this Court to reconsider its Decision
contained in the Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim.
Specifically, the Coru·fs decision to strike the expert testimony of Nancy Collins. This Motion
is based upon the

Affidavit of Counsel filed herewith and shall be supplemented by additional

Affidavits and/or briefing.~
DATED this

__:2~ay

of November, 2013.

Daoicl P. Fealhentoo
Brcsnt C. Feathers!on•
Jeremy P. Pealhenton
Jerellli L. 0S$mllll
113 S. Second Ave..
Sandpoint.ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (2.08) �400

PLAINTifFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON

MOTIONS TO STIUKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM- 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the
copy of the foregoing document to

day of November, 2013, I caused a true

and correct

be served upon the following person(s) in the following

manner:
Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC

132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

M

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Mail
Hand delivered
Facsimile (208) 733-5444
Other:

lJIUiicl P. Fcatber&ton
Brent C. Pcilthcraton•
)cremy P. Fcalhcr&r.on

Juemi L. Oaaman

U3 S. �ncl Ave.

San<lpOini,ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400

PLAINTKFFS' MOTION 1'0 RECONSIDER DECISlON ON
MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM- 2
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BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
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Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400
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.Y.::2b (.J�

No.
RA STAUB, GLERK

Deputy

8'/ .- -- -

(Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Husband And Wife,

)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)

AFFIDAVIT OF

)

Plaintiffs,

COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MO TION TO
RECONSIDER

)
)

VS.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN D OES I-X, individuals and entities

presently unknown,

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonner

) ss:
)

I, BRENT

C. FEATHERSTON, b ei ng first duly sworn upon oath

,

depose and state

as follows:
I am over the age of 18 and c om p etent to
:Oaniol P. Poathcrsron
Bnon1 C. Pcalhcnton•·
Jcnmy l'.l'calhcr�ton
Icremi l.. Oum;m
lllS.SecondAve.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (2.08) 263-6866
F&:l( (2.08) 2.63.()4()0

testify to the matters contained herein.

I am co-counsel for the Plaintiffs admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho since
1992.

On Wednes day , November 6, 2013, while preparing Plaintiffs' Response to

Defendants• Motion for

Summary

Judgment, I had

reason

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL JN SUPPOR.T OF MOTJON TO RtCONSIDEl\ ·1

to check the online State
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Repository. I was surprised to see indication on the Repository that the Court had issued its
"Decision on Motions to Strike

Experts and to Dismiss New Claim".

I

immediately called

the Bingham County Clerk and asked that a copy of the Decision be sent to me, which it was
by email later that day.
The Certificate of Service on the

Court's Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and

to Dismis s New Claim indicates that it was served by email on Octob er 24th, but does not

indicate what email address it was sent to.
I have personally checked all email addresses of myself and co-counsel and for the

finn and have not located any email that contained
For these reasons,

the transmission ofthe Court's Decision.

I would ask for additional time to

submit briefing in support of the

Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider. Additionally, this decision does change the complexion of

the case and how it will be tried by Plaintiffs' CO\msel.

,({

Further, your Affian

1

DATED this

yeth naught.
day ofNovember, 2013

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, on this
November, 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.

t/

�

day of

...
�

:>

i

CJ

.

�

::

E

0�

D.anlel P, Pt�atherston
Brelll C. Ft�alhe�\On*
Jeze� P. PoathtUton
lezemi L. Ossm•n
113 S. SaoondAvos.
Sandpo�,D) 83864
PhOIIC (208) U)-6866
Fax(208)263�
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER -l
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the

copy of the foregoing

manner:

//~day of November, 2013, I caused a true and cottect
document idbeserved upon the following person in the following

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, ID
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Attorney fo r Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Sampl es and Jayme Sampl es,

)

)
)

Husband and Wife,

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES
individuals and entities presently unknown,

Defendants.

COME NOW Brent C. Featherston

Samples and

CV-2011-2069

PLAINTIFFS'
MEMORANDUM
IN RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT FILED
OCTOBER 18, 2013

)

Plaintiffs,

vs.

Plaintiffs, David

Case No.:

)
)
)
)

I-X,)
)

)
)

and Jeremy P.

Featherston, attorneys for the

Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and submits the following

Memorandwn in Response to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed October 18,

2013.
I.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

This is
Daniel P. featbelston
Brenl C. Fcathco;ton•

lomny P. Featherston
J�L.Onman

113 S. Second A.flc.

Sandpoint, II) 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
F� (208) 263-0400

a

medical malpractice case that arose

after

the

Plaintiff, David Samples,

was

admitted to Bingham Memorial Hospital far a routine laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedure.

During the course of

the procedure conducted by Dr. Ray Hanson,

Memorial Hospital ("Bingham,),

an

employee of Bingham

Dr. Hanson tore Mr. Samples• transverse colon. The surgical
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procedure was co nducted on Oct ober 2, 2009, at Bingham Memorial Ho spital Dr. Hanson was
.

David's treating physician throughout his stay at Bingham.

rd

By the morning of October 3 David exhibited signs of respiratory distress as o pp osed
,
to progress and nonnal recovery from surgery. Dr. Hanson. with the assistance of Dr. Llinas, an
internist at Bingham, contacted Portneuf Medical Center regarding the
did not transfer him until the afternoon or evening of October

4th.

respiratory

distress, but

Depo . of K. Birkenhagen,

P.33-4
Upon admission to Po:rtneufMedical Center, Dr. Kirk Birkenhagen,

a surgeon

cUITently

employed by Bingham since the Spring of2011, was consulted and inunediately opene d David
Samples' incision revealing a critically infected and septic condition due to continued leakage

of the

co lo n

following Dr. Hanson's surgical procedure on October 2nd. Depo. of K.

Birkenhagen, Pp. 36-7.

Dr. Birkenhagen has opined that Dr. Hanson's failure t o recognize the postoperative
leak of the transverse colon in Mr. Samples was a breach of the standard of care and that all of
the care and treatment necessarily pro vi ded to Mr. Samples following the October 2

nd surgery

was proximally related to and caused by Dr. Hanson's breach of the standard of care in failing

to recognize the p ostoperative leak. Depo. ofK. Birkenhagen, Pp. 84-89.
Defenda11ts' Motion raises three (3) issues:

Daniel P. Peathersron
Brent C. Featherston•
Jcmmy P. Feathorsron
Jeremi L. Ossman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263.()400

1.

That Plaintiffs cannot establish causation;

2.

That Plaintiffs cannot establish a breach of the standard of care during the

surgical procedure and repair of the colon; and
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That Plaintiffs

are
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prohibited from establishing future damages without the use

of an economist.
For the reasons set forth below, Plaintiffs would stipulate that there is no allegation of a

. breach of the standard of care in regard to the surgical procedure and that issue is n ot » but with
addressed herein. With regard to causation and future damages, the Defendants' Motion for
Sununary Judgment must be denied.

D.

ARGUMENT
A.

Standard of Review

The Court on a Motion for Summary Judgment is to liberally construe the facts in the
record in favor of the non-moving party. If the record contains conflicting inferences) the Court
is to d eny the Motion for Summary Judgment

The Court is not penni tted to weigh the

evidence which would resolve controverted factual issues where the matter is to be tried before
a

jury.

AID Ins. Co.

B.

(Mut} v. Armstrong, 119 Idaho 897, 811 P.2d 507 (Ct.App.1991.

Issues Before the Court
Plaintiffs Cannot Establish Causation

1.

It should

be

relatively obvious that after 2-3 days

of a leaking colon following Dr.

Hanson's surgery, the Mr. Samples would be septic and gravely ill.

contend that Plaintiffs

11ever

Yet, the Defendants

disclosed that Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony would include the

opinion that the infection/sepsis suffered by Mr.

Samples

as

a result of Dr. Hanson's negligent

is the proximate cause of the ten (1 0) surgeries, extended Acute hospital care. rehabilitation,
Oanicl Jt. Pcalhenton
Brent C, Fc:alhcrscon•
1e.remy Jt. Fca!hcrstoD
Jcrcml L. Oaaman
113 S. SIOCOnd Ave.
SandpOint, ID 83864
PhOtl$ (208) 263-6866

P�(208)263�

and pain management from October 4, 2009 through the Spring of 2010. All of the records of
procedures, and treatment notes wete disclosed to the Defendants as part of discovery produced
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Further, Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions regarding causation are reflected in

the records, Dr. Birkenhagen's May 17, 201 1 Letter, and the Plaintiffs' Second Amended
Expert Witness Disclosure filed October 28th and during Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition

th
testimony taken by Defendants October 29 .
Not to mention, it should be obvious that Defendants failme to detect Mr. Samples
lealdng colon until he was septic and near death by the time of his transfer to Portneuf on
October 4 obviously required placing him on ventilator, �urgical procedures (number at least
1 0) and rehabilitation over the next several months:

10/4/09- Surgery- remove stitches drain and "evacuate'"
pus/abdominal infection;
2. 1017/09� Surgery- repair "colon perforation'", necrosis, and
abscess, remove "stool and debris";
3. 10/ 10/09- Smgery� remove adhesions, evacuate abcess,
"c lean" abdomen;
4. 10/12/09- Surgery- remove adhesions and ''pus in area of
previ ou s abscess";
5. 10/14/09- Surgery- remove dark fluid from abdome n
suggestive of"chronic infection;
6. 10/ 16/09- Surgery- wound vac removed, unable to close
bowel-Vicryl mesh sutured in place;
7. 10/19/09- Surgety- replace Vicryl mesh
8. 10/22/09- Surgery- Percutaneous Tracheostomy to secure
airway
9. 10/22/09- Smgery- Bronchoscopy rel ative to Tracheostomy
10. 10/23/09- 11/18/09 Transfer to Southwest Idaho Ad vanced
Care Hospital for Wound Care and rehab.
11. 12/07/09- Surgery- Skin graft from thigh to cover wound;
12. 12/8/09- Present- continued wound care, rehabilitation, pain
management.
1.

All of the above medical treatment and care is reflected in the records produced by
Daniel P. Fea1hen10D
Brent C. Pesthllr610n*
Jetem)' P. fealhelllton
Jer.lmi L. Ossman

Plaintiffs to Defendants in September, 2013.

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint,JD 83864
Phone (208) 263·6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
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Upon receiving Defendants ' Motion for Summary Judgment, D efendants filed their
Second Amended Expert Witness Disclo sure including the seemingly obvious statement that

Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony will include the opinion that all of said

care,

rehabilitation,

treatment were causally related and the proximate result of Dr. Hanson's failure to recognize
David's postoperative leak resu lting in sepsis, infection and complications.
Additionally, this opinion

was

included in Dr. Birkenhagen's dep osition testimony

taken by Defendants' counsel on October 29, 2013. Depo. ofK. Birkenhagen, pp. 84-89.
Additionally, this infonnation

as

well as Dr. Birkenha gen' s testimony opining as to the

causal COimection between all ofMr. Samples' care from October 4th on and the negligence of

Dr. Hanson was provided to the Defendants well in advance of their deadline for disclosure of
experts, which

was

m1
extended by the Court to November 13 . There can be no prejudice or

swpri se shown to the Defe ndants, even if Defendants assert (albeit unreasonably) that Mr.
Samples' care, rehabilitation and ten (1 0) plus medical pro cedures occuning October 4, 2009
through the Spring of2010,

were

not reasonably related to the negligence of the Defendants.

The Defendants have had weeks, even months, to evaluate the medical records and tetain
experts to meet or rebut the caus ation opinions of Dr. Birkenhagen.

To the extent nece ss ary, Plaintiffs have also filed

a

Motion for Relief from the Order

Setting Pretrial and Jury Trial asking the Court to pennit the Second Amended Expert Witness
Disclosure including the causation opinion of Dr. Birkenhagen.

Contained within Dr. Birkenhagen's letter of May 17,2011, that the Defendants have

Daniel P. Pcalhcrston
Brent C. Pcatbm1011"
Jeremy P. Pulheraton
Jeremi L. Osslllall

had since at least since S eptember of2011, Dr. Birkenhagen opines as follows:

113 S. Sccon<J Ave,
S1111dpoinc, ID S3864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263-0400

1As ofthis date. Defendants have disclosed no experts.
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At the time of my initial exam of this patient, which was
shortly after his arrival in the ICU, I immediately opened his
incision and obtained a large amount of pus from the incision.
This was not done in Blackfoot and should have been relatively
obvious to Dr. Hanson that this was going on. Of course, I did
have the advantage of knowing that the patient was in
respiratory distress and because of that would have expected a
wound/abdominal source of an infection as the etiology of the
distress since this patient was a young man. Shortly after
draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient
for the hole in his colon as he started pouring stool out of his
incision, which was pretty much eXpected once I saw the
amoWlt of pus in the abdominal incision.
See Deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen,
Exhibit 2.

Also, upon Mr. Samples return

Birkenhagen saw Mr.

from

Southwest Acute Care Hospital in Boise, Dr.

Samples and swnmarized in a chart note dated December 1 , 2009, as

follows:

He has a horrible colostomy that was created by necrosis of the

portion of the colostomy during postoperative period.

He has a
mucus fistula in the upper left quadrant. He was transferred
without my approval or advice to an LTAC in Boise . . . . . .In any
case, he now presents back with a woundvac in place and MM
Jackson-Pratt drain that I placed is still present. His crummy
colostomy, and the mucus fistula.
This chart note, along with Dr. Birkenhagen's other opinions,

were included

in the

discovery previously provided to counsel showing that Dr. Birkenhagen's opinion was that the
medical care, ten (1 0) plus surgical procedures, rehabilitative

arose from and were causally related to the negligent
Daniel P. Pc:athcrSIOD
Brent C. f'calhcnlon•
Jeremy P. Pcathcrs10n
!eremi L. Oislllllll

care

and other complications, all

postoperative

care provided by the

Defendant as alleged in this litigation.

113 S. Seoond Avo.
Sandpoinl,lD 83864

Phooe (208) 263-6866
Fax (203) 263�
•Licen•od in Idaho &. Wa.�hingiQn
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This Court will recal l that Counsel appeared on October 8 on Defendants Motions to
Strike Experts. At that time Defense Cmmsel complained vigorously that the Plaintiffs' expert
disclosures regarding Dr. Birkenhagen were inadequate to give them notice of his opinions and
that counsel had not detennined whether to depose Dr. Birkenhagen. Counsel skillfully made
no mention on October glh of any deficiency in the
intending to bring this

motion

opini ons as

to causation, presumably

this Court had ruled on defense,s motions to strike.

The Idaho Supreme Court has commented on the tactic of using pretrial orders or
discovery for stonewalling purposes.

In Edmunds

v.

Kraner.

142 Idaho 867, 136 P.3d 338

(2006), the Court affinned the Trial Court's ruling that struck Plaintiffs expert supplemented
expert witness, but commented as follows:

Though we affirm the district court's order regarding Dr.
Rotschafer's testimony, we believe it appropriate to comment
on the practice of issuing discovery orders that fail to allow
plaintiffs to add witnesses in response to defendants' witness
disclosures. The purpose of our discovery rules is to facilitate
fair and expedient pretrial fact gathering. It follows, therefore,
that discovery rules are not intended to encourage or reward

those whose co ndu ct is inconsistent with that purpose.

Discovery orders of the kind in this case, however, give
defendants every incentive to withhold information until after
the plaintiffs disclosure deadline has passed. Our Court of
Appeals rightly observed that these orders "reward the
defendant for stonewalling." Priest v. Landon 135 Idaho 898,
901 , 26 P.3d 1 235, 1238 (Ct.App .200 1).

Edmunds v.

Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873,
136 P.3d 338, 344, (2006)

Being mindful of the Supreme Court' s comments, this Court should recognize that
Daniel P. f;,�tlb�rSIOo
�Jenl C. Fo�lhmiOD•
Jerem,y P. Fealb.:r�n
J'ucmi L. Onman
ll3 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID $3864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263·0400

Plaintiffs' discovery responses and even the May, 201 1 letter of Dr. Birkenhagen makes clear
that Mr. Samples gravely septic condition by the time of his transfer to Portneuf on October 4,
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2009 is the proximate

cause

2082630400
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T-114

of his multiple surgeries, rehabilitative

care

P0021/0050 F-745

and chronic pain

symptoms since that date. Dr. Birkenhagen has said so in the medical records disclo sed to

Defendants, his opinion letter and in his recent deposition testimony. Further, common sense
should also be applied.

Under Defendants' care,

Mr. Samples leaking colon, purportedly

repaired during surgery on October 2nd, was left to leak until he was septic and exhibiting
respiratory distress.

Rather than inspect the surgery incision to rule out a leaking colon,

Defendants kept Samples for
finally transferring him to

2

more days, ignoring multiple indications from blood tests,

Portneuf for a pulmonary specialist.

Depo. of K. Birkenhagen, Pp.

1 1, 15-18.
For the reasons set forth above, the Court should deny the Defendants' Motion for

Summary Judgment on the basis that Plaintiffs "cannot establish causation".

The opinion of

Dr. Birkenhagen and the medical records provided to the Defendants through discovery, as well
as

the opinion of Dr. Birkenhagen provided in depositions and through Plaintiffs' S econd

Amended E?'}lcrt Witness Disclosure all adequately provide the Defendants notice of Dr.
Birkenbagen•s opinion that all medical care, treatment and rehabilitation, including ten (10)
plus surgeries suffered by Mr. Samples from October 4, 2009, through the Spring of 20 10
result from, and are proximately caused by, the negligence of the Defendants.
2.

��CHJQ.
Daniel P. P.atheMOII
Bret�t C. P.athenton*
Jeremy P. Featheretoll
J� L. Ossman
113 S. Sccond Avc.
Sandpoint, ID 33864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263..0400
"Lieensed la Id&bO & ~biQSIOII

PlaintitJs Are Prohibited from Establishing Future Damages
Without the Use of an Economist.

The Defendants contend that they

are

entitled

to Summary Judgment because Mr.

Samples cannot show future lost earnings or future wage lost without the expert testimony of
an

economist.

This is not Idaho law.
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Defendants cite the Court to Bailey v. Sanford, a 2004 Supreme Court decision. The

Bailey

v. Sanford case arose from a motor vehicle accident in 1998, which resulted in the filing

of a lawsuit in

1 999. The case proceeded to trial in 2001 with the jury awarding past and future

lost wages of $482,000.00 and with an award for past and future medical expenses of

$40,000.00. On appeal, the Defendants challenged a jury instruction, which directed the jury to
consider the present cash value of future pain and suffering and necessary medical care with
reasonable certainty.

The Defendants assert that this holding mandates that an economist must be called to
calculate for the jury the present value of any future damages claim.
Defendants' argument overlooks a subsequent change in the applicable jury instruction.

In 2003 (fom years after Bailey v. Sanford was tried) the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the
Idaho Civil Jury Instruction Committee's Proposed Jury Instruction, which include IDJI 9.13,
which reads as follows:

When I use the phrase present cash value as to any damage that
may accrue in the future, I mean that sum of money determined
and paid now which, when invested at

a

reasonable rate of

interest, would be sufficient to pay the future damages at the
time and in the amount the future damages will be incUJTed.

mn 9. 13
See Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to
Defendants ' Motion for Summary Judgment, Exhibit "C"

_ __ and similar cases and the specific
v. Sanford
It is clear from the holding in Bailey._
DaM.ll>. Fealhc�rslOn
Breht C. 'fealhorSIOn*
Jerttn)' 'P. �oatherSIOn
Jer-omi L. Ossman
J 13 S. Second A'le.
Sandpoint, ID 83864

language adopted in IDn 9. 1 3 that the Idaho Supreme Court has since adoptted a jury
instruction that instructs the jury how to calculate present cash

value so as to avoid the risk of

speculation or conj ecture when awarding future damages.

This

accepted jury

i.nstruction

Phono (208) 263�66

Fu (208) 263.()d(JO

*Li..n>e<l in Idaho ll. W..hiaSIOD
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appropriately instructs the jucy on how to address present cash value, thereby obviating the
necessity of an economist?
No case cited by the Defendants in their Motion for Summary Judgment mandates the
presentation of expert testimony from an economist.

The Defendants cite the Court to Watkins. LLC v. Stonn. a 2012 appeal from a bench
triaL The holding ofWatkins. LLC v. Storm is specific to the facts of that case.

Watkins,

LLC v. Stann involved interpretation of a lease containing a liquidated

damages clause in a landlord tenant dispute. At trial, the landlord asserted future rents due
through the future term of the lease of $ 1 ,750,000.00.

The District Court was asked to interpret

a clause in the lease agreement which provided remedies to the landlord upon default,

including the recovery from tenant of' the present value

of the unpaid rent which

been earned through the teim of the lease. The District Court

found

would have

that provision to be

essentially a liquidated damages clause and held that the liquidated damages of $1 ,750,000.00
was so disproportionate to the damages actually sustained
down and denying damages to the landlord.

as

to be unconscionable striking it

Watkins. LLC v. Storm, 1 52 Idaho 53 1 , 538, 272

P.3d 503, SIO (2012).
On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court noted that the District Court's fmding that the
liquidated damages

clause was

unconscionable was "unnecessary

as

Watkins, LLC failed to

produce evidence of the present value of its loss". However, (and contrary to the Defendants'
position in this Motion), the Idaho Supreme Court found as follows:
Daniel P. Peathco;IOO
&tcnl C. l'calhmton•
Jeno�DY P. Fcalhcralon

Jcrcmi l.. Ossman

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
•Lic:eo><4 io Idaho &: Wishin£10n

of interesf' on investments running less than 1% per annum, a jury could reasonably
conclude that present value is nearly identical to future value, except for the most distant future damages.

2 At present rates

"
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The discount rate is a question of fact that must be detennined
by the 1rier of fact. The discount in a future damages must be a
reasonable forecast of the compensation and is based on the
principle that present money is capable of earning income.

Watkins, LLC v. Storm, 1 52 Idaho at 539
Essentially, the Watkins decision is distinguishable from the facts at bar. First, Watkins
revolved around the liquidated damages clause which specifically provided that future damages
must be discounted to present value.

Second, the issue before this Court

is to be tried before a jury. The jury

instruction

adopted by the Idaho Supreme Comt from the Committee in 2003 requires the use of IDJI 9. 13,

which instructs the jury on how to calculate present cash value as to future damages. It does
not mandate the presentation of expert testimony my way of an economist. To the contrary,

IDJI 9.13 instructs

the jury

that

are to detennine the present value by calculating the

amount that if paid now and invested at a reasonable rate of interest, would be sufficient to pay

those future damages.
Applying the standard of Summary Judgment to this case together with the adopted jury

instruction on present cash value requires this Court to deny the Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment as to future damages.

ill.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, the

Court is asked to deny the Defendants' Motion for

Sununaty Judgment on causation and to deny the Defendants' Motion for Sununary Judgment
Danf&l P. FsathetStoo
B111nt C. Pe.\dlers!QO*
Jeremy P. Feathets!Otl
Je.erni L, OUmiUI
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint.ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400

"Li~med in Idaho & Wa.!hioglon

as to future damages .
The Plaintiffs stipulate that there is no cause of action in this case for breach of the
standard of care arising during the surgical procedure itself.
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20 1 3 .
FEATHERS

BRENT C. F ATHERSTON
Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the
copy of the foregoing document to

marmer:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box

1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303�1 276

day of November,

2013, I caused a true and correct

eiVed upon the following person(s) in the following

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

M

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Overnight Mail

Hand delivered

Facsimile (208) 733-5444
Other:

Dani"l P. Fcalheraton

Brent C. Pcalhcraton•

1oRmy P. Fealhoraton
JcRmi L. Ossman

113 S. Second Ave.
SandpOint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-tiStiti
Fa)( �08) 2o3.{)400
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098
BRENT C. PEATilERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263.,6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David S amples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,

)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,

)
)

)

AFFIDAViT OF
COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

Case No.: CV-20 1 1 -2069

)

) ss:
County of Bonner

)

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being ftrst duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
as

follows:
I

over the age of 1 8 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein.

I am co-counsel for the Plaintiffs admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho since

Danlal P. Fealherstoh

Brent C. Peatherston*
Je.emy P. Feathel$ton
J� L. Ossman

am

1 992.

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208} 263-6866

Fax (208} 263-()4()()

AFFIDAVlT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANYS' MOTION FOR SOMMAR\' JUDGMENT
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On September 271h

2082630400

P0027/0050 F-745

T-114

•

of this year I provided all medical records, including the records

of Bingham Memorial Hospital, Dr. Kurt Birkenhagen, and Portneuf Medical Center in om
possession

as a

response to the Defendants' discovery requests.

Plaintiffs treatment

A

summary of the

following his transfer to Portneuf Medical Center reflects that David

Samples underwent ten

complication, infection

( 1 0) surgical procedures from

October 4, 2009, each related to the

and septic condition arising from the negligent care provided by the

Defendants according to the testimony of Dr. Birkenhagen.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

1 0/4/09- Surgery- remove stitches drain and "evacuate"
pus/abdominal infection;
1 017/09- Surgery- repair "colon perforation", necrosis, and
abscess, remove "stool and debris'';
1 0/1 0/09- Surgery- remove adhesions, evacuate abs cess,
"clean" abdomen;
1 0/12/09- Surgery- remove adhesions and ''pus in
previous abscess";

area

of

10114/09- Smgery- remove dark fluid from abdomen

suggestive of "chronic infection;

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
1 1.

12.

1 011 6/09- Surgery- wound vac removed , unable to close
bowel-Vicryl mesh sutured in place;
1 0/ 1 9/09- Surgery- replace Vicryl mesh;
1 0/22/09- Surgery- Percutaneous Tracheostomy to secure

ahway'

10/22/09- Surgery4 Bronchoscopy relative to Tracheostomy
1 0/23/09 - 1 1118/09 Transfer to Southwest Idaho Advance
Care Hospital for WoWld Care and rehab;
12/07/09- Surgery- Skin graft from thigh to cover wound;
12/8/09- Present- continued wound care, rehabilitation,

pain management.

Further, from October 23 through November 1 8, 2009, Mr. Samples was under
rehabilitative care at Southwest Idaho Acute (Advanced) Care Hospital.

Daniel P. Feathr.raton
Brent C. Fl!athcnton*
Jeremy P. Fl!athar&ton
Jc1cmi L. OS&Ill&Jl
113 S. Second Ave.
Smdpoint, ID 83864
l>hone (208) 2.63-6866
Fax (2.08) 263-0400

late

November,

surgical

Upon his return in

Mr. Samples resumed care under Dr. Birkenhagen undergoing the tenth

procedure at Portneuf on December 7, 2009, described as a granuloma of the

abdominal wall in Dr. Birkenhagen' s report.
AFFIDAVIT OF C01JNS£L lN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENJ)ANTS• MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-2
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Through early 20 1 0, Mr. S amples m1derwent additional care, treatment and
rehabilitation through Portneuf Medical Center, Dr. Birkenhagen and Pain Clinic.
These medical records were produced on September 27, 20 13, as part of Plaintiffs'

Answers to Defendants' Interrogatories.
Further, upon receipt of the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment challenging
causation, the Plaintiffs filed a Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure explicitly
identifying that Dr. Bh:kenhagen would testify as to the causal connection between the care,
treatment and rehabilitation from October 4, 200 9, through early 2010, and its relationship
to the negligent care of the Defendant.
A true and accurate copy of the Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure is

attached as Exhibit "A".
Subsequent to the filing and service by email on defense counsel of Exhibit ''A", Dr.

Birkenhagen's deposition testimony was provided on October 29, 20 1 3 . Defendants have
had ample opportunity to question Dr. Birkenhagen as to causation, but declined to do so
during her questioning of him.

In the interest of full disclosure. the Plaihtiffs' counsel
Portions of the deposition testimony of Dr.

queried Dr. Birkenhagen as to causation.

Birkenhagen are attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference

as

Exhibit "B".

A review of the Idaho Supreme Court website and the portion containing the Idaho

Civil Jury Instructions reveals that in 2003 the Idaho Supreme Court received and adopted

the Committee's Proposed Civil Jury Instructions including IDJI 9. 1 3, a jury instruction as

���s..�
Daniei P. Feathcrston
Brent C. FcliUhmton•
Jetemy P. :PcaLhQrston
Ie.wni L. Onm1111

to the definition and use of the term "present cash value". A true and accurate copy of IDJI

9.13 from the Idaho Supreme Court Adopted Jury Instruction is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "C".

113 S. Second Ave.

Sandpoini, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400

•l.M:eoaed in Idaho & W..iuot1on

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
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Further, your Affiant
DATED this

2082630400

T-114

P0029/0050 F-745

•

s� naught.

(

da ofNovember, 201 3 .
y

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the

ft/Lgay of November, 2013, I caused a true and

cop of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the
y

manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOlLMAN, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1 276

comet
following

] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Ovemight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
[~ Facsimile No. (208) 733-5444
[

[ ] Other: - - - - - -

B~~
Daniel P. Fcalhenton
Brent C. Pcarher.uon*
Jeremy P. Featherston
Jcromi L. Ossman

11!! S. Scgoad Avc.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
PboiiC (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400

AFFU>AVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO

DEFENDANTS' MOTlON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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.

DISTRICT COURT
ENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BIN
M COUNTY, /CAHO

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 4602
.fflREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 6098

·!

I

l

· 1 1 3 South Second Avenue

-·----

Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 26�-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) .

--

--

-

I

Deputy

i

I

Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
·

)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
vs.
)
)
)
Dr. Ray. W. Hanson individually, and
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as
)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X. )
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband and Wife,

individuals and entities presently unknown,

Case No.: CV-20 1 1-2069
SECOND AMENDED
EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

l

I

I

)
)

Defendants.

.

!

)

COMES NOW the 'Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record, Brent C.
.

.

FeatherstoJ;J., and hereby submits and discloses

Plaintiffs'

Second Amended Expert Witness

Kurt Birke~en, M:D.
500 South 11 Avenue
Pocatello, ID 8320 1

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 17, 201 1 correspondence

(attached) that the
Daniel P. Pcalhmton
Brent C. Pealhcnton�
Jeremy P. Pealbcnton
Jc� L. OsSIIWI
Second Ave.
o�>�, m 83864
PhQno (208) 261�66
Fax (lOS) 263-0400
I'
�

care provided by Defendants, Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial

�

Hosp tal, fail to meet the standard of care within the cotnmunity by failing to properly repair
and treat Mr. Samples' tom

co lon

caused

during the cholosystectomy procedure and failing

SECOND AMENDED WERT WITNESS DJSCLOSUllE - 1

I

!
I

I

Disclosure pursuant to the Court's Pretrial Order:

1.

I
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••

further detect infection in Mr. Samples' despite the fact that Mr. Samples continued to

suffer from a leaking transverse colon
obvious symptomology

as a

result of the surgical procedure and despite

indicative of continued leakage of the colon and/or infection in the

surgical site, all of which failed to meet the standard ofcare in the community.

Dr. Birkenhagen, as Mr. Samples' treating physician upon
Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center, had full
medical records pertaining to the

access

to

transfer

from the

and did review all

treatment provided by the . Defendants

to

Mr. Samples

while ooder Defendants' care. Dr. Birkenhagen also has reviewed the operative notes of Dr
Hanson,

as

well

as

Samples care records since transfer to Portneuf and

.

other medical

facilities and caregivers.
Based upon his review ofMr. Samples treatment and care records after transfer from

the Defendants' care, Dr. Birkenhagen will testify

as

to the approximate ten (10) surgical

procedures (reflected in the medical records produced), wound

·care,

and treatment of

complications resulting from the infection and septic condition of Mr. Samples as

proximately related to the negligent post-operative care provided by the Defendants, and
Mr. Samples subsequent rehabilitation treatment.
and

care

This would include the treatment, surgery

at Portneuf Medical Center provided, by (or under the

supervision of) Dr.

Birk:enhagen and the subsequent treatment and rehabilitation pl'ovided at other facilities,
including Southwest Idaho Advanced Care Hospital.
Though not yet determined, Exhibits at trial may include medical l'ecords, charts and
diagrams for illustrative puxposes demonstrating Plaintifrs care and injuries.
Daniel P. FealhersiOD
Brent c. Feathenroa•
J�y P. F&atbersiOcl
Joremi L. OSSDifm
•
,

'1.. Second Ava.
.)!qt, ID 83864

Dr. Birkenhagen has not authored any publications within the past 1 0 years. Dr.
Birkenhagen has not provided P�aintiffs with a current cmriculum vitae and has just recently

PboU" (208) 263-6866
� (208) 26J.0400
SECOND AMENDED li:Xf'ER1' WITNESS DISCLOSURE - 1
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T-114

e

P 0032/0050 F-745

•

returned from out of state, bui his qualifications are well known to the Defendants as he was
hired by BMH to replace the Defendant. Dr. Ray Hanson, following his retirement.
.

Dr. Birkenhagen normally charges $250/hour for

records review, with a $750.00

advance deposit for deposition testimony and $2,500/day for trial testimony.

Dr. Birkenhagen's last testimony as an expert was approximately four (4) years ago
and occurred in Salt Lake City in an Idaho federal court case in which the Doctor .removed a
foreign object left in the patient by the prior surgeon/physician.
VocConsult Services Inc.

2.

·

Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.
CRC Certified Rehabilitation Counselor
ABDA Diplomat & Senior Disability Analyst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner

106 North 6th, Ste. 212 83702
P.O. Box 1 126, Boise, Idaho 83701
Phone 1 -208�389.;,7813 Fax 208-368-0377

Dr. Collins has not generated a report in this matter. She has reviewed a selection
of medical records fro� Mr. Samples treatment and a physical capacities evaluation, tax
retuqls and employment records relat.ive to preparing

an

opinion as to Mr. Samples lost

wages, past and future, and lost earning capacity resulting from the negligent care
provided by the Defendants. it is expected that Dr. Collin� will testify

as

to the fiuictional

limitations of Mr. Samples based upon a perfonnance:based physical capacities evaluation
perfonned by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and evaluation of Mr.
Samples and her assessment and review of the relevant medical records and the effect of

those limi�ations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past �. future.
Daniel P. fjath�,_too.
BI'CIIt c. Pcathcnton•
Jcmny P. Fcad!cnton
Ietc:mi L.Ou1111111

Her curriculum vitae, containing her publications and qualifications, was
previously attached to Plaintiff's Amended Expert Witness Disclosure, as was her

'.

SIO(C)ncl Av•.
JiDt,lD 8)864
Phone (208) 26,·6866
Fax (1.08) 263-0400
•
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compensation rates relative to

•

T-114

P0033/0050 F-745

this matter and cases in which she has provided expert

testimony.

111
DATED this 28 day of October, 20 1 3 .

TC. F

THERSTON

Attomey for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE O F MAILING
111

day of Oc{ober, Z01 3, 1 caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following
marmer:
I hereby certify that on the 28

[ ]

Jerurifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

[ ] Overnight Mail
[ 1 Hand del.ivered

.

·

Facsimile No. (208)733-5444

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

·

O� ii-'"

Daniel P. F&alhet$1011
Brc:ol C . Fe•tllenlon*
Jeremy �. Pcalhc:r�IOD
Jcrcmi L. Onm;m
�, Secobd Ave .
.:.Jnr, ro 83864
Phont: 1208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
•

1

Lie60te4 ln lOlho Ii: W..i.1nn2101

SECOND

AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS DlSCLOSVRE

•
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ItECEl�rED
JUN n 2 2.0\l
{ie(l$h�

n

L.a.,..,.·()'��(�\it�...

. n, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.S•

W. Kurt

. ~ -

• . ·-i; ~.

.

Gene((ll Thoracic and Vaswlar Surgery
500 South 11th Avenue

May 1 7, 201 1

Pocatello, Idaho 83ZOI

Jeremy Featherston
1 13 South 2nd Ave.

208-�32.-7434

·

Sandpoint, ID 83864

Re:

·

David Ss"J:nples
D.O.B: 09/1 8/73

Dear Mt. Featherston:
I atn sony for the delay in responding to your initial Jetter. I �ve had son1e difficulty with my pel'sonal
health, and I aU!o have had some difficulty in deciding exactly what was desired from yom letter since you
spoke of a deposition as �eil as an opinion.

.

.

t

I have reviewed my cb.mt.

'elt that Dr. David Hansen•s failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.

1 would reiterate and support that statement. I do not think that DF. Hansen ever recognized that this patien,t

had a leak from his colonic repair. The patient was riot referred from Blackfoot to Pocatello to the surgical
service. He was referr�d to the Puhnonology servipe as a patient with respiratory distress. The etiolo gy of
·

the respiratory distress was a necrotic leaking tt�sverse colon. This does not happen in six, eight, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one bas to develop sepsis and .iJ?. which abdominal. fm<;lings. almost always
precede that of findings in the lung.
.

.

.

At the time of my initial exam of this patient, which was shortly after his arrival in the ICU. I immediately
opened Jtis incision and obtained a large amount ofpu:ffrorn the incision. This was not done in Blackfoot and
should have been'relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this was going on. Of course, ! did have the advailtage
of knowing that the patient was in respiratory distress �� because of that would have expected a wound I
abdominal source of an infectio;n as the etiology ofthe distress since this patient was a young wan. Shortly
after draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient for the hole in his colon as he started
pourillg stool out of his incision. This was
' pretty rnuch expected once I saw the amount of pus in the

abdominal incision.
.

.

.

I don�t think that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the colon.. . I have not seen a colonie injttry here, but
it has definitely been reported. He certairuy recognized the fact that he had a. hole in 1he colon. He did open
the patient•a:nd fix it. I suspect that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle colonic
arteLy was thrombosed because of the subsequent difficulties in obtaining a satisfactory colosto1ny on this
patient. ·

286
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.

Jeremy Featherston
May 17, 201 1
Re:
David Samples
Page 2

T-114

2082630400

P0035/0050 F-745

•

·

I hope that this is the information that yoll needed. In reviewing the chart, I couldn't find any other direct
evidence as to the br�ach of standard of care by Dr. HallS en.
·

I would be happy to discuss this with you on the phone. ·
Sincerely• .

. u14&

W. Kurt Birkenhagen. M.D:
·

.

WKB/ps
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And i s that a l s o t rue w i th the care that was

Q.

15

n e c e s s a r i ly incurred a f t e r h i s re turn on Novembe r

16

of

2 009

86

ob j e c t i o n .

7

t he

Page
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in your

f a i l ure
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18
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· R i gh t

19

Q.

FEATHERSTON )

20

A.

Ye s .

21

Q.

Okay .

BR I �EE :

S ame obj e c t ion .

( BY MR .

Is

.

there any of

Is

t ha t a

the

care

" ye s 11 ?

that

you are

f rom your - p os i t ion as be ing a phys i c ian

22

f am i l i a r w i t h ,

23

that

24

ne c e s s a r i l y been

25

f a i l u r e in

t r e a t e d Dav i d ,

thi s

1 8 th

tha t you t h i nk would have .

incu r r e d

re gardl e s s

of D r .

Hanson ' s

ca s e ?
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W.

Kurt Birkenhagen ,
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1
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2
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I

:

-

I

FEATHERS TON )

gu e s s ,

a sking s o r t

5

f a s h i on .

6

care that wa s prov i ded to Dav i d Samp l e s

· 7

the

4 th of 2 0 0 9 that wou l d
have nece s s ar i l y

9

Dr .

Hans on h a d

10

A.

11

� ep s i s ,

--

is

what

--

I •m

i

I

in a di f f e r ent

s ame que s t i on but

there any p a rt

8

87

- rep e a t that que s t i on again .

4

Is

Page

•

S ame ob j e c t i on .

( BY MR .
of
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there any o f

i

I

I

that

!

I
I

s ince O c t ob e r

I

he wou l d

have nec e s s ari l y

had t o undergo

r e ga r d l e s s

·1

I

I

of wh e t h e r

I

i

- -

I f he di dn • t get

you know ,

I
I

the wound inf e c t i on and the

I

no thing e l s e woul d hav e happened .

12

MR . FEATHERSTON :

13

MS . BR I Z EE :

I

That • s

have

a

al l

I

I have .

I

I

c oup l e que s t i ons .

I

I

l4

l

15

!

FURTHER EXAMINATI ON

16

QUESTIONS BY

17

Q.

MS .

Can a p a t i ent b ecome

whe re the

19

c a r e p rac t i c e that mi ght

surgeon me e t s

••

20

A.

Ye s .

21

Q.

Okay .

I!

BRI ZEE ;

18

a l l t he s t andards

And wou l d you agree

that

given Mr .

23

that

equal ly as pos s ib l e

24

the

25

di f f e rent on O c t ober 3 rd or O c t obe r 4 th?

same

'I

of health

apply t o him?

s i tuat idn ,
is

l

septic in a s i tuat i on

22

it

I

I

S amp l e s

und e rlying

in th i s

c omo rb idit i e s

t hat he would have had

out c ome no mat t er i f Dr .

Han s on did s omething
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P age

b e en appropriately t aken back to surgery .by Dr .

3

and exp l ored . - - you know ,

4

have a very ,

5

go i ng to go wrong in that

6

not exp l a in wha t happ ene d on the ba s i s

7

w i th the increas ing s ep s i s .

8

f i r s t whi t e c oun t ,

9

t h i rd .

And I

Hanson

you have t o - - you have to

very high susp i c ion that

but

s omething i s
And you coul d

s i tua t i on .

t he CT s c an

of

And , you know , maybe

the

then not the s ec ond and not the

t ruly r e s en t the

fact t h a t he turned t h e

c a s e ove r to a medi c a l per son .

11

But i f you have

Q.

a

pat i ent 1 Dr .

B i rkenhagen ,

12

who i s i n respi ratory di s t re s s ,

13

c onsul t

14

A.

Con sul t

15

Q.

- - and get a pu l monol og i s t o r an interni s t

,

aren ' t you go ing t o

ab s ol ut e l y .

16

o r an ho sp i t al i s t on . board t o t r e a t

17

inf e c t i on

- -

A.

Ye s .

19

Q.

Okay .

20

A.

And l i k e

21

know ,

22

wrong ,

23

You know ,

24

a c i do s i s
ac i d ,

I

Thank you .
s a i d b e f ore

I

think tha t . her

and t ha t
if

that respi ratory

or re sp.i rat ory d i s t re s s ?

18

25

88

think t h a t i f he had

2

10
I;·

I

Kurt

P0048/0050 F-745
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though ,
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imp re s s i on o f t he ABG ' s was

that c ontributed to
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t ha t
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the probl em .
a me t ab ol i c
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t he s e

2

aren ' t

3

And I ' m not

4

they· �oul d recogn i z e a wound inf e c t ion and what ' s

5

go ing on .

�

re cogn i z ed tha t thi s guy had a wound inf e c t i on ,

7

damn we l l

8

and l ooked .

would have

Now ,

10

I mean ,

11

one po int

12

MS .

--

t hat

you can . s ay t hat

I would

opened hi s · inc is ion

have

the

but

I

next day

w i th tho s e bands going. up l ike c r a zy

go t worr i e d about

I

They are hosp i t al i s t s .

you know ,

And I ' m not sure

9

13

sure that

89

10/2 9 / 2 0 1 3

you s e e ,

-
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1 2 percent
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the que s t ions

I

have .
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TH E W I TNES S :

15
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16

f i nd it

17

Q.

shoulq be

18

that Dr .

19

o�

20

right ?

21

your

j us t

a cert a i n way ,

You know ,
and wh�n

you f e e l

l ike

it is not , you
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(BY MS . BRI ZEE)
Hanson s aw
a s sump t ions

We l l ,

you are

al s o as suming

those l abs ; corre c t ?

That ' s one

in f o rmulat ing your op inion ;

I t i s a " ye s " or " no " que s t ion .

A.

think t hat

I

22

I

23

c ount .

2.4

even wo r s e

25

meant .

.

I ' m s o rry .

think that

a

s u rg e on

the que s t i on i s

out o f o rde r .
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9.13 - Present cash value
INSTRUCTION NO.
When I use the phrase "present £ash value" as to any damage that may
a(:crue in the future, I mean that

sum

of money determined and paid now

whieb, when invested at a reasonable rate of interest, would be sufficient to pay
the future damages at the time and in the amount the future damages will be
incurred.
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Jennifer K. B rizee ( I S B #50 70)
Zach ary J. Thom pso n (ISB #7803)
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POW ERS TOLMAN FARL EY, PLLC

!
I

•1

I I I. "8

;,,,II . ...:.

132 3rd Avenue East
P. O. Box 1276

Twin Fa l ls, Idaho 83303-1276

"{

Telepho ne: (208) 733-5566
Facsi m i l e : (208) 733-5444

D

Attorney fo r Defenda nts Bingham Memoria l Hospita l
and D r. Ray W . Ha nson

I N THE D I S T R I CT C O U RT OF T H E SEVENTH J U D I C I AL D I STRICT OF T H E
STATE OF I DA H O , I N A N D FOR T H E COUNTY O F B I N G HAM

David Sam ples and Jayme Sam ples,
husba nd a nd wife,
Plaintiffs ,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

vs.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTIO N

D r. Ray W. Hanson, i nd ivid ual ly, and
B H M, I nc., d o i ng busi ness as Bingham

FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SETTING

Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,

PRETRIAL AND JURY TRIAL AND
NOTICE OF HEARING

ind ividuals and e ntities p resently
unknown,
Defendants.

COME NOW, d efendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. H anson,
by and th rough their atto rney of record, Powers To lman Fa rley, PLLC, and respectfully
subm it this memorandum in oppos itio n to Plai ntiffs' Motion fo r Relief From Order Setting
Pretrial and J u ry T rial a n d Notice of Hearing .

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM
ORDER SETTING PRETRIAL AND JURY TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING, PAGE 1
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

On November 7, 2013, plaintiffs served a Motion for Relief from Order Setting
Pretrial and Jury Trial and Notice of Hearing ("Motion for Relief").

This motion

requested this Court modify its Pretrial Order to permit Plaintiffs' Second Amended
Expert Witness Disclosure, and allow Dr. Birkenhagen to opine regarding causation in
this matter.

See Motion for Relief, p. 3.

The Court's pretrial order was dated January

30, 2013 ("Scheduling Order"), and it required plaintiffs to disclose expert witnesses in
accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4)(A)(i) by September 16, 2013.
See Scheduling Order.

Such a scheduling order may only be modified by leave of the

judge upon a showing of

good

cause. See Idaho R. Civ. Pro. 16(b).

This Court entered an order dated October 24, 2013, essentially giving plaintiffs
an extension until September 30, 2013, to disclose expert opinions.

This Court ruled

plaintiffs' experts would not be allowed to testify to any opinions disclosed after
September 30, 2013.

See Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New

Claim dated October 24, 2013.

Plaintiffs request that this Court modify its Scheduling

Order to permit Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure, which added
causation opinions from Dr. Birkenhagen.

This request also asks the Court to reverse

its order of October 24, 2013.
However, the plaintiffs have not met and cannot meet their burden to show good
cause in this matter to allow this Court to amend its Scheduling Order and/or to reverse
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its prior order to permit plaintiffs to add the untimely disclosed causation opinions for Dr.
Birkenhagen.
Dr.

Birkenhagen's

own

deposition testimony actually

supports

defendants'

position and demonstrates that plaintiffs lack the requisite good cause for modification
of the Scheduling Order.

Dr. Birkenhagen was deposed on October 29, 2013.

At his

deposition, he testified that other than a week or possibly three weeks prior to his
deposition, he had not spoken with anyone from plaintiffs' counsels' office for one or
two

years.

See Deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen (hereinafter "Birkenhagen Depo. "), p.

14, LL. 2-5, attached hereto as "Exhibit A. " Given that testimony, it is clear that plaintiffs
had not contacted Dr. Birkenhagen at any time leading up to their expert disclosure
deadline and that they only contacted Dr. Birkenhagen after their expert disclosure
deadline had passed and after defendants moved to strike plaintiffs' untimely disclosed
experts.
Now, despite not speaking with Dr. Birkenhagen for a year or two before their
expert disclosure deadline, plaintiffs are asking this Court to modify its Scheduling Order
to permit plaintiffs' untimely Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure and to allow
plaintiffs to present causation opinions not even formed, nevertheless disclosed, until
well after the September 30, 2013, deadline.

Under these circumstances, plaintiffs do

not have and cannot show good cause to warrant modification of this
Scheduling Order.

Court' s

Therefore, plaintiffs' Motion for Relief should be denied in its

entirety, Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure should be stricken, and
plaintiffs should be precluded from offering opinions from Dr. Birkenhagen on causation.
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•

p u rsuant to

this

Court's

order d ated

Octo ber 24,

2013,

D r.

B i rkenhagen was o n ly perm itted to testify rega rd ing "a ny opinio n s that were d isclosed
up to and through Septe m ber 30 , 2013. " See Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and
to Dism iss New Claim dated Octo ber 24, 2013.

At Dr. B i rken hag en's depositio n , D r.
o p i n ions he

Birke n hagen confirmed that a letter dated May 17 , 2011, contained the
had fo rmed prior to Octo be r 1, 2013.
L L. 1-5, Exhi bit A.

See B i rkenhagen Depo. , p. 14 , L L . 1 5-25; p . 1 5 ,

Thus, the letter co ntains the o n ly o p i n io n s he formed prior to this

Co u rt' s S eptem ber 30 , 2013, dead line fo r d isclosu re of the same. Consequently, based
upon this Co u rt's O rd e r dated October 24, 2013, D r. B i rke nhagen should not be
perm itted to testify regard ing h i s untim ely d isclosed causation opi nions.
Acco rd i ngly, defendants respectfu lly request that this Court strike Plaintiffs'
Second Amended Expe rt Witness Disclosu re and precl ude D r.

B i rke nhagen fro m

offering opinions on causation.
Also, Defend ants respectfu l l y request that this Cou rt strike portio ns of plaintiffs'
Motion for Relief setting forth unsuppo rted and inco rrect factual a l legatio n s regard i ng
this matter.
II.
THIS COURT'S SCHEDULING ORDER SHOULD NOT BE MODIFIED TO PERMIT
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE BECAUSE
PLAINTIFFS HAVE NOT SHOWN GOOD CAUSE

Rule 16(b) o n l y a l lows a co u rt's sched uling order to be modified by lea ve of the
judge upon a showi ng of good ca use.
not be modified

good cause.")

except by

See Idaho R. Civ. Pro. 16( b) ( "A sched ule shall

leave of the

judge

or magistrate

(em phasis added); see also Weinstein

v.

upon

a

showing

of

Prudential Property and Cas.
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Ins. Weinstein

•

Prudential Property and Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299, 233 P.3d 1221

v.

(201 0) ("Rule 16(b )(7) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states that a scheduling
order may be modified for good cause."); Camp

v.

East Fork Ditch Co., Ltd. , 137 Idaho

850, 859, 55 P.3d 304, 313 (2002) ("Rule 16(b)(6) provides that a scheduling order can
be modified upon a showing of good cause.").
The Idaho Supreme Court "has consistently held that trial courts' decisions
involving application of a "good cause" standard are discretionary decisions."
Medical Center

v.

Ada County, Bd. of

Mercy Medical Center

v.

Mercy

Ada County, Bd. of

County Commissioners of Ada County, 146 Idaho 226, 192 P. 3d 1050 (2008) (citing,
e.g. , Farrell

v.

Bd. of Comm'rs, Lemhi County, 138 Idaho 378, 390-91, 64 P.3d 304,

316-17 (2002); Camp
(2002); State

v.

v.

E. Fork Ditch Co., Ltd. , 137 Idaho 850, 859, 55 P.3d 304, 313

Young, 136 Idaho 113, 116, 29 P.3d 949, 952 (2001) (noting that

"[b]ecause there is no fixed rule for determining what constitutes good cause, the matter
is initially left to the discretion of the district court.")).
In this case, plaintiffs have not met their burden to show good cause.

Plaintiffs

argue that Dr. Birkenhagen was travelling out of the country for several weeks in the
end of September and early October.

They argue defendants have deposed Dr.

Birkenhagen, and plaintiffs produced Mr. Sample's medical records, so the Court's
Scheduling Order should be modified.

See Motion for Relief, p. 2-3; see Affidavit of

Brent Featherston in Support of Motion for Relief from Pretrial and Jury Trial (hereinafter
"Featherston Aft."), p. 2. None of those reasons constitute good cause sufficient for this
Court to modify its Scheduling Order.
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Instead, Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition testimony establishes that the plaintiffs
clearly lack good cause for a modification of this Court's Scheduling Order.

Dr.

Birkenhagen was deposed on October 29, 2013, where he testified that he had recently
spoken with plaintiffs' counsel or someone from his office one week prior to his
deposition or possibly three weeks prior.
Exhibit A.

See Birkenhagen Depo., p. 14, LL. 2-14,

Before that, he had not spoken with anyone from plaintiffs' counsels' office

for one or two

years. See Birkenhagen Depo. , p. 14, LL. 2-5, Exhibit A. He testified as

follows:

0.

Okay. Let me go back on something and circle back here. When is the last
time you've had a conversation with Mr. Featherston or anyone from his office?

A.

Last week.

Q.
Okay. Prior to last week, when was the last time you had a conversation
with anyone from Mr. Featherston's office?
A.

I don't remember. A

year,

two

years.

See Birkenhagen Depo., p. 14, LL. 2-5, Exhibit A (emphasis added).
In light of that testimony,

it is clear that plaintiffs had not contacted

Birkenhagen at any time leading up to their expert disclosure deadline.
only contacted Dr. Birkenhagen

Dr.

It appears they

after their expert disclosure deadline had passed and

after defendants moved to strike plaintiffs' untimely disclosed experts.

Accordingly,

whether Dr. Birkenhagen was on vacation at the end of September and early October is
irrelevant, because it is apparent that plaintiffs took no steps to secure any opinions
from Dr. Birkenhagen for over a year or two.
Now, despite not speaking with Dr. Birkenhagen for a year or two before their
expert disclosure deadline, plaintiffs seek modification of this Court's Scheduling Order
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to permit plaintiffs' untimely Second Amended Expert Witness Disclo sure a nd to allow
plaintiffs to present ca usation opinio n s not formed o r d i sclosed until we l l after the
orig inal Septe m be r 1 6 , 2013, dead l i ne and the extended S eptem ber 30 , 20 1 3, d ead l i ne.
Plaintiffs have not shown good cause to warra nt mod ification of th is Co u rt's S ched u l i ng
Order under these circumstan ces. Thus, plaintiffs' Motion for Re lief should be de nied i n
its entirety, Plai ntiffs' S eco nd Amended Expert Witness D isclos u re should b e stricken,
and plai ntiffs should be precluded from offering o p i n ions from D r. B i rke nhagen on
ca usatio n.
Plaintiffs' Motion fo r Relief should a lso be den ied because this Co urt a l ready
ruled in its o rder d ated Octo ber 24, 2 0 1 3, that Dr. B i rkenhagen wo uld only perm itted to
testify regard i ng "any opin ions that were d isclosed u p to and through S eptember 30 ,
20 1 3. "

See Decision on Motions to Stri ke Experts and to Dismiss N ew Claim d ated

Octo ber 24, 20 1 3.

D r. B i rkenhagen testified that prior to Octo ber 1 , 20 1 3, the sum of

the opi nions he had formulated were co nta i ned in his letter d ated May 1 7 , 2011 .
B i rke n hagen Depo. , p. 1 4 , L L . 1 5-25; p. 1 5, LL. 1 -5, Exh i b it A.

See

S pecifically, he testified

as fo l lows:

Q,

Okay. So prior to three weeks ago , was this letter the sum of the

Q.Q.inions
A.

Yes.

that you had formulated in this matter?
Because I did not have the B i ng ham charts , and then I got the

Bingham cha rt last week and went throug h it, which confi rmed what I
sus pected.

Q.

Okay.

B ut prior to , say, Octo ber 1st of this year, does this letter

represent the sum of the o p i n io ns you had form u lated in this matter?

A.

Is that the letter we are ta lking about?

Q.

Yeah , it's yo u r exhi bit. Okay. Was that a "yes"?
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Yes . That was my o p i n i o n , based on my h i sto ry fro m David on what I

saw and -- fro m what M r. Sam p les gave me as his h istory and what I saw.

See B i rke n hagen Depo. , p. 14 , LL. 15-25; p. 1 5 , LL. 1-5, Exhi bit A ( e m phasis added ).
The lette r d id not conta i n any opinions on causation in this matter.

See D r.

B i rke n hagen' s letter d ated May 1 7 , 20 1 1 ( he rei nafter "B i rkenhagen Letter"), attached
he reto as "Exhi bit B."

There were no opinions regard i ng causation whatsoever

conta i n ed in the letter, l et a lone o p i n ions regard i ng whether the i njuries or d a m ages
a l leged were cau sed to a reaso na bly d e g ree of med ical certa i nty.
Letter, Exh i b it B.

See B i rke nhagen

S i nce D r. B i rkenhagen confirmed that his letter dated May 1 7 , 2011,

conta ined h i s only opin ions fo rmed p rior to Octo ber 1, 20 1 3, and si nce the letter d i d not
conta in any o p i n io n s on ca usatio n , D r. B i rkenhagen should not be perm itted to testify
regard i n g his untimely d isclosed ca u satio n o p i n ions on that basis as we l l .
Ill.
DEFENDANTS HAVE BEEN PREJUDICED BY PLAINTIFFS' UNTIMELY
DISCLOSURES
I n the Motion fo r Rel i ef, plaintiffs a rgue that there is no p rejud ice to Defe nd a nts if
this Court were to i n clude D r. B i rkenhagen's opi nions as to ca usatio n .

See Motion fo r

Rel ief, p. 3. F i rst, plai ntiffs d i d not cite to any autho rity that wo uld ind icate that p rejud ice
is req u i rement fo r d e n i a l of a m otion to amend a sched u l i ng o rder dead l i ne.

This i s

l ikely beca use i t is plai nti ffs' burden t o show good cause fo r s u c h an amend m e nt, not
defend ants' burden to demonstrate p reju d i ce. See I daho R. Civ. Pro. 1 6( b ) .
Seco n d , plaintiffs have n o t demonstrated a l a c k o f a ny prejud ice to d efend a nts.
In the Motion fo r Re l ief,
conta ined

within the

plaintiffs contend that Dr.

med ical

record s "n u m bering

B i rkenhagen' s opinions we re

h u nd red s of pages" that were
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disclosed in responses to discovery.

However, plaintiffs did not produce any records

disclosing causation opinions in their Motion for Relief or the affidavit in support of the
same.

If plaintiffs believe there are any particular records produced prior to September

30, 2013, which show that Dr. Birkenhagen held the opinion that Mr. Samples' injuries
and damages were caused by his sole opinion-which is that Dr. Hanson breached the
standard of health care practice by failing to diagnose a post-operative leak-then
plaintiffs should have identified or produced those records with the motion or with the
affidavit in support of the same.

They did not. Defendants submit they cannot because

no such records exist. Therefore, plaintiffs have not shown a lack of prejudice to
defendants in this matter.
It should also be noted that in support of their argument plaintiffs erroneously
claim that Dr. Birkenhagen has always opined that Defendants failed to "properly
diagnose Mr. Samples as being infected and, indeed, septic by the time of his transfer
on or about October 4, 2009, to Portneuf Medical Center."

See Motion for Relief, p. 3.

Dr. Birkenhagen has confirmed that prior to October 1, 2013, the sum of the opinions he
had formulated were contained in his letter dated May 17, 2011.
Depo., p. 14, LL. 15-25; p. 15, LL. 1-5, Exhibit A.

In his letter, Dr. Birkenhagen opined

that he "felt that Dr. David Hansen' s failure to recognize a
breach of the standard of care."
Exhibit B (emphasis added).

See Birkenhagen

gostoperative

leak was a

See Birkenhagen Letter dated May 17, 2011, p. 1,

Thus, prior to September 30, 2013, Dr. Birkenhagen had

only opined that there was a failure to detect a post-operative leak, not a failure to
detect that Mr. Samples was infected and septic as plaintiffs now want to propose.
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Likewise,

•

plaintiffs assert that Mr.

Samples underwent months of medical

treatment, surgeries, and rehabilitative care as a direct and proximate result of Dr.
Hanson's failure to diagnose Mr. Samples as being "infected and septic" by the time of
Mr. Samples' transfer on October 4, 2013.

See Motion for Relief, p. 3.

However,

plaintiffs cannot prove that allegation because they did not properly disclose causation
opinions and the deadline has now passed for the disclosure of the same.
Third,

even if prejudice were a proper

consideration,

defendants will be

prejudiced if plaintiffs are allowed to proceed with their untimely disclosed causation
opinions.

Defendants have already moved for summary judgment on the grounds that

plaintiffs failed to disclose causation opinions.

If such untimely opinions are now

permitted, defendants will be prejudiced in that they have already incurred fees and
costs associated with the motions.
Additionally, defendants will be greatly prejudiced if the causation opinions are
permitted because the disclosure of the causation opinions have been provided shortly
before defendants' expert witness disclosures.

This Court gave defendants five weeks

to disclose experts in response to Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions as of September 30,
2013, and defendants have done so.

However, if plaintiffs are allowed to maintain or

present additional late opinions, defendants may require additional time to obtain an
expert or experts to address the new, post-September 30, 2013, opinions.

Defendants

may need another five weeks to adequately obtain and disclose such opinions. Trial in
this matter is quickly approaching and is currently set for January 14, 2014.

If

defendants have to obtain rebuttal expert witnesses in response to the untimely
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disclosed causation opinions, defendants will be prejudiced in that the defendants will
not have adequate time to prepare for trial.
Therefore, defendants will in fact be prejudiced by a decision permitting the
untimely disclosure of Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions on causation.

Accordingly, plaintiffs'

Motion for Relief should be denied.

IV.
PLAINTIFFS' DESCRIPTION OF THE FACTUAL BACKGROUN D OF THE CASE
SHOULD BE STRICKEN BECAUSE IT IS UNSUPPORTED BY ANY ADMISSIBLE
EVIDEN CE AN D IS REPLETE WITH ERRORS

Unfortunately, plaintiffs' Motion for Relief contains a summation of the "facts" of
the surgery and post-operative care that is replete with errors. Defendants request that
this Court strike plaintiffs' alleged factual assertions regarding the surgery and postoperative care provided to Mr. Samples.
First, plaintiffs did not offer any evidence, testimony, or affidavits to support the
factual contentions in the Motion for Relief.
Second, in addition to being unsupported by any evidence or testimony, many of
the factual assertions are false or speculative.

For example, plaintiffs asserted that Dr.

Hansen "failed to detect an ongoing leak of the colon that had been missed during
surgery." See Motion for Relief, p. 2. However, plaintiffs fail to account for the relevant
possibility that the leak had not yet begun until after the patient had left Bingham
Memorial Hospital and been transferred to Portneuf Medical Center.
Plaintiffs asserted that Mr. Samples was transferred on or about October 4, 2009,
and that upon admission Dr. Birkenhagen was consulted and immediately detected the
patient's infected and septic condition.

See Motion for Relief, p. 2.

This is incorrect.
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Mr. S a m p les was tra nsferred on th e morn i ng of October 4 , 2009, but he was n ot seen
by

Dr.

B i rkenhagen

u ntil

approxi mate ly 8:00

P. M.

on

Octo ber 5 ,

2009.

See

Birke nhagen Depo . , p. 35, 18-23; p. 36 , LL. 1 -8; p. 38 , LL. 24-25, Exhibit A.
B i rke nhagen d i d not d iag n ose a wo u n d i nfectio n u ntil Octo ber 5, 2009, the second
at Portneuf Med ical Center.

Dr.

day

See B i rke nhagen Depo. , p. 39 , LL. 1 1 -20 , Exh i b it A.

Therefore, Dr. B i rkenhagen d i d not "im med iately" detect the wo u nd i nfection upon
adm ission as plai ntiffs wo uld lead this Court to bel ieve.
Further, co ntra ry to plai ntiffs' assertion in their Motion fo r Rel ief, Dr. B i rkenhagen
did not " i m m ed iatel y" d etect M r. Sam ple's septic cond ition that was purported ly a result
of a l ea ki n g colon e ither.

D r. B i rkenhagen d i d not d iag nose a lea k or septic cond ition

until he perfo rmed a s u rgery o n Octo ber 7, 2009, which was M r. Sam ple's fourth
Portneuf Med ica l Center.

da_y at

See B i rkenhagen Depo., p. 40 , LL. 1 0-1 2 , Exh i b it A.

Accord i n g to Dr. B i rke n hage n , Octo ber 7 , 2009, was the first time M r. Samples was
d ra i n i ng stool from his wo u n d , and was the first time D r. B i rke nhagen suspected a
postoperative leak.

See B i rkenhagen Depo. , p. 50 , LL. 5-7, Exh ibit A.

Prior to that

date, D r. B i rkenhagen did not think that M r. Samples co uld have had a colon leak o r a
colo n perfo ration.

See B i rke nhagen Depo . , p. 50 , LL. 23-25, p. 51 , LL. 1-2 , Exhibit A.

For another exa m p l e , plai ntiffs asserted that M r. Sa m p les received m u ltiple
s u rg ica l p roced u res fro m D r. B i rke n hagen that were "necessitated by M r. Sam ples'
g ravely ill cond ition at the time of h i s arriva l at Po rtneuf. "
(em phasis add e d ).

That asse rtion is a lso inco rrect.

See Motion fo r Re l ief, p. 2

Pla i ntiffs have not shown that M r.

Sam ples' s u rg ica l p roced u res were n ecess itated by a ny "g ra vely ill" cond ition upon his
a rrival at Portne uf.

Although M r. Samples was i n itially tra nsferred from B i ngham
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Memorial Hospital to the intensive care unit at Portneuf, Mr. Samples was subsequently
transferred from the intensive care unit to the floor on October 6, 2009.
Birkenhagen Depo., p. 38, LL. 10-15, Exhibit A.
Mr. Samples was "doing well."

At that time, Dr. Birkenhagen thought

See Birkenhagen Depo. , p. 38, LL. 3-5, Exhibit A.

thought the patient only had ileus,

See

which is a type of bowel obstruction.

He
See

Birkenhagen Depo. , p. 39, LL. 21-24, Exhibit A. There is no testimony or support for the
proposition that Dr. Birkenhagen thought that Mr. Samples was in a gravely ill condition
at the time he was transferred to the floor or that Mr. Samples was, in fact, gravely ill at
that point.

Quite the reverse, Dr. Birkenhagen believed the patient had improved and

agreed the patient could be transferred from the intensive care unit to the floor.
v.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request this Court deny plaintiffs' Motion for Relief in its
entirety, strike Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure, and preclude
plaintiffs from offering opinions from Dr. Birkenhagen regarding causation.

Defendants

also respectfully request that this Court strike portions of plaintiffs' Motion for Relief
setting forth unsupported and incorrect factual allegations regarding this matter.
DATED this

~

f November,

2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By

~

Jennifer K. Brizee
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•

of Nove m ber, 2013, I caused a true and

co rrect copy of the foregoing D E F E N DANTS ' M E MORA N D U M IN OPPOS ITION TO
PLA I NT I FFS' MOT I O N FOR R E L I E F FROM ORDER SETT I N G PRETRIAL AND J U RY
TRIAL A N D NOT I C E OF H EARI NG to be fo rwarded with all required charges prepared,
by the method ( s ) indicated below, to the fo l lowi n g :
Fi rst Class Mail

Brent C . Featherston

Hand Delive red

Feathe rston Law Firm , Chtd.

Facs i m ile

11 3 S. 2nd Avenue

Ove rnight M a i l

Sandpo i nt, I D 83864

Email

J
iKB
'
. nzee
enn1 er
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EXHIBIT A
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IN THE DISTR

.

COURT OF THE SEVENTH

JUD

.

AL

DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

David Samples and

BINGHAM

Jayme Samples,
Case No.

husband and wife,

CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W.
and BMH,

Hanson,

Inc.,

individually,

doing business as

Bingham Memorial Hospital and
JOHN DOES

I-X,

individuals and

entities presently unknown,
Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF W.

KURT

October

REPORTED

BIRKENHAGEN,

29,

M.D.

2013

BY:

JANET FRENCH,

CSR NO.

946

Notary Public
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•

circle back here.
2

•

Page 16

A surgeon should have expected this.

You

Page 14
pus.
2

When is the last time you've had a

3

conversation with Mr. Featherston or anyone from his

3

4

office?

4

really kind of angry about it. And this was why I
originally -- you know -- I mean/ it shouldn't have

know 1 and that was my issue from day one, and I was

5

A.

Last week.

s

6

Q.

Okay. Prior to last week1 when was the last

6

happened. And when I went back through the chart/ you

7

time you had a conversation with anyone from

7

know, on -- on October 3rd, which was1 I guess/ the

8

Mr. Featherston's office?

8

morning after surgery1 Hanson saw the patient. The

9

A.

10
11

9

I don't remember. A year/ two years.

MR. FEAT HERSTON:

You were in JFK about three

weeks ago --

12

T HE

WITN ESS:

Three weeks ago/ yeah. But that

white cells had increased -- his note says/ " White

10

cells increased. No check of pulse or other signs of

11

sepsis. "

12

He didn't check for sepsis the day

13

afterwards.

14

improving. And then he saw him later on in the

So prior to three

15

evening, but thought he was getting better.

16

weeks ago/ was this letter the sum of the opinions

16

10/3, the white count was increasing.

17

that you had formulated in this matter?

17

look at it at 06001 the white count was 181600, but

A. Yes. Because I did not have the Bingham
'
charts/ and then I got the Bingham chart last week and

18

what was even more critical/ there are 20 percent

13

was just-- except for recently1 I haven't heard.

14

I

thought this case went away.

15

Q.

18
19
20

(BY MS. BRIZEE) Okay.

went through it1 which confirmed what I suspected.

21

Q.

Okay.

But prior to1 say/ October 1st of

22

this year/ does this letter represent the sum of the

23

opinions you had formulated in this matter?

24

A.

25

Yeah.
-

·-

-- -

-- · - - - - --- -

-

-· - - - -

He thought that David was

bands.

20

was sick as hell at that point in time. There is no

21

other explanation for that.

22

Okay.

20 percent bands is sepsis. This guy

Okay. Then at 2256, the white count had
dropped from 1616001 but the bands were up to 26

24

percent. At that point Mr. Samples was being

25

overwhelmed by sepsis.

At this point his platelets

-

Page 17

Page 15
Q.
2

4
5

Yeah/ it's your exhibit. Okay.

A.

Yes.

were dropping from 2051000 to 1491000. This is

Was that a

"yes"?

3

That was my opinion/ based on my

2

classical surgical sepsis. This is first year

3

surgery.

history from David on what I saw and -- from what

4

Mr. Samples gave me as his history and what I saw.

5

with 32 percent bands. I'm surprised that Mr. Samples

6

survived this. He had all the signs of overwhelming
sepsis.

6

Q.

Okay. So since you've received this

7

document from Mr. Featherston/ then you have

7

8

formulated additional opinions; correct?

8

9

A.

Yes/ I have.

10

Q.

Okay.

11

A.

They are not additional.

12

9

Well -

They are

confirmatory.

13
14

But on

And when you

19

23

Is that the letter we are talking about?

Okay?

Q.

Okay.

What are they? Go ahead and tell

On 10/41 the white count was down to 141300

The CT scan that was done of the abdomen
showed thickening of the duodenum/ so thickening of

10

all the tissues. It didn't show a lot of pus/ but

11

that doesn't mean that he wasn't getting septic. I

12

mean/ the evidence from his lab work is that this guy

13

had overwhelming sepsis starting immediately after

them to me and let's work our way through them. And

14

surgery -- probably also because his colon was dying

15

we are going out of order from my order/ but we will

15

off.

16

go in your order.

16

Q.

I'm sorry.

17

A.

Probably also because his colon was dying

17

A.

Well1 we can go by your order.

I think --

What?

18

okay.

19

consult from Dr. Jackson -- maybe not offhand/ but I

19

20

happened to be in the ICU1 and Dr. Jackson said/ I

20

questions was:

21

Dr. Hanson's failure to recognize a post-operative

When I first saw Mr. Samples/ it was an offhand

18

21

just got this patient transferred from Bingham.

22

got respiratory distress.

23

it.

24

within 30 minutes I had his incision open and pus

24

25

draining all over the place -- at least a quart of

25

I'm not sure why he's got

Would you please take a look at it.

(208)345 - 9611

He's

And I think

off at the time. That's conjecture on my part.
Q.

Okay. So let me ask you -- one of my
You have this opinion about

22

leak1 and you say that was a breach of the standard of

23

care.
A.

I shouldn't say post-operative leak. I said

that at the time/ but I think the truth of the matter
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Page 34
Q.

to go back and find it specifically, but there is a
2

note that says they had decided to transfer him.

2

3

talked to Dr. Krawtz, and Dr. Krawtz was waiting, and

3

4

it was a surprise to me that he was not transferred

4

5

I thought this was Dr. Krawtz's note, but I

don't know.
A.

Do you know Dr. Krawtz's handwriting?

I dictated - - I didn't see him until the

5th.

immediately. They talked a little bit about doing

5

Q.

Correct.

6

CPAP and stuff, but basically -- I can look it up for

6

A.

So I saw him on the 5th. The consult was

7

you.

7

dictated.

8

was just in the ICU.

8
9
10
11

Q.

Well, I'm going back -- have you ever talked

to Dr. Krawtz about this?
A.

No. Because Dr. Krawtz went off duty the

And I immediately opened his wound. And I

9

Q.

And you did an I&D; correct?

10

A.

Right.

Q.

Okay. So when you first saw him on the 5th,

next morning. So if Dr. Krawtz was -- he's the guy on

11

12

call the night before, so if they contacted him, and

12

did you review any medical records from Bingham

13

he was that sick -- even if we ignore the sepsis from

13

Memorial Hospital?

14

surgery, if the guy is that sick in respiratory

14

15

distress that they are having trouble handling, these

15

16

surgical -- the intensivists don't intubate patients.

16

17

There is nobody there to intubate the patient, unless

17

18

they call somebody in.

18

notes.

19

tubes.

19

at the Bates stamping at the bottom. It is on page

20

told them. Dr. Krawtz was waiting for him, and they

20

139; is that correct? And I just--

didn't send him until the next day.

21

21
22

Q.

The guy is going down the

He needs a bronchoscopy from what Dr. Krawtz

Okay.

It may be my misunderstanding.

I

23

thought Dr. Krawtz was the one who asked you to come

24

in and evaluate Mr. Samples?

25

A.

No. It was Dr. Jackson. I clearly remember

,

I

22

A.

me at the time that I know of.

Q.

Okay. And one of the things I need to have

you do - - let's look at these physician progress

A.

I believe your first note is on page -- look

Dictated consult; immediately opened his

wound.

23

Q.

24

A.

25

I did not -- I didn't have any available to

What does that say?
It says, "Consult dictated." That number is

my dictated consult number. "Abdominal wound opened

Page 37

Page 35
that.

and drained."

2

Q.

Okay.

2

Q.

All right. So you saw him on the 5th?

3

A.

It was in the --I happened to be in the ICU

3

A.

Right.

4

that morning, and Cary asked me -- he said, hey -- do

4

Q.

And when did you next see him?

5

you have something that says different than that,

5

A.

On the 6th.

6

Jennifer?

6

Q.

Okay. And is this your note on the bottom

7

ago, but I would have sworn it was Cary Jackson, the

8

next morning as I walked in, that asked me to - -there

8

9

should be a consult --

9

10

Q.

11

A.

12
13

14

I mean, we are talking about a long time

Well, let's look at

-

10

-

You asked me to tell the whole truth. As

far as I recall, it was Dr. Jackson.
Q.

I could be mistaken. I thought it was

Dr. Krawtz.

Let's look.

7

Let's look. I'm going to

11

of page 140?
A.

Right.

that time.
Q.

Okay.

So I need you read your note for me

though, because I apologize. I can't read your

12

writing.

13

Dr. Jackson's.

14

He was afebrile and looked okay at

A.

Although it is much better than
I will give you that.

"Hospital day No. 3. Afebrile.

Pulse 9 1.

15

hand you what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit

15

16

No. 9.

16

was passing flatus at that time. Lungs clear.

17

Abdominal soft. Bowel sounds active.

18

tenderness only.

17
18

(Deposition Exhibit No. 9 marked.)
Q.

(BY MS. BRIZEE)

These are the progress

Subjective: I feel better.

He had bowel movement and

Wound

Wound being drained. Lab"--

19

notes -- Portneuf Medical Center. So let's figure

19

Q.

Go up to your drained.

20

this out.

20

A.

I think it says drained. It is hard for me

21

Bingham to Portneuf Medical Center on the morning of

21

22

October 4, 2009.

22

Q.

Because it's got something

23

A.

"Wound being packed."

note here from 12:00 noon written by-- I don't know

24

Q.

Okay.

who this guy is. Cary Jackson took over on the 5th.

25

23
24
25

A.

My understanding is the patient came from

Yeah. You see, Cary called --there is a

(208)345-9611

That's drained?

to read my own writing.
-

Packed. That makes more sense to me.

And then it says -- what does it say, lab --
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A.

2

Q.

3

A.

4

•

"Im pending."

1
2

What's the next line?
"Assessment."

•

Page 38

I thought he was doing well

at that time.

Page 40

to send him for a CT; correct?
A.

Right. As I told David at the time, I was

3

hoping it was just a subcutaneous wound infection, and

4

he seemed to resolve when draining that pus.

5

Q.

Okay. And what is your plan?

5

6

A.

"Agree with transfer."

6

I think, earlier when you opened the patient on

7

Q.

Agree with transfer to where?

7

October 7 into 8; correct?

I'm not sure. I'm not sure what transfer

8

little earlier. And we are going to look at op --

8

A.

9

there is.

10
11

Q.
A.

Was there a plan to transfer him?
Maybe from the --transfer to floor. Yeah.

Okay.

Q.

And you've described what you found,

We talked about that a

9

A.

On the 5th, I opened his wound.

10

Q.

Okay. You are correct.

11

5th.

You did I&D on the

You did the surgery on the 7th.

12

Right above --the note right above that on 10/6, it

12

A.

On the 7th, right.

13

says --Dr. Jackson wanted to transfer him to the

13

Q.

Okay.

14

floor, and I said, okay; we will transfer him to the

14

15

floor.

15

A.

Probably a couple feet of the bowel.

16

Q.

I have your op report.

A.

I usually don't measure it.

16
17
18
19
20

Q.

A.

On the 6th?

Q.

On the 5th.

22

Q.

25

We didn't look at your time.

Is that 2000?
A.

24

17

patient on the 5th?

21

23

Okay. Do you know what time you saw the

Yeah.

It looks like 2000 or 1000.

Well, 1480 i s right above you, so I assumed

A.

So I must have seen at 2000, because Jackson

saw him after that.

colon did you remove?

I doubt that

18

I-- you know, I took out everything from his mid

19

colic artery over to his ascending colon.

20

just a little bit of cecum.

21

difficult.

22
23

it was after 1480.

So tell me, again, how much of the

Q.

Okay.

I saved

Measuring is always

And the patient was in the hospital

for quite a time after that surgery; correct?

24

A.

Right.

25

Q.

Okay.

What complications did the patient

Page 4 1

Page 39
1

Q.

Okay. At 20 10, it looks like?

1

2

A.

Yeah. So it was Jackson that asked me to

2

A.

3

Q.

4

A.

3
4

see him.
Q.

And let me go --I didn't pull this,

have as a result of that surgery?
Immediately or delayed or-
Well, both.
The main delay complication was --it wasn't

5

Dr. Birkenhagen, but before we get too far down the

5

6

path, let me --I apologize. I didn't copy this one.

6

mucous fistula, which subsequently required putting

7

I have a copy of your dictated consult report. Okay.

7

him back together again. He also ended up with, you

8

You are right. It does say, requesting physician,

8

know, a chronic wound infection, which required repair

9

Dr. Cary Jackson. And under your plan, it says, "I&D

9

10
11
12

Well, go ahead and read it for me.

10

"I&D of the wound. I thoroughly discussed

11

of the wound."
A.

this procedure with the patient.

In addition, if the

a complication. He ended up with a cecostomy and a

of a huge ventral hernia. He was on wound VAC
forever.
He ended up with a biological mesh repair of

12

a ventral hernia. Because of the extent and the
location of the incision, he lost some of the blood

13

patient's ileus does not reactively resolve with the

13

14

drainage of his wound, I will order a CT scan for

14

supply to his central portion of the skin, and ended

15

evaluation. Had he obviously --you know, I

15

up with some dead skin, which is one of the -- I don't
want to say complications, but it was one of the

16

underlined, wound was obviously infected when I saw

16

17

him.

17

possible outcomes when you put mesh in a position

18

where we put it.

18

Q.

Right. Because when you saw him on the 5th

19

at 2000?

19

20

A.

Right.

20

21

Q.

Okay.

So did you -- apparently you thought

22

the patient had ileus. At least that's my read of

23

this; is that accurate?

24

A.

25

Q.

I tried to mobilize --it was --his big
ventral hernia there are very difficult to fix, and

21

to, you know, mobilize enough tissue.

22

enough tissue, you have necrosis of the tissue and he

23

had some. I don't think that was ever a huge issue

And to mobilize

Right.

24

with him. And ultimately all that eventually

And if that does not resolve, you were going

25

resolved.
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A.

out of trouble. But with a CT scan showing a large
2
3
4

The pus and the abscess did.

5
6

collection, a large abscess - you know, the drainage

abdominal compartment -- compartments are closed

3

cavities. And, you know, we see a lot -- I'm sure

Q.

Okay. But

10/7

is the first time he's

draining stool from his wound; correct?
Right.

8

Q.

Okay. And once you determined on

10/7

that

there was a colon perforation, then you are moving him
towards surgery potentially; correct?

4

you've done cases where they have necrosis of fingers

5

and stuff because of compartment syndromes. Abdominal

6

compartment syndrome is where we close an abdomen and

7

because of swelling and edema in the tissues, the

8

pressures in the abdominal compartment rise to the

9

point where they impede venous return. They interfere

10

11

A.

Well, as soon- - yeah, as soon as I could.

11

12

Q.

Okay. But, again, you are going to use the

12

13

CT scan to determine whether you are going to take him

13

14

to surgery or do watchful waiting; correct?

14

15

Abdominal compartment syndrome is -

of stuff from his colon didn't make any difference.

A.

10

Page 52
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A.

Well, not watchful waiting. To decide if he

with renal function, and can be fatal if not treated.

Q.

Okay. And go to the second page of your 

of that op report.
A.

Uh-huh.

Q.

And in looking at that main paragraph, "The

15

area of the incision was carefully explored" -- and

16

had a fistula -- if it had been long enough that he

16

you've got "Multiple adhesions were all broken up."

17

might have just had a-- if his colon prep had rolled

17

So we had adhesions; correct?

18

off, he might have been fistulizing directly to his

18

A.

Right.

19

wound, and if that were the case, then I would have

19

Q.

Okay. And then we have a pocket of -- it

20

put a wound VAC on it, drained it, and not have to

20

says, the pus. I think it should just say "of pus"

21

open him up and take him back to surgery. With the CT

21

was found deep at the base of the abdominal cavity.

22

scan saying, hey, you've got to go back and do this.

22

23

Q.

Okay. Prior to this situation where he was

23

A.

Way down back in here, in the right gutter

(indicating).

24

draining stool from his wound, did you have any

24

Q.

So what was that from, if you know?

25

thought process that he could have a colon leak- - a

25

A.

Just continuing infection in the area.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---

-- -

-------
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1

Q.

colon leak or a colon perforation?

2

A.

No. I thought he had an abscess.

2

3

Q.

Okay. Go down underneath procedure, second

3

4

-

paragraph. Okay?

4

Okay. But we are now three days postop from

the original open surgery; correct?
A.

Yeah. There is something -- there is

something incorrect about this. You are missing an

5

A.

Okay.

5

operative report, because this says, replacement of

6

Q.

Go down three lines. And this is once you

6

the abdominal compartment syndrome wound VAC drapes.

Q.

7

are in there looking around, and it says, "It was

7

8

obvious that the previous repair had broken down and

8

9

the inflammation caused essentially necrosis of the

9

A.

I think you skipped one.

10

Q.

Yeah.

10

segment of the transverse colon."

11

A.

That was my interpretation, yes.

11

12

Q.

Okay.

12

13

A.

Probably by clotting off the middle colic

13

I might have skipped one, Doctor, if I

didn't have any questions.

I probably didn't have any questions

on it.
Which, I think, I left his wound open when I

A.

did it and put a wound VAC on him.

I don't think I

14

artery, but that's conjecture. Everything was dead

14

15

right up to the artery, so I thought the artery was

15

pocket of pus. Is that -- was that significant, or

16

probably okay, but I wasn't sure.

16

does that have any significance?

17

Q.

18
19

17

All right. Let's go to my Exhibit No. 4.
(Deposition Exhibit No.4 marked.)

Q.

(BY MS. BRIZEE) I've just pulled the ones I

10/10/09

was.

20

But--

three days later, an exploratory lap debridement and

21

22

irrigation, and I just had a couple of quick

22

23

questions.

25

23

what is abdominal compartment syndrome?

(208)345-9611

No. It's one of those things it was what it

have you. Would we rather it not be there? Yeah.

had questions on, Doctor. So this is your

First of all, what -- can you define for u s

A.

24
25

-

Well, let's talk about this

19

20

24

Oh, okay.

18

21

--

Q.

It is part of why he had the wound VACs and what

Q.

Is that something that was potentially there

on the 7th and just didn't get cleaned out?
A.

No. Because I resected part of the colon

where that stuff was, so I had to be there.

Q.

M & M COURT REPORTING
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·n,ECEIVED
JUNO 2 2011

n.

Jr., M.D., F.A.C.S.

General, Thoracic and Vascular surgery

May 1 7, 201 1

500 south 11 111 Avenue
Pocatello, .Idaho 83;;!01
208-232-7434

Jeremy Featherston

1 1 3 South 2nd Ave.
Sandpoint, ID

Re:

·

83 864

David S?.mples
D.O.B:

09/18/73

Dear Mr. Featherston:

.

·

1

I am sorry for the delay in responding to your initial letter. I have had some difficulty with my personal
health. and I also have had so me difficulty in deciding exactly what was desired from your letter since you
spoke of a deposition as weil as an opinion.
I have reviewed. my cha1t.
I felt that Dr. David Hansen's failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.
I WO"Uld reiterate and support that statement. I do not think that Dr. Hansen ever recognized that this patient

had a leak from lris colonic tep.rlr. The patie nt was riot referred froin Blackfoot to Pocatello to the surgical
service. He was referred to the Pulmonology service as a patient with respiratory distress. The etiology of
the respiratory distress was a necrotic leaking tr!j.DSVerse colon. This does not happen in six, eight, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one has to develop sepsis and in which abdominal fmdings. almost always
precede that of findings

in the lung.

At the time of my initial exam of this patient, which was shortly after his arrival in the ICU, I immediately
opened p.is incision and obtained a large amount ofpus from the incision. This was no t done in Blackfoot and
should have been·relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this was going on. Of course, I did have the advantage

oflmowing that the

patient was in respiratory distress and b ecaus e of that would have expected a wound I

abdominal source of an infection as the etiology of the distress since this patient was a young_ man. Shortly
after draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient for the hole in his colon as he started

stool out of his
abdominal incj sion.

pouring

incision. This was pretty
·

much expected once I saw the ammmt of pus in the

I don't think that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the

colon., I have not seen a colonie injlll'y here, but

it has definitely been reported. He certainly recognized the fact that he bad a hole in the colon. He did open

the patient,ruld fix it. I suspect that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle colonic

arte1y was thrombosed bec ause of the subsequent difficulties in obtaining a satisfactory colostomy on this
patient.
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Jeremy Featherston
May 1 7, 20 1 1
Re:

David Samples

·

Page 2

I hope that this is the information that you needed. In reviewing the chart, I couldn't fmd any other direct

evidence as to the breach of standard of care by Dr. Hansen.
I would be happy to discuss this with you on the phone:
Sincerely,
·

.

uJ!/b

W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.
WKB/ps .

. ·,

...

·-

.... _ ..___

----�
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J e n n ifer K. B ri zee ( I S S #50 70)

Zachary J. Thom pson ( I S S #7803)

2C I3i:ff.' \ Ii

POW ERS TOLMAN FA RLEY, PLLC

C V.,

1 32 3rd Avenue East

I\ : 38
JJ-cJ_t; 6 9
[.'.;

P.O. Box 1 2 76

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

'l './

Telepho ne: (208) 733-5566
Facs i m i l e : (208) 733 -5444
Atto rney fo r Defendant B i ng ham Memorial Hospital

IN THE D I STRICT C O U RT OF THE S EVE NTH J U D I C IAL D I STRICT O F T H E
STATE OF I DA H O , I N AND FOR T H E COU NTY OF B I N G HAM

David S a m ples and Jayme Sam ples,
h us band and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plai ntiffs,
vs.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN
SU PPORT OF DEFENDANTS'

D r. Ray W. Hanso n , individually, and
B H M , I nc . , d o i ng busi ness as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1 -X,
i n d ivid u als and e ntities presently
unknown,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIF FS' MOTION FOR RELIEF
FROM ORDER SETT I N G PRETRIAL
AND JURY TRIAL AND NOTICE OF
HEARING

Defe nd a nts.

STATE OF I DAHO
Cou nty of Twin Fa lls

)

) ss.
)

J E N N I FE R K. BRIZEE, being fi rst d u ly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to p ractice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the atto rneys of reco rd fo r defendants B ingham Memo rial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SETTING PRETRIAL AND JURY
TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING, PAGE 1
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Hanso n , in the above-referenced matter. I am fa m i l i a r with and have personal knowledge
rega rd i n g the matters set fo rth here i n .
2.

Attached as "Exhibit A " to Defen dants' Memorandum in Opposition to

Pla intiffs' Motion fo r Rel ief from Order Setting Pretrial and J u ry Trial and Notice of Hearing
are true and co rrect copies of the pertinent portions of the transcript of the deposition of Dr.
Birkenhagen taken on Octo ber 29, 20 1 3.
3.

Attached as "Exhibit B" to Defendants' Memorand um in Opposition to

Pla intiffs' Motion fo r Rel ief from Order Setting Pretrial and J u ry Trial and Notice of Hearing
is a true and correct copy of D r. B i rken hagen's lette r dated May 1 7 , 2 0 1 1 .
F U RTHER YOUR AFF IANT SAYETH NAUG HT.

o~-

J E N N I FE R K. BRIZEE

S U BSCRI B E D AND SWORN To before me th is

of Novembe r of 20 1 3.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER SETTING PRETRIAL AND JURY
TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING, PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I here by certify that on this

of Nove m ber, 20 1 3 , I caused a true and

co rrect copy of the forego i ng AFFI DAVI T O F J E N N I FE R K. B R I Z E E IN S U PPORT OF
D E F E N DANTS' M E MORA N D U M I N O PPOS I T I O N TO PLAI NTIFFS' MOTION FOR
RELI E F FRO M ORDER S ETT I N G PRETRIAL AND J U RY TRIAL A N D NOTI CE OF
H EA R I N G to be forwarded with a l l req u i red charges prepa red ,

by the method (s)

ind icated below, to the fo l lowi ng:
B re nt C . Feathe rston

Featherston Law F i rm , Chtd .
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue

Sand point , ID 83864

LJ
0
C
�
D

F i rst Class Mail
Hand Delive red

Facs i m ile

Ove rnight M a i l
Email

Jennifer K. B rizee

AFFIDAVIT OF J ENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' M EMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER S ETTING PRETRIAL AND JURY
TRIAL AND NOTICE OF HEARING, PAGE 3
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

0

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

vs.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON
MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND
TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider Decision on
Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 1
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

On October 24, 2013, this Court entered its Decision on Motions to Strike
Experts and to Dismiss New Claim.

See

Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to

Dismiss New Claim (hereinafter "Decision").

In the Decision, the Court sanctioned

plaintiffs by excluding Nancy Collins as an expert due to plaintiffs' failure to timely
provide a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed by her.

See

Decision, p.

4-5.
To reach that decision, the Court recognized its discretion in the matter, provided
an extensive analysis of the standard for such a sanction, and provided reasoned and
supported findings on the matter. The Court properly found that plaintiffs had failed to
provide a complete statement of

all

opinions to be expressed as required by Idaho Rule

of Civil Procedure 26 and as requested in Interrogatory 4(b).

See

Decision, p. 4-5.

On November 7, 2013, plaintiffs filed a Motion to Reconsider Decision on
Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim (hereinafter "Motion for
Reconsideration"). In the Motion for Reconsideration, plaintiffs requested that this Court
specifically reconsider its decision to strike the expert testimony of Nancy Collins.
However, plaintiffs did not file a memorandum of points and authorities in support of the
motion.
Instead, plaintiffs submitted an Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Reconsider (hereinafter "Featherston Affidavit") requesting additional time to submit
briefing in support of their motion. Plaintiffs requested additional time to submit briefing

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 2
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because they claim they did not receive this Court's Decision until November 6, 2011,
despite this Court's certificate of service indicating the Decision had been e-mailed to
plaintiffs' counsel on October 24, 2013.

See

Featherston Aff., p. 2.

Plaintiffs did not

set forth what the additional time would be needed for or why they were unable to
prepare a motion for reconsideration by November 7, 2013, when they submitted their
other motions.
Defendants request that this Court deny plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration in
its entirety as this Court properly exercised its discretion in sanctioning plaintiffs by
excluding Nancy Collins as an expert due to plaintiffs' failure to timely provide a
complete statement of all opinions to be expressed by her.

See

Decision, p. 4-5. No

extension of time for additional briefing is warranted or necessary given the situation
presented by plaintiffs. If, however, this Court is inclined to allow plaintiffs additional
time to present briefing, defendants respectfully request that this Court provide
additional time for defendants to provide a responsive brief.
II.
NO ENLARGEMENT OF TIME FOR ADDITIONAL BRIEFING IS NECESSARY

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 6(b) governs whether the Court may permit an
enlargement of time, including plaintiffs' request for additional time to submit briefing.
Rule 6(b) provides the following:
When by these rules or by a notice given thereunder or by order of court an act is
required or allowed to be done at or within a specified time, the parties, by written
stipulation, which does not disturb the orderly dispatch of business or the
convenience of the court, filed in the action, before or after the expiration of the
specified period, may enlarge the period, or the court for cause shown may at
any time in its discretion (1) with or without motion or notice order the period
enlarged if request therefor is made before the expiration of the period originally
prescribed or as extended by previous order or (2) upon motion made after the
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 3
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expiration of the specified period permit the act to be done where the failure to
act was the result of excusable neglect; but the time may not be extended for
taking any action under rules 50(b), 52(b), 59(b), (d), (e), and 60(b) except to the
extent and under the conditions stated in them.
I.R.C.P. 6(b) (emphasis added).
Defendants respectfully submit that plaintiffs have not shown cause sufficient to
support their request for an extension of time to submit briefing on this matter. Plaintiffs
have not offered any specific reasons why they were unable, after receiving the order
on November 6, 2013, to file a memorandum in support of their motion within normal
timeframes. Presumably, plaintiffs do not have any new arguments or authority to base
their motion for reconsideration upon.

If that is the case, additional time should not

have been required for them to rehash the arguments that this Court has already
rejected.
If, on the other hand, plaintiffs seek to base their motion for reconsideration upon
new facts or authority that they are presently aware of, plaintiffs could have so stated
and could have disclosed the same. They did not. Given that, if plaintiffs are seeking
reconsideration based upon new facts or authority, they likely have not discovered it yet
or at the very least had not discovered it by the time of filing their Motion for
Reconsideration. If that were the case, the motion is premature and their request for
additional time to submit briefing should be denied.
Ill.
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION SHOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE
THIS COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED NANCY COLLINS FROM PROVIDING
EXPERT OPINIONS NOT TIMELY DISCLOSED BY PLAINTIFFS

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B) ("Rule
for reconsideration.

11 (a)(2)(B)")

governs motions

A motion for reconsideration is a motion which allows the court to

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 4
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•
reconsider the correctness of an interlocutory order.

Johnson v. North Idaho College,

153 Idaho 58, 62, 278 P. 3d 928, 932 (2012). Rule 11(a)(2)(B) authorizes a motion for
reconsideration as follows:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court
may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later
than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for
reconsideration of any order of the trial court made after entry of final
judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from the entry of such
order; provided, there shall be no motion for reconsideration of an order of
the trial court entered on any motion filed under Rules 50(a), 52(b), 55(c),
59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b).
Idaho R. Civ. Pro. 11(a)(2)(B).
On a motion for reconsideration, the court must consider any new admissible
evidence or authority bearing on the correctness of an interlocutory order, and it must
consider new arguments or issues raised regarding the correctness of the interlocutory
order.

First Federal Sav. Bank of Twin Falls v. Riedesel Engineering, Inc.,

632, 637 (2012);

see Fragnel/a v. Petrovich,

301 P. 3d

153 Idaho 266, 276, 281 P.3d 103, 113

(2012) ("On a motion for reconsideration, the court must consider any new admissible
evidence or authority bearing on the correctness of an interlocutory order.") (citing
Mortg. Servs. Corp. v. Perreira,

PHH

146 Idaho 631, 635, 200 P.3d 1180, 1184 (2009);

Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'/ Bank of N. Idaho,

118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P .2d

1026, 1037 (1990)). "However, a motion for reconsideration need not be supported by
any new evidence or authority."

Fragne/la,

153 Idaho at 276, 281 P.3d at 113.

"A decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration generally rests in the
sound discretion of the trial court."

Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP,

812, 817, 153 P.3d 1158, 1163 (2007).

143 Idaho

However, "[w]hen deciding the motion for

reconsideration, the district court must apply the same standard of review that the court
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 5
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applied when deciding the original order that is being reconsidered. "

Fragnella

v.

153 Idaho at 276, 281 P.3d at 113. "In other words, if the original order was

Petrovich,

a matter within the trial court's discretion, then so is the decision to grant or deny the
motion for reconsideration. "

/d.

"If the original order was governed by a different

standard, then that standard applies to the motion for reconsideration. "

/d.

In the matter at bar, the decision to deny the motion for reconsideration is a
matter within the discretion of the Court because the decision to exclude Nancy Collins
was discretionary. The imposition of discovery sanctions under Rule 37(b) for violation of
the Court's scheduling order is a matter committed to the discretion of the trial court.
Bramwell

v.

also Noble

South Rigby Canal Co.,
v.

136 Idaho 648, 651, 39 P.3d 588, 591 (2001);

Ada County Elections Bd.,

See
see

135 Idaho 495, 499-500, 20 P.3d 679, 683-84

(2000).
To act consistently with the legal standards applicable where an expert is sought to
be excluded, the trial court must follow two general rules before imposing sanctions.
Noble,

135 Idaho at 499, 20 P. at 683.

See

"The trial court 'must balance the equities by

comparing the culpability of the disobedient party with the resulting prejudice to the
innocent party' and consider whether lesser sanctions would be effective. "

/d.

at 499-500,

20 P.at 683-84. When considering the resulting prejudice to the innocent party, the court
should consider the fact that the prejudice resulting from an untimely disclosure "may be
greater when the witness is an expert."

City of McCall

v.

Seubert,

142 Idaho 580, 586, 130

P.3d 1118, 1124 (2006).
Before reaching a decision on whether Nancy Collins would be excluded from
testifying in this matter, the Court properly found the following:

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 6
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Interrogatory number 4(b) requested a complete statement of the opinions to
be expressed, just as required by IRCP 26(b)(4)(A) and the scheduling
order. However, as it relates to Collins, the answer to that interrogatory
contained the following: "Nancy Collins will testify as to Mr. Samples' lost
wages, past and future, and lost earning capacity as a result of the injuries
and disabilities sustained from the negligent acts of the Defendants. " This is
not an opinion. It is the area in which Collins would opine, but it certainly is
not a "complete statement of all opinions to be expressed" as required by
IRCP 26. Additionally, as of the hearing for oral arguments, Plaintiff still had
not obtained Collins's opinion and had not had direct contact with her.
See

Decision, p. 4.
Based upon those findings and in accordance with the considerations required

before imposing the sanction of excluding witness, this Court held as follows:
However, the complete failure to disclose the opinion of Collins warrants excluding
her as an expert witness. There is no lesser sanction that can effectively address
this omission at this point in the proceedings. This sanction may be impactful but it
does not prevent the Plaintiffs from proceeding on the merits or even from
addressing the very issues that Collins's opinion would touch on. Thus, Collins will
not be permitted to testify at trial.
See

Decision, p. 5.
This Court acted well within its discretion in so sanctioning the plaintiffs in this

matter for their undisputed failure to timely disclose any opinions of Nancy Collins.
Nothing has changed to alter the Court's initial decision. Plaintiffs still have not disclosed
any opinions held by Collins or intended to be offered by her, which has only compounded
the problem.

Defendants' own expert witness disclosure deadline has already passed

(with an extension to respond to Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions) and defendants have
proceeded based upon this Court's prior ruling excluding Collins. Therefore, even if this
Court were to consider plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration without any current supporting
memorandum of points and authorities, this Court should deny the motion in its entirety.
There is simply no basis for reversal of this Court's decision with respect to Collins.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 7
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IV.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request this Court deny plaintiffs' request for an extension
of time for additional briefing because such an extension is not warranted or necessary
given the situation presented by plaintiffs.

If, however, this Court is inclined to allow

plaintiffs additional time to present briefing, defendants respectfully request that this
Court provide additional time for defendants to provide a responsive brief.
Additionally, based upon this Court's decision, the arguments above, and the
previous briefing on this matter, defendants respectfully request that this Court deny
plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration in its entirety as this Court properly exercised its
discretion in sanctioning plaintiffs by excluding Nancy Collins as an expert due to
plaintiffs' failure to timely provide a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed
by her.
DATED this

��
day of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By: ~
Jennifer K. Brizee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this ~

of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE
EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method( s ) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

I -1
0
0
�
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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EXHIBIT A
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•
Jennifer Brizee
From:
Sent:
To:
Attachments:

•

Clyde Christian [cchristian@co.bingham.id.us]
Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:04 AM
Jennifer Brizee; Jeremy Featherston (attorneys@featherstonlaw.com)
Samples v Hanson - Decision Or Opinion on motns to strike experts and to dismiss new
claims. pdf

Spam
Not spam
Forget previous vote
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

7
t.

11
Gf3t'C·
r ·1I 1l1 :
, .. •, /4
f-11

.

._, #
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.
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON
MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND
TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)
) ss.
)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

1a

....

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 1
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.

•

.

•

Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

Attached as "Exhibit A" to Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to

Reconsider Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim is a true and
correct copy of the e-mail sent by the Court to the attorneys for both plaintiffs and
defendants.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

/3i~ayof November of 2013.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER
DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM, PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this ~

of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON MOTIONS TO STRIKE
EXPERTS AND TO DISMISS NEW CLAIM to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

I- -

l

...: .1

D
lJ
�
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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Jennifer K. B rizee (ISS #5070)
Zachary J. Thom pson ( ISS #7803)
POW ERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twi n Falls, Idaho 83303- 1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsi mile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bing ham Memoria l Hospita l
and Dr. Ray W . Hanson

IN THE D ISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVE NTH J U D I C IAL D ISTR ICT OF T H E

0

STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND F O R T H E COU NTY OF B I N G HAM

David Samples and Jayme Sam ples,
husband a nd wife,
Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFI DAVIT OF
J E N N I F E R K. B RIZE E IN S U P PORT O F

Dr. Ray W . Hanson, individually, and
B H M , Inc. , doi ng business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
u nknown,

D E F E N DANTS' M OTION FOR
S U M MARY J U D G M E N T

Defendants.

)
) ss.

STATE OF I DAHO
County of Twin Falls
J ENNIFER
1.

K.

)
B RIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W .

SUPPLEM ENTAL AFFIDAVIT O F J E N N I F E R K. BRIZEE I N S U PPORT O F DEFENDANTS' MOT I O N
F O R S U M MARY J UDGM ENT, PAGE 1
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter.

I

am familiar with and have personal knowledge

rega rding the m atters set forth here i n .
2.

Attached as "Exhibit A" to Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of

Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment is a true and correct copy of Dr.
Birkenhagen's Letter dated May 1 7, 201 1 .
3.

Attached as "Exhibit

8"

to Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of

Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment a re true and correct copies of pertinent
portions of the transcript of the deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen taken on October 29, 201 3.
4.

Attached as "Exhibit C" to Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of

Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment is a true and correct copy of plaintiffs' answer
to interrogatory No. 4, which requested full Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures.
5.

Attached as "Exhibit D" to Defendants' Reply Memorand um in Support of

Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Second
Amended Expert Witness Disclosure.
F U RTHER YOU R AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

/3~ ay of November of 2013.

·.7w<~ ~ ~ .

Residing at:
My comm1ss1on expires:

='8=t7Lt

S U PPLEMENTAL A F F IDAVIT OF JEN N I FE R K. BRIZEE IN S UPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION

FOR SUM MARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF..SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

ff

ay of November, 20 1 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing SU PPLEME NTAL AFF I DAVIT O F J E N N I FER

K.

BRIZEE

IN SUPPORT OF DE FE N DANTS' MOTION FOR S U MMARY J U DGMENT to be
forwa rded with all req uired charges prepared , by the method ( s ) indicated below, to the
following:

[J
D
�
�
D

Brent C . Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd .
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpo int, I D 83864

~

First Class Ma il
Hand Delivered
Facsim ile
Overnight Mail
Email

-ee__ _ _ _ __ __

SU PPLEM ENTAL A F F IDAVIT OF J E N N I F E R K. B R IZEE I N S UPPORT O F D E F E NDANTS' MOTION
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JlECEIVED
JUN 0 2 2011.
i)'p;it,h�rsr.on l.,aw'l!i'Juil.,;t�W-

W. Kurt

113 South 2nd Ave.

·

. •

a·
·.

n

,

Jr., M.D., F.A.C.S.

500 south 11 til Avenue
Pocatello, .Idaho 83201
lOB-232-7434

Jeremy Featherston

Re:

.

·

General, Thoracic and Vascular S.urgery

May 17,2011

Sandpoint, ID

BI.rken

·

83864

David S<>.mples
D.O.B: 09/18/73

Dear Mr. Featherston:.
I am
.
·

sorry for the

delay in responding

to your initial

letter. I have had some clifficulty with my personal

health, and I also have had some difficulty i� deciding exaqtly what was desired from your letter since you

spoke of a deposition as :veil as an opinion.

, I have reviewed. my cha1t.
I felt that Dr. David Hansen, s failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.
l WOlJld reiterate and support that statement. I do n0t think that Dr. Hansen ever recognized that this patient
had a leak from his c olonic tepcrlr. The patient was riot referred from Blackfoot to Pocatello to the surgical

service. He was referred to the Pulmonology service as a patient with respiratory distress. The

etiology of

the respiratory distress was a necrotic Ieilldng tr�verse colon. This does not happen in six> eight, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one has to develop sepsis and in which abdominal

findings. almost always

precede that of findings in the lung.

At the time of my initial

exam

of this patient, which was shortly after his arrival in the ICU, I immediately

opened his incision and obtained a large amount ofpus from the incision. This was not done in Blackfoot and
should have been·relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this wa s going on. Of course, (did have the advantage
of .lmowing that the patient was in respiratory distress and because of that would have expected a wound I
abdominal source of an infectio,n as the etiology of the distress since this p ati ent was a young man. Shortly
after draining the abd ominal wound, I bad to operate on the patient for the hol e in his col on as he started

pouring stool out of his incision.
abdominal incision.

This was pretty much expected once I
·

saw

the ammmt of pus in the

I don't think that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the colon I have not seen a colonie injury here, but
it has definitely been reported. He certainly recognized the fact that he had a hole in the colon. He did open
__

the patient,and fix it. I suspect that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle co lo ni c
artery was thrombosed because of the subsequent diffi cul ti es in obtaining a satisfactory colostomy on tlris

patient.
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Jeremy Featherston
May 17,2011

Re:

David Samples

·

Page 2

I hope that this is the information that you needed. In reviewing the chart, I couldn't fmd any other direct
evidence as to the breach of standard of care by Dr. Hansen.
I would be happy to discuss this with you on the phone.
Sincerely,
·

.

Ul4b

W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.
WKB/ps.

.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH

�

JUDI

L

DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND

David Samples and

FOR THE COUNTY OF

BINGHAM

Jayme Samples,

husband and wife,

Case No.

Plaintiffs,

CV-2011-2069

VS.

Dr. Ray W.
and

BMH,

Bingham

Hanson,

Inc.,

individually,

doing business as

Memorial Hospital

JOHN DOES I-X,

and

individuals and

entities presently unknown,
Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF W.

KURT BIRKENHAGEN,

October

REPORTED

29,

M.D.

2013

BY:

JANET FRENCH,

CSR NO. 946

Notary Public
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1
2

Q.

4

A.

In this case it is clearly a compensated

metabolic acidosis.

He's got acidosis because he's

2

those improved.

3

that -- nothing was done at that time, except he was

4

given Lasix, and he got better with Lasix.

5

septic, and he's breathing rapidly to blow off the

5

6

C02.

6

7
8

Q.

respiratory distress in an adult?

9
10

A.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I don't know the list.

Give me the list.
I've got to be

honest, I'm not a pulmonologist.

A.

Okay.

I'm not sure

What are the signs and symptoms of an

Abdominal wound -- tenderness, redness,

swelling, heat.

9
10

cause respiratory distress.

11

13

8

Pulmonary embolus, multiple diseases can

12

Q.

That's not unusual.

abdominal wound infection?

7

What are the other potential causes of

Page 24

in the ICU initially -- in the recovery room, and then

Well, what are all the potential causes of

respiratory distress?

3

•

Page 22

Q.

Okay.

How long can it take for an abdominal

wound infection to develop after an open colon?

11

A.

Very rapidly.

12

Q.

Okay.

Can you have a patient who has no

13

wound infection for several days and then develop some

14

wound infection?

14

Q.

So would you defer

15

A.

We are talking about a surgical patient --

15

16

Q.

No.

16

clinical wound infection that doesn't show up for

17

several days.

17

A.

I'm sorry, Jennifer.

A.

18

As you can tell, I

Q.

Yes -- well, they probably have a sub

Okay.

And prior to drafting this letter of

19

May 17, 2011, you were -- you do not believe you had

I understand that, but we have a

2o

reviewed the Bingham Memorial Hospital chart; correct?

court reporter, and we have to go in order here.

21

A.

True.

22

Q.

Okay.

have really strong feelings about this case.

20
21

Let me ask my question,

Dr. Birkenhagen.

18
19

--

Q.

22

A.

Okay.

Respiratory -- adult respiratory distress

23

syndrome, pulmonary embolus -- I don't know.

24

is --

25

Q.

There

Well -- and I asked you what is the list of

Relative to your opinion in this

23

matter, what assumptions have you made? Are you

24

making any assumptions?

25

A.

At this point in time or--

. -. I

Page 25

Page 23

Q.

causes, and you said you are not a pulmonologist.

2

Would you defer to a pulmonologist for etiology or

2

3

cause of respiratory distress in an adult?

3

4
5

A.

Would I do that? After I ruled out sepsis

in a surgical patient where I expected sepsis.

6

Q.

Okay.

What are underlying health factors

7

that can contribute to respiratory distress in an

8

adult?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

A.

Immune deficiency, diabetes.

Like I say,

Q.

Can an adult suffer respiratory distress in

a situation where there is no sepsis?
A.

Where there is no sepsis and no infection

Q.

I said no sepsis. That's my question.

Can

16

an adult suffer respiratory distress in a situation

17

where there is no sepsis?

18

A.

It can.

19

Q.

Okay.

20

infection.

6

Q.

Okay.

7

A.

I have trouble calling that an assumption.

21

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

9

I mean, it's obvious he missed it. The patient wasn't
sent to a surgeon. The patient was referred to a

10

pulmonologist.

11

Dr. Hanson.

12

case was totally blown.

13

Q.

What's your understanding of when

Dr. Llinas did the referral, not

So-- you know, the assumption in this

Okay.

And just to clarify.

15

1 or after October 1 -- they go to post-operative care

16

only; correct?
A.

Right.

In other words -- okay.

for a lap chole. I've been there.

stuck to the gallbladder. I'm -- I'm not sure that he

20

should have gotten a hole in his colon, but it's a

21

recognized complication, and yes, he got it.

22

Mr. Samples first began showing signs of respiratory

23

hole in his colon at the time.

distress after Dr. Hanson's surgery?

24

up.

25

considered a standard of care.

He was having some breathing problems right

(208)34 5 - 9611

M & M

Okay.

Dr. Hanson did recognize that he had that

23

A.

He went in

Tissues can be

19

24
25

All of your

opinions that you formulated -- whether before October

17

Can an adult suffer respiratory

I assumed that Dr. Hanson had totally missed

5

18

distress in a situation where there is no colon leak?

22

A.

the fact that this guy had a post-operative wound

14

and no asthma -- I mean --

of 2011, were you making any assumptions?

4

8

I --

Well, when you wrote this letter back in May

He elected to open him

I think at that time that could have been

COURT REPORTING

I think a lot of

351-8800 (fax)
( 208)345
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Q.

to go back and find it specifically, but there is a
2

note that says they had decided to transfer him.

2

3

talked to Dr. Krawtz, and Dr. Krawtz was waiting, and

3

4

it was a surprise to me that he was not transferred

4

5

•

Page 36

I thought this was Dr. Krawtz's note, but I

don't know. Do you know Dr. Krawtz's handwriting?
A. I dictated -- I didn't see him until the
5th.

immediately. They talked a little bit about doing

5

6

CPAP and stuff, but basically-- I can look it up for

6

7

you.

7

dictated. And I immediately opened his wound. And I

8

was just in the ICU.

8
9
10
11

Q.

Well, I'm going back- - have you ever talked

9

to Dr. Krawtz about this?
A.

No. Because Dr. Krawtz went off duty the

Q.

Correct.

A.

So I saw him on the 5th. The consult was

Q.

And you did an I&D; correct?

10

A. Right.
Q.

next morning. So if Dr. Krawtz was -- he's the guy on

11

12

call the night before, so if they contacted him, and

12

did you review any medical records from Bingham

13

he was that sick -- even if we ignore the sepsis from

13

Memorial Hospital?

14

surgery, if the guy is that sick in respiratory

14

15

distress that they are having trouble handling, these

15

16

surgical -- the intensivists don't intubate patients.

16

17

There is nobody there to intubate the patient, unless

17

18

they call somebody in. The guy is going down the

18

notes. I believe your first note is on page -- look

19

tubes. He needs a bronchoscopy from what Dr. Krawtz

19

at the Bates stamping at the bottom. It is on page

20

told them. Dr. Krawtz was waiting for him, and they

20

didn't send him until the next day.

21

21

Okay. So when you first saw him on the 5th,

A. I did not -- I didn't have any available to

me at the time that I know of.

Q. Okay. And one of the things I need to have

you do -- let's look at these physician progress

139; is that correct? And I just - -

A.

Dictated consult; immediately opened his

Okay. It may be my misunderstanding.

22

23

thought Dr. Krawtz was the one who asked you to come

23

Q.

What does that say?

24

in and evaluate Mr.Samples?

24

A.

It says, "Consult dictated." That number is

22

25

Q.

A.

No. It was Dr.Jackson. I clearly remember

25

wound.

my dictated consult number. "Abdominal wound opened

Page 37
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1

2

that.

and drained."
Okay.

2

Q.

All right. So you saw him on the 5th?

It was in the - - I happened to be in the ICU

3

A.

Right.

that morning, and Cary asked me -- he said, hey -- do

4

Q.

And when did you next see him?

5

you have something that says different than that,

5

A.

On the 6th.

6

Jennifer? I mean, we are talking about a long time

6

Q.

Okay. And is this your note on the bottom

7

ago, but I would have sworn it was Cary Jackson, the

7

8

next morning as I walked in, that asked me to - - there

8

A.

should be a consult --

9

that time.

3
4

9

Q.
A.

of page 140?
Right. He was afebrile and looked okay at

10

Q.

Well, let's look at --

10

11

A.

You asked me to tell the whole truth. As

11

though, because I apologize. I can't read your

12

writing. Although it is much better than

13

Dr. Jackson's. I will give you that.

12
13
14
15
16

far as I recall, it was Dr.Jackson.

Q.

18

20
21
22
23
24
25

14

A.

Okay. So I need you read your note for me

"Hospital day No. 3. Afebrile. Pulse 91.

hand you what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit

15

No.9.

16

was passing flatus at that time. Lungs clear.

17

Abdominal soft. Bowel sounds active. Wound

18

tenderness only. Wound being drained. Lab " --

17

19

I could be mistaken. I thought it was

Dr. Krawtz. Let's look. Let's look. I'm going to

Q.

(Deposition Exhibit No.9 marked.)

Q.

(BY MS. BRIZEE) These are the progress

Subjective: I feel better.

He had bowel movement and

notes - - Portneuf Medical Center. So let's figure

19

Q.

Go up to your drained. That's drained?

this out. My understanding is the patient came from

20

A.

I think it says drained. It is hard for me

Bingham to Portneuf Medical Center on the morning of

21

October 4, 2009.

to read my own writing.

22

Q.

Because it's got something

23

note here from 12:00 noon written by -- I don't know

A.

"Wound being packed."

24

Q.

Okay. Packed. That makes more sense to me.

who this guy is. Cary Jackson took over on the 5th.

25

A.

Yeah. You see, Cary called --there is a

(208)345-961 1

-

And then it says -- what does it say, lab --

M & M COURT REPORTING
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2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14
15

16
17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

A.

"Impending."

2

Q.

What's the next line?

A.

"Assessment." I thought he was dol ng well

at that time.
Q.

Okay. And what is your plan?
"Agree with transfer."

Q.

Agree with transfer to where?

A.

I'm not sure. I'm not sure what transfer

7

Maybe from the-- transfer to floor. Yeah.

says -- Dr. Jackson wanted to transfer him to the
floor, and I said, okay; we will transfer him to the
floor.
Okay. Do you know what time you saw the

patient on the 5th?
A.

On the 6th?

Q.

On the 5th. We didn't look at your time.

Is that 2000?
A.
Q.

9

11

12

13

14
15

16
17

Well, 1480 is right above you, so I assumed

So I must have seen at 2000, because Jackson

saw him after that.

Page 40

to send him for a CT; correct?
A.

Right. As I told David at the time, I was

hoping it was just a subcutaneous wound infection, and
he seemed to resolve when draining that pus.
Q.

Okay. And you've described what you found,

I think, earlier when you opened the patient on

October 7 into 8; correct? We talked about that a

little earlier. And we are going to look at op-A.

On the 5th, I opened his wound.

Q.

Okay. You are correct. You did I&D on the

5th. You did the surgery on the 7th.
A.

On the 7th, right.

Q.

Okay. So tell me, again, how much of the

colon did you remove?
Probably a couple feet of the bowel.

A.
Q.

I have your op report.

A.

I usually don't measure it. I doubt that

18

I --you know, I took out everything from his mid

20

just a little bit of cecum. Measuring is always

19

21

Yeah. It looks like 2000 or 1000.

it was after 1480.
A.

8

10

Was there a plan to transfer him?

Right above --the note right above that on 10/6, it

Q.

4
6

there is.
A.

3
5

A.

Q.

•

Page 38

22
23

24
25

colic artery over to his ascending colon. I saved
difficult.
Q.

Okay. And the patient was in the hospital

for quite a time after that surgery; correct?
A.

Right.

Q.

Okay. What complications did the patient

Page 41

Page 39
1

2

Q.

A.

1

Okay. At 2010, it looks like?
Yeah. So it was Jackson that asked me to

3

see him.

5

Dr. Birkenhagen, but before we get too far down the

4
6
7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20

21

22
23

24
25

Q.

And let me go --I didn't pull this,

path, let me -- I apologize. I didn't copy this one.
I have a copy of your dictated consult report. Okay.
You are right. It does say, requesting physician,
Dr. Cary Jackson. And under your plan, it says, "I&D
of the wound." Well, go ahead and read it for me.
A.

"I&D of the wound. I thoroughly discussed

this procedure with the patient. In addition, if the
patient's ileus does not reactively resolve with the
drainage of his wound, I will order a CT scan for
evaluation. Had he obviously-- you know, I
underlined, wound was obviously infected when I saw
him.
Q.

Right. Because when you saw him on the 5th

A.

Right.

Q.

Okay. So did you -- apparently you thought

at 2000?

3

4

the patient had ileus. At least that's my read of
A.

Right.

Q.

And if that does not resolve, you were going

have as a result of that surgery?
A.

Immediately or delayed or

Q.

Well, both.

A.

The main delay complication was-- it wasn't

-

5

a complication. He ended up with a cecostomy and a

7

him back together again. He also ended up with, you

6
8

9

10

11

mucous fistula, which subsequently required putting
know, a chronic wound infection, which required repair
of a huge ventral hernia. He was on wound VAC
forever.
He ended up with a biological mesh repair of

12

a ventral hernia. Because of the extent and the

14

supply to his central portion of the skin, and ended

13
15

16
17

18

19

20

this; is that accurate?

(208)345-9611

2

21

location of the incision, he lost some of the blood
up with some dead skin, which is one of the-- I don't
want to say complications, but it was one of the
possible outcomes when you put mesh in a position
where we put it.
I tried to mobilize-- it was-- his big
ventral hernia there are very difficult to fix, and
to, you know, mobilize enough tissue. And to mobilize

22

enough tissue, you have necrosis of the tissue and he

24

with him. And ultimately all that eventually

23
25

had some. I don't think that was ever a huge issue
resolved.
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I

out of trouble. But with a CT scan showing a large
2

collection, a large abscess -- you know, the drainage

3

of stuff from his colon didn't make any difference.

4

The pus and the abscess did.

5
6

Q.

A.

Okay. But 10/7 is the first time he's

draining stool from his wound; correct?

Page 52

Abdominal compartment syndrome is --

2

abdominal compartment -- compartments are closed

3

cavities. And, you know, we see a lot -- I'm sure

4

you've done cases where they have necrosis of fingers

I '
I

•

5

and stuff because of compartment syndromes. Abdominal

6

compartment syndrome is where we close an abdomen and

7

A. Right.

7

because of swelling and edema in the tissues, the

8

Q.

8

pressures in the abdominal compartment rise to the

9
10

Okay. And once you determined on 10/7 that

there was a colon perforation, then you are moving him

9
10

towards surgery potentially; correct'

11

A. Well, as soon- - yeah, as soon as I could.

11

12

Q. Okay. But, again, you are going to use the

12

point where they impede venous return. They interfere
with renal function, and can be fatal if not treated.
Q.

Okay. And go to the second page of your-

of that op report.

13

CT scan to determine whether you are going to take him

13

A.

Uh-huh.

14

to surgery or do watchful waiting; correct?

14

Q.

And in looking at that main paragraph, "The

15

A. Well, not watchful waiting. To decide if he

15

area of the incision was carefully explored" -- and

16

had a fistula -- if it had been long enough that he

16

you've got "Multiple adhesions were all broken up. "

17

might have just had a - - if his colon prep had rolled

17

So we had adhesions; correct?

18

off, he might have been fistulizing directly to his

18

A.

Right.

19

wound, and if that were the case, then I would have

19

Q.

Okay. And then we have a pocket of -- it

20

put a wound VAC on it, drained it, and not have to

20

says, the pus. I think it should just say "of pus"

21

open him up and take him back to surgery. With the CT

21

was found deep at the base of the abdominal cavity.

22

scan saying, hey, you've got to go back and do this.

22

23

Q.

Okay. Prior to this situation where he was

23

A. Way down back in here, in the right gutter
(indicating).

24

draining stool from his wound, did you have any

24

Q.

So what was that from, if you know?

25

thought process that he could have a colon leak -- a

25

A.

Just continuing infection in the area.
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1

Q.

colon leak or a colon perforation?

2

A. No. I thought he had an abscess.

2

3

Q.

3

4
5

A.

Q.

8
9
10
11

Okay. But we are now three days postop from

the original open surgery; correct?
A.

Yeah. There is something -- there is

4

something incorrect about this. You are missing an

Okay.

5

operative report, because this says, replacement of

Go down three lines. And this is once you

6

the abdominal compartment syndrome wound VAC drapes.

paragraph. Okay?

6

7

Okay. Go down underneath procedure, second

are in there looking around, and it says, "It was

7

obvious that the previous repair had broken down and

8

the inflammation caused essentially necrosis of the

9

A.

I think you skipped one.

10

Q.

Yeah. I probably didn't have any questions

segment of the transverse colon."
A. That was my interpretation, yes.

11
12

Q.

I might have skipped one, Doctor, if I

didn't have any questions.

on it.

12

Q.

13

A. Probably by clotting off the middle colic

13

14

artery, but that's conjecture. Everything was dead

14

15

right up to the artery, so I thought the artery was

15

pocket of pus. Is that -- was that significant, or

16

probably okay, but I wasn't sure.

16

does that have any significance?

17

Q.

18
19

Q.

Okay.

All right. Let's go to my Exhibit No. 4.

(Deposition Exhibit No. 4 marked.)

(BY MS. BRIZEE) I've just pulled the ones I

17

have you. Would we rather it not be there? Yeah.
But --

21

three days later, an exploratory lap debridement and

21

22

irrigation, and I just had a couple of quick

22

23

questions.

23

what is abdominal compartment syndrome?

(208)345-961 1

A. No. It's one of those things it was what it

19
20

25

-

Q. Oh, okay. Well, let's talk about this

was. It is part of why he had the wound VACs and what

had questions on, Doctor. So this is your 10/10/09 --

First of all, what-- can you define for us

A. Which, I think, I left his wound open when I
did it and put a wound VAC on him. I don't think I

18

20

24

-

24
25

Q. Is that something that was potentially there
on the 7th and just didn't get cleaned out?
A.

No. Because I resected part of the colon

where that stuff was, so I had to be there.
Q. Okay. Say that again. I didn't track with
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Page 28

people would have fixed it laparoscopically for what

1

was described as a small hole in the colon. I don't

2

know how small, small is.

3

anything to -- I have thoughts, but I cannot say

4

anything about them --from the record or from my

4

But he did open him up, and he did fix it.

post- operative care; correct?
A. The post- operative care, yes. I cannot say

-

5

I mean, that's all fine. I -- you know, it's not

5

6

fine. It's not exemplary care, but it doesn't violate

6

because I was going down this path, and you took me

7

any standards of care, no. The issues all come with

7

back down that path, so let me go back to my path.

8

his post- operative care.

8

9
10
11
12

Q.

Okay. How long, in your experience, does it

9

Q. Okay. So let me go back to my question,

Okay. You had patients who have -- who
you've done surgery on, and you have a rip, a tear, a

typically take for a repair of the colon to break

10

hole -- whatever you want to call it -- of a colon;

down?

11

correct?

A.

12

If, in fact, there was -- if, in fact, there

A. No.

13

was infection around the colon, or if, in fact, the

13

Q.

14

colon had actually died off -- let me go back a little

14

A. Never.

15

bit. I made an assumption when I saw David -- I saw

15

Q. Okay. I thought you said you had?

16

David --

16

A.

17
18

THE WITNESS:

to call you " Dan, " and it's "David."

19
20

" David;" right? I keep on wanting

I made an assumption when I called David

-

You've never had that happen?

No. I said this is a reported complication.

17

I don't know of anybody at Portneuf that has had a

18

hole in their bladder after a gallbladder operation.

19

There may be, but I don't know about it if there is.

and he had this hole in his colon. You know, I

20

21

immediately opened his bowel. And I said, hey, David,

21

22

if this doesn't work pretty quick, you are going to

22

23

surgery. And it didn't work, and he went to surgery.

23

putting a trocar in. I immediately recognized, fixed,

24

I didn't do another CT scan. He went to the operating

24

and completed the operation.

25

room.

25

Q.

Okay. So what about bowel? Have you ever

had an injury to a bowel on one of your patients?
A.

I've had an injury to small intestine

Q. Did the repair stay, or did the repair break

Page 29

Page 27
I had a dead bowel, a hole in the colon. I

down?

2

made the assumption that he leaked immediately. That

2

3

is or is not true. You know, his middle colic artery

3

4

had clotted off. I'm not sure that - - I can't say

4

situation where a repair to the colon or the bowel has

5

that that was a direct result of something that was

5

broken down on a patient of yours?

done at the time of surgery. Looking back

6

6
7

retrospectively and looking at notes and stuff, I

7

8

wonder if something didn't happen when he went in to

8

fix it. Maybe yes, maybe no. But certainly the

9

9

A. No. It stayed, of course.
Q.

Okay. So you've had no experience with a

A. No. And -- well, from the laparoscopic

-

from fixing it or from open surgery?
Q.

Well, either one. My original -- here is

where I'm going. My original question was: How long

10

pus --the infection can cause the artery to clot off.

10

does it typically take for a repair of the colon to

11

It can definitely -- you know, if you've got infection

11

break down?

12

in the area, the bowel will leak right away.

12

A. Well, then we are going to have to go back

13

to how it was repaired. If it was properly repaired,

difficult to try and understand what someone wrote and

14

it shouldn't break down. But the sepsis can make it

said. You know -- I mean, he talks about teasing the

15

breakdown, because the sepsis would cause erosion of
the sutures and stuff and that can happen.

13
14
15

You know, part of this is that it's very

16

colon off the-- teasing the colon off the

16

17

gallbladder. You don't tease the colon off the

17

Q. Let me go to a different place. Okay. So

18

gallbladder. You cut it off, so you end up with a

18

when you went in on October 7 to 8 and did the open

19

small hole. How big is a small hole? You know, it is

19

surgery on David Samples --

20

a simple repair. And then you put a drain next to it.

20

A. I don't think it was 7th or 8th

21

Well, when you put a drain next to it, that may

21

Q. It was. I've got the op report, and we are

increase the risk of it leaking.

22

going to go through it -- unless I've got that wrong,

23

but I think I -- I don't think I do.

22
23
24
25

Q.

(BY MS. BRIZEE) Okay. But from what you

said, the only opinions you formulated, whether before

24

A. I could be wrong.

or after October 1st in this matter, are regarding the

25

Q. Okay. was it your opinion at the time that
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Page 30
2009?

Well, since there was stool and pus all over

the place, yes.

Page 32

2

A.

3

Q.

Okay. It's a long question.

A.

It's a long question.

Q.

Okay. Have you ever asked anyone who was a

Say that again.

4

Q.

Okay.

4

5

A.

But there is also a dead colon.

5

6

Q.

Okay. So what I'm saying is that the repair

6

practicing surgeon at Bingham Memorial Hospital in
September of 2009 whether the standard of care there

7

broke down. Is that not what happened here in your

7

8

opinion? Did something else happen?

8

in 2009 deviated from the standard of care for a

One of two things happened. Either

9

general surgeon practicing in Pocatello in September

9

A.

10

infection was there, and it broke down the repair, or

10

11

the middle colic artery clotted off or was tied off or

11

12

injured during the procedure, and the colon died off,

12

of 2009?
A.

No. I wouldn't ask that question, because

it's a national standard of care. Long before 2009

13

and then the repaired died off and leaked also. I

13

the idea of the local standard of care went out the

14

mean, it is hard to tell when it is a section of colon

14

window.

15

this long and it is dead and full of pus and stool.

15

16

It is just not-- it's not an answerable question.

16

correct?

Q.

Okay. So the answer to my question is, no;

17

Q.

Have you ever met Dr. Hanson7

17

A.

18

A.

The answer is, I don't think so, but I may

18

Q.

And when you talked to Anthony --

A.

You know that, Jennifer. You are kind of

19

have met him very briefly in passing at some point at

19

20

Bingham since my employment there.

20

21
22
23
24
25

Q.

Have you ever spoken with Dr. Hanson about

22

David Samples?
A.

Q.

21

No.

harassing me a little bit here because -Q.

I'm not. I'm asking you very important

questions.

No.

23

Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a

24

you talk to him about the standard of care for a

25

general surgeon practicing at Bingham Memorial

practicing physician treating inpatients at Bingham

When you talked to Dr. Anthony Davis, did
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Memorial Hospital in September 2009 about the standard

Hospital in September of 2009?

2

of care at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of

2

A.

No.

3

2009?

3

Q.

How did David Samples come to be a patient

No. I d idn't think it was appropriate to do

4

Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a

6

the surgeon on call. There was a chance I may not

practicing surgeon at Bingham Memorial Hospital in

7

have been. He was transferred to Portneuf hospital by

8

September of 2009 about the standard of care for

8

Dr. Llinas after spending the night at Bingham, which

9

general surgeons at Bingham Memorial Hospital in

9

should not have happened. Okay. In other words, he

4
5
6
7

10
11

A.

5

that.

Q.

September of 2009?
A.

If you are asking me, have I ever said what

of yours? Was it this-A.

As I said earlier, I was -- I believe I was

10

should have been transferred -- I mean, Dr. Krawtz was

11

waiting for him the night before, and they waited

12

is the standard of care, the answer is, no. But I

12

until the next day to transfer him. Now, why that

13

have talked to Anthony Davis about how things should

13

happened, I don't know.

14

be done, are done, would be done at Bingham.

14

Q.

How do you know that?

15

Q.

Okay.

15

A.

It's in the records. It's in these records.

16

A.

But did we discuss a specific standard of

16

Q.

It's in whose records?

17

A.

Bingham's records.

17
18
19

care about a specific thing, I don't recall.

Q.

Okay. You were a practicing surgeon in

Pocatello in September of 2009; correct?

18

Q.

Well, you said Dr. Krawtz was waiting

19

A.

The night before --

Q.

Uh, uh, uh. You said Dr. Krawtz was waiting

-

20

A.

Right.

20

21

Q.

Have you ever asked anyone who was

21

for the patient the night before, so I'm asking, how

22

practicing surgery at Bingham Memorial Hospital in

22

do you know Dr. Krawtz was waiting for the patient the

23

September 2009 whether the standard of care at BMH in

23

night before?

24

September 2009 deviated from the standard of care for

24

25

a surgeon practicing in Pocatello in September of

25
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progress notes or in the nursing notes. I would have
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A. 128; "Resume preop orders. Please maintain
2

4

Q. Okay. Okay. This says, "He has a horrible

suction on wound VAC at all times."

3

Q.

Was there a problem with suction on the

2

colostomy that was created by necrosis of a portion of

3

the colostomy during the postoperative period."

4

wound VAC?

5

Page 80

Is that something that happened at

Yeah. If you don't have suction on it, it

5

6

doesn't work. And every now and then you get a leak

6

7

or something, and if the nurse isn't on top of it,

7

at Portneuf, but it wasn't worth redoing. You know,

8

it's a problem. And I must have thought there was a

8

it was wasn't a pretty colostomy, but it was

problem with that at some point in time.

9

functioning well. What will happen is, because you

9

A.

10
11

Q. Okay. I don't have you until 133. Is that
your -A. "10/20. Brian from PT to see and change

12

10

are at the end of the bowel, the blood sometimes is

11

not 100 percent. You'll get some necrosis of a
portion of the colostomy. Usually it is just the
mucosal section, but if it is, it may end up with a

call me."

14

flat colostomy, and I think that's what he ended up

Q.

15

with.

14
15
16

A. "10/20. Consent for trach. DC two feedings

Okay.

at 0700."

16

But it is better than going back. I mean, I

17

didn't have an option on him. Going back on that
would have been a nightmare.

18

Q. Okay.

18

19

A.

19

"10/22. Resume preop orders." S- I- A- C- H,

21

Q.
A.

back with a wound VAC in place and the 10 millimeter

Where you looking at?

21

Jackson- Pratt Drain that I placed still present. His

I'm just trying to figure out what the heck

22

crummy colostomy and the mucous fistula" -- so he did

23

have a mucous fistula.

the places are -- S- I-A- C- H's.

24

Q.

25

And this says, "In any case, he now presents

Q.

20

that's what they are.

22
23

No. It's probably something that happened

13

wound VAC per protocol. Start 10/21. Please have him

20

A.

12

13

17

Southwest?

I don't know where you are looking.

A. On page 136, Krawtz's order.

24

A.

Right.

25

Q.

In this next paragraph down here, it says,

Page 81

Page 79
Q.

1
2

Oh, it is Southwest Idaho -- it's where he

3

A.

Acute care hospital. But it isn't acute

4

care. It is some -- I can't think of the word. It

5

totally escapes me.

6
7

2

was transferred.

"I told him I was going to severely limit his pain
medicine, and that he had to cut back his usage on a

3

daily basis and be off of these very quickly, or I

4

would cease to take care of his pain problem and have

5

him seen by a pain specialist."

6

Q. Okay. I just have a few questions under
clinic chart, and then we are done. And you've

7

8

probably already answered most of these, so let me

8

9

just look -- and I didn't make copies of these. But

9

10

if you want to look at them, I'll pass them over.

10

11

This is dated 12/1/09. And he has -- he's

11

Were you concerned about his pain medication
in -A.

I'm always concerned about-- I don't want

to be on the list of doctors that addict people to
hydrocodone.
You know, we do it. Sometimes we do it.

12

been to Southwest, and he's been discharged. This

12

Poor David was in the hospital forever on narcotics,

13

says, "He was transferred without my approval or

13

and, you know -- but I don't like to contribute to

14

advice to an LTAC in Boise."

14

that if I can help it. I tried to get him off it.

15
16

15

A. LTAC - - that's right -- long-term acute care

16

hospital. That's what those things are.

Q.

And you did the reversal on the colostomy;

correct'

17

Q. Okay. So did you not want David --

17

A. Yes.

18

A.

No. I thought he should have been kept

18

Q.

19

here. I didn't like the idea of someone that was

19

20

relatively sick that was under my care was being

!

20

21

pulled out from under me by an insurance company. I 1

21

22

was pissed, to be frank with you.

23
24
25

Q.

That's kind of what your patient testified

to.
A. Yeah.

(208)345-9611

Okay. And I'm not going to pull those

records, but you just did that -- was that successful?
I think so.

A.

Okay. When -- I had a question on this.

Q.

22

This is your 6/15/10 note. "I discussed at length

23

with him the recommendations for extensive debridement

24

25

and wound VAC that were given to me in Cleveland."
What was that referring to?
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,

)
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
vs.
)
)
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as BINGHAM
)
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES I-X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)
)
Defendants.
)
,)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET
OF INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel undersigned, and hereby
answer and respond to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs as follows:
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Please state each plaintiff's full name, address, date of
birth, social security number, and each and every name or alias for or under which each

JiAiHEfiltfilorm
Daniel

P. Featherston

Brent C. Featherston•
Jeremy

P. Featherston

Ieremi L. Ossman

plaintiff has been known.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Objection,

to

the

extent the

request calls for the social security numbers, the Plaintiffs object to disclosing sensitive and

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
"LiceDsed iD Idaho Ill. Washington
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earning capacity following the events alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, both current and
future.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please set forth the name, address and telephone number
of persons having knowledge of any facts of this case whom you may call as witnesses at the
trial, and for each person state the substance of his/her anticipated testimony.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3:

Objection. Request as phrased is

overbroad and calls for speculation on the part of this answering party as to what knowledge
certain persons may have. Further, the request as phrased inquires into attorney work product.
The Plaintiffs will supplement by providing a List of Witnesses in compliance with the Court's
pretrial.

It is anticipated that Plaintiffs will call David Samples and Jayroe Samples and Dr.

Kurt Birkenhagen, Nancy Collins and may also call those individuals identified in the medical
records as well as the named Defendants in this action and those persons identified in response
to discovery.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

State the name and address of each person whom the

plaintiffs expect to call as an expert witness at the trial to testify as to the conduct of defendants.
For each such person:
(a)

State the subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify;

(b)

A complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and reasons

therefore;
(c)

The facts, data or other information considered by the witness in forming the

opmwns;
(d)

Any exhibits to be used by the expert witness as a summ ary of or support for

Daniel P. Featherston

Brent C. Feathen;ton•
Jeremy P. Feathen;ton
Jeremi

L. Ossman

I 13 S. Second Ave.
83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 2634100

the opinions; and

Sandpoint, ID

•Licensed in Idaho & Wasb.iagton
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(e)

•

Any qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored

by the witness within the preceding ten (10) years, the compensation to be paid for the
testimony, and a list of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial
or by deposition within the four (4) preceding years.
ANSWER TO

INTERROGATORY

NO. 4:

Please see response to the preceding

Interrogatory. Without reiterating the same:
(a)

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 17, 201 1 correspondence

that the care provided by Defendants, Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital, fail to
meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly conduct repairs to Mr.
Samples' tom colon caused during the cholosystectomy procedure and failing to further detect
infection and Mr. Samples' continuing the fact that Mr. Samples continued to suffer from a
leaking transverse colon as a result of the surgical procedure despite Mr. Samples' obvious
symptomology indicative of continued leakage of the colon and/or infection from the surgical
site.
With regard to Nancy Collins, it is expected that Dr. Collins will testify as to the
functional limitations of Mr. Samples based upon a performance-based physical capacities
evaluation performed by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and evaluation
of Mr. Samples and her assessment and review of the relevant medical records and the effect of
those limitations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.
(b)

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify that the care provided by the Defendants did not

meet the minimum standard of care in the community and constituted negligent care of Mr.
Daniel P. Feathenton
Brent C. Featherston•

Samples. Nancy Collins will testify as to Mr. Samples' lost wages, past and future, and lost

Jeremy P. Featherston
Jeremi L. Ossman
113 S. Sealnd Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-()4()()
•ucense<� io Idaho .t. Wublngton
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earning capacity as a result of the injuries and disabilities sustained from the negligent acts of
the Defendants.
(c)

Dr. Birkenhagen, as Mr. Samples' treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center had full access to and review of all medical
records pertaining to the treatment provided by the Defendants to Mr. Samples.
Nancy Collins has reviewed the performance-based physical capacities evaluation,
interviewed Mr. Samples and reviewed certain pertinent medical records.
(d)

Objection, request as phrased calls for attorney work product and inquires into

privileged information. Without waiving said objection, the Defendants have not identified all
exhibits to be used at trial and will supplement this response.
(e)

Please see attached for Nancy Collins together with financial compensation

term. With regard to Dr. Birkenhagen, the Plaintiffs are in the process of securing a curriculum
vitae from Dr. Birkenhagen, however, the Defendants are well familiar with Dr. Birkenhagen
as they have, since the incidences of negligence alleged in the Plaintiffs' Complaint, hired Dr.
Birkenhagen as a physician at Bingham Memorial Hospital.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5 : Please describe each document, object or thing intended
to be introduced or utilized as an exhibit at the trial of this cause.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5:

Objection.

Request as phrased

inquires into attorney work product and thought processes. Without waiving said objection, the
Plaintiffs have not identified all exhibits to be used at trial and this response will be

�!lifiorm
Daniel P. Featherston

Brent C. Featherston•

Jeremy P. Featherston
Jeremi L.

Ossman

supplemented upon identification of exhibits and in compliance with the Court's Pretrial Order.

INTERROGATORY

NO. 6 :

Identify b y title, author, publication and date of

publication any and all journal articles, text or other medical literature which plaintiffs rely

113 S. Second Ave.

Sandpoint, lD 83864

Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 26�
•Liceuaed in ldllho IlL Wuhingtoo
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 4602

JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB# 6098
1 1 3 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband and Wife,

)

)

Case No. : CV-20 1 1 -2069

)
Plaintiffs,

)
)

)
)
)
)

vs.

SECOND AMENDED
EXPERT WITNESS
DISCLOSURE

Hanson individually, and
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, )
)
individuals and entities presently unknown,

Dr. Ray W.

Defendants.

)

)

)
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs by and through their counsel of record, Brent C.
Featherston, and hereby submits and discloses Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Witness
Disclosure pursuant to the Court's Pretrial Order:
1.

Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.
500 South 1 1 th Avenue

Pocatello, ID 83201

Dr. Birkenhagen will testify consistent with his May 1 7, 20 1 1 correspondence
(attached) that the care provided by Defendants, Dr.
Daniel P. Featherston
Brent C. Featherston•
Jeremy P. Featherston
Jeremi L. O••man
1 1 3 S . Second Ave.

Sandpoint, ID S3B64
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fox (208) 263-0400
•Li<cnsed in Idaho & Washington

Hanson

and Bingham Memorial

Hospital, fail to meet the standard of care within the community by failing to properly repair

and treat Mr. Samples' tom colon caused during the cholosystectomy procedure and failing
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to further detect infection in Mr. Samples' despite the fact that Mr. Samples continued to
suffer from a leaking transverse colon as a resuJt of the surgical procedure and despite
obvious symptomology indicative of continued leakage of the colon and/or infection in the
surgical site, all of which failed to meet the standard of care in the community.
Dr. Birkenhagen, as Mr. Samples' treating physician upon transfer from the

Defendants' facility to Portneuf Medical Center,

had

full access to

and did review all

medical records pertaining to the treatment provided by the Defendants to Mr. Samples
while under Defendants' care. Dr. Birkenhagen also has reviewed the operative notes of Dr.
Hanson, as well as Samples care records since transfer to Portneuf and other medical
facilities and caregivers.
Based upon his review of Mr. Samples treatment and care records after transfer from

the Defendants' care,

Dr. Birkenhagen

will testifY as to the approximate ten (1 0) surgical

procedures (reflected in the medical records produced), wound care, and treatment of
complications resulting from the infection and septic condition of Mr. Samples as
proximately related to the negligent post-operative care provided by the Defendants, and

Mr. S amples subsequent rehabilitation treatment. This would include the treatment, surgery
and care at Portneuf Medical Center provided, by (or under the

supervision of) Dr.

Birkenhagen and the subsequent treatment and rehabilitation provided at other

facilities,

including Southwest Idaho Advanced Care Hospital.
Though not yet detennined, Exhibits at trial may include medical records, charts and
diagrams for illustrative purposes demonstrating Plaintiff' s care and injuries.

·

Daniel P. Featherston
Brent C. Featherston•
Jeremy P. Featherston
Jeremi L. Ossman

1 1 3 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 2634100

•Licensed in Idaho &; W"'hJJlgton

Dr.

Birkenhagen

has not authored any publications within the past 1 0 years.

Dr.

Birkenhagen has not provided Plaintiffs with a current curriculum vitae and has just recently
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returned from out of state, but his qualifications are well known to the Defendants

as he

was

hired by BMH to replace the Defendant, Dr. Ray Hanson. following his retirement.

Dr. Birkenhagen normally charges $250/hour for records review, with a $750.00
advance deposit for deposition testimony and $2,500/day for trial testimony

.

Dr. Birkenhagen's last testimony as an expert was approximately four (4) years
and occurred in Salt Lake City in an Idaho federal

ago

court case in which the Doctor removed a

foreign object left in the patient by the prior surgeon/physician.
2.

VocConsult Services Inc.
Nancy J. Collins, Ph.D.

CRC Certified Rehabilitation Counselor

ABDA Diplomat & Senior D is ability Anal yst
CLCP Certified Life Care Planner
1 06 North 6th, Ste 2 1 2 83 702
.

P.O. Box 1 126, Boise, Idaho 8370 1

Phone 1 -208-389-78 1 3 Fax 208-368-0377
Dr. Collins has not generated a report in this matter. She has reviewed a selection
of medical records from Mr. Samples treatment and
returns and employment records relative

a physical capacities evaluation, tax

to preparing an opi ni on as to Mr. Samples lost

wages, past and future, and lost earning capacity resulting from the negligent care
provided by the Defendants . it is expected that Dr. Collins will testify as to the

functional

limitations of Mr. Samples based upon a perl'ormance-based physical capacities evaluation

performed by Rexburg Rehabilitation and based upon her interview and evaluation of Mr.
Samples and her assessment and review of the

relevant medical records and the effect of

those limitations upon Plaintiff's employability and earning capacity, past and future.
Daniel P. Featherston
Brent C. Featherston*
Jeremy P. Featherston
Jeremi L. Ossman

Her curriculum vitae, containing her publications and qualifications, was

previously attached to Plaintiff' s Amended Expert Witness Discl osure as was her
,

1 1 3 S . Socond Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
•Lioeused in Idaho & Waoblngton
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compensation rates relative to this matter and cases in which she has provided expert
testimony.

DATED this 28th day of October, 20 13.

Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the 28lh day of October, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:
Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83 303�1 276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered

[�

Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
~
�] Other: be,~ ee..~~DuN.(Jl,/n,,a.11
I
l!o ;m

J

Daniel P. Featherston
Brent C. Featherstoo•
Jeremy P. Feather!ton
Jeremi L. Oaampn
113 S. Second Ave .
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263.{)4tl0
•Uc:ensed lll lllaho &. Washlnglon
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RECEIVED
JUN 0 2

zon
W. Kurt
General,

May 1 7, 201 1

500 south ll tll Avenue
Pocatello, .raaho 83�01
208-232-7434

Jeremy Featherston

1 1 3 South

2nd Ave.

S andpoint, ID

Re:

·

. �t.·· .

Thoracic and Vascular S.urgery

83864

David Samples
D.O.B:

09/1 8/73

Dear Mr. Featherston: .

I

.

·

1

am

sorry for the delay in responding to your initial letter. I have had some difficulty with my personal

health, and I also have had some difficulty hi deciding exactly what was desired from your letter since you
spoke of a deposition as weil as an opinion.

I have reviewed. my chru.t.
I felt that Dr. David Hansen's failure to recognize a postoperative leak was a breach of the standard of care.
l wo1,1ld reiterate and support that statement. I do not think that Dr. Hansen ever recognized that this patient
had a leak from his colonic tepcrlr. The patient was riot referred from Blackfoot to Pocatello to the surgical
service. He was referred to the Pulmonology service as a patient with respiratory distress. The etiology of

the respiratory distress was a necrotic leltldng trmlSVerse colon. This does not happen in six) eight, or ten
hours. This is a process in which one has to develop sepsis and in which abdominal findings almost always
_

precede that of findings in the lung.

At the time of my initial

exam

of tl1is patient, which was shortly after his arrival in the ICU, I immediately

opened Pis incision and obtained a large amount of pus from the inci s ion. This was not done in Blackfoot and

should have been'relatively obvious to Dr. Hansen that this was going on. Of course, i did have the advantage
of knowing that the patient was in respiratory distress and because of that would have expected a wound I

abdominal source of an infectiop as the etiology of the distress since this patient was a young man. Shortly
after draining the abdominal wound, I had to operate on the patient for the hole in his colon as he started
pouring stool out of his incision. This was pretty much expected once I saw the ammmt of pus in the
abdominal incision.

·

I don't think that Dr. Hansen can be faulted for injuring the colon." I have not seen a colonic injury here, but
it has definitely been reported. He certainly recognized the fact that he had a hole in the colon. He did open
the patient,and fix it. I suspect that because of ongoing infection or an operative event that the middle colonic

artety was thrombosed because of the subsequent difficulties in

patient

obtaining a satisfactory colostomy on this

368
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Jeremy Featherston
May 1 7,2011
Re:

David Samples

·

Page 2

I hope that this is the information that you needed. In reviewing the chart, I couldn't ftnd any other direct
evidence as to the breach of standard of care by Dr. Hansen.
I would be happy to discuss this with you on the phone.
Sincerely,

· . uP
�

W. Kurt Birkenhagen, M.D.
WKB/ps

. -,

. . ..

.. . ... _, __
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Jennifer K. B rizee ( I SB #5070)
Zachary J. Thom pson (ISB #7803)
POWE RS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303- 1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants B ingham Memorial Hospita l
and Dr. Ray W . Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVE NTH J U D I CIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COU NTY OF B I NGHAM

David Sam ples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife ,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069
D E F E N DANTS' R E P LY M E MORAN D U M

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, ind ivid ual ly, and
B H M , I nc . , doing busi ness as Bingham
Memo rial Hospital and J O H N DOES 1-X,
ind ivid uals and entities presently
u nknown ,

I N SUPPO RT OF D E F E N DANTS'
MOTION FOR S U M MARY J U D G M ENT

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W . Hanson,
by a nd through thei r attorney of record , Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this reply memorandum in support of their motion for summary judgment.

REPLY I N S UPPORT O F MSJ REPL Y I N S U PPORT O F MSJ , PAG E 1
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AR G U M E N T

I.
I NTRODU CTION

On Octo ber 1 8 , 20 1 3, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospita l and Dr. Ray W.
Ha nson filed their motion for summ ary judgment and memorandum i n support of same
("Motion for S u mmary J udgm ent" ) . In the Motion for Summary J udgment, defenda nts
demonstrated that plaintiffs cou ld not meet their burden to establish ca usation, nor
could they establish any breach of the standard of health care practice regarding
conduct prior to or during the surgery, i ncluding the repair of the colon during surgery, or
future damages.
Plaintiffs have conceded they cannot proceed with clai m i ng a ny breaches of the
sta ndard of ca re , with the exception of the one allegation that Dr. Ha nson breached the
standard of care by fa iling to d iag nose a post-operative leak. Therefore , any and all
cla ims rega rding a breach , other than this one alleged breach, should be dismissed .
I n order to survive the motion for summary judgment, plaintiffs had to present
adm issi ble evidence to establish not only that defendants had breached the applicable
standard of health care practice, but also causation .

See Anderson

v.

Hollingsworth ,

1 36 Idaho 800, 803-04, 41 P.3d 228, 231 -32 (200 1 ) ( holding that plai ntiff had to prove
causation and to avoid sum mary j udgment could not "rest on mere allegations of
causatio n ) (citing I . R. C . P . 56(c));
Center,

see also Dulaney

v.

St. Alphonsus Regional Medical

1 37 Idaho 1 60 , 1 64, 45 P.3d 81 6 , 820 (2002) (hold ing that plaintiff m ust offer

expert testimony ind icating that the defendant health ca re provider negl igently failed to
meet the applicable standard of health ca re practice).

REPLY I N S U PPORT O F MSJ REPL Y I N S U PPORT O F MSJ , PAGE 2
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I n response, on Nove mber 7 , 20 1 3, plaintiffs filed their Memorandum in
Response to Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment Filed October 1 8 , 20 1 3
("Opposition"), but they were u nable to present the ad m issible evidence required to
create a genuine issue of material fact with respect to causation.
With respect to causation, plaintiffs argue in their Opposition that they should be
perm itted to present Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions regarding causation because they were
alleged ly conta ined in the following: 1 ) the med ical records; 2 ) Dr. Birkenhagen's May
1 7, 2 0 1 1 , letter; 3) plaintiffs' u ntimely Second Amended Expert Disclosure filed October
28, 20 1 3; a nd 4) were disclosed during Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition ta ken on October
29, 2 0 1 3.

Plaintiffs' a rguments with respect to causation should be rejected and

summ ary judgment should be entered in defend ants favor. 1
Expert testimony is required in this case on the issue of whether the injuries and
da mages claimed were caused by any al leged breach of the standard of hea lth care
practice by defendants .

Such expert testi mony is required here because the

determ ination of whether any action or inaction on the part of Dr. Hanson led to the
damages al leged by plaintiffs is not a matter ordinarily within the common knowledge of
a layperson .
Since expert testi mony i s req uired , summary judgment should b e entered i n
defendants' favor because plaintiffs d id n o t present any adm issible, expert evidence to
establish the existence of any material issue of fact on causation in this matter either
1 It should also be noted that s u m m ary judgment s hould also be entered in defe nd ants' favor because Dr.
Birkenhagen's testimony regard ing the sta ndard of health care practice in this m atter is inadm issible
because he lacks actual knowledge of the applica ble com m u n ity sta ndard . This has been presented in a

separate m otion to strike. Therefore, plai ntiffs ca n not present any adm issible testim o n y that Dr. Ha nson
or Bingham Mem orial Hos pital breached the standard of health care practice for a physician providing
post-operative care to a patient after a laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of

2009.

REPLY IN S U PPORT O F MSJ REPLY IN S U PPORT O F MSJ , PAGE 3
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prior to the o riginal September 1 6, 2 0 1 3, expert disclosure dead line or prior to the
extended dead line of September 30, 201 3, provided to plaintiffs by this Court. Contrary
to plaintiffs' contentions in their Opposition , plaintiffs d id not present any tim ely,
admissible expert evidence on causation as follows:
First, Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Disclosure and Dr. Birkenhagen's
deposition testimony rega rd ing causation a re precluded by this Court's order dated
October 24, 20 1 3, which only perm itted Dr. Birkenhagen to testify "rega rd ing a ny
opinions that were disclosed u p to and through September 30 , 201 3."

See

Order d ated

October 24, 20 1 3. Prior to October 1 , 20 1 3, Plaintiffs d id not disclose such opinions in
response to d efenda nts' i nterrogatory asking for all opinions held by plai ntiffs' experts.
Second , contrary to plaintiffs' unsupported assertions, causation opinions were
not contai ned in a ny of Dr. Birkenhagen's med ical records prod uced prior to October 1 ,
20 1 3.

Plaintiffs have not produced any med ical records that they claim contain Dr.

Birkenhagen's opinions on causation. No such med ical records exist. Plaintiffs cannot
come forward with any records stating that Dr. B i rkenhagen believed that all of the
med ical surgeries, extended acute hospital care , rehabilitation, or pain management
were proxim ately caused by a ny breach of the standard of health care practice by
defendants because no such record exists.
Third , causation opinions were also not conta i ned in Dr. Birkenhagen's May 1 7 ,
201 1 , letter.

See

Dr. Birkenhagen Letter dated May 1 7, 2 0 1 1 , attached hereto as

"Exhibit A."
Therefore, pursuant to this Court's order, Dr. B i rkenhagen should not be
perm itted to testify regarding causation in this matter.

REPLY IN S U PPORT OF MSJ REPL Y I N S U PPORT OF MSJ , PAGE 4
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causatio n , plaintiffs cannot create a genuine issue of material fact and summary
j udgment is appropriate on all claims d ue to plai ntiffs' inability to establish causation.
Similarly, plaintiffs d id not establ ish the existence of a material issue of fact on
the issue of future damages .

I n the Motion fo r Summary J udg ment, plaintiffs

demonstrated that plaintiffs could not show anything other than speculative, future
damages , which a re inadm issible.

I n response, plaintiffs fai led to establ ish the

existence of any future damages, and therefore failed to demonstrate the existence of a
material issue of fact on futu re damages. As a result, summary j udgment in defendants'
favor on plaintiffs' claims for futu re damages is appropriate as well.
I I.
P LAINT I F F S ' P U RPORT E D STAT E M E N T OF FACTS M I SCONSTRU E S D R.
B I RKEN HAG E N'S TESTI M O NY

As an in itial matter, it must be noted that in the Opposition , plai ntiffs misstate or
misconstrue the testimony of Dr. Birkenhagen, which provid es an inaccurate picture of
the events at issue, which must be clarified for the purposes of th is motion. An
understand ing of the timeline is im portant for understanding why establ ishing causation
in this m atter req uires expert, rather than lay, testimony.
In the Opposition, plaintiffs ind icated that by the morning of October 3, 2009, Mr.
Samples exhibited s igns of respiratory distress .

See

Opposition , p. 2 . To the extent

plaintiffs are seeking to imply that signs of respiratory d istress necessarily ind icate a
wound infection or sepsis, plaintiffs are incorrect.

Dr. Birkenhagen conceded that an

adult can suffer respiratory distress in situations where there is no sepsis and where
there is no colon leak.

See

Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 23, LL. 1 1 -2 1 , "Exhibit B."

REPLY I N S UPPORT O F MSJ REPL Y I N S U PPORT O F MSJ, PAGE 5
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Therefore, signs of respiratory distress do not necessa rily indicate that M r. Sam ples
was suffering from a wound infection or sepsis while at Bing ham Memorial Hospital.
Next, i n their Opposition, plaintiffs asserted that M r. Samples was transferred on
or about October 4, 2009, and that "upon adm ission" D r. Birkenhagen was consulted
and im med iately detected the patient's i nfected and septic cond ition . See Opposition ,
p. 2. This is incorrect. M r. Sam ples was transferred on the morn ing of October 4, 2009,
but he was not seen by Dr. Birkenhagen until approxi mately 8:00 P . M . the next day on
October 5 , 2009. See Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 35, 1 8-23; p . 36, LL. 1 -8; p. 38 , LL. 24-25,
Exhibit B. Dr. Birkenhagen d id not d iagnose a wound infection unti l October 5, 2009,
the

second

Exh ibit B .

day at Portneuf Medica l Center. See Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 39, LL. 1 1 -20,

Therefore , Dr. Birkenhagen did not "im med iately" detect the wound infection

upon adm ission as plaintiffs would lead this Cou rt to believe.
Add itionally, contrary to plai ntiffs' assertion in their Opposition , Dr. Birkenhagen
did not "immed iately" detect M r. Sam ple's septic cond ition that was purported ly a result
of a leaking colon either. Dr. Birkenhagen did not d iagnose a leak or septic condition
until he performed a surgery on October 7, 2009, which was M r. Sam ple's fourth
Portneuf Medical Center.

day at

See Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 40 , LL. 1 0-1 2 , Exhibit B.

Accord ing to Dr. Birkenhagen, October 7, 2009, was the first time M r. Samples was
d raining stool fro m his wound . See Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 50, LL. 5-7 , Exh ibit B. Prior
to that date , Dr. Birkenhagen did not th ink that M r. Sam ples could have had a colon leak
or a colon perforation .

See Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 5 0 , LL. 2 3-25, p. 5 1 , LL. 1 -2, Exhibit

B.
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Add itionally, it should also be noted that in plaintiffs' a rgument, plaintiffs assert
that after two to three days of a lea king colon fol lowing Dr. Hanson's surgery, it should
have been "relatively obvious" that Mr. Sam ples would be septic and g ravely ill.

See

Oppositio n , p. 3 . However, plaintiffs offered no affid avits, testimony, or other evidence
in support of such a statement. They did not offer any evidence that the colon began
lea king im med iately following the surgery, and they d id not offer any evidence that the
colon had been leaking for two to three days after the surgery.
In fact, Dr. Birkenhagen conceded that he can not answer the question of whether
the repair to the colon during surgery broke down or whethe r someth ing else happened .
See

B i rkenhagen Depo . , p . 30,

LL.

7- 1 6, Exhibit B . Since Dr. Birkenhagen can not even

answer whether the repair broke down or whether something else happened , Dr.
Birkenhagen cannot opine to any reasona ble degree of medical certainty regarding how
or when the leak occurred .

I nstead , Dr. Birkenhagen merely made the assumption that

Mr. Sam ples leaked im mediately.

See

Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 27,

LL.

1 -3, Exhibit B .

Dr. Bi rkenhagen acknowledged that that assum ption " i s or is not true."
Birkenhagen Depo . , p. 27,

LL.

1 -3, Exhibit B .

See

Accord ingly, Dr. B i rkenhagen did not

testify to a reasonable degree of medical certai nty that M r. Sam ples lea ked im med iately
followi ng the surgery at B ingham Memorial Hospital.

Consequently, plaintiffs cannot

establish that the leak occu rred immediately, nor can they esta blish that the leak
occurred prior to Mr. Sam ples' transfer from B ingham Memorial Hospital to Portneuf
Medical Center.
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Ill.

EXP E RT TEST I M O NY O N CAU SATION I S REQU I R E D BECAUSE T H E CAU SATIVE
FACTORS AT I S S U E ARE N OT O R D I NARI LY WIT H I N T H E KNOWLEDGE OR
EXP E R I E N C E OF LAYM E N

Plaintiffs assert that it should be obvious that the alleged failure to detect Mr.
Samples leaking colon required a series of surgical proced ures.

See

Opposition, p. 4.

To the extent plaintiffs a re claiming that expert testimony on causation is not necessary,
plaintiffs are incorrect.

To meet plaintiff's burd en to establish proxim ate cause in a

medical malpractice action, "[e]xpert testimony i s generally required because 'the
causative factors a re not ordinarily within the knowledge or experience of laymen
com posing the jury."'
Warner,
Inc. ,

Coombs,

1 48 Idaho at 1 40 , 2 1 0 P.3d at 464;

90 Id aho 1 64, 1 70, 409 P.2d 1 1 0 , 1 1 3 ( 1 965);

see a/so Bloching

Flowerdew
v.

v.

Albertson 's,

1 29 Idaho 844, 846 , 934 P.2d 1 7, 1 9 ( 1 997).
Whether Dr. Hanson's conduct in allegedly failing to recognize an alleged post-

operative leak fell below the standard of care and whether such alleged breach of the
standard of care caused the proced ures listed by plaintiffs a re not m atters o rdinarily
within the knowledge or experience of laymen. Plaintiffs have offered no case law or
a rgument to the contra ry. Therefore, expert testimony on causation in this matter is
required.
IV.
P LAI NTI F FS FAI LED TO PRES E NT ANY AD M IS S I BLE EXP E RT TESTI M O NY THAT
ANY ALLE G E D B REACH OF THE S TANDARD OF CARE BY D R . HANSON
CAUS E D M R. SAM P L E S ' I NJ U R I ES OR DAMAG E S
A. STAN DARDS FOR A D M I S S I B I LITY O F EXPE RT TESTIMONY I N RESPONSE
TO A MOTION FOR S U M MARY J U D G M E N T
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"The adm issi bility of the expert testimony is an issue that is separate and distinct
from whether that testimony is sufficient to ra ise genuine issues of material fact
sufficient to preclude summary judgment."
Center,

Dulaney

v.

St. Alphonsus Regional Medical

1 37 Idaho 1 60, 1 63 , 45 P.3d 8 1 6, 8 1 9 (2002) (citing

Med. Ctr. ,

1 30 Idaho 323, 940 P.2d 1 1 42 ( 1 997);

Kolin

Rhodehouse

v.

v.

Saint Luke 's Reg'/

Stutts,

1 25 Idaho 208,

868 P .2d 1 224 ( 1 994 )). When considering whether the evidence in the record shows
that there is no genuine issue of material fact, the trial court must liberally construe the
facts, a nd d raw all reasonable inferences, in favor of the nonmoving party.
Mitchell

v.

Bingham Mem'/ Hasp. ,

/d.

(citing

1 30 Idaho 420 , 942 P.2d 544 ( 1 997). The li beral

construction and reasonable i nferences standard does not apply, however, when
decid ing whether or not testi mony offered in connection with a motion for summa ry
judgm ent is adm issible.

/d.

(citing

Kolin,

1 30 Idaho 323, 940 P.2d 1 1 42 ;

Rhodehouse ,

1 25 Id aho 208, 868 P.2d 1 224).
When decid ing whether or not testimo ny offered in connection with a motion for
summary judgment is ad missible, the trial co urt must look at the witness' affid avit or
deposition testi mony and determine whether it alleges facts which, if taken as true,
would render the testimony of that witness adm issible.

/d.

(citi ng

Rhodehouse,

1 25

Idaho 208, 868 P.2d 1 224.
"Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civi l Proced ure imposes add itional
requirem ents upon the admission of expert med ical testimony subm itted in connection
with a motion for summary judgment."

Dulaney,

1 37 Idaho at 1 64, 45 P.3d at 820. The

pa rty offering such evid ence must show that it is based upon the witness' personal
knowledge and that it sets forth facts as would be adm issible in evidence.
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•
offering the evidence m ust a lso affirmatively show that the witness is com petent to
testify a bout the matters stated i n his testimony.
B. THIS

COU RT'S

PRIOR

ORDER

/d.

P RECLUDES

D R.

B I R KE N HAG E N 'S

O P I N I O N S ON CAU SATION

On October 24, 20 1 3, this Court ruled that D r. B i rkenhagen would be able to
testify "regarding any opi nions that were d isclosed up to a nd through September 30,
201 3." See Order. On Septembe r 30, 2 0 1 3, plaintiffs respo nded to an interrogatory,
which requested a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis
a nd reasons therefore, by stating , "Dr. B i rkenhagen will testify that the care provided by
the Defendants did not meet the m inimum sta ndard of care in the community and
constituted negligent care of M r. Sam ples . . . . " See plaintiffs' answer to interrogatory
No. 4, attached hereto as "Exhibit C."

That response d id not d isclose a ny opinions

rega rd ing causation .
Plaintiffs attem pt to avoid that deficiency by contend i ng that Dr. Birkenhagen's
causation opinions were reflected in his letter d ated May 1 7, 201 3, the med ical records,
plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Disclosure filed October 28, 20 1 3, a nd d u ring Dr.
Birke nhagen's deposition taken on October 29, 20 1 3.

Each contention is addressed in

tum below. None of these positions esta blish that Dr. B i rkenhagen's causation opinions
were d isclosed prior to this Court's September 30, 20 1 3, d eadline, and none of the
evidence they purport to offer establishes a genuine issue of material fact.
1.

D R. B I RKE N HA G E N ' S MAY
CAU SATION OP I N IONS

17 2011

LETTE R D I D NOT CONTAIN ANY

Plaintiffs contend that Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions regarding causation a re
reflected in Dr. B i rkenhagen's letter dated May 1 7, 201 1 .

See Opposition, pp. 4-6.
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Specifically, plaintiffs rely upon one paragraph i n Dr. Birkenhagen's letter, which sim ply
describes, al beit in a mislead ing manner, Dr. Birkenhagen's care and treatment of the
patient after his arriva l at Portneuf.

See

Opposition , p. 6. Neither the provision cited by

plai ntiffs nor the entire letter contains any opinion on causation.
letter dated May 1 7, 201 1 , Exhi bit A.

See

Dr. Birkenhagen's

Specifically, the letter does not state that Dr.

Birkenhagen bel ieves to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that any breach of the
standard of care by Dr. Hanson caused any injuries to M r. Sam ples or necessitated a ny
specific proced ures or surgeries, let alone the follow u p at the acute ca re hospital or
rehabilitation . Therefore , the letter does not provide any causation opinions as plai ntiffs
wou ld have this Court believe. As a result, Dr. Birkenhagen's letter cannot be used to
show causation opinions were disclosed before this Court's dead line , and the letter
does not create a genuine issue of materia l fact on the issue of causation either.
Therefo re, summary judgment is sti ll appropriate
2.

M R.
SAMPLES'
M E D I CAL
CAU SATION O P I N IO N S

RECORDS

DO

NOT

CONTAIN

ANY

Similarly, plaintiffs contend that Dr. Bi rken hagen's causation opinions were
disclosed before this Court's dead line i n Mr. Sa mples' vol u m inous medical records .
See

Opposition, p. 4. However, plai ntiffs did not prod uce any such medical records in

response to the Motion for Summary J udgment.1 If plai ntiffs believed that a ny of the
medical records they previou sly prod uced contained Dr. B i rkenhagen's opinions on
causation , they should have produced and appropriately authenticated the same i n
response to the Motion for Summary J udg ment. They d i d neither.
Therefore, plaintiffs have not presented any adm issible evid ence showing that
D r. B irkenhagen's causation opin ions were contained in the medical records previously
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As a result, p l a i ntiffs have not demonstrated the existence of a genuine

issue of m aterial fact on the causation issue through any med ical record s . They fu rther
have not demonstrated that Dr. B i rkenhagen's ca usation opin ions were d i sclo sed before
this Court's Septe mber 30 , 20 1 3 , dead l i n e .
At most, plai ntiffs cite to o n e chart note dated Dece m ber 1 , 2 0 0 9 , for the
proposition that a causati on opi nion was within these reco rd s .

See Oppositio n , p . 6 .

Plai ntiffs' rel i a n ce u pon t h e chart note fo r that pro position is m i sp laced fo r severa l
reaso n s .
First, plaintiffs fa iled t o produce and a uthenticate t h e chart note t h e y quoted.
Therefo re, they have not subm itted any adm issible evid ence to the Co u rt.

Accord i ng ly,

by merely referencing a chart note , they have not p resented any ad m issible evid ence
that co uld demo nstrate the existence of a genuine issue of mate ri al fact.
Seco n d ,

the

chart

note as

quoted

does

not

provide

the

opinion

that a l l

subsequ ent med ical care was caused by the a l leged fa i l u re of D r. Ha nson t o d iag nose a
po st-o perative leak.

It o n l y refers to a "horri ble colostomy," which was a proced u re that

wa s performed by D r. B i rke n h agen h i m se lf.

Furth ermore , the note only states that the

horrible colosto my was created by necrosis of a portio n of the colosto my d u ring the
posto perative period .

See B i rkenhagen Depo . , p. 80, LL. 1 - 1 5 , Exhi bit B .

It does not

refe rence a ny actio ns or i nacti ons on the part of Dr. Hanso n , let a lo n e provide that Dr.
B i rken hagen believed to a rea sonable degree of med ical certai nty that such action o r
i naction by D r. H a n son breached the standard o f ca re and p roxi mate ly ca used t h e
"horrible col ostomy" o r a ny other proced u res fo r that matter.

Therefore, even if the

un a uthenticated note that was not produced in response to the motion is co nsidered by
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the Court, the note does not support plaintiffs' contention that Dr. Birkenhagen's
causation opinions were d isclosed in the med ical records.
3.

P LAI NTIFFS' S E CO N D AM E N D E D EXP E RT WITN ESS D I S C LOSURE IS
U NTI M E LY AND VIOLATES THIS COU RT'S ORDER

Twenty-eight days after this Court's extended Septem ber 30 , 201 3, dead line for
d isclosu re of Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions, plaintiffs served a Second Amend ed Expert
Witness Disclosure , which d isclosed new opinions held by Dr. B i rkenhagen regarding
causation .

See

Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure, attached hereto

as "Exhibit D." S pecifically, the Second Amended Expert Witness Disclosure added the
following:
Based u pon his review of Mr. Sam ples['] treatment a nd care records after
transfer from the Defendants' care , Dr. Birkenhagen wil l testify as to the
approximate ten ( 1 0) surgical procedu res ( reflected in the m ed ical records
prod uced), wound care , and treatment of complications resulting to the
negligent post-operative care provided by the Defendants, a nd Mr.
Sam ples['] subsequent rehabilitation treatment. This would include the
treatment, surgery and care at Portneuf Med ical Cente r provided , by (or
under the supervision of) Dr. B i rkenhagen and the subsequent treatment
a nd rehabilitation provided at other facilities, including Southwest Idaho
Advanced Care Hospital.
See

Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert W itness Disclosure , p. 2, Exhibit D.
Plaintiffs wou ld not have served the Second Amended Expert Disclosure if they

believed that their initial expert d isclosures and discovery responses were adequate to
put Defendants on notice of Dr. Birkenhagen's specific causation opin ions. However,
plaintiffs attempt to repair their previously inadequate disclosures is insufficient beca use
it was served wel l after this Cou rt's September 30, 201 3, dead line for disclosure of
plaintiffs' expert opin ions.
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Plaintiffs request, to the extent necessary, that this Court extend the Court's
previously established dead line to perm it the Second Amended Expert Witness
Disclosure and Dr. Birkenhagen's causation opinions.

However, plaintiffs request to

extend the dead line should be denied because plaintiffs' have not demonstrated good
ca use for the extension.

For purposes of jud icial economy, defendants incorporate

herein by reference the arguments a nd information conta ined within Defendants'
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from the Order Setting Pretrial
a nd J u ry Trial.

As established i n that opposition , plaintiffs lack good cause for the

extension beca use , among other th ings, Dr. B i rkenhagen testified that he was not
contacted by plaintiffs for one or two yea rs until after the expert disclosure deadline had
passed.
4.

D R. B I RKENHAG E N ' S D E POS ITION TESTIM ONY ON CAUSATION WAS
U NTI M E LY AND VIOLAT E D T H E COURT ' S O R D E R

Plaintiffs next attempt to overcome the summary judgment motion by a rguing D r.
Birkenhagen testified to causation i n his deposition.

D r. Birkenhagen's deposition

occurred on October 29, 201 3, some 45 d ays after plaintiffs' original expert d isclosu re
dead line and some 29 days after the court-extended d eadline of Septem ber 30, 201 3.
Counsel fo r defendants d id not solicit any ca usation opinions from D r. Birkenhagen.
I nstead , plai ntiffs' counsel attem pted to rehabilitate D r. B irkenhagen's lack of d isclosed
ca usation opinions and asked him those questions at his deposition .
This cannot serve to meet the Court's requirements that such opinions be
d isclosed by September 30, 201 3.
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C . BRENT FEAT H E RSTON ' S AF FIDAVIT S H O U LD

BE

STRICKEN TO T H E

EXTENT I T S E EKS T O O F F E R O P I N I ON S O N CAU SATION O F S U RG ICAL
P ROCE D U RES AN D REHAB I LITATIVE CARE.

Plaintiffs' counsel prod uced an affidavit in support of the opposition to
defendants' motion for summary judgment, which itself is potentially inappropriate a nd
potentially contains inadm issible opinions.

See

Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to

Defe nd ants' Motion for Summary J udgment ( he reinafter "Featherston Aff.").

In M r.

Featherston's affidavit, he purports to provide a summary of treatment Mr. Sam ples
underwent following M r. Sam ples' tra nsfer to Portneuf Med ical Center and then posits
that each of the surgical procedu res is "related to the complication, infection a nd septic
condition a rising from the negligent care provided by the Defendants" accord ing to
unspecififed provisions of Dr. B i rkenhagen's testimony. To the extent Mr. Featherston
is attem pting posit causation opinions himself or to rely upon his summary and
statement rega rding causation , his affidavit is inad m issible and should be stricken
because he is not qualified to offer such opinions.
To the extent M r. Featherston is sim ply relying upon unspecified portions of Dr.
B i rkenhagen's deposition testimony, such testimony is still inadm issible pursuant to this
Court's o rder dated October 24, 20 1 3, as discussed above .
v.
D E F E N DANTS HAVE NOT STONEWALLE D P LAI NTI F F S

I n their Opposition, plaintiffs quote a portion of

Edmunds

v.

Kraner,

1 42 Idaho

867, 873, 1 36 P.3d 338, 344 (2006), which plaintiffs believe commented on the tactic of
using p retrial o rders o r d iscovery for stonewa lling purposes. G iven that, plaintiffs imply
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that defendants somehow stonewalled plaintiffs.
truth.

This could not be further from the

Defendants d id not withhold any d iscovery plaintiffs required for their expert

d isclosures.

To the contrary, plaintiffs, not d efendants, failed to timely prod uce the

expert d isclosures defendants required for a proper response .
Moreover,

Edmunds

i s wholly inapplicable as the quote relied u pon by plaintiffs

actually dealt with discovery orders, not a party's failure to timely d isclose experts.
that failed to allow plaintiffs to add witnesses in response to defendants' witness
d isclosures.

/d.

Therefore, the entire

Edmunds

quote relied u pon by plaintiffs is

inapplicable.
VI.
P LAINTIFFS DID N OT E STAB LISH ANY F UT U RE DAMAGES

Defendants moved for summary judgment on plaintiffs' claims for future damages
on the basis that plaintiffs could not establish futu re damages in the matter because
they could only offer specu lative evidence.

See

Memorandum i n Su pport of

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judg ment, pp. 8-9. Defendants provided examples of
p roblems that the plaintiffs would encou nter in trying to offer non-speculative,
reasonably certain future damages, such as the lack of a ny disclosed opinions of Nancy
Collins, Ph.D } and the lack of any d isclosed economist.
Defe ndants did not argue that plaintiffs ca nnot ever establish future damages
without expert testimony, but rather a rg ued that plaintiffs could not present a ny
evidence of lost futu re wages with a ny reasonable certa inty and any calculation of the
p resent value thereof in this case.

See

Memora ndum in Support of Defendants' Motion

for S u m mary J udgment, pp. 8-9. Defendants posited that plaintiffs would only be able to
2

Nancy Col l ins has since been precluded from offering expert opinions in this matter.
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offer speculative evidence of lost future wages, which wo uld be inadmissible.

See

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary J udg ment, p. 9 ("At most,
plaintiffs could only offer speculative evidence, which is inadmissible as a matter of law
and cannot support a claim for lost futu re wages.").
In response , plaintiffs d id not produce

evidence of lost futu re wages.

I nstead , plaintiffs focused on a potential question for the jury regarding the ca lculation of
present cash value.

See

Opposition , p. 9. Sim ply because there is a jury instruction

provid i ng a defi nition of present cash va lue does not alleviate plai ntiffs' burden of
providing evidence of damages, which could potentially show the existence of a genuine
issue of m ateria l fact o n the matter. Further, this jury instruction does not allow the jury
to make the present va lue calculation. This is the function of a n expert. Since plaintiffs
have failed to present any evidence showing the existence of any future damages
whatsoever in response to defenda nts' motion , summary judgment in favor of
defendants is appropriate on plaintiffs' claim for future lost damages.

VII.
CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, defenda nts respectfu lly request that this Co urt g rant
summary judgm e nt in their favor and dism iss all of plaintiffs' claims against them with
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prejud ice. Defendants also respectfully request d ism issa l of any claims for future
damages.
DATED this \ ~

ovember, 20 1 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:
Jennife~ K . Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF S E RVICE

hereby certify that on this

of October, 2 0 1 3 , I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing REPLY I N SUPPORT OF MSJ to be forwarded with all
required charges prepa red , by the method(s) ind icated below, to the following:

0
0
0
0
D

Brent C . Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd .
1 1 3 S . 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Jennifer

K.

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Brizee
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prejud ice. Defendants also respectfully request dismissal of any claims for future
damages.
DATED this \~ovember, 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
By:
Jennifer K. Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�

of October, 20 1 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing REPLY I N SUPPORT OF MSJ to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method (s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

0
0
0
jg
0

First Class Mail
H and Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson ( ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLL C
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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I N THE D ISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COU NTY OF B I NGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,

vs.

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069
DEFENDANTS' M OTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF BRENT

Dr. Ray W .

Hanson, individually, and
BHM, I nc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

4

\) l / - ;l_ 6 to 7

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

Plaintiffs,

I

FEATHERSTON'S AF FIDAVITS

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSP ITAL and DR. RAY W .
HANSON, b y and through their attorney of record , Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and
move this Court, pursuant to Idaho law, for an order striking those portions of the
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Relief from Pretrial and Jury Trial and the

3891
D EFENDANTS' M OTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS, PAGE
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Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment that
purport to offer opinions on the causation of Mr. Samples' alleged injuries and damages.
This motion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in the above-entitled
action, together with Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Their Motion to Strike
Portions of Brent Featherston Affidavits.
Oral

argumen;rquested.

DATED this

day of November, 201 3.

CERT7l/__TE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

day of November, 20 1 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared , by the method (s) ind icated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
D
�
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson ( ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and D r. Ray W. Hanson
I N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO U NTY OF BINGHAM

David Sam ples and Jayme Sam ples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as B ingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069
M EMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF BRENT
FEATHERSTO N'S AF FIDAVITS

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants B ingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W . Hanso n,
by and through their attorney of record , Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Brent
Featherston's Affidavits.
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

This is a medical malpractice case arising out of a surgery that occurred on o r
about Octo ber 2 , 2009, involving David Samples . See Complaint,

1f 5.

On November

7, 20 1 3, plai ntiffs submitted two affidavits, an Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion
for Relief from Pretrial and Jury Trial ("Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief') and an
Affidavit of Co unsel in Opposition to Defenda nts' Motion for Summary Judgment
("Affidavit in Support of Opposition"), fro m counsel, which purport to offer opi nions on
causation of Mr. Sam ples' injuries and damages.
In the Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief, counsel stated that he included
various medical records indicating Mr. Sam ples u nderwent ten surgeries "all to address
infection and wound care resulting from the post-operative sepsis suffered by Mr.
Samples." See Affidavit in Support of Motion fo r Relief, p. 2. He continued, "All of said
surgeries are reflected in the records as arising from post-o perative infection or
co mplication to the ongoing care and rehabilitation of Mr. Samples following transfer
from Bingham Memorial Hospital to Portneuf."

See Affidavit in Support of Motion for

Relief, p. 2.
Similarly, in the Affidavit i n Su ppo rt of Oppositio n, counsel provided a summa ry
of Mr. Samp les' medical treatment, which h e stated reflected that Mr. Sam ples
underwent ten surgeries "each related to the co mplication, i nfection and septic condition
a rising from the negligent care provid ed by the defenda nts according to the testimony of
Dr. Birkenhagen."

See Affidavit in Su pport of Opposition, p. 2.
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To the extent plaintiffs are offering such statements as opinions of coun sel
regarding causation, such statements are inadm issible as counsel is not qualified to
render such opinions.

Alternatively, if plaintiffs are offeri ng such stateme nts as

counsel's recitation of Dr. Birkenhagen's causation opinio ns, such statements should be
precluded because they constitute inadm issible hearsay. In that event, they sho u ld a lso
be stricken because Dr. Birkenhagen's specific causation opinions he rendered at his
deposition are precluded by this Court's order dated Octo ber 24, 20 1 3 .

Moreover,

plaintiffs did not prod uce the records with the affidavits or with briefs they support, so
they ca nnot establish the contents of the medical records without their prod uction along
with their affidavits or briefing in this matter. Therefore, defendants respectfully req uest
that this Court strike those portions of the Affidavit in S upport of Motion for Relief and
the Affidavit in Support of Opposition regarding causati o n .

II.
STANDARD
The ad m issibility of an individual's expert opinion is a matter withi n the discretion
of the trial court and wil l not be disturbed on appeal absent an abuse of that discretion.
Fragnella v. Petrovich, 1 53 Idaho 266, 274, 281 P.3d 1 03, 1 1 1 (201 2) (citing J-U-8
Eng 'rs, Inc. , 1 46 Idaho at 3 1 5, 1 93· P .3d at 862 (2008); Swallow v. Emergency Med. of
Idaho, P.A. , 1 38 Idaho 589, 592 , 67 P . 3d 68, 71 (2003)). An individual's expert o p inion

is not admissible un less the individual "is a qualified expert in the field , the evidence will
be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the particular field wou ld reaso nably rely
u pon the same type of facts relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion, and the
probative value of the opinion testimony is not su bstantially outweighed by its prejudicial
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effect.'�� Coombs v. Curnow, 1 48 Idaho 1 29, 1 40, 2 1 9 P.3d 453, 464 (2009) (citing Ryan
v.

Beisner, 1 23 Idaho 42, 47, 844 P.2d 24, 29 (Ct.App. 1 992)).
Ill.

THE PORTIONS OF COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVITS REGARDING CAUSATION SHOULD
BE STRICKEN

In this case, plaintiffs have offered the Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief
and the Affidavit inSupport of Opposition, which both contain opinions on causation that
are properly characterized as expert opinions. In the Affidavit in Support of Motion for
Relief, it appears counsel is offering the opinion that the surgeries were all to address
infection and wound care resu lting from the post-operative sepsis suffered by Mr.
Samples.

See Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief, p. 2.

Rather than simply

producing any records plaintiffs' contend contain such opinions with their affidavit or
briefing on the motion for relief, plaintiffs appear to attempt to offer counsel's opinion on
causation of the surgeries they state are reflected in the records.

Such a causation

opinion is clearly inadmissible as plaintiffs' counsel is not qualified to render such an
opinion.
Likewise, in the Affidavit in S upport of Opposition, counsel im permissibly opined
that M r. Samples underwent ten surgeries each related to the complication , infection
and septic condition arising from the negligent care provided by the defendants. See
Affidavit in Support of Opposition, p. 2. To the extent counsel was providing an opinion
on causation rather than simply attributing the opinion to Dr. Birkenhagf:m , the opin ion
should be precluded as cou nsel is not qualified to render such an opinion. If, on the
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other hand, plaintiffs were attributing the opinion to Dr. Birkenhagen, the statement
should still be stricken as im permissible hearsay.
In light of the foregoing, defendants respectfully request that this Court strike
those portions of the Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief and the Affidavit in Support
of Opposition that address causation in this matter.
IV.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request that this Court strike those portions of the
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Relief and the Affidavit of Support of Opposition that
address causation
DATED this

matter.
day of November, 201 3.
POWERS

LMAN FARLEY, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

4

day of November, 20 1 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM I N SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTI ONS OF B RENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFI DAVITS to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared , by the method ( s ) indicated below, to the
following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
0
181
0
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary L. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memoria l Hospital
and D r. Ray W . Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH E SEVENTH JUDICIAL D ISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B I N GHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-201 1-2069
EX PARTE M OTION TO SHORTEN TIM E
FOR HEARI NG O N DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
BRENT FEAT H E RSTON'S AFFIDAVITS

Defendants.

COME NOW defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Powers
Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully request, pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, an ex parte order allowing Defendants' Motion

to

Strike

Portions of Brent Featherston's Affid avits to be heard on November 21 , 201 3, at 3 :00
o'clock p.m.
EX PARTE MOTION T O SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING O N DEFENDANTS' MOTION T O STRIKE

PORTIONS OF BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS, PAGE 1
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This motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that there is not
sufficient time to give the usual notice of hearing for said motion, and if defendants'
motion is not heard at the time requested , they will be prejudiced .
Therefore, counsel for defendants requests this motion be granted so that said
motion can be heard
DATED this

.of November 21 , 201 3 .

11 day of November, 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this
copy

of

the

foregoing

EX

J!/_

PARTE

day of November, 201 3, I caused a true and correct
MOTION

TO

SHORTEN

TI M E

FOR

HEARING

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PORTI ONS OF BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFI DAVITS
to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s} indicated below, to the
following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd .
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

IZI
0
�
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered

Honorable David C. Nye
District Judge

D
0
D
0
�

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered

Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box 41 65
Pocatello, ID 83205

/t-

J

Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Facsimile
Overnight Mail
E-Mail

niter K. Brizee

EX PARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' M OT I O N TO STRIKE
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Jennifer K. Brizee ( ISB #5070 )
Zachary L. Thom pson ( ISB #7803 )
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: ( 208 ) 733-5566
Facsimile: ( 208 ) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants

I N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES, and
JAYME SAMPLES, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON , individually, and
BMH, Inc. , doing business as BINGHAM
M EMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOH N
DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069
NOTICE OF H EARING REGARDING
D E F ENDANTS' MOTIO N TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF BRENT
FEATHERSTON'S AFF IDAVITS

Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, by and through its attorney of record,
will bring on for hearing Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Bre nt Featherston's
Affidavits on the 21 st day of November, 20 1 3 , at the hou r of 3:00 o'clock p.m . , or as
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, in the above entitled court in Blackfoot, Idaho.

NOTICE OF HEARI NG REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF BRENT FEATH ERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS, PAGE 1
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d

ay of November, 201 3.
AN FARLEY, PLLC

CERTIFICMJ"E
I hereby certify that on this

;tJ'

OF SERVICE

day of Novem ber, 20 1 3, I caused a true a nd

correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF H EARI NG REGARDING DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRI KE PORTIONS OF B RENT FEATHERSON'S AFFIDAVITS to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared , by the method{s) indicated below, to the
following :
Brent C. Fe ath ersto n
Featherston Law Finn ,
1 1 3 S . 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Chtd .

IX)

D
l:8l
D

First Class Mail

Hand Delivered
Facsim ile
Overnight Mail

NOT ICE OF HEARING REGARDING D EFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PORTIONS OF BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS, PAGE 2
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandp oint, Idaho 83864
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(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)
)
)
)

Husband and Wife,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

)

)
)
)

Dr. Ray W. Han son individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as

Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X,)
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
PLAINTIFFS'
OBJECTION 1'0
DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED
EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN

)

)

Defendants.

COME NOW Brent C. Featherston and Jeremy P. Featherston, attorneys for

the

Plaintiffs, David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and hereby obj ects to the
Defendants' Motion to
November 7, 2013.

Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen filed the evening of

The basis for Plaintiffs' objection is that D efendants' Motion to Strike fails

to provide the minimum notice required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
In the evening of November 7, 2013, Defendants faxed their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Daniel P. Fcalhcnton
Brcnl C. Fcalhcn1on•
Jeremy P. Fcathcralon

Jcrcmi L. OsliiiWl
U3 S. Sccoud AYe.
Sandpoint,ll> 83864
Phono (2()8) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400

Proposed Expert,

Dr. Birkenhagen, beginning at 4:26p.m. The

Motion, Affidavit, Notice of

Hearing and Memorandum exceeded twenty (20) pages and noticed the matter for hearing on
Thursday, November 21,2013, at 3:00p.m.

Defendants' Motion cites no court rule as a basis

PUlN'fiFFS' OBJECI'ION 1'0 DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO
STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN- l
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•

for the Motion to Strike, but is essentially a Motion for Sununary Judgment, as it is supported
by Affidavit. Defendants did not provide Plaintiffs with the notice provided by court rul e.
The Defendants' Motion to Strike skillfully avoids citing any court rule
support for their Motion.

The pleading is entitled a Motion to Strike.

as

I.R.C.P.

a basis or

Rule 12(£)

permits a party to file motions to strike any pleading or portion of the pleading which provides
an insufficient defense or is redundant, immaterial, impertinent or scandalous prior to the filing

of a responsive pleading or within twenty

(20) days after the service of a pleading which does

not require a response. Neither of these provisions apply.
The Idaho Supreme Court has previously addressed similar motions
the defense in this case, treating them

as

as

that raised by

Motions for Summary Judgment. See Dulaney v. St.

Alphonsus Regional Medical Center. 137 Idaho 160,45 P.3d 816 (2001).
It is obviou s that D efendants ' Motion does not meet the notice and timeliness

requirements of I.R . C .P. Rule

56(a), which requires that a Motion for Swrunary Judgment be

seiVed upon counsel at least twenty-eight

(28) days before the time fixed for hearing.

I.RC.P.

56(c)(2013).
In the instant case. Defendants' Motion did not even provide

fourteen (14)

days of

notice required by I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3). as it was filed in the evening hours of November 7'41 and
noticed for hearing on November 21st. Although Defendants' Motion to Strike was faxed at

4:30 p.m. to

Plaintiffs' counsel and mailed, the p ortion mailed to Plaintiffs' counsel was no t

th
received until Tuesday. November 12 due to the intervening weekend and federal holiday on
Daniel P. PcalheniOU
Brcnr C. PealhlllSIOII•
Jeremy P. flealhetaiOtJ
Juemi L. Ossman

Monday, November 11m.

J 13 S. Second Ave.
Sandpomt, ID 83864
Phone (2.08) 263-6866
Fax (2.08) 263�400
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Given the intervening timeframe and the requirements of I.R.C.P. 56, the Defendants'
Motion to Strike is untimely.
Although Defendants fail to cite any applicable court rule
Strike, when matters outside of the ple adings

are

rting their Motion to

suppo

submitted in the fonn of affidavits and

exhibits and are asked to be considered by the trial court, that motion is deemed

a

summary

judgment motion under Rule 56 and must comply with the notice and time limits set forth

therein. Rush v. G-K Machinery Company, 84 Idaho 10,367 P.2d 280 (1961); Department of

Agriculture v. Miller's National Insurance
Hadfield v.

91 Idaho 323, 543 P.2d 1163 (1975); and

State, 86 Idaho 561,388 P.2d 1018 (1964).

The Idaho Supreme Col.Ut has previously held that failure to comply with the time
limits of Rule 56(c) in providing notice to the non-moving party where there is no showing of
good cause for such failure will place the non-moving party at

a

disadvantage in responding to

the motion and a hearing on the motion without compliance with those time limits is an abuse
of discretion. Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc. v.

Rosholt. Robertson & Tucker, 133 Idaho I, 981 P.2d

236 (1999).
The record is clear that Plaintiffs' case rests up on the expert testimony of Dr.
Birkenhagen, the sole medical expert identified in this litigation by the Plaintiffs. It is further
clear that the striking of Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony would result in a Summary Judgment or

Summary Disposition of the Plaintiffs' case. Plaintiffs

are

entitled to the timely notice and

response times p ennitted by l.R.C.P. 56(c). The Court is asked to strike Defendants' Motion to
Daniel P. Fcalhcrato.o
Brent C. FcalherlliDn*
Jeremy P. Fealhar&IOII
Jcrcmi L. OSSD181l
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint,lD 83864

Dismiss

as

untimely filed and untimely notice and for failing to meet the requirements of the

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

Phone (208) 263-6866
Pu: 0.08) 263�
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DATED this
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ofNovember, 2013.

Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAlLlNG
I hereby certify that on the
ofNovember, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following pcrson(s) in the following

_if_�

manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Mail
Hand delivered

Facsimile (208) 733-5444

Daniel P. Fcathcrsron
Bl:col C. Fcarhcra&on•
Jcmny P. Fcalhcrs&on
I=mi L. Oaaman
113 S. Scooud Ave.
Sandpoint,])) 83864

Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax. (208) 263-0400
·L� 10 ldallo & WuiUil&!OD

PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO

STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN- 4
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602

v .

--~

113 South

Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263�6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

·

__ rir.

IT

Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

·David Samples and Jayroe Samples,
Husband And Wife,

Plaintiffs.
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities

)

presently unknown,

)
Defendants.

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

·

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS'
OBJECTION TO

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN

)
)

)

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss:
County of Bonner
)
I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
as follows:
I

am

over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein.

I am co-cmmsel for the Plaintiffs admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho since
Daniel P. Paalhen!OII
Brent C. Faather&eon*
Jenmy P. Fealhk$lon
Ieremi L. Ossman
113 s. Second Ave.
Sandpoint. ID 83864
Phone (2Jl8) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400

1992.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OBJECI'ION TO PLA1N11FFS•
MOYION TO STRIKE Pl.AlNTI�FS' PROPOSED EXPERT, DR. BIRKENHAGEN ·1
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•
I received by facsimile the Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert,

Dr. Birkenhagen, Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike, Affidavit of Jennifer K.
Brizee, and Notice of Hearing totaling twenty (20) pages which

was

faxed by coversheet, a

true and accurate copy of which is attache d hereto and incorporated herein by reference as
Exhibit "A" to my Affidavit. Exhibit "A" bears a transmission date of November 7, 2013,
and time of 4:26 p.m.
I received the Defendants' pleading referenced in the preceding paragraph by U.S.
Mail on Tuesday, November 12m, due to the federal holiday, Veteran's Day, on Monday,
November 11th.

I

am

Appellant's counsel In the Matter ofthe Estate of Melvin Peterson v. the Idaho

Department of Health and

W:elfare v. Cathie Perterson, Supreme Court Docket No. 40615�

2013. In that matter, the Appellant"s Brief was due Wednesday, November 13, 2013, all of
the undersigned counsel's available time jn the days leading up to that deadline were

devoted to the preparation and filing of the Supreme Court Brief in that Peterson matter,
leaving me no time to respond to the untimely and last minute filed Motion to Strike

received from the Defendants in this matter.
I have made several phone calls to Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Birkenhagen, but between
his schedule and mine, I have been unable to secure

an

Affidavit from him in response to the

Defendants' 1mtimely Motion to Strike.
As a resul t, the Plaintiffs are severely prejudiced by the

1mtimeliness

of Defendants'

Motion to Strike and the lack of advanced notice as required by rule. Normally, Plaintiffs
oamcl P. Pwlhcrstoo
BreD& C.l;,alhcxsroo•
lc:n:my P. Poalhcntoo
1cmoi L. Oilman

would have at least two (2) weeks to respond, prepare responses to the Defendants' Motion

113 S. SellODd Ave.
83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
fal( (208) 26'3-0400

Sandpomr,ID

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT, DR. blRKENHAGEN

•

2
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in the instant matter, and Plaintiffs have bad less than one week when the intervening
holiday and weekend are accounted for.

Further, your Affian
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DATED

this�

naught.

day ofNovember, 2013.

-SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a
November, 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.
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I hereby certifY that on the
of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing docwnent ~erved upon the following person in the following

manner:

Jermifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered

Facsimile No. (208) 733-5444

P1

Other:

Daniel P. Pc1tbm101l
Brent C. Feathcn10o•
Jeremy P. Peathca!DII
.Jcrcmi L. OsniWl
113 S.ScoondAve.

Sandpoint, ID 83864

Phooc (208) 263.0866
Pax (208) 263�
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POWERS ·TOLMAN ·FARLEY PLLC
132 3111 Avenue EaSt
P.O. BO)( 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566

.FAX: (208) 733-5444

·FAX COVER SHEET
DATE:.

November7. 2013

MESSAGE FAXED TO#: (208) 263-0400

·PLEASE DELIVER TO: Brent Featherston @"Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
MESSAGE FROM:

Jennifer Bri:zee/Zachary J. Thompson

NO.OFPAGESTOFOLLOW:

20

COMMEN'fS: Samples v. Bingham Memorial Hospital
PLEASE SEE ATTACHED:
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Propose d Expert Dr. Birk.enhagen (2 pgs.);
Defendants' Memorandum in Support ofTheir Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen (9 pgs.);
Affidavit ofJennifer K. Brizee in Support ofDerendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkeobagen (7 pgs.); 81ld
Notice ofHearing Regarding Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (2 pgs.)

BARD COPY WJLLFOLLQW,
Ifyou do liOt rec:ei"llc the number ofpages indicated above, please call (208) 733-5566 as soon as possible.
IMPORTANT: This communication is intended solely for the use of the individual ar entity to which it is addressed. It
contains informaliOA that is confidential and/or privileged. If you are 110t teSponsible for dliliveri:og this cotnmuniealion to
tbe mltlldecl m:ipient, you llr8 heolby notified lhallhe disclosure of this comrnunicaliOJl is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this eommunication in error, please notify us inunediately by telephone aud return the original messa ge w us at the
above addrea& via -regular postal &eiVice. Thank you.
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,

vs.
Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc. , doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Dr.

11

•

Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

Plaintiffs,

2/

Case No. CV-2011-2069
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this mem orandum in opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birl<enhagen.
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

On November 7, 2013, defendants filed their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkenhagen ("Motion to Strike"). In the Memorandum in Support of Motion
to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, defendants demonstrated that
plaintiffs had not met the foundational requirements under Idaho Code§ 6-1013 for Dr.
Birkenhagen to testify as to the local standard of health care practice in this medical
malpractice action because Dr. Birkenhagen lacks "actual knowledge" of the applicable
local standard of health care practice.1

Since plaintiffs had not met the foundational

requirements of Idaho Code § 6-1013, defendants requested that the Court strike Dr.
Birkenhagen and preclude plaintiffs from offering, eliciting, or otherwise relying upon Dr.
Birkenhagen's testimony as to any alleged breaches of the local standard of health care
practice.
On that same day, defendants faxed to plaintiffs' counsel copies of the Motion to
Strike, Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants'
Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice of hearing.
See

Affidavit of Zachary J. Thompson, 1J 3.

Plaintiffs admit that they received those

documents via facsimile on November 7, 2013.

See

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of

Defendants' Objection to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr.
Birkenhagen (hereinafter "Featherston Aff'), p. 2.
1 Plaintiffs argue defendants' motion "skillfully avoids citing any court rule as a basis or support for t hei r
motion." Objection, p. 2. However, defendants' memorandum is replete with citations to Idaho Code § 61013 and supporting case law regarding the same.
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Rather than address the fact that they cannot meet the foundational
requirem ents for Dr. Birkenhagen's testim ony on the applicable standard of health care
practice, plaintiffs filed an Objection to Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkenhagen ("Objection"). In the Objection, plaintiffs argue that the Motion
to Strike was untimely because it should be treated as a motion for summary judgment
and should be subject to the tim eliness requirements of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(c) ("Rule 56(c)").

See Objection, p. 2.

Plaintiffs are incorrect. There is no basis

under Idaho law to treat the Motion to Strike as a motion for summ ary judgm ent, let
alone any basis that would require such a motion to comply with the timeliness
requirements for a motion for summary judgment.
Alternatively, plaintiffs argue that the Motion to Strike was untimely even if it was
subject only to the fourteen day notice required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3)
("Rule 7(b)(3)"). Plaintiffs argue it was untimely under that rule even though they admit
receiving it by fax on November 7, 2013, which was fourteen days prior to date of
hearing-Novem ber 21, 2013. They contend it was untimely because, in addition to the
facsimile, they received a copy of the motion and supported documents by mail several
days later. This is irrelevant. Under the applicable rules, defendants tim ely served via
facscimile the Motion to Strike and all related documents.
Therefore, defendants respectfully request that this Court deny plaintiffs'
Objection and grant defendants' Motion to Strike in its entirety. Plaintiffs have offered
nothing to show that Dr. Birkenhagen has "actual knowledge" of the local standard of
care for a physician performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and subsequent
treatment in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PlAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
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II
THE MOTION TO STRIKE DOES NOT REQUIRE TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS NOTICE
BECAUSE IT SHOULD NOT BE TREATED AS A MOTION FOR SUMMA RY
JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs erroneously contend that the Motion to Strike was untimely because it
should be treated as a motion for summary judgment and should be subject to the
timeliness requirements of Rule
Regional Medical Center,

56(c)

.

Plaintiffs cite to

137 Idaho 160, 163,

45

Dulaney

v.

St. Alphonsus

P.3d 816, 819 (2002) for the

proposition that the Idaho Supreme Court has treated a motion similar to defendants'
motion to strike as a motion for summary judgment.

See

Objection, p. 2.

Dulaney

does

not stand for the proposition that a motion to strike should be treated as a motion for
summary judgment. To the contrary, in Dulaney, the defendants specifically moved for
summary judgment.

/d.

at 162-63,

45

P.3d at 818-19.

As part of the motion for

summary judgment, defendants argued that the plaintiff failed to Jay the adequate
foundation for the admissibility of the testimony of plaintiffs' medical experts, which is

a

proper consideration for the court before addressing whether the proffered testimony is
sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact.

/d.

One of the defendants in that case, Dr. Holland, appears to have filed a separate
motion to strike an affidavit of one of plaintiffs experts, which the district court granted.
/d.

at 163,

45

P.3d at 819. Since the testimony was not admissible, the district court

granted the defendants' motion for summary judgment.

ld. T he

Court did not treat the

defendants' motion to strike as a motion for summary judgment; rather, the Court
granted the pending motion for summary judgment based, in part,
determination that the plaintiff failed to offer admissible testimony.

upon its

See id.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
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On appeal, the Dulaney Court did not address whether the motion to strike
should be treated as a motion for summary judgment. See id. The issue was not raised
and was not considered by the Court. See id. Therefore, Dulaney does not stand for
the proposition that a motion to strike should be treated as a motion for summary
judgment, let alone stand for the proposition that a motion to strike requires the same
notice as a motion for summary judgment. See id.
In the Objection, plaintiffs next erroneously contend that the Motion to Strike
should be treated as a motion for summary judgment because an affidavit and exhibits
were submitted in support of the motion. See generally Objection, p. 3. Specifically,
plaintiffs argue that "when matters outside of the pleadings are submitted in the form of
affidavits and exhibits and are asked to be considered by the trial court, that motion is
deemed a summary judgment motion under Rule 56 and must comply with the notice
and time limits set forth therein."

Objection, p. 3.

Plaintiffs appear to be arguing that

any time an affidavit or exhibit is offered in support of a motion, the motion must be
deemed a motion for summary judgment and must comply with the notice requirements
for a motion for summary judgment. See Objection, p. 3.
Such an argument is clearly not supported by Idaho law.
Rush

v.

G-K Machinery Co.,

State Dept. of Agr.

v.

Plaintiffs rely upon

84 Idaho 10, 367 P.2d 280 (1961), State By and Through

State By and Through State Dept. of Agr. v. Millers National Ins.

Co., 97 Idaho 323, 543 P.2d 1163 (1975}, Hadfield v. State ex rei. Bums, 86 Idaho 561,
388 P.2d 1018 (1964), for that contention.

Plaintiffs' reliance upon those cases is

misplaced because each of those cases dealt solely with a motion to dismiss for failure

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
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to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, not a motion to strike expert
testimony.
If matters outside the pleadings are presented to the court on a motion to dismiss
for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, the court may properly treat
such a motion to dismiss as a motion for summary judgment. See I.R.C.P. 12(b) ("If, on
a motion asserting the defense numbered (6) to dismiss for failure of the pleading to
state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters outside the pleading are
presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be
given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by
Rule 56.").

That rule is explicitly limited to motions for failure to state a claim upon

which relief may be granted, 12(b)(6). See id.
The cases cited by plaintiffs do nothing more than reiterate the rule in 12(b) that
when matters outside the pleadings are submitted in support of a motion to dismiss for
failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted, the matter must be treated as
one for summary judgment. See Rush v. G-K Machinery Co., 84 Idaho 10, 367 P.2d at
282-83 ("Inasmuch as matters 'outside the pleadings' in the form of affidavits and
exhibits were presented to the trial court and considered, the motion for dismissal was
properly 'treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in rule 56."'
(citing I.R.C.P. 12(b));

State By and Through State Dept. of Agr.

Through State Dept. of Agr.

v.

v.

State By and

Millers National Ins. Co., 97 Idaho 323, 543 P .2d 1163

(1975) ("Inasmuch as affidavits were submitted for and against the motions to dismiss,
the court will treat the respondents' motions as motions for summary judgment and the
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district court's order as one granting summary judgment."(citing I. R.C.P. 12(b)); Hadfield
v.

State ex ref. Burns, 86

Idaho

561, 388

P.2d

1018 (1964)

(addressing whether

granting of motion to dismiss was proper where no evidence, by affidavit or otherwise,
was submitted to or considered by the district court in passing on the motion to dismiss).
Since this case does not involve a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim
upon which relief may be granted, the cases cited by plaintiffs and Rule 12(b) are
inapplicable. None of those cases stand for the proposition that providing an affidavit or
exhibits in support of a motion to strike an expert's testimony somehow converts that
motion to a motion for summary judgment. Consequently, plaintiffs have offered no
basis for treating the Motion to Strike as a motion for summary judgment.
Ill.
DEFENDANTS PROVIDED TIMELY NOTICE FOR THE MOTION TO STRIKE

Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3), a motion to strike only has to be filed and served
fourteen days prior to the time specified for the hearing.

See

I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A).

Specifically, Rule 7(b)(3)(A). states the following:
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, which order may for cause shown
be made on ex parte application, or specified elsewhere in these rules:
(A) A written motion, other than one which may be heard ex parte,
and notice of the hearing thereon shall be filed with the court, and
served so that it is received by the parties no later than fourteen
(14) days before the time specified for the hearing.
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A).
In this case, the written motion, the memorandum in support of same, the
affidavit, exhibits, and notice of hearing, were all filed with the Court on November 7,
2013, via facsimile, which is authorized pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
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5(e)(2). See Affidavit of Zachary

•
J.

Thompson in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to

Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (hereinafter
"Thompson Aff."), 1m 2-3; see also transmission reports, attached as Exhibit A to
Thompson Aff.
On that same day, defendants served the same documents on plaintiffs' counsel
via facsimile, which is authorized by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 5(b)(F).

See

Thompson Aff., 1J 3; see a/so transmission report, attached as Exhibit B to Thompson
Aff. Plaintiffs admit that on November 7, 2013, they did in fact receive the Motion to
Strike and supporting documents. See Featherston Aft., p. 2. Therefore, it cannot be
disputed that the documents were served and received by November

7,

2013.

The hearing on the motion was set for November 21, 2013, which is exactly
fourteen days after the motion was filed on November

7,

2013, when calculated in

accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 6(a) ("Rule 6(a)"). Rule 6(a) states, in
pertinent part, the following:
In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules, by
order of court, or by any applicable statute, the day of the act, event, or
default after which the designated period of time begins to run is not to be
included. The last day of the period so computed is to be included, unless
it is a Saturday, a Sunday or a legal holiday, in which event the period
runs until the end of the next day which is neither a Saturday, a Sunday
nor a holiday. When the period of time prescribed or allowed is less than
seven (7) days, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays and holidays shall be
excluded in the computation....
I.R.C.P. 6(a).

There are no hour-based requirements to take into account for the

computations.
Given the applicable requirements for computing time under the rules, it is clear
that the Motion to Strike was filed, served, and received fourteen days prior to the
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November 21, 2013, hearing. Therefore, pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3), defendants' Motion
to Strike was timely. Plaintiffs were provided proper and adequate notice of the hearing.
As a result, plaintiffs' objection should be denied.
IV.
CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, defendants respectfully request that this Court deny
plaintiffs' objection in its entirety. The Motion to Strike should not be treated as a motion
for summary judgment and is not subject to the time standards for a motion for summary
judgment. The motion was timely under the applicable standard. Therefore, the objection
to the Motion to Strike should be denied.
Plaintiffs have offered nothing to demonstrate that Dr. Birkenhagen has actual

knowledge of the local standard of care for a physician performing a Japaroscopic
cholecystectomy and subsequent treatment in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009. As
a result, defendants' Motion to Strike should be granted and plaintiffs should be
precluded from offering, eliciting, or otherwise relying upon Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony
as to any alleged breaches of the local standard of health care practice.
DATED this

J1_

day of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

_}j__

day of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Zl
D
1Zl
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that on this

__

OF SERVICE

day of N ovember, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDAN TS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFEN DAN TS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAIN TIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all required charges
prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
D
�
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733.-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J.
THOMPSON IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)
) ss.

)

ZACHARY J. THOMPSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J. THOMPSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN,
PAGE 1
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

On November 7, 2013, our office faxed a copy of the Motion to Strike

Plaintiffs Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Memorand um in Support of Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in
Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen,
and the notice of hearing, which set the hearing for November 21, 2013, to the Clerk of
the Court for Bingham County District Court.
3.

Attached hereto as ''Exhibit A" are true and correct copies of the

transmission reports, dated November 7, 2013, for the faxes to the Clerk of the Court for
Bingham County District Court of the Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert, Dr.
Birkenhagen, Defend ants' Memorand um in Support of Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birl<enhagen, and the notice
of hearing for the same.
3.

On November 7, 2013, our office faxed a copy of the Motion to Strike

Plaintiffs Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, Defendants' Memorandum in Support of
Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of
Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defend ants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice of hearing, which set the hearing for November 21,
2013,

to plaintiffs' counsel's office.
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Attached hereto as "Exhibit B" is a true and correct copy of the

transmission report, dated November 7, 2013, for the fax of the Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert, Dr. Birkenhagen, Defend ants' Memorandum in Support of
Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of
Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defend ants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice of hearing for the same, to plaintiffs' counsel.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

ARY J. THOMPSON

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

/

of November of 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

-Ji

day of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT

OF ZACHARY J.

THOMPSON IN

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Finn, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864
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DISTRICTCOURT
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BINGHAM COUNTY, IDAH
O

Filed

11 I 20/
I

/3

/:IV
No.

SARA STAUB, CLERK

(

,f

----r-·

··· '1.

v u�zo(oq

By ______ Deputy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,

)

)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital

and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF
IN RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT
DR. BIRKENHAGEN

)

)

)
)
)

COMES NOW the undersigned counsel for and on behalf of the Plaintiffs,
DAVID SAMPLES AND JAYME SAMPLES (Samples), and hereby responds to the
Defendants'

November

��
DamclP.Pcathcmon

Sn:oL C. Pcathcrstoo•
lcn:m,y P. Fcathcraron
Jcrcmi L. Ossman

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen filed

71\ 2013, and noticed for hearing November 215\ 2013.

This response is

in no

way intended to waive Plaintiffs' obj ectio n to the timeliness of Defendants Motion or

Notice of Hearing as set forth by the previous objection filed November 14'h, 2013.

113 S. SbCOIICI Ave.
SartdpOioC, ID 83864
Phono (208) Z63-4l866
Pax (208) Z63�
PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTJl?FS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. 8JRKENUAGEN 1
-
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I. Statement of Fact.
As is well documented by previous pleadings and filings, this case arises from a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy performed on or about October

2nd. 2009, by Dr. Ray

W.

Hanson, an employee of Bingham Memorial Hospital (BMH). The Complaint asserts that

Dr. Hanson failed to meet the standard of care postoperatively by failing to examine, treat
or monitor Mr. Samples postoperatively resulting in Mr. Samples becoming severely
infected and septic by the time of his transfer to Portneuf Medical Center on October

411\

2009.
The Plaintiffs'
Birkenhagen is

a

case relies upon Dr.

Kirk Birkenhagen's testimony.

general surgeon, board certified since 1977.

Dr.

Dr. Birkenhagen was

consulted almost immediately upon Mr. Samples' transfer to Portneuf Medical Center for
resulting from observed respiratory distress symptoms. Dr. Birkenhagen immediately
opened Mr. Samples' surgical site finding him to be severely septic.
Samples underwent a series of over ten
early

2010�

(10)

surgeries from October

As a result, Mr.

4111,

2009, through

including an extended stay of nearly a month at Southwest Advanced Care

Hospital in Boise for rehabilitation.
Dr. Birkenhagen is currently employed at Bingham Memorial Hospital and was
hired to replace Dr. Hanson upon his retirement.
privileges in the spring

of

2011

Dr. Birkenhagen received hospital

and has been employed since August 2011 by the

Defendant's Bingham Memorial Hospital.

�m�fi�
Daniel P. P«''llhcxStou
:Sn:ul C. FoatbcniOII�
lcrcmy P. l'CI\IIIcn;ton
Jcn:mil..on=

113 S. Second Ave.
S�polDI,lD 83S64

Dr. Ray W. Hanson was employed as a general surgeon at Bingham Memorial
Hospital from

2005 to 2011, was a member of the American College of Surgeons during

that time frame. and was a board-certified general surgeon during said time frame.

Phon� (208) 263-6866
'f� (ZOS) 263-0400

PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO SfRUG:
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Affidavit of Counsel in Resp ons e to De fendant's Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, Exhibit A.
Dr. Birkenhagen, Plai nt iffs ' expert, is familiar with standards required to be a
member of the American Col l ege of Surgeons and to be board certified in surgery. Dr.

Birkenhagen has further tes ti.fied that those standards as well as the standard of care in
Blackfoot, Idaho, at Bingham Me mo ri al Hospital, with which he is personally familiar,
would have required Dr. Hanson to have applied certain universal, basic post�surgical

care to Mr. S amples . These basic standards of care, which are recognized by any member
of the American College of Surgeons and any board certified surgeon according to D r.

Birkenhagen require the surgeon to monitor his patient post-surgery for indicators of
infection, including white blood count and "bands" reve al ed in the blood work and

prescribing a full spectrum of antibiotics. It is Dr. Birkenhagen's opinion that Dr. Hanson

failed to meet this standard of care as recognized nationally by the American College of
Surgeons and as a standard of care recognized by ssurgical board certification
The Defendants'' seek to strike Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony asserting that he is
not familiar with the local standard of care for the relevant time frame and that Dr.
Bir kenhagen's testimony must, therefore, be stricken. For the rea sons set forth below, the
Defendants' Motion to Strike should be denied.
II. Argument.

(a)

wmf?�
OanielP.PIIalben iOII
Bront C. Pe•lhmlon*
1t�"cmy P. Pcalhmron
JCRIJiiL.oum111

Standard of Review.

The Defendants site the Court three cases for the

premise that admissibility of expert testimony is a matter of discretion for the trial court:

Fragnellav.

Petrovich, .153 ld. 266, 274, 281 P.3d. 103, Ill

(2012); J-U·B E~'rs,Inc.

146 Id. 315. 193 P.3d 862 (2008); and, Swallow v. Emergency Med. of Idaho,P.A., 138

113 8. Second Ave.
83864
Phone (208) 263·6866
Pax (208) 263..()4()()

SandpolRt,m

PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
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ld. 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68,71

(2003). All of the above cited cases in Defendants' Standard

of Review s ectio n were matters arising from a Motion for Summary Judgment.
(b)
Strike must

Dr. Birkenhagen's

be

Testimony

is

Admissible and Defendants' Motion

Deni ed. The Defendants' argue

admissible be cause he is not qualified expert in

with the standard

of care jn the community.

that Dr.

to

Birkenhagen's testimony is not

the field of surgery

and is not

familiar

Defendants' further argue that Dr.

Bh'kenhagen has not taken any steps to famil iari ze himself with the applicable local
standard of health

care

practice in Blackfoot, Idaho, at Bingham Memorial Hospital and

is, therefore, unable to testify as to that standard of care.

Defendants

seek

to strike

Plaintiffs' Expert, Dr. Birkenhagen.
First, it shou ld be apparent, that Dr. Birkenhagen possesses all of the necessary
specialized qualifications to opine as to
Birkenhagen is

a

the

surgical care provided by Dr. Hanson. Dr.

surgeon practicing since 1977 at Bannock Regional Medical Center,

Portneuf Hospital and, most

recently

since the spring of 2011, at Bingham Memorial

Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho. He was board-certified in surgery and cwnmtly employe d

by and practicing as a general surgeon at Bingham Memorial Hospit al.

He is familiar

with the standards required of a board certified general surgeon and membership in the
American College of Surgeons.
Relevant to this, Dr. Hanson holds himself out
College of Surgeons since 1977 and

as

as

DaDicl P. Fcathcraton

the

American

board certified in surgery since 1977. Dr. Hanson

was employed pri or to Dr. Birkenhagen's hiring in 2011
Brent C. Fcalhl!ntoo•

a member of

as

a general and vascular

surgeon at Bingham Memorial Hospital from 2005 to 2011.

Jcmny P. Foalheutoo
Icremi L. Ossman
113 S. Scx:ood Ave.

Smdpoillt, m

83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pu (208) 2IS3.{)4()()
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specialization as a general

surgeon and is, therefore, competent to testify as an expert as to the standards of a g eneral
surgeon in the community of Blackfoot.
Second, Dr. Birkenhagen opines that the standards applicable in 2009 are no
different than the standards in 201 I and,

further, that the

breached by Dr. Hanson is a "universal

standard".

standard of care which was

Dr. Birkenhagen opines that the

qualifications of a board certified surgeon and member of the American College of
Surgeons

would mandate that such

a certified surgeon member meet certain minimum

standards of care, which are universal within the general surgery field. Dr. Birkenhagen
opines that Dr. Hanson's care failed to meet this standard of care in the case of Mr.
Samples.

The

Defendants asse11 the case

of Dulaney v.

St. Alphonsus

Reg'l Medical

Ctr

137 Id. 160, 45 P.3d 816 (2002):

''the applicable community standard of care is defined as in Idaho Code
Section 6-1012. It is:
a. the standard of care for the class of health care provider to which the
Defendant belonged and was functioning, taking into account the
Defendant's training experience and fields of medical specialization, if
any,;
b. as such standard existed
negligence: and

at

the time of the Defendant's alleged

c. as such standard existed at the place of the Def end ant's alleged
negligence.
Delaney, 137 ld. 164.

Daniel P. fcathc:r&r.oo
Bnont C. l'cllhcriton•
1eremy P. l'eitber&IOJI
Jcn:mi L. Ossman
113 S.SIICOIIdAvc.
Sandpoblt, lD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)Z63�

The Defendants also cite the Court to Suhadolnik
Supreme Court opinion.

Relevant to this issue

is

Pressman, a 20 11 Idaho

the Pressman decision quoted as

follows:

PLAINTU'FS' BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXP'ERT .OR. BIRK£NilAGEN • S
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"Furthermore, where an expert demonstrates that a local standard of care
has been replaced by a statewide or national standard of care, and further
demonstr ates that he or she is familiar with the statewide or national
standard, the foundational requirements of Idaho Code Section 6-1013
have been met."
Suhadolnik v.Pressmrub 151ldaho 110,
116-17,254 P.3d. 11, 17 (2011); quoting
Kazlowski v. Rush, 121 Idaho 825, 828,
828 P.2d 854, 857 {1992).
The Kazlowski decision is important
Supreme Court by

as

it was recognized in 2011 by the Idaho

its Pressman decision as still being valid law on the issue of expertise

in medical m alpractic e cases. The Kazlowski court stated as follows:
"by virtue of their training, board certified specialists are familiar with
local standard of care which is equival ent to the national standard of care.

In order to meet the requirement of I.C. Section 6-1013(c) showing

adequate familiarization, a specialist must demonstrate two elements:
first, that he is board certified in the same specialty as that of the
defendant physician; this demonstrates knowledge of the appropriate
standard of care of board certified physicians practicing in the specialty in
question. Second, an out-of-the-area doctor must inquire of the local
standard in order to insure that there are no local deviations from the
nat iona l standard u nder which the defendant physician and witness
physician were trained."
Kazlowski v. Rush, 121 Idaho 825 .
828, 828 P.2d 854, 857 (1992).
In the instant case, Dr. Birkenhagen is a board certified specialist in the same
specialty, general surgery, as the Defendant Dr. Hanson. Secondly, Dr. Birkenhagen is
not an out-of-area surgeon. He is a surgeon practicing in Pocatello. Idaho sinc e 1977 and
at the Defendant hospital Bingham Memorial Hospital since the spring of 2011. He is
familiar with the standar d of care both locally and nationall y. He

;m:tfSpaun
Damc&P.FGII��&mrou
'Bn:ot c. PoatbcDlroo•
Icremy P.l'cAihcntoo
1cmoiL.OJ&mao

ll3 S. Seccd Av�.
SandpOinf, JD 83864

Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�

standard to which Dr. Hanson claimed expertise

as a

is familiar

with the

board certified surgeon and as a

member of the American College of Surgeons. As such, Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony
qualified, competent and admissible.

PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF .• N RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BJRKENH'AGEN - 6
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The Defendants' Motion to Strike Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony should be denied.
III. Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, the Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen should be

denied.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

f!!/_{y ofNovetnber,

2013.

Brent C. Featherston
Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
'"-

I hereby certify that on the ��day of November, 2013, I caused a trUe and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be seiVed upon the following person in the following

manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ]

[ )

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Overnight Mail

[ ] Hand delivered
I)U Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
[ ] Other: ------

l:lillicll>.l'ealbcrston
Brent C. Fcalhllnton*
Jeremy P.l'oithcrstoo
1crcmi L OSBman

113 S. SI!COIId Ave.
SalldpOinr, JD 8)864
Phon&(208)263-6866
Palt (208) 263-0400
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Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

(208) 263�6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Attorney for Plaintiffs

lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

Husband And Wife,

)
)

)
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of'Bonner

)

)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069
AFFIDAVIT OF W. KURT
BIRKENHAGEN, Jr. M.D.
IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS'
OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS'PROPOSED
EXPERT
DR.BIRKENHAGEN

)
) ss :
)

I, W. KURT BIRKENHAGEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as
follows:

I am competent to testify to the matters contained herein.
I
�elP.Psa�oo
B.reot C. Fealhcra&oo•
Je.ell1)' l'. Feadlm&oo
1eremi L. OS&mall

113 �. SCCOIId Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
PhoDC (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263.{14()0

am

a medical doctor licensed to practice medicine in the State of Idaho. I have

pract iced in Idaho since 1977 as a general surgeon, first in Pocatello and currently employed

AFF'IDAYl'l' OF KURT BIRKENtiAGEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT, DR. BJRK£NHAGEN - l
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by Bingham Memorial Hospi tal in Blackfoo t, Idaho. I was, until recently, board certified in
surgery and a member of t he American College of Surgeons.
I was

empl oye d

by Bingham Memorial Hospital i n August, 2011. I was granted

hospital privileges at Bingham Memorial Hospital three (3) to four (4) months earlier, in the

Spring of 2011. I

am

familiar with the standard of care with regard to general surgery at

Bingham Memorial Hospital and in the Blackfoot, Idaho community by

virtue of my

experience practicing there since the Spring of2011. I believe that the minimum standard of
care in Black foo t ,

Idaho at Bingham Memorial Hospital was no different in 2009 than when

I arrived in 2011, based up on my

review of my immediate predecessor, Dr. Ray W.

Hanson's qualifications and the standards expected of a similarl y qualified surgeon. This
opini on is based upon the credentials of Dr. Hanson and the fundamental care expecte d of a

surgeon such as Dr. Hanson, providing surgical care in the community of Blackfoot, Idaho.
I am aware that the Defendant, Dr. Ray W. Hanson, was a licensed physician in
Idaho practicing as general surgeon employed by Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot,
Idaho in September, 2009.

I

am further advised that the Defendant, Dr. Hanson, asserts that he is a member of

the American College of Surgeons since 1977 and a board certified surgeon from 1977 until

his retirement in 2011 when I was hired to replace him.

In my deposition testimony last month, defense coWlSel asked me if I was familiar
with the standard of care. I responded that this is a basic or "universal" standard. It is my

opinion that a surgeon who holds himself out to be a board certified surgeon and a member
Dmicl P. Fcalhcr$1011
BI�:ot C. f'clllhmiOD'"

Jemny P. Pc11bmtOD

of the American College of Surgeons the�eb y holds himself out to adhere to certain standard

1cremi. L. Onman

113 S. St1e0IICI Av•.
Sandpoint, JO 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
fax(208)263�
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of care required of members of the American College of Surgeons and board certified
surg eon s

.

Among other things, this standard of care requires that the surgeon stay with his
pat ient post-surgery and attend to, examine, and follow cl os ely certain indications of

infection or complication that will lead to patient sepsis.

Those indicators include

conducting and reviewing tests including blood work for changes in white blood count and
''bands" rev eal ed in the blood work indicative of infection.

The standard of

a

board certified surgeon and a member of the American College of

Surgeons also dictates the use of a full sp ectrum anaerobic antibiotic during post-surgery

recovery of the patient to combat or prevent infection.
When these factors arid others indicate post surg i cal c omplicati ons and/or infection,
-

a surgeon, especially one that is board certified and a member of the American College of
Surgeons, would be expected to examine and/or reopen the patient's surgical site to rule out
infection and/or sepsi s

.

This is especially true in a patient such

as

David Samples where Dr.

Hanson tore the transvers e colon while performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and,
therefore,was aware that stool and other contaminants had been allowed into Mr. Samples'

belly.
This standard of care was not met by Dr. Hanson in his t reatment of David Samples
in 2009. This standard of care is universal of any surgeon, but especially of a board certified

surgeon and member of the Ameri can College of Surgeons. It also was the standard of care
. that was in effect in Blackfoot, Idaho upon my arrival in 2011.
Daniel P. Fasalhers!an

Brent C. Featherston•

Juemy P. Fealhers!nn
Jeremi L. Os&man

113 S. Second Ave.
s��ndpoioc, m 83864

Dr. Hanson ignored indications in the blood work includi ng extremely high "bands"
of twenty (20) to thirty (30) percent, which is an alarmingly high. Dr Hanson appears to
.

Phone (208) 2.63-68156
Fax (208) 263.{)400
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have turned the patient over to an internist or hospitalist. Dr. Llinas. Dr. Hanson did not

reopen Mr. Samples' surgical site, nor did he transfer Mr. Samples to Portneuf Medical
Center. The tran sfer late on October

41h

was for pulmonary consult by Dr. Llinas indicating

Dr. Hanson was unaware, even at that late date. of Mr. Samples' septic condition.
I was consulted at Portneuf Medical Center upon David Samples' arrival. I opened
and exposed the sur gical site and immediately removed significant puss and found other
obvious signs of infection. Mr. Samples was septic

a

condition that had been developin g for

some time.
I have reviewed the Bingham Memorial records of David Samples' treatment by Dr.
Hanson. It is clear that Dr. Hanson did not know David Samples

was

septic and infected at

the time of his transfer, since he was transferred for a pulmonary consult for respi ratory
distress. I also note that post-surgery Dr. Hanson's prescribed antibiotics were inade quate to

combat the obvious risk of infection. Further, the reco rd s from Bingham Memorial Hospit al
reflect David Samples' blood work following the October 2nd surgery showed white blo od
count and "band" variation, which should have been obvious indications of infection and

sepsis. It does not appear that Dr . Hanson at any time either reviewed the blood work results
or, if he reviewed them, ignored the obvious indications of infection.
Based upon my exper ience as a general surgeon s ince 1977 and my current and past

employment at Bingham Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho and based upon my
familiarity with the standards expected by the American College of Surgeons and the
standards and requirements for board
Daniel :P. fealhcrsiOn
Btent C.l'calhmtoo..
Jeremy P. F�lhcrston
Jen:mi L. Ossm11n
113 S. Secowi Ave.
Sandpoillt,ID 83864

certifie d

surgeons. it is my·· opinio n that Dr. Hanson

breached the national standard of care as applied by the American College of Surgeons and

the Board of General Surgeons' certification standards, as well as the local, community

Phone(208)263-6866
Pax (208) 263..()400

•Licensed iD ld.lho &: Woubiagtoa
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standard of cruo at Binshatn Memorial Hospital in Blackfoot, Idaho iu effect upon my
arrival in the Sprjng, 2011. In my opinion, the Board certification and College of Surgeons
standards

are

national or "uni�etsatt•, at

tec}uirements of a patient such as Mr.

loast with regard to these basic post--surgical cate

Samples.

Purthor, your Affiant sayeth naught.
DATBD this

dayofNovember,20l3.

tf

.CERTIFfCATE OF.MAILING

so

day ofNovember) 20i3, I caused a true and correct
I hereby certify that on the
copy of the foregolng doo\ll'llent to be Sel'Ved upon tho followins penon in the following

manner:

Jennifel Brizec, Esq.
POWBR.S TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3'4 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin FellsJ ID 83303-1176

[ 1 U.S. Mail, Postage Pre_plid
[ ] Overnight Mail
( ] Rand delivered
llXl FacsimHe No. {208) 733·5444
[ ] OtheJ:
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue

''f

Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Atton1ey for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)
)

)

)

)
)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Ho spital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
present ly unknown,
Defendants.

CASE NO.: CV-2011-2069

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN RESPONSE

)

TO DEFENDANTS'

)

PLAINTIFFS'
PROPOSED EXPERT DR.

)

)
)
)
)

MOTION TO STRIKE

BIRKENHAGEN

)

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss:
County of Bonner

)

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state

as follows:

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein.
Dani<!l P. Fealher$10n
Brcot C. Fealhcrs!on*
Jeremy P, Fealhers1011
Jereml L, O&Smlln

113 S. Second Av<>.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
•Ucmso4 in ldabo & W..hioi;ian

I

am

co-coWlsel for the Plaintiffs admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho since

1992.

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN RESPONSE TO DEF:ENDAN'fS' MOTJ:ON 1"0
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Requests for Production
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served Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories

of Documents to counsel

and incorporated herein by reference

copy of a portion of Dr. Hanson's

as

for Dr. Ray W. Hanson. Attached hereto

Exhibit "A, to my Affidavit is a true and accurate

response containing his Answer to Interrogatory No.

.

identifying Dr. Hanson's special medical training, licensure. certification
Further, your

DATED this

and

17

etc.

naught
day ofNovember, 2013

B

day

Public

-

State

Commission expires:

of Idaho
D

of

.,
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I hereby certifY that on the .8-tD _day of November, 2013, I caused a tnle and correct
copy of the foregoing docmnent to be served upon the following person in the following

marmer:

Jennifer Brizee> Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC

132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ] Overnight Mail

[ ] Hand delivered

[I(] Facsimile No. (208) 733-5444
[\] Other: _ _ _ _ __

Daniel P.l'l:alhcnton
Bnx�t C. Fcalbcnton•
Jcn:my P. Featherston
Jeremi L. Omnan

U) s. S600!14 AYD.
83864
PhOoo (208) 263-6866
�ax (208) 263-0400

Sandpoinl,lD
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #50 70)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
·

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Mery1orial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
- .....,

{

' .. �

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN A ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Sa mpl e s and Jayme Samples,
husband a nd wife ,

Plaintiffs ,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individ u als and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

DEFENDANT DR. RAY W. HANSON'S
ANSWERS AND .RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Defendants.

COMES NOW the defendant, Dr. Ray W. ·Hanson, by and th ro ugh his counsel of

record, Jennifer K. Brizee of Powers Tolman Far ley, PLLC, and hereby responds to
Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents

Propounded to Defendant Dr. Ray W. Hanson dated the 23rd day of August, 2013, as
follows:

DEFENDANT DR. RAY W. HANSON'S ANSWERS AND R ES P ONSE S TO PLAII\ITIFFS' FIRST
SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS,
PAGE
1
..
.

...
444
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or group affiliations. memberships or certificatio ns, a nd incl uding any and all occasions in
which an application by you for affiliation, certification, l i censu re andlor membership has
been rejected or denied, setting forth in detail the reasons for such rejection or denial.

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1 7 : D efe ndant objects to this i nterro g ato ry
on the grounds it is o verly broad, vague, burdensome, ambiguous and, th erefore ,

potentially m isl eadi n g .

Defendant further obj e cts to this interrogatory on the grounds

that it seeks information which is beyond the scope of permissible discovery, Rule 26 (b)
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

Defendant further objects to this interrogatory on

the grounds it is harassing, and Is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence.

Add itionally, objection is made to the extent this interrogatory

seeks the disclos u re of information which is generated and maintained for peer

review/quality assurance as wel l as maintained as co nfid e nti al patient information,
Idaho Code § 39"1 392 et seq. Without waiving said objections, defendant answers as
fol l ows :
•
•

M edi cal School at Creighton Uni versity, 1 967-1 971 ;
Surgical Internship at Los Angeles County-University Southern California M e d i ca l
Center 1 971-1 972;

•
•
•

G ene ral Surgery Residency at University of California Irvine, 1 972-1 976;
Pe ri pheral Vascular Fel lowship at University of California I rvine, 1 976-1 977;
Private General Surgical
and Peripheral Va sc ul ar Practice in Merced, California,
.
1 977-2005;

•

E m ployed as General and Vascular Surgeon at Bingham M emo ri al Ho spita l
20 05-20 1 1 ;

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Reti red , October 201 1 ;

Medical License for Utah and California, 1 972;
Allowed California License to Lapse , 2006;
Idaho Medical License, 2004;
Idaho and Utah Licenses still active;
Mem be r of the American College of Surgeons, 1 977 to present:
Passed General Surgery Boards three times starting in 1 977;
No rejection or denial of any licensure or certificate or membership in any
organizatio n .

DEFENDANT DR. RAY W. HANSON'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FI RST
SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQU ESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCU MENTS, PAGE 1 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR
HEARING DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF BRENT
FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS

Defendants.

This matter having come upon motion of defendants, and good cause appearing
therefore;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this does ORDER that the time is shortened for
hearing Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Brent Featherston's Affidavits.

Said

motion shall be heard on November 21, 2013, at 3:00 o'clock p.m.
DATED this

d ay of November, 2013.

District Judge

ORDER SHORTENING TIME FOR HEARING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF
BRENT FEATHERSTON'S AFFIDAVITS, PAGE 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this
correct

copy

of the foregoing

.=).,I

day of Novem ber, 2013, I caused a true and

ORDER

SHORTENING

TIME

FOR

HEARING

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF BRENT FEATHERSTON'S
AFFIDAVITS to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s)
indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Finn, Chtd .
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpolnt,ID 83864

D
D
jgl
D

First Class Mall
Hand Delivered
Facsimile to 208-263-0400
Overnight Mail

Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3nt Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276
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D

First Class Mall
Hand Delivered
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,

Husband and Wife

,

Plaintiffs,

vs.
Dr.

Ray

W. Hanson individually, and

)

)
)
)

)
)

)

Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X,)
)
individuals and entities presently unknown.
)

Defendants.

)

Case No.: CV�2011-2069
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF
JENNIFER K. BRIZEE
IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

COME NOW BRENT C. FEATHERSTON and JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON.

attomeys for the

Plaintiffs. David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and moves

this Court to strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee jn Support of Defendants'
Motion for Sununary Judgment filed November 13, 2013.
This Motion is based up Sun Valley Potatoes. Inc.. v.

Idaho 1, 981 P.2d 236 {1999).
DATED this

DanM P. fealhemon
:Brent C. fealhi:rSIOn�
.Yen:my �. f"*lhcnton
Jm:mi L. 0SIIm1m

Rosholt Robinson & Tucker, 133

.

ofNovember. 2013.

C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney for Plaintiffs

113 S. SeAlODd Ave.
83864
PhoDe (208) 263·6866
Pa:( (208) !!.63..0400

Sandpaln!,ID

PLAINTIFFS' MO'tlON TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNlFER K.
BlliZEE IN SUI'PORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOl'lON lo'OR SUMMARY JUDGMENI' 1
•
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T-181 P0003/0003 F-889

2082630400

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

1 hereby certify that on

the

i./..:_.J!day of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following

manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC

132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered

N

Facsimile (208) 733·5444

Other: - - - - - - - -

Daniel P. Fcathent011
Brent C. Fcalhcr&IOD•
Jeremy P. Fcalhuaton
Jcrcmi L. Ossman
113 S. Sca�n4 Avo.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
l'bonc (l08) 263-6866
fax (208) 263-{1400

I'LAJNTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE SVl'PLEMENTAL AFJi'fOAVlT OF JENNIFER K.
BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -1
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#

;2087335444

11-26-13;01 :20PM;

•

•
.o': 2,·

,.... ... ,:.,

Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070 )
Zachary L. Thompson ( ISB #7803 )
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: ( 208 ) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208 ) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES, and
JAYME SAMPLES, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING
REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS

vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH, Inc ., doing business as BINGHAM
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN
DOES 1-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, by and through its attorney of record,
will bring on for hearing on Thursday, the 5th day of December, 2013, at the hour of
10:30 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, in the above-entitled
court in Blackfoot, Idaho, the following motions:

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS, PAGE 1

450

2/

3

•
•

•

•

#

;2087335444

1 1 -26-1 3 ; 01 : 20PM;

•

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment;
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (aka
Motion for Summary Judgment); and
Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Brent Featherston's Affidavits.

�

DATED this

of November, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~

Jennifer K. Brizee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

�y of November, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Zl
D
!ZI
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

J ~

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS PAGE 2
,
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
S'fATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,

Husband and Wife,

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as

)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011·2069
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING

Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X,)
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

Defendants.

)

COME NOW Brent C. Featherston and Jeremy P. Featherston, attorneys for the
Pl!lintiffs, David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband and wife, and moves this Court to
vacate and reset the Court's Trial Setting on this matter currently scheduled for January 14,
2014. There have been no prior trial settings or requests to continue in this matter.
This Motion is based upon the Affidav it of CoWlSel submitted herewith and any

supplemental infonnation to be submitted .
DATED this

of November, 2013.

Damcl P. PcalhcniOD
Brent C. Fealher&IOii0
Ycn:my P. Pc:alhcr&IOD
Jen:mi L. Oll$man

Attorney for Plaintiffs

U3 S. SIICOnd Ave.
SandpOini,ID 83864
Phone: (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SETIING- 1
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•

•

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

�

I hereby certify that on the r;1? day of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be seiVed upon the following person(s) in the following

manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3ro Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
�] Facsimile (208) 733-5444
[ ] Other:

Daniel P: Fcalhcnton
Bn:nt C. Fcathenton$
lcrcmy P. Fcalhe.raton
Jcn:mi L. Ossman
113 S. Scoond Ave.

Sandpoint,ID 83864
J>honc (208) 263-6866
l:'ax (208) 263-0400
PLAINTIFFS' MOl'ION 1'0 VACATE 'l'RlAL SE'M'lNG ·l
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
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(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVEN�fH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)

Case No.:

)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

CV-2011-2069

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO VACATE

)
)
)
)
)
)

TRIAL

)
)
)

)
) ss:
)

County of Bonner
I, BRENTC .

FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as

follows:
I

am

co-counsel of record in this matter and competent to testifY to the matters

contained herein.
D-Wel P. PMibeniOD
Brent C. Pcalhuston•

1wtm)' P. �albcniOD
1ertmi l.,, Ossman
IllS. Secon� AVo.
Sand�,DD 83864
Phone (21>8) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�

As indicated in

the prior Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Relief from

Trial

filed November 7, 2013, I have previously asked counsel for the

Pretrial and Jury

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 'fO VACATE TRIAL

-

1
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T-224

2082630400

P0005/0048 F-970

•

•

Defendants to provide me with available deposition dates of her clients and her experts.
Until November 13th I did not receive disclosures of her expert witnesses.
However, in my conversation with defense counsel on October 9m following defense
counsel's Motion to Strike, I have complied with defense couns el's request for an immediate

setting of the depositions of Dr. Birkenhagen and the Plaintiffs.

Ms. Brizee asked that those

depositions be set first so that she could identify her experts consistent with the Court's
November 13th extended dead line for defense's di sclosure of expert witnesses.
I have been asking for counsel' s available dates since June of this year so that
depositions of her client, Dr. Ray W. Hanson, and any identified experts
As of this d ate, I still have not

received

available dates and have

can

not

be conducted.

been able to set

depositions of the Defendant and Defendants' expert witnesses.
I

ant

concerned that due to the extensive motion practice and the impending trial

date, we will be unable to meet the Court's cutoff deadline for discovery of December 16th,

and I

am

asking that the Court vacate the trial date accordingly. There have been no prior

requests to

rese t

this matter for trial, and no prejudice

will occm to either side should the

Court grant this request.
Fmther, your Affiant sayeth naught.
DA1ED this

�?·iay oflkeJVlber, 2013.

Dlmicl P. PcarhclliiOn
Bn1111 C. Fc:alhcnllon•

lcn:my P. Fcadlenlon
Suemi L. OU11181l
113 S. S�nd Avo.
SaaclpOint,lll 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
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2082630400

P0006/0048 F-970

•

•

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby

certify that on 1he

A1 /?
day ofNovcmber, 2013,1 caused a

true and comet
copy of the foregoing docmnent to be served upon the following person in the following
manner:

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
·

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Overnight Mail
Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208)733-5444

Daniel P. FcathclllloD
:Srcot C. Fcalha.ratoo*
1cr:emy P. FcalhclliiOD
Jercmi L. Osaman
113 S, SCIXIDd Ave.
Sanapoint, I'D 83864

Phone (208) 263-68156
:Pax (208) 263-0400
AFFIDAVlT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTlON TO VACATE 'l'lUAL

�

J
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T-224

•
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2013 DEC

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #609 8

.
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'

,

-2

AM 8: 21

e. v 1/, :J..lJ fR f

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

..
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Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
)
)

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,

)

Plaintiffs,

)

SUPPLEMENTAL

)

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO

)
)

VS.

)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Ho spital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities
presently unknown,

Defendants.
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bonner

)

Case No.: CV�2011-2069

)
)
)

DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

)
)

) ss:

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath. depose and state
as follows:

I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters contained herein.
I
0Anli:ll'. foalbcr&!Oil
Bllln t C. h1!hcn1011•
J'erv� P. Pea!hcnton
1CRII!i L. Ouman

am

co-counsel for the Plaintiffs admitted to practice law in the State of Idaho since

1992.

113 S. Second A\lo,
83864
Phone �ll) 263-6&66
Pu (2D3) 263-0400

Slllldpolqt, lJ)

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO

DEFENDANTS'

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-

1
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T-224

2082630400

•

P0010/0048 F-970

•

On or about November 7, 20 1 3 , I filed an Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to the
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed October

18th.

In response, Defendants

objected to the contents of the Affidavit stating that the Affidavit of Counsel did not attach
the medical records in reference to the Plaintiff, David Samples' ten

(10)

surgical

procedures and other care provided by Dr. Birkenhagen in support of Dr. Birkenhagen's

opinion that such care was causally related to on a more probable than not basis the
negligent care of the Defendants.

In that regard, I am attaching and incorporating herein by reference, the following
documents, all of which w ere produced to the Defendants in Plaintiffs' Answers and

Responses to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of
Documents, RFP No. 1, on or about September 27, 2013. These medical records are Bates
stamped and are further disclosed as follows:
Bates

Description

Content

Stamp
Exhibit

1

006-007

Operative Report of Ray

Hanson, M.D.

"Very adherent tissue was peeled off
gallbladder .. .. as it was peeled down,
a small opening was made in the

transverse colon. I felt at this point

that it was better to repair this open so
that I could evaluate other possible
injury area.
Exhibit2

066-068

Portneuf Medical Center
('PMC") History and
Physical

Transfer from Bingham to PMC with
hypoxemia and acute respiratory
failure postoperative "open
cholecystectomy and repair of an
injury to his transverse colon.

Dillicl P. FealheraiOil
Brmt C. Fealhsntoa•
I=my P. Fealhectlon
Jcrcmi L. Osunan
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoillc,JD 83864
Phono (208) 263-6866
}>ax (208) 263-0400

Exhibit 3

137-140

Consultation and first
surgical pro cedure by Dr.
Birkenhagen.

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COtJNSEL IN O:PPOSJTlON t·o
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ·l

Consultation "abdominal wo\Uld
infection status post repair of colon".
Operation: incision and drainage of an
abdominal wound infection.

458
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•

Exhibit 4

144-146

2082630400

PMC surgical procedure
number 2

•

T-224

P0011/0048 F-97 0

Resection of transverse colon, drainage

and "de bridement of intra-abdominal

abscess". Dr. Birkenhagen cites that

operative pro cedure is indicated
"because of an extensive wound
infectionu. On 10-7-13 in examining
the wound, it was obvious that he was
most l ikely draining from a colon
p erforation .... he was. therefore, taken
to surgery on an urgent basis." Bates#
0145.

Exhibit 5

147-148

PMC surgical procedure
number 3 -Exploratory
laparoscopic with
debridement and
irrigation and
replacement of

"Multiple adhesions were all broken

up. A pocket of pus was found deep at
the base of the abdominal cavity. This
was evacuated."

Abdominal Compartment
Syndrome.

Exhibit 6

149-150

PMC surgical procedure
number 4 -Abdominal

Exhibit 7

151-152

"Adhesions were broken up and there

was a small collection of pus in the

Compartment Syndrome.

area o f the previous abscess. This was
much smaller and cleaner than
previously.',

PMC surgical procedure
number 5 - Exploratory

1. "Severe adhesions and severe thick
proteinaceous material c ov eri ng the
majority of the visible small bowel''.
,,
2. . .. chronic infection in spite of
drainage".
3. "Severe retraction ofthe wound . . . .

Lap Wom1d VAC
Change.

unable to even begin to approximate
the wound."
Exhibit 8

155-156

PMC surgical procedure
number 6 -Exploratory
Laparoscopic clo sure of
abdominal wound with
Vicryl mesh and
placement of Wound

Dllllicl P. Fc:alhcraton
Brent C. Fcalhenton*
Jeremy P. Fcadwston
Jcrcmi L. Ossman

"...bowel which was at basically skin

level would not under any

circumstances collapse to where an
adequ ate primary mesh closure could

be performed .... "

VAC

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoinc.ID 83864
Phone (1.08) 263-6866
Pax (:W8) 263-0400
SUPl'LEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF CO UNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MotiON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT J
•
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T-224

2082630400

•
Exhibit 9

157

P0012/0048 F-970

•
PMC surgical procedure
nwnber 7 - Abdominal
Compartment Syndrome

None

WowtdVAC
Exhibit 10

158-159

PMC surgical procedure
number 8 - Percutaneous

Respiratory failure

PMC surgical procedure

History and surgical description note

Bronchoscopy for

ventilation due to abdominal issues,
complications and ''abdominal

percutaneous

infection".

tracheostomy
Exhibit II

160-161

nwnber9assistance

with

patient's chronic mechanical

tracheostomy
Exhibit 12

162

Segments of colon ,with se-vere
acute inflammation and

Surgical Pathology
Report

transmural

necrosis including at the previous

repair site.

Exhibit 13

166-167

History and Physical Dr. Birkenhagen

preoperative report 12-7

•

09

"David Samples is a 36-year-old
Caucasian male who presented in
October of this year with a perforated

colon and huge abscess in the right

upper quadrant. He underwent a
localized colectomy with a mucus
fistula and a colostomy and treatment
for abdominal compartment syndrome.
He now has a granulating would over
the Vicryl mesh and he is being
admitted for skin grafting .... "

Exhibit 14

172·173

PMC surgical procedure
number 10 -Granuloma
of abdominal wall

See prior exhibit

Daniel P. Pclllhuston
BJent C.l'cathcnton'"

Ien�m>- l>. fcathenton
Jercmi L Ossman
113 S. Second Avo.
salldpolilt, ro 83s64
Phane (208) 263-6866
Fax (2()8) 263.{1400
•Li...,...t ia Idaho & Wasllin�o..

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDA.'VIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDAN'I'S' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4
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Exhibit

15

�

177-178

ON LAW FIRM

2082630400

•

T-224

P0013/0048 F-970

"His problem began last October when
he apparently presented .... to
Blackfoot. ....They injured the colon
and then performed a full laparotomy.
but did not repair the colon adequately
and he was sent down here with sepsis.

PMC History and
Physical 1-16-10

He was reoperated on by Dr.

Birkenhagen and has bad multiple

procedures. He was also on assisted
ventilation for several weeks and then

went over to Boise where he was in a
rehab unit for about a month.....,

The attached records� which are a small percentage of the medical records provided
to the Defendants in September, 2013, in response to discovery requests

are

replete with

references to the causal cmmection between David Samples' surgical procedure under

the

care of the Defendants followed by infection and sepsis resulting in transfer to Portneuf
Medical Center and under the care of Dr. Birkenhagen Mr. Samples underwent more than
ten (10) surgical procedures, a month of rehabilitative care at Southwest Hospital and
multiple other complications all clearly related to the original sepsis and infection. which is
the subject of this litigation.

�
-41!-

Further, your Affiant s
DATED this

naught.

day of November, 20

TC.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to

Notary Public. on

November, 2013, by
OWe! P. Fealhenl.oll
B�t C. Putbetston•
l�rerl\y P. Fealhectton
JoJellli L. OsSIIIM
ll:U.Scc:ondAvc.
Saadpoint, m 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
· Fax (208) 263-4>400

d

day of

,..
q

u \oPUBLrci ��Commission expires:
i�d'
�Jo.
..,oO�
� � ...,... � .;:.
�� 1"�01'=\0� ��
,

�11111119&\\�\\�

SUf>PL.EM£NTAL AFFJDAVIT OF COUNSEL lN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMl:NT 5
�
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2082630400

•

T-224

P0014/0048 F-970

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the 27m day of November, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing document to be setved upo� the following person in the following manner:
Jennifer Bri.zee, Esq.

POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin

Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

��

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Overnight Mail
Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208) 733-5444

Other:

Daniel P. Fcalhen!OII
Brent C. Fealhen!Oil*
Jtrcmy P. Fsalhetston
Jcrcmi L. O$$man
113 S. Second Ave.
Stllldpoint,ID 83864
Phont (2D8) 263-6866
Pax (2D8) 263-0400
Sm•PU:MENTALAFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT • 6
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I,

�

FEATHERSTON LAW FiRM, CHTD.
BRENT C..· FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602
Attorney at Law
113 S outh Second Avenue

83 864
(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

Sandpoint. Idaho

Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE.
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as BINGHAM
'MEMORIA( HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES 1-X,
·

individuals and entities presently unknown,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
}
)
)
)

Cas� No.: CV-2011-2069
PLAINTIFFS' ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO

T SET.
DEFENDANTS' FIRS
.
.
OF INTERROGATORIES

AND REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS

)

)
)

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their coWtSel undersigned. and hereby
answer and respond

to

Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories arid Requests for

Production of Docu,ments to Plaintiffs as follows:

,/

i ·INTERROGATORIES
I

INTERROGATORY NO. I: Please state each plaintiff's full name, address, date �f
birth. social

securitY

number, and each and every name or alias for or

under which each

pl�intl,ffhas be en known.
Daniel P. Pcalhcrston
Bn:nl C. Pc:alhc:rston•
Jeumy P. Pcalhcraton
1�1..01iman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sallllpol.al, m 83864
Phone (2()8) 26'3-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY N0.1:

Objection.

to

the

ext�nt

the

request calls for the social security numbers, the Plaintiffs obj ect to disclosing sensitive and
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INTERROGATORY NO. 21: If plaintiff David Samples is now receivin� or has ever
' 'reeeived any disability pension, income or insurance or any workmen's compensation from any
agency, company, person, ·corporation, estate or goveJ.1lillent, please sta�e:
(a)

The nature

�ent, the date such income was received, for wJtat

of any such pa

I
i

!

injuries or disability it :was received and how such i�ury occutted or disability arose, and by

.1

i

whom paid; and

(b)

Whether or not plaintiff Pavid Samples has any present disability W! a result of

such mjuries or disability arid if so, the nature and extent of such disability.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21:
(a)

None at this time.

See Answer to the immediately preceding Interrogatory.

.

With regard to those two (2) prior on-the-job

injuries, the Plaintiff received worker's

compensation benefits.
(b)

Not that the Plaintiffs are aware of.

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

REQUEST

FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1:

Please produce all medical records,

·
reports, ·notes, memoranda or other documents evidmcing medical care provided to plaintiff

David Samp le s for the ten

·

(1 0) years prior to the subject incident, to present, by any and all

!
I
!

individual or institutional health care providers, including, but not limited to, medical care
allegedly arising

as a

result of the subject incident. This also

shall be deemed to include all

psychiatric, psychological, counseling and social worker records relating to mental health

i

\

· tI
l

care provided to plaintiff David Samples. This request shall be deemed to include> but not
OWl P. FoalheniOII
�t C. i'ca�tOD*
JClCIDJ P.FeillhClliiOD
J«llllli L. Osam111

be limited to x:.-rays, x-ray rep o rts, CT
reports, emergep.cy room

record s,

scans,

a�mission

ultrasounds, :MRI's and other ·films,

CT scan.

records, physicians' histories and physicals,

113 s, Sccoad Ave.

I
I
i

i
I

�

S&.lldpoint, iD

83864
Phoa& (208) 263-6866
Fall: (208) �3·0400

·i
i
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physicians' summaries, physicians' consultation

reports

and sununarie s , nurses' notes,

physicians' ·orders and progress notes, surg�cal reports. laboratory reports, ·anesthesia reports
and

record s,

.discharge summaries,

clinic

reports,. office notes, physical therapy reports,

respiratory therapy reports, medical bills and any and all other records of any. kind
whatsoever relating to or generated as a r esult of medical care and treatment rendered
plaintiff. David Samples.
. Attached hereto js a Medical Release and Authorization for plaintiff David S amples
to execute and return with plaintiffs' resp ons es to requests for production of documents.

RESPONSE TO

REQUEST

FOR PRODUCTION NO.1:

Please se e me dical

records d i sclose d herewith.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:

Please pro duce ali bills, statements, invoices

or other documents evidencing the cost of medical care provided for the injuries or condition

for plaintiff David Samples which you contend resulted from the incident which is the basis of
this lawsuit
RESPONSE TO
·

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION

NO. 3:

Please

produce all statements previously

made by the plaintiffs, which in any way refer to the facts of the subject incident and �juries of

plaintiff David Samples and claim for damages. By this request defendants are not seeking any
statements prote cted by the attorney/client privilege.

RESPONSE TO

REQUEST FOR

PRODUCTION NO. 3:

Please referenced

medical records produced herewith.
Daniel P. PcatbcrstoD
B�Dt C. FcatbcraloD"'
JO!.I:smy P. Featbsn!On
Je� L. Oss�JW�
113 S. Second Ava.

REQUEST FOR
conununication which was

PRODUCTION NO. 4:
s

Please . produce each docwnent or

ent by plaintiffs or plainliffs'

representatives to a third person or

Sandpoblt, ID 83864
Phone �8) 263-6866
Fu (208) 263-0400
PLAlNTIFFS' ANSW£RS AND RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' FmST SET OF
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OPERATIVB REPORT:

r
I

I

i

l

·

PATIENT;

SAMPLES DAVID

BIRTRDATE:

09/18/1973

ACCOUNT:

517415

ROOM:

lCU-2

ADMITDATB:

10/02/200!il

SURGBRY DATE:

10/0212009

SURGEON:

RAY W. HANSON, M.D.

. PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS:
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS:

OPERATIVE PROCBDlJRB:

Cholecystitis.
Cholecystitis.
1.

2.

ASSISTANT:
ANBSTlli3sJA:

·

Laparoscopic converted to open cholecystectomy.
RC)pair of transverse colon lesion.

Bev�ly Hansan. PA-C
.
Ryan SaYte, RNA
General.

ANESTHETIST:

.

OPBRATlVE
INDICATIONS:
·
The patient is a 36-year.old very obese gentleman who presents with a stW&IIl-day history of
abdominal pain. The pain became so 6Xcruciating that he was unable to eat 3nd cam� ro rh�
emergency room. .Ire had an ele-vated white count, umall elevation of his tr.msam!nase, and a
normal bilir.ubin. A sonogram was negative. A HIDA scan showed a ruarkedly diminished
ejection fraction with .sevc;re reproductlon of his pain wilh the injectiou o( the Kinevac. He was

brought to surgery.

.

.

OPERATIVE FINDINGS: .
.
Tho patient's gallbladder was very adherent to the transverse colon. On peeling the transverse
colon off tho gallbladqCd", a hole was made In the transverse colon, and the procedure was
converted to an open cholecystectomy.
DBSCRIPTION OF OPERATIVE PROCBDtlRB:
The p atient was placed o.r1 the opera ling table. Anestllesia was inductd as general by Ryan Sayre.
A Poley catheter was inserted. The abdomen was prepped and draped. 'Ibe patient was placed in
a 'n'endelenburg position. A1l infraumbilical incision was made, and a Veres& needle was
introduced wi.thO\lt difficult)'. A pnewnoperitoneum was established. The VCl'C$8 needlo was
wJthdrawn, and an oblurator and sheath .wer� passed. The obturator was withdrawn, and a
laparoscope with video capabilitie-s was passed. Under visualizadon of the lapll!oscopc and with
the patient in a reverse Trendelenbutg position, three other obtorators and sbearlis wero·passed.
One was subxiphoid, and the other two were right subcos[al. Wlth instrumontatlon throusfl the
subcostal pores and with the patient in a rovers� Trendelenburg p01iition and in a left lateral
d�bitus position, very Adherent ti&s�c was peeled off the gallbladder. This actually proved to be
the transverse colon. As it was peeled dqwn. a small opening was made in the nnsverse colon. I
felt at chis point that it was better to repair this open so that l could evaluato otheu" possible injury
areas. The pneumoperltooeum was allowed to escape. and the instrumentation wu cemoved.

air!I�r;vy

CONTINUED...

.

.
. .;;,.

,.
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�..
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i.

.

·

·
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.

.
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OPERATIVE REPORT:

I
I

T-224

2082630400

PATIENT:

SAMPLBS DAVJD

BmTH))ATE:

09/18/1973

ACCOUNT:

Sl74U

ROOM:

JCU-2

ADMIT DATE:

1 Oi0212.009·

SURGERY DATB:

10/02/2009

SURGEON:

RAY W. HANSON, M.D.

CONTINOBD... PAOE 2 OF 2
·

A right subcostDl incision was made and carr.ied thrClllgb all layers of the. abdominal wall. The
liver was pulled medially with a lap taped behind it. 'lbstran&vme oolon was peeled tho rest of

the way off the gallbladder. It was then �valuated, 8!1d lbe small defect that was made in it was
closed. There were some other sero!al tear areas that wue also inverted by intem.lpted 4-0 sllks.
The defect itself was closed wirh two or three 4-0 silks as a fuJI thickness layer and an invet�ion
layer with the same. The gallbladder was freed ti'oni the other adhesions. The cystic duct and
artery were ideotifi�d. clipped doubly with hemoclips on the common duct sido and divided, and
the gallbladder was removed. The IU'CII was copiously irrigated with normal saline. The patient
bad been on Mefoxin fur the last 24 hours. A 19�French round Blake was left in the wound and
brought out through the lateral incision that was made for tho riglit lateral trocar. The peritoneum
was closed with 0 Vicryl, the fascia with HI Ma xon, lhc subcu with 3-0 Vicryl in two layers, and
the skin wilh sraples. &tlmated blood loss wu 70 �. Sponge md need le counts were cotl'ect.
·

RWH/cw

1010212009 1029d
tO/to/20M 1200t

23622

RAY

BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
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PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER
65 1 Memorial Drive
ID"
(2.08) 239�1 000

•

T-224

P0020/0048 F-970

Pocatello,

· ffiSTORY AND PHYSICAL
NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
D.O.B.: 09/18/1 973
AOE : 36Y .
ADMIT: 10/04/2009

DISCH:

LOC I ROOM: 383 808
MR#: 10225 1

ACCT#: 4169267

PT TYPE: 1

ATTN PHYS: KRAWTZ, STEVEN M
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS
1.
2.

·

Dr. Margarita Llinas
Dr. Ray Hansen

.REASON FOR ADMISSION
Hypoxemia

with acute respiratory failure on postoperative day number 2, open c:.bolecystectomy.

HISTORY

This 36-yea:r-old Caucasian male carries a past diagnosis of obesity {260 pounds), diabetes mellitus type ll
requiring itlsu1in at one point; although the patient stopped this medicatiDn. himself, and hype�.teosiotl. He is on
no medications at home. He was adJnitted to B.ingham..on 09/30 with abdominal pain. He was found to have
acute cholecystitis. He underwent an attempted laparoscopic cholecystectomy on 10/02 b� requk�d an open
cholecystectomy and repair of an injury to hi$ transverse colon. Following the procedure he was hypoxic
through the day on 1 0/03. He was on a nonrebreather. A CT chest was obtained which showed atelectasis of the
right middle and lowe� lobe. There was concern for mucous plugging. I was called by Dr. Llinas and I accep�d
the patient in transfer for :further management on the rooming. of 10/04.
ROME MEDICATIONS
None.
HOSPITAL MEDICATIONS
1.
Mefoxin 2 grams IV every 6.
2.
Dilaudid p.r.n.
3.
4.

];ofran p.r.n.
Sliding scale insulin.

ALLERGIES

No knoW11 drug allergies.

SOCIAL HtsTORY

.

The patient smokes typically a pack or less. Uses alcohol infrequently and only socially and not to excess. He
works as an installer for Direct TV.
Page 1
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NAME: SAMPLES , DAVID. L
AJ)�T: 1 0/04/2009

P0021/0048 F-970

RlSTORY AND PHYSICAL .
MR; 1 02251
DISCli:

CONTlNUED

FAMILY HISTORY

No.ncontcihutary.

REVIEW OF SYSTEMS

The patient has weighed 260 pGuads for quite a while. His wife states tbllt be snores and has apneas when he
sleeps supine. The patient denies nollrestorative sleep or daytime fatigue. 'He was told at one point that he had

·

diabetes and was prescribed insulin but stopped this himself� He was also on metformin at a time but briefly,
also stopping this medication ori his o'\ovn. Additional negative review ofsystems includes no CNS disease, no
. known thyroid disease. No lung disease despite his smoking. No cardiac bistozy. No GI history ofreflux or
liver disease. No known renal disease and no p'eripheral vascular disease including thromboembolism.
PAST SURGICAL HISTORY
Neck fusion, left knee problems, appendectomy.

·

PHYSICAL EXAM,IN'ATION
.
VITAL SIGNS: The patient is currently on BiPAP at 75% with saturation of94%. Tltis was stopped imd.·he
was placed on·a nonrebreather mask and kept his saturati ons in the 90s. He iB in no respiratory distress and is
able to speak to me in full sentences. 'He does have incisional pain. but is not distressed by this at this time. He
is afebrile so far, has a blood pressure of 24n4 and siiJ,us rhythm in the 90s to low lOOs.
.
:HBENT: Conjunctivae are clear. Nasal passages ace patent. Oral cavity is dry and a grade 2 .Mallampati. He has
a plump u.vula, bur no tonsillar tissues.
NECK: Without thyromegaly or stridor.
LUNGS: Clear anteriorly arad in the posterior upper zonos , but he does uotwantto take a deep breath. He does
h�ve some bronchial breath sounds at the right base without rub or egophony. There is no'wheeze or rhonchi.
HEART: Regular rate and rhythm.
�DOMBN: Moderately distended and with hypoactive bowel sounds. He has a clean stapled 'transverse
incision in the right upper quadrant and a small subumbilical incision with a few staples. A JP drain is present.
The incision is clean without erythema or discharge.
GENITALIA; Remarkable for a Foley.
RECTAL: Not perfonned. .
EXTREMITffiS: Without clubbing. cyanosis, or edema.
·

·

LABORATORY

Labs from this morning available through Bingham include a BUN and crea.tinine of 1 1 0.8, glucose of 1 83.
Total C02 of28, anion gap of 6. Normal alkaline phosphatase. SGOT an.d bilirubin. White count is 14,300.
hemoglobin of 15 grams and hematocrit of 45%, platelet count 149,000. Cardiac enzymes are negative
iilcluding his ttoponi.o.. Magnesium is 2.0. Phosphonls is 2.0. Arterial blood gas on 1 00% is with a p02 of 62.
pC02 of40 and pH 7.42.

Page 2 of 3
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NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
ADMIT: l 0/04/2009

2082630400

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL

•

T-224

P0022/0048 F-970

N.1R: " 1 02251
DISCH:

CONTINUED

CT chest was revieWed. There is no pulmonary emboli, He does have lobar atelectasis of the right middle aud
lower lobe. It is difficult to see jf there is mucus in his airways, but I do not see air bronchogralllS. He has

patchy subsegmental atelectasis at the right base without pleural effusions.

IMPRESSION
Compressive atclectlsis at the base, right worse than left. The possibility of mucous plugging cannot be
l.
totally excluded, bu_t I think this is minor-cause for his atelectasis.
Post-op Da.y #2 - open cholecystectomy with ·transverse colon repair
2.
Acute hypoxic respiratory failure secondruy to shunt pathophysiology. ·
Smoker but without bronchospasm.
3.
4.
Obesity 't\rith likely obstructive sleep apnea and maybe with obesity hypoventilation syndrome.
5.
Diabetes mellitus type II, was on insulin and n1etformin but stopped these ot;t his own.
·

PLAN
L

2.
3.

4.
5.
.

6.
7.

Pain control with Torado1 and p.r.n. fentanyL Pulmonary toilet with IPPB using albuterol and
Mucomyst. Out ofbecl and use illcentive spirometry. BiPAP at night if he is hypoxic or tachypneic.
Check a hemoglab� Ale, a TSH and follow Accu-Che.ks and cover with sliding scale if necesSSl'y.
Modest intravenous fluids.
No bronchoscopy at this point unless clearly worse.
Continue with Mefoxin and we will have our general surgeon piOVide follo\Wp tomorrow to address any
surgical issues that are needed during his hospitaliz!ltion.
Nexill.Dl and Lovenox fur GI and DVT prophylaxis respectively.
The remainder of his care will be dictated by his response to therapy and clinical course.

This document was electronically signed by Sceve:n Kt·awtz, MD+

on

10105/2009 10:32:04.

Steven Krawtz, MD+
Job ID: 403993
DD: 10/04/2009 1 2:41:46 / SK
cc:

DOCUMENT ID: 37827

DT: 1 0/04/2009 1 3 : 1 8:53 / db

.

Margarita Uinas, M.D.
Ray Hansen, M.D.
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PORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER
651 Metuodal Drive
Pocatello. ID
(208) 239-1 000
CONSULTATION

LOCl ROOM: 383808

NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
AGE: 36Y
DOB:
ADMIT: 10/04/2009

MRN #:102251

ACCT#:4169267

DISCH:

.

PT TYPE: l

ATfN PHYS: KRAWTZ, STEVEN M
DATE OF CONSULTATION:

10/05/2009

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN: W. Kurt Birke.11hagen, MD+
REQUESTING PHYSICIAN: Cary Jackson, MD
REASON FOR CONSULTATION

lleus.

IDS TORY OF PRESENT liLNESS

.

David Samples is a 36.year-old Caucasian male who developed cholecystitis approximately six days prior to
cou.sultation. He presented to Bingham Memorial Hospital and tmderwent a lap chole on October_2 , ar.wbich
time he had aii iDjury to his colon. The operation was then converted into a11 open operation with repair of his

colon and cholecystectomy and placement of � drain. He apparently did well until ! 0/04/2009 when he was
severely oonft1sed and demonstrated 80 RS on his chest x-ray. He was, therefore, transferred to this facility. His
chest X·ntY has cleared somewhat, however, his abdomen has become increasingly distended, raising a concern.
Plain ftlms done on the day of conguJta.tion are nonconfl.ibutory. Chest x·ray bas improved slightly, but still
d�monstrates severe atelectasis, particularly on the right.
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY
Usual childhood diseases.

MEDICAL PROBLEMS
He has tYPe IT diabetes. No other medical problems.

PREVIOUS SURGERY
Rotator cuff, bilateral knee operatio.ns, nook fusion, and an appendect0111y.
IN1URIES
None.
ALLERGIES
None.
Page l of 3
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NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
ADMIT: t 0/04/2009

•

CONSULTATION

P0024/0048 F-970

••

MR: 1 02251

DISCH:

CONTINUED

MEDICATIONS

He takes Zofi:an,. Mefoxin, and sliding scale insulin.
i

TRANSFUSIONS

i
!

None.

i

I
I

SOCW.. HISTORY
He Is works for Direct TV. He is married, does not drink or smoke.

I

i
I

I
:

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
GENERAL: Physical exam demonstrates a well-nourished, well-developed, 36-year-old Caucasian male who is

I

I
i

lying quietly in bed.

!
i
i
I
I

.HEENT: Noru1al.
NECK: Neclds supple. Trachea midline. Thyroid is nollllal. There ate no nodes, masses, bruits of the neck. The
supraclavicular and infraclaviQulat regions are clear.
TI:IOR.AX: There is a nonna1 anterior-posterior diam.eter to lhe thorax.
LUNGS : The lungs have decreased breath sounds bilaterally.
.
HEART: The heart tones are distant. I do not hear any Jllurm.UI$ .
ABDOMEN: The abdo.llle.il. is soft. There is 3 to 4>+ distention. Bowel sounds are severely decreased. Theto is a

i
l

l
:
. �

I

i

right subcostal wound present. This is obviol.lsly infected.

I
!
I
I

EXTREMITIES/NEUROLOGICALIVASCULAR: Grossly normal.

!

IMPRESSION
Abdomil:tal wound infection status post repair of colon and open colectomyPLAN

I and D ofthe wound.

;

i thoroughly discassed this procedure with the patient. Additionally, if the patient's

ileus does not rapidly resolved following drainage of his wound, he will require a CT

Th� document was electronically signed by W. Kurt Birkenhagen,

MD+

on

scan for

evaluation.

11116/2009 1 8:24:12.

W. Kurt Bitkenhagen> MD+
1ob ID: 404280
DD; 10/05/2009 19:49:27 / WKB
cc:

DOCUMENT ID: 38134

DT: 1 0/0612009 04:2.7 :08 / arb
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NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
ADMIT: 1 0/04/2009

2082630400

CONSULTATION

•

T-224

P 0025/0048 F-970

MR: 10225 1

DISCH:

CONTJNUED

Cilry V. Jackson, MD+
Steven Krawtz, NID+, Attendmg Physician
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PORTNEUP MEDICAL CENTER
651 Memorial Drive
Pocatello, ID
(208) 239� 1 000
OPERATIVE REPORT

NAME: SAMPLES,

DAVID L

LOCATION I ROOM: 38 3808

DOB:
AGE: 36Y
ADMIT: 1 0/04/2009
DISCH:
·ATI'N PHYS: KRAWTZ, STEVEN M

. l

MRN#: 10225 1
ACCT#; 41 69267
PT TYPE: 1

PRBOPBRATNE DIAGNOSIS
Abdominal Wo'Und infection.

. POSTOPERATNE DIAGNOSIS
Abdominal wound infection.

. ·

OPERATION
Incision and drainage of abdominal wound infection.
ANESTHESIA
Sedation.
PROCEDURE

In the ICU, the patient

.

was

preppe� and draped in ·che usual fashion.

Multiple staples of almost1he entire wound were Iemoved, after which the wound was partially opened. There
were m\tltiple subcutaneous sutures which. were present. These were cut and a large amount ofpus · evacuated.
fiom the anterior abdominal wall. Cultures were taken. The wound was then irrigated and then packed open.
Tho patient tolerated the procedure well.

This dtJcttmerzt was elecEronically signed by W. Kurr Birlcenhagen. MD+

on

1111612009 18:24:16.

W. Kurt BirkEmhagen, MD+
Job ID: 404280
DD:

10105/2009 1 9 :49:27 I WKB

DOCUMENT ID: 3 8 1 35
DT: 1 0/06/2009 04:33 :04 / arb

cc�

Cary V. Jackson, MD+

StevenKrawtz, MD+, Attending Physician
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�ORTNEUF MEDICAL CENTER
651 Me1norial Drive
P ocatello, ID
(208) 239-1.000

OPERATNE REPORT
NAME: SAMPLES;"i:)AVID L'
·ooB: 09118/1973
AGE: 36Y
ADMIT: 1 0/0412009
DISCH: .
A'ITN PHYS: K.RAWTZ, STEVEN M

LOCATION / ROOM: 38 3 808
MRN#: 102251
PT TYPE: 1

ACCT#: 4169267

· :· · · · .

DATE OF PROCEDURE: Beginuing on 1 0/7/2009, ending on 1 0/08/2009 .

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Colon perforation with abscess.
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Colon perforation with abscess and necrosis.
OPERATION
1 . Resection of transverse colon with cecostomy and transverse colon mucous fistula.

2. Placement of abdotninal compartment syndrome wound VAC.
3. Drainage of intra� abdominal and debride:rneut of intra-abdominal abscess in9Iuding portiou of omentum and

for his left subclavian line placement.

ANESTHESIA

General.

ASSISTANTS

.S abrina and Shirlene.
SPECIMEN
A segment of transverse colon.

BLOOD LOSS
800 mL.

DRAINS
One Jackson�Pratt.
POSTOP
Guarded.

P age 1 of 3
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OPERATIVE REPORT

NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
· ADMIT: I 0/04/2009

T-224

MR: 102251

DISCB:

CONTINUED

I

I

INDICATIONS
The patient had undergone a laparoscopic cholecys.tecmlfy in Blackfoot At tl1at time, he sustained injury to his
transverse colon which was repaired primarily. AppareDtly several days later, be went into ARDS and was sent
to this facility. The patient•s wo·u.nd had been· ope.ned.48 hours prior to this operation because of an extensive

. wound infection. On 1 0/7, in examining the wotmd, it was ob-vious that be was most likely draining from a
colon perforation. To evaluate this, the patient 1,1g�1�enta CT scan demonstrating extfa:vasation of contrast.
He was, therefo.re)· taken to surgery on an urgent basis..

PROCEDURE

The patieltt was brought to the operating room where general anesthetic was established and the patie11t was
posi!ioned, preppedt and. draped in the usual fushion.
The redness of his previous incision was opened. A p()rtion bad already dehisced. The abdominal CJ!.Vity was
then entered. There was a large amount of .stool and debris in the right 11pper quadrant. The omentum and
colon mesentery and small bow�I ha.d walled off the area of perforation of the transverse colon. It was obvious
that the previous repair had broken. down and that the inflammation caused essentially necrosis of the segm.eot
of the transverse colon. The colon was mobilized distally until adequate �olon was identified and then divided.
The colon was then mobilized proximally with the intent crf doing a proximal transverSe colostomy. How�ver,

·

·

the v:ascular supply was llllSatisfactory, so the patient was mobilized to the level of� c"costomy. A standard
cecostomy was then cored out and bluntly dissected to the fascia. The fascia underVIea1 a cruciate incision
which was then extended into the abdominal cavity. The. colon was then brought through until satisfactory
colon was ide�tified. This· teft a relatively short segment of cecum witbio the abdomen.

Following a resection of the colon,

segment of necrotic omentum was resected using a clamp and tie
and u:rigated with copio� quantities of
antibiotic solution. After obtaining sa.tisfa.otory toilet of th� right upper quadrant, a 1 0 mm Jackson-Pratt drain
was brought out through a stab incision. 1ho abdominal compartment syndrome wound VAC was then placod
without putting the :final dtapet on. The cecostomy was then matured.by suturing the seromusculat layer to the
dermis wirh mtenupted 3·0 chromics. The final abdominal comparnnent syndrome wound VAC drapes were
then placed over the abdomen and wound VAC turned on.
a

technique and 2 0 silk ties. The abscess cavity was obliterated
..

·

Attention was then directed towards placement of a triple-lumen catheter. The left subclavian area was
prepped, and draped in the usual fashio.ll. Using standard Seldi1lger technique, a triplewlumen catheter was
placed into the left subclavian vein and sutured in place with

3·0 silk. Antibiotic ointment and sterile dressings
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applied. The patient appeared to-tolerate the· procedure well, althougb. it is
go into septic shock and possibly resume with some level of the ARDS.

were

ADDENDUM

certainly expected that he will

.

It should be noted that this was an extremely difficult and extended operation because of the seve�ty of th6
inflammatory process and the .ab scess cavity that was present alqng with the extreme difficulty in sat'ely
immobilizing his transverse colon because of the severe adhesions in the upper quadrant.
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OPERATIVE REPORT
NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
DOB
ADM

9

DISCH:

AGE: 3 6Y

ATTN PHYS: K.RAWTZ, STEVEN M

LOCATION / ROOM: 38 3804
MRN#: 10225 1

PT TYPE: 1

ACCT#: 4169267

_DATE OF PROCEDURE: 10/10/2009
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Abdomi:ual compartment syndrome.

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS

Abdominal compartment ·syndron,re.
OPERATION
1. Exploratory lap with debridement and irrigation.
2. Replacement of abdominal compartment syndrome wowtd VAC drapes.
ANESTHESIA

OeneraL

ASSISTANTS
Steve, Jackie and Tyler.
SPECIMEN

None.

BLOOD LOSS
Nil.
POSTOP
Guarded.

·

PROCEDURE
In the patient•s ICU Room, the patietlt was positioned, prepped, and draped in the usual fashion. The woun d
VAC was removed down 10 the internal comp onent, at which point it was reprepped agam with Betadine.
.
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�be wound VAC drape was removed.
The area of the incision was carefully explored. There was a. S(}Vete serooitis involving the bowel with �hick
strips of proteinaceous material present. These were all removed as far as pos�ible. Multip[e adhesions were all
broken up. A pock�t of the pus was found deep at the base of the abdoi!linal cavity. 'I,'his was evacuated. The
area was irrigated well with a11tibiotic-containing saline. Hemostasis was checked for and found to be
sati!lfaotory.

Using standard techniques, the abdorninal conipart�11.mt syndro:rne wound VAC was replaced.
The patient tolerated the procedure

well. There were no untoward citcU1118tances.
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OPERATIVB REPORT

NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
DOB:

ADMIT: 10/04/2009
DISCH:

AGE: 3 6Y

A'ITN PHYS: KRAWI'Z, STEVEN M

3804
MRN#: 10225 1
ACCT#: 4169267

LOCATION / ROOM: 38

PT TYPE: 1

DATE OF PROCBDUR,E; 10/12/2009
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Abdomhlal compartment syndrome.
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS

Abdominal compartment syndrome.
OPERATION

\Yound VAC change.
ANESTIIESIA
General
:ASSISTANTS

Julie.

SPECIMEN
N,one
.

.

BLOOD LOSS

None .

POSTOP
Sat.
PROCEDURE
In the ICU, the patient was positioned, prepped, and draped in the \tsual fashion. The inner drape was then
removed after the prep was complete and the patient was dtaped. The bowel was explored. Tile adhesio.ns were

broken up and the1-e was a small collection of pus in the area of the previous ahsces.s. This was much smaller
and cleaner than previously. The wound was then irrigated, after which using standard techniques, the
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. OPERATIVE REPORT
NAMB: SAMPLES, DAVID L

DOB�
ADW
DISCH:
ATTN PHYS:

· ·

. LOCATION I ROOM: 38 3 804
MRN#: l<l225 1
ACCT#: 4169267

AGE: 36Y
9

PT 'l'YPE: 1

KRAWTZ, STEVEN M

DATE OF PROCEDuRE: 1 Oi14/2009
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Statti� post petforated colon and abdominal compartment syndrome.

POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
S1atus post perforated colon and abdominal compartment syndrome.
OPERATION .
Exploratory lap. Wound VAC change.
ANESTiiESIA
General.
PROCEDURE
The patient was brought to the operating room and positioned. prep.ped, lllld draped in the usual fashion. The
abdominal compartment syndrome wound VAC drape was then removed after which the bowel was inspected.
The following findings were present:
1 . Severe adhesions and sever� thick proteinaceous material covering tb.e majority ofths visible small bowel
and circumferentially around the edgea of the wound.
2. Again, deep collections of dark fluid suggestive of chronic infection in spite of drainage.
3 . Severe retraction of tbe wound edges such that, in spite of massive doses of moscle relaxant,
unable to even begin to approximate the wound.

we were

PROCEDURE
dle loops were separated and the proteinaceous material removed 8$ far as possible. The wound and
particularly the bowel and particularly the deep cavity were all extensi\lely irrigated wifu saline.
All

Hemostasis was checked for and found to be satisfactory.
Using standard techniques, the wound VAC drape was applied after which the wound VAC was applied.
Openings were then cut for the colostomy and mucous fistula. Bags were applied to these wounds.
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The patient was

allowed to wake up, retum to the ICU in, again, ve:l"y guarded condition.
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OPERATN.E REPORT
NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
DOB :

AGE: 36Y

.LOCATION I ROOM: 38 3 804

MRN#: 10225 1
ACC1'#: 4169267

ADMIT: 1 0/04/2009

DISCH:
ATTN PHYS:

KRAWTZ. STEVEN M

PT TYPE: 1

DATE OF PROCEDURE: 10/16/2009
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Status post abdominal �ompartment syndrome.
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Status post abdominal compartment syndrome.

OPERATION .

Exploratocy laparoscopic closure of abdominal wound with Vicryl mesh and pl�cem.ent cfWound VAC.
.

.

ANESTiiESIA
General

ASSISTANTS
Juli.aon and Russell.
SPEC1MEN
None.

BLOOD LOSS

None.

POSTOP . CONDITION
Satisfactory.

PROCEDURE
Th� patient was brought to

dle operating room where general anesth.etic was established.

The previous Wound VAC was removed. It was apparent that the bowel wbich was at basically skin level
would not under any circumstances collapse to where all ad.equ.ate prinw'y mesh closure could be petfonued
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with biological mesh. It was also obvious that the Wound VAC therapy was extremely difficult by itself
because of the 11ecessary placements ofhis ostolllies. Therefore, it was elected to close the wound
On evaluating the bowel there was a small seromu!lculat injury. This
and was repaired with BioOlue and facia over the BioGlue.

wa5

only approximately 4 mm in length

.•

The Vicryl_mesh was sutured in place with continuous 2�0 Vicryl. Whitt: foam was tben placed over the Vicryl
mesh and black foam on top of the white foam. Sterile dressings were applied in the usual fashion. The patient
was then. taken to the ICU, where he arrived � satisfactory condition.
·

. i
I
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OPERATIVB REPORT
NAME: SAMPLES, DAVID L
·

·

DOB:

LOCATION / ROOM:

38 3 804
MRN#: 10225 1

AGE: 36Y

ADMIT; 10/04/2009

PT TYPE:

DISCH:
ATIN PHYS : KRAWIZ, STEVEN M

1

ACCT#: 41 69267

DAlE OF PROCEDURE: 10/ 1 9/2009
PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS

Abdominal compartment syndrome.
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS

Abdominal compartment syndrome.
OPERATION

Abdominal compartmQnt syndrome woun� vac change.
ANESTHESIA
None.

PROCEDURE

In the patient's room, the wound was preppe.d and

reprepped Betadine.

draped and the old ntesh carefully teD1oved after which it was

The bowel app eared to be starting to granulate well underoeath the Vicryl mesh. The mesh was co vexed
recovered with white foam with black foam on top of it, and the sterile dressings were applied. The patient
t�lerated the procedure well �ith no untoward circumstances.
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OPERATIVE REPORT

NAME:· SAMPLES, DAVID L
DOB;
ADMI

9

AGE: 36Y

. DISCH:
AITN PHYS: K.RAWTZ. STEVEN M
DATE OP PROCEDURE:

LOCATION/ ROOM: 38 3802
MRN#: 10225 1
ACCT#: 41 69267

PT TYPE: 1

10/22/2009

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Respiratory failure.
POSTOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Respiratory failure.

·

·

. OPERATION
Percutaneous tracheostomy.
ANESTIIESIA
General.
AS SISTANTS
Sbaylene and Kelly
BRONCHOSC OPIST

Dr.

Gonzalez.

PROCEDURE
The p atient was brought to the operating room and positioned, prepped, and draped in the usual fashion. Half
p ercent Marcaine with epinephrine infiltration was administered. A general anesthetic was established by
anesthesia.
After obtaining proper anesthesia, 1 em incision was made in the patienfs 11eck in a longitudinal fashion. It was
bluntly dissected to the trachea. The needle was then inserted: and location confirmed by bronchoscopy after
which the wire was placed without incident. The tr.achea was then dilated \Ising the small dilator followed by
the Blue .Rhino dilator, after which a Shiley soft cuff eight tracheostomy tube was placed 'ltsing standard
techniques, without incident. This was sutured in place with #2 nylon and then tied in place with ties. The
patient tolerated procedure well and left the room in satisfactory condition.
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CAP Aocreclited

.

Steve M. Sl:oumal, M.D., Direcotor
Patient:

Samples, · Da"id

Msd ReQQrd No.:

A�
Date of Bil\h:
SocJaJ Seeufll:y No.:
PaUant Sex:

Path� No:

WB:.09.06218

Oat!! Pf.Pcoced\lfe; , 1017/2009
OateR&Uivad: 1 0/812009

001 02261
315 9ft 811 5113
573-41·3366
M

Physl$p(a):
Kurt llrbnhagen, MD; Stev•n M Kril'o'Vtz. MD
)

SURGICAL PATHOLOGY REPORT
PJAGNOSfS:

!

Colo11, lransvarse, segment, biopsy:

!
i

·

I

· SEGMENTS OF COLON WITH SEVERe TRANSMURAL ACUTE INFLAMMATION A!>ID NECROSIS INCLUDING AT llfE
PREVIOUS REPAIR SITE.
· PORTIONS OF OMeNTUM WITH S�E AC� INFL.AM'M.TI ON AND fAT NECROSIS.
• NO EVIDENCE OF MALIGNANCY.

i

I

Nola: Tills Ga� has basn prQspectfVely p�r revlt:wad by Or. Skoumal.
SPECIMI:N SUSMITTID:

EllploJatory JaparoLOmy

•

I

Segmant of lfsnsveise oolon

I

•

CLINICAL HISTORY': Nona Given

·

I

I

I

!
!

GROSS DESCRIPTION: Tfla specimen is Nceivsd in fotmaUn in a eingle contalrter la!Jeled wlth lhe patient's name and �ment Of
Trsnlvellle Colon", and GQnslsts of thrall aegmenta of coloo and mulrlple segments of �lnJ<,.yrllow lo brown flbro·fllly tissue. The Brst segment
of colon measures 1 1 .0 em in Iangiil 'With altaGhed soft tissue Whicn measure 3.0 IC 3.0 x 11.0 em. The 11ef018 is green�roWII With a
gangrenovs appearance. Opening rewals a muc6sa with extensive nac:Osla and a hemorrllaglo gangrenlll.l& appaarallCCI. Thare are no
leaIons or masses ldentffied; No cUJnnhtve mural defecU a,te lttenlll*i In thfl segment of co!M. Ths •COIId segment of colon mrtnures 12..D
c:rn In lellglh. There are attaehed periaolonlc aol\ llasues which meaaure 3.5 x 4.0 x 13.0 ""- There IS diffusa 1Jreen-brown exudalas and
llbroslv WRhln tha sort !Issues wilh a oonllnuallon of lhal exudate on lh• sertN5al aurfaca. The aetosal •urfece Ia greeflobtown. No drrmllive
aatacta are identified. · Opening relleall a mucosa Wllh fOcal neetO&Ii. lhare are no l11lont 01 masua ldentlned. The third ugment of colon
measuree 8..5 em In length With anactled lll!ro-fatty soll ll&ede& wntCI'I moasute s.s x 2.5 x a.o em, Ttlia &egl'(l8nt of colon Is dlfMely noetOCfc
with a diffuse green-brown muoold tl(Udate. Til ore a1e saveral bllldt suiUres adjacent 10 a ll!Ob&lbl& mural defect wllh eJdensivl,.anoclated
necrosis and homonhage, Additlonafiy racetved "' lila container are muhlpl• portiooa of yellvw-«own libro.falty Ussue which measvn• in
aggregale 19.0 x 16.0 rt a;o em. There ia diffuse nvcto1l1 and greenobl'own mucoid exudate wnnln Pill eolt lle�ua&. Na loslcns or maS$81 are
ldentiiled. Rspresentall\ta aaetiana are aubmi!t.ed a& follows: Section• of n�llc:IOII'IQ!ei'IGUI colon 1ua aubmlltad In C8ll B81tea A·C. rdditl()nal
segmon� of normal appe&rlng colonic mucon are submitted In aas•ttes 0 and E, sectlonrot nKtoUc rlbro-retty linua are aubml\led in
·
easseltas,F-H. SWihb/1010812009.
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MSTORY AND PHYSICAL
PAGE 2

. : "12103/0!J' .. .. . . . . . . - .

SAMPLES, DAVID
D,O.B: 09/13173
.
.
SURGERY�
DATE OF SURGERY:
UPDATE:

·

AGE: 36 yean
SpHt thicknesS skin

U/07/09
12/06/09

� thigh to abdominal WO\ll\d.

:PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:
Dem.onstrlltes a well·nourished, well.;dcveloped, 36-yem�old. Caucasian male in n o aeute distress.
Vit8ls: \Vr: 234 lbs.
Head, eyes, ears7 nose, and t}1roat arc; nonnal.
.
..
The neck ls supple, trachea midline, and thyroid is normal. There are 110 node-�. masses, or bruits in
the neck. The suptacla.vicular and infraclavioular �egions are clear.
Thorax: There is a nonnlll lU1terior 8Dd posterior diameter of tb8 thorax.
The: breasts are undeveloped, Without .masses.
The lungs are clear to auscultation and percussion.
The heart bas ll J,'Cgular rate and rhythm without w\Umur. S 1 and S2 are DOilNll. no S3 or S4.
The abdomen is soft. Bowel sounds ate nonnal. He his a granulating wound along with a que$tionable
hernia. colostomY. and DlUOUS fistula.
The spine is straight, no CVA t£lndemcss.

.

.Rectal demQnstrates a normal sphincterJ no ntll$ses..

Extremity, neurological, l1l1d vascular exaDJinations are nonnal. .
lMPRESSION: Granulating wo.ind.
PLAN:

Split thiokness skin grafting.

I bave thoroughly . discussed the intended proccsdure with the patient to include indications and alternative
proceduros with theirrespective eotnplicaJ)ollS and expected results. The patient states that he uridexstands. bas
no further questions. and accepts.
·

·

1S a Class ll ASA

Z0 /'{,0

3:ltld

.

.

candidate for the anesthetic and procedure.

9t,t,S££ZB0z;
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OPERATIVB REPORT
. NAME:

SAMPLES, DAVID L

DOB:

. ·•v

ADMIT: 12107/2009
DISCH: 12/07/2009
ATIN PHYS: BIRKENHAGEN. W KURT
DATE OF PROCEDURE:

0205
MRN#: 10225 1

LOCATION I ROOM: 33

AGE: 36Y

ACCT#: 4190498

PT TYPE: 4

12/07/2009

PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Granuloma. of abdominal wall.
·

·

POSTOPBRATIVE DIAGNOSIS
Granuloma of abdmninal waU.
OPERATION
1 . Harvest mesh and apply 24 square inches of split-thickness skin graft.
2. Application of wound vac
ANESTHESIA
General. ·

ASSISTANTS

Shalene and Jamie ..

SPECIMENS
None.
BLOOD LOSS

Nil.

PO STOP
SAT.

PROCEDURE

� patient was bro1.1glrt to the Operating Room where he was positioned, prepped, and draped in the usual
fashion for harvesting of skin ffom the left thigh and applying to a right subcostal incision.
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CONTINUED

A 2·inch strip

ofskro was taken and meshed. the Telfa:with 1% Xylocaine with epinephrine was· then applied

to the donor site. The skin was then meshed 2 : 1 and applied to the recipient sito and then stapled in place.

Adaptic was then placed after which white
then placed.
The patient was allowed to
condition.
0

foam from a wound va.c was placed and the wound vac itself was

wake up, was extubated, m1d taken to Recovery where he arrived in ·satisfactory

0
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W. Kurt Birkenhagen, MD+
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISS #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3 rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303�1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733�5444

•r

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVE NTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individ uals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-201 1-2069
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE

Defendants.
COME NOW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike Supplemental
Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary J udgment.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 1
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ARGUMENT
I.
INTRODUCTION
On November 21, 2013, (the or iginal hearing date for mu ltiple motions} plaintiffs

to Strike") to the Court and to

faxed a Motion to Strike the Supplemental Affi davit of Jennifer K. Brizee In Support of

("M otion

Additionally, in t he Motion to Strike, plaint iffs did not

Plaintiffs did not file a memorandum o f point s and auth oritie s in

Defendants' Motion for Summar/ Judgment

(hereinafter

v.

v.

Rosholt, Robertson & Sun Valley

Rosholt, Roberlson & Tucker, 133 Idaho 1. 981 P.2d 236 (1999).

"Brizee

Aff."), 1[1 1.

Plaintiffs' Motion t o Strike should b e de ni ed for a t leas t tw o reasons .

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAl AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 2

'

plaintiffs failed indicate upon the face of t he ir motion that plaintiffs desired to present

First,

Defendants' Memorandum in Opp osition To Plaintiffs' Motion To Vacate Trial Setting

'

Cou rt s calendar for December 5, 2013. See Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of

December 1, 2013, by defe ns e counsel, noticed up this motion for hearing on the

Plaintiffs have now, in thei r Amended Notice of Hearing, received on Sunday,

Motion for S um ma ry Judgment ("Supplemental Affidavir).

excluding the Supplemental Affidavit of Jennife r K. Brizee in Support of Defendants

any argument or exp lan ation for how they believe that c ase somehow warrants

Plaintiffs did not provide a r eference to any particular page or pages, let alone p rovi de

Potatoes, Inc.

was based upon Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc.

fourteen days of the motion. Instead, plaintiffs merely asserted that the Moti on to Strike

request o ral argument or indicate that plaintiffs would file a s upp o rting brief within

support of the M ot ion to Stri ke .

defense counsel.

•
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oral argument or file a brief within fourteen days of the motion , and plaintiff s have not in
fact filed a brief or memorandum in support of the same. Therefore, plaintiffs' Motion to
Strike should be denied by this Court pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
7(b)(3)(D).
Second, plaintiffs ' Motion to Strike should be denied because Sun Valley
Potatoes is d istinguishable and does not support striking the Supplemental Affidavit in

this case since defendants have good cause for the timing of the submittal of the
Supplemental Affidavit.
Defendants respectfully request this Court deny plaintiffs' Motion to Strike on the
grounds that plaintiffs failed to comply with Rule 7(b)(3)(D) and that Sun Valley Potatoes
Inc. is distinguishable and does not support the striking of the Supplemental Affidavit in

this case.
II.
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE S HOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS
FAILED TO COMPLY WITH RU LE 7(b)(3}

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3)(C)-(D) states, in pertinent part, the
following:
(C) It shall not be necessary to file a brief or memorandum of law in
support of a motion, but the moving party must indicate upon the face
of the motion whether the party desires to present oral argument or
file a brief within fourteen (14} days with the court in support of the
motion.
(D)

If the moving party does not request oral argument upon the
motion, and does not file a brief within fourteen (14} days, the court
may deny such motion without notice if the court deems the motion
has no merit. If argument has been req uested on any motion, the court

may, in its discretion, deny oral argument by counsel by written or oral

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 3
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notice to all counsel before the day of the hearing, and the court may limit
oral argument at any time.
J.R.C.P. 7{b)(3)(C)-(D) (emphasis added).
The trial court is not vested with the authority to excuse compliance with Rule
7(b)(3)(C).

See Parkside Schools, Inc. v. Bronco Elite Arts & Parkside Schools, Inc. v.

Bronco Elite Arts & Athletics, LLC,

145 Idaho 176, 1 79, 1 77 P.3d 390, 393 (2008) (Rule

7(b)(3)(0) "provides authority to deny a motion under the specified circumstances. It
does not give the court autho rity to grant a motion, nor does it excuse compliance with
I .R.C.P. 7{b)(3)(A) and (C)").

Since Rule 7(b)(3)(C) requires the moving party to

indicate upon the face of the party's motion whether the party desires to present oral
argument or desires to file a brief in support of the motion within fourteen days and
since the Court does not have the authority to excuse compliance with that rule, the
Court cannot excuse compliance when a party fails to indicate upon the face of the
party's motion whether the party desires to present oral argument or desires to file a
brief in support of the motion.
In this case, plaintiffs' Motion to Strike did not indicate on its face whether
plaintiffs desired to present o ral argument or desired to file a brief in support of the
motion within fourteen days. Plaintiffs did not file and serve a brief in support of their
Motion to Strike along with the motion. Accordingly, plaintiffs failed to comply with the
requirements of Rule 7(b)(3)(C). Since plaintiffs failed to request oral argument upon
the motion and failed to indicate its intention to file a brief within fourteen days of the
motion, defendants respectfully request that this Court deny plaintiffs' Motion to Strike.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLA INTI FFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEM ENTAL AFFI DAVIT OF J ENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 4
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PLAINTIFFS ' MOTION TO STRIKE S HOULD BE DENIED BECAUSE SUN VALLEY
POTATOES DOES NOT SUPPORT PLAINTIFFS' POSITION

Plaintiffs rely upon Sun Valley Potatoes, supra, for the proposition that the
Supplemental Affidavit should be stricken.

See Motion to Strike, p. 1. Plaintiffs do not

specify how or why they believe Sun Valley Potatoes supports their contention.
Regardless, Sun Valley Potatoes is distinguishable and does not support the striking of
the Supplemental Affidavit in this case.
In Sun Valley Potatoes, the district court granted a motion for partial summary
judgment for the defendant after it considered an affidavit submitted to the opposing
party three days prior to the hearing on the motion , and filed only one day prior to the
hearing. 1 33 Idaho at 3, 981 P.2d at 238. The opposing party filed a motion to strike the
newly-filed affidavit, but the

district court

denied the m otion to strike ruling that Idaho

Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) permitted the court to permit a party to supplement or
oppose an affidavit by further affidavit and that the plaintiff had failed to show any
resulting prejudice. /d. at 5, 981 P.2d at 240.
On appeal, the appellate court had to determine whether the district court abused
its discretion in denying plaintiffs' motion to strike the affidavit filed one day prior to the
hearing on the motion for summary judgment. /d.

To make that determination, the

Court turned to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c), which governs the tim e
requirements for submission of affidavits i n connection with a motion for summary
judgment. It states, in pertinent part, the following:

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 5
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Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 56(c). Motion for Summary Judgment and
Proceedings Thereon.
The motion, affidavits and supporting brief shall be served at least twenty
eight (28) days before the time fixed for the hearing. If the adverse party
desires to serve opposing affidavits the party must do so at least 14 days
prior to the date of the hearing. The .adverse party shall also serve an
answering brief at least 1 4 days prior to the date of the hearing. The
moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief not less than 7 days before
the date of the hearing. The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if
the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law
. . . The court may alter or shorten the time periods and requirements
of this rule for good cause shown, may continue the hearing. and
may impose costs, attorney fees and sanctions against a party or the
party's attorney, or both.
.

I.R.C.P. 56( c) (emphasis added).
The Court acknowledged that under Rule 56(c), the Court may shorten the time
periods for good cause shown. /d.

The Court recognized that Rule 56(e) gives the

Court discretion to allow a party to oppose or supplement an affidavit by further
affidavits, but held that the time limitations set forth in Rule 56(c) still apply unless the
court shortens the time for good cause shown.
In that case, however, the Court found that the affidavit filed one day prior to the
hearing was not actually a supplement to the earlier factual showing made in support of
the motion and that the information contained i n the affidavit was known and available
to the defendant prior to filing its motion for summary judgment. /d. at 6, 981 P.2d at
241 . Therefore, the Court found that there was no reason why the affidavit could not
have been timely filed. /d. Thus, there was no showing of good cause for failing to
comply with t he time limits of Rule 56(c). /d. Accordingly, the Idaho Supreme Court

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 6
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found that the district court had abused its discretion in denying the motion to strike the
affidavit filed one day before the hearing on the motion for summary judgment. ld.
In this case, on the other hand, the Supplemental Affidavit did in fact provide
supplemental information which was not known or available to defendants prior to the
filing of their Motion for S ummary Judgment. Defendants filed and served their Motion
for Summary Judgment and the Affidavit of Jennifer

K.

Brizee in Support of Defendants'

Motion for Summary Judgment on October 18, 20 1 3. Subsequently, it is undisputed,
Dr. B irkenhagen was deposed on October 29, 2013.
Shortly after receipt of the transcript of Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition, defendants
filed the Supplemental Affidavit on November 1 4, 201 3. The Supplemental Affidavit
was filed twenty-one days before the rescheduled hearing on defendants' Motion fo r
Summary Judgment. The Supplemental Affidavit included copies of portions of the
transcript of Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition testimony, which were not available at the
time of the original filing of the Motion for Summary Judgment.
The other exhibits referenced in the Supplemental Affidavit had all been
previously filed in conjunction with other affidavits or briefing of the parties (which
exhibits included Dr. Birkenhagen's May 1 7, 2011, letter; plaintiffs' answer to
interrogatory number four requesting full Rule 26(b)(4) expert disclosures; and Plaintiffs'
Second Amended Expert witness Disclosure). Those documents were attached to the
Supplemental Affidavit fo r the convenience of the Court. The only new attachments
were the pertinent portions of Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition testimony.
Since the portions of Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony were not available at the time
of the filing of the Motion for Summary Judgment, they could not have been submitted

DEFENDANTS' M EMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
S U PPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF J ENNIFER K. B RIZEE, PAG E 7
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Accordingly, the Supplemental Affidavit is a true

supplement to the earlier affidavit in the sense that it is providing information not readily
available to the defendants at the time of the filing of the Motion for Summary
Judgment.
Moreover, the portions of the deposition transcript attached to the Supplemental
Affidavit were required to respond to the arguments made by plaintiffs in their response
to the Motion for Summary Judgment. Specifically, the testimony was offered to correct
plaintiffs' mischaracterization of the factual background of the matter.

In plaintiffs'

opposition to the Motion for Summary J udgment, the plaintiffs misstated or
misconstrued the testimony of Dr. Birkenhagen, which provided an i naccurate picture of
the events at issue, which must be clarified for the purposes of this motion. To correct
those mischaracterizations and to provide an accurate understanding of the timeline at
issue, defendants referenced portions of Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition testimony.

For

exam ple, the defendants had to correct plaintiffs' assertions that Dr. Birkenhagen saw
Mr. Samples "upon admission" to Portneuf Medical Center.

For another example,

defendants had to correct plaintiffs' assertion that Dr. Birkenhagen "immediately''
detected Mr. Samples' septic condition, which again was incorrect.

As a result, to the

extent necessary, there is sufficient good cause to allow this Court to alter the time
periods for filing of affidavits by the defendants in this matter.
Additionally , by the time of the continued hearing on this matter, plaintiffs will
have had twenty-one days to respond to the Supplemental Affidavit filed and served on
November 1 4, 201 3.

I n fact, plaintiffs have been aware of the deposition testimony of

their expert since he was deposed on October 29, 20 1 3.

Moreover, plaintiffs, not

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 8
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defendants, had access to Dr. Birkenhagen and had the ability to obtain his
understanding of the factual background of the case held by Dr. Birkenhagen prior to his
deposition.
Therefore, there can simply be no prejudice to plaintiffs to permit the
consideration of the Supplemental Affidavit before ruling on the Motion for Summary
Judgm ent.

Consideration of Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony, which was not available to

defendants until well after they had filed their Motion for Sum mary Judgment, is
necessary to correct plaintiffs' mischaracterization of the facts of the case in order to
allow this Court to properly understand the causation issues in this matter and to insure
a n accurate record.
Given the situation, there is more than adequate good cause to allow this Court
to alter the time periods for filing this affidavit by the defendants in this matter to correct
the record. Under these circum stances, the Court should consider the Supplemental
Affidavit and its exhibits, including the portions of Dr. Birkenhagen's deposition
transcript, which defendants have utilized to correct mischaracterizations by plaintiffs of
the factual backg round in this matter.
v.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request this Court deny plaintiffs' Motion to Strike on the
grounds that plaintiffs failed to comply with Rule 7(b )(3)(0) and that Sun Valley Potatoes
is distinguishable and does not support the striking of the Supplemental Affidavit in this
case. Alternatively, there is good cause in this m atter to support any modification of the
time l imitations under Rule 56(c) necessary to perm it the Court to consider the

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, PAGE 9
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Supplemental Affidavit in order to insure the record in this matter is accurately
represented.
DATED this

�Y

of December, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

B

O;c...~_:.._______

~ee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�ay of December, 2013,

I

caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION T O
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFI DAVIT O F JENNIFER K.
BRIZEE to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated
below, to the following:
First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsim ile
Overnight Mail
Email

Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Jenmfer K. B rizee

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO STRIKE
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Jennifer K. Brizee {ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson {ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: {208) 733-5566
Facsimile: {208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN TH E DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR TH E COUNTY OF B I NGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
D r. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DO ES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-201 1-2069
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants B I NGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL and DR. RAY W.
HANSON, by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and
move this Court, pursuant to Idaho law, for an order striking the Supplemental Affidavit
of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, which was
received by defense counsel on S unday, December 1, 2013.
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
506
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This motion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in the above-entitled
action, together with the Memorand um in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike the
Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment, and the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Motion to Strike t he
_
Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for S ummary
Judgment.
Oral argument is requested .
DATED this

.
y of December, 2013.

�

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~
J
�
. 8JiZee
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CERT~TE OF SERVICE

I here by certify that on this

. ~ y of December, 201 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDA NT'S MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFI DAVIT OF COUNSEL I N OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to b e forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method (s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

TO
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-201 1 -2069

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

-

Defendants.

·

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

=~~J

COME NOW, defendants B ingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record, Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in support of Defendants' Motion to Str ike the Supplemental
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
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ARG U M ENT
I.
I NTROD UCTION

On October

18, 2013,

defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

Hanson filed their motion for summary judgm ent and memorandum in support of the
same ("Motion for Sum mary Judgment"), which argued that plaintiffs could not meet
their burden to establish causation, among other things. The hearing on that motion
was properly noticed for November 21,

2013.

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c), if an adverse party desires to
serve affidavits opposing the motion for summary judgment, the adverse party must do
so at least fourteen days prior to the date of the hearing. I n this case, the hearing was
noticed for November

21, 2013,

so plaintiffs were required to submit any affidavits

opposing the motion no later than November 7,
On November

7, 2013,

1
2013.

plaintiffs submitted an Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition

to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, which purported to offer opinions on
causation of Mr. Samples' injuries and damages.

Shortly thereafter, defendants

1

It should be noted that the parties and the court agreed at the original November 21, 2013, hearing , to
continue the hearing on all pending motions until December 5, 2013. This was due to plaintiffs' argument
that defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen was actually a motion for
summary judgment and to give plaintiffs additional time to brief this motion if necessary. As a result, the
parties agreed, per a verbal conversation between defense counsel and plaintiffs' counsel on Friday,
November 22, 2013, that plaintiffs would have until Wednesday, November 27, 2013 (or until Friday,
November 29, 2013, if necessary) to submit additional responsive briefing on the Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen that had been transformed, at plaintiffs ' request, into a motion
for summary judgment. See Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Motion to Strike Supplemental
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (hereinafter "Brizee
Aff."), � 2. However, defendants did not agree to an extension of time for plaintiffs to file additional
briefing regarding the motion for summary judgment filed October 18, 2013. See Brizee Aff., � 3.
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submitted Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Brent Featherston's Affidavit.
Plaintiffs did not oppose that motion to strike.
Apparently recognizing the deficiencies of counsel's initial affidavit, plaintiffs'
faxed a Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Sum mary Judgment ("Supplemental Affidavit") o n the evening of November 27, 2013,
which was twenty days after the initial deadline for pmduction of such affidavits a nd
which was not received by defense counsel until the evening of Sunday, December 1 ,
2013.

Thus, the Supplemental Affidavit was clearly untimely based upon the initial

hearing date.
Moreover, if plaintiffs were only required to submit their affidavits fourteen days
before the new hearing d ate of December 5, 2013, they still d id not meet the deadline
since they only submitted the affidavit eight days before the hearing. Therefore, even if
the new hearing date were considered , plaintiffs failed to timely submit the affidavit.
Since the Supplemental Affidavit was untimely, d efendants respectfully request that this
Court strike the affidavit in its entirety.
I n addition to being untimely, the Supplemental Affidavit also suffers from the
same deficiencies as the initial affidavit. The Supplemental Affidavit contains opinions
from plaintiffs' counsel regard ing causation and contains testimony as to alleged facts.
.

It also contains references to portions of Mr. S amples' medical records that do not
contain any admissible causation opinions.

Accordingly, defendants respectfully

request that this Court strike plaintiffs' Supplemental Affidavit.
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II.

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT SHOULD BE STRICKEN BECAUSE I T
WAS UNTIMELY

Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( c), "[i]f the adverse party desires to
serve opposing affidavits the party must do so at least 1 4 days prior to the date of the
hearing." I. R.C. P. 56(c).
I n this case, the initial hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment was set for
November 21, 201 3.

Pursuant to Rule 56( c), plaintiffs were required to submit any

affidavits in opposition to the motion by November 7, 20 1 3. Plaintiffs failed to serve the
S upplemental Affidavit in question until November 27, 20 1 3, which was well after the
initial deadline for production of such affidavits. Thus, the Supplemental Affidavit was
untimely based upon the initial hearing date.
On November 21 , 201 3, this Court vacated the hearings scheduled for that date
and moved them to December 5, 201 3, in order to allow the parties to treat defendants'
motion to strike Dr. Birkenhagen as a motion for summary judgment, per the plaintiffs'
request. When the Court vacated the hearing o n the other pending motions, it <;iid not
provide additional time for briefing or submissions regarding the original October 18 ,
2013, motion for summary judgment.

Instead , the vacation of the hearing was to

provide the plaintiffs additional time to respond to the motion to strike Dr. Bir kenhagen,
which would be treated as a motion for summary judgment, again, per plaintiffs' request.
Thus, plaintiffs should not be allowed additional time to submit otherwise untimely
affidavits in opposition to the original October 18 , 2013, Motion for Summary Judgment.
Alternatively, if plaintiffs are allowed by this Court to submit their affidavits
fourteen days before the new hearing date of December 5, 201 3, they still only
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submitted the affidavit eight days before the hearing.

Therefore, even if the new

hearing date is used to calculate the deadline for the submission of affidavits, plaintiffs
still failed to timely submit the affidavit. Since the Supplemental Affidavit was untimely,
defendants respectfully request that this Court strike the affidavit in its entirety.
Il l

.

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLE ME NTAL AFFIDAVIT SHOULD BE STRICKE N BECAUSE IT
CONTAINS IM P E RMISSIBLE OPINIONS

The admissibility of an individual's expert opinion is a matter within the discretion
of the trial court and will not be disturbed on appeal absent an abuse of that discretion.
Fragnel/a v. Petrovich,

1 53 Idaho 266, 274, 281 P. 3d 103, 1 1 1 (201 2) (citing J-U-8

Eng'rs, Inc.,

146 Idaho at 3 1 5, 1 93 P.3d at 862 (2008);

Idaho, P.A.,

1 38 Idaho 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68, 71 (2003)). An individual's expert opinion

Swallow v. Emergency Med. of

is not admissible unless the individual"is a qualified expert in the field, the evidence will
be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts in the particular field would reasonably rely
upon the same type of facts relied upon by the expert in forming his opinion, and the
probative value of the opinion testimony is not substantially outweighed by its prejudicial
effect."'

Coombs v. Curnow,

v. Beisner,

148 Idaho 129, 1 40, 21 9 P.3d 453, 464 (2009) (citing

Ryan

1 231daho 42, 47, 844 P.2d 24, 29 (Ct.App.1 992)).

In this case, Mr. Featherston's Supplemental Affidavit should be stricken to the
extent it contains inadmissible expert opinions on causation.

Plaintiffs apparently

submitted the Supplementa l Affidavit as a response to defendants' motion. to strike the
initial affidavit of Mr. Featherston, which was submitted in oppositio n to the Motion for
Summary Judgment. To try to correct the deficiencies, plaintiffs have now attem pted to
attach and incorporate by reference fifteen exhibits of medical records.
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•
It should be noted that none of the records plaintiffs attached to the
Supplemental Affidavit actually contain any statements-let alone any admissible
opinion statements-wherein Dr. Birkenhagen has stated that Dr. Hanson breached the
applicable standard of care and that said breach was the proximate cause of any
particular damages or injuries to Mr. Samples.
Moreover, even if any causation opinions were purportedly incorporated by
reference into the Supplemental Affidavit, the opinions would be inadmissible as Mr.
Featherston is not a qualified expert in the field of medicine who could render such
opinions. See Coombs

v.

Curnow,

1 48 Idaho 1 29, 1 40, 21 9 P.3d 453, 464 (2009)

(holding that an individual's expert opinion is not admissible unless the individ ual is a
qualified expert in the field , the evidence will be of assistance to the trier of fact, experts
in the particular field would reasonably rely upon the same type of facts relied upon by
the expert in forming his opinion, and the probative value of the opinion testimony is not
substantially outweighed by its prejudicial effect) {citing Ryan

v.

Beisner,

123 Idaho 42,

47, 844 P.2d 24, 29 {Ct.App.1 992)).
Alternatively, if plaintiffs are offering any purportedly incorporated statements as
counsel's recitation of Dr. Birkenhagen's causation or other treating physicians'
o pinions, such statements should be precluded because they constitute inadmissible
hearsay. In that event, they should also be stricken because Dr. Birkenhagen's specific
causation opinions that he rendered at his deposition are precluded by this Court's
order of October 24, 201 3 .
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•
Since the Supplemental Affidavit purports to contain inadmissible expert opinions
on causation, defendants respectfully request that this Court exercise its discretion and
strike the Supplemental Affidavit in its entirety.
IV.
CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully request that this Court strike the Supplemental Affidavit of
Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety
because it was not timely served in accordance with Rule 56(c). Alternatively, defendants
respectfully request that this Court strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment as it purports to contain
inadmissible expert opinions of counsel regarding causation and/or hearsay statements,
which are inadmissible.
DATED this

�ay of December, 2013.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~

Jennr K.8rizee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

of December,

2013,

I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUN SEL IN OPPO SITION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Zl
D
1Zl
D

ISO

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thom pson (ISS #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069

Plaintiffs,
VS.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individ ually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION
TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Twin Falls

)

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first d uly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.
AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, PAGE1
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

I spoke with plaintiffs' counsel Friday, November

22, 2013,

regarding the

new hearing date and new briefing deadlines on the motion to strike that had been
reclassified at the hearing as a motion for summary judgment. Plaintiffs' counsel and I
agreed that plaintiffs would have until Wednesday, November
November 29,

2013,

27, 2013,

or until Friday,

if necessary, to submit additional responsive briefing on the Motion

to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, which had been transformed, at
plaintiffs' request, into a motion for sum mary judgment.
3.

I did not agree to an extension of time for plaintiffs to file additional briefing

regarding the original motion for summary judgment that had been filed October

18,

2013.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

..
JENNIFER K. BRIZEE

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

�y of December of 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I h ereby certify that on th is

� ay of December, 2013, I caused a tru e and

correct copy of th e foregoing AFFI DAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPO RT OF

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDG MENT to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the
fo l lo wi n g:
Brent C. Feath erston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Z1
0
IZI
D

00

First Class M ail
H and Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Email

g_/
nnirf<.

Brizee -
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Jennifer K. B rizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary L. Thom pson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O . Bo x 1276
Twin Fal ls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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I.

Atto rney for D efendants Bingham Memoria l Hospital
a nd D r. Ray W. Hanso n

I N THE D I STR ICT COURT O F THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL D ISTR ICT O F THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B IN GHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plai n tiffs,
vs.
D r. Ray W. Hanson, ind ivid ually, and
BHM, Inc., d oing business a s Bingham
Memo rial Hospital and JOHN D OES 1-X,
i nd ivid ual s and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
EX PARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME
FOR HEARING ON DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

D efendants.

COME NOW defenda nts, b y a nd through their attorney o f record, Powers
Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully request, pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) o f the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, a n ex parte ord er al lowing Defendants' M otion to Strike
Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Oppositio n to Defendants' M otion for Sum mary
Jud gment to be h eard on D ecember 5, 2013, at 1 0:30 o'clock a .m .
EX PARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
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This motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that plaintiffs'
S u pplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary

Judgment was not faxed until November 27, 20 1 3 , and was not received by defendants'
counsel until the eve ning of December 1 , 20 1 3, and there is not sufficient time to g ive
the usual notice of hearing for said motion, and if defendants' motion is not heard at the
time requested, they will be prejudiced.
Therefore, counsel for defendants requests this motion be granted so that said
. motion can be heard
DATED

December 5, 20 1 3 , at 1 0: 30 o'clock a.m.
of December, 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:~

Jennifer.rizee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that an this
copy of the foregoing

�day of December, 201 3, I caused a true and correct

EX PARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING

DEFE N DANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFI DAVIT OF COUNSEL I N
OPPOSITION TO DEFEN DANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JU DGMENT to be forwarded with
all required charges prepared, by the methad(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, 10 83864

�fZI
0
181

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
E-Mail

Honorable David C. Nye
District Judge
Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box 41 65
Pocatello, ID 83205

0
D
D
0
[8J

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
E-Mail
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Jennifer K. B rizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thom pson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3 rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Fal ls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

I N THE DISTRICT COURT O F THE S EVENTH JUDICIAL D ISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DA H O I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B I NG HAM
,

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069

VS.

D E FE N DANTS' REPLY M E M O RAND U M
I N S U PPORT O F M OTION FOR

Dr. Ray W . Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as B ingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and e ntities presently
unknown,

S U M MARY J U D G M ENT (FORME RLY
M OTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS'
P ROPOSED EXPE RT D R .
B I RKEN HAGEN)

Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and B ingham M e morial Hospital,
by a nd thro ugh their attorney of record , Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this reply m emorandum in support of defendants' motion for summary judgment
(formerly defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' P roposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen).

D EF E NDANTS' REPLY M E MORAND U M I N S U PPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY J UDGM ENT
(FORME RLY M OT I O N TO STR I K E PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. B I RKEN HAGEN), PAGE 1
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ARG U M ENT
I.
I NTRO D U CTION

Defend ants previo usly filed with this Court a Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birke nhage n . The basis for that m otion was D r. Birken hagen's lack of actua l
knowledge of the local co m m u nity standard o f hea lth care practice for B lackfoot, Idaho
i n October of 2009. Plai ntiffs objected, proced u rally, to this motion and argued it should
be classified as a motion for summary judgme nt so that additional time for response
was ava ilable to them.
At the sched uled h ea ring o n November 2 1 , 20 1 3, the parties sti p u l ated, with the
a p proval of the Co urt, to treat d efendants' Motion to Strike Pla intiffs' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen as a motion for summary judgm ent.
strike was supported

Defendants sub m it its motion to

and justified, and further su bmit that summary judgm ent fo r

defendants is appropri ate because plaintiffs can not present adm issible evidence that
defendants breached the applicable co m m unity standard of health care practice for a
physician or hospital p rovid ing post-operative care to a patient after a laparosco pic
cholecystecto my i n Blackfoot, Idaho, in Octo ber of 2 009.
ad missible

evidence

of such

a

breach

because

Dr.

Plaintiffs still cannot present
Birkenhagen

lacks

"actual

knowledge" of that co m m unity sta ndard of health care practice, as clearl y req u i red by
Idaho law.
I n order to avoid sum mary judgment i n favor of the defend ants on a motion for
summ ary judgment in a med ical malpractice case , plaintiffs m ust offe r admissi ble
expert testimony indicating that the d efe ndant health care provider negligently failed to

D EFEN DANTS' REPLY ME MORANDUM I N SU PPORT OF MOTION FOR S U M MARY JU D G M ENT
(FORM ERLY MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTI FFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. B IRKENHAG EN}, PAGE 2
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meet the applicable standard of health care practice.
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See Dulaney

v.

St. Alphonsus

Regional Medical Center, 1 37 Idaho 1 60, 1 64, 45 P.3d 8 1 6 , 820 (2002).

In order for

such expert testimony to be a d missible, the plaintiff m ust lay the foundation required by
Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 3. /d. To do so, the plaintiff m ust offer evidence showing, among
other things, that the expert witness has actual knowledge of the applicable com m unity
standard of health care practice to which his expert opinion testimony is add ressed . !d.
Thus, a precond ition to the adm ission of testimony by a medical expert in a
malpractice case is that the plaintiff show the expert is familiar with the applicable
com m unity stand ard of health care practice. Suhadolnik
1 1 4-1 6 , 254 P.3d 1 1 , 1 5- 1 7 .

v.

Pressman, 1 51 Idaho 1 1 0 ,

The applicable com m unity standard of health care is

defined in Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 2, in pertinent part, as the standard of care for the class
of health care provider to which the defendant belonged and was functioning, as such
standard existed at the time of the defendant's alleged negligence, and as such
sta ndard existed at the

of the defendant's alleged negligence. See Dulaney, 1 37

Idaho at 1 64, 45 P.3d at 820; see I . C. § 6-1 01 2.
Consequently, to avoid summary judgment in this case, plaintiffs have to present
admissible expert testimony from Dr. Birkenhagen that Dr. Hanson and/or B ingham
Memorial Hospital breached the standard of health care practice for a physician or
hospital providing post-operative care to a patient after a laparoscopic cholecystectomy
in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009. Plaintiffs cannot and have not offered any such
admissible testimony because Dr. Birkenhagen still lacks the requisite actual knowledge
of the applicable standard of health care practice .

DEFENDANTS' REPLY M EMORAND U M IN S UPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY J UDGM ENT
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#

Plaintiffs have only offered a n affidavit of Dr. Birkenhagen d ated November 1 9,
20 1 3 (hereinafter UBirkenhagen Aff."),

1 which is wholly insufficient to establish actual

knowledge of the local com munity standard of health care practice in this matter. Since
Dr. Birkenhagen's affidavit is insufficient to show actual knowledge of the local
community standard of health care practice, plaintiffs have failed to lay the foundation
required by !daho Code § 6-1 0 1 3 for Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony regarding the
standard of health care practice. As a result, Dr. Birkenhagen's affidavit is inadmissible
and should not be considered . Accordingly, d efendants respectfully request that this
Court enter summary judgment in their favor.
II.
STANDARD F O R MOTION F O R S U M MARY J UD G M ENT

To avoid summary judgment i n a medical malpractice case, the plaintiff must
offer admiss i b l e expert . testimony indicating that the defendant health care provider
negligently failed to meet the applicable standard of health care practice, a nd that such
a b reach was the proximate cause of the defendants' injuries. See Dulaney, 1 37 Idaho
at 1 64, 45 P.3d at 820; see also Anderson

v.

Hollingsworth , 1 36 Idaho 800, 803-04, 41

P.3d 228, 23 1 -32 (200 1 ). The plaintiffs cannot meet the elements of their prima facia
case here because they cannot present ad m issible evidence regarding the local
community standard of health care practice.
'The admissibility of the expert testimony is an issue that is separate and distinct
from whether that testimony is sufficient to raise genuine issues of material fact
sufficient to preclude summary judgment." Dulaney, 1 37 Idaho at 1 6 3, 45 P.3d at 8 1 9

1 This affidavit was submitted the day before the original November 21 , 201 2, hearing date on the motion
to strike.
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Kolin v. Saint Luke 's Reg '/ Med. Ctr. ,

Rhodehouse v. Stutts,
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1 30 I daho 323, 940 P .2d 1 1 42 ( 1 997);

1 25 Idaho 208, 868 P.2d 1 224 ( 1 994)).

When considering

whether the evidence in the record shows that there is no genuine issue of material fact,
the trial court must liberally construe the facts, and draw all reasonable infe rences , in
favor of the nonmoving party.

(citing

/d.

Mitchell v. Bingham Mem 'l Hasp. ,

1 30 Idaho

420 , 942 P.2d 544 (1 997). The liberal construction and reasonable inferences standard
does not apply, however, when deciding whether or not testimony offered in connection
with a motion for summary judgment
P.2d 1 1 42 ;

Rhodehouse,

is adm issible. /d.

(citing

Kolin,

1 30 Idaho 323, 940

1 25 1daho 208, 868 P.2d 1 224).

When deciding whether or not testimony offered in connection with a motion for
summary judgment is adm issible, the trial court m ust look

at

the witness' affidavit or

deposition testimony and determine whether it alleges facts which, if ta ken as true ,
wou ld render the testimony of that witness admissible.

/d.

(citing

Rhodehouse,

1 25

Idaho 208, 868 P.2d 1 224.
Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Proced ure imposes additional requirements
upon the adm ission of expert medical testimony submitted in con n ectio n with a motion
for sum mary judgment.

Dulaney,

1 37 Idaho at 1 64, 45 P.3d at 820 . The party offering

s uch evidence m ust show that it is based upon the witness' personal knowledge and
that it sets forth facts as would be adm issible in evidence.

/d.

The party offering the

evidence m ust also affirmatively show that the witness is competent to testify about the
matters stated in his testimony.

/d.
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Ill.
S U M MARY J U D G M E NT FOR DEFENDANTS IS APPROPRIATE BECAU S E
PLAI NTIFFS CAN NOT PRESENT AD M I SSIBLE TESTIMONY REGARD I N G THE
LOCAL COM M U N ITY STAN DARD OF HE ALTH CARE PRACTICE
A. D R . BIRKENHAG E N ' S OPINIONS REGAR DING THE STAN DARD OF CARE
ARE I NA D M ISSIBLE BECAUSE P LAINTIFFS FAILED TO LAY THE
FOU N DATION OF "ACTUAL KNOWL E D G E" REQU IRED BY IDAHO

CODE§

6-1 0 1 3
To avoid summary judgment fo r the defense i n a m ed ical mal practice case, th e
pla intiff m ust offe r expert testimony establishing that the d efe ndant health care p rovi der
negligently fa iled to meet the app licable sta ndard of health care practice. Dulaney, 1 37
Idaho at 1 64 , 45 P.3d at 820 .

In order for such expert testimony to be a d m issible, the

p laintiff m ust lay the found ation req uired by Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 3 . /d. To do so, the
plaintiff must offer evidence showin g : (a) that such o pinion is actually held by the expert
witn ess; (b) that the expert witness can testify to the opinion with a reasona b l e deg ree

of medical

ce rta i nty ;

(c) that the expert witness possesses professional knowledge and

of_
the
actual k=n=o:::..:
expertise; and (d) that the expert witness has ------"
w.:....:l=e=d"""g=
e_
_-=a..QI!licable

community

standard of care to which his expert opinion testimony is addressed.

/d.

Thus, a p reconditio n to the adm ission of testimony by a m ed ical expert i n a m a l practice

case is that the plaintiff show the expert is fa miliar with the applicable co mmunity
sta ndard of h � a lth care practice . Suhadolnik, 1 5 1 I d aho at 1 1 4- 1 6 , 254 P 3d at 1 5-1 7.
.

The a p plica ble community stand ard of health care practice is defined in Idaho
Code § 6-1 0 1 2 as follows:
(a) the standard of care fo r th e class of health care provider to which t h e
d efe nd ant belonged a n d was functioning, taking into acco u nt the
d efendant's training, experience, and fields of m ed ical specialization , if
any;
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( b ) as such standard existed at the ti me o f th e d efendant's
n eglige n ce ;
(c) as such sta ndard existed at
negl ig en ce .

the

#

a l l eg ed

of the d efenda nt's al leged

See Dulaney, 1 37 Idaho at 1 64, 45 P .3d at 820; see I .C. § 6-1 0 1 2 .
The term "co m m u n ity" for the

purposes of that stat ute "refers to that geog raphical

area o rd i narily served by the l icensed general hospital at or nearest to which such ca re

was or a lleged ly should have been provided ." l .C. 6-1 0 1 2 .
care at iss u e

I n t h is

case, the medical

occurred at Bingham Memorial Hospital, which is located in Bl ackfoot,

Idaho. B ing ham Memorial Hospital
applicable standard of

is itself the nearest licensed general hospital , so th e

health care is that practiced i n the geog raphical area o rd inarily

served by that hospital. In the absence of evi dence to the contrary, the a rea o rd inarily
served by B ingham Memorial Hospital is B lackfoot, Idaho.

See generally Ramos v.

Dixon, 1 44 1 daho 32, 35-36, 1 56 P.3d 533, 536-37 (2007).

I n l ight of the fo regoing, to avoid summary judgment i n this case, plaintiffs would

have to present ad m issi bl e expert testimony d emonstrating that Dr. Hanson or Bingham
Memorial

Hospital breached the standard of health care practice for a physician o r

hospital provid ing post-o perative care
in B lackfoot, I d aho,

to a patient after a laparoscopic cholecystecto m y

in Octo ber o f 200 9. Plaintiffs cannot present any such admissible

te sti m on y .
I n o p position

to the motion for summary j u d g m e nt, plaintiffs offer only D r.

Birkenhagen's affidavit a n d references to u ncited portions of his d eposition testi m o n y.

Neithe r Dr. Birkenhagen's affid avit nor the references to deposition testimony a re
sufficient to meet plaintiffs' bu rd e n to show that Dr. Birkenhagen has actual knowledge
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of the applicable local comm unity standard of health care practice in this matter. To the
contrary, the affidavit and deposition testimony actual demonstrate that Dr. B i rkenhagen
has not taken the appropriate steps to familiarize himself with the standard of health
care practice for a physician or hospital providing post-operative care to a patient after a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, i n October of 2009 .
The deficiencies of Dr. Birk.enhagen's affidavit and plaintiffs' arguments regarding
the same are addressed below.
1 . D R. B I RKE NHAGEN IS AN OUT-OF-AREA EXPERT F O R P URPOSES O F
D ETERM I N I N G WHETH E R H E HAS ACTUAL KNOWL E D G E O F TH E
COMM U N ITY STAN DARD OF H EALTH CARE PRACTICE IN B LACKFOOT I N

2009.

Plaintiffs erroneously contend that Dr. Birkenhagen is "not an out-of-area
surgeon." See Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike P laintiffs'
Proposed Expert D r. Birkenhagen, p. 6.

Plaintiffs did not offer any evidence in support

of their contention that Dr. Birkenhagen was not an out-of-area expert at the relevant
timeframe in this case, which is October of 2009.
At the tim e of the alleged malpractice at issue, October of 2009, Dr. Birkenhagen
was not a practicing surgeon in Blackfoot, Idaho. See Deposition of Dr. Birkenhagen
taken on October 29, 2 0 1 3 (hereinafter "Birkenhagen Depo."), previously submitted as
Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. B irkenhagen, p. 31 , LL. 1 8-20.
Rather, in October of 2009, Dr. Birkenhagen practiced as a general surgeon in
Pocatello, Idaho. See Birkenhagen Depo., p. 5, LL. 1 0-1 3, p. 6, LL. 1 8-20, Exhibit A.
He did not begin pra cticing in Blackfoot until August of 201 1 , when he became
em ployed by B ingham Memorial Hospital . p. 5, LL. 1 -25, p. 6, LL. 1 8-20, Exhibit A.
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Prior to that time, he had never performed any surgeries at Bingham Memo rial
Hospital or provided any care for an inpatient at Bingham Memorial Hospital.

See

Birken hagen Depo . , p . 5, LL 1 4-25, Exhibit A.
I n this case, the applicable community for determining whether Dr. Birke n hagen
is a n out-of-area expert is Blackfoot, Idaho. See generally Ramos

v.

Dixon, 1 44 Idaho

32, 35-36, 1 56 P.3d 533, 536-37 (2007) (noting that a bsent evidence to find the

geographical area served by Bingham Memorial Hospital includes an area other than
Blackfoot, Blackfoot may a ppropriately be considered the a rea served by B ingha m
Memorial Hospital). Since i t i s und isputed that Dr. Birkenhagen was not practicing i n
Blackfoot, Idaho in October of 2009 , Dr. Birkenhagen is clearly an out-of-area expert for
purposes of determining whether he has actual knowledge of the a pplicable local
com m unity standard of care.
2.

DR.
B I RKENHAGEN
H AS
NOT
MET
TH E
REQUIRE M ENTS
FOR
FAM I LIARIZATION T H RO U GH D ISCUSSION OF A N ATIONAL STANDARD
OF CARE

Plaintiffs rely upon Suhado/nik, supra, and Kazlowski
828 , 828 P.2d 854, 857 ( 1 992).

v.

Rush, 1 2 1 Idaho 825,

Neither opinion supports plaintiffs' contention that D r.

Birkenhagen has somehow familiarized himself with the standard of health care practice
for a physician or hospital p roviding post-operative care to a patient after a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009. To the contrary, both o pinions
provide authority that requires this Court to hold that Dr. Birkenhagen has failed to
demonstrate familiarity with the applicable com munity standard of health care practice.
In Suhadolnik, the Idaho S upreme Court had to d etermine whether the plaintiffs'
out-of-area expert had fam iliarized himself with the standard of health care practice for
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ophthalmologists practicing in Boise by reviewing the defendant physician's d eposition
transcript. See Suhadolnik, 1 51 Idaho at 1 1 5-1 6, 254 P 3d at 1 5-1 6 . The defendants
.

had moved for summary judgment before the district court, in part, on the ground that
plaintiffs had the burden to demonstrate a material issue of fact existed regard ing a
breach of the local standard of health care practice. /d. at 1 1 4, 254 P .3d at 1 5.

In

response, the plaintiffs submitted a n affidavit of their expert i n support of their
contention that the defendant physician failed to meet the local standard of health care
practice. ld. The d istrict court determined that the affidavit was inadmissible because
plaintiffs' out-of-area expert failed to demonstrate actual knowledge of the local
community standard of health care practice.

/d.

Therefore, the district court granted

summary judgment to the defendants. /d.
On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court had to detem1 ine whether the district court
abused its discretion in excluding plaintiffs' expert's affidavit on the ground that he had
not demonstrated actual knowledge of the local community standard of care. /d. More
specifically, the Court had to determine whether the plaintiffs' out-of-area expert had
familiarized himself with the standard of health care practice for ophthalmologists
practicing in Boise by reviewing the defendant physician's deposition transcript. /d. at
1 1 5-1 6, 254 P .3d at 1 5-1 6.

On appeal, the defendants argued that plaintiffs' expert

failed to demonstrate how he familiarized himself with the local standard of care
because the deposition transcript the expert relied upon did not provide sufficient
information regarding the relevant standard of care. /d. at 1 1 6, 254 P 3 d at 1 6.
.

Plaintiffs, on the other hand, a rgued that their expert was familiar with the
applicable standard of care because he was a board-certified ophthalmologist who
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opined that the standards of care for ophthalmologists were national . /d. at 1 1 8, 254
P.3d at 1 9.
To determ ine whether the plaintiffs' board-certified out-of-area expert had
adequately familiarized himself with the local standard of health care practice to satisfy
the foundational requirem ents of Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 3, the Court reviewed the only
recognized ways that such an expert may familiarize himself with the local standard of
care. The Court recognized that an expert may satisfy the foundational requirements of
Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 3 where "an expert demonstrates that a local standard of care has
been replaced by a statewide or national standard of care, and further demonstrates
that he or she is fam iliar with the statewide or national standard . . . . "2 /d. at 1 1 6, 254
P.3d at 1 7. The Court clarified that "an out-of-area expert can demonstrate fam iliarity
with a local standard by speaking to a l ocal specialist and by reviewing deposition

testimony that establishes that the local standard is governed by a national standard.
/d. at 1 1 7, 254 P.3d at 1 8 (emphasis added) (citing Kozlowski

v.

Rush, 1 21 Idaho 825,

828-29, 828 P.2d 854, 857-58 ( 1 992). More specifically, the Court held that
"knowledge of a local standard can be established by reviewing deposition testimony
a nd by speaking to local experts confirm ing that the standard has been replaced by a
national standard ." /d.
Given those requirements, the Court held that although plaintiffs' board-certified
expert was presumed to be knowledgeable of the class of specialists of which the
defendant physician was a member,

plaintiffs' expert must also "demonstrate

knowledge of the local standard of care i n order for his testimony to be admissible." ld.
2

Plaintiffs' rely upon this quote i n Plaintiffs' Brief i n Response t o Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen. See Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, pp. 5-6.
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The Court held that the d i strict co urt d id not abuse its

d iscretion when the d istrict court held that plai ntiffs' expert fai led to famili arize h imself
with the local sta ndard of care because plaintiffs' expert did not review any deposition
testi mony that specifically confirmed that the local sta ndard of care was the same as the
national standard .
In Kozlowski, on the other hand, the Ida ho Sup reme Court held that the trial co urt
had erred in striking pla intiffs ' experts' testi mony because it fo und the expe rt had
reviewed a local specialist's deposition that stated that the local standard of care was
the sa me as the national standard of care without any relevant exceptions and because
it fo und the expert had personal knowledge of what the nation al standard of care
mand ated .

See Kozlowski

v.

Rush , 1 2 1 I daho 825 , 829, 828 P.2d 854, 858 ( 1 992).

The d istrict cou rt had struck the testi mony of the plaintiffs' expert because it fo und t h at
the expert had not fam i l ia rized hi mself with the local standard of health care p ractice in
Pocatel lo, Idaho.

/d. at 827, 828 P .2d at 856.

/d. at 827, 82 8 P.2d at 856.

Plai ntiffs'

expert was a board-certified o bstetrician-gynecologist on leave fro m his position in a
hospital in Boston and fro m his professo rship at Harvard Med ical School. /d. at 828-29 ,
828 P .2d at 857-58 .
Rather than simply rely u pon his board certification a n d c l a i m to know the
co mmu nity sta ndard of care without consulting any local practitioner, plaintiffs' expert in
that case spoke with a board-certified ob-gyn who had practiced in Pocatello at the
same time a s the alleged negligence, a n d plaintiffs' expert read the depositions of
several nurses and the deposition of another board-certified ob-gyn who had p racticed
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Despite these efforts, the district cou rt held

that the expert's testimony was inadm issible.
O n appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court had to determine whether the trial court
abused its d iscretion by stri king the testimony of the plaintiffs' o ut-of-area expert on the
sta ndard of health care practice.

/d. at 828 , 828 P . 2 d at 857.

To m ake that

dete rm ination, the Idaho S u p reme Cou rt initi a l ly noted that '" [bJy virtue of their training"
board-ce rtified specialists a re fam iliar with a local sta ndard of care "which is equ ivalent
to the national standard of care." /d. ( q uoting Buck v. St. Clair,

1 08 I d aho 743, 746-47,

702 P.2d 781 , 784-85 (1 985)). However, board-certified specialists do not automatically
meet the

requirements of Idaho

familia rizatio n .

Code

§ 6-1 01 3(c) for a showing of adequate

I nstead , i n order to m eet the requirement o f I . C.

§ 6-1 0 1 3(c) showi n g

adequate fam i l ia rization a specialist m u st demonstrate two elements:

1 ) First, that he is boa rd-certified in the sam e specialty as that of the
defend ant-physician ; this demonstrates

knowledge of the appropriate

standard of care of board-certified physicians practicing in the specialty i n
q u estio n .

2) Second, an o ut-of-the-area doctor must inquire of the l ocal standard i n
o rder to i ns u re the re are no local deviations from the national
standard u nder which the d efendant-physician and witness-physician
were trained .
See id. ( citi ng Buck v. St. Clair, 1 08 1daho

In

743, 746-47, 702 P .2d 781 , 784-85 (1 985)). 3

Kozlowski, the Court determ ined that the trial court had erred in striking the

experts' testim ony because a local specialist stated in a d e position that the local
stand ard of care for the timeframe at issue was the same as the n ation a l standard of
3

Plaintiffs' rely upon this reference in Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen. See Plaintiffs' Brief in Response to Defendants' Motion to
Strike Plai ntiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, p. 6 .
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care with n o relevant exceptions and the expert h a d perso nal knowledge of what the
national standard of care mand ated for that ti me.

/d. at 829, 828 P . 2d at 858.

The

Court held that those facts in co m bination were sufficient to lay th e foundation for
plaintiffs' experts' opinion that the defendant

physician's treatm ent fell below the

standard of care i n Pocate llo fo r the relevant timefra m e . /d.
I n this case, however, plaintiffs' cannot esta b lish either of the elements required
by Kozlowski and Suhadolnik.
First, plaintiffs cannot show that Dr. Birken hagen is board-certified i n the same
specia lty as Dr. Hanson because Dr. Hanson was not board certified at the tim e of the
alleged negligence. See Dr. Hanson Aff. , � 4. Dr. Hanson had let his board-certification
lapse prior to the alleged neglige nce because of h i s upcom ing retirement fro m the
practice of medicine. See Dr. Hanson Aff. , � 3.
Plaintiffs appear to rely upon Dr. Hanso n ' s response to plai ntiffs' interrogatory
number seven for their mista ken i m p ression that Dr. Hanson was board-certified .

See

plaintiffs' Affidavit of Cou nsel in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike Pla intiffs'
Proposed Expert D r. Birkenhagen, p. 2 and Exh i b it A. However, Dr. Hanson's response
only stated that he passed the general s u rgery boards three times starting in 1 9 77.

See Affid avit of Co unsel in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. B i rke n hagen, Exhibit A.
It does not say that D r. Hanson was board-certified at the time at issue; rather, it
provided the specific n u mber of times he passed the general board s .

Consequently,

plai ntiffs cannot rely upon the d iscovery respo nse fo r the ir assertion that he was boa rdce rtified at the times at issue in this case. Therefore, plaintiffs' can not d emonstrate that
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Dr. Birkenhagen has knowledge of the appropriate sta ndard of care simply because Dr.
Birkenhagen was a board-certified surgeon.
Additionally, Dr. Birkenhagen's affidavit d oes not establish that Dr. Birkenhagen
himself was even board-certified in October of 2009.

His affidavit indicates that he was

board certified "until recently" but does not specify when his board-certification lapsed or
was denied.

See Birkenhagen Aff. , p . 2 .

Therefore, there is no adequate evidence

before this Court that Dr. Birkenhagen himself was even board-certified at the relevant
time at issue .
Second, plaintiffs cannot show that Dr. Birkenhagen inquired of the local
standard in order to insure there were no local deviations from the alleged national
standard, as required by Idaho law. He did not inquire of any local specialist or review
any d eposition transcripts that confirm that the local standard of health care practice
had been replaced by a national standard of health care practice, without deviation.
Dr. Birkenhagen d id not inquire with any local specialist -at all regarding the
standard of care for a physician providing subsequent treatment after a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, in October 2009. See Birkenhagen Depo., Exhibit
A, pp. 30-3 1 .

I n fact, he has not spoken with anyone who practiced at Bingham

Memorial Hospital in October 2009 about the standard of health care for any particular
proced ure. See Birkenhagen Depo . , Exhibit A, pp. 30-3 1 .
Likewise, Dr. Birkenhagen did not ask anyone with knowledge of the standard of
health care at Bingham Memorial Hospital in October 2009 about whether the standard
of health care at that time deviated from the standard of health care for a surgeon
practicing in Pocatello, Idaho.

See Birkenhagen Depo. , Exhibit A pp. 3 1 -32.

He
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testified he would not inquire of a local specialist about that because he simply believes
that the idea of a local standard of care "went out the window" long before 2009.4 See
Birkenhagen Depo . , Exhibit A, p. 32, LL. 5-1 8.
Moreover, Dr. Birkenhagen did not review any deposition transcripts, let alone
any transcripts that could demonstrate the local standard of health care had been
replaced by a national standard of care without deviation. Prior to October 1 , 201 3, Dr.
Birkenhagen appears to only have reviewed his personal chart on Mr. Samples, though
even he is unsure of what he had been provided by that time. See B irkenhagen Depo.,
Exhi bit A, p. 8 , L L . 1 1 -1 4; p. 9, L L . 20-24.

Subsequently, in the week prior to his

deposition, Dr. Birkenhagen was provided Bingham Memorial Hospital m edical records,
and not any other documents. See Birkenhagen Depo., Exhibit A, pp. 8-9. Therefore,
Dr. Birkenhagen did not, and could not have, reviewed any d eposition transcripts that
could establish that the local standard of care had been replaced by a national standard
of care without deviation.
Rather than familiarize himself with the local standard of health care and
determine, thro ugh consultation with a specialist or through review of deposition
testimony, whether the local standard of health care had been replaced by a national

4

It should also be noted that Dr. Birkenhagen asserted in his affidavit that defense counsel asked
him if he was familiar with the standard of care at his deposition. See Dr. Birkenhagen Aff., p. 2. This is
incorrect. At his deposition, Dr. Birkenhagen was asked questions that are pertinent to whether he
familiarized himself with the applicable community standard of health care. See, e.g., Birkenhagen Depo,
Exhibit A, pp. 3 1 -32. Dr. Birkenhagen also asserts that he responded that this is a "basic" or "universal"
standard. See Dr. Birkenhagen Aff., p. 2. O n ce again, this is incorrect. D r. Birkenhagen did not ever
use the term "universal" in his deposition. Similarly, he d id not ever use the term "basic" in h is deposition
to describe whether he was familiar with the applicable standard of health care practice.
Defendants bring this to the Court's attention because it shows the alooseness" with which Dr.
Birkenhagen is providing his opinions. Although the Court cannot weigh Dr. Birkenhagen's credibility in
determining whether h is affidavit is adm issible, it shows why it is necessary to closely analyze Dr.
Birkenhagen's broad, sweeping and unsupportable statements in his affidavit.
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standard of care, Dr. Birkenhagen merely relies upon his own misguided opinion i n that
regard . See Brizee Aff., Exhibit A, p. 32, LL. 5-1 8 .
Specifically, Dr. Birkenhagen states that he "believes" the standard of care in
Bingham Memorial Hospital was no different in 2009 than when he arrived i n 201 1 . See
Dr. Birkenhagen Aff. , p. 2. He bases that belief solely upon his review of D r. Hanso n's
qualifications and the standards he contends is expected of a similarly qualified
surgeon, though Dr. Birkenhagen was mistakenl y advised that Dr. Hanson was a board
certified surgeon until his retirement in 201 1 . See Dr. Birkenhagen Aff. , p. 2. There is
no foundation for this alleged "belief' as required by Idaho law.
·
Neither Dr. Birkenhagen's review of Dr. Hanson's qualifications nor the purported
standards Dr. Birkenhagen claims are expected of a surgeon of Dr. Hanson's
qualifications are sufficient methods with which an expert may familiarize himself with
the applicable local com munity standard of health care practice in Idaho.
The Idaho Supre m e Court has already stated that familiarization of a n expert
through deposition testimony is the "outer bounds of adequate foundational evidence."
See Suhadolnik, 1 5 1 Idaho at 1 1 8, 254 P.3d at 1 9. Here , Dr. Birkenhagen did not take

any steps at all to fam iliarize himself within the bounds of acceptable foundational
evidence recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court.

Therefore, he lacks "actual

knowledge" of the applicable community standard of health care practice.
As a result, plaintiffs cannot lay the foundation required by Idaho Code § 6M1 0 1 3
for the admission of Dr. Birkenhagen's testimony regarding the applicable standard of
h ealth care practice .

Since plaintiffs cannot lay the requisite foundation for his
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testimony, Dr. Birkenhagen's opinions as to the standard of health care practice are not
admissible.5
Therefore, plaintiffs cannot present any ad missible evidence that Dr. Hanson or
Bingham Memorial Hospital breached the applicable local standard of health care
practice for a physician or hospital providing post-operative care to a patient after a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Blackfoot, Idaho, i n October of 2009. Thus, summary
judgment in favor of Dr. Hanson and Bingham Memorial Hospital is appropriate.

B. PLAI N TIFFS FAILED TO LAY THE FOU N DATIO N REQU I R E D BY I DAH O
COD E
6-1 01 3 BECAUSE DR. BIRKENHAGE N'S O P I N IONS WERE NOT
OFFERED TO A REASO NABLE D E GREE OF M E D ICAL C E RTAI NTY

I n addition to requiring that an expert witness possess actua l knowledge of the
applicable comm unity standard of care, Idaho Code § 6-1 0 1 3 also requires that the
expert's opinion be testified to with "reasonable m edical certainty." I . C. § 6-1 0 1 3. Idaho
Code § 6-1 01 3 states, in pertinent part, the following:
The applicable standard of practice and such a defendant's failure to meet
said standard m ust be established in such cases by such a plaintiff by
testimony of one (1 ) or more knowledgeable, com petent expert witnesses,
and such expert testimony may only be admitted in evidence if the
foundation therefor is first laid, establishing . . that the said OR.inion can
.

be testified to with reasonable m edical

certainty

. . . .

I .C. § 6-1 0 1 3 (emphasis added).
Dr. Birkenhagen has never opined , in his affidavit or otherwise, that Dr. Hanson
and/or B ing ham Memorial Hospital breached the standard of health care practice for a
physician or hospital providing post-operative care to a patient after a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy in B lackfoot, Idaho, in October of 2009, to a reasonable degree of
5

This would include the opinions within Dr. Birkenhagen's affidavit.
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certainty.

The refore,

plai ntiffs

have

not

laid

•

; 2087335444

the

fo undation

#

that

Dr.

Birkenhagen's opinion can be testified to with a reasonable degree of m e d ical certainty
required by Idaho Code §

6-1 0 1 3.

Si nce plai ntiffs have failed to l ay the fo u ndation requ i red by Idaho Code §

6-

1 0 1 3, Dr. Birkenhag en's o pinions regard ing the sta nda rd of health care practice a re
inadmissible and m ust be excl uded . Therefore, plai ntiffs cannot present any a d m issi ble
expert opinions that defenda nts breached the a pplicable local com m u n ity stand ard of
As a result, plai ntiffs cannot avoid s u m mary judgment i n favo r of

health care practice.

defendants in this matte r.

IV.
CONCLU S I O N
Defend ants respectfully request that this Court enter summary j u d gm ent in their
favo r because plai ntiffs cannot present ad m issible evidence of any breaches of the
sta ndard of hea lth care practice by d efendants in response to defendants' motion for
summary judgment,

which

was

formerly

Proposed Expert D r. B irken hagen.
on

the

standard

of health

care

defendants'

Motion

to

Strike

Plaintiffs'

Plai ntiffs cannot present any a d m issible eviden ce
practice

beca use

Dr.

Birkenhag e n

lacks

actual

knowledge of the applicable standard of hea lth care practice .
Dr. B i rkenhagen's November

1 9, 201 3, affidavit is wh olly insuffici e nt to establish

actua l knowledge of the local comm u n ity standard of health ca re practice in this matter.
S i n ce Dr. B i rkenhagen's affid avit is i nsufficient to show actual knowled ge of the local
com m u nity sta ndard of health care practice, plaintiffs have failed to lay the fo undation
requ i red by Idaho

Code §

6-1 0 1 3 for Dr. B i rkenhagen's testimo ny regard i ng the
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sta ndard of health care practice. A s a result, Dr. Birken hagen's affidavit i s inadmissi b l e
and should not be considered i n response to the motion for s u m m a ry judgment.

Accord ingly,
judgm ent i n th eir

defendants respectfully request that this Court enter s ummary

fav~r,~missing

DATED this

all of p l aintiffs' cla ims with p rej ud ice.

_1f_~daavy of December, 20 1 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:Qc::...-

Jennifer K. Brizee
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CERTJFICATE O F SERVICE

I hereby ce rtify that on this

�a

y

of December, 201 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing D E F E N DANTS' REPLY M E MORA N D U M IN S U PP O RT
OF

MOTION

FOR S U M MARY

J U DGMENT

(FORMERLY

P LA I NTI FFS' PROPOS E D EXPE RT DR. BIRKENHAGE N )

M OT I O N

TO

STRI KE

to be forwarded with all

required charges prepa red , by the metho d (s ) indicated below, to the fol lowing:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd .

First Class Mail
Hand D elivered

1 1 3 S . 2nd Avenue

Facsim ile
Ove rn ight Mail
Email

S a n d po i nt , ID 83864

Jennifer K. B rizee

DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM I N S UPPORT OF MOTION FOR S U MMARY J UD G M ENT
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (tSB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
.
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Fa csimi le: (208) 733-5444

#

; .2 08 7 3 3 5 4 4 4
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C

.
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Attorney for Defendant Bi ngham Memorial Hospital
IN

THE DISTRICT COU RT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T HE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
hus band and wife,.
Case No. CV-201 1 -2069

Plaintiff.

AFFIDAVIT OF RAY W. HAN SON, M.D.

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, a nd
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,,
Defendant.

STATE OF I DAHO
County of Bingham

)
) ss.
)

Ray W. Hanson, M.D., bei ng first duly sworn o n oath, deposes and says:

AFFIDAVIT OF RAY W. HANSON, M.D., PAGE 1
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1.

•

regarding the matters

1 0 years.

process to remain certified.
certifi cation
3.

set fort h

herein.

I first became board certified in general surgery in 1977. The board

certifications are valid for

th e

•

I am a defendant in the above-referenced matter. and am familiar with and

have personal kn owl edge

2.

#

#

and then one must proceed through the certification

In addition al

to the original certification

process on two additional

My th ird

in 1 977, I

completed

occasions.

certification expired in

2008,

and because

retirement within the subseq uent decade, I did not procee d
.

I was anticipating

through the certification

process.

4.

Therefore, in September/October 2009 , I was not board certified.

AFFIDAVIT OF RAY W . HANSON, M.D., PAGE 2
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

-

'
'

't
I
I

-

,,_,

day of November of 201 3.

.. -- ----------

LINDA K VALENTINE
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE Of IDAHO
...... - - ---- ..........
?

A1

•

-

NO~LIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at: {ft4l,<'H..qm C'»,~h:::/
My commission expires:
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CERTIFI CATE OF SERVICE

l hereby certify that on this

Jitd

ay of December, 20 1 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFI DAVIT OF RAY HANSON, M . D. to be forwarded with
all required charges prepared , by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd .
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

Jennifer K. Brizee
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

I I -J- 6 (cJ 'f

(!__ \)
'
.._.

�•
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A
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.
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-
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Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson
IN THE DISTRI CT COURT OF THE SEVENTH J U DICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

Case No. CV-20 1 1 -2069
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING

Defendants.

COME N OW, defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W. Hanson,
by and through their attorney of record , Powers Tolman Farley, PLLC, and respectfully
submit this memorandum in opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting.

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING, PAGE 1
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ARGUM ENT
I.
INTRODUCTION

On November 27, 20 1 3, Plaintiffs faxed Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting
("Motion to Vacate Trial"), which requests that this Court vacate the current trial setting
of January 1 4, 20 1 4. This motion was faxed after defense counsel's office had closed
for Thanksgiving holiday. See Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants'
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting (hereinafter
"Brizee Aft. "), 1J 6. Furthermore, despite an agreement to e-mail additional briefing in
this matter, plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial was not e-mailed to defense counsel , and
therefore, the motion was not received by defense counsel until Sunday evening,
December 1 , 20 1 3.

See Brizee Aff., 1J 6. Plaintiffs noticed the Motion to Vacate Trial

for hearing on December 5, 201 3, yet plaintiffs did not provide any motion for order
shortening time for the hearing and order granting the same.
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3), a written motion, such as a
motion to vacate trial, must be filed and served so that it is received by the opposing
party at least fourteen d ays before the time specified for the hearing. Plaintiffs have not
provided the requisite notice for their motion because they only provided notice eight
days prior to the hearing. (See above for information showing actual receipt did not
occur until four d ays before the hearing.) As a result, plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial
should be stricken and should not be considered at the December 5, 20 1 3, hearing.
Alternatively, the Motion to Vacate Trial should be .denied on substantive
grounds.

The Motion to Vacate Trial is based, almost exclusively, upon plaintiffs'

D EFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING, PAGE 2
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m isplaced concern that they will be unable to depose Dr. Hanson and defendants'
experts by this Court's discovery dead line of December 1 6, 20 1 3.
Plaintiffs have created this situation with respect to defendants' experts by failing
to disclose their initial experts in a timely manner. Now, despite creating that situation
through their own lack of diligence and oversight, plai ntiffs are requesting that the Co urt
vacate trial because they believe they cannot meet the d iscovery deadline.
Defendants did not create plaintiffs' predicament.

However, defendants are

willing to stipulate to allow plaintiffs additional tim e to depose defendants' experts and
Dr.

Hanson

if

these cannot be scheduled prior to the December

1 6,

201 3, deadline.

This should alleviate any alleged prejudice and eliminate any purported basis for
vacating the trial.
Plaintiffs simply have not shown and cannot show that a denial of their Motion to
Vacate Trial would deprive them of a fundamentally fair trial or would prejudice any of
their substantial rights.

As a result, defendants respectfully request that this Court

exercise its discretion and deny plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial.
II.
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL IS UNTI MELY

Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3), a motion, other than one which may be heard ex parte,
has to be filed and served fourteen days prior to the time specified for the hearing. S e e
I .R.C.P. 7(b)(3}(A). Specifically, Rule 7(b)(3)(A), states the following:
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, which order may for cause shown
be made on ex parte application, or specified elsewhere in these rules:
{A) A written motion, other than one which may be heard ex parte,
and notice of the hearing thereon shall be filed with the court, and

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING, PAGE 3
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•

•

served so that it is received by the parties no later than fourteen
( 1 4) days befo re the time specified for the hearing.
I . R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). Idaho Rule of Civil Proced ure 6(a) sets fo rth the rule for calculating
the d ays specified in that rule.

See I . R. C . P . 6(a) ( "I n co mputing any period of tim e

prescribed or allowed by these rules, by order o f cou rt, o r b y any ap plicable statute , the
day of the act, event, or default after which the d esignated period of time beg ins to run
is not to be i ncluded . . . ." )
In this case, Plaintiffs faxed their Motion to Vacate Trial on November 27, 20 1 3.
Defendants d id not receive a file stamped copy of the motion, so it is unclear when it
was filed. Plaintiffs noticed the Motion to Vacate Trial for hearing on December 5, 20 1 3 ,
yet plaintiffs did not provide any motion fo r order shortening time fo r the hearing and
order granting the same. Accordingly, at most, plai ntiffs only gave notice of their motion
eight days prior to the hearing.
Since a motion to vacate trial m ust be filed and served so that it is received by
the opposing pa rty at least fourteen days before the time specified for the hearing
pursuant to Rule 7(b){3), Plaintiffs have not provided the req uisite notice for th eir
motion. As a result, plai ntiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial should be stricken and should not
be consid ered at the December 5 , 20 1 3 , hearing.
Ill.

ALTERNATIVELY

TH IS COURT SHOULD EXERCISE ITS DISCRETION AN D DENY
PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL

A decision to deny a motion for a trial continuance is vested in the sound discretion
of the trial cou rt.

Doe v. Doe, 1 49 Idaho 392, 398, 234 P.3d 7 1 6 , 722 (201 0); Villa

Highlands, LLC v. Western Community Ins. Co. , 148 Idaho 598, 607, 226 P.3d 540, 549
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(201 0) ("A decision to grant or deny a motion for continuance is vested in the sound
discretion of the trial court."); Gunter v. Murpl1y's Lounge, LLC, 1 41 Idaho 1 6, 24, 1 05 P.3d
676, 684 (2005) ("A decision to grant or deny a motion for continuance is vested in the
sound discretion of the trial court."); Vendelin v. Costco Wholesale Corp. , 1 40 Idaho 41 6,
425, 95 P.3d 34, 43 (2004).

"The discretion of the trial court must not be exercised

oppressively, arbitrarily or capriciously . . . ." Finch v. Wallberg Dredging Co., 76 Idaho
246, 250, 281 P.2d 1 36, 1 38 (1 955).
"The exercise of such d iscretion will not be disturbed on appeal unless it was so
arbitrary that it deprived a litigant of a fundamentally fair trial." Krepcik v. Tippett, 1 09
Idaho 696, 699, 710 P.2d 606, 609 (Idaho App., 1 985). "[l]n order to show that the trial
court abused its discretion, the appellant from denial of a motion to continue trial m ust
show that his or her substantial rights were prejudiced by denial of the motion.
Everhart v. Washington County Road and Bridge Dept. ,

See

1 30 Idaho 273, 275, 939 P .2d

849, 851 (1 997) (emphasis removed).
In this case, this Court should exercise its discretion and deny plaintiffs' request to
vacate trial in this matter.

Plaintiffs cannot show that they would be deprived of a

fundamentally fair trial or that any of their substantial rights would be prejudiced by the
denial of their request. Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial relies solely upon the affidavit of
plaintiffs' counsel, wherein plaintiffs' counsel states he is concerned he will be unable to
meet the Court's cutoff deadline for discovery of Decem ber 1 6 , 201 3. Plaintiffs' counsel's
concern is misplaced. Defendants are willing to stipulate,

if necessary,

to allow plaintiffs to

depose Dr. Hanson and defendants' experts after the December 1 6, 201 3, deadline.

D EFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
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prejudice would occur to the parties if plaintiffs were given reasonable, additional time to
conduct the depositions beyond that deadline.
Further, it must be noted that plaintiffs' delay in taking the depositions has not been
caused by defendants.

Plaintiffs' counsel initially requested deposition dates for Dr.

Hanson in June of 201 3, but in subsequent conversations, plaintiffs' counsel only
requested deposition dates for defendants' experts, not Dr. Hanson. See Brizee Aff. , 11�

2-5.
Therefore, defendants rightfully presumed that plaintiffs no longer required or
wanted to take Dr. Hanson's deposition. If they did want to take his deposition , plaintiffs
certainly had ample time to follow-up with defendants' counsel regarding the same or seek
relief through the court. They did neither. Instead , they raise the issue now as a purported
basis to vacate trial when faced with motions for summary judgment, which, if granted,
would dispose of plaintiffs' entire case.
In plaintiffs' counsel's affidavit in support of the Motion to Vacate Trial, counsel
asserts that no prejudice will occur to either side should the court grant plaintiffs' request to
vacate trial. This is incorrect. The defendants would be prejudiced in that they would have
to expend additional time, resources, and expenses in the defense of this matter and
would continue to have this matter impact their lives.
Ill.
CONCLUSION

Defend ants respectfully request that plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial be stricken
and not be considered by the Court at the Decem ber 5, 20 1 3, hearing because plaintiffs
did not provide the notice required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3).

DEFENDANTS' M EMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
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Alternatively, defendants respectfully request that this Court exercise its discretion and
deny plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate trial because plaintiffs have not demonstrated any
sufficient basis to justify vacating the trial in this matter.
DATED this ~ y of December, 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
By:
JENN I FER K. BRIZEE
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�y of December, 201 3, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTI FFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING to be forwarded with all required
charges prepared , by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd .
1 1 3 S . 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTI F FS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
rd
132 3 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

n••
1·\!l

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

s·. I 0

v

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN

vs.

SUPPORT OF D EFENDANTS'
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL SETTING

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)
)
)

ss.

JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am o ne

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING, PAGE 1
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Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

On December 1, 2013, I received letter from plaintiffs' counsel dated

November 27, 2013, regarding depositions in this matter.
3.

Prior to receiving that letter, I had only received one prior Jetter in June of

2013 requesting the deposition of Dr. Hanson.

As I have discussed with plaintiffs'

counsel, this request was included in a Jetter regarding the amended complaint, and the
deposition request was overlooked. Plaintiffs did not follow-up or request the deposition
of Dr. Hanson again until the November 27, 2013, letter.
4.

In October of 2013, I had several verbal discussions with plaintiffs' counsel

regarding depositions in this matter. On at least two of those occasions (on October 18,
2013, and October 29, 2013) I specifically asked plaintiffs' counsel what depositions he
would desire. On both occasions, plaintiffs' counsel told me that at that point in the
process, he only would like to depose defendants' experts after defendants' expert
disclosures were made.
5.

At no time during those verbal discussions did plaintiffs' counsel request

the deposition of Dr. Hanson.
6.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting was faxed after defense counsel's

office had closed for Thanksgiving holiday.

Despite an agreement to e-mail additional

briefing in this matter, plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting was not e-mailed to
defense counsel.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting was not received until

Sunday evening, December 1, 2013, when defense counsel happened to stop in the

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN
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office for administrative purposes. I did not receive Plaintiffs' Amended Notice of
Hearing until that same time.

7.

I am willing to stipulate to provide a reasonable extension of the discovery

cutoff deadline to accommodate plaintiffs' desire to depose Dr. Hanson and defendants'
experts, as expressed in my letter of December 2, 2013, attached hereto as "Exhibit A."

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

JEN~

3rL

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this -=~day of December of 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

!!J!k'

day of December, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the forego ing AFFID AVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO
VACATE TRIAL SETTING to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Finn, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
D
�
D

�

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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PLLC

ATIORNEYS
Twin Falls OHice:

Boise Office:

Powers • Thomson, PC

Webpage: www.poweiStohnan.com
Email: jbrizee@powetstolman.com

Raymond D. Powers
Donald]. Farley
James s. Thomson, n
Portia L Rauer
Mark]. Orler
Joyce A Hemmer
W. Dusdo CharteiS

Tolman

•

Brizee, PC

Steven K Tolman

Jmnifer K Brizec

Nicole L Cannon
Zacbaty J. Thompson

345 Bobwhite Court, Suite 150
Bolse, Idaho 83706
Post Office Box 9756
Boise, Idaho 83707
Telephone (208) 577·5100
Facs!mlle (208} 577·SlOl

December 2, 2013

132 Third Avenue East
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
Post Office Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303
Telephone (208) 733·5566
Facsimile (208) 733-5+14

Sent via facsimile· only to: (208) 263-0400
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.

113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

RE:

Samples v. Bingham Memorial Hospital

Dear Brent:
I am in receipt of your letter from November 27, 2013, regarding depositions in this matter. As
you are aware from my prior letter, I did not receive this fax until late Sunday evening, December

1, 2013.
Nevertheless, I want to clarify our prior discussions regarding depositions. I am happy to comply
with your request for depositions, but it appears this request is, in part, the basis for your motion
for a trial continuance.
You are correct that apparently you had sent a letter in June requesting the deposition of Dr.
Hanson. As we have discussed, apparently this letter was a cover letter for the Amended
Complaint and the request for Dr. Hanson's deposition was overlooked. There was no follow-up
from your office.
When we began discussing depositions this fall, we had several verbal discussions regarding the
same. I can recall distinctly on at least two occasions wherein I specifically asked you what
depositions you would be desiring. On both occasions you told me at that point in the process
you only desired the depositions of my experts, after my expert disclosure was made. At no time
during those discussions did you request the deposition of Dr. Hanson. Quite frankly, I presumed
you considered his deposition moot since your expert disclosure deadline had already passed.
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Again, nevertheless, I

am

happy to oblige your request, and will begin working on deposition

dates today. We may need to extend the discovery cutoff deadline to accommodate these
depositions. I am fine with stipulating to
depositions only.

an

extension of this deadline for the purpose of those

Please forward a stipulation to my office for review and signature regarding the same.
If you have any questions, as always, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely yours,
Dictated by Ms. Brizee
and faxed without signature
to avoid delay

Jennifer K. Brizee
:jg
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•

•
Jennifer K. B rizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary L. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
1 32 3rd Avenue East
P .0. Box 1 276
Twin Fa lls, Idaho 83303-1 276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsim i le: (208) 733-5444
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Atto rney fo r Defend ants

I N THE DISTRICT COU RT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B IN G HAM

DAVID SAMPLES , and
JAYME SAMPLES, husband and wife,

Plaintiffs,
vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON, ind ivid ua lly, and
BMH, Inc., doing business as B INGHAM
ME MORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN
DOES 1-X, ind ividuals and entities
presently unknown,

Case No.

CV-201 1 -2069

NOTICE OF HEARI NG RE GARDING
D E F E N DANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
SU PPLEMENTAL AFF I DAVIT OF
COU NSEL IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
S U M MARY J U DG M E NT

Defendants.

PLEAS E TAKE NOTICE that defend ants, by and thro � g h its attorney of record ,
wi l l bring on fo r hea ring Defendants' Motion to Strike Supplem ental Affidavit of Counsel
in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary J udg ment o n the 5th day of

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE SU PPLEM ENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION F.OR SUM MARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 1
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December, 20 1 3, at the hour of 1 0 :30 o'clock a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel
may be heard, in the above entitled co urt in Blackfoot, Idaho.
DATED this ~ o f December, 201 3.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

erK.Brizee
~
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this ~~ay of December, 20 1 3, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFEN DANTS'
MOTION TO STRI KE SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOS ITION
TO DEFEN DANTS' MOTION FO R SUMMARY JUDGM ENT to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Finn , Chtd .
1 1 3 S . 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

�
0
�
D
rzl

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight M ail
E-Mail

K. Brizee

NOTICE OF HEARING REGARDING DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE SU PPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUM MARY JUDGMENT, PAGE 2
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DISTRICT COURT
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BINGHAM COUNTY, IDAHO

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 6098
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
(208) 26.3-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

/

Fiiso

2/1

SARA STAUB,

8y

·--

No.

CLERK:---

____!{_{2 _______ Deptiy

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband and Wife,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and

BMH, Inc. doing business as

)
Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
)

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING [RENEWED)
and MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR
HEARING and
NOTICE of HEARING

)
)
)

)

)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

)

Defendants.

COME NOW Brent C. Featherston and Jeremy P. Featherston. attorneys for the
Plaintiffs, David S amples and Jayme Samples, hu sband and wife, and mo ves this Court to

vacate and reset the Court's Trial Setting on this matter cuttently scheduled for January 14,
2014. There have been no prior trial settings or reque sts to

continue

in this matter.

This Motion is based upon the Affidavit(s) of Counsel submitted herewith and any
supplemental information to be submitted, and upon the Court file.

MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
The Plaintiff's Motion to Vacate Trial is scheduled

Dlllliel P. PeatbcnitOII
Brent C. Pcamcratoo•
Jeremy P. Pealheratoo
Jeremi L. Oaaman
IllS. Scoon 6/\'Ve.
Sandpolnc, lD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (lOS) 263-0400

at 4:00p.m., Mountain Time.

for hearing on December 20. 2013,

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3) this Motion and Notice of Hearing

are to be served no later than fourteen (14) days prior to the time specified for hearing.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 6(b) and 7(b), this Court may alter the time prescribed.

PLAINTIUS' MOTION'TOVACAT£TRIALS:£.1TIN'G (REN£W:£.DJ

And MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING and NOTICE OF BEAII.ING- 1
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There is no prejudice to the Defendants by altering the time period prescribed by Rule
and all owing the Motion to Vacate to be heard. The hearing date was, until recently,

set for a

Pretrial conference in this matter so counsel should be available. For the reasons set forth in
Counsel's

affidavit, and

due to the holidays next week and the followmg week and the

impending trial date, it is necessary to set this matter for hearing on an expedited basis and the
Court is asked to shorten time for Plaintiffs'

motion.

The Court is asked t o take judicial notice of the file herein and to shorten time for

hearing on the Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial for the reasons set forth therein and as may be

presented at hearing on this Motion.

DATED

this 17th day of December, 2013.

Attorney for Plaintiffs

Danlell'. Fealhe1110n
B*c C. P�lhMSton•
Jeremy P. fealherslon
Jcrcrni L. OliSmAn
113 S. Second Ave.

S�11dpoin.1, ID 83864
Ph6na (2.08) 263·6866
Pu (2.08) �63-1)400

I"LAIN'fiFFS' MOTION TO VACATE l'RfAL SETI'JNG (RENEWED!
And MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING and NOTICE OF UEARING-l
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NOTICE OF HEARING
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the undersigned, as attorney for the abovenamed Plaintiff, will call for hearing at the Bingham

CoWlty Courthouse before the Honorable

David C Nye on the Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial {Renewed] on December 20, 2013, at
4:00p.m., mountain time, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard.
Counsel must appear telephonically at hearing on this matter. Plaintiffs Counsel will
call the Court at the appointed time, unless directed otheiWise.
DATED this

/2�

of December, 2013.

Attorney for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 17th day of December. 2013, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following
manner:
Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls; Idaho 83303-1276

fk_��

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ) Overnight Mail

H

Hand delivered

Facsimile (208) 733-5444
] Other:

� .t¢.-,;f; /'tlobPrn@ b<Lt._c/<Daniel P. Peathctaton

Brent C. Pealh<!dt..n*

Jeremy .P. Peslhet4ton
Jcrcmi L. Ossmm

ll !I S. Sccand Ave.
Sandpoint, 10 838&4
Phone 0,08) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400

•Licc:oacd ill Tdllllo & Wubia&IOn

l'LA.INTIFFS' MOTlON TO VACATE TRIAL SETilNG (RENRWEDJ
And MOTION TO SHORTEN 'fiME FOR H"£ARlNG and NOTICE OF l4EARlNG- 3
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DISTRICT COURT
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
BINGHAM COUNTY, IDAHO

FEATHERSTON LAW FIRMJ Chtd.
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON, ISB #6098

Filr>a_

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 263-6866

By

(208) 263"0400 (Fax)

I

Z0/3

No.
SARA STAUB, CLERK�-

··----�---- Dept.ty

Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
Husband And Wife,
Plaintiffs,

)
)

)

)
)

)

vs.

)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and entities

presently Wlknown,

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)

AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO VACATE

TRIAL

[RENEWED)

)
)

)
)
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonner

)

)
) ss:

)

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
as follows:

I am co-counsel of record in this matter and competent to testify to the matters

�!liJtonn

contained herein.

Daniel P. Peathenron
Brent C. F�!h�UIOn�
Icrern.'l P. fbll!henron
1-.i L. (4$man
113 S. Sec.oDd Aile..
Sandpoint,ID 83864
Phone (208) :263-6866
Fax (2.08) 263.0400
AFPIDAVlT OF COVNS£1. IN SUPPORT OF MOTtoN TO VACATE TRIAL {RENEWED]

-

1
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the contents of my November 27th Affidavit of Counsel in Support

of Motion to Vacate Trial. I will briefly recap my attempts to schedule depositions in this
case.

1.

On June 14lh of this year, I filed the Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint and

faxed it to defense counsel with a cover l etter asking for deposition dates in August and

September. A true and accurate copy of this letter is attached hereto and incorp orated herein
by reference as Exhibit "A". I received no response. I recall leaving at least one (1) voice

message for counsel as follow up for deposition dates in the period of August and
September. but do not recall the date.

2.

On September 19, 2013, I e mai led defense counsel asking for
-

a

short

extension of t ime for discovery and concluded by restating my desire to schedule
depositions and aski ng that counsel call me for that purpose. A true and accurate copy of
that e-mail is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". Exhibit

"B" reflects that counsel received the e-mail by responding regardin g the extension for

answers to discovery, but made no response to my
leaving at least one

(1)

request for

dep osition dates.

I recall

voice message for counsel to call me regarding dep osition schedule

in this time frame, but I do not recall the date.
3.

Exhibit "C" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, is a

continuation of the email string in Exhibit "B".

I responded on

September 19th to counsel's

e-mail granting my extension by asking if we could visit the following week regarding

scheduling of depositions.
Daniel P. Pealherston
Brenr C. Pealhcrnton•
Jeremy P. Feathera10n
Jererni L. Oaaman
113 S. Sceond Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83664
Phono (248) 263-6&66
Pax (208) 263-0400

Counsel responded ten (10) days later stating that she had

requested by August correspondence dates for the Plaintiffs' depositions. I re sponded that

had

no

record

of an

August

I

letter requesting Samples deposition dates but reminded her I

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPI'ORT OF MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL (RENEWED) -l
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had b een

requesting

deposition dates of her clients and experts since June 14th and

suggesting dates. The October 71h resp onse acknowledges that counsel overlooked my June

request, but states she was unavailable

through October and asking that I accommo date her

request for Plaintiffs' deposition s the week of October 14th or October 281h.
accurate copy of this

A true and

email chain, consisting of five (5) pages and extending from September

19th through October

ih

is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit

"C".
As the record reflects, I spoke with counsel after the October 9th hearing on

4.

this matter in Pocatello, Idaho in which she again asked that we acconunodate her request to
depose the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' exp ert, Dr. Birkenhagen, on an expedited basis so that

she could c omply with the November

13th expen witness discl osure deadline.

I

accommodated that request and the depositions were conducted on October 291h of Mr.

Samples, Mrs. Samples and Dr. Birkenhagen.

5.

On November

131h, Defendants filed their Expert Witness Disclosure

identifyi ng Dr. Margarita Llinas, Dr. Ray Hanson, Dr. Eric Baird, Dr. Ronal d Miciak, and
Dr. Robert Holman (located in Coeur d'Alene).
On November 27, 2013, I again asked for deposition dates for Dr. Hanson

6.

and al l experts identified in the November l31h disclosure by letter that wa s faxed to counsel
and which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference
On December 2, 2013,

7.

�!:lf11pro
�ual P. Peathento11
Btent C. Featherston*
Jeremy P. fbllthtllton
JeRmiL.Ossman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID &3864
Phone. (208) 263-6866
Pax (20B) 263·0400
"Li<GllSOd in ld:iho & Wa,hin&1on

that she would
December

3 rd

I received

as

Exhibit "D".

a response from defen se counsel stati ng

begin working on deposition dates today".

"

I also received an e-mail on

of this year asking for logistics and timeframes for the depositions, which I
h

h

re sp onded to on December 41• On December 111, I received counsel's response indicating

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL [RENEWEDI
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that Dr. Llinas is now unavailable locally for deposition because she is working in Florida,
but indicating that a deposition could

8.

I

be taken in Florida.

also was advised for the first time that Dr. Hanson was unavailable until

"after Christmas"

du e

to a family illness and that Dr. Baird was available only on the

afternoon of December 21'h, but the e-mail provided no dates for the availability of Drs.
Miciak

3td

and Holman.

A true and accurate copy of this email string running from December

through D ecember 11 ttl is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference

as

Exhibit

"E"'.
In response to Exhibit "E" and the e mail conceming deposition schedules

9.

-

and other matters, I responded by letter dated Dec ember 12th that was faxed
which a true and accurate copy of

which

is

to

coWlsel in

attached hereto and incorporated

herein by

reference as Exhibit "F". Essentially, I h ave asked counsel in Exhibit "F to attempt to find
..

a

couple of days so that we might take Drs. Hanson, Baird and Miciak in succession, that

counsel would stipulate to not calling Dr. Llinas, and suggesting the use of another mediator
'h
besides Judge Dunn since his only available medi ation date was Friday, January lO , just

.
four {4) days prior to the trial on January 14th
Finally, I received from counsel and e-mail on Dec ember 16'h, indicating

10.

that

nd
neither Dr. Miciak, nor Dr. Baird are available until after January 3rd and January 2 ,
respectively,

and declining my suggestion of an alternative mediator, Kevin Donahoe,

and a

d

n
mediation date earlier that January 2 . A true and accurate copy of that email is attached
hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit "G". It appears to sum circumstances up that none
Daniel P. Po.atho.ston
B-t C. Pe�thwston•
Je�y P, Featherston
J�rol1>l L. Ossm1111

of the

defen se

experts are to be made available prior to Dec ember

2ih,

Drs. Miciak and

113 S. Second Ava.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Pllone (2.08} 263-6866
Fax (208) 263-0400
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO VACAT£ TRIAL

(RENEWEll)
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'
Baird are unavailable until after January 3rd and 2nd (requiring that if I

am

t o conduct their

depositions. they would have to be done in the week prior to trial).
Further, your Affiant sayeth naught.
DATED this 17111 day_ofDecembe r, 2013.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, on this
December, 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.

.

'(

-�� 0
....

document

Jermifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOlLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Da!uel P. Faalhet'SIOil
Bnmt C. Pealhet1IOII-.
1-y P. Poalheneon
Jatmi L. Ouman
113 S. Se4:0od Ave.
Saodpoint. ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) :2ti3-o400

Commission expires:

,.•

•II•Goo•
or

I hereby certify that on the

copy of the foregoing
manner:

�

�i
1 "'i

�1

17th day of

OF MAILING
/7 �ay of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct
to be served upon the following person in the following
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208)733-5444
Other:

Twin Falls; ID 83303-1276

M

Hon. David Nye
Seventh Judicial District Court
P.O. Box 4165
Pocatello, ID 83205

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Hand delivered
[ ] Facsimile No. _ _ _ _ __

� Other: jdobom@bannockcounty.us

B4L�
AFIO'ffiAVfT OF COUNS£L IN SUPPORT Of' MOTION TO VACAT£ TRIAL

{RENEWED!

•

S
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--...
!Featkrston .£aw !Firm ChttC--_:._---------:Fea�rston
tJJanie{P.

'.Brent C. !Featherston•
Jere111!J P. !featfterston

. June 14, 2013
Via Facsimile

208-733-5444

�:..(� e ,,,

.

Jennifer K. Brizee
Zachary J. Thompson

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

Re: Samples v. Hanseon, et. al. CVll-2069
Dear Jennifer:
Enclosed is our First Amended Complaint. As. you can see, r" have removed the contract claims
from the complaint, as well as addressed some other matters. Since there has been no answer or

responsive pleading filed, this amended. complaint is filed as a matter of right under Rule 15".

I trust this should moot your Motion to Dismiss set for hearing next Friday. Please confum that fact
by pleading/filing so that we might take the matter off calendar in our office.
I would like to set some deposition dates for August or September. I will be sending out some
written discovery to you ne>.."t week and will need responses to that before the depositions. I think

we should set aside dates now, however. Can you provide roe with your available
in August and September?

deposition dates
·

As always, please .call if you have questions.

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney

at Law

BCF/
Enclosures
•

113 S. SeLontf5tvenue

•

Licensetf Itfalit> & 'Was!ti1!tft07l

Santfpoint, J{[afw 83864

•

{208}263-6866

•

:!�{208)263-.0400
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Brent Featherston
From:·
Dat�:
To:
Subject:

"Jennifer Brizee" <jbrizee@powerstolman.com>
Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:04 PM

"Brent Featherston" <brent@featherstonlaw.com>
RE: Samples v. BMH

. Just got your voice mail a little bit ago. Extension granted

.

Jennifer Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
Twin Fal l s Office
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

E-mail: jbri:t:ee@powerstolman.com

**Please Note: The Information in this e-mail and in any a ttac hments is confidential and

privileged. If you are

not the intended recipi ent or believe that you have received this communication i n error, immediately destroy
this message and delete any copie� held on your systems. Please also promptly notify the sender at Powers
. Tolman, PLLC, that you have received this e-mail in error. Do n ot print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or in any
manner use the information sent. You are not to retain, copy or use this e-mail for any purpose, nor disclose
any part of its contents to any person or entity Thank you.*"'
.

.. ...... ......... . ........... ····- . " .. ... ······· . . ...... ........
From: Brent Featherston [mailto:brent@featherstonle�w.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:17 PM
To: Jenn ifer Brizee
Subject: Samples v. BMH
Jennifer,

I left you a voice message yesterday afternoon asking if I could h ave a few extra days to provide our
answers to discovery. I am short staffed t.omorrow and I think the answe rs are due Monday or

shouldn't need more than a few extra
but would like agreement to h ave them to you by the 30th.

Tuesday, and I have a-Supreme Court brief d u e the same d a te

days,

.

I

Also, I would like to discuss scheduling of depositions with you so let me know a good time to discuss

this and I will give you

a call.

I would appreciate a response to the extension request today.

Thanks,

Brent C. Featherston
Attorney at Law

i!XHIBIT

,, ~ II

.' ' ..

12/17/2013
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113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
. Phone: (208) 263-6866
Fax: (208) 263-0400

bcf@[egthe1-stonlaw.com
www.fearhersronlaw.com
---------..

....

.
.....··---·--

.. .........
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Forget previous vote
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Brent Featherston ·
From:
Date:
To;
Subjec:t:

"Jennifer Brizee" <jbriue@powerstolman.com>
·
Monday, October 07, 2013 7:53 AM
.

"Brent Featherston" <brent@feathersronlaw.com>

RE: Samples v. BMH

Bren t -

I found your June letter. I t was a ctu a l ly the letter tha t came in with the Ame nde d Com pla in t .

All of this was passed to an associ ate for wo rk up and I missed the letter. I don't recall any follow up from your
office.

so per.haps
Al so, I found my August letter, and it appears to have been mailed, but have no other documentation
.
it didn't get mailed, or didn't get to you.
I am not available the week of Oct. 21 as I am in deposition s alread y Oct21 and 22, and have a prelit hearing on

.

Oct. 23.

Is there no way we can at l east get plaintiffs' depositions the week of Oct. 14 ?

If not, then it l o o ks like we are going into the week of Oct. 28.
P.S. Sorry to hear about yo ur mom (In your affid avit) . Hope she is doing better now.

Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Twin Falls Office

132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Te lephone: (208) 733·5566
Facsimile: (208} 733-5444
E·rn·ail: jbrizee@powerstolman.com

"'*Please Note: Th e Information i n this e-mail and in any attachments is confidential a nd privileged. If you are

believe that you have received this communication in error, immediately destroy
this message and delete any copies held on your systems. Please also promptly notify the sender at Powers
Tolman, PLLC, that you have received this e-mail in er ror. Do not print, co p y, retransmit, disseminate, or in any
manner use the information .sent. You are not to retai n, copy or use this e-mail for any purpose, n or disclose
any part of its contents to any person or entity. Thank you .......
not the i n ten d ed recipient or

. .
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From: Brent Feath erston [mailto:brent@featherstonlaw.com]
Sent: Monday, September 301 2013 9:50 AM
To: Jennifer Brizee
Cc: Judy Grafi Jeremy P. Fe�therston
Subject: Re: samples v. BMH
J en nifer,

don't see any communica tio n from you in this file requesting depo dates last month. However, I

I

wrote to you June 14th of this.year asking to provide a va i la bl e dates and received no response.

Regardless, I am flying in for your hea r ings next week, but scheduled to fly back that night. I have

he�rings h e re on the 15th so that won't work. 1 assume you will want to take other depositions, too,

and I will want to take some, depending .upon what is in your discovery answers. (Your discovery
answers were sent FedEx on Friday.) I think we need to set a couple of days aside.

What do the weeks of October 21 or following, like for you?

Brent C. Featl�erswn
Attorney at Law
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113 South Second Avenue

Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
.Phone: (208) 263-6866

(208) 263-0400
b_cf@fttathentonlaw.com
www. featherston/(Jw. com

Fax:

From: Jennifer Brizee
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013
To: Brent Featherston
Cc: Judy Graf
Subject: RE: Samples v. BMH

1:11

PM

!3rent ·I would li k e to take Mr. and Mrs. Samples' depositions.
I requested these back in August, but never received any dates fro m your office.
·Would Oct 14 o r 1S work 7
I

d o n' t know what the judge wi ll do with my motions, but at least these would be on the calendar.

let me kno w .

12/17/2013
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Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TO L MA N FARLEY, PLLC

Twin Fall s Office.

132 3rd Ave'nue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone; {208)

733-5566

F a csi m il e : (208) 733·5444
E-mail:

ibrizee@powerstolman.com

HpJease Note: The Information in this e-mail and in any attachments is confidential and privileged. If you are

not the intended recipient or believe that you have received this communication in error, immediately de stroy

this message a nd delete any copies held on your systems. Please also promptly notify the sender at Powers
Tol man PLLC, that you have received t his e-mail in error. Do not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or in a ny
,

manner use the information se n t. You are no t to retain, copy or use this e-mail for any purpose, nor disclose

any part of its contents to'any person or entity. Thank you.**

From: Brent Featherston [mailto; brent@featherstontaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4;06 PM
To: Jennifer Brizee
Subject: Re: Samples v. BMH
Thanks. Can we visit next week re scheduling depos?
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 19, 2013, at 12:04 PM, "Jennifer Brizee"

<jbrizee@powerstolman..corq> wrote:

Just got your voice mail a little bit ago. Extension granted.

Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Twin Falls Office

132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303·1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facs i m il e : (208) 733-5444

E-mail: jbrizee@powerstolman.com

12/17/2013
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in this e-m a i l and in any attachments is confidential and
e
privil ged. If you are no� the intend ed recipient or believe that you have received this

�"Please Note: The Information

communication in

error,

immediately destroy this message and delete any copies held on your
that you have received

systems. Please also promptly notify t he sender at Powers Tolmao, PLLC,

this e-mail in error. Do not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or in any manner use the
information sent. You are not to retain, copy or use this e-mail for any purpose, nor d isclose any
part of its contents to any person or entity. Thank you. u
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From: Brent Featherston [rnailto:brent@featherstonlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 201312:17 PM
To: Jennifer Brizee
Subjed: Samples v. BMH
Jennifer,

I left you a voice message yes terda y afternoon asking if I co uld have a few· extra days to

provide our answers to discovery. I am s hort staffed to m o r row and I think the answe rs are
due Monday or Tuesday, and I have a Supreme Court brief dile the same date. I shouldn't

need more than a few extra days, but would like agreement to have them to you by the
30th.

Also, I would like to discuss scheduling of d ep osi ti o n s with you so let me know a good time
to discuss this and I will give you a call. I would appreciate a resp on se to t he extension
request today.

Thanks,
Brent C. Fe(Jt/terston
Attorney at Law
<imageOOl.jpg>
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Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
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November 27, 20 1 3

Via Facsimile No:

t29s, 73~-~i~II

Jennifer K. Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1 276
Re:

Samples v. Hanson, et al.

Bingham County Case No. CV 201 1 -02069

Dear Jennifer:
As you know, we are fast approaching a discovery cutoffofDecember 16111 • I corresponded with you

in June of this year previously asking for deposition dates to conduct the depositions of your client,
Dr. Hanson, and any experts. As you indicated, that Jurie request was overlooked on your part. We
have then been engaged in the process of motion practice and your eJCp erts were only recently
disclosed pursuant to the Court' s Amended Disclosure Deadline ofNovember 13th. Your disclosure
was sent out on the amended deadline.
Please prov ide me with your available dates for deposition of Dr. Hanson so I can establ ish a time

,

and place for his deposition

November 13111•

as

well

as

the depositions of your experts identified by disclosure

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Attorney at Law

BCF/clb

EXHl81T '']:).. ".>.,-,·~
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Brent Featherston
From:

Date:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

,·

"Jennifer Brizee" <jbrizee@powerstolman.com>
Wednesday, December 1 1, 2013 10: 1 9 AM
''Brent Featherston" <brent@featherstonlaw.com>
"Judy Graf" <jgraf@powerstolman.com>
RB: depositions

Brent -

Fo l l ow up information.
Re

depositions:

Dr. Llinas is now working in Flo rida, and is very difficult to get a h old of. I h ave not heard back fro m her on

d eposition dates. Howeve r, given the situation, I d ou bt 1 wi l l be a bl e to ge t her back to Idaho, even for the trial . I

.

will ke e p working on het, and let yo u kn_ow. In the mea ntime, I g u es s I need to kn o w how ba dly you want he r

deposition as we· will have to go to florida for t h is {and b a se d upon the assumption I wi l l be usi n g her at trial
.
am presuming if I decide I can no t get her here fo r trial then you will n o longer wish to de p ose her) .

Dr. Hanson has

-

1

father-in-law he is helping to take ca re of in another state. The families are taking shifts.
He will not be ,available for deposition until after Christmas. · 1 need to track d ow n the e)(act date, but know I am
an ailing

wo rking I n this.

D r. Eric Baird is o n ly available afternoon only on Dec. 27 for his deposition. I wi l l let you know his charges for the
same as we are double checking on that. It may be the fee is the $250 per hour, but I am not certain. If yo u a re
not availa ble, we will need to go into January for him.

Dr. Holm a n's schedule a nd my sc he d u le are not matching up, so I have gone b ack to him to ask for additio na l

dates. I suspect this will be after Christmas as well, but we will
./

get

it done .

We have communicated with Dr. Miciak, but h ave not heard back from him. We will fo l l ow up again today.

I think th at covers everyone. If I am mi ssing anyone, please let me·know asap.
Re Pre-trial conference

Just a though t, but I am wondering if we should ask the Judge if he will bump the pre-tria l confe re n ce to Dec. 2.7,
when yo u would be in town for Dr. Baird's d e position anyway (if t h at date works for you).
I am n ot sure when we will receive the J udge's decisions, but we are about to spend a bunch of money with ou t

really knowing the lay of the lan d . I would even p(oposed moving the pre-trial to January 3.
.' .

Let me kn ow

·

yo ur thoughts i n this regard.

I am fine with you appearing by t e l e phone

m oved .

Trial days

'

·

for thi s conference, if yo u so desire, esp eci a l ly if we cannot get it

l
,

1 2/12/2013
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know how many trial days you th i nk you will need to put you� case on 7 I figure it usuai ly
takes h a lf a day to p ick a jury and do openings. so 1 figure you will be starting to put evidence on in the

Can you please let me

afternoon of January 14. I kMw it is hard to estimate these· thi ngs, but 1 need to start coordinating witnesses,
and need to know i� I sh o u ld have someone rea dy o n Th u rsd ay, Janua ry 16. Let me kno w your thoughts .

sueplemental discovery
I

am

sending you two letters t od ay asking you to supplement d iscovery. Please keep an eye out for the same.

Med iation
The only available da te for Judge Dunn is January
I

10.

am not certain whether med iation will be. something my cli en ts will be interested in, but at least we can get it
Please hold this date, a nd we will lock in J ud ge Dunn.

on the calendar.

If. you are not available this date, we will need to look for a n other medi ator.

Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY,

Twin Falls Office
132 3td

PLLC

Ave n u e East

P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falis, Idaho 83303-1276

Te le p h o ne : {208) 733-5566

Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
E-mail: jbrizee@powerstolman.com

"'*Please Note; The Information in this e-mail and in any attachments is co nfidential and privileged. If you are

not the intended- recipient or believe that yo u have re ce i v e d this communication in error, immediately destroy

notify the s en d e r at Powers
ot
n
mit, d isseminate, or in any
retrans
copy,
print,
Do
Tolman, PLLC, that you have received this e-mail in error.
manner use the information sent. You are n o t to reta i n, cop y or use this e-mai l for an y purpose, nor disclose
t h is message and de l ete any copies held on your syste ms. Please also p romptly

any part of its contents to a ny person o r e n ti t y. Than k yo u . "' *

·-

From: Brent Featherston [mailto:brent@featherstonlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 1:11 PM
To: Jennifer Brizee
Subject: Re: depositions

12/12/20 1-3
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Jenn ifer,
Just saw yo u r letter on this subject d ate d th e 2 n d, bu t fax e d yeste rday. I certainly will want to take

Drs. Hanson and Llihas c;tepositions. I assume that with Or. Holman it wou ld be easiest to de pose him
in Coeu r d'Alene, so that should be easier for me to sch edule. The purpose of my letter was to address

the deposition schedule in light of our deadline/cutoff, nothing mot�. You will recall we set Or.

Birkenhagens and my clients depositions ahead of my request (as discussed 10/8) to de pose your

experts {then not disclosed) and clients, because you felt you needed their depositions to
engage/identify you r experts.

With Drs. Hanson, Uinas, Miciak and Baird, I expect that will take almost 2 days. I don't think the l atter

2 will take more than 2 hou rs each, but H anson and Ll i n as are probably half day eac h . I would like to
s ta rt with H.a nson in the morning with llinas to follow. Our cutoff is M onday t h e 16th. I am available
n ext week, almost any day, any time. If we agree to exten d that may relieve some t i m e

pressure, but

not much. We could set Dr. Holman in CDA at his office or M&M Court reporters' conf. room for next
week.

Where are we in te rms of mediation on the 19th or 20th that we discussed? I am t hi n ki n g we might

set some that week, as well since we have

to

be p resent for that and the pretrial conference.

Bren·t C. Featherston
Attorney at Law

______ ___
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From: Jf_nnifer Brizee
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 12:10 PM
To: Brent Featherston

Subject: depositions

Brent - I am working on deposition dates fo r you.
I need to know how much time you think you need with each witness.
Also, l et me know your thoughts an the physicians in Southern Idaho, as you
Blackfoot, one in Twin Falls.

will

have one in

Idaho Falls, o ne in

Are you p l a n n i ng to come in person, or do t he se over the phone ? This will make a significant difference

to scheduling

!

relative

12/12/201 3
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Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Twin Falls Office
132 3rd Avenue East

P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Id a h o 83303·1276

Te le pho ne : {208) 733-5566
Fa csim il e : (208) 733-5444
E-mail:

jbri2ee@powerstolman.com

uplease N ote : The Information i n this e-m a il and in a ny attachments is confidential and p r ivileged. If you are

the inte nded �ecipient or beli'eve that you have received this communication in error, immediately destroy
this messa g e and delete any copies · held on your systems. P lea se also promptly notify the sender at Powe rs
Tolman, P LLC, that you have received this e-mail in error. Do not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or in any
not

manner use the information sent. You are not to retain, copy or use this e-mail for any purpose, nor disclose
pe rson or entity. Tha n k you . • *

any part of its contents to any

·-·--·--·---
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1JanidP. 7'eatfilrston
!Ftatkrston•

qjre.nt C.

Jeremg P. !Je.atlierston
Jeremi .£. Ossman.
Jll.ttome}JS tst .£.ow
December 12. 20 1 3

Jermifer K . Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
.
P.O. Box 1 276

Twin Fall s, ID 83303 " 1 276

Re: Samples v. Hanson, et al. CV 20 1 1 -04069
Dear Jennifer:
With regard to depositions and your email of yesterqay, please accept my apologies for the delay

in

I know this is time sensitive, however, we are dealing with a frozen and burst pipe and significant
water damage in our office that OGcurred over this past weekend, so that has been a distraction.

response.

With regard to Dr. Llinas, what I am hearing from you is that she is unavailable and you will not be calling
her as a witness in this matter. If that is the case, I would like your stipulation that she will not be called as
a witness, in which case I will not need to depose her.
With regard to Dr. Hanson, I still do not have a date, but you are now telling me that he is not availabl� until
"after Christmasn. This really puts us in a bind time wise, since the same is true of all of your other

witnesses, from the best can gather from your email.

I

Eric Baird, you are saying that, again, he is not available up.til after Christmas,
December 271h is his "only'' available date. Since he is located in Blackfoot, this will obviously
entail travel on my part to arrive there in time for deposition two (2) days after Christmas. I think we have
discus sed this before in the context of scheduling mediation that it would be very difficult to schedule
anything in the two (2) days following Christmas, which is on Wednesday. I am hoping to celebrate
Christmas with my wife's family in Washington those two (2) days, after celebrating Cluistxnas day with
my own family here. Again, it seems that we are being pushed into January because of the doctors'
With regard to· Dr.
specifically,

unavailability.
Your email did not indicate any specific schedule for Dr. Holman or Dr. Miciak, so
we are still at
square one on those two (2). Obviously, if l need to travel to southeast Idaho to take Dr. Hanson's and Dr.

I think

Baird's depositions, I would like to take Dr. Miciak's
there from a standpoint of efficiency.

(and Llinas, if she is going to be available) while I am

r"
EXHIBIT--.,,

113 S.
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December 1 2, 20 1 3
Page Two

Additionally, I have grave concerns now, which were the basis .ofmy Motion to Vacate the Trial, that trying

to schedule depositions during the following week of New Years will be .equally problematic with your

schedule and the witnessest schedules '(setting aside the issue of spending any time with my kids while they
are home

from school)

.

with regard to scheduling the depositions, and I am still concerned about

I think we are still at s·quare one
the trial date and the mediation schedule.

If the o nly available date for

mediation with Judge Dunn is

Janl,lary l Om, as your email mentions, my suggestion is that we bold that date of January 10'\ unless you
have another specific mediator that has available dates sooner.
Jennifer, I am going to again ask if you and your client would

reconsider your position with regard to
continuance of the trial date. I believe this latest email from you confmns the concerns that I had when I
filed the Motion originally. My take on Judge Nye's denial was that I could renew the Motion, and I may
·

have to do that.

Please provide me with finn dates for the doctors' availability. Since I would really like a couple of days to

·

Christmas with my immediate family and to follow through on our plans to celebrate with my
wife's family over the long weekend following Christmas, I would ask you to fmd dates other than

celebrate

th
December 25th through 29 .

.

Thank you in advance for your prompt response on these matters.
Sincerely,

Attorney at Law

BCF/clb
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Brent Featherston
From:

Date:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

"Jennifer Brizee" <jbrizee@powerstolman.com>
Monday, December 16, 201J.2:43 PM
"Brent Featherston" <brent@featherstonlaw.com>
"Judy Graf'' <jgraf@powerstolman.com>
Samples �

Dr. Miciak

Re Dr. Miciak

Dr. Miclak can make himself available for a deposition in the late afternoon of Jan 3 or the late afternoon of
Ja n 4 (this i s a Saturday, but he is wi"mn·g to acco mmoda te, but he has to ..vork the day shift at the hospit-al this·
date, so cannot go any earlier than 3 or 4 in the afte(noon).
Dr. M i ci a k is actually o ut oftown Dec. 27 through January 3. He is not supposed to fly back into town until the

evening of Jan uarv 3, but said he wo u ld (e-book his a i rp l a n e . ticket i f needed to make this. work, and could get
into town by the afternoon.

Remember that the

Blackfoot, so

deposition.

Re:

pre-trial just got moved
.
to 2 p.m. on January 3, and Dr. Miciak is 2.5 hours away from
actually be Friday evening before we coul d get to Twin Falls to get to him for his

it would

·

br. Baird

Dr. Baird is al so available Friday afternoon, January 3. He has a very busy clinical practice, and Is now on call
literally through the new year. He is not ava i lable Januarv 2.

With the pre-t r i al a t 2:00, I wo u l d suggest we could s et his deposition for 4:00 pm (he is about 3 0 minutes a way
in Idaho Falls).

This would push Miciak into Saturday, but th is may be as good as it is going to get given the time constraints.

He charges $500 per hour fo r deposition.

Re mediatiol'l with Donahoe

Received your m essag� re Donahoe. I have emailed my adjuster a nd ask�d for a conference call. I doubt I wi ll

hear back to d ay. I will se e if she wo u ld be available, If she were interested in mediating. on January
th e other dates a(e premature.

2. I

think

Call me if we need to discuss mediation over the phone. 1 am a l ittl e concerned about the ti ming, as you willo~ \

.

.

EXHIBIT ''-
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get o ne shot at getting t his adjusterto Idah o fo r a m e d iatio n if she d ecides she is i nterested in ta l kin g She
lives in the San Fransci sco a rea. I am l ea n ing toward kee ing �:Y�ed ia t ion on for Jan 10 a nd/or just talking over the
-

phone, if there is an

further.

.

p
interest in ta l ki ng s �ftle ment, but we can discuss further. Call me if you want to discuss
·

Jennifer Brizee

POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

Twin Falls Office

132 3 rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276

Twin Falls, Idaho 83303�1276

Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208)

733-5444

E-mail: jbrizee@powerstolman.com

_

.. Please Note: Th e Information in this e-mail and in any attachments is confidential a nd privileged. If you are

not the intel')ded recipient or believe that you have re ceived this communrcation in error, immediately destroy
this message and delete any copies hel d on your systems: Please also promptly notify the se nd er at Powe rs

Do not print, copy, retra nsmit, dis se m inate or in a ny
use the information sent. Yo u are not to retain, co py or use this e-mail for a ny purpose, nor disclose

Tolman, PlLC, tha t you have received th i s e-ma i l in e r ro r

.

manner

,

any part of its contents to any person or entity. Thank yo u . * *

1 2/1 6/20 1 3
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd A venue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444

DISTRICT COURT
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BINGHAM COUNlY, IDAHO

Filed

By

/

zl
I

/2013

No.

SARA STAUB, CLER K::----

-·- ---'--/t;~o/
_

Attorney for Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING
(RENEWED)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls
JENNIFER
1.

K.

)
) ss.
)
BRIZEE, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING (RENEWED), PAGE 1
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•

Hanson, in the above·referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of a letter I sent

to plaintiffs' counsel on December 17, 2013.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

~~

JENNlfRK. BRIZEE
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

J

tl'-day of December of 2013.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING (RENEWED), PAGE 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

ff� of December, 2013, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AFFI DAVIT OF JENNIFER

K.

BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION

TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL SEITING (RENEWED) to be forwarded
with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, I D 83864

[;8J
D
[;8J
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER K. BRIZEE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL
SETTING (RENEWED), PAGE 3
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EXHIBIT A
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POWERS· TOLMAN· FARLEY
PLLC

ATTORNEYS
Twin Falls Office:

Boise Office:

Powers

•

Thomson, PC

Web page: www.powerstolman.com
Email: jbrizee@powerstolman.com

Raymond D. Powers
Donald]. Farley
James S. Thomson, ll
Portia L. Rauer
Mark]. Drier
Joyce A. Hemmer
W. Dustin Charters

To1man

•

Brizee, PC

Steven K Tolman
Jennifer K Brizee
Nicole L Cannon
ZacharyJ. Thompson

132 Third Avenue East
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

345 Bobwhite Court, Suite ISO
Boise, Idaho 83706
Post Office Box 9756
Boise, Idaho 83707
Tdephoru: (208) 577-5100
Facsimile (208) 577·5101

Post Office Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303
Telephone (208) 733-5566
Facsimile (208) 733·5444

December 17, 2013

Sent via e-mail to: bcj@featherstonlaw.com
Sent via fax to: (208) 263-0400
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Finn, Chtd.
113 South 2nd Avenue

Sandpoint, ID 83864
RE:

Samples v. Bingham Memorial Hospital

Dear Brent:
I am in receipt of your e-mail from earlier today. I started drafting this letter in response to your

letter of December 12, 2013, which I did not receive until I was back in the office on December
13, 2013. However, you and I had a productive discussion Friday afternoon, and I thought we

were on the same page as far as the scheduling of these depositions, so I did not send the letter.
Based upon your e-mail today, and the information contained therein, I decided it would be best
to respond and provide to you some of the information I had begun to communicate to you earlier
in this process.
Preliminarily, please be advised that I was surprised to see in your letter of December 12, 2013,
that you are not available December 27, 2013, for depositions in this matter. Quite honestly, I do
not recall you stating you could not make this week work for depositions. We may have
discussed months ago trying to. avoid scheduling mediation during the holidays, but in my
opinion the scheduling of these depositions is a totally different situation. Again, I do not recall
you ever telling me not to look at the week of Christmas for deposition dates.
Further, I was very surprised to see in your letter that you were indicating you were concerned
about doing depositions the following week as well. We do not have much time before trial, and
I also have family holiday plans, but have put them all second on the list behind trying to

schedule these depositions. I am not saying family plans are not important - they are. However,
this was going to be extremely difficult if you removed as an option 50 percent of the available
time to get these depositions done. I believe this is now somewhat moot, as you later stated

With Attorneys Admitted to Practice

Law

in Idaho, Nevada and Washington
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during our conversation on Friday that you could proceed with these depositions the week of
December 30.
Please note that at the time of your December 12, 2013, letter, Dr. Eric Baird had a hold on the
afternoon ofDecember27, 2013, for his deposition, which was the date we had given to you. We
were also in the process of confirming Dr. Hanson's availability for the same date. As we
verbally discussed, and as I had anticipated, Dr. Hanson was also available that date

as

well, so I

thought we had dealt with two of the four depositions we needed to get scheduled. In the letter I
began to write to you, I also communicated to you that Dr. Hanson and I were also willing to
work on Saturday,December28,2013, to accommodate scheduling. This still holds true.
Dr. Hanson and I are also both available December 30 and 31 , as well as January 1 (again a
holiday but we have discussed and are both willing to work on this day to accommodate
scheduling) and January2, 3, January 6, and January 8-10, 2014.

In our conversation on Friday, you asked me to look into the week of December 30 for
depositions. Again, I am working very hard to attempt to accommodate your desire to fly to
southern Idaho and do the three depositions in one trip. Therefore, given Dr. Hanson's very
flexible schedule, I went back to Dr. Baird to determine his availability that week.

He is

available the afternoon of January 3, 2014. In the meantime, we discussed moving the pre-trial,
via e-mail, to attempt to allow for additional time to receive the court's ruling on the pending
motions, and to potentially coordinate the same with the scheduling of these depositions.
Per the e-mails yesterday with Judge Nye's clerk, the pre-trial has now been moved to January 3,
2014.

In the meantime, we also got a hold of Dr. Miciak. He has offered to change his airplane tickets
for January 3, 2014, in order to accommodate this process, and to make himself available Friday
afternoon, January 3, 2014, and has further also offered to have his deposition taken Saturday
afternoon, January 4, 2014, as well. He is out of townDecember27 through January 3, 2014.

In your e-mail today, for the first time ever, you indicate you would prefer not to take depositions
on Friday night or Saturday afternoon.
As

an

aside, I did not previously go back to Dr. Holman for new dates because I thought we

needed to get the southern Idaho depositions pinned down first, as we were trying to group three
together. I have now gone back to Dr. Holman to discuss his available dates. He is available as
follows for his deposition: December 30, 2013, and January 2, 6 and 8, 2014. He is available
afternoons only, because he already has surgeries and clinic scheduled for the mornings.
Please be aware, I have decided I will not be callingDr. Llinas as a witness at trial of this matter,
so this makes her deposition moot.
Finally, if you decide to proceed with a hearing on Friday, December 20, 2014, I would greatly
appreciate it if it could be scheduled at the later time

as

I am in mediation that date, and have

already told the other three attorneys involved that I will not have to break away for the pre-trial
conference.
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Brent, so far we have worked well together to

try to resolve issues in this case. If you have any

other ideas regarding the scheduling of these depositions, please let me know. I was somewhat
swprised that your e-mail indicated you would be seeking to continue the trial without first
attempting to have further discussion regarding these depositions.
As always, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions, or wish to discuss
these matters further.
Sincerely yours,

�
Jennifer K. Brizee
:j g
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JEREMYP. FEATHERSTON, ISB#6098
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

(208) 263-6866

DISTRICT COURT
EVENTH JUDICIAL DI TRICT
BINGHAM COUNTY, IDAHO

Flrtd

3:01J:fC , 19'
13 No.@
STAUB,
....___ _
sARA

CLERK

&y

De�

{208) 263-0400. (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayroe Samples,
Husband And Wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH, Inc.,
doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital
and JOHN DOES 1-X. individuals and entities
presently unknown,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss:

County of Bonner

)

)
)
)
}
}
}
}
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO VACATE
TRIAL [RENEWED]

)

)

)

)
}

I, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
as follows:
I

�jz.pooo.

am

co-counsel of record in this matter and competent to testify to the matters

.contained herein.

Daniel P. Pcathustoo
Brent C. Fcathcntoo•
Jeremy P. Foalhsratoo
Jcmni L. Ouma��
113 S. Second Ave.
Saudpoiot,ll> 83864
'Ph0111: a.os) 263-6866
PM a.os) 263-0400
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Attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A" is a true and
accurate copy of my December 18, 2013, correspondence to defense counsel, Jennifer
Brizee, in response to her December 17'h correspondence.
Further, I have checked available flights to accommodate defense counsel's proposal
of deposing Drs. Hanson, Miciak and Baird (assuming we could
week. The only departure flight is 1:25 p.m. December 25th,
p.m. with

potentially

complete

all three) next

arriving in Pocatello

at 6:00

a return flight of 6:16 p.m. Friday December 27'h. if we are able to

c omplete Dr. Baird's deposition. Since I live 90 miles from the Spokane Airport, in order to
make the Spokane departure flight, I would need to leave Sandpoint, Idaho by mid-morning
December 25th.
Further, your Affiant sayeth naught.
DATED this 191h day of December, 2013.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t o before me, a Notary Public, on this 19111 day of
December, 2013, by Brent C. Featherston.

Daniel P. FoalbcrsiOD
Bn:ot C.l'calhl:rsiOo"'
lcn:my P. fcalill:mi:Oil
Jcrcmi L. OnmaD
l13 S. Secolld Ave.

Sllndpoiol, m 83864
Phone (l08) 263-6866
Pal< (208) 263-0400

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIOA'VlT OB COUNS:EL lN SlJPPORT
OF MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL (RENEWED) ·l
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the I91h day of December, 2013, I caused a true and correct c o py
of the foregoing document to be seiVed upon the following person in the following manner:

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Overnight Mail

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLLMAN, PLLC

132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

[ ] Hand delivered

[}d]

Facsimile No. (208)733-5444

[ ]

Other:

[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Ovemigbt Mail
[ ] Hand delivered

Hon. David Nye
Seventh Judicial District Court
P.O. Box 4165
Pocatello, ID 83205

( ]

Facsimile No.

[X] Other: jdoborn@bannockcounty.us

D�iel P. Polllhoi$10D
�nt C. �tbe1110n•
Jflrcm)' P. PcalhcrSIOD
Jcmni L. Ouman
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, Jl) 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (W8) 263-0400

•Lic:eruec1 in ld.lbo a: w ~

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT
OF MOT(ON TO VACATE TRIAL (RENEWED) 3
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Jf.ttameljs at .Garv

December 18, 2013

Via Facshnile No. (208) 733-5444
Jennifer K. Brizee, Esq.

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276
Re: Samples v. Hanson, et al. CV 2011-02069

Dear Jennifer:
In re sponse to your December 17'111 letter prepared and in response to my email (attached), I would like to
respond as follows :
I.
As you have indicated, we have worked hard (an d well) together in an attempt to prepare this case
for tlial. However, the undisputed histo.ry of my communications has been repeated reque sts for available

deposition dates since Jtme 14th, of your clients and your experts. By my count, I have asked at least a half
a dozen times with those requests corning more frequently and urgently from the third week of September
on. In response, you indicated you were completely unavailable through October due to other scheduling

matters

and you urged that it was imperative to take Mr. and Mrs. Samples and Dr. Birkenhagen's
depositions ahead o f my reques t so that you could identify and disclose experts when we spoke after court
October 9«&. I concede d to that request, which is an example of my willingness to work with you in this
case.

Now, it appears my concession to your scheduling request will be to my and my clients' detriment.
Because your experts' schedules are forcing me into choosing between the cancellation of Christmas plans
with my family on December 251h, 2t;lh and 271h or setting aside my personal belief and conducting
depositions on Friday night and Saturday. I have explained to you in the email attached why I cannot go
against those personal beliefs, and while that may not be of significance to you, it is to me.

With regard to Cluistmas and family plans, I, frankly, resent the suggestion in your December 1 tt'
letter that I am making this difficult by adhering to those fatnily plans for three (3) days out of the year.
You suggest that you are willing to set aside family plans to accommodate these depositions. However, for
you, scheduling of depositions on Thursday or Friday after Christmas simply means going to the
depositions and returning that evening to enjoy your family. For me, there is at least two (2) half days of
travel involved and, depending upon flight availability. I will be traveling Christmas day, taking depositions
on Thursday and Friday (while my family celebrates Cluistmas with my in-laws and family) and traveling
back on Friday nigh t or Saturday.

"' £ic.O&Setf in 1tfalio 0' <Wruli.i11ffton

113 S. Secontf .9l.ve.

•

SantlpointJ Itfafw 83864

•
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To suggest that I am removing "50 percent'" of the opt ions available because of the shortened
timeframe does offend me since you are suggesting to me I should either compromise my belief system or
1h
my family time, or both. to accommodate depositions that I have requested since June l4 .
The alternative to compromising family or beliefs is to accept your proposal of beginning
depositions January znd and 3rd, but, as you have indicated, Dr. Baird is not available January 2nd, and Dr.
rd,
Miciak is not available until the evening of Friday, January 3 once again forcing me into compromising

my beliefs and starling our d eposit ion on Friday night or, if I
January 5th or 6th, the week prior to trial.

adhere to those beliefs , Sunday or Monday,

Regardless, you've said Dr. Miciak is c ompletely unavailable December 27th through January 3rd and

any

attempt to schedule during that timeframe will not accomplish his deposition, nor can I accomplish Dr.
3rd,
afternoon only, and is unavailable from now
Baird's, who you have indicated is available January
through the end of the New Year.

In our conversation last Friday, you d id not indicate to me that Dr. Hanson was available either the 26m or
27m. At any rate, I will still need to return at some point in the first week of January to take De. Miciak•s
deposition in the week of January 51h after hi s return from his travel and then again return at the end of that
week for mediation with Judge Dwm.
None of this (asswning I simply forego any family time during the Christmas holiday) alle viates the
prejudice to me and my clients of con ducting discovery in the fmal week before the trial c ommenc ement

tf

date. This is without mentionin the availability and schedule of Dr. Holman, whose availability is limited
to the 30th and the 2"d, 6th and 8 , again during the week prior to trial, when I am also to travel to Blackfoot
for Drs. Miciak and Baird.

I think this swns up the doctors' availability, which, at a minimum, forces at le ast two (2) and probably
three (3) discovery depositions to be taken in the week prior to trial (Miciak, Holman and possibly Baird)
wi th the plan being that I cancel any Christmas plans, travel to southeast Idaho and conduct the deposition
of Dr. Hanson and perhaps Dr. Baird the day after Christmas and Friday. the 27m.
If I have misunderstood the proposed schedule
hesitate to contact me.

as

se t forth in your letter yes t erd ay afternoon, please do not

As I have indicated before, you have been the consummate professional throughout. My only criticism of
you or your finn is the Unresponsiveness I've had to my multiple requests to set these depositions since
June of this year. As a result, we now find ourselves in a very compressed timeframe and, if the Court does
not vacate the trial date, I guess I will have no other choice but to set aside my family holiday plans and do
the best we can with the timeframe we have left.
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Lastly, and on an unrelated note, you were going to get back to me with regard to mediation, your adjuster,
and the use of either Judge Dwm on the 10m or Kevin Donahoe on the 2nd or December 23rd. Your
01
December 16 email suggested that you didn't know if your adjuster was interested in mediating at all.
Thank you, again, for your consideration As always, please call

me

information.

if you have any other suggestion or

Sincerely,
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
Dictated but not read or signed in order to avoid delay in sending.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON

Attorney at Law
BCF/clb
Enclosure
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Brent Featherston
From:
Date:
To:

Subject:

"Brent Featherston" <brent@featherstonlaw.com>
Tuesday, December 17,2013 10:54 AM
"Jennifer Brizee" <jbrizee@powerstolman.com>
Re: Samples Dr. Miciak
•

Jennifer,
Based on the fact that we are being forced by t he Drs. D D D sc h edule s to con d u ct depositions the week
prec ed ing trial, I am filing my renewed motion to vacate. I have asked Clyde or Amy if I c an set it for
hearing in the former

d ocket slot of our pretrial this Friday.

Jennifer, as a Seventh-d a y Adventist, I try very hard to observe a day of rest Friday evenings to
Saturday evening. So, while I appreciate your atte m pt to work these scheduling issues out, I cannot

conduct the depositions on Friday night and Saturday. I would be happy to work on Sunday (t ho ugh
that may ha ve similar Implications for your experts), b ut I b el ieve it to be fundamentally unfai r to my

client and I that we are now forced to conduct

discovery depositions the week prior to trial and then
attempt to prepare accordingly. To be clear I don DO Ot attribute that prob le m to you, it seems to be
the cir cums ta n ce we have with busy professlonalsO 0 0 schedules, h ol id ays, etc.. .
,

I still do not know a b o ut :
1.

When is Dr. Hanson available after Christmas?

2.

Are you call ing Dr. Llinas and

3.

bringing her back from

Florida?

When is Dr. Hol man available? Unless I have overlooked it, I ha\le NO avai lab le dates for
Hol ma n at this point in time.

If I

am allowed to notice our hearing for Friday at 4 or 4:30, do you want me to conference call you in?

Brent C. Featherston

Attorney at Law

"'17.S'~~,~;·~.;;:~. .;:~J-~'.~~~r.-.;;~ ··.~~

FEATHERSr~Njl.AW FlkM.Ct-rrn.
. .,,. , ' .. .,. " .,,.... ' ', J)..... ,. .. '. '• . ,. , I< ...... , . . • ,• : .....~.... ' •

• ,, • ....
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•

.. .J~~TTOR~ E.Y~.1)l'.l~~/1
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864
Phone: (208) 263-6866

Fax.: (208) 263-0400
bd@featherstonlaw.com

www.featherstonlaw.com
From: Jennifer Brizee
sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 2:43 PM
To: Brent Featherston
Cc: JudyGraf
Subject: Samples Dr. Miciak
•
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Re Dr. Miciak

Dr. Mi ciak can make himself ava il able for a deposition in the late afternoon of Jan 3 or the late afternoon of

J a n 4 (this is a Saturday, but he is willing to accommodate, but he has to work the day shift at the hospital t his

date, so cannot go any earlier than 3 or 4 in the afternoon).

Dr. Miciak is actually out of town De c. 27 through January 3. He is not s upposed to fly back into town until the

evening of January 3, but said he would re -boo k his airplane ticket if nee de d to make this workJ and could get
into town by the aftern oo n.

pre-trial just got moved to 2 p.m. on January 3, and Dr. Miciak is 2.5 hours away from
Blackfoot, so it would actually be Friday evening before we could get to Twin Falls to get to him for his
deposition.
Remember that the

Re: Dr. Baird
Dr. Baird is also available Friday afternoon, J an ua ry 3. He has a very busy cl i nic al practice, and is now on call

literally through the new year. He is not available January 2.

With the pre-trial at 2:001 I would suggest we c o uld set his deposition for 4:00 pm (he is a bout 30 minutes away

in Idaho Falls).

This would push Miciak into SaturdayJ but this may be as good as it is g oing to get give n the time constraints.

He charges $500 per hour for deposition.

Re mediation with Donahoe

Received your message re Donahoe. I have emailed my adjuster and asked for a c onference call. I doubt I will

hear back today. I will see if she would be available, if she were interested in mediating, on Janu ary 2. I th in k
the other dates are premature.

Call me if we need to discuss mediation over the phone.l am a l ittle concerned about the timing, as you will only

get one shot at getting this adjuster to Idaho for a mediation 0 0 0 if she decides she is i nte r ested in tal ki n g. She

lives in the San Fra nsc isco area. I am lean ing toward keeping m ediation on for Jan 10 and/or just talking over the
phone, if there is an inte rest in talking settlement, but we can discuss further. Call me if you want to discuss

funher.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and :JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,

Plaintiffs,

vs.
DR
BMH,

RAY
Inc.

W. HANSON, individually, and
doing business as BINGHAM

Case No:

cv-2011-2069

DECISION ON MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
OTHER MOTIONS

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, and JOHN DOES
entities presently
1-X,
individuals
and
·

unknown,

Hon. David C. Nye
Defendants.

On December 5, 2013, oral arguments were heard regarding various motions filed
by both parties. Jennifer K. Brizee was present and represented Defendants. Brent C.
Featherston appeared telephonically and represented Plaintiffs. At the hearing, the Court
1
denied Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting. Oral arguments were then heard on each
of the following motions:
1. Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from Order Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial and Notice of
Hearing;
2. Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in
Support of Defen(jants' Motion for Summary Judgment;

3. Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Featherston's Affidavits;
4. Defendants' Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to
Summary Judgm�nt;
1

However, the trial date was subsequently vacated due to a scheduling conflict with the Court.
�
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Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Expert which was treated as a Motion for

Summary Judgmene and

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.

After considering the arguments of the parties and the record, the Court now issues this
decision.
BACKGROUND
This case involves allegations of medical malpractice that originated with a surgery
that took place near the beginning of October 2009, in Blackfoot, Idaho. This Court issued
a scheduling order on January 30, 2013 setting the case for trial in January 2014 and
establishing discovery deadlines. A deadline for disclosure of Plaintiffs' experts and
additional Rule 26(b)(4) information was set for September 16, 2013. However, the names
of the experts that Plaintiffs intended to rely on where not formally disclosed until
September 20th. Additional information required by the scheduling order was not provided
until September 301h. The late disclosures were problematic as the scheduling order
required the Defendants to disclose their experts on October 16th_ Thus, Defendants filed a
motion to strike the late disclosed experts.
In a decision dated October 24, 2013, this Court limited the expert opinion
1h
testimony from Dr. Birkenhagen to what had been disclosed on or before September 30
as a sanction against Plaintiffs for failing to comply with the Court's scheduling order and
the deadlines for Rule 26(b)(4) disclosures. Dr. Birkenhagen was a practicing surgeon at
Portneuf Medical Center in 2009 when Defendant Hanson performed a laparoscopic
2

As will be explained when this motion is addressed below, the Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Expert was
treated, with consent of the parties, as a Motion for Summary Judgment on the issue of whether Plaintiffs'

expert

had familiarized himself with the appropriate standard of care.
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cholecystectomy on Mr. Samples at Bingham Memorial Hospital. Shortly after the surgery,
Samples was transferred to Portneuf Medical Center for a pulmonary consult as he was
experiencing respiratory distress. At Portneuf Medical Center, Birkenhagen re-opened the
surgical site and discovered that Samples was septic and removed significant amounts of
puss and later had to operate in order to repair a hole in Samples's colon, which had
allowed stool to leak out of the incision at the surgical site. The septic condition was the
cause of the respiratory distress, and Birkenhagen was retained by Plaintiffs to opine that
the failure of Defendants to discover the sepsis at the surgical site was a breach of the
local standard of care and the cause of Plaintiffs' injuries. Subsequently, the above
referenced motions were filed and will be addressed below.
DISCUSSION
I.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from Order Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial and
Notice of Hearing
In the motion for relief, Plaintiffs are asking that the Scheduling Order be modified

to permit Plaintiffs' Second Amended Expert Wrtness Disclosure that contains causation
opinions of Dr. Birkenhagen. Plaintiffs argue that there would be no prejudice to
Defendants in granting this relief as the causation opinions can be found in the medical
records that were disclosed on September 27, 2013, pursuant to a discovery request.
However, this Court's order dated October 24, 2013, limits Birkenhagen's opinion
testimony to the opinions that were disclosed on or before September 30, 2013. This Court
will not modify the Scheduling Order to allow the Plaintiffs to circumvent the October 24,
2013 order, which did modify the disclosure dates of the Scheduling Order to provide for
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Plaintiffs' failure to meet the initial discovery deadlines. The Motion for Relief from Order
Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial and Notice of Hearing is denied. Birkenhagen's opinion
testimony will be limited by the requirements of the October 24, 2013 decision.

11.

Motions by Both Parties to Strike Affidavits or Portions of Various
Affidavits
The Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Featherston's Affidavits will be

addressed first. Defendants contend that portions of the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of
Motion for Relief from Pretrial and Jury Trial and the Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment are inadmissible as opinions of Featherston
regarding causation or as out of court statements from Birkenhagen being offered by
Featherston to prove the truth of the matter asserted. For example, the affidavit supporting
the request for relief from the scheduling order contains the following statement from
Featherston after indicating that Mr. Samples underwent ten surgeries: "All of said
surgeries are reflected in the records as arising from post-operative infection or
complication to the ongoing care and rehabilitation of Mr. Samples following transfer from
3
Bingham Memorial Hospital to Portneuf." The affidavit opposing the summary judgment
motion contains a similar statement regarding the ten surgeries: "each related to the
complication, infection and septic condition arising from the negligent care provided by the
Defendants according to the testimony of Dr. Birkenhagen.

""

These statements either Jack

foundation or include hearsay. As such, they are inadmissible and will not be considered

3 Aff. in Support of Mot. for Relief, pg. 2.
Aff. in Opposition to Summary Judgment, pg. 2.

4
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along with any other inadmissible portions. 5 However, admissible portions will still be
considered along with exhibits, if appropriate. The Court applies this standard to all
affidavits submitted by the parties as admissibility of evidence contained in an affidavit is a
threshold question that must be addressed before evidence is used to detennine a motion
for summary judgment. 6
The remaining motions involve requests by both parties to strike supplemental
affidavits of counsel submitted by each side. However, at oral arguments it became
apparent that the Plaintiffs' opposition was directed more at the Affidavit of Ray W.
Hanson, M.D., even though there was not a motion requesting that the Hanson affidavit be
stricken. The arguments relating to the supplemental affidavits of counsel and the Hanson
affidavit will be addressed together as they involve the same issue and law regarding
supplemental affidavits.
The issue underlying each of the affidavits is whether they are appropriate and
pennissible as "supplemental" affidavits. IRCP 56(c) states that if a party opposing
summary judgment chooses to submit affidavits they must be served "at least 14 days
prior to the date of the hearing." However, the timing requirements of IRCP 56(c) may be
altered by the court for good cause? IRCP 56(e) allows for submission of supplemental
affidavits but the timing requirements and exception of IRCP 56(c)

5

See Sprinkler Irrigation Co
�2004).

.•

still apply to

Inc. v. John Deere Ins. Co., Inc., 1391daho 691, 696, 85 P.3d 667, 672

/d.

7 IRCP 56(c).
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supplemental affidavits.8 An affidavit is not a "supplemental" affidavit if it contains new and
different factual information that was known and available to the submitting party and could
have been timely filed.9 Therefore, a late filed affidavit must be supplemental in nature and
a good cause must be shown as to why it should be permissible to file it late.
The initial hearing date for the summary judgment motion and others motions now
being decided was set for November 21, 2013. However, the entire matter was continued
to December 5, 2013, in order to treat the Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Expert as a motion for
summary judgment. The change in the hearing date from November 21st to December 5th
cured any timeliness issues with Defendants' Supplemental Affidavit that was filed on
November 14, 2013. This was tacitly acknowledged by Plaintiffs when they failed to argue
the point during oral arguments and instead focused on the late disclosed Hanson
Affidavit. Therefore, the Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Defendants' Supplemental Affidavit
of Counsel is denied.
The Hanson Affidavit was served on December 3ro, which was two days before the
hearing. The first opportunity that Plaintiffs had to oppose the affidavit was during oral
arguments. Thus, their arguments were entertained and will be addressed even though a
motion to strike was not filed. The Plaintiffs' Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel was served
on November 2th, eight days before the hearing. Both of these affidavits were untimely.
Their admissibility for consideration on summary judgment depends on whether they are
truly supplemental affidavits and whether good cause can be shown to allow them to be

8

Sun Valley Potatoes, Inc.
91d.

v.

Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 1331daho 1, 6,

981 P.2d 236, 241 (1999).
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submitted less than 14 days before the hearing, as required by IRCP 56(c).
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel contains no new facts or information. It
simply contains exhibits that are offered to substantiate the facts alleged in Plaintiffs
original affidavit of counsel. Why these materials were not attached to the first affidavit is
puzzling, but there is no prejudice to Defendants in allowing them to be submitted as the
documents had been previously disclosed to Plaintiffs. Additionally, the exhibits allow the
Court to more fully evaluate Plaintiffs' factual allegations as it provides the actual evidence
that forms the basis for the allegations. Therefore, there is good cause to allow the
supplemental affidavit to be filed.
The Hanson affidavit is also a supplemental affidavit. It was submitted to clarify that
Dr. Hanson was not board certified in general surgery when he operated on Mr. Samples
in 2009. Prior discovery indicated that Hanson had successfully completed his boards
three times beginning in 1977. It did not specify that in 2008, in anticipation of retirement,
Hanson had allowed his certification to expire and was not a board certified physician in
2009 when he operated on Mr. Samples. However, the answers to interrogatories did not
state that he was currently board certified, only that he had passed the boards three times
beginning in 1977. The board certifications are only valid for 10 year periods. Thus, the
tact that he had only been board certified three times since 1977 was sufficient
information to determine that he was not certified for at least two years between 1977
and 2009. Clarification of his status at the time of the surgery was not sought and was not
provided until the Hanson Affidavit was filed to clarify that he was not actually certified at
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the time of the operation on Mr. Samples. This clarification is important as the Plaintiffs'
expert based some of his opinion on the belief that Hanson was a board certified surgeon
at the time of the surgery. A more explicit initial disclosure could have prevented this
confusion, but there are no new facts or information in the Hanson Affidavit that were not
also in the initial expert disclosures. The Hanson Affidavit merely clarifies the record that
is already available. It is a supplemental affidavit and there is good cause to allow it to be
submitted late as it clarifies an erroneous interpretation of the facts by Plaintiffs' expert
that was not apparent until the Birkenhagen Affidavit was served by mail on November
20, 2013.
Ill.

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Expert - Treated as a Motion for Summary
Judgment

Defendants filed a Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen on
November 7, 2013 and it was served on Plaintiffs the same day. The matter was set for
hearing on November 21, 2013. The motion requested that Birkenhagen be stricken as an
expert witness because, as an out-of-area expert, he had not properly familiarized himself
with the local standard of care. The Plaintiffs objected to the motion to strike on the basis
that it was untimely because it did not comply with the notice requirements of a motion for
summary judgment. Although it was a motion to strike, Plaintiffs contended that it should
have been filed as a motion for summary judgment because the Idaho Supreme Court had
treated motions with these types of arguments as motions for summary judgment. That is
true. However, in the Dulaney case that Plaintiffs reference, a motion for summary
judgment was brought and not a motion to strike or exclude when the complaining party
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failed to lay a proper foundation for the admissibility of the expert testimony because the
record did not reflect that the expert had familiarized himself with the local standard of
care.

10

Dulaney does not stand for the proposition that when an expert in a medical

malpractice case lacks personal knowledge of the local standard of care the only recourse
is a motion for summary judgment. A motion to strike or exclude an expert witness for
failing to establish the proper foundation for the expert testimony is a proper method for
addressing the issue.
However, given that there is only one medical expert disclosed and the time for
disclosure of experts has passed, the effect of striking Plaintiffs' expert would be to
effectively dismiss their case with prejudice as the statute of limitations has run.
Furthermore, according to the Scheduling Order, the deadline for filing a summary
judgment motion in this matter was November 15, 2013. Therefore, if the expert was
excluded, the matter would be in limbo until trial as no dispositive motions could be
brought. At the November 21, 2013 hearing on the motion to strike, this Court expressed
its desire to treat the motion to strike as a motion for summary judgment and to continue
the matter for two additional weeks to provide proper time to respond by the Plaintiffs. The
parties acquiesced and the Motion to Strike Dr. Birkenhagen is now a motion for summary
judgment for failure of Plaintiffs' expert to familiarize himself with the local standard of care,
as experts are required to do in a medical malpractice case.
The relevant law when addressing the admissibility of an expert witness on a
motion for summary judgment was clearly stated in Dulaney as follows:
10

Dulaney v.

St.

Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 45 P.3d 816 (2002).
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The admissibility of the expert testimony is an issue that is separate and
distinct from whether that testimony is sufficient to raise genuine issues of
material fact sufficient to preclude summary judgment. When considering
whether the evidence in the record shows that there is no genuine issue of
material fact, the trial court must liberally construe the facts, and draw all
reasonable inferences, in favor of the nonmoving party. The liberal
construction and reasonable inferences standard does not apply, however,
when deciding whether or not testimony offered in connection with a motion
for summary judgment is admissible. The trial court must look at the witness'
affidavit or deposition testimony and determine whether it alleges facts
which, if taken as true, would render the testimony of that witness
admissible. This Court reviews challenges to the trial court's evidentiary
rulings under the abuse of discretion standard.
To avoid summary judgment for the defense in a medical malpractice case,
the plaintiff must offer expert testimony indicating that the defendant health
care provider negligently failed to meet the applicable standard of health
care practice. In order for such expert testimony to be admissible, the
plaintiff must lay the foundation required by Idaho Code § 6-1013. To
do so, the plaintiff must offer evidence showing: (a) that such opinion is
actually held by the expert witness; (b) that the expert witness can testify to
the opinion with a reasonable degree of medical certainty; (c) that the expert
witness possesses professional knowledge and expertise; and (d) that the
expert witness has actual knowledge of the applicable community
standard of care to which his expert opinion testimony is addressed.
The applicable community standard of care is defined in Idaho Code § 61012. It is: (a) the standard of care for the class of health care provider to
which the defendant belonged and was functioning, taking into account the
defendant's training, experience, and fields of medical specialization, if any;
(b) as such standard existed at the time of the defendant's alleged
negligence; and (c) as such standard existed at the place of the defendant's
alleged negligence.11
The Defendants argue that Birkenhagen's testimony is not admissible because, as an out
of-area expert, he does not have actual knowledge of the local standard of care in
Blackfoot at the time the surgery took place in 2009.

11 Dulaney v. St. Alphonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 1371daho 160, 163-64, 45 P.3d 816, 819-20 (2002)
(emphasis added}.
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In support of their argument,

Defendants cite to

Birkenhagen's deposition

testimony. During his deposition, Birkenhagen was asked specifically about whether he
had taken steps to familiarize himself with the local standard of care in Blackfoot in 2009.
The pertinent questions and Birkenhagen's answers were:

Q. Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a practicing physician
treating inpatients at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September 2009 about
the standard of care at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September 2009?
A. No. I didn't think it was appropriate to do that.
Q. Have you ever spoken with anyone who was a practicing surgeon at
Bingham Memorial Hospital in September 2009 about the standard of care
for general surgeons at Bingham Memorial Hospital in September of 2009?
A. If you are asking me, have I ever said what is the standard of care, the
answer is, no. But I have talked to Anthony Davis about how things should
be done, are done, would be done at Bingham.
Q. Okay.
A. But did we discuss a specific standard of care about a specific thing, I
don't recall.
Q. Okay. You were a practicing surgeon in Pocatello in September of 2009;
correct?
A. Right.

Q. Okay. Have you ever asked anyone who was a practicing surgeon at
Bingham Memorial Hospital in September 2009 whether the standard of
care there in 2009 deviated from the standard of care for a general surgeon
practicing in Pocatello in September of 2009?
A. No. I wouldn't ask that question, because it's a national standard of care.
Long before 2009 the idea of a local standard of care went out the window.
Q. Oka So the answer to my question is, no; correct?
1
A. No.

f

Thus, the deposition testimony establishes that Birkenhagen did not communicate with
anyone at Bingham Memorial Hospital about the relevant standard of care for a surgeon at
the hospital in 2009 or about any deviations in the standard in existence in Blackfoot from
the standard in Pocatello in 2009. Instead, Birkenhagen insisted that there was a uniform
12

Birkenhagen Depo. Excepts, 30:24-32:17 Ex. A. to Brizee Affidavit.
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national standard applicable in both locations.
Plaintiffs did make the statement in their opposition brief that Birkenhagen is not an
out-of-area expert. The only argument and evidence they offered in support of this
conclusion is that he has worked for Bingham Memorial Hospital since 2011. It is true that
since 2011 he would not be considered an out-of-area expert for Blackfoot, Idaho.
However, the time period in question is 2009 when Birkenhagen worked in Pocatello.
Pocatello and Blackfoot are within 30 minutes of each other and Pocatello could be
considered part of the geographical area normally served by Bingham Memorial Hospital.
However, no argument has been made and no facts have been presented that such is the
case. Idaho Code Section 6-1012 defines "community" for purposes of establishing the
local or community standard of care as the "geographical area ordinarily served by the
licensed general hospital at or nearest to which such care was or allegedly should have
been provided." Birkenhagen's deposition testimony and affidavit never assert that
Pocatello was part of the geographical area normally served by Bingham Memorial
Hospital. This argument is not made or supported elsewhere by Plaintiffs. In fact, the
Plaintiffs primarily argue that Birkenhagen did in fact familiarize himself with the local
standard of care and not that he did not need to because he belonged to the same
"community" as Dr. Hanson when the surgery occurred in 2009. The burden is Plaintiffs' to
meet in establishing the foundation for their expert's testimony. They have not met that
burden with regards to the claim that Birkenhagen is not an out-of-area expert.
Plaintiffs did submit an affidavit from Birkenhagen in an attempt to establish the
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foundation for his knowledge of the applicable local standard of care. In the affidavit he
states:

1 am familiar with the standard of care with regard to general surgery at
Bingham Memorial Hospital and in the Blackfoot, Idaho commu�ity by virtue
of my experience practicing there since the Spring of 2011. I beh�ve that he
.
minimum standard of care in Blackfoot, Idaho at Bingham Memonal Hospital
was no different in 2009 than when I arrived in 2011, based upon my review
of my immediate predecessor, Dr. Ray W. Hanson's qualifications and the
13
standards expected of similarly qualified surgeon.

�

Birkenhagen then reiterated that because Hanson was a member of the American College
of Surgeons and held himself out to be a board certified surgeon that he was bound by a
14
universal standard. Birkenhagen expressed this as merely his personal opinion and gave
no basis for why he believes the universal standard to have actually been in place in
Blackfoot in 2009. Furthermore, this opinion was offered in the mistaken belief that Hanson
was board certified at the time of the surgery. There is no evidence that Hanson held
himself out to be board certified at the time of the surgery. There is nothing in the
Birkenhagen affidavit indicating that he reviewed anything in Hanson's "qualifications" that
clearly articulated the local standard of care in Blackfoot in 2009 . He may have acquired
knowledge of the applicable standard in 2011 when he started working in Blackfoot, but he
has done nothing to determine that the same standard existed in 2009.
Even if the local standard of care was the same as the national standard of care in
2009 and Hanson was board certified in the same specialty as Birkenhagen, the law still
requires that Birkenhagen "inquire of the local standard in order to insure there are no local

13 Birkenhagen Aff., p. 3.
14/d.
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deviations from the national standard under which the defendant-physician and witness
5
physician were trained."1 According to Birkenhagen's deposition testimony he did not do
this and did not see a need to make such an inquiry.
Plaintiffs have not met their burden to establish the proper foundation for
Birkenhagen's expert testimony. The deposition testimony of the expert is clear that he
made no attempt to familiarize himself with the local standard of care in Blackfoot in 2009.
He alleges that the standard was a universal standard but does not say how he knew it to
be a universal standard at that time. Furthermore, he testified that he made no inquiries
into any possible deviations from that universal standard. Finally, his affidavit sets forth
merely his beliefs and opinions as to the local standard in 2009 and provides no basis for
why he held those beliefs or opinions. He offers mere conclusions that his review of
Hanson's qualifications demonstrated that Hanson was bound by the same standards as
similarly qualified surgeons. There is no evidence that Hanson's qualifications clearly
articulated the standard he was bound to follow in Blackfoot in 2009 or that it was the
same standard as any other similarly qualified surgeon. The necessary foundation for
Birkenhagen's expert testimony has not been established and therefore, his expert
testimony is not admissible. Plaintiffs cannot meet the requirements of Idaho law in a
medical malpractice case without proper expert testimony. Summary judgment is granted
for Defendants and the Plaintiffs' case is dismissed.
IV.

Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment on Breach and Causation
Given the determination that the matter should be dismissed for the above stated

15

Kozlowski v. Rush, 121 Idaho 825, 828, 828 P.2d 854, 857 (1992).
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reasons, the Court will not decide the matter of Defendants' summary judgment motion
regarding breach and causation. Plaintiffs cannot proceed in a medical malpractice case
without an expert that can testify as to the applicable standard of care. As stated above,
Plaintiff s did not establish that their expert had sufficiently familiarized himself with the
appropriate standard of care. It is not possible to properly evaluate whether there is a
material question of fact regarding a breach of a standard of care that has not been
established. This line of reasoning extends to the inability to evaluate causation. The
standard of care must be established before breach, and then causation, can be properly
evaluated. Since the case is being dismissed for failure to establish the applicable
standard of care the matters of breach and causation need not be decided. The Motion for
Summary Judgment is denied without being decided on its merits.

CONCLUSION
The motions are decided as follows:
1. Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from Order Setting Pre-Trial and Jury Trial and Notice of
Hearing; DENIED.
2. Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in
Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, including the request to
Strike the Hanson Affidavit; DENIED.
3. Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of Featherston's Affidavits; GRANTED.
4. Defendants' Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to
Summary Judgment; DENIED.
5. Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Expert which was treated as a Motion for
Summary Judgment on Inadmissibility of Expert Testimony; GRANTED and the
case is dismissed.
6. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on issue of causation; DENIED.
Therefore, the matter is dismissed as the Plaintiffs' have not laid the proper foundation for
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their expert witness testimony regarding the local standard of care and Defendants are
entitled to summary judgment in their favor.

DATED this

?,../

day of January, 2014.

~

DA~
District Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

JUDGMENT

vs.
Dr. Ray W, Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham

Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that final judgment is

entered in this matter in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiffs. Costs and attorney
fees, if any, will be determined pursuant to applicable rules and statutes.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

C.. day of January, 2014.
HONORABLE DAVID C. NYE
Dis tri ct Judge
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rd
132 3 Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276

D
D
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile to 208-733-5444
Overnight Mail
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T-533

2082630400

P0002/0005 F-626

e
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, Chtd.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
(208) 263-6866

DISTRICT COURT
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Bl HAM COUNTY. IDAHO

Flied

~

,

lM 1/
-

&iJ JlJ J .'tJO

rn

SARA ST: ! 91B'iK

u1J.£:_

Deputy

(208) 263-0400 (Fax)
Attorney for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
David Samples and Jayme Samples,

)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)

Husband And Wife,

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
BMH, Inc. doing business as

)

)

)

Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES I�X, )
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

)

Defendants.

)

)
TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually,

and BMH, INC., DOING BUSINESS AS BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, AND

YOUR ATTORNEY, JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE
ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

I.

The above-named Appellants� David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband

and wife, appeal against the above-named Respondents, Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually)
and BMH, INC., doing business as Bingham Memorial Hospital, to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the Decision o n Motions for Summary Judgment and Other Motions entered in
Oanicl P. Pcathmton
Bn:nl C. Pcathcn;lon�
Jc:n:my P. Featbmton
Jerc.mi L. O�;sman

the above-entitled action on the 3rd day of January, 2014, the Honorable District David C.

ll3 S. Second Ave.
SandpOint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Pax (2()8) 263�400
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1
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e

T-533 P0003/0005 F-626

2082630400

Nye presiding Judgment entered in the above·entitled action on the 6111 day of January, 2014,

the Honorable District David C. Nye presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and
pursuant to Rule II (a)(

3.

I) and (3), I.A.R.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent
the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal.
(a)

Did the District Court err as a :matter of law in granting Summary

Judgment?
4.

Has an order been entered sealing or any portion of the record?

5.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested?

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the

No.

Yes.

following

portions of

the reporter's transcript:

(i)

Hearing on November 21, 2013 (proceedings in Bingham
C ounty).;

(ii)

Hearing on November 22, 2013 (proceedings in Bannock
County); and

(iii)

Hearing on December 5, 2013 (proceedings in Bingham
County).

6.

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's

Record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:

7.
Daniel P. Featherston
Blent C. Fea!hmtoo•
Jcremy P. Pca!hcraton
lercmi L. Ossman

None

Civi l cases only. The Appel lant requests the following docwnents, charts, or

pictures offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied

and sent to the Supreme Court:

None

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (2.08) 263-6866
Fax (208) 2.63-0400

NOTICE OF APPEAL -2
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e

8.

T-533

2082630400

P0004/0005 F-626

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court

(b)

That the Clerk of the District Court will be paid the estimated fee for

reporter.

the preparation of the reporter's transcript upon receipt of such estimate from the Court
Reporter

.

(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been

paid or will be paid upon receipt of such estimate.
(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Rule 20.
of February, 2014.

DATED this

C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant

CERTIFICATION OF MAILING
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal was
delivered this /I_~ day ofFebruary, 2014. to the following people in the manner indicated:
Ms. Sara J. Staub, Clerk of Court
Seventh Judicial District

Bingham County Courthouse
501 N. Maple, 205
Dm!el P. Fcatbe.raton
Bn:nc C. Fcalhenton•
Jc:rcmy P. Feathcraton
Jercmi L. Oaaman.

Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

p<l

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Overnight mail
Hand delivered
Facsimile
Courthouse Mail

[ ] Other: - - - - -

ll3 S. Sli4:0n4 Ave.
SandpOint, ID 83864
Phont (208) 263-6866
Pax (208) 263-0400
NOT1C£ OF APPEAL- 3
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'

T-533

2082630400

•
r

•
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ]
vernight mail

Ms. Stephanie Mo se
Court Reporter
District
Sixth
P O Box 4165
Pocatello, ID 83205

[ ]

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.
POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls. Idaho 83303-1276

[ ]

Official
Judicial
.

.

P0005/0005 F-626

O

[ ] Hand delivered
[}t] Facsimile No. (208) 236-7418
[ ] Courthouse mail
[ ] Other:--~~~-U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ]
Mail
[ ] Hand
Facsimile (208) 733-5444

~

Overnight
delivered

Other: _ _ _ _ _ __

Daniel J>.l'cathcnCOD
Brent C. Pcalhmlon•
1ercmy P.l'cathcnton
Jc11:mi L. Ossman
113 S. Second Avo.
Sandpol11t, lD 83864
�hone(208)Z63-6866
Pax (208) 263-04oo
NOTICE OF APPEAL- 4
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#

;2087335444

02-25-14;03:51PM;

•

•
Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARL EY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL

vs.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

TO:

THE

ABOVE-NAMED

APPELLANTS,

DAVID

SAMPLES

AND

JAYME

SAMPLES, AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD, AND THE C LERK OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APP EAL, PAGE 1
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#

;2087335444

02-25-14;03:51PM;

•
NOTICE IS HEREBY

•
GIVEN that the

respondents in the above-entitled

proceeding hereby request pursuant to Rule 19, I.A. R., the inclusion of the following
material in the clerk's record in addition to the standard record:
1.

Notice of Hearing Regarding Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
(filed on or about October 18, 2013);

2. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (filed on or about October 18,
2013);

3. Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (filed
on or about October 18, 2013);
4. Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment (filed on or about October 18, 2013);
5. Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
{filed on or about October 24, 2013);
6. Notice of Hearing Regarding Defendant's Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed
Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (filed on or about November 7, 2013);
7.

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (filed on or
about November 7, 2013);

8. Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (filed on or about November 7, 2013);

9. Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen (filed on or about November 7,
2013);
10. Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants'
Summary Judgment (filed on or about November 14, 2013);

Motion for

11.Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment (filed on or about November 14, 2013);

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL, PAGE 2
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0 2 - 2 5 - 1 4 ; 0 3 : 5 1 PM ;

••

#

; 2 08733 5444

1 2. Notice of Hearing Regarding Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions o f Brent
Featherston's Affidavits (filed on or about November 1 4, 20 1 3 ) ;

1 3. Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of B rent Featherston's Affidavits (filed
on or about November 1 4 , 20 1 3);

1 4. Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Stri ke Portions of Brent
Featherston's Affidavits (filed on or about Novem ber 1 4, 20 1 3);
1 5. Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing Defendants' Motion to Strike
Portions of B rent Feathersto n's Affidavits (filed on or about Novem ber 1 4 ,
20 1 3);
1 6. Defendants' Memorand um in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to
Defe ndants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert D r. Birken hagen
(filed on or about November 1 9 , 201 3);
1 7. Affidavit of Zachary J . Thompson in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen
(fiied on or about November 1 9 , 201 3);
1 8 . Order Shortening Time for Hearing Defendants' Motion to Strike Portions of
Brent Featherston's Affidavits (filed on or about November 2 1 , 20 1 3);
1 9. Amended Notice of Hearing Regarding Defendants' Motions (filed on or a bo ut
November 26, 20 1 3);
20 . Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plai ntiffs' Motion to Strike
Su pplemental Affid avit of Jennifer K. Brizee (filed on or about December 3,
201 3);
21 . Defendants' Motion to Strike Supplem ental Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition
to Defendants' Motion for S ummary J udgment (filed on or about Dece m ber 3,
20 1 3);
22. Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Supplem ental
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Sum mary
Judgm ent (filed on or about Decem ber 3, 20 1 3);
23 . Affidavit of Jennife r K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike
Supplemental Affidavit of Cou nsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment (filed on or about Dece mber 3, 201 3);

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL, PAGE 3
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#

; 2 08 7 3 3 54 4 4

02-2 5 - 1 4 ; 0 3 : 51PM;

•

•

24. Ex Parte Motion to Shorten T ime for Hearing on Defendants' Motion to Strike
Supplement Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment (filed on or about December 3, 201 3);
25. Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support o f
Judgment (Form erly Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Birkenhagen (filed on or about December 3, 2013);

Motion f o r Summary
Proposed Expert Dr.

26. Affidavit of Ray W. Hanson, M.D. , (filed on or about Dece mber 3, 2013);
27. Not ice of Hearing Regarding Defendants' Mot ion to Strike Supplemental
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants' Mot io n for S ummary
Judgment (filed on or about December 4 , 20 1 3);
28. Minute Entry (filed on or about December 1 0, 201 3);
29 . Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment and Other Motions (filed on or
about January 3, 2014.
I certify that a copy of this request for additional clerk's record has been served
upon the clerk of the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant t o
Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DAT ED this

day of February, 201 4.
POWERS TOL MAN, PL LC

By:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APP EAL, PAGE 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

of February,

2014,

I caused

a true

and

correct copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON

APPEAL to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated
below, to the following:

•

Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm , Chtd.
1 1 3 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, 10 83864

IZI
0
IZI
0

First Class Mall
Hand Del ivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Clerk of the Court
Bingham County District Court
501 N. Maple,
Blackfoot, ID 83221

IZI
0
IZI
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

#310

Jen~
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IN THE DISTRICT
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COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME

)

SAMPLES, husband and wife,

)

Case No.: CV-20l l -o002069

)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

DR RAY W. HANSON, individually;
BMH, INC. , dba BINGHAM MEMORIAL

HOSPITAL; and JOHN DOES I - X
individuals and entities presently unknown,,
Defendants.

This matter came before the

)
)

MINUTE ENTRY

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

Court this 5th day of December 20 1 3 for the purpose

of hearing on various motions before the Honorable David C. Nye, District Judge,

presiding. Coun Reporter Stephanie Morse and Cowt Clerk Claudia Christian were
present.
Attorney Brent Featherston appeared telephonically on behalf of the plaintiffs.
Attorneys Jennifer Brizee and Zachary Thompson appeared on behalf of the defendants.

Argument and response were presented on the plaintiffs'

setting.

The Court denied the motion and granted the

extend the deadline for discovery I deposition

motion to vacate the trial

defendants' verbal motion to

and the plaintiffs, motion for relief from

pretrial order with regard to depositions.
Argument and response were presented on the remaining motions: motion to

strike the supplemental affidavit of Jennifer Bri zee, motion to strike portions of
Featherston's

strike

affidavit, motion to strike the supplemental affidavit of counsel, motion to

plaintiffs' expert witness {now referred to as a motion for summary judgment) and

MINUTE ENTRY - CV-201 1-2069

1
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Cou�ourts
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defendants' motion for summary judgment.

T-839

P . 0 0 3/0 0 3

F-300

These motions were all taken under

advisement.
Jury trial remains scheduled for Janumy 1 4, 2014 v.�th pretrial conference

at

4:00

p.m., on December 20� 20 1 3 .

Court

was

thus

DATED this

adjourned.

__

day of December 20 1 3 .

J/r/ttf

;?v/1£ fl'" iv11l

lz.(r/1] ~

.fo

District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY fuat a full ,
was

true

and correct copy of the fore going document

delivered by first-class mail, facsimile or designated box this � day of

December 20 1 ,3',
J.t
Mor- .Jn

to

the following:

JE!\�IFER K BRIZEE

[:8] U.S. Mail

P. 0. BOX 1276

facsimile

0 Courthouse Box

0 e-mail

0

TWIN FALLS, ID 83303
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON
1 1 3 SOUTH SECO"l\TD AVENUE

� U.S. Mail 0 Counhousc Box
facsimile
0 e-mail

D

SANDPOINT, ID 83864

SARA STALB, Clerk of the Court

MINUTE ENTRY - CV-201 1-2069

2
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I N T H E SUPREM E COURT O F T H E STATE O F IDAHO
* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband
and Wife,
Plaintiffs I Respondents.
-vsDr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,
Inc. doing business as Bingham Memorial
Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals and
entities presently known,
Defendants I Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

S UPRE M E CO U RT # 41 869

CERTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State of ldaho, in and for the County of B ingham, do hereby certi

fY , list and describe the

fol lowing exhibits which were offered or admitted during the proceedings in the above
entitled case:

EXHIBITS/APPENDICES
TITLE

NO EXHIBITS OTHER THAN THOSE ATTACHED TO DOCUMENTS IN RECORD

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court at B lackfoot, Idaho, this 24 day of April 20 1 4.
SARA STAUB, Clerk of the Court
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I N T H E SUPREME COURT OF T H E STATE OF I DAHO
*************************************************************************

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband
and Wife,
Plaintiffs /Respondents
-vsDr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,
Inc. doing business as Bingham Memorial
Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals
and entities presently known,
Defendants/Appellants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME CO URT # 41 869

CERTI FICATION OF
CLERK'S RECORD

I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State of ldaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certi

fy that the above and

foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction,
and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included in the clerk ' s record by the Idaho Appellate Rule 28, the notice of appeal , any
notice of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the
clerk ' s record.

IN WITNES S WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this 24 day of April 2 0 1 4 .
SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the Court

,,,,1111,,,,,

<~~or_JC
Deputy Clerk
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IN THE D ISTRICT COU RT OF THE SEVENTH J U DICIAL D ISTRICT
STATE OF I DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband
and Wife,
Plaintiffs I Respondents,
-vsDr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,
Inc. doing business as B ingham Memorial
Hospital and JOHN DOES I-X, individuals
and entities presently known,
Defendants/ Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

S U P RE M E COURT # 4 1 869

CERTI FI CATE OF S E RVICE

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certifY I personally served or mailed, by United
States mail, one copy of the clerk's record and the reporter's transcript in the above-entitled case to
each of the attorneys of record, to wit:
Counsel for Appellant:

Brent Featherston, ESQ., 1 1 3 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83 864

Counsel for Respondent:

Jennifer K. Brizee, ESQ., P.O. Box 1 276
Twin Falls, ID 83303- 1 276

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court at
Blackfoot, Idaho, this 24 day of April 20 1 4.
SARA STAUB, CLERK
Clerk of the District Cowt

By
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Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
d
132 3r Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2011-2069
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION
TO CLERK'S RECORD

vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

COME NOW, defendants, Dr. Ray W. Hanson and BMH, Inc., doing business as
Bingham Memorial Hospital, pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 29(s), and do hereby
object to and request correction of the Clerk's Record for the following reason:
Exhibits A and B to the Affidavit of Zachary J. Thompson in Opposition to
Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr.

DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD, PAGE 1
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;2087335444

05-22-14;02:50PM;

•

#

•

Birkenhagen {filed with the Court on November 19, 2013), appear to have been
inadvertently omitted from the Clerk's Record.
The Affidavit of Zachary J. Thompson in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen is Included in
the Clerk's Record as pages 180-191.

The pleading portion of the subject Affidavit

{pages 180-183) is accurate.
However, the exhibits appear to have been inadvertently omitted, and replaced
with a document not requested by either party.

Attached to the subject Affidavit of

Zachary J. Thompson as Exhibit A, in the Clerk's Record, instead of the fax coversheets
that should be attached, is a brief filed by plaintiffs, {see Clerk's Recorq, pages 185191).
This brief should not be part of the Clerk's Record, as it was not requested by
. either party. It should be removed, and replaced with the seven pages of Exhibit A and

8, which are missing.
Attached hereto, to this objection, for the convenience of the Court and counsel,
as Exhibit 1, is a true and correct copy of the subject Affidavit, with Exhibits A and 8,
which is discussed above.

�

DATED this

2J day of May, 2014.
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC

By:

~
.

~

JennliK.ari~

DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD, PAGE 2
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•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

�

of May, 2014, I caused a true and correct

copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO CLERK'S RECORD to be
forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the
following:
Jeremy P. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Email Address: jpf@featherstonlaw.com
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First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
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Jennifer K . Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733_-5444
Attorney f�r Defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital
and Dr. Ray W. Hanson

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No.

Plaintiffs,
vs.
Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,

CV-2011-2069

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J.
THOMPSON IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR.
BIRKENHAGEN

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)

) ss.
)

ZACHARY J. THOMPSON, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

1

.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and am one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Bingham Memorial Hospital and Dr. Ray W.

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J. THOMPSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT OR. BIRKENHAGEN,
PAGE1
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•

•

Hanson, in the above-referenced matter. I am familiar with and have personal knowledge
regarding the matters set forth herein.
2.

On November 7, 2013, our office faxed a copy of the Motion to Strike

Plaintiffs Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in
Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Blrkenhagen,
and the notice of hearing, which set the hearing for Nov ember 21, 2013, to the Clerk of
the Court for Bingham County District Court.

3.

Attached hereto as "Exhibit A" are true and correct copies of the

transmission reports, dated November 7, 2013, for the faxes to the Clerk of the Court for
Bingham County District Court of the Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert, Dr.
Birkenhagen, Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice
of hearing for the same.

3.

On November 7, 2013, our office faxed a copy of the Motion to Strike

Plaintiffs Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, Defendants' Memorandum in Support of
Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Birkenhagen, the Affidavit of
Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice of hearing, which set the hearing for November 21,

2013, to plaintiffs' counsel's office.

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J. THOMPSON IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN,
PAGE2
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4.

#

Attached hereto as "Exhibit 8" is a true and correct copy of the

transmission report, dated November

7,

2013, for the fax of the Motion to Strike

Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert, Dr. Birkenhagen, Defendants' Memorandum in Support of
Their Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr. Blrkenhagen, the Affidavit of
Jennifer K. Brlzee in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs ' Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhagen, and the notice of hearing for the same, to plaintiffs' counsel.
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this

of Novemberof2013.

AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY J. THOMPSON IN OPPOSIT ION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO
DEFEND ANT S MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT OR. BIRKENHAGEN,
PAGE3
'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this
correct

copy of

the foregoing

-4J_

day of November, 2013, I caused a true and

AFFIDAVIT

OF

ZACHARY J.

THOMPSON

IN

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED EXPERT DR. BIRKENHAGEN to be forwarded with all
required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following:

Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

jgl
0
1:81
D
D

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Email
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BINGHAM
DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

JUDGMENT ON COSTS

DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually, and
BMH,

CV-2011-2069

Case No:

vs.

Inc.

doing

AND

business as BINGHAM

FEES

MEMORIAL HOSP ITAL, and JOHN DOES
1-X,

individuals

and

entities

presently

unknown,

Hon. David C. Nye
Defendants.

JUDGMENT ON COSTS AND FEES IS HEREBY ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Neither party is awarded attorney fees.
Costs as a matter of right in the amount of $2,504.47 are awarded to Defendants as
the prevailing parties and against Plaintiffs pursuant to IRCP 54.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

�

day of June, 2014.

�...-----..- \

"

�
District Judge

Case

No. CV-2011-2069

JUDGMENT ON COSTS AND FEES
Page 1 of 2
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•

•

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

\r

day of June, 2014, I served a true and
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the
manner indicated.
Jennifer K. Brizee
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
RD
Avenue East
132 3
PO Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303
Brent C. Featherston
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

GiJ.s. Mail

D E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
0 Fax: 733-5444

Gils. Mail

D E-Mail
D Courthouse Box
D Fax: 263-0400

Case No. CV-2011-2069
JUDGMENT ON COSTS AND FEES
Page 2 of 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

DAVID SAMPLES and JAYME SAMPLES,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs/Appellants,
vs.
DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually; BMH,
INC., dba BINGHAM MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL; and JOHN DOES I- X
individuals and entities presently unknown,
Defendants/Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

MINUTE ENTRY
&ORDER

This matter came before the Court this 10111 day of July 2014 for the purpose of
Respondent's Objection to the Clerk's Record on Appeal before the Honorable David C. Nye,
District Judge, presiding.
Court Reporter Stephanie Morse and Court Clerk Marielle Pratt were present. Attorney
Brent Featherston appeared telephonically on behalf of the plaintiffs/appellants. Attorney Jennifer
Brizee appeared on behalf of the defendants/respondents.
Court and counsel discussed the objection to the Affidavit of Zachary J. Thompson in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Proposed Expert Dr.
Birkenhagen in the clerk's record.

655

•

•

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the correct exhibits shall be attached to the affidavit dated
November 19,2013. The brief which was previously attached to the affidavit shall be stricken from
the clerk's record.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that once the corrections are made, the clerk's record is
deemed settled and shall be forwarded to the Court of Appeals.
Court was thus adjourned.
DATED this //(�day of July 2014.

--=-

r 7?%

David C. Nye
District Judge

656

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing document was
delivered by first-class mail, facsimile or designated box this

day of July 2014, to the

following:
JENNIFER K BRIZEE

� U.S. Mail

0 Courthouse Box

0 Facsimile

0 e-mail

�

0 Courthouse Box

0 Facsimile

De-mail

P. 0. BOX 1276
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON

lJ.S.

Mail

JEREMY P. FEATHERSTON

113 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE
SANDPOINT, ID 83864

SARA STAUB, Clerk of the Court

~ eputyClerk
.$2; (;£Qi.
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD.
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB #4602
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864
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I 7: 59
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,·'
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(208) 263-6866
(208) 263-0400 (Fax)

,"'\ , •

'

"

....
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Attorney for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BI�GHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,

Case No.: CV-2011-2069

)
)

Husband And Wife,

)

Plaintiffs,

)

AMENDED NOTICE

)

OF APPEAL

)
)

vs.

Dr. Ray W. Hanson individually, and
)
BMH, Inc. doing business as
)
Bingham Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,)
individuals and entities presently unknown,
)

)
)
)

Defendants.
TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, DR. RAY W. HANSON, individually,

and BMH, INC., DOING BUSINESS AS BINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, AND
YOUR ATTORNEY, JENNIFER K. BRIZEE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE

ENTITLED COURT:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Appellants, David Samples and Jayme Samples, husband

and wife, appeal against the above-named Respondents, Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually,
and BMH. INC., doing business

Court from the
Daniel P. Fealhetston
Bren1 C. Fealhe11too*
Jon:m� P. Fosthe1$10n
Jc.11>mi L. Ossmlln
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864

Pho.ne (208) 263·6866

the

Decision

as

Bingham Memorial Hospital,

to

the Idaho Supreme

on Motions for Summary Judgment and Other Motions entered in

above-entitled action on the 3rd day of January,

2014,

the Honorable District David

Nye presiding Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 61h day of January, 20 1 4,
the Honorable District David C. Nye presiding.

Fax (208) 263-0400

'Li........! in Idl.ho & Wa.hia;lon

C.

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL· 1
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•
That the

2.

judgments

party has

a

or orders described in

3.

paragraph 1 above are

11 (a)(1) and (3), I.A.R. Further,

pursuant to Rule
Notice ofAppeal

right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

the

appealable orders under and

Appellant

to files this Amended

pursuant to I.A.R. Rule I7(m).

A preliminary statement

of the issues on

appeal which

the Appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent
the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal.

(a)

Did the District Court err as a matter of

law in

granting Summary

Judgment?

4.

Has an order been entered sealing or any portion of the re cord?

5.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested?

(b)

The Appellant req-uests the preparation of the following portions of

No.

Yes.

the reporter's transcript:

6.

(proceedings in Bingham

(i)

Hearing on November 21, 2013

(ii)

_ ___,;9;.s...'·-Hearing on Novemaer 22, 2013 October
2013 (proceedings
in Bannock County); and

(iii)

Hearing on December 5, 2013 (proceedings in Bingham
County).

County);

The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's

Record in addition to those automatically included Wlder Rule 28, I.A.R.:
PLEADING

ITEM
Danlel P. Featheraton
:Brent C. Featherston•
Jerem.y P. F�therstoo
1�rni L. O$$lll&n
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, JD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax(208)263�
'LiClO<IIIIId ill Idaho &. WathiDaiOD

a.

Plaintiffrs

b.

Plaintiffs'

Nett&

DATE FILED

Expert Witness Disclosure

September 24, 2013

Response to Defendants' Motion

October 2, 2013

to Strike Late Disclosed
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Experts
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•
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e

c.

Plaintiffs' Affidavit of Counsel

October 2, 2013

d.

Plaintiffs' Memorand:wn in Resuonse to
Defendants' Motion to D i smiss Plaintiffs'New
Claim Rellardina Ne1?:lit?:ent Post-Ooerative Care

October 2, 2013

e.

Plaintiffs'

f.

Motion for Court-Ordered Mediation

October 22 20 13

g.

Affidavit of Cmmsel in Support of Mediation

October 22, 2013

h.

Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and

October 24, 2013

l.

Amended Expert Witness Disclosure

to Dismiss New Claim

Plaintiffs' Second Amended
Disclosure

EXJJert Witness

October 7, 2013

October 28, 2013

J.

Order Referring Case to Mediatio n

November 6.

k.

Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from Order

November 7.2013

l.

Affidavit of Couns~l in Support of Motion for
Relief from Order Settin2: Pretrial and Jurv Trial

November 7, 2013

m.

Plaintiffs'

Motion to Reconsider Decision on
on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss

November 7. 2013

-

Setting Pretrial and J~ Trial and Notice
of Hearing

2013

New Claim
n.

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to

November 7, 2013

Reconsider
0.

Plaintiffs, Memorandum in Response to

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judw.ent

November 7,

2013

November 7,

2013

Filed October 18. 2013
I!•

Affidavit of Counsel

in 01mosition to Defendants'

Motion forSummarv Judr:nnent
Daniel P. P�atbetaiOn
Brent C. F11alherston*

g.

Plaintiffs,

Objection to Defendants'

November 15, 2013

Motion to Strike

Jeremy P. FoatheraiOn

Jcrcmi L. Ouman
113 S, Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864

r,

Affidvit of Counsel in Suooort of Plaintiffs'

November 15. 2013

Phone (208) :ui3-6866

Fu (208) 263-0010

AMENDt~D NOTICE OF APPEAL- 3
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•

•

.Obiection to Defendants' Motion to Strike
s.

November

202 2013

Affidavit

.
of BirkenhaQen in Sunnort of Plaintiffs
Objection to Defendants' Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs• Ptonosed E:,cnert

November

20.2013

Affidavit ofCowtsel in Resnonse to Defendants'

November

20,2Q 13

Plaintiffs' Brief in

ReSQODSe to Defendants'
Pronosed Expert

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs'
Dr. Birkenhal!en
t.

u.

MQtion to Strike Plaintiffs, Proposed Expert
Dr. Birkenhal!en
v.

Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike

Su1mlemental

November 21,2013

Affidavit of. Jennifer K. Brizee in SUJ;!J;!Ort of
Defendants' Motion for Summarv Jud1m1.ent
w.

Motion to Vacate Trial Settina

December

2.2013

x.

Affidavit in Sumiort ofMotion to Vacate

December

2, 2013

Trial

Setting

Y..•

Plaintiffs' Sumiiemental Affidavit in
ofMotion toVacate Trial Settimr

z.

Plaintiffs'

Su:imort

Renewed Motion to Vacate Trial

December 22 2013

December

17. 2013

Settimz
aa.

Plaintiffs'

Affidavit of Counsel in
Sunnort of Renewed Motion to VacateTrial

Decemh~r 17. ,013

bb.

Plaintiffs' Su12Rlement.al Affidavit of Counsel
in Sunnort of Renewed Motion to VacateTrial

December

7.

Civil cases only. The Appellant requests the following documents, charts, or

19, 2013

pictures offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court: None

8.

I certify:

(a)

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on the

Daniel P. Pc11hcnton
Brene C. Fcatbcnton•

Jeremy P. Peathersllln

court reporter.

Jcrcmi L. Ossman
113 S. Second AV&.
SandpOinf, JD 83864
Phono (208) 263-6866

Pax(208)263-0400
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 4
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•
(b)

P0006/0007 F-280

•
That the Clerk of the District Court will be paid the estimated fee for

the preparation of the reporter's transcript upon receipt of such estimate from the Cowt
Reporter.
(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been

paid or will be paid upon receipt of such estimate.

(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(e)

That service has been made upon

all

parties required t o be served

pursuant to Rule 20.
DATED this

y of July,

�

2014.

BRENT C. FEATHERSTON
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant

CERTIFICATION OF MAILING
I herezJ.l7 that a 1roe and correet copy of the
Appeal
delivered this
ay of July. 2014. to the following people in the manner indicated:

Ms. Sara J. Staub, Clerk of Court
Seventh Judicial District
Bingham County Courthouse
501 N. Maple, 205

llani&l :P. Fealhel'liiOn
Brenl C. Fealhers�en*
Jeremy P. Featheraron
Jcmni L. Ossman

�Facsimile J,tJH -7¥�-.

rvs?

Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

[ ] Courthouse Mail
[ ] Other: - - - - - --

Ms. Stephanie Morse
Official Court Reporter
Sixth Judicial District
P.O. Box 4165
Pocatello, ID 83205

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[ ] Overnight mail
[ ] Hand delivered
Facsimile No. (208) 236-7418
[ ] Courthouse mail
[ ] Other:

[vf

- - - - -- -

113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fu (2.08) 263�400
0Lk>c'"'od in IdahCJ & WUh.ille;tOD

[ ] U.S. Mail. postage prepaid
[ ] Overnight mail
[ ] Hand delivered
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•

Jennifer Brizee, Esq.

[ ]

132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276

[ ] Hand delivered
Facsimile (208) 733-5444
[ ] Other:

POWERS TOLMAN, PLLC

U.S.

Mail, Postage Prepaid
[ ] Ov�rnight Mail

[J'

Daniel P. Fcalhcnton
ll •
:Brent C. F"ldhcrllln
Jcrcm)' P. Pcathmton
Jcrcmi L. Onmlln
113 S. Second Ave.
Sandpoint, lD 83864
Phone (208) 263-6866
Fax (:208} 263..0400
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 6
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•

•

Jennifer K. Brizee (ISB #5070)
Zachary J. Thompson (ISB #7803)
POWERS TOLMAN FARLEY, PLLC
132 3rd Avenue East
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276
Telephone: (208) 733-5566
Facsimile: (208) 733-5444
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Attorney for Defendants Dr. Ray W. Hanson
and Bingham Memorial Hospital

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples,
husband and wife,
Case No. CV-2011-2069

Plaintiffs,

AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL

vs.

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and
BHM, Inc., doing business as Bingham
Memorial Hospital and JOHN DOES 1-X,
individuals and entities presently
unknown,
Defendants.

TO:

THE

ABOVE-NAMED

2/

#

;2087335444

07-25-14;01 :54PM;

APPELLANTS,

DAVID

SAMPLES

AND

JAYME

SAMPLES, AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:

AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL- Page 1
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•
NOTICE IS

#

;2087335444

07-25-14; 01:54PM;

HEREBY

•
GIVEN that

the

respondents in

the above-entitled

proceeding hereby request pursuant to Rule 19, I.A.R., the inclusion of the following
material in the clerk's record in addition to the standard record, which are necessary
due to submission of plaintiffs' Amended Notice of Appeal, which now requests 28 new
documents be included in the Clerk's Record on Appeal in this matter:
1. Order Setting Pre-trial and Jury Trial {filed on or about January 30, 2013);
2.

Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts (filed on or about
September 20, 2013);

3. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Late Disclosed Experts {filed on
or about September 20, 2013);
4. Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late
Disclosed Experts (filed on or about September 20, 2013);

5. Notice of Hearing Regarding Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed
Experts {filed on or about September 20, 2013);
6. Motion to· Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim of Negligent Post-Operative Care
(filed on or about September 24, 2013);
7. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim of

Negligent Post-Operative Care (filed on or about September 24, 2013);
8. Notice of Hearing Regarding Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim
Regarding Negligent Post-Operative Care {filed on or about September 24,
2013);
9. Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed
Experts {filed on or about October 7, 2013);
10. Supplemental Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Motion to Strike
Plaintiffs' Late Disclosed Experts (filed on or about October 7, 2013);
11. Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs' New Claim
Regarding Negligent Post-Operative Care {filed on or about October 7, 2013);
12. Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from
Order Setting Pretrial and Jury Trial and Notice of Hearing {filed on or about
November 14, 2013);

AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL- Page 2
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#

;,2087335444

07-.25-14;01 :54PM;

•

•

13.Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Relief from Order Setting Pretrial and Jury
Trial and Notice of Hearing (filed on or about November 14, 2013);
14. Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider
Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim (filed on or
about November 14, 2013);
15. Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider
Decision on Motions to Strike Experts and to Dismiss New Claim (filed on or
about November 14, 2014);
16. Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial
Setting (filed on or about December 3, 2013);
17. Aftidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Support of Defendants' Memorandum in
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial Setting (filed on or about
December 3, 2013);
18.Affidavit of Jennifer K. Brizee in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Trial
Setti'ng (Renewed) (filed on or about December 18, 2013).
I certify that a copy of this amended request for additional clerk's record has
been served upon the clerk of the district court and upon all parties required to be
served pursuant to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
DATED this

'J--~_ta;of

July, 2014.

AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL- Page 3
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5

#

;2087335444

07-25-14; 01:54PM;

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

%·r:
�y of July,

2014, I caused a true and

correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S
RECORD ON APPEAL to be forwarded with all required charges prepared, by the
method(s) indicated below, to the following:
Brent C. Featherston
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd.
113 S. 2nd Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864

1Zl
D
IZI
D

Fi rst Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

Clerk of the Court
Bingham County District Court
501N. Maple, #310
Blackfoot, ID 83221

D
D
1Zl
0

First Class Mail
Hand Delivered
Facsimile
Overnight Mail

~.Brizee

AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL- Page 4
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*************************************************************************

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
************************************************************************

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband

)

and Wife,

)
)

Plaintiffs/Appellants,

)

SUPREME COURT # 41869

)

-vs-

)
)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,
Inc. doing business

as

CERTIFICATION OF EXHIBITS

)

Bingham Memorial

)

Hospital and John Does I-X, individuals and

)

entities presently known,

)
)

Defendants/ Respondents.

)
)

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify, list and describe the
following exhibits which were offered or admitted during the proceedings in the above
entitled case:

EXHIBITS/APPENDICES
TITLE

NO EXHIBITS OTHER THAN THOSE ATTACHED TO DOCUMENTS IN RECORD
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
h
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this l31 day of August, 2014.
SARA STAUB, Clerk of the Court
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
*************************************************************************

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband
and Wife,
Plaintiffs IAppellants,
-vsDr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,
Inc. doing business as Bingham Memorial
Hospital and John Does I-X, individuals and
entities presently known,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT# 41869

CERTIFICATION OF
CLERK'S RECORD

)

Defendants/Respondents.

)

)

I, SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing record in the above-entitled case was compiled and bound under my direction,
and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings, documents and papers designated to be
included in the clerk's record by the Idaho Appellate Rule 28, the notice of appeal, any
notice of cross-appeal, and any designation of additional documents to be included in the
clerk's record.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
court at Blackfoot, Idaho, this 13

1h

day of August, 2014.

SARAH STAUB, Clerk of the Court
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BINGHAM

David Samples and Jayme Samples, Husband

)

and Wife,

)
)
Plaintiffs/Appellants,

-vs-

SUPREME COURT # 41869

)
)
)

Dr. Ray W. Hanson, individually, and BMH,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

)

Inc. doing business as Bingham Memorial

)

Hospital and John Does 1-X, individuals and

)

entities presently known,

)
)

Defendants/Respondents.

)
)

I, SARA STAUB, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bingham, do hereby certifY I personally served or mailed, by United
States mail, one copy of the clerk's record and the reporter's transcript in the above-entitled case to
each of the attorneys of record, to wit:
Appellant's counsel:

Brent C. Featherston, Esq.
113 South Second Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83 864

Respondent's counsel: Jennifer K. Brizee, Esq.
P.O. Box 1276
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court at
1h
Blackfoot, Idaho, this 13 day of August, 2014.
SARA STAUB, CLERK
Clerk of the District Court
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